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CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO 


REASONABLY ANTICIPATED FUTURE NEEDS 
WATER RIGHT ANALYSIS 


Reference No, 11-0309 


EXHIBIT 


~ 







Intrnduction 


This analysis of water demands through 2041 for the City of Eagle (City) was prepared 
pursuant to Lc'§ 42-202(15). This document meets two objectives: (I) it establishes the 
reasonably anticipated future water needs for the City of Eagle through the year 2041, and (2) it 
helps the Idaho Department of Water Resources (lDWR) and M3 Eagle LLC (M3 Eagle) 
implement a Settlement Agreement entered into by the two parties on January I I, 20 II. I 


Development of the water system in the City of Eagle has been a focal point since 2002 
when the City refined its process of requiring new subdivisions within its water service planning 
area to connect to the City's water system. Since that time, public works and utility planning has 
become an integral part of the comprehensive land use planning process of the City. 


The City has adopted an Area of Impact planning boundary. The City of Eagle, through 
its Public Works Department, intends to be the water service provider when development occurs 
within the Area of Impact. The City recognizes that, depending on valley-wide economic factors, 
growth into undeveloped areas within this boundary may take 50 years or more to occur. As 
described herein, the City's selected window for long-range water utility planning for the 
planning area in this analysis is 30 years. 


This analysis of water demands for the City'S reasonably anticipated future needs 
(RAFN) complies with statutory provisions that allow municipal water providers to plan for thc 
future. It is also responsive to the specific request of the IDWR and M3 Eagle, LLC pursuant to 
the Settlement Agreement between the IDWR and M3 Eagle, LLC dated January 19,2011 to help 
them implement the agreement. Although the City has planning in place for a longer period, the 
City was requested by IDWR and M3 Eagle to use a thirty (30) year planning horizon in order to 
facilitate their settlement agreement. The IDWR has committed to providing the City with its 
needed water rights as detennined through this analysis. Thus, as a matter of cooperation with 
both lDWR and M3 Eagle, the City has used a 30 year planning horizon to determine future water 
needs. 


As felrther explained below, to serve a forecast population of 76.205 in 2041, the City 
requires a diversion rate of 49.22 cubic feet per second (efs) from groundwater sources to meet 
peak hour demands by 2041. The City currently has a water right portfolio for 5.48 cfs. Efforts 
by the City to obtain additional water rights since 2005 have been thwarted by a variety of factors 
including protests of the City's applications. The M3 Eagle application No. 63-32573, which is 
the subject of the Settlement Agreement, seeks a permit for a maximum daily diversion rate of 
23.18 cfs. Accordingly, an additional 20.56 cfs is needed for the future growth and development 
of the City through 2041 assuming the M3 Eagle application is approved for 23.18 efs. 


City Water System Planning 


In 2002, the City of Eagle developed the first master planning and budget document for 
its water system. It focused on the Lexington Hills and Brookwood area of the City. Holladay 
Engineering Co., the City Engineer, prepared a comprehensive Amended Master Plan in 2005, 
which identified improvements to the water system throughout the City's planning area. The 
Master Plan was amended and updated in 2008 as additional City wells were completed. The 
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality approved design and operation of the wells and 


I By virtue of meeting objective (2), both M3 and IDWR acknowledge and approve of the analysis 
contained in this document 
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water lincs, Copies of the 200S Amended Master Water Plan are on 11Ie with both the Idaho 
Department of Environmental Quality (lDEQ) and the IDWR. 


City Comprehensive Land Use Planning 


Under Idaho's Local Land Use Planning Act ("LLUPA"), I. C. § 67-6508, every city is 
required "to conduct a comprehensive planning process designed to prepare, implement, and 
review and update a comprehensive plan ,[thatJ shall consider previous and existing 
conditions, trends. desirable goals and objectives. or desirable future situations for each [of 
lilleen 1 planning component[ s]", which include: 


• Analysis of past, present, and future trends in population; 
• Analysis of public school capacity; 
• Analysis of the economic base of the area; 
• Analysis of the suitability of lands for recreation, housing, commerce, industry, and 


public tl,cilities; 
• Analysis of natural resources; 
• Analysis of hazardous areas; 
• Analysis showing general plans for public services, facilities, and utilities; 
• Analysis showing the general system of major tratTic thoroughfares and other related 


transportation facilities; 
• Analysis showing a system of recreation areas; 
• Analysis of areas of special historical, areheological, architectural, ecological, 


wildlife, or scenic significance; 
• Analysis of housing conditions and needs; and 
• Analysis of needs for governing landscaping, building design, tree planting, signs, 


and suggested patterns and standards for community design, development, and 
beautification, 


Eagle's Comprehensive Plan and The North Eagle Foothills Planning Area 


In 2004, the City of Eagle adopted a 52-page (not including technical appendices) 
Comprehensive Plan, The Comprehensive Plan addressed City planning areas south of Homer 
Road and unincorporated land in the City's western Area of Impact 


Subsequent to 2004, the City turned its attention toward urban-style development 
occurring in unincorporated areas of Ada County, especially foothills areas, The City determined 
the loothills north of the City to be a unique area likely to become part of the City and began to 
locus on how development of this area might relate to, and affect, the City, the City's 
infrastructure, and the City's overall planning goals, The City determined it was in the best 
interest of the public to review development opportunities and constraints, and develop 
popUlation estimates and other planning data for the entire foothills area north of Eagle through 
statutorily-prescribed comprehensive planning process, 


As part of its planning, the City undertook an extensive process to compile and adopt the 
"North Eagle Foothills Plan" as a special component of the existing Comprehensive Plan, The 
"North Eagle Foothills Planning Area" (referred to in the Comprehensive Plan as a "land use sub
area") generally covers the area between Beacon Light Road on the south and the Gem County 
line on the north and between State Highway 55 on the East and State Highway 16 on the West 
The North Eagle Planning Area Foothills includes M3 Eagle project but other areas as well. 
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The comprehensive planning process under LLUPA requires the City to: provide for 
citizen meetings; hearings; surveys: or other methods; to obtain advice on the planning process 
plan and implementation, A City may also conduct informational meetings and consult with 
public officials and, agencies, public utility companies, and civk, educational, professional, or 
other organizations, -" Eagle complied with these requirements, 


To meet LLlJI'A's statutory requirements for the North Eagle Foothills Plan, the City 
engaged over 500 participants through a series of weekly work groups that discussed population 
and planning data lor the Foothills sub-area, including planning data on: water; foothills 
transportation; habitat and open space; intrastructure and facilities; activity centers; landscape and 
design review associated with development of the Foothills, The resulting plan for the Foothills 
sub-area is "based upon the work of those individuals who were committed to finding workable 
solutions and long-term development options for the Foothills,'" 


The North Eagle Foothills Plan is referred to in planning parlance as a detailed "specific 
area plan", A specific area plan provides greater specificity and guidance from the City to 
landowners in the Foothills, To develop this specific area plan, the City obtained substantial 
input and advice from a number of individuals and experts, Because the M3 Eagle project was 
included in this planning area, the City's professional planning stan; engineers and outside 
consultants (including Dr. Don Reading) reviewed the population and planning data developed 
lor the M3 Eagle portion of the Foothills planning area, 


City Population Estimates 


Future population levels comprise an important component ofthc City'S planning efforts, 
The City's Comprehensive Plan and other data helps the City statl'make a reasoned calculation of 
the City's population in the future, 


As part of its analysis, the Eagle Planning Department developed a popUlation and 
growth estimate for the City based on historic building permit data including Eagle data from 
1990-2000, 2000-2010, and the Eagle Comprehensive Plan, The City incorporated regional 
population and growth estimates to help refine the City's population estimates, The considered 
information was extensive, Data was incorporated from eight predictive models including 
COMPASS for Eagle, Boise, Kuna and the valley, In addition, the City used data from Moody's 
Analytics 2011-2014, the State of Idaho 2011-2014, the Idaho Economic Annual (Boise MSA) 
20 I 0-2020, and the Idaho Economic Annual (Boise MSA) 20 I 0-2040, The popUlation figure 
determined by the City is specifically for the City or Eagle and reflects the City'S expertise in 
determining popUlation levels pursuant to LLUPA, This resulting population estimate was used 
by the City to calculate future water demands lor the City as explained below, 


According to the City Planning staft~ the estimated 20 JO population is 2 I ,000, The 
population projection at build-out within the Comprehensive Plan Area is 106,175, However, for 
the 30 year planning horizon, the popUlation projection is 76,205 including the M3 Eagle project 
area .j, 


2 Idaho Code § 67~6507. 


3 Page 63 of the 2007 Eagle Comprehensive Plan. 


4 Excluding the M3 Eagle development, the City population is 56,892, The popUlation of the M3 Eagle 
project is influenced by a Development Agreement between the City of Eagle and M3 Eagle. 
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M3 Eagle Annexation and Rezone. 


Because this analysis serves the dual purpose of helping support the IDWR/M3 Eagle 
Settlement Agreement, an explanation of the annexation of 1'.13 Eagle property into the City is 
appropriate. As an area is annexed into a city under Idaho statutes, the land is generally rezoned 
because the prior land use is not the same as the anticipated USe after annexation. This is what 
occurred with the 1'.13 Eagle property. 1'.13 Eagle applied to the City lor annexation and for a 
rezone from the existing Ada County rural residential zone to the City's R-J-DA zone (residential 
with a development agreement). Idaho law specifically requires any rezone request must be in 
accord with the legiSlatively-adopted comprehensive plan.' During the course of public hearings 
held beillfe the Eagle Planning & Zoning Commission and the Eagle City Council, the City 
concluded that the 1'.13 Eagle rezone and development plan applieation was in accord with the 
City's Comprehensive Plan, including the North Eagle Foothills Plan component. 


The City approved the annexation and rezone of the 1'.13 Eagle property subject to the 
terms of a to-be-agreed-upon development agreement, as authorized by statute.' On December 
27, 2007, M3 Eagle and City entered into a Pre-Annexation and Development Agreement, 
recorded in Ada County as Instrument No. 107170 I 14, Ada County Recorder's Oftice. The 
Development Agreement reflects the City's approval of the 1'.13 Eagle planned community project 
and the annexation or the property into the City. 


A development agreement creates a contractual obligation between a city and a property 
owner. The 1'.13 Eagle Development Agreement assures the City that the 1'.13 Eagle planned 
community will be developed over time substantially as planned. It also provides a measure of 
certainty il)r 1'.13 Eagle in the event of future land use policy changes at the City during the term 
of the 1'.13 Eagle Development Agreement. The term of the Development Agreement is 30 years 
from the date of annexation, 7 with the ability to extend the tenn lor an additional 10 years. 


Under the Development Agreement, 1'.13 Eagle and the City agreed to be contractually 
bound: to facilitate the annexation, comprehensive planning, zoning designation, adoption of 
ordinances and development of the property by providing for, among other things: (I) conditions, 
terms, restrictions and requirements for the annexation of the property; (ii) conditions, terms, 
restrictions and requirements for the construction and installation of public intrastructure; 
(iii) permitted lIses for the property; (iv) density and intensity of such uses; and (v) other matters 
related to the development of the property.' 


In addition, the Development Agreement provides that: the zoning designation of R-I
DA ... is the appropriate zoning designation for the property and is designed to establish proper 
and beneficial land use designations and regulations, densities, provisions for public 


"See, e.g" Bone v. City of Lewiston. 107 Idaho 844, 693 P.2d 1046 (1984) and progeny, 


6 Sec, Idaho Code, 9§ 50·222: 50~301; 67·6508; 67·6511; 67·6512: and 67·651IA; and Eagle CilY Code. Title 8. This 
contract bet\veen the City and M3 Eagle is called a "Prc·Annexation" agreement because, at the time the City entered 
into the agreement, the M3 Eagle property was not yet contiguous to the City. The M3 Eag!e property \vas not ripe 
fiJr annexation until the M3 Eagle property became contiguous to the City's boundary. That contiguity occurred in 
November. 2009. The M3 Eagle property has been annexed into the City, and the Development Agreement is in full 
force and effect. 


7See Section 1.8(b). The ordinance completing the annexation was published November 30, 2009. 


8 Development Agreement, Recital 15, Page 7. 
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infrastructure. design regulations, procedures for administration and implementation and other 
matters related to the development of the M3 Eagle property." 


The Development Agreement's provisions in connection with water retlect the City's 
Foothills Planning under LLUPA and are consistent with the City's Comprehensive Plan's overall 
goal to provide safe, reliable and cost-efficient water service to Eagle residents, The City's 
Comprehensive Plan contemplates that securing water rights and constructing a water system in 
the Foothills will be an essential part of the City's future development. The Plan also 
acknowledges that water needs in the foothills, on a per-capita or per unit basis, may not be the 
same as for the rest of the City or fllr what the City has experienced historically, The Plan also 
recognizes that the water system in the foothills at the outset may not be interconnected with the 
water system below the foothills, 


According to the City's Comprehensive Plan, the City will develop policies that 
recognize the unique nature of planned community development in the foothills, 10 For example, 
the City's Comprehensive Plan calls for developing irrigation and water reuse goals for the 
toothills, The Development Agreement reflects M3 Eagle's intention to re-use water generated 
from both wastewater and drainage systems ftJr irrigation consistent with the City's 
Comprehensive Plan, II 


The M3 Eagle Development Agreement specifically addresses domestic water needs and 
water system development. The Development Agreement's Section 2,2 provides that M3 Eagle 
will construct the entire water system for the project, will acquire all water rights necessary to 
serve the M3 Eagle project, and will convey the water system and water rights to the City in 
phases as the project develops, The City will serve as the M3 Eagle project's municipal water 
provider. This Section of the Development Agreement is also consistent with Eagle City Code, 
Title 6, Chapter 5, which requires a developer such as M3 to secure the water rights for its project 
and convey them to the City for inclusion in the City system, 12 


Current City Water Rights 


Any assessment of future water needs should retlect the current water rights of the City, 
The current water rights for the City of Eagle water system are summarized in Table 1, 


9 Development Agreement, Recital K, Page 8. 


10 Comprehensive Plan, Section 4.6.2. 


! I Comprehensive PJun, Section 4.6.3; Development Agreement Section 2,20), 2,3( d) and 2.4d). 


12 The City would note that paragraph 3 of the Settlement Agreement suggesting that M3 Eagle would 
contract with a municipal provider other than the City appears to be a violation of the Development 
Agreement Because the City is not a party to the Settlement Agreement, the City would strongly 
recommend that any documents, including Findings, Permit Conditions, or Assignment be carefully 
reviewed with the City to ensure compliance with the Development Agreement. The City does not concur 
with this provision of the Settlement Agreement 
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Table I 


Water Well No. Priority Date Authorized Combined 
No, (POD) Diversion Rate Municipal 


(cis) Diversion Rate (ds) 


._, 
63-11413 I 4/211991 3, IS 


i 
63-12448 2 4/811998 I 3.25 325 


I 3 i 


63-12017 2/2/1994 '1 Amenity Use Only I ' 1.56 
included with 3.25 


63-32089 4 1/19/2005 14.0(i) , 
I 


63-32090 5 4.9(-) 2.23 I 
Total Muniei[lal Diversion Rate 5A8 I 


(I) Includes 1,77 cfs for Fire Protection. 
(2) The entire diversion rate is identified for Fire Protection. 


Current City Well Capacity 


Likewise, it is helpful to also understand eXlstmg well capacity as a component of 
potential infrastructure needs. The pumping capacity of the City wells is summarized in Table 2. 


Table 7 -


Current Current 
Munieipal Well Capacity Capacity Limiting Parameter(s) of City Water 
Well No. Location (gpm) (cis) Rights 


1 Lexington I 960 2.14 lDWR Final Order caps withdrawal for 
2 Lexington 2 NIA NIA 63-11413, 63-12448, and 63-12017 
3 Brookwood 1,758 3.92 combined at 3.25 cfs and 1,455 acre 


I feet. 
4 Legacy Area 1,886 4.21 lDWR Final Order caps withdrawal for 
5 I Eaglefield 2,460 5A9 63-32089 and 63-32090 combined at 


I Area I 2,23 efs for municipal use. 
Total Pumping Capacity 7,064 15.76 


M3 Eagle Water Demand 


The City's analysis for its future water needs should reflect the M3 Development 
Agreement because the M3 application for a water right is specific to that project area. Further, 
as part of the M3/lDWR Settlement Agreement, the lDWR and M3 have requested the City 
submit this analysis to help implement their agreement. 


To comply with its obligations and the Development Agreement, M3 Eagle med 
application number 63-32573 seeking an appropriation of 23.18 cubic feet per second. M3 
supported its application with numerous reports and assessments which were part of a lengthy 
proceeding before the IDWR. M3 supp0l1ed its water demands based on the requirements and 
population included in its Development Agreement. The M3 Development Agreement limits 
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density and residential units. Based on its Development Agreement and submittals to the City, 
M3 has an estimated density of 2.49 persons per residential unit. The Development Agreement 
fixed the number of residential units in the M3 project at 7,153 units. Thus, the estimated 
population fcn the M3 project is 17,811. 


Fur perspective, the City of Eagle uses an estimate of 2.7 persons per residential unit. 
The difference between these estimated persons per household, whether using the City's tigure of 
2.7 or M3's 2.4, is, in the City's opinion, so small as to be irrelevant in determining water needs 
over a period of 30 years. Further, M3 correctly determined, and the City has recognized, that in 
the North Eagle Foothills Planning area, irrigation has not historically occurred on a broad scale. 
Therefore, as part of its water needs analysis, M3 also calculated a demand for irrigation. 
Because the more typical area within the City service areas (non-foothills areas) generally has 
existing irrigation facilities and water rights, the City has not typically included an irrigation 


'd" d d l1 component In etermlnlllg water em an s, " 


M3's water demand calculations determined a demand for 274 gallons per day per 
residence. For its planning, the City uses 281 gallons per day per residence. As with the 
population projections, the City believes that the small difference between M3's assessment of 
gallons per residence and the City's determination are so small as to be irrelevant for water needs 
planning purposes, especially over 30 years. Inherent in these slight differences is the fact that 
the M3 calculations are based on intensive planning efforts while the City'S planning calculations 
are based on a more generalized determination. The fact that the two methodologies produced 
very similar figures corroborates the reasonableness of the two methodologies and the 
determination of need based on residential development. 


City of t:aglc Future Demands 


Based on the population assessment by the City of Eagle, the population in 2041 (30 
years) is anticipated to be 76,205. This figure includes the entire City planning area including the 
M3 project area. Although the Development Agreement with M3 limits the residential units in 
the M3 project area, the City'S population determination for the entire City utilizes the best 
information available from the City'S planning eH'orts pursuant to LLUPA. The City's planning 
determinations hold true regardless of whether the population growth is in the M3 area or not. 


Because the M3 Development Agreement, and M3 application number 63-31573, and the 
M3!1DWR Settlement Agreement all anticipate the M3 water right will only be used on the M3 
project area, the City has approached its future needs analysis from two perspectives. The City 
has calculated its future water needs f'or the City service area outside of the M3 project area and 
has also analyzed its needs including the M3 project area. The respective analyses are 
appropriate because M3 has determined its water demand based on the phased development 
approach rellected in the Development Agreement. The City bases its future water demand based 
on a predicted population tigure for the entire City which is more appropriate from a City 
planning perspective. While M3 is a private developer with a defined project area, defined 
building density, and defined population limit, the City is a municipal corporation responsible for 
all of its citizens. Thus, the City is not in the business of constructing homes or developing 


lJ The City's ordinances require that development lands with existing irrigation continue to provide 
irrigation water by using existing irrigation supplies. This helps conserve ground water and avoids 
obtaining duplicative water supplies for irrigation. However, in the foothills area, there is little existing 
irrigation use, Therefore, M3's detennination that there is a need for additional water for irrigation is, in 
the City'S view, reasonable. 
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property and a phas~d approach for determining the City's anticipated needs is not appropriate or 
applicable, 


Notwithstanding the differences in planning approaches, the City has determined that its 
future water demands, incorporating the M3 phased development perspective or a City 
population, based perspective yield very similar results, This is because th~ City future needs 
determination is based on a total population basis and, whether the popUlation is located in the 
M3 project area or outside, is irrelevant from a water needs perspective, It is the total population 
within a planning period, coupled with reasonable use demands that controls the amount of water 
needed, 


However, it remains accurate that residential needs detcrminations by the City and by M3 
are very close, The City's water needs determination is based on a per household basis of 281 
gallons per day per Equivalent Residential Customer (ERC), This figure is based on actual 
historical data, Holladay Engineering reviewed historical water use in the City's current system 
as identified in the City'S Master Water Plan, Water demand from that review was determined to 
be 222,434 gallons per household per day with the highest use in April, August and September, 
Holladay's analysis converted residential, school use, and commercial into ERe's which then 
provided the 281 gallons per day per ERC value, 


As noted above, M3's phased approach determined a water demand of 274 gallons per 
day per residence, This value was determined from a considered evaluation of water needs for 
the specific project area, The City'S position is that this slight difference in values is irrelevant 
over 30 years regardless of whether the phased approach or the population based approach is 
used, This conclusion is turther corroborated because, regardless of the exact timing of the 
phased development by M3 or any other development, the total estimated population for all of the 
City is 76,205 in 2041,14 


One ditTerence between the M3,determined demand for its projeet and the City's 
determination for the City is that the specific area where M3 is developing, the foothills, has little 
or no existing irrigation wateL Therefore, M3 has planned for a water right with an irrigation 
demand included, The City service area outside the M3 project typically has irrigation water 
already in place, The City, by ordinance, requires that when existing irrigation water is in place, 
a developer must use that water instead of having to secure additional water, Therefore, the City 
does not typically include an irrigation demand in its planning for areas with existing irrigation 
water rights, As noted earlier, the North Eagle Foothills Planning Area is a unique type of area 
within the City'S Comprehensive Plan, The City has reviewed M3's anticipated irrigation 
demand and believes the demand reflects a reasonable irrigation demand based on the submittals 
M3 made as part of its annexation and rezone application and the negotiated Development 
Agreement 


Further, project water re-use along with potable and non'potable groundwater demands 
included in M3's water information provided to the City, was compared to the City'S own 
irrigation standard, Based on this review, the City determined that M3's irrigation determinations 
were reasonable for a well-managed irrigation system in the Eagle area, 


14 The M3 Eagle development's rate of growth, until it reaches the maximum number of units under the 
Development Agreement, reflects market conditions and other factors controlled by M3 Eagle. The City 
does not control the rate of growth of the development The City's total overall rate of growth over 30 
years is 4,39% which includes the M3 Eagle development For the 30 year period, M3 Eagle's 
development represents less than 35% of the total growth of the City. 
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As previously noted, the City reached the same conclusion with regard to MYs potable 
water demand as it did with regard to irrigation demands< The City's acceptance of the M3 
population estimates and planning data which drive the M3 irrigation and potable water 
determinations is reflected in the fact that the City annexed the M3 project area and entered into a 
Development Agreement with M3 Eagle< 


Future City Water Rights Need 


As noted, the City has approached its analysis for ttlture water demand by considering 
City needs including and excluding the M3 project. The City's cllrrent and future needs 
excluding the M3 area is shown in Table 3 below< 


Table 3 
Current and Future Water Demands Based on Total City Service Less M3 


i 
Year MDD(mgd) MDD (els) MDDpius PHD (mgd) PHD (cfs) (I) 


nre flow (cfs) 


2011 3<72 5<75 12,43 6.32 9<77 
2021 5.23 8< 10 14.78 8.89 13<76 
2031 7<05 10<92 17<60 11.99 18<56 


2041") 9<90 15.32 22<00 16<83 ! 26<04 
Notcs: 
cls cubic fcet per second 
mgd - million gallons per day 
MDD - maximum daily demand 
PHD - peak hour demand 


(l) Rate of water use increase is less than the 4.39% population rate forecast to reflect the proportion 
of the City's population growth rate assigned to M3 Eagle development within the growth boundary, 
(2) At the projected rate of growth, the build out population within the City's Area of Impact is 
expected to be reached around 2049 with a population of 106,175< Demand at full build out will 
require a total diversion rate of 7256 efs, or an increase of 23.34 efs over the diversion of 49.22 efs 
projected for the 2041 population of 76,205< As noted, however, to accommodate the IDWR's and 
M3's request for a 30 year analysis, the City has agreed to that planning horizon so that the M3 
application can be properly considered by the IDWR under the Settlement Agreement. 


Placing the City and M3 Eagle water use projections into a single table in lO-year 
increments presents certain challenges due to the City's use of average growth rate versus M3 
Eagle's phased development plan which reflects a maximum number of residential units. The 
City'S future needs projection when including the M3 project is based on the same end point: a 
City service population of76,205 in 204 I. 
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Table 4 
__ ~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~~C~':i,:.ty~ot,-'=I:=a,,,,'I:::e_(I,ncludmg M3 Eagle) ruture ,-N::e=e=d=s~~~,--__ ~~_~ 


r 
I I 


MOD MDD I MDD plus 1 PHD (mgd) PHD (efs) 
(mgd) I (efs) I lire flow (ds) 


i J 
Total RAFN '~~~'-'r""-"~+'~ ~- - --~ i -, - ,-~~- ,-- -'~'~I 


ci~1X-"fI,~~:}:c:Occ4~1 '-1-_",-1 8"",,-3 9'---11~:::2",8 ,,,-4=6 ~!f--_,,3=5:c1c;4~f--1 ~",3~1.;c8",1~-1_~~4 9=22=--11 
M3 E~gle RAFN I I 
2041'" ,_ ~ 8.49 __ ~,-"CI3'C~=1~4~r~~1,,-3,"1-,4_\2_' ~+'I ~,-14,-,~"-9=8'_}'~+-_2=c3,-,~",-1 =8'_"--+1 
City less M3 Eagle ' 
2041 from Table 3 9.90 15.32 I 22.00 I 16.83 26.04 I 
Notes: 
efs cubic fect per second 
mgd million gallons per day 
MOD maximum daily demand 
PllD -=J'eak hour demand 


(l) M3 Eagle data from the Second Amended Application for Water Right Pennit was used to 
derive Table 4 in the same approximate units for presentation as the City data in Table 3. M3 
Eagle use reflects indoor and irrigation diversions. 


(2) M3 r':agle utilizes storage for fire flow component. 
(3) Peak Hour Demand for M3 Eagle reflects the analysis referenced above. 


From Table I, Eagle's Total Municipal Diversion Rate is currently 5.48 efs. From Table 
4, based on the City's determination of projected growth, the demand for 2041 will require 49.22 
efs. Of this amount. the M3 Eagle permit application would account for 23.18 efs. The 
difference of 20.56 cfs is the amount required for the City of Eagle to meet its reasonably 
anticipated future needs. 


The IDWR should also remember that the Idaho Rules fiJI' Puhlic Drinking Water 
Systems require the City to supply maximum day demands from well capacity. Therefore, the 
City must have adequate water rights and well capacity to meet the projected maximum day 
demand. Peak hour demands (or maximum day demand plus fire flow) can be supplied using a 
combination of pump capacity and storage. [n other words, the City can have less water right and 
pump capacity than the peak hour demand, if it develops adequate storage capacity. Historically, 
the City has supplied peak hour demands almost entirely from well capacity. 


Whether to supply peak hour demands from developed storage capacity or the amount of 
well capacity (and the water right portfolio) is a decision that must be made by the City as part of 
its future planning and management. In other words, it may be more cost effective to construct 
additional wells to meet peak hour demand than to construct storage reservoirs, booster pumps 
and pressure reducing valves. For this reason, the City's water right portfolio should be 
maintained and enhanced to provide future peak hour demands as reflected in this analysis. 


Conclusion 


Based on historical water use, at the projected average growth of 4.39% and assuming the 
approval of the 23.18 cfs M3 Eagle has requested in its application pending before IDWR, the 
City of Eagle has concluded its reasonably anticipated future needs is 20.56 cfs to serve 76,205 
eitizens in 2041. 
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· · · · · ··BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES


· · · · · · · · · · ··OF THE STATE OF IDAHO


· · ·


· · ·IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION··)


· · ·FOR PERMIT NO. 63-32573 IN· ··)


· · ·THE NAME OF M3 EAGLE LLC· · ··)


· · ·ASSIGNED TO THE CITY OF EAGLE )


· · ·______________________________)


· · ·


· · ·


· · ·


· · ·


· · ·


· · · · · · · · · ·DEPOSITION OF MATHEW WEAVER


· · · · · · · · · · · ·SEPTEMBER 22, 2011


· · ·


· · ·


· · ·


· · ·


· · ·REPORTED BY:


· · ·JEFF LaMAR, C.S.R. No. 640


· · ·Notary Public


· · ·


· · ·


· · ·
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· · · · · ·THE DEPOSITION OF MATHEW WEAVER was taken on·1·


·behalf of M3 Eagle LLC at the offices of Idaho·2·


·Department of Water Resources, 322 East Front Street,·3·


·Suite 600, Boise, Idaho, commencing at 8:57 a.m. on·4·


·September 22, 2011, before Jeff LaMar, Certified·5·


·Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within and for the·6·


·State of Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.·7·


··8·


· · · · · · · · · · ··APPEARANCES:·9·


·For M3 Eagle LLC:10·


· · ··GIVENS PURSLEY LLP11·


· · ··BY MR. JEFFREY C. FEREDAY12·


· · · · ·MR. MICHAEL P. LAWRENCE13·


· · ··601 West Bannock Street14·


· · ··P.O. Box 272015·


· · ··Boise, Idaho 83701-272016·


·For City of Eagle:17·


· · ··MOORE, SMITH, BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED18·


· · ··BY MR. BRUCE M. SMITH19·


· · ··950 West Bannock Street, Suite 52020·


· · ··Boise, Idaho 8370221·


·For Protestants:22·


· · ··ALAN SMITH23·


· · ··3135 North Osprey Road24·


· · ··Eagle, Idaho 8361625·
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· · · · · · · ··APPEARANCES (Continued):·1·


··2·


·For Idaho Department of Water Resources:·3·


· · ··OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL·4·


· · ··BY MR. JOHN W. HOMAN·5·


· · ··322 East Front Street·6·


· · ··P.O. Box 83720·7·


· · ··Boise, Idaho 83720-0098·8·


·Also Present:·9·


· · ··Steve Holt10·


· · ··Jason Smith11·


·12·


·13·


·14·


·15·


·16·


·17·


·18·


·19·


·20·


·21·


·22·


·23·


·24·


·25·
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· · · · · · · · · · · ··I N D E X·1·


··2·


·TESTIMONY OF MATHEW WEAVER· · · · · · · · · · · · ·PAGE·3·


·Examination by Mr. Fereday· · · · · · · · · · · · · ··6·4·


·Examination by Mr. Bruce Smith· · · · · · · · · · · ·63·5·


··6·


· · · · · · · · · · · ··EXHIBITS·7·


·1 - RAFN Evaluation for the City of Eagle in· · · · ··9·8·


· · ·Connection with Application for·9·


· · ·Permit 63-3257310·


·2 - Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water· · · ··1711·


· · ·Right Analysis12·


·3 - Draft Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs· · · ··1813·


· · ·Water Right Analysis14·


·4 - Eagle City Water System Usage charts· · · · · · ·2415·


·5 - M3 Eagle Development Demographic Forecast,· · · ·3016·


· · ·Economic & Fiscal Impact Analysis, dated17·


· · ·10/200818·


·6 - M3-Eagle: A Summary of Projected 30-Year· · · · ·3219·


· · ·Buildout Scenario of Residential Housing20·


· · ·Units, Households, and Population spreadsheet21·


·7 - M3 Eagle, LLC, Second Amended Application for· ··3622·


· · ·Water Right Permit, dated 02/01/200823·


·8 - Population forecasts· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·4724·


·///25·
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· · · · · · · · ··I N D E X (Continued)·1·


··2·


· · · · · · · · · · · ··EXHIBITS· · · · · · · · · ··PAGE·3·


·9 - Review of M3 Eagle Development Water Demand· · ··47·4·


· · ·Analysis·5·


·10 - Design flow documents· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·47·6·


·11 - Maps· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··47·7·


·12 - Eagle Water Company System Engineering Data· · ·47·8·


·13 - M3 Population Growth Projections· · · · · · · ··47·9·


·14 - Maps· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··4710·


·15 - Maps· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··4711·


·16 - Idaho Department of Water Resources Water· · · ·4712·


· · ··Permit Report 63-1244813·


·17 - Engineering Report Water Uses, dated· · · · · ··4714·


· · ··11/26/200815·


·18 - Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water· · · ·4716·


· · ··Right Analysis17·


·19 - Department Review Comments for the City of· · ··4718·


· · ··Eagle's Draft Reasonably Anticipated Future19·


· · ··Needs Analysis Report20·


·20 - City of Eagle RAFN Meeting Notes· · · · · · · ··4721·


·22·


·23·


·24·


·25·
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· · · · · · · · · · ·MATHEW WEAVER,·1·


·first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said·2·


·cause, testified as follows:·3·


··4·


· · · · · · · · · · · ·EXAMINATION·5·


·BY MR. FEREDAY:·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Good morning, Mat.··I'm Jeff Fereday, as I·7·


·think you know, and with me today is Mike Lawrence.·8·


·Also here is Dr. Steve Holt, who did some of the·9·


·calculations for water use at the M3 portion of the10·


·city.··Also here is Bruce Smith with the City, and11·


·Jason and Alan Smith.12·


· · · · · · ·This is a deposition where we just want to13·


·ask you some questions about the work you did in this14·


·matter having to do with the M3 portion of the city of15·


·Eagle.··And if you don't understand a question or if16·


·you want it repeated, you know, feel free to say so.17·


· · · ··A.· ·Okay.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·It's possible that there will be objections19·


·from time to time.··And if there are, it's probably20·


·advisable for you to hold off in making an answer until21·


·you've conferred with your lawyer, John here, or22·


·otherwise received instructions.23·


· · · · · · ·Okay?24·


· · · ··A.· ·Okay.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·So, Mat, could you just give us a sketch of·1·


·your educational background and how long you've been at·2·


·the Department.·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··I have a bachelor's of science in·4·


·civil engineering.··I have a master's in earth science,·5·


·hydrologic sciences.··And I've been with the Department·6·


·almost four years now.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What has been your involvement in·8·


·this matter which concerns obtaining a future-needs·9·


·water right for the portion of the city of Eagle10·


·commonly known as the M3 development?11·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I was asked last spring, I think, to12·


·review a submittal by the City of Eagle where they did13·


·some support for an RAFN for the entire city of Eagle,14·


·and then to compare that or put that in context with15·


·what had already been done by M3 and, I guess, evaluate16·


·the overall reasonably anticipated future needs with17·


·all the various components of that.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··With regard to reasonably19·


·anticipated future needs, sometimes we may refer to20·


·that as an R-A-F-N or a "RAFN."21·


· · · · · · ·Is that okay with you to refer to it that22·


·way?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You understand that the reasonably25·
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·anticipated future needs comes out of a statutory·1·


·program whereby municipal providers are entitled to·2·


·obtain a water right with a longer development horizon·3·


·than the normal five-year horizon?··Do you understand·4·


·it that way?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What knowledge do you have of the·7·


·purpose of the hearing in which we're preparing for·8·


·today?··Do you know the scope of that hearing, what·9·


·it's focused on?10·


· · · ··A.· ·No.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Have you reviewed the order from the12·


·District Court sending this matter back to the13·


·Department for a further hearing?14·


· · · ··A.· ·I have not.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So overall, your review, then, was16·


·based on evaluating the reasonably anticipated future17·


·needs that the city will have for this portion of the18·


·city known as M3; is that correct?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I think the review was to evaluate20·


·the reasonably anticipated future needs for the city of21·


·Eagle, thereby framing the context for which the M3 may22·


·have been a portion of or, you know, all of.··I guess23·


·that was the evaluation that we conducted.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And that evaluation resulted in25·
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·something called "RAFN Evaluation for the City of Eagle·1·


·in Connection with Application for Permit 63-32573";·2·


·correct?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·And I'd like to mark that as an exhibit·5·


·here, I guess Exhibit 1, and show you that.·6·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibit 1 marked.)·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Do you recognize that,·8·


·Mat?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·This is the Department's RAFN evaluation11·


·about which you've just spoke dated June 1, 2011;12·


·correct?13·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·I may refer to this as the "IDWR report" or15·


·the "Department's report."16·


· · · · · · ·Is that okay with you to refer to it that17·


·way?18·


· · · ··A.· ·Sure.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Overall your conclusions about the20·


·City's M3 RAFN are contained in this report; is that21·


·correct?22·


· · · ··A.· ·They are, yeah, specific to the M3 portion23·


·of it.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yeah.25·
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· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Specific to the M3 portion of the city?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Right.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·And your report did not attempt, did it, to·4·


·evaluate once and for all what the City's RAFN might be·5·


·for that portion of the city outside of M3; correct?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I note that the first page of the·8·


·Department's report notes that this evaluation, that it·9·


·contains quote, "May also be useful for a second RAFN10·


·application that may be filed by the City of Eagle in11·


·the near future," end quote.12·


· · · · · · ·What's your understanding of that?13·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I think there was a lot of14·


·back-and-forth between the City of Eagle and ourselves15·


·in preparing this.··And so certainly that dialogue that16·


·we had in preparing this I think would be useful in17·


·them moving forward.18·


· · · · · · ·But then also specifically some of the19·


·population analysis that was done looked at service20·


·areas within the city of Eagle, United Water, Eagle21·


·Water Company, and then the remainder of the service22·


·area, and then M3.23·


· · · · · · ·So just that approach of how, you know --24·


·how we framed where M3 is in the larger sense of the25·
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·City of Eagle RAFN, I think that approach would be·1·


·useful for the City of Eagle in the future.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·But this, as you said, does not define what·3·


·the City of Eagle's --·4·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- future evidence might be or what·6·


·constraints the City might have in presenting that·7·


·evidence; would that be correct?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I note that the report has five10·


·appendices, A through E.11·


· · · · · · ·Of those, which ones did you prepare, Mat?12·


·And just to refresh your recollection, perhaps, I note13·


·that Appendix A is the protocol for approaching the14·


·Department's RAFN analysis.15·


· · · · · · ·Would that be a fair characterization?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·And B is the service area overlap analysis;18·


·C is the population forecast; D, a review of the demand19·


·at the M3 portion of the city; and E, review of the20·


·city demand analysis that the City supplied to the21·


·Department.22·


· · · · · · ·Is that your understanding?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.··And I'll just quickly look through24·


·them.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Yeah, take your time, by the way.·1·


· · · ··A.· ·So Appendix A was primarily prepared by·2·


·Shelley Keen, but I did assist in that.··But I would·3·


·say that he's the author of that document.·4·


· · · · · · ·B was prepared by myself.··You can see that·5·


·in the memo heading.·6·


· · · · · · ·Appendix C was prepared by Dr. Don Reading.·7·


· · · · · · ·Appendix D was prepared by myself, as was·8·


·Appendix E.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Who prepared what I'll call the summary10·


·report, which is the first several pages in front of11·


·the appendices, that is, pages 1 through 5.··I'll call12·


·that the summary report.13·


· · · · · · ·Is that okay with you?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.··I'd say that was a joint effort15·


·between Shelley, myself, and Dr. Reading.··Probably16·


·Shelley had -- Shelley started it.··He was the initial17·


·author of the document, and then Don and I corroborated18·


·in that effort.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·And again, what were your instructions in20·


·preparing the Department's report?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, specifically my instructions were to22·


·review the demand analysis of M3, the City of Eagle.··I23·


·think that's where it started.··And I guess provide a24·


·technical review of that.25·
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· · · · · · ·Also, before Dr. Don Reading was brought on·1·


·board, I did some work with population data.··And then·2·


·in the end that kind of resulted in Appendix B, where I·3·


·attempted to define the population basis for each of·4·


·the water service providers in the city of Eagle.·5·


· · · · · · ·In addition to that, I think my·6·


·responsibilities maybe grew to, you know, in general·7·


·putting together a report that reviewed a RAFN·8·


·application, you know, maybe a protocol, in a way to·9·


·review a RAFN-type application for M3, but certainly10·


·also with the idea that we could use it in the future11·


·for additional RAFN applications.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·So that protocol you would see as some type13·


·of template that might be useful for the Department in14·


·the future?15·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.··Yes.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·But again, it was not an attempt to dictate17·


·to the City any specific data that it might submit in18·


·the future in its future RAFN application; correct?19·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.21·


· · · ··A.· ·It could be considered, I guess, an example22·


·of how the Department might approach this problem.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would it be fair to say that with24·


·regard to the overall conclusions of the Department's25·
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·report that the Department found that there is·1·


·sufficient evidence of, at least at this stage --·2·


·obviously understanding we haven't gone to hearing yet,·3·


·but there is sufficient evidence to show that the City·4·


·of Eagle's current portfolio is not large enough to·5·


·serve both the M3 portion of the city and other·6·


·portions of the city as those areas might grow?··Is·7·


·that a fair statement?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·That's a fair statement.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would you agree that the amount of10·


·future need for the portions of the city outside of the11·


·M3 planned community has been defined in this report as12·


·perhaps -- it hasn't been defined, but it has been13·


·identified in this report as a number of around 3 cfs?14·


·Do you recall that?15·


· · · ··A.· ·So I'm sorry.··Can you repeat the question?16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yeah.··That wasn't very well done, was it?17·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·I read the report as saying that based on19·


·the information that the City provided that it is a20·


·fact that the City does not now have enough portfolio21·


·to serve the M3 portion of the city; is that correct?22·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·And based on the information that the City24·


·has provided so far, the City needs at least another25·
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·slightly more than 3 cfs above whatever M3 needs to·1·


·serve other portions of the city in this planning·2·


·horizon?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.··So if you evaluate the existing·4·


·portfolio of water rights and add to that the M3 RAFN·5·


·permit which is going to the City of Eagle, then·6·


·there's an additional need -- well, this report·7·


·identifies a potential need of an additional 3 cfs,·8·


·3.08 cfs.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·The Department does not consider that 3 cfs10·


·a final number, does it?11·


· · · ··A.· ·It does not.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And it understands that as the City13·


·submits a further application, that number could well14·


·change upward; isn't that correct?15·


· · · ··A.· ·Absolutely.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What documents did you rely on in17·


·your production of the Department report?18·


· · · ··A.· ·So with each of the appendixes that I19·


·prepared specifically, there is a bibliography with20·


·each of those.··And the attempt of that bibliography is21·


·to cite every technical reference that I relied upon in22·


·doing my review.23·


· · · · · · ·In addition to that, I reviewed M3's24·


·submittal material as it related to laying out the25·
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·demand.··And that was, I believe, one or two reports,·1·


·one of which included a large spreadsheet tool that·2·


·went through and kind of did a -- not kind of, it did a·3·


·very good analysis of the demand for the projected·4·


·project.·5·


· · · · · · ·And I also reviewed one or two, I think two·6·


·in the end, documents from the City where they·7·


·addressed their -- that was their initial submittal --·8·


·"submittal" isn't even the right term.··That was their·9·


·initial document where they were looking at their10·


·future RAFN, big picture, you know, larger than just11·


·M3.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Let's focus for a moment on the City's13·


·submittals.14·


· · · · · · ·As I recall, the City submitted, in15·


·response to a request from the Department, two versions16·


·of something called the "Reasonably Anticipated17·


·Future-Needs Water Right Analysis for the City of18·


·Eagle."19·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?20·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you see them here.··We're going22·


·to mark these.··I'm going to hand you what is, I23·


·believe, the second version, which was a slightly24·


·updated version, and ask if you recognize that.25·
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· · · · · · ·We'll mark that as Exhibit 2.·1·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Counsel, do you have copies of·2·


·these for everybody else?·3·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, we do.·4·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibit 2 marked.)·5·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··I guess I can't say for sure if·6·


·it's a second submittal.··It's not dated.··It doesn't·7·


·have the planning information, so I guess -- you said·8·


·this is the second submittal or the resubmittal?·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··That's what I understand10·


·it to be, but perhaps we'll have further information as11·


·this deposition goes forward.12·


· · · · · · ·But do you recognize basically this13·


·document?14·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I believe it was submitted in April16·


·of 2011.17·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?18·


· · · ··A.· ·I've got it here with a date on it from19·


·when it was given to me.··I can compare that.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you have a copy --21·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Wait.··Jeff, hold on a minute,22·


·please.23·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yeah.24·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··If the witness is going to25·
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·refer to other documents that he brought and you're·1·


·giving him one document and he's talking about this and·2·


·he's now going through a stack of documents, for the·3·


·purposes of the record I'd like to make sure we all·4·


·have the same document and know what the questions are.·5·


· · · · · · ·So if he uses the exhibits that you're·6·


·handing him to talk about, that's fine.··We at some·7·


·point will need to go through the list of documents he·8·


·brought to get this record clear, because when he says·9·


·"this" and is going to other documents, we're going to10·


·have no idea what he's referring to.11·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yeah, and we will get to that,12·


·Bruce.··I appreciate that.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, you're currently looking at another14·


·version of what appears to be the same document that15·


·you had in the materials you brought today?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Right.··Which I think were made available17·


·to everyone.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.19·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··So it looks like the same document,20·


·and I do have it dated April 27th, 2011.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·The version that you brought, let's mark22·


·that as Exhibit 3, please.23·


· · · · · · ·Can you mark that, please.24·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibit 3 marked.)25·
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· · · ··THE WITNESS:··So this was the first one that I·1·


·received.··This is the --·2·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go off the record for a·3·


·moment, please.·4·


· · · · · · ·(Discussion.)·5·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, we'd like to clarify these exhibits·7·


·that contain the City of Eagle's presentation, written·8·


·presentation to the Department.·9·


· · · · · · ·You've identified Exhibit 2, which is the10·


·clean version of the document that you recognized was11·


·received on or about April 27th, 2011, from the City;12·


·correct?13·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Exhibit 3, could you describe what15·


·Exhibit 3 is.··And if it's another version of this16·


·document, please say so.17·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 3 is a prior version to Exhibit 218·


·that I received on or around March 22nd, 2011.··It has19·


·my handwritten comments in the margin.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.21·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Counsel, just a moment.22·


· · · · · · ·Did you say Exhibit 3 is the prior version,23·


·the March version?24·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··(No audible response.)25·
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· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··So Exhibit 2 is the April 27th·1·


·clean version Mr. Fereday handed you, Exhibit 3 is the·2·


·March 22nd, 2011 version that you brought to the·3·


·deposition?·4·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··That is correct.·5·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Mat, is it fair to say·7·


·that the Department ultimately found that the City's·8·


·presentation, at least for purposes of this hearing, in·9·


·Exhibit 2 was adequate to show what you previously10·


·testified to, that they did not have the current11·


·portfolio and that there would be more growth than they12·


·could serve with their current portfolio?··Would that13·


·be a fair statement?14·


· · · ··A.· ·It showed the bottom line was the same,15·


·that they needed additional water.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··It's also true, isn't it, that the17·


·Department had some criticisms of the City's18·


·presentation, Exhibit 2?19·


· · · ··A.· ·I wouldn't use the term "criticism."··But20·


·we did -- we did have feedback for them and21·


·suggestions.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Would you anticipate that those suggestions23·


·would be taken up by the City in a future water right24·


·application seeking a RAFN?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·That would be my hope, yes.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··In the Department's report the·2·


·Department suggested that the full future need for the·3·


·M3 portion of the city might not be the full 23.18 cfs·4·


·of instantaneous maximum flow sought in that M3·5·


·application.·6·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I do recall it.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·And the Department in the report suggested·9·


·that the number might only be 22.19 cfs.10·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?11·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·On page 4 of the summary portion of the13·


·Department's report, I will quote:··"IDWR reviewed M3's14·


·assumptions and methods and suggests a diversion rate15·


·of 22.19 cfs to supply 6,535 acre-feet annually," end16·


·quote.17·


· · · · · · ·You recognize or have agreed, have you not,18·


·that the 6,535 acre-feet of annual volume is a19·


·reasonable number for that part of the city; isn't that20·


·correct?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Where does the 22.19 cfs come from?··And23·


·I'll note that that's a .99 cfs reduction from 23.18.24·


·Where does that come from?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·Would you like me to generally answer that·1·


·or dig through here and find the spreadsheet where the·2·


·math is done?·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·I would like you first to generally answer·4·


·it, and then we'll go to the spreadsheet.··And I note·5·


·that you're referring to one of the documents that you·6·


·brought to the deposition today.··So if you could·7·


·generally explain.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Generally, the population estimate at the·9·


·end of the planning horizon, as identified by the10·


·Department's consultant, Dr. Don Reading, differed from11·


·the ultimate build-out population that M3 had12·


·identified in their material.··And the difference in13·


·those populations at the end of the planning horizon is14·


·what is responsible for the discrepancy.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·So your conclusion, then, was that because16·


·at the end of the planning horizon there would not be17·


·quite as many people living in this M3 portion of the18·


·city as previously projected, that the peak19·


·instantaneous diversion needed to come down by that20·


·4.3 percent; is that right?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Was that a 4.3 percent reduction in23·


·population, or do you know how that 4.3 percent or24·


·.99 cfs was derived?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·The difference is strictly in population,·1·


·yes.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · ··A.· ·As it was applied to the demand, it only·4·


·affected that part of the demand that was for in-home·5·


·residential use.··So the community water needs were not·6·


·decreased.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·You said you had a spreadsheet that·8·


·illuminates this.·9·


· · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Can you show that to us today?11·


· · · ··A.· ·I believe I can.12·


· · · · · · ·All right.··I found it in what I've brought13·


·today.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Perhaps we can take a look at that and15·


·confirm that it's what we received last night.··We're16·


·looking at a one, two, three -- five-page document.17·


· · · · · · ·Is that what you have here?18·


· · · ··A.· ·It is.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·And the first legend on it at the top of20·


·the first page is "Eagle City Water System Usage"?21·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·And then there are two charts, scatter23·


·charts on that first page; correct?24·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.25·
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· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's mark this as Exhibit 4.·1·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Just so we don't hold this·2·


·thing up, can you tell me -- here's my stack.··Can you·3·


·tell me which one you all are talking about?·4·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··This one (indicating).·5·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·6·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··We're on that page.·7·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··That whole thing is Exhibit 4.·8·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibit 4 marked.)·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Mat, with regard to10·


·Exhibit 4, could you walk us through that and explain11·


·how this exhibit demonstrates the .99 cfs reduction in12·


·the peak flow.13·


· · · ··A.· ·I can.··So on the right-hand side of the14·


·document there's a --15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Which page of the --16·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.··On page 2 of Exhibit 4.··The17·


·title of that is "Analysis of M3 Diversion Rate at End18·


·of 30 Years Versus Ultimate Build Out."19·


· · · · · · ·So on the right-hand side there's a table20·


·with one value that says "Ultimate Population," there's21·


·an asterisks there that says "As estimated by Dr. Don22·


·Reading in Appendix C."23·


· · · · · · ·There's another column in there that is the24·


·30-year planning horizon population, and that is25·
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·footnoted as the John Church population forecast,·1·


·Exhibit 40, Table 1, page 12.·2·


· · · · · · ·The difference in those two population·3·


·estimates is 1,201 people.··And the ratio is -- you·4·


·could say that at the end of the 30-year planning·5·


·horizon the population will be 93 percent of ultimate·6·


·build-out.·7·


· · · · · · ·On the left-hand side there's a table that·8·


·compares water demand values in one column for the·9·


·ultimate build-out and the water demand values at the10·


·end of the 30-year planning horizon.··That ratio of .9311·


·was applied to the indoor residential and the outdoor12·


·residential uses or water demand.13·


· · · · · · ·What I've called community uses, which14·


·includes indoor commercial, outdoor commercial, public15·


·area nonpotable irrigation, reused water, and16·


·evaporation from the aesthetic and operational ponds17·


·have not been decreased by that ratio.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, the reason that the community uses19·


·were not decreased is what?20·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, my reasoning in that was that -- I21·


·don't know exactly when, but certainly prior to22·


·ultimate build-out.··All of the infrastructure and23·


·amenities that are needed for the community as a whole24·


·would be in place.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Understood.··So you felt that it was·1·


·appropriate to focus just on the indoor and outdoor·2·


·residential in terms of applying that 93 percent·3·


·factor?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What else in this Exhibit 4 helps us·6·


·to understand this .43 percent reduction?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·So Exhibit 4 is a print of a spreadsheet·8·


·that I have on my computer.··And the title of that·9·


·spreadsheet is "Miscellaneous Calculations."··And so it10·


·was just a working document where I did miscellaneous11·


·calculations.12·


· · · · · · ·So as I review this document, none of the13·


·other tabs -- in that spreadsheet each page represents14·


·a tab -- were calculations that pertained to the matter15·


·at hand.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But these may pertain to other17·


·matters discussed in the Department's report?18·


· · · ··A.· ·They might, yeah.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you recall any of importance or20·


·note here, sitting here today?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, on other matters?22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.23·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I can just walk through it and give24·


·you a few thoughts, if that would be helpful.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Sure.·1·


· · · ··A.· ·The first page --·2·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Can I ask the witness what·3·


·document you're referring to now?·4·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··I'm still referring to Exhibit 4.·5·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Clarification for the·6·


·record, I thought you were talking about the·7·


·spreadsheet on his computer.·8·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··No.··We're talking about·9·


·Exhibit 4.··He described what it is.··He has a10·


·spreadsheet on his computer that he printed.11·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Now, I think he said he12·


·has a spreadsheet on his computer that contains a lot13·


·of other information, and that this is basically a14·


·subset of that information from that spreadsheet; is15·


·that correct?16·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··No, that's not correct.17·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··This is the spreadsheet?18·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yes.··I think that spreadsheet, if19·


·you open it, has five tabs or workbooks, and each one20·


·of those is represented by a printout.21·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Thank you very much.··I22·


·appreciate that.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··And you testified a24·


·minute ago that you call this on your computer25·
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·"Miscellaneous Calculations."·1·


· · · · · · ·It was your workbook to think about various·2·


·issues as you went through preparing the Department·3·


·report; correct?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And I asked you with regard to this·6·


·Exhibit 4 whether there are other portions of this·7·


·exhibit that would help us understand some other·8·


·portions of the Department's report.··And you said·9·


·"Maybe, and let's look at it."10·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·So I guess that's what we're doing now.12·


· · · ··A.· ·Okay.··So page 1 is just as you identified,13·


·two X/Y scatter plots of City of Eagle's water usage,14·


·and I was just kind of looking to see if the water15·


·demand varied seasonably, as you would expect, and also16·


·if it was increasing with time, as you would expect.17·


·That was just general information for myself in18·


·reviewing the material that the City sent me.19·


· · · · · · ·Page 2 is the document we already20·


·discussed.21·


· · · · · · ·Page 3 is a comparison of demand amongst22·


·the different water service users within the city of23·


·Eagle, United Water Idaho, Eagle Water Company, City of24·


·Eagle, and then I have a couple of different methods25·
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·there of calculating it.··I don't think ultimately any·1·


·decision was made based on this information.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And on that page 3, just so I·3·


·understand your acronyms, what's "ADD:MDD PF" on the·4·


·second page?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, that would be average day demand to·6·


·maximum day demand, peaking factor.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Continue.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·The next page is just where I put some data·9·


·that I received from the American Communities Survey10·


·for Eagle City, Idaho.··It reports household size or11·


·the number of people per household.··And I got data12·


·from 1990, from 2000, and then I had an average value13·


·from 2005 to 2009.··And I just used that to convert14·


·back and forth in my calculations between single-family15·


·residence and population.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·The 2005 to 2009 number, 2.77 people per17·


·household, was that a number derived by the American18·


·Communities Survey?19·


· · · ··A.· ·It was.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And then tab 5 or page 5?21·


· · · ··A.· ·So this is just comparing two methods for22·


·arriving at a future population base for city of Eagle23·


·with all of its resident water providers.··And again, I24·


·don't think that that was used in any, you know, final25·
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·decision or component.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·2·


· · · · · · ·With regard to the 4.3 percent reduction·3·


·from 23.18 to 22.19, would you agree that that's a·4·


·number that's probably within the margin of error in·5·


·projecting water needs?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·This is a fairly specific -- M3's approach,·7·


·their forecast in water demand, is fairly specific.·8·


·And it's done a good job of eliminating a lot of the·9·


·margin of error that would be associated with this type10·


·of forecasting.··As such, I don't have a good feel for11·


·what the margin of error is in something along these12·


·lines.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Good.··I appreciate your answer on that.14·


· · · · · · ·Now, I would like to refer you, please, to15·


·the reference on page 2 of Exhibit 4 to the John Church16·


·population forecast, Exhibit 40, Table 1.17·


· · · · · · ·I'm going to hand you what we'll mark as18·


·Exhibit 5, which I'll represent to you is that forecast19·


·by Dr. Church.20·


· · · · · · ·And let's go off the record while we get21·


·this marked and distributed.22·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibit 5 marked.)23·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, we're looking at what I've had marked25·
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·as Exhibit 5, which is page 13 of Exhibit 40 from the·1·


·M3 hearing.·2·


· · · · · · ·Do you recognize that?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·I note that on your Exhibit 4 you describe·5·


·this as page 12.·6·


· · · · · · ·Was that just a typo, do you think?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·It looks like I just made an error.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you recognize that that Table 1,·9·


·which is entitled "M3 Eagle Development Projected Total10·


·Occupied and Vacant Housing Units, Households and11·


·Population at Year End," is a 20-year forecast?12·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·And do you note that it also lists vacant14·


·housing units?15·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you know whether you or Dr. Reading17·


·accounted for existing but vacant houses in deriving18·


·the .43 percent reduction?19·


· · · ··A.· ·The 17,455 number, as you pointed out, does20·


·account for the residents at any given time that are21·


·occupied within the community.22·


· · · · · · ·The number that Don Reading gave me came23·


·out of his analysis, and I couldn't speak to whether he24·


·made that same consideration in his analysis.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·But you were aware of it, correct, the·1·


·existence of vacant housing units in M3's numbers?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Would you agree that a vacant home still·4·


·must have full water service capability?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I could concede to that.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·With regard to Exhibit 4, page 2, you note·7·


·the 30-year planning horizon population at 16,254;·8·


·correct?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·I'd like to show you what I'll represent to11·


·you is a copy of M3 Eagle's Exhibit 60 from the hearing12·


·and ask you if you've seen that previously.13·


· · · · · · ·Let's get these guys copies over here.14·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··What's Exhibit 60 again?15·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Exhibit 60, I'll represent to the16·


·group here, is part of Dr. Church's 30-year analysis,17·


·as opposed to his earlier 20-year analysis, showing18·


·population data.19·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Okay.20·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··This has been marked as Exhibit 6.21·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··I'm sorry.··I forgot the question22·


·if there was one.23·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's mark this as Exhibit 6.24·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibit 6 marked.)25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··So did you note that you·1·


·recognized this?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't think I've seen this before.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Oh, okay.··All right.··I would like you to·4·


·refer to year 25 in the lower right-hand half of this·5·


·Exhibit 6, please.··You'll note that the projected·6·


·total population line, three lines up from the bottom,·7·


·is there.·8·


· · · · · · ·Do you see that?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·I see that.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·If you follow along to year 25, the number11·


·is 16,524; correct?12·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Your number was 16,254; correct?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you think it's possible that in pulling16·


·a number from M3's information provided at hearing that17·


·the Department, perhaps Dr. Reading or someone else,18·


·transposed "524" into "254"?19·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't think that's the case.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And why do you think it's not?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Because the value -- the 16,254 number that22·


·I've attributed to an estimation by Don Reading in23·


·Appendix C, as I recall that document, he did a24·


·calculation there of the estimating population at the25·
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·end of the planning horizon.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·So your view is that this 16,254 number was·2·


·independently derived by Dr. Reading?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·That's my understanding.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is there a place in Appendix C, which is·5·


·Dr. Reading's portion of the report, that that's·6·


·displayed, or do you know?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I could look through it.··I don't have the·8·


·same familiarity with that document that I do with the·9·


·ones I was the primary author of.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··It sounds to me like we need to talk11·


·to Dr. Reading about this.12·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Tomorrow.13·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Right.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, you noted in your Appendix D of the15·


·Department's report that nothing that has been proposed16·


·in the M3 Eagle numbers can be considered unreasonable.17·


· · · · · · ·Would you say that M3's demand calculations18·


·were reasonable?19·


· · · ··A.· ·I would.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Would you agree that those demand21·


·assumptions in many cases are actually conservative,22·


·that is to say, they tend to state less or project less23·


·water production than might otherwise be within a24·


·reasonable range?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·That was my conclusion.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Just -- I feel it's worth elaborating on·3·


·that.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Go ahead.·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Certainly in comparison to published values·6·


·and references that exist, it was conservative.··In·7·


·comparison to contemporary practices in desert·8·


·environments -- I don't know if it's contemporary or·9·


·maybe just the standard or the norm.··So certainly10·


·conservative in standards of practices across the11·


·entire country and, you know, in older references.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·So it is conservative in that sense.13·


· · · · · · ·And in the sense of comparing with desert14·


·environment numbers, it's more or less the norm; would15·


·you say that's correct?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.17·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Go off the record for just a18·


·moment.19·


· · · · · · ·(Discussion.)20·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, with regard to Appendix D of the22·


·Department's report, on page 2 of that appendix, you23·


·discuss the sprinkler-irrigated landscape and24·


·drip-irrigated landscape that M3 proposes.25·
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· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·You note in paragraphs numbered 6 on the·3·


·top of that page 2 that M3's "...values do not seem·4·


·overly high or contrary to other residential·5·


·subdivisions within the Treasure Valley."·6·


· · · · · · ·Do you still agree with that?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Then you go on to say, "However, these·9·


·values may be high in light of M3's goal to maximize10·


·water conservation principles within the development,11·


·with specific reference to," and then you're quoting12·


·here, "'mandating xeric landscaping and minimal lawn13·


·sizes,'" end quote.··And you cite there to the water14·


·right application, Attachment A, page 4.··I'm going to15·


·hand you that page.16·


· · · · · · ·I just want to make sure that we're clear17·


·on what that page said.··I'm going hand you that, and18·


·that will be Exhibit 7.19·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibit 7 marked.)20·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··I'll represent to you21·


·that this is a portion of the M3 Eagle, now City of22·


·Eagle, water right application narrative, the23·


·Attachment A to the application.··And where we're24·


·discussing the language here, we're down at "Water25·
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·conservation measures" on page 4 of that exhibit.·1·


· · · · · · ·Do you see that?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·And I'll just quote from the exhibit and·4·


·just point this out to you and see what your reaction·5·


·is.··It says, quote, "These programs" -- these·6·


·conservation programs -- "may include measures such as·7·


·mandating xeric landscape and minimal lawn sizes,"·8·


·close quote, period.·9·


· · · · · · ·I take it that in your statement about10·


·referencing mandating xeric landscaping and minimal11·


·lawn sizes you weren't suggesting that there was an12·


·absolute commitment by M3 to mandate xeric landscaping13·


·across the board; would that be a fair statement?14·


· · · ··A.· ·That's fair.··I fully recognize that these15·


·were programs that may -- you know, I was aware of the16·


·term "may" be included.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Good.··Thank you.18·


· · · · · · ·I'd like to turn now to page 4 of19·


·Appendix D.20·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··May I ask a question, Jeff?21·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes.22·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Was this Second Amended23·


·Application for Water Right marked as an exhibit to the24·


·deposition?25·
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· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, it was.··Exhibit 7.·1·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Is Exhibit 7 just Attachment A·2·


·or the whole water right application?·3·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Just Attachment A along with the·4·


·form water right application.·5·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Okay.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Mat, on Appendix D of·7·


·the Department's report at page 4, paragraph 14, you·8·


·discuss "...winter effluent and irrigation season·9·


·effluent volumes" and note that those seem reasonable10·


·and appropriate.11·


· · · · · · ·Do you still agree with that?12·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·You note, though, that the14·


·evapotranspiration or ET loss is something that you15·


·have some questions about.16·


· · · · · · ·Could you describe what your concern was17·


·there.18·


· · · ··A.· ·One moment.19·


· · · · · · ·Well, without diving into the calculations20·


·that supported the numbers in this paragraph, as I21·


·recall, there was an ET rate proposed by M3 that was22·


·associated with maybe the maximum day ET rate from a23·


·summer month.··And that had been applied to the pond24·


·surface over the entire calendar year.25·
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· · · · · · ·An approach that I'm more familiar with·1·


·would be to come up with an average ET for each month·2·


·of the year, determine your loss for the month, and·3·


·then sum the losses for each month.·4·


· · · · · · ·And in so doing, that's a more -- it's a·5·


·more conservative approach than the one that's been·6·


·proposed, because your ET is substantially less·7·


·obviously in winter months and cooler months than it is·8·


·in the summer.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Did you recognize that the information10·


·provided by M3's expert at the hearing calculated11·


·158 acre-feet of evaporation or ET from those storage12·


·ponds, based on just the irrigation season evap?13·


· · · ··A.· ·You're asking if I made that distinction?14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yeah, whether you're familiar with that15·


·fact.16·


· · · ··A.· ·I thought -- I was under the impression17·


·that it was for the entire year.··That is my18·


·recollection.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··All right.··Staying with Appendix D,20·


·paragraph 11, which is back on page 3, you suggest that21·


·M3 may have assumed a student population that was22·


·somewhat too large at 5,480 students compared to a23·


·number that would be assumed if one used the U.S.24·


·Census figures for Idaho.25·
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· · · · · · ·Can you describe your thinking there.·1·


· · · ··A.· ·So you're referring to paragraph 11?·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.··One moment while I read that.·4·


· · · · · · ·(Reviews.)·5·


· · · · · · ·So the first part of that paragraph I'm·6·


·noting that, again, with respect to published values,·7·


·that number per student is right on.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·M3's number is?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, M3's number.··No concern there.10·


· · · · · · ·However, if you take that per-student11·


·demand and apply it towards a total student body12·


·population, it just seemed like there was a disconnect13·


·between the students that you would get if you took the14·


·total demand for the school divided by the number of15·


·students and the likely student population if you16·


·looked at U.S. Census data.17·


· · · · · · ·It's -- it was a means by which I could18·


·check the number.··And that's what I was looking for,19·


·an alternative calculation to verify the one that had20·


·been presented.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Now, Mat, obviously I don't want to make22·


·too big an issue out of this.··You yourself point out23·


·that this is a minor contribution, this demand is a24·


·minor contribution, and that in fact it is a planning25·
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·estimate.··"I am not recommending that the water demand·1·


·associated with school use be modified."·2·


· · · · · · ·And you stand by that today; correct?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·But still, did you review Dr. Church's·5·


·work, such as in Exhibit 40 from the M3 hearing, which·6·


·projected the number of school-age children in the city·7·


·of Meridian?··Do you remember reviewing that as you·8·


·went through these calculations?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·In the city of Meridian?10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Did I say Meridian?11·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·I'm sorry.··The city of Eagle.13·


· · · ··A.· ·I read that document in its entirety.··So14·


·at some point I did consider it.··I don't have instant15·


·recollection of it now.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·And that would be in the Meridian School17·


·District, correct, the city of Eagle?18·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm not sure.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.20·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't know the school districts well.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would it surprise you to learn that22·


·Dr. Church estimated that the students in this area, in23·


·the M3 area, would be about over 5,400 students?24·


· · · ··A.· ·I wouldn't say that it would surprise me.25·
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·It would just be contrary to the U.S. Census data·1·


·specific for that area.·2·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Okay.··Let's go off the record.·3·


· · · · · · ·(Recess.)·4·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record,·5·


·please.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, I take it that the reason for the·7·


·4.3 percent reduction is that you projected or you and·8·


·Dr. Reading projected that at the end of a 30-year·9·


·planning horizon beginning in 2010 the M3 portion of10·


·the city would not be completely built; correct?11·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·There would be some number of homes that13·


·would still have yet to be built; correct?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you have any reason to assume today that16·


·those homes ultimately would not be built?17·


· · · ··A.· ·No.··We made the distinction between18·


·ultimate build-out and the end of the 30-year planning19·


·horizon.··So...20·


· · · ··Q.· ·So in other words, this would be a case21·


·where the City properly projected water use and22·


·properly projected population but simply ran out of23·


·planning horizon time to get all that done?··Would that24·


·be an accurate way of putting it?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·When you say "the City," you mean M3 and·1·


·the City as a --·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Right.··Yes, that's correct.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·And you do recognize, do you not, that this·5·


·is now the City's application, that it has been·6·


·assigned to the City?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I knew that that's where we were headed.··I·8·


·did not know that it had been assigned.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you think it would be reasonable for the10·


·City to come to the Department at a certain time in the11·


·future, let's say ten years before the end of the12·


·planning horizon, and seek an extension of the planning13·


·horizon to accommodate the overhang, if you will, of14·


·those houses that could not be built within the period15·


·prior to 2040?16·


· · · ··A.· ·As I'm aware of Idaho statute, that's not17·


·afforded the applicant or permit holder.··They could do18·


·that when they submit their notice of beneficial use.19·


·At that point my understanding is the Department will20·


·receive an update on the reasonably anticipated future21·


·needs package, which will include revision of the22·


·planning horizon, the service area.23·


· · · · · · ·The only element of the RAFN that couldn't24·


·be adjusted at that point, you couldn't enlarge the25·
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·rate or the volume.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·But as I understand matters, that's the·3·


·final moment in time that that matter could be·4·


·revisited under that water right.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But at least under even that·6·


·analysis, the City would be able to say "By the way, we·7·


·think we're going to need another 3.7 years to complete·8·


·all these homes within this area of our city, and·9·


·therefore we would want an additional period of time to10·


·cover that"?11·


· · · ··A.· ·I think the Department anticipates that,12·


·yes.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··With regard to the start of the14·


·planning horizon, you chose or Dr. Reading chose 2010.15·


· · · · · · ·Is there a reason for that date?16·


· · · ··A.· ·When we prepared this document, I was more17·


·familiar with Dr. Reading's material.··Prior to the18·


·first time I was supposed to be deposed, I went through19·


·and reviewed it again.··I did not get a chance to20·


·review it this time.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.22·


· · · ··A.· ·And so some of these details I just don't23·


·recall.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But you would agree that if the25·
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·planning period were to start in say 2012 that the end·1·


·date would be 2042; correct?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·And that would change the numbers, would it·4·


·not, that you have assumed here based on a 2016 start·5·


·date for construction?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·I guess if you're comparing the start of·7·


·construction to ultimate build-out to a planning·8·


·horizon that's being established with this permit, and·9·


·what I think you're saying is if you shift out the10·


·construction period, would the planning horizon also11·


·shift out?12·


· · · ··Q.· ·No, that actually isn't my question.13·


· · · ··A.· ·Okay.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·My question was, if we assume that the15·


·construction period, as you assume, will start in 2016,16·


·then a planning horizon of 2040 provides 25 years of17·


·construction before they run out of planning horizon;18·


·right?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·But if the construction season or start did21·


·commence in 2016 but the planning horizon extended to22·


·2042 because it began in 2012, then they would have two23·


·extra years; correct?24·


· · · ··A.· ·I agree, yes.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·And that would have changed the numbers·1·


·that we're talking about here today; correct?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You brought some documents with you·4·


·today that we have not yet discussed.·5·


· · · · · · ·Could you please identify each of them, and·6·


·I'd like to mark each as an exhibit just so that we·7·


·have them cataloged here.·8·


· · · · · · ·And perhaps Mr. Smith or Mr. Smith would·9·


·like to discuss them, and we'll have them marked.10·


· · · · · · ·So I believe the next number is Exhibit 8.11·


· · · · · · ·Would you describe what Exhibit 8 is,12·


·please.13·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 8 is going to be all of these14·


·documents?15·


· · · ··Q.· ·No, the first --16·


· · · ··A.· ·Do you want me to break it out?17·


· · · ··Q.· ·I would like you to break them out into18·


·logical groupings.19·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 8 is an Excel spreadsheet titled20·


·"Population Data."21·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Hang on a minute.22·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··That title --23·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Mat, excuse me.24·


· · · · · · ·I don't know if this is going to work this25·
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·way.··How do we know what document he's referring to?·1·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··He's going to describe it, and·2·


·we're going to mark it.·3·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Off the record a minute, Jeff.·4·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go off the record.·5·


· · · · · · ·(Recess.)·6·


· · · · · · ·(Exhibits 8 through 20 marked.)·7·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, we've taken a break here and marked as·9·


·exhibits all of the documents that you were kind enough10·


·to bring with you today.··And I appreciate that.11·


· · · · · · ·I'd like to just step through each of these12·


·so that you can describe them to us.··And I understand13·


·that, as to a few of these, you originally had a yellow14·


·sticky note on the document that has a little bit more15·


·information on it.··And where that's the case, I'd like16·


·you to explain that.17·


· · · · · · ·So let's start back with Exhibit 8, which I18·


·think we've already marked or talked about.··Could you19·


·start with that and tell us what that is, please, just20·


·briefly.21·


· · · ··A.· ·So Exhibit 8 has a yellow sticky on it.22·


·And the yellow sticky says, "Excel:··Population data."23·


·And that's referring to the Excel file title name.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·On your computer?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·On my computer.·1·


· · · · · · ·And this is a compilation of all the·2·


·different spreadsheet tabs within that file.·3·


· · · · · · ·On the first page is calculations that I·4·


·used in arriving at the base populations for the·5·


·various service areas within city of Eagle.··I was·6·


·using U.S. Census block data from 2010, and not all of·7·


·those blocks fit nicely within a service area boundary.·8·


·Some of those larger blocks straddled the boundary.··So·9·


·this is my accounting of going through and delineating10·


·from that census block what people are within what11·


·service area.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·I note that you have Detail A through K or13·


·A through I or a similar notation on various charts14·


·here.15·


· · · · · · ·Are those details described somewhere else16·


·in the materials you provided today?17·


· · · ··A.· ·They are.··They're -- if we refer to18·


·Appendix B from Exhibit 1, which is the overview of19·


·applicable service areas and contemporary population20·


·bases, at the end of Exhibit B there's one, two,21·


·three -- four maps.··The second map is titled22·


·"Figure 2 - City of Eagle Active Service Area," and you23·


·can see the correlating detail.24·


· · · · · · ·So if you look on my spreadsheet for City25·
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·of Eagle --·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Spreadsheet Exhibit 8?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · · · · ·And we go down to City of Eagle Active·4·


·Service Area table which in the lower right-hand·5·


·corner, Detail A, population zero.··That correlates to·6·


·the map.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·In Appendix --·8·


· · · ··A.· ·-- B.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Of the --10·


· · · ··A.· ·-- Department's report, right.11·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Excuse me.12·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, Bruce.13·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Can we go through exactly -- I14·


·thought he was looking at Exhibit 11.15·


· · · · · · ·You were referring to a map in the report?16·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··That's correct.17·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.18·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··So what this first page is is it's19·


·the underlying calculations for the information that's20·


·presented in the maps attached with Exhibit B.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··The first page in22·


·Exhibit 8?23·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·So to summarize, Exhibit 8's first page has25·
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·detail designations that in turn refer to the·1·


·Department's report, which is Exhibit 1, Appendix B?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Could you continue through·4·


·Exhibit 8, please.·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Page 2 I believe is maybe outdated·6·


·calculations, doing the same thing as page 1 of·7·


·Exhibit 8, but on service areas that I had not·8·


·delineated to the certainty that I did at the end of·9·


·the project.10·


· · · · · · ·Page 3 is a table that summarizes my11·


·population -- I guess summarizes my efforts in12·


·delineating a population base -- a current population13·


·base for each of those service areas.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·And by the way, Mat, I note that these15·


·pages are not actually numbered.··You're just calling16·


·them pages 1, 2, 3, and so forth; correct?17·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.18·


· · · · · · ·The remaining six pages of that document,19·


·which are not numbered, are various population20·


·calculations that I did for various groups.··Everything21·


·that I did here was supplanted by Don Reading's work.22·


·So this is my efforts prior to him coming on board and23·


·also maybe my efforts in parallel to what he was doing24·


·as a double-check, for lack of a better term.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·1·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Point of clarification, when·2·


·you're saying these were also supplanted by Don, is·3·


·that all of Exhibit 8?·4·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··No.··That was just the last six·5·


·pages of Exhibit 8.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Let's turn now to·7·


·Exhibit 9, please.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·I have a yellow sticky on Exhibit 9, which,·9·


·again, refers to the file document name as it exists on10·


·my computer, or the Department's computer.··And the11·


·title is "App D_calculations_April 24th, 2011."12·


· · · ··Q.· ·And what is Exhibit 9?13·


· · · ··A.· ·Again, Exhibit 9 is my working calculations14·


·for the discussion that I have in the various15·


·paragraphs within Exhibit D.··We referred to some of16·


·those numbers previously.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Now, when you say "Exhibit D," do you mean18·


·Appendix D?19·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.··I misspoke.··Appendix D from20·


·Exhibit 1.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 1 or the Department's22·


·report; correct?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 10?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 10 has a yellow sticky on it, again·1·


·referring to the file name as it exists on the·2·


·Department's computer.··That file name is "Res·3·


·demand_resources."·4·


· · · · · · ·And what this file is is it's my resource·5·


·of various water demand issues.··It has citations, the·6·


·published documents.··It has tools or calculations.··So·7·


·I'll just go through this page by page.·8·


· · · · · · ·The first page is a spreadsheet that's·9·


·contained in a design file note published by the10·


·Department of Environmental Quality.··This is their11·


·methodology for calculating community demands when you12·


·don't have historical data to draw upon.13·


· · · · · · ·The second page is a table that compares14·


·the Department's methodology from Application15·


·Processing Memo 22 which is the Department's only16·


·guidance for calculating a demand associated with a17·


·community.··It compares that to the DEQ methodology and18·


·to the IDAPA rules for public -- safe public drinking19·


·water systems.··I don't recall the full name of that20·


·rule.21·


· · · · · · ·The third page is a table -- or I'm sorry,22·


·is a graph that depicts, again, the comparison of those23·


·various public published methodologies for zero to 12024·


·homes.25·
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· · · · · · ·The next page is a graph from zero to 1200·1·


·homes depicting the same relationships.·2·


· · · · · · ·The next is a table that works out the flow·3·


·rates that you would get if you used the methodology in·4·


·Application Processing Memo 22.·5·


· · · · · · ·The next two pages are summaries of water·6·


·demand data published by the USGS as they relate to all·7·


·the states in the country.·8·


· · · · · · ·The next page has a table on it, and the·9·


·title of that is "Table 2:··Summary of Published Values10·


·of Peaking Factors."··And this is, again, the work that11·


·underlies the table that appears in Exhibit 1.12·


· · · · · · ·The next page has two tables on it:··One is13·


·called "Table 1:··Summary of Published" -- or I'm14·


·sorry, it has two titles.··We'll use the lower title.15·


·"Table 1:··Summary of Recommended Planning Horizon16·


·Periods."··And the next table is titled "Table 2:17·


·Summary of Actual Water Planning Documents and their18·


·Respective Adopted Planning Horizon Periods."··Again,19·


·those are the underlying working document that provided20·


·the tables that appeared in Exhibit 1 and its21·


·appendices.22·


· · · · · · ·It looks like the next page is carryover23·


·from the previous page.··It didn't print all on one24·


·page.25·
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· · · · · · ·The next page after that has three tables·1·


·on it.··The uppermost table is titled "Table 2:·2·


·Summary of Published Values of Average Residential·3·


·Daily Consumption," then there's one that says·4·


·"Treasure Valley Water Demand Study," and third one's·5·


·titled "Summary of Local Average Residential Daily·6·


·Consumption Values."··And again, this is my underlying·7·


·work, supporting tables and figures that were included·8·


·in Exhibit 1 in the appendices.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·And, Mat, did you create these tables,10·


·these three tables, or did you paste them in from some11·


·other source?12·


· · · ··A.· ·No, I created all of those tables.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.14·


· · · ··A.· ·And the last page -- I'm sorry.··Maybe15·


·that's confusing.··The next page has just two blips of16·


·words on it that were carried over from the previous17·


·page.18·


· · · · · · ·And then the last page again has three19·


·tables on it.··In the upper left-hand corner it says,20·


·"Breakdown of Water Use in Commercial Establishments,"21·


·then there's a table titled "Commercial Water Use," and22·


·the third one is "Daily Commercial Water Consumption23·


·Rates."··And again, as before, these are my underlying24·


·work for some of the tables and numbers that I used in25·
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·Exhibit 1.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, have you done this kind of work before·2·


·in putting together these kinds of tables, or was this·3·


·your first experience doing this at the Department?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·I've done this kind of work before.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And so you're familiar with·6·


·Lindeberg, Dewberry, and other sources that you cite·7·


·throughout this report; is that right?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And now Exhibit 11?10·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 11 is some screenshots of some11·


·ArcGIS work that I did.··And this represents my work.12·


·Well, all three of these represent my work in13·


·estimating the existing service base for United Water14·


·Idaho in city of Eagle.15·


· · · · · · ·And I was unable to find this data16·


·elsewhere.··United Water couldn't provide it.··PUC17·


·couldn't provide it.··So this was my attempt at that.18·


·It has not been verified by United Water.19·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Is this all Exhibit 11 that20·


·you're referring to?21·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yeah.··There was three map22·


·documents there.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Okay.··Exhibit 12?24·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 12 is a summary page from a25·
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·document for the Eagle Water Company on file with the·1·


·PUC, and it summarizes their demand in their most·2·


·recent report.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·This is a document prepared by Eagle Water·4·


·Company; is that correct?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·And it was just on file, you just copied it·7·


·from the PUC?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 13?10·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 13 is a comparison of, I guess,11·


·various methods for considering population growth and12·


·build-out for the M3 population.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·That is the M3 portion of the City of14·


·Eagle?15·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Could you explain what's intended by E-x-p.17·


·What does that mean?··What's the contraction?18·


· · · ··A.· ·Exponent or exponential growth.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Exponential?20·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·And the same for E-x-p-o-n over on the22·


·right?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Same thing.··Okay.25·
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· · · ··A.· ·So you've got the projected population over·1·


·20 years, you've got an exponential growth rate plotted·2·


·with the purple Xs, you've got the actual annual growth·3·


·rate with the red diamonds, you have an average annual·4·


·growth rate with the green line.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·6·


· · · ··A.· ·To my knowledge, Don Reading did not use·7·


·anything on this in his ultimate document --·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·9·


· · · ··A.· ·-- that appeared in Exhibit 1.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 14?11·


· · · ··A.· ·So part of the analysis that you have to do12·


·for RAFN is you have to evaluate whether the proposed13·


·service area is currently being serviced -- or not even14·


·being serviced.··Whether there's planning documents for15·


·adjacent municipalities or communities within the16·


·proposed service planning area.··So you're looking for17·


·areas of overlap between conflicting planning18·


·documents.19·


· · · · · · ·And this has all of the planning maps that20·


·I referred to in doing that overlap analysis.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·And by "this," you're referring to22·


·Exhibit 14?23·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·So Exhibit 14 is a series of these planning25·
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·maps that you obtained from these various·1·


·jurisdictions?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·That's right.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·And are these up to date, to your·4·


·knowledge?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, planning document maps change quickly·6·


·in some instances.··At the time that I got all of·7·


·these, it was my understanding that they were the most·8·


·current.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you got these sometime around10·


·March/April of 2011; correct?11·


· · · ··A.· ·That's right.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 15?13·


· · · ··A.· ·During that same time period, March/April,14·


·I went and met with Eagle Water Company to discuss15·


·their service area and their demand.··And these next16·


·two maps that are contained in -- I forget what exhibit17·


·number.··I didn't write it down.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·15.19·


· · · ··A.· ·-- 15 represent the notes and my20·


·understanding based on that meeting.21·


· · · · · · ·So there were portions within their service22·


·area that they did not in fact service as well as23·


·portions outside of their service area that they did in24·


·fact service.··And so this was me just establishing the25·
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·difference between the service area as identified on·1·


·their water right and their actual service area.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 16?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Another component in evaluating a RAFN·4·


·water right is the understanding of the existing water·5·


·right portfolio.··Exhibit 16 represents all of the·6·


·water rights and/or water right permits and/or water·7·


·right applications for permits that I am aware of for·8·


·the City of Eagle.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Thank you.10·


· · · · · · ·Exhibit 17?11·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 17 is all of the material prepared12·


·and submitted by M3 Eagle -- for the M3 Eagle planned13·


·community that I felt was of sufficient use and14·


·reference that I made a physical copy of it and kept it15·


·at my desk.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·I note that this includes a very large,17·


·multipage spreadsheet, which is denoted as Exhibit 5.7.18·


· · · · · · ·Do you recognize that?19·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·That portion of Exhibit 17 has many21·


·handwritten notations and arrows and so forth on it.22·


· · · · · · ·Do you recognize those?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.··That's my notation.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you find that this Exhibit 5.7,25·
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·which is reproduced as part of Deposition Exhibit 17,·1·


·to be useful to you?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·And do you have any significant·4·


·disagreements with its overall direction or approach?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·7·


· · · · · · ·Let's go to Exhibit 18.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·When I was asked to be involved in this, I·9·


·was given a document by the City of Eagle titled10·


·"Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water Right11·


·Application," which we've marked as Exhibit 3.··Based12·


·on Exhibit 3 I wrote a series of comments and returned13·


·those to the City of Eagle regarding Exhibit 3.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·And Exhibit 3 was the draft of the City of15·


·Eagle's RAFN information to the Department; correct?16·


· · · ··A.· ·The draft of their initial information17·


·presented to the Department, yes.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.··Thank you.19·


· · · · · · ·Continue.20·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 18 is the -- their second submittal21·


·based on the comments that I gave them regarding22·


·Exhibit 3.··And it is very similar, but it has expanded23·


·and addressed a lot of the comments that we gave them.24·


·And it also contains my handwritten notes in the margin25·
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·from my initial reading of the document.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·2·


· · · · · · ·Exhibit 19?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 19 is the review comments that I·4·


·referred to regarding Exhibit 3.··So Exhibit 3 was the·5·


·initial draft RAFN submittal to the Department.··I went·6·


·through and reviewed that and put together a series of·7·


·questions that are all represented in Exhibit 19.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So this is all your work,·9·


·Exhibit 19, not Dr. Reading's?10·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Or Shelley Keen's?12·


· · · ··A.· ·No, Shelley was involved in this document.13·


·He didn't write any of it, but he reviewed it before it14·


·went out.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··How about Exhibit 20?16·


· · · ··A.· ·So Exhibit 20 is a -- these three documents17·


·came out of the first meeting that I had with Shelley18·


·and Don, Dr. Don Reading, and myself.··And the first19·


·page is some notes based on the thoughts that we had at20·


·that time.··This is all very initial.21·


· · · · · · ·The second page is a flow chart that22·


·Shelley Keen prepared with the intent to help the23·


·applicant kind of navigate what the Department is24·


·looking for.25·
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· · · · · · ·And then the last page is just maybe some·1·


·footnotes or notes for the flow chart.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I would say that this was our initial·4·


·understanding or thoughts on the matter and that we·5·


·evolved quite a bit from here.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·7·


· · · · · · ·Referring back to Exhibit 1, the·8·


·Department's report, Appendix E.··Appendix E is a memo·9·


·from you.10·


· · · · · · ·Did you prepare this, then?11·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·On or about June 2nd, 2011?13·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·On page 3 at the very end of that15·


·Appendix E, you state, "Overall I have found all of the16·


·water demand forecasting details presented by the City17·


·and discussed in this memo to be reasonable."18·


· · · · · · ·Is that your position today?19·


· · · ··A.· ·It is.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·"My review," you continue, "was limited to21·


·the material submitted by the City and does not22·


·consider water demand associated with other potential23·


·and legitimate justifications that could potentially be24·


·identified in a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements25·
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·based analysis," close quote.··We spoke about this·1·


·earlier in this deposition.·2·


· · · · · · ·But is this another way of saying that the·3·


·Department's view, or at least your view, is that you·4·


·expect that the City will come back and fill a number·5·


·of holes or answer a number of questions in its second·6·


·or follow-on RAFN application?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·8·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Okay.··No further questions.·9·


· · · · · · ·Let's go off the record for just a moment.10·


· · · · · · ·(Discussion.)11·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··We're back on the record.12·


· · · · · · ·Judge Smith?13·


· · · ··MR. ALAN SMITH:··Back on the record.··The14·


·protestants have no questions.15·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Off the record for a minute,16·


·Jeff.17·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes.18·


· · · · · · ·(Recess.)19·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Back on the record.20·


·21·


· · · · · · · · · · · ·EXAMINATION22·


·BY MR. BRUCE SMITH:23·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat -- can I call you "Mat"?24·


· · · ··A.· ·Please.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·I'm Bruce Smith.··I'm the City of Eagle's·1·


·attorney.··And I think during your earlier questioning·2·


·by Mr. Fereday he indicated to you that M3's·3·


·application for permit has been assigned to the City.·4·


· · · · · · ·And I think you indicated you weren't aware·5·


·of that; is that correct?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·But you understand that that's what was·8·


·contemplated, and I guess that's why the City of Eagle·9·


·is here now; correct?10·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·All right.··I have a number of questions12·


·that I want to ask you about your report and some of13·


·the information you provided.··But while it's fresh on14·


·your mind -- it's now 11:15 -- on some of the points15·


·and the questions Mr. Fereday had, I want to get a16·


·clarification of them.··I was taking some notes as you17·


·went through on your testimony.··Let me make sure I've18·


·got them, these last documents that you were referring19·


·to.20·


· · · · · · ·Now, one other point:··The notice that was21·


·given to us about your deposition said that you would22·


·bring all the information you relied upon in preparing23·


·the Department's report; correct?24·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·And are the documents that we've now·1·


·attached to the deposition as exhibits all the·2·


·information and all the documents and all the records·3·


·that you relied upon in preparing that report?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·Obviously published documentation I made·5·


·reference to in my bibliographies and they're not·6·


·included.··But of all the working documents that I·7·


·relied upon, they're here.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·So all the notes that you took are in here?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·No.··I do keep a -- I guess a log with10·


·handwritten notes from meetings.··But that has not been11·


·provided.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mr. Homan, could we make13·


·arrangements to get a copy of that?14·


· · · · · · ·Well, let me ask the question before.15·


· · · · · · ·Did you rely upon that in preparing any of16·


·this information in your report?17·


· · · ··A.· ·You know, the notes are important points18·


·from meetings that I had with you and with Eagle Water19·


·Company.··To what regard I relied upon them20·


·specifically, I couldn't say.··They helped form my21·


·understanding of what my task was and what I was doing.22·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··With that, Mr. Homan, I23·


·would request that we get a copy of them.24·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··We can go back and review those, and25·
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·you can revisit whether or not you relied on that.··And·1·


·to the extent that you did, then we can get those to·2·


·Mr. Smith and the rest of the parties.·3·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Okay.·4·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Anything else besides your -- did you say·6·


·field notes, or what did you call it?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·It's just a logbook.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Logbook.··Anything else?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·Nothing comes to mind.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··At any time during this deposition11·


·if you think of something that you relied upon and you12·


·did not produce it in these attached exhibits and it's13·


·not in your log, would you let me know that and so we14·


·can discuss and decide whether we need to see it or15·


·not?16·


· · · ··A.· ·I will.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And do you understand that as part18·


·of the hearing that we're going to have in October the19·


·City will be submitting its RAFN analysis?20·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mr. Fereday asked you some questions22·


·about the report and the idea that the City could23·


·submit additional information at a subsequent hearing.24·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·I do.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·And let me ask this question:··There's·2·


·nothing that would prohibit the City from submitting·3·


·its RAFN analysis as part of this hearing; is that·4·


·correct?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Not that I'm aware of.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I don't know that we will or won't,·7·


·but I just want to make sure that if we do that it's·8·


·not a problem.·9·


· · · · · · ·So would you look at your Exhibit No. 20,10·


·which is your City of Eagle RAFN meeting notes and the11·


·flow chart, please.12·


· · · ··A.· ·I have it.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··In Mr. Fereday's questioning you14·


·made note that these were the notes associated with the15·


·flow chart and with regard to the City of Eagle RAFN16·


·processing options.··And I believe you made the17·


·comment, "Our thinking has evolved since then18·


·considerably," or something to that effect.19·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?20·


· · · ··A.· ·I do recall that I said our thinking -- let21·


·me rephrase that.··Our thinking may have evolved since22·


·then.··Hopefully I didn't use the word "considerably."23·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, let's look at that for a minute.24·


·Number one, you're saying it may have evolved.··I don't25·
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·know if that means it has or has not.·1·


· · · · · · ·Clarify that, has it or has it not evolved?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Certainly my understanding of the RAFN·3·


·process has been revised and honed throughout the going·4·


·on four months that I've dealt with this.··When I was·5·


·brought in to deal with this, I had a much more·6·


·rudimentary understanding of the statutes, of the·7·


·process, and of, you know, the history of the·8·


·Department doing this than I do now.··So my·9·


·understanding without question has evolved.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·When you're talking about you versus the11·


·Department, can I assume that when you say you it is12·


·the Department versus your only personal opinion?13·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··I think the Department will make its14·


·own decision.··I mean you can just testify to what your15·


·belief is, speaking for yourself.16·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yeah, when I say myself, that is17·


·my understanding of the Department's position.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Okay.19·


· · · ··A.· ·Or thoughts on the matter.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So going back to this Exhibit 20,21·


·when you're saying "Our thinking has evolved," is that22·


·referring to your thinking or the Department's23·


·thinking?24·


· · · ··A.· ·I'll say both.··I think my thinking, as I25·
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·said, has definitely evolved.··And I think that also·1·


·the people that were involved from the beginning,·2·


·specifically Don and Shelley, I think our understanding·3·


·of what we were doing and the Department's position on·4·


·certain aspects of our RAFN has probably evolved or·5·


·changed.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Can you describe for me in what way.·7·


· · · ··A.· ·An example?·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Uh-huh.··Let me help you with this.··Okay?·9·


·And let me give you a little commentary, and then you10·


·help me understand it.11·


· · · · · · ·The City has submitted two RAFN analyses;12·


·correct?13·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You looked at both of those, I think15·


·you and Mr. Keen looked at them.16·


· · · · · · ·You had some comments; correct?17·


· · · ··A.· ·I provided comments, I believe, on both of18·


·those.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Correct.··Have the comments that you20·


·submitted and the information you asked for, has that21·


·been provided to you now?22·


· · · ··A.· ·So I would say that there hasn't23·


·necessarily been a formal reply by the City of Eagle,24·


·you know, comment by comment.··But certainly the City25·
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·of Eagle has responded in some form to most of my·1·


·concerns and addressed probably the most critical ones.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Are there any that haven't been·3·


·addressed?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·It seems like there were several that·5·


·weren't ever addressed to my satisfaction, but I·6·


·couldn't give you a specific example at this point.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··With regard to Exhibit 20, when the·8·


·City is preparing its RAFN information, should we give·9·


·consideration to Exhibit 20?··Does it matter anymore?10·


· · · ··A.· ·I think the flow chart is still useful.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·In what way?12·


· · · ··A.· ·Because this outlines the path -- I guess13·


·maybe not.··Let me restate that.14·


· · · · · · ·Now that the permit has been assigned15·


·completely to the City of Eagle, which is what this was16·


·identifying, how can that get assigned to the City of17·


·Eagle and then how can we move forward with that RAFN18·


·review.··So maybe it's not.··Maybe because it's already19·


·been assigned, it's not as useful of a document as it20·


·was at the time.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is there anything in Exhibit -- take your22·


·time, look through Exhibit 20, in particular your23·


·notes.24·


· · · · · · ·Is there anything in here that we need25·
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·to -- the City, I'm saying "we," the City needs to give·1·


·consideration to in preparing its RAFN analysis?·2·


· · · ··THE COURT REPORTER:··I need you to speak up,·3·


·Counsel, because I can't hear you.·4·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Counsel, I'd appreciate Mat·5·


·answering.·6·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Well, we're trying to figure out a·7·


·date for this.·8·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·9·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··You know, I think most -- I've10·


·tried to read it just now.··It's hard to read it in11·


·this environment --12·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Sure.13·


· · · ··A.· ·-- and take in everything that it's saying.14·


·But I think for the most part this has been supplanted15·


·by the report that we filed, Exhibit 1, and by the fact16·


·that the water right permit has been assigned to the17·


·City of Eagle, and that this was our thoughts and our18·


·understanding when we first took on the task of how we19·


·could proceed forward and getting it assigned to the20·


·City and what considerations we needed to make in21·


·evaluating the RAFN.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you look at item 7 down there, it23·


·says, "What else does the City need to resubmit or24·


·recharacterize for IDWR to move forward with the25·
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·review."·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·It kind of goes back to my question about·3·


·is there anything else that the City needs to be·4·


·submitting to you and the Department that you haven't·5·


·already seen in order to submit a RAFN analysis?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·So what's your specific question?·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is there anything else that we need to be·8·


·submitting?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·So you and I have shared e-mails.··I guess10·


·I'm going to call it a third document, but I don't know11·


·that there was a document like these.··But after the12·


·permit got assigned, you and I have shared some e-mails13·


·where you've said "Here's how the City is going to go14·


·about evaluating the remainder of the RAFN."15·


· · · · · · ·I've given I comments on those.··I've not16·


·seen a formal response to those, but we've had dialogue17·


·on some of the key ones.··But I think where that18·


·ended -- and I'd have to go back and look at our19·


·correspondence -- was that there was some critical20·


·items that I still felt it would be nice for the21·


·Department to review.22·


· · · · · · ·One was how the planning or population23·


·forecasting had been done.··We saw an overview of that24·


·in a slide show, but we've never been provided the25·
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·underlying methodology and calculations for that.··And·1·


·it is substantially different from the approach that·2·


·the Department would take in the projections that we've·3·


·made.·4·


· · · · · · ·I believe I had some specific questions·5·


·regarding the irrigation demand spreadsheet or table·6·


·that was submitted to me.··And I'm not sure that those·7·


·have been addressed.·8·


· · · · · · ·And if there were some other elements of·9·


·it, I don't recall.··I think we had a fairly involved10·


·back-and-forth, and that was -- what? -- back in August11·


·maybe or July.··So I don't recall if there were other12·


·issues.··But I'm pretty sure I've never seen the13·


·planning information.··I'm pretty sure I've never seen14·


·the irrigation information.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··"Planning," you're referring to16·


·population?17·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.··Sorry.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·And you said that the City's methodology19·


·was substantially different from IDWR's approach.20·


· · · · · · ·Could you explain that.21·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't know what the methodology was.··I22·


·haven't reviewed the methodology.··But the end result,23·


·the end forecasted population, was different, if I24·


·recall by an order of two times.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you said the other critical·1·


·factor was the irrigation demand; is that correct?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·And I think the City did provide you with a·4·


·irrigation-demand analysis; correct?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·And what was missing from that?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I'd have to go back and look.··But it·8·


·seems like I had a few questions.··Maybe on the·9·


·classification of your different irrigated types.10·


·Again, this is based off memory.11·


· · · · · · ·It seems like you were classifying certain12·


·irrigated areas with titles that I was not sure what13·


·they meant.··It seems like you had done a calculation14·


·for drip irrigation that covered a large area of15·


·ground.··And I was just asking for details on how that16·


·was done.··I can't recall if there were other points or17·


·not.··But I certainly -- those two seem to stand out.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··There's no critical information19·


·other than this population forecasting explanation and20·


·the irrigation demand; is that correct?21·


· · · ··A.· ·I would say the irrigation demand is not22·


·critical.··That's minor details.··I would say the23·


·discrepancy in the population estimation value is a big24·


·deal.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·1·


· · · ··A.· ·"Critical" was your term.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·And when you're saying that, I want to make·3·


·sure I understand, you're talking about the difference·4·


·in the population at the end of the planning period·5·


·calculated by the City versus by Mr. Reading; is that·6·


·correct?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·9·


· · · ··A.· ·And I'm not suggesting that yours is10·


·incorrect.··It's just I don't know the underlying11·


·methodology.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I don't want to oversummarize your13·


·report that you did.··But if I'm mischaracterizing it,14·


·tell me.15·


· · · · · · ·But basically the report identifies the16·


·four components of a RAFN; correct?17·


· · · ··A.· ·We're talking about Exhibit 1, that report?18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.19·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And as I read the report, you21·


·concluded that the City's determination of its service22·


·area was reasonable; correct?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·That the planning horizon was reasonable,25·
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·the 30-year planning horizon --·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- is that correct?·3·


· · · · · · ·The population projection you didn't·4·


·understand so you don't really know why the difference·5·


·between Mr. Reading and the City's determinations; is·6·


·that correct?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·So again, I'm getting a little bit·8·


·confused.··Our report was in response to the first two·9·


·submittals that you made.··And when I was previously10·


·describing to you our concern with the discrepancy in11·


·the population forecast at the end of planning horizon,12·


·that's between the effort that you had done after this13·


·document was completed.14·


· · · · · · ·So the question that you're asking me, are15·


·you referring to the original population work that was16·


·done by I believe her name is Nichoel Baird --17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Spencer.18·


· · · ··A.· ·-- Spencer that was attached to that19·


·March 22nd report?··Is that the population forecasting20·


·that you're referring to?21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, I'm trying to get you to explain to22·


·me what population forecasting you were referring to23·


·when you're saying there's a difference.24·


· · · · · · ·Am I clear?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·Yes.··And I apologize if I have not been·1·


·clear.··So I'm going to identify a few different·2·


·population estimates that were done by the City.·3·


· · · · · · ·One was done initially with the March 22nd·4·


·report.··The other one was done after Exhibit 1 was·5·


·finalized, and it was shared with the Department·6·


·informally in a meeting.··The Department, I guess, has·7·


·a concern with both of those population estimates.·8·


· · · · · · ·The first population estimate Don Reading·9·


·addressed in his exhibit, the one that was attached to10·


·the March 22nd exhibit.··And I think for all the11·


·reasons that Don expounds upon in his appendix -- I'm12·


·not sure what appendix it was -- Appendix C of13·


·Exhibit 1, you know, he's explained the Department's14·


·position on why that population forecast is not15·


·acceptable to the Department.16·


· · · · · · ·Now, the second population forecast that17·


·I've referred to, the one that you shared with us after18·


·Exhibit 1, the Department has not seen the methodology19·


·underlying that.··The value that you arrived at is20·


·almost twice the value that we have arrived at in21·


·Exhibit 1.··So the Department is not yet comfortable22·


·with that value either.23·


· · · · · · ·So does that answer your question?24·


· · · ··Q.· ·I think so.··But it raises another25·
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·question.·1·


· · · · · · ·Exhibit 1, which is your report, was·2·


·prepared -- I mean I don't think it has a date on it,·3·


·does it?·4·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, it does.·5·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Oh, June 1st.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·So it was prepared in response to the first·7·


·submission, first submission by the City; is that·8·


·correct?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·You know, I'm not sure what it was prepared10·


·in response to.··I guess.··That seems logical.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.12·


· · · ··A.· ·I was called in and originally tasked with13·


·a very specific item, review M3's demand and City of14·


·Eagle's demand.··And it kind of grew there to a more15·


·multipurpose involvement.16·


· · · · · · ·So I'm not sure what this report was in17·


·response to initially.··But what it was intended to do18·


·was provide direction to the City of Eagle on19·


·establishing their RAFN.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you refer to the City's second21·


·submission, which I believe was in April, in order to22·


·prepare Exhibit 1?23·


· · · ··A.· ·I think so.··Yeah, certainly.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So on the four components we covered25·
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·the service area, and you said that was acceptable as·1·


·reasonable, the planning horizon was reasonable, the·2·


·population you said you're still not clear on exactly·3·


·how the City calculated its approach --·4·


· · · ··A.· ·Their most recent approach.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Excuse me.··Approach, you're not sure how·6·


·the City calculated its population; correct?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·The most recent one.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·And the fourth component is water demand.·9·


·And I believe the report says that you believe the10·


·City's calculation of its water demand is reasonable;11·


·correct?12·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·So really the only difference between what14·


·the City has submitted and your position today lies15·


·solely within this population-projection component; is16·


·that correct?17·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.19·


· · · ··A.· ·We mentioned a few minor demand issues, but20·


·I think the details and understanding some of the21·


·demand-related calculations are -- I don't want to say22·


·insignificant, but not of the same concern as the23·


·discrepancy in the population forecast.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mr. Weaver, let me say something.··One of25·
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·the helpful things that you could provide today -- and·1·


·I hope you will do this -- the City submitted these two·2·


·RAFN analyses, as you discussed, the Department's·3·


·approach, if you will, has evolved; correct?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·So the City would like to submit something·6·


·that the Department finds acceptable.··So one of the·7·


·things I had in mind today was have you tell me what it·8·


·is you think the City needs to be submitting so that we·9·


·go through and prepare the information for you in both10·


·a format and substantive style that you would find11·


·reasonable.12·


· · · · · · ·So when I'm asking these questions, about,13·


·you know, "Tell me what else you need," that underlies14·


·those questions.15·


· · · · · · ·Is that okay?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··So certainly the intent of Exhibit 117·


·was to give you that kind of feedback and direction and18·


·critical review.··Maybe we failed at some level in19·


·doing that.20·


· · · · · · ·But as I review things now, it seems like21·


·we have outlined a methodology for forecasting22·


·population here by Dr. Don Reading.··And he even, I23·


·think, describes one to four steps on an approach that24·


·he thinks is reasonable for a city, maybe even beyond25·
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·reasonable that he thinks is appropriate and maybe a·1·


·standard.··I'm not sure.·2·


· · · · · · ·What my understanding is of the population·3·


·forecasting technique that you've done currently after·4·


·Exhibit 1 was done is in no way similar to what was·5·


·outlined in Exhibit 1.·6·


· · · · · · ·So not to say that what you did was wrong.·7·


·It's just that we gave you guidance and said here's a·8·


·way that the Department is comfortable with you·9·


·forecasting the population, and you've gone and done10·


·something different.··And we don't understand the11·


·"different."12·


· · · ··Q.· ·And when you say "different," though, are13·


·you referring to the number or the methodology?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Both.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Clarify for me, if you will.··I thought you16·


·said you didn't understand or know what the methodology17·


·was.18·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, the methodology was presented19·


·verbally to us at that meeting.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.21·


· · · ··A.· ·So I have a gist of what the methodology22·


·is, but that's it.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What is --24·


· · · ··A.· ·And every day that passes I understand it25·
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·less.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Excuse me for speaking over you.·2·


· · · · · · ·What is your gist, what is your·3·


·understanding of the City's approach?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·My understanding is that you're relying on·5·


·I'll say Treasure Valley-wide population data compiled·6·


·by COMPASS, and that rather than relying on population·7·


·data specific to the city of Eagle, you're applying·8·


·some type of ratio between city of Eagle population and·9·


·the Treasure Valley population at large, and you're10·


·applying that to the growth rates that have been11·


·established by COMPASS for the entire Treasure Valley.12·


·That's -- I guess that's the extent of my understanding13·


·of it.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So you think it would be appropriate15·


·for the City to use Eagle-specific information to16·


·calculate the population; is that fair?17·


· · · ··A.· ·What I think is that the Exhibit 1 gives18·


·you a methodology for calculating population forecasts19·


·that the Department has thought about, has hired an20·


·expert to help us develop and that we're comfortable21·


·with, and that you've done something different.22·


· · · · · · ·I'm not going to say if it's right or23·


·wrong, better or worse.··I don't understand it, and24·


·I've not seen it in detail.··And even if I had, I'm25·
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·probably not the best person to evaluate it.··Dr. Don·1·


·Reading would be.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·And actually my next question is, do you·3·


·think Dr. Reading is a better person to address the·4·


·question of population calculation?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Without doubt.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Because you don't have a lot of experience·7·


·at it or you think something else?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't have his experience.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So just real quickly to sum up,10·


·going back to the four components, the City's11·


·submissions are reasonable as to calculated value and12·


·protocol, except for population?13·


· · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)14·


· · · ··Q.· ·You have to say "yes."··You can't nod your15·


·head.16·


· · · ··A.· ·Sorry.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·That's okay.··Okay.··I want you to explain18·


·one other thing to me.19·


· · · · · · ·As I read your report, you tend to separate20·


·your analysis of the M3 submissions from the City's21·


·submissions; is that correct?22·


· · · ··A.· ·The analysis of demand?23·


· · · ··Q.· ·Uh-huh.24·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes, I conducted two different analysis of25·
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·demand: one specific to M3 and one the City of Eagle.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·City of Eagle.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·One of the questions we've discussed is the·4·


·City is submitting a RAFN analysis.·5·


· · · · · · ·Okay.··What do you see as the difference,·6·


·if any, in a RAFN report supplied by a municipality·7·


·versus a RAFN analysis prepared by somebody like M3 or·8·


·another developer?··Is there a difference?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·Is there a difference in the analysis that10·


·underlies the RAFN?··Certainly, yeah.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·And what is that difference?12·


· · · ··A.· ·For -- I'm going to say a subdivision, not13·


·to imply that -- you know, Eagle M3 is much more than a14·


·subdivision.··But if we think of it in terms of a15·


·subdivision outside of the incorporated limits of a16·


·city, there's a very specific vision and plan and17·


·hopefully preliminary plat and planning documents18·


·supporting that.19·


· · · · · · ·Housing density has been established.··You20·


·can just go in and determine demand to a much greater21·


·level of detail than you can for say City of Eagle,22·


·which has an existing incorporated limits.··It has an23·


·area of impact.··And the way we get from where we are24·


·to where we're going isn't nearly as -- nowhere near as25·
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·constrained to the level that a subdivision is or a·1·


·planned community.·2·


· · · · · · ·So when it comes to forecasting demand, you·3·


·have potentially two different methods there.··There's·4·


·something called, as I understand it, a·5·


·disaggregate-requirements based approach to forecasting·6·


·demand, which works very well for M3.·7·


· · · · · · ·"Disaggregate" means you go in and you·8·


·identify, you know, to the last cubic foot what -- how·9·


·much water is going to be required for each use.10·


· · · · · · ·For the City of Eagle, it's not easy to do11·


·that.··For any municipality, it's not easy to do that,12·


·because you don't know how and where it's going to13·


·grow.14·


· · · · · · ·So what you have to do there is you have to15·


·forecast a demand based on some historical variables16·


·that you can tie that into.··And one such way to do17·


·that is population.··So just the underlying approach is18·


·the forecast and demand can be very different.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Would it be fair to characterize the20·


·difference as a city or a municipality would use a more21·


·generalized approach as opposed to a very specific22·


·approach used by a development?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, you could say that.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·I mean that's a reasonable approach?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·I want you to look at your RAFN report on·2·


·page 3 of Appendix A.·3·


· · · · · · ·Do you see that "Water Demand" section at·4·


·the very top?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would you read that first sentence·7·


·to yourself, please.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·"There are a number of" --·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·You don't need to read it out loud.··I want10·


·you to be familiar with it.11·


· · · ··A.· ·Oh, I'm sorry.12·


· · · · · · ·(Reviews.)13·


· · · · · · ·I've read it.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You identify one, two, three,15·


·four -- five different approaches; correct?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·I'm interested, how did you identify those18·


·five different approaches?··What did you look at to19·


·figure those as the approaches for a RAFN?20·


· · · ··A.· ·I looked at a multitude of water demand21·


·planning resources.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So let me ask you this.··And this23·


·is, I guess, for you and for the Department.24·


· · · · · · ·Are all of these approaches acceptable?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·I don't think so.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I want you to go through these, and·2·


·I want to you look at them and tell me which ones are·3·


·acceptable, which ones aren't, and why or why not.·4·


· · · · · · ·So let's start with judgment-based·5·


·predictions.·6·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't think the Department would accept·7·


·that.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Why not?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·We wouldn't be doing our due diligence if10·


·we just allowed someone to walk in and say "I'm going11·


·to tie up however many acre-feet of water for the next12·


·30 years because I think that's what we need."13·


· · · ··Q.· ·So underlying that conclusion that it would14·


·not be acceptable is the assumption that you'd be15·


·relying upon someone else's professional judgment?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Unsubstantiated professional judgment.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·What if they were substantiated, I guess is18·


·the question?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, that's different.··Then they're going20·


·to have a methodology that they're relying upon to21·


·forecast their demand.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What you're saying is that for23·


·somebody to come in and say "I'm an expert and this is24·


·what I think we'll need" is not acceptable?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··"Time extrapolation," what is that?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Time extrapolation basically is in 1980 we·3·


·needed 10,000 acre-feet, 1990 we needed 20,000·4·


·acre-feet, so in 2000 we need 30,000 acre-feet.··The·5·


·only thing you're correlating it to is chronology.··And·6·


·that probably is not acceptable to the Department·7·


·either.··It wouldn't be acceptable to me if I were·8·


·reviewing it.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··"Single-coefficient model10·


·development"?11·


· · · ··A.· ·So there you're tying it into a single12·


·historical variable.··The one that's used most commonly13·


·is population, but you can tie it into, you know,14·


·average market value of the residential lots, whatever.15·


·But you're relying only on a single variable to predict16·


·demand.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is that acceptable?18·


· · · ··A.· ·I think so.··And I think certainly for19·


·smaller communities that's the one that's most readily20·


·within their means to pursue to identify their future21·


·demand.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··In doing a RAFN analysis, is the23·


·resources of a city, is that a relevant criteria?24·


· · · ··A.· ·My perspective is yes, it should be.25·
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·They're pursuing less of the resource.··So yeah, it is·1·


·different.··If City of Plummer comes in here and asks·2·


·for a half cfs RAFN versus United Water coming in here·3·


·and asking for 50 cfs of RAFN water, it -- that's·4·


·different.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Based on the amount of water being sought?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·And what about --·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Among other things.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·What other things?10·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, geographic location.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·How does that affect --12·


· · · ··A.· ·City of Plummer is in a region -- to use my13·


·example, city of Plummer is in a region that receives14·


·much more rainfall.··They're not in an area with a15·


·resource that's being -- that's under contention by16·


·different water users like we are in the Treasure17·


·Valley.··I just think that there's a host of18·


·differences.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·I think the question, the lead-in to the20·


·question was about the distinction between the21·


·resources available to the applicant.22·


· · · · · · ·Does that factor in?23·


· · · ··A.· ·And when you say "resource," are you24·


·referring to a water resource?25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Let me put it this way:··Financial and·1·


·experts.··I mean let me give you a hypothetical.·2·


· · · · · · ·City of Plummer comes in and asks for·3·


·50 cfs of future needs water rights; United Water comes·4·


·in and asks for the same 50, is there a distinction·5·


·there based upon resources available to the two·6·


·applicants?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I guess I would say that the more water·8·


·that you're pursuing to tie up in a RAFN, the more that·9·


·that needs to be scrutinized.··Financial means of the10·


·City, I'm not sure that that in and of itself should be11·


·a factor.··It seems like the one would go with the12·


·other.··If you're asking for more of the water13·


·resource, you probably have more of the financial14·


·resource.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is there a standard protocol for analyzing16·


·and submitting RAFN applications to the Department that17·


·the Department uses to evaluate?18·


· · · ··A.· ·We have not published that document yet.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you have one?20·


· · · ··A.· ·We do.··I've been working diligently on it21·


·since this concluded at the end of June.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·What stage are you in with completing it?23·


· · · ··A.· ·95 percent completion.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Does it reflect what's in this report that25·
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·you prepared?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·So the information in your document you're·3·


·preparing was used to prepare this?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry?·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·This report or whatever -- what do you·6·


·characterize it as?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·We're calling it a handbook.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·The handbook.··Okay.··Was the handbook used·9·


·to prepare this?10·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, in part.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·"This" being Exhibit 1.12·


· · · ··A.· ·In part.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·In what part?14·


· · · ··A.· ·I was asked -- I was asked to work on the15·


·handbook maybe a year to a year and a half ago.··It was16·


·a low priority issue.··So I had done some work on that17·


·handbook prior to this coming up.··When this came up,18·


·we received several other RAFN applications within19·


·several weeks of this one.20·


· · · · · · ·So that prompted urgency to that task that21·


·hadn't been there beforehand.··And so part of what I22·


·did prior to this influence, what was done here, but23·


·mostly I would say it's the other way around, that the24·


·effort and work that came out of this is influencing25·
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·that handbook.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·So this report becomes the protocol for the·2·


·handbook; is that what you're telling me?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't know if "protocol" is the right·4·


·word.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, this is a protocol; correct?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·It informed the handbook, yeah.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·I mean they're similar.·9·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Mr. Homan, can we get a10·


·copy of the handbook?11·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Mat, that's in draft stage, isn't12·


·it, yet?13·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yeah.14·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··It hasn't been approved.15·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Well, the problem is that it16·


·was used for this.17·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Well, I don't think it's evolved.18·


·I'll check into it, Bruce.19·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.20·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··But won't commit right now.21·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is the handbook different from what you23·


·described here?24·


· · · ··A.· ·It's much more involved.··It gives25·
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·examples, so it is different.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is that handbook purely your work product?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·For the most part.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Who else might have had input into·4·


·it?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·No one's actively written any of it other·6·


·than myself.··I received critical feedback from a·7·


·number of people:··Shelley Keen, of course; Jeff·8·


·Peppersack; Dr. Don Reading, although not specifically·9·


·to the document, more generally regarding population10·


·forecasting.··That's it.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I think we were on the12·


·single-coefficient model development.13·


· · · · · · ·You said that's one variable that14·


·determines the underlying protocol for the RAFN15·


·analysis?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you have a multi-coefficient18·


·model, what does that mean?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Similar to the single-coefficient model,20·


·only you're using multiple predicter variables,21·


·maybe -- you know, population often isn't used in22·


·multiple variable because they're relying on other23·


·things that kind of speak to the same thing that24·


·population does.··But you're forecasting based on more25·
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·than one coefficient -- or I'm sorry, more than one·1·


·explanatory variable.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Can you give me an example of·3·


·multi-coefficient variables.·4·


· · · ··A.· ·An example of one that's in use in the·5·


·state or an example of variables?··I'm not --·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·One that's in the state.··That's fine.··I'm·7·


·trying to understand what you're describing.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·I am not aware of a multi-variable means of·9·


·forecasting water demand as used by anyone in the10·


·state.··I have not reviewed one in association with a11·


·municipal water right in my time at the Department.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You made mention that you got a13·


·number of RAFN applications about the same time as this14·


·one.15·


· · · · · · ·Is that the M3 application?16·


· · · ··A.· ·At the same time I was asked to work on the17·


·M3 application.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you recall who those were from?19·


· · · ··A.· ·City of Plummer, that's why they came to20·


·mind.··City of Nampa.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.22·


· · · ··A.· ·Then there's one in eastern Idaho.··I don't23·


·recall who.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And do they have a standard protocol25·
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·that those applications involve?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·City of Kuna is another one.··City of·2·


·Plummer, when they submitted their material, it was·3·


·relatively small and simple compared to the City of·4·


·Eagle.·5·


· · · · · · ·And so I used the protocol that's·6·


·Appendix A here to go through and just write a memo,·7·


·review memo, specific to City of Plummer.·8·


· · · · · · ·City of Nampa, we have not given them·9·


·anything yet.··They kind of are in waiting to see what10·


·comes out of our handbook.··And I also just owe them11·


·some correspondence that I haven't yet followed up12·


·with.13·


· · · · · · ·City of Kuna, I've been in talks with the14·


·professional engineer there, and I've given them my15·


·correspondence on the City of Plummer matter.··And16·


·they've also asked that as soon as the handbook is made17·


·available that I copy them on it.18·


· · · · · · ·And then I think St. Charles, actually, is19·


·the municipality in eastern Idaho.··I'm not in direct20·


·correspondence with them.··That's coming through our21·


·eastern regional office.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So at this point with those23·


·applications you don't have a standard protocol that24·


·you would apply to analyze those applications; is that25·
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·correct?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I think the method that's in·2·


·Exhibit 1 I used with City of Plummer.··With the other·3·


·two entities, I'm hoping that we can get them the·4·


·handbook and they can use that.··They are -- my·5·


·understanding is they are ready to submit.··They're·6·


·just simply waiting on me to get the material to them.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So do you recall, are those·8·


·approaches single-coefficient model approaches?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·City of Plummer was, because I had their10·


·material to review and comment on.··City of Kuna, City11·


·of Nampa, and St. Charles I've only had discussions.12·


·I've not seen anything specific.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Is there any benefit from using a14·


·multi-coefficient model as opposed to a15·


·single-coefficient model?16·


· · · ··A.· ·I think so, yeah.··I think it's a more17·


·accurate -- it can be a more accurate means of18·


·forecasting water demand.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··The "econometric demand model20·


·development," what is that?21·


· · · ··A.· ·That's the one I'm least familiar with.··It22·


·is recognized in most of the references that I've23·


·reviewed.··It's the one that if you go and do a review24·


·of peer-reviewed published articles right now in a lot25·
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·of the journals, it's the one that seems to see the·1·


·most attention in that setting.·2·


· · · · · · ·My understanding is that United Water·3·


·employs this method for forecasting water.··And·4·


·basically what you're doing there is rather than·5·


·concerning yourself, I guess, with historical variables·6·


·to project the future, you're saying "If we price and·7·


·make available this water in such a way, how is the·8·


·consumer going to react to that, and how is his·9·


·demand -- or his, their demand going to react to that?"10·


·But again, that's the methodology that I understand11·


·least.··I've never employed it myself, nor reviewed it.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·You indicated at the very beginning that13·


·you were given direction to prepare this report.14·


· · · · · · ·Who provided that direction to you?15·


· · · ··A.· ·Jeff Peppersack is my supervisor.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·What direction did he give you with regard17·


·to preparing this?18·


· · · ··A.· ·As I recall, he initially just asked me to19·


·review the demand component of the M3 application and20·


·the -- I forget what exhibit it is, but the March 22nd21·


·document that the City of Eagle submitted to us.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·But I'm specifically talking about your23·


·report that you prepared.24·


· · · · · · ·Who told you to prepare this report?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·I guess, John, did you specifically tell me·1·


·to prepare that report?··I'm not sure.·2·


· · · · · · ·You know, we were meeting and we were·3·


·addressing this.··And I guess I'll say this, that as·4·


·Shelley Keen and myself and Dr. Reading met and·5·


·reviewed the material and the specific tasks that we·6·


·had, we felt that this document would be most·7·


·appropriate in conveying the review that we'd done and·8·


·a protocol for determining our RAFN.·9·


· · · · · · ·So in that sense maybe we tasked ourselves10·


·to do that, as we felt it would be the best way to11·


·convey the messages that we had.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.13·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··And that's Exhibit 1 you're14·


·referring to?15·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··It is.16·


· · · · · · ·That was your question, was Exhibit 1?17·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Correct.··I was18·


·wondering how Exhibit 1 came to be.··And as I hear you19·


·describe it, you and Mr. Reading and Mr. Keen decided20·


·to do it; is that correct?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.22·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Let me clarify, if I may, Bruce.23·


· · · · · · ·Was that report authorized by the24·


·Department?25·
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· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yes.··Yeah.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Okay.··When you say·2·


·"by the Department" --·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Gary Spackman, specifically.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·The Director did it.··The Director·5·


·authorized or approved you to do this report?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mr. Homan's question helps elucidate·8·


·the question I had earlier about you versus the·9·


·Department.10·


· · · · · · ·One of the issues that I know that you and11·


·I have discussed, and I think you've discussed with the12·


·City, is the idea of segregating irrigation demand from13·


·the rest of the RAFN analysis; correct?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, we've talked about that.··Yes.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is that the Department's position, that16·


·that needs to be done?17·


· · · ··A.· ·No.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So that's not an approach that would19·


·be used to determine whether the report or the20·


·information was reasonable or not?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Are you familiar with the23·


·Department's Processing Memo 18?24·


· · · ··A.· ·I am.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Does that have any applicability in the·1·


·RAFN analysis?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·I think it does, yes.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·In what way?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I think if you do choose to·5·


·individually determine the water demand associated with·6·


·irrigation or pond evaporation, that if you're going to·7·


·be using ET data the Department has a memo out there·8·


·that says you will use the Allen-Robison published data·9·


·from 200- -- is it 6 or 7.··I'm not sure which.10·


·They've since supplanted that with published data in11·


·2009.12·


· · · · · · ·We do not have a memo out saying that you13·


·should use the 2009 data, but I think that's our14·


·position.··And quite frankly, I don't think they vary15·


·enough that it would be a concern.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And I think you made note of that in17·


·the report, I think in the M3 section about the --18·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- update of the Robison material.20·


· · · · · · ·Going back to the idea that the City would21·


·submit a more generalized analysis or a RAFN22·


·application, unless the City was preparing -- the City23·


·itself was preparing to irrigate certain areas or to24·


·create ponds, then that information wouldn't have much25·
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·relevance to the City's analysis, would it?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·I want to clarify one point.··We went·3·


·through the four components; correct?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·We did.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Population was one area that you said that·6·


·you needed more information -- or basically you needed·7·


·information to understand what the City did; correct?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·With regard to your conclusions on the10·


·other three components and the information submitted by11·


·the City, did you uncover anything in the independent12·


·work you did that would alter your conclusions as to13·


·those three components?14·


· · · ··A.· ·And when you say "independent work," what15·


·are you referring to?16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, you went out and interviewed Eagle17·


·Water Company.··Okay?··You did a lot of independent --18·


·correct?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Okay.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·And you did a lot of independent research21·


·to prepare this report, which is Exhibit 1; correct?22·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·You did a lot of your own independent24·


·investigation; correct?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·You went and looked at the Arc view maps;·2·


·correct?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·And you made your own discretionary calls·5·


·about where the populations were; correct?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·You looked at service areas for Eagle Water·8·


·Company; correct?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·And United Water --11·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- correct?13·


· · · · · · ·You looked at the boundaries for the14·


·surrounding cities; correct?15·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·So when you did all of this work and you17·


·basically reached the conclusions that you did in your18·


·report, is there anything that you found in the work19·


·that you did that would alter your conclusions with20·


·regard to the components of planning horizon, water21·


·demand --22·


· · · ··A.· ·Service area.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- service area, other than just the24·


·population question?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·So service area, I don't think the·1·


·Department has a problem with.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Planning horizon, I think is consistent and·4·


·reasonable.··The methodology that you used to forecast·5·


·water I think is reasonable.··However, that methodology·6·


·relies on an underlying population base to forecast·7·


·forward on.·8·


· · · · · · ·I'm not sure where we left it, if we were·9·


·in agreement or not whether that population base should10·


·include people that are already receiving water from11·


·other water suppliers.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.13·


· · · ··A.· ·So the methodology we have no problem with.14·


· · · · · · ·The population base, if this is year one in15·


·2011, I'm not sure that we're in agreement on that.··I16·


·don't recall where you left -- where the City left17·


·that.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.19·


· · · ··A.· ·And then the population forecast, of course20·


·the methodology we don't understand yet and aren't21·


·ready to bless, I guess, for lack of a better term.22·


·But also we need to understand that population base23·


·that we use as the initial point for forecasting24·


·forward.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But with regard to the population·1·


·question, you don't think it's reasonable to use·2·


·information say on a valleywide basis; is that correct?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·No, I never said that I don't think that's·4·


·reasonable.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·6·


· · · ··A.· ·I said that I think that's different than·7·


·the approach that we outlined in our document and that·8·


·the Department has presented and feels most comfortable·9·


·with.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, let me help you recall something.11·


·The first information that was submitted to you in I12·


·think it's in one of the exhibits, the first RAFN13·


·analysis by the City, and it had a Nichoel Baird14·


·Spencer's assessment on it.15·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?16·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·And do you remember Nichoel took18·


·information from a number of reports, looked at19·


·population growth figures, percentages, and then added20·


·them up and came up with an average?··Correct?21·


· · · ··A.· ·I do recall that.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is that the difference that you disagree23·


·with is using that approach?24·


· · · ··A.· ·So I think what Nichoel initially did is25·
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·maybe more in line with what we proposed in Exhibit 1,·1·


·which is that you go out and you do a survey of·2·


·existing population studies, and you throw out the ones·3·


·that are not applicable or that are redundant.··And so·4·


·you critically evaluate that survey and you pare it·5·


·down to something.·6·


· · · · · · ·You then look at a high limit and a low·7·


·limit of that population study, and you allow that as·8·


·bounds, an upper and a lower limit bounds.··And then·9·


·you go out and you do your projection, your population10·


·projection, based off of your survey.··And hopefully11·


·that should be constrained somewhere within those12·


·bounds.··That's what we've outlined in the Exhibit 1.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·If I understood what you just said, you14·


·agree with the approach used by Nichoel in the first15·


·submission?16·


· · · ··A.· ·I think it was a start.··It was the start17·


·of what we would propose.··So I'm not sure that --18·


·these questions are probably best answered by Dr. Don.19·


·But I think that it is the start of what we would hope20·


·to see.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Look at your Exhibit 14.22·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··14?23·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··14.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·That's your maps of the different areas.25·
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· · · ··A.· ·I have them in front of me.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··My notes, when you described·2·


·Exhibit 14, you said part of the analysis for RAFN is·3·


·looking at overlap of service areas.·4·


· · · · · · ·Does that sound like consistent with what·5·


·you said?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·That may have been what I said.··But maybe·7·


·to be more clear, it needs to include an evaluation of·8·


·overlapping plan use documents, I believe is how the·9·


·statute refers to it.··Maybe they even use the term10·


·"comprehensive plan use documents."··I don't recall11·


·exactly.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·I think it does.··And that kind of goes to13·


·what I'd like to ask you some questions about.14·


· · · · · · ·You took the work reflected in Exhibit 15,15·


·that was part of your analysis on overlapping planning;16·


·is that a fair characterization?17·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Where did you get these, these documents19·


·that are shown in Exhibit 15 -- 14?··Excuse me.20·


· · · ··A.· ·Garden City and City of Meridian, I called21·


·and coordinated with their planner and received them22·


·directly.··In the case of Garden City, they had to23·


·refer me to their consulting engineer.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.25·
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· · · ··A.· ·City of Eagle, I think the most recent one·1·


·was provided by you, maybe, or Nichoel.··But I don't·2·


·think Nichoel actually ever provided it to me.·3·


· · · · · · ·United Water, I don't recall where that·4·


·came from specifically.·5·


· · · · · · ·City of Star, I think I called and talked·6·


·to their planner, and she pointed me to it online.··And·7·


·I actually downloaded those two from online.··I think·8·


·that's all of them.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So how did you proceed to take these10·


·documents that you have?··And I think what you're11·


·describing is you took all the area around Eagle and12·


·started gathering up these documents that are reflected13·


·in Exhibit 14; correct?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.··So what --15·


· · · ··Q.· ·So how did you approach that analysis?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, with our GIS, doing spatial analysis17·


·of the service area as it was proposed by the City of18·


·Eagle and the service area and planning areas as they19·


·have been spatially delineated in these maps.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is it fair to say that if you took these21·


·documents that are reflected in Exhibit 14 and if there22·


·was some overlap between the map shown for a specific23·


·entity in 14, Exhibit 14, and there was an overlap24·


·between that map and the City of Eagle's water service25·
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·area, you excluded that from the area under·1·


·consideration for the population growth for the City of·2·


·Eagle?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·So did you undertake any analysis to look·5·


·at whether there was a conflict between those planning·6·


·areas and the planning area for the City of Eagle?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I did not, no.··I just looked at the·8·


·conflicting spatial delineation of the planning areas.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·So you assumed that if there was an overlap10·


·there was a conflict?11·


· · · ··A.· ·That's right.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·And that was true for the municipalities;13·


·correct?··That's what you did?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·And for United Water; correct?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, United Water is a little bit17·


·different.··It is different than all the other ones18·


·here.··If you look at United Water on this map, their19·


·service area overlaps greatly Eagle Water Company and20·


·city of Eagle and does not reflect their service areas21·


·that's described on their water rights.22·


· · · · · · ·So I -- so for United Water specifically,23·


·that's why we have these other exhibits in here, I24·


·worked from their service areas that's defined by their25·
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·water rights, and I went in and I delineated, you know,·1·


·based off maps what was being served.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·So you didn't use the map that's in·3·


·Exhibit 14, you used the places of use on the water·4·


·rights?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Specific to United Water, that's true.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·7·


· · · ··A.· ·That's what I did in the end.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And what did you use for Eagle Water·9·


·Company?10·


· · · ··A.· ·Eagle Water Company, I used the findings11·


·based on my meeting with them and review of their12·


·service area.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·So you used the place of use for United14·


·Water's water rights but you used the service area for15·


·Eagle Water Company?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.··Well, wait a minute.17·


· · · · · · ·Can you repeat that question?18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, you told me for United Water when you19·


·analyzed the overlapping area you used the place of use20·


·from their water rights.21·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You said, "When I met with Eagle23·


·Water Company, I looked at their service area that they24·


·described."25·
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· · · · · · ·And I assume you did a map or something and·1·


·then excluded that; is that correct?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··You've actually uncovered a·3·


·discrepancy in my method, which I didn't even realize·4·


·until right now.··When I did my population-base·5·


·analysis, I relied upon the information that they gave·6·


·me, that is --·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Whoa, whoa, whoa.··Wait.··When you say·8·


·"they" --·9·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- you lost me.11·


· · · ··A.· ·Eagle Water Company.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.13·


· · · ··A.· ·However --14·


· · · ··Q.· ·As a matter of fact, let's focus on Eagle15·


·Water Company.··I think that's what you're doing, but16·


·just to be clear.17·


· · · · · · ·Go ahead.18·


· · · ··A.· ·However, when I looked at conflicting plan19·


·use area, I relied upon their service area.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Their service area defined as what?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, they don't have planning documents22·


·that I'm aware of, so I relied upon the service areas23·


·that's defined by their water rights.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·So you used the same approach for United25·
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·Water and for Eagle Water, then?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · ··A.· ·For identifying planning area overlap.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So there's a map in here for United·5·


·Water, but there's no map for Eagle Water Company;·6·


·correct?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't think so.··I don't think they have·8·


·such a thing.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But quite frankly, if I wanted to10·


·duplicate it, if I wanted to go back and look at this,11·


·I'd take the place of use for the water rights and that12·


·defines the boundaries of the, quote, "planning area"13·


·that you used for purposes of determining whether there14·


·was overlap?15·


· · · ··A.· ·I believe that's true.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··For the cities you used their17·


·comprehensive plan map, is that correct, or you used18·


·what's attached to Exhibit 14?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But again, going back to it, if21·


·there was any overlap in the maps that you drew, then22·


·you just excluded that area from the City of Eagle's23·


·service area?24·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you did not look for conflict·1·


·between the plans?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mat, I want to ask you a question.·4·


·I got a note from Mr. Homan in describing the·5·


·Exhibit 1, the report.··And let me just read what·6·


·Mr. Homan had told me.··He said, "Nor did the·7·


·Department consider any water that might be needed to·8·


·address operational overlaps between the City's service·9·


·area and the service area of other municipal providers10·


·and the City."11·


· · · · · · ·Do you understand that?12·


· · · ··A.· ·I think I do.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Would you tell me what that means.14·


· · · ··A.· ·I think that means that if you want to15·


·provide water to Eagle Water Company we said "You can't16·


·do that."··We just didn't consider it.··They're already17·


·getting water.··It would be redundant for me to give18·


·them water.19·


· · · · · · ·There might be a justifiable reasonable for20·


·you to do that, but that case wasn't made by you in any21·


·of the documents we received, so we took the position22·


·that we did.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·So "operational overlaps" refers to the24·


·City of Eagle providing water to some other provider?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·That's how I understand that term.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When you did your overlap·2·


·analysis -- I'll call it that.··You understand what I'm·3·


·talking about?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- the only area that you excluded was·6·


·Eagle Water Company, United Water, and Star; correct?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·And I think you ended up putting 193 people·9·


·in the overlap with Star?10·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you look at the Star comp plan?12·


· · · ··A.· ·I think I did, yeah.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When you looked at it, you looked at14·


·the map in relation to the city of Eagle's map?15·


· · · ··A.· ·Right.··Yeah, I compared the boundaries.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.17·


· · · ··A.· ·I do recall that I contacted the Eagle --18·


·is it Eagle Water and Sewer.··I think that's who19·


·provides water -- not Eagle.··Star Water and Sewer20·


·provides water there, and they did not have any21·


·planning maps for me.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·The City of Star does not supply water.23·


· · · · · · ·Do you understand that?24·


· · · ··A.· ·That's why I said Star Water.··Is it Star25·
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·Water and Sewer District?·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·So for the overlap analysis you used the·4·


·City of Star's comp plan map; correct?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·That's right, the boundary.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·But the City of Star supplies no water;·7·


·correct?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·But does their comprehensive plan, I think,·9·


·address the fact that they will provide utilities?··I10·


·don't know either.··I read it a long time ago.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·This is where I ask you questions.··I12·


·honestly don't know.··I'm trying to figure out what you13·


·did in this situation with Star.14·


· · · · · · ·So you had no map from Star Water and15·


·Sewer, so you used the comp plan map from the City of16·


·Star?17·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·In the context of RAFN water rights, what19·


·do you do in these overlap areas?··If you can't get a20·


·RAFN, I think what you're saying is you can't get a21·


·RAFN water right in an area that overlaps with a comp22·


·plan, according to your analysis, correct?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I think the statute says that.··My24·


·understanding is -- not to pose another question to25·
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·you --·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·I won't answer it, but that's okay.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·The statute says that you shall exclude·3·


·areas of overlapping comprehensive plan use, so...·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·So how are those areas served?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·What areas?·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·How do you get a water right in these·7·


·overlapping areas?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I would suspect that the area of·9·


·overlap needs to be addressed by the two parties, and10·


·that they need to come to some resolution on who's11·


·going to provide water there, and then modify their12·


·planning documents accordingly.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But how do you get the water right14·


·to serve it?15·


· · · ··A.· ·Once you would -- once you've taken care of16·


·the discrepancy and there's no longer a conflicting17·


·use, then whoever has been determined that's going to18·


·provide water would get the water right at that point.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·So at that point you could get a RAFN water20·


·right because there's no conflict?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Right.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And if there's no agreement, there's23·


·no RAFN water right; is that correct?24·


· · · ··A.· ·For that portion, I guess.··You know, I25·
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·just don't think we've ever had to really think that·1·


·hardly about that issue.··So, you know, just taking our·2·


·guidance from statute, I think that's what it·3·


·indicates.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But this Exhibit 1 reflects your·5·


·interpretation of that statute; correct?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·And if you know the author of that statute,·9·


·please introduce me, because I got a lot of questions.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Why is that?··Why do you have a lot of11·


·questions?12·


· · · ··A.· ·Just -- I just think that they could have13·


·defined things better in instances.··I don't have a14·


·specific example.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·You think parts of it are unclear?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Potentially, yeah.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you'll look at page 5 of18·


·Exhibit 1.19·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Excuse me, Bruce, is that page 520·


·of the overview or one of the appendices?21·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Jeff, it's actually page 522·


·from the very beginning.23·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Okay.24·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··So it's the area where the25·
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·water demand is calculated.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, do you see that?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm on page 5, yes.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Notwithstanding the calculation,·4·


·don't worry so much about them, but that last line that·5·


·says "Minus the City of Eagle's existing water rights·6·


·of 5.48 cfs."·7·


· · · · · · ·Do you see that?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·As I understood what you did, you just said10·


·here's how much total demand the City of Eagle would11·


·have, and you subtract out the 5.8; correct?12·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, the 5.48, that's right.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·5.48.··What if there turns out not to be14·


·5.48 cfs?··How does that affect your analysis?15·


· · · ··A.· ·What if there turns out not to be?16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Uh-huh.17·


· · · ··A.· ·Meaning the supply can't meet that need or18·


·do you mean that --19·


· · · ··Q.· ·If there's not 5.48 cfs.20·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I guess if we look at the existing21·


·portfolio of water rights and that's less than 5.48,22·


·then it would increase the 3.08 number.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When you're doing arithmetic, you're24·


·saying here's the total, here's what we're subtracting,25·
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·here's what we need, and you're looking at the current·1·


·portfolio, do you look beyond anything other than the·2·


·diversion amount?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I think if there's volume limitations·4·


·you would have to consider those as well.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you consider volume limitations·6·


·when you --·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I did not in this, no.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Appendix A of your document is entitled·9·


·"Protocol for Evaluating Reasonably Anticipated Future10·


·Water Needs for the City of Eagle."11·


· · · · · · ·Is this protocol what's reflected in this12·


·handbook that you're talking about?··Are they one and13·


·the same?14·


· · · ··A.· ·No.··I mean no, this is specific to City of15·


·Eagle.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you go down -- we're on17·


·Appendix A, page 1.18·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·And you go down to the one, two, three --20·


·fourth paragraph, there's a statement in here that said21·


·"There may be a difference between the supply of water22·


·sufficient to sustain an urban population and the23·


·supply desirable to keep costs low or provide aesthetic24·


·amenities."25·
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· · · · · · ·Do you see that sentence?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Did you write that sentence?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't think so.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·When they're talking about "desirable" --·5·


·okay? -- who decides what's desirable, I guess is the·6·


·fundamental question here?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I guess the City or the applicants making·8·


·that assessment.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And that's what I needed to have10·


·clarified, because as Mr. Fereday asked this morning11·


·about M3 developing and doing details, specific12·


·calculations for their specific water needs, the13·


·developer in that instance looked at what was desirable14·


·for its project.15·


· · · · · · ·And so I want to make clear that when we're16·


·looking at these types of questions, it's the interest17·


·of the applicant that is being applied; is that18·


·correct?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I think that that's true, in part.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·What part's not true?21·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, I think that -- I guess the22·


·Department also has a role there to protect the23·


·resource.··So --24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Let me give you a hypothetical.··M3 comes25·
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·in and says "We need an aesthetic pond over here for·1·


·our development."··So their desire is to have an·2·


·aesthetic pond.·3·


· · · · · · ·Do you think it's the Department's role to·4·


·say that that's not a desirable, in the context of this·5·


·sentence, use of that water?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·Specifically in that example, no.··But I·7·


·think there are areas in the state where we might have·8·


·a role there.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·So you have areas in the state where you10·


·tell them they couldn't have a pond; is that what11·


·you're saying?12·


· · · ··A.· ·Certainly, without mitigating we say that.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But aside from the mitigation14·


·question, I mean you wouldn't tell somebody "You can't15·


·use the water for that purpose"?16·


· · · ··A.· ·That's correct.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.18·


· · · ··A.· ·Would you mind if I got some more water?19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Absolutely not.··Do you need a break?··It's20·


·12:30.21·


· · · · · · ·Quite frankly, if you all want to go to22·


·lunch, I'm more than glad to --23·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··It might be a good idea, Bruce.24·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Yeah.··Let's go off the25·
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·record.·1·


· · · · · · ·(Lunch recess.)·2·


· · · · · · ·(Mr. Holt not present.)·3·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··For the record, it's·4·


·1:30.··We took an hour break for lunch from 12:30 to·5·


·1:30.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mat, during Mr. Fereday's questioning when·7·


·we were talking about the difference between the·8·


·22.19 cfs and 23.18 cfs you made the comment that·9·


·community water needs were not decreased.10·


· · · · · · ·What did that mean?11·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, water that goes towards the community12·


·demand for irrigating common space for commercial and13·


·industrial use, water features that are for the14·


·community, you know, any water demand that serves the15·


·community at large and not a specific single residence.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So the .99 cfs reduction was only17·


·related to the number of houses built?18·


· · · ··A.· ·That's right.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I need you to clarify something for20·


·me, please.··Mr. Fereday was inquiring about the fact21·


·that the permit had been assigned to the City, and22·


·there was a discussion about what would happen at the23·


·end of the planning horizon if the total number of24·


·houses has not been completed.25·
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· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·I remember him talking something along·2·


·those lines, yes.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··My notes said that the question·4·


·posed was "Do you think it would be reasonable for the·5·


·City to come to DWR to get an extension of the planning·6·


·horizon to allow the additional homes to be built?"·7·


·Now, I have your response being "No, that's not allowed·8·


·by statute."·9·


· · · · · · ·Is that correct?··Did I take that down10·


·correctly?11·


· · · ··A.· ·I think specifically what Mr. Fereday asked12·


·is if you would revisit it ten years prior to the end13·


·of the planning horizon.··And I don't know if it's not14·


·allowed by statute; I just don't think the statute goes15·


·out of its way to afford that.16·


· · · · · · ·So it's not -- the statute just doesn't17·


·address that.··And the only place that the statute does18·


·address that is it says at the time you file your proof19·


·of beneficial use you get to revisit the matter.··So I20·


·don't know.··I'm not -- I'm not an expert on all things21·


·that have to do with the statute.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, I see somewhat of a disconnect on23·


·what the questioning has been, then, because I think24·


·what Mr. Fereday was saying is you come along towards25·
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·the end of say the 30 years and there are some homes·1·


·that haven't been built yet, would it be reasonable for·2·


·the City to come in and ask for that period to be·3·


·extended?··Would you agree that that would be·4·


·reasonable for the City to do that?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, it's one thing whether it would be·6·


·reasonable for the City to do it.··The question is, do·7·


·the statutes allow the Department to revisit that·8·


·matter at that time.··When you file proof of beneficial·9·


·use and the water right is licensed, that typically is10·


·the final word on that water right.11·


· · · · · · ·And I'm not aware that statute allows you12·


·to amend a water right once it's been licensed, except13·


·in issuances of transfer or, you know, select matters.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you know when the date for the proof of15·


·beneficial use on this particular application would be?16·


· · · ··A.· ·I do not.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·So if you were beyond the proof of18·


·beneficial use period, it would not be reasonable for19·


·the City to approach asking for additional time for the20·


·development to be completed; is that what you're21·


·saying?22·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm saying I don't think the Department23·


·would revisit it after the license has been issued.24·


·I'm sorry if I'm not answering your questions clearly.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·No, I'm trying to make sure I understand·1·


·this because, quite frankly, it's an important point·2·


·that Mr. Fereday was raising vis-à-vis this water·3·


·right, because we've got a 30-year planning horizon,·4·


·the Department made a determination that it would not·5·


·start until 2016, so the period in which the 30 years·6·


·ends becomes important.·7·


· · · · · · ·And so if the development is not completed·8·


·by the end of the 30 years, what do you do about that?·9·


·That's the question.··So what would you do?10·


· · · ··A.· ·At five years you have to file -- at most,11·


·at five years you have to file a proof of beneficial12·


·use or you need to file an extension.··You can file an13·


·extension for up to five years.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.15·


· · · ··A.· ·So best-case scenario is at ten years out16·


·you'll get a second look at the RAFN material.··And I17·


·believe statute even says -- and if it doesn't, it's18·


·certainly been interpreted by this Department -- that19·


·at that ten years, you know, if you extend it out as20·


·far as you could, you can revisit service area,21·


·planning horizon, population projections, but you can't22·


·enlarge the rate.23·


· · · · · · ·And so that would be the last opportunity24·


·that the City would have to revise upward their25·
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·planning horizon for their future population·1·


·projection.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·At five or ten years?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·At five or ten years.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I want you to look at your RAFN·5·


·report, please.··It's Exhibit 1.··And if you would,·6·


·turn to Appendix A, page 3.·7·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Page what?·8·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··3.·9·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··I'm there.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··You say in the11·


·middle of the page, it says, "For Application 63-32573,12·


·the RAFN is either."13·


· · · · · · ·Do you see that?14·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·It's got No. 1 or No. 2.··What do you mean16·


·by this particular section of the report?··I mean let17·


·me say this:··It looks like it says the RAFN amount is18·


·going to be either 1 or 2.··Which is it, and how do we19·


·decide that?··How does the Department decide it?20·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, as you recall, the Appendix A was the21·


·protocol that we established prior to finalizing the22·


·report.··So it -- you know, if you were to progress23·


·forward through how we did things, it was the first24·


·document that we completed.··And we said, "Here's our25·
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·blueprint for moving forward."·1·


· · · · · · ·At that time we had not reviewed M3's·2·


·demand, so we did not know if we were going to agree·3·


·with their total demand number.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·5·


· · · ··A.· ·The options were that we would recognize·6·


·that they needed that full amount or that we would·7·


·recognize that they needed something less than that.·8·


·So if they needed something less than that, the City of·9·


·Eagle, as the permit holder now, could then justify the10·


·discrepancy between what they'd asked for and what we11·


·found.12·


· · · · · · ·And if they could show a need for that or a13·


·demand for that in their RAFN planning, then that need14·


·would make up the difference and allow for the15·


·permitting of the full amount.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Mr. Fereday asked a question about the17·


·City's draft analyses that were submitted thus far.18·


· · · · · · ·And the Department's review of them has19·


·established that the City needs -- I'll call it a RAFN20·


·water right to some extent beyond that allowed for the21·


·M3 project; correct?22·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.23·


· · · ··Q.· ·Would it be possible -- and not prejudging.24·


·But if the Department adheres to its 22.19 cfs25·
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·determination -- okay? -- would it be possible, based·1·


·on this analysis, as set forth on this page, for the·2·


·23.18 to still be granted, since that was the·3·


·application, for use by the City to fill up the RAFN in·4·


·excess of the M3 project?··Do you understand what I'm·5·


·asking?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·I believe I do, yes.··That isn't the·7·


·conclusion of our report.··And I believe the reason for·8·


·that conclusion is the fact that that need would have·9·


·to be within the service area identified by M3.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·No.··That's not the question I'm asking.11·


·Okay.··I mean M3's applied for 23.18, M3 determined12·


·that that's what they needed, the City has looked at13·


·that, they think it's reasonable, and they think that's14·


·what's needed for the project.··You've taken an15·


·independent look at, and based on your calculations you16·


·said only 22.19.··But the fact remains that the17·


·application is for 23.18.18·


· · · · · · ·So my question is, since you've agreed that19·


·the City needs in excess of the M3 project demands for20·


·future water rights, is there a reason the Department21·


·could not allow the 23.18 for use by the City as part22·


·of its RAFN water right?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes, there's a reason for that.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Why is that?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·I just tried to explain, wherein the need·1·


·that you showed, the three-point whatever, was for a·2·


·service area that already excluded M3.·3·


· · · · · · ·And so the only way you could be given that·4·


·water is if you were to then put it in use within the·5·


·service area of M3, the development boundaries of M3.·6·


·But we've already established the need for that·7·


·boundary.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·So the City couldn't transfer that portion·9·


·out of the service area of M3 --10·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't believe so, no.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- out of the place of use?12·


· · · · · · ·Okay.··If you'll look at Appendix B,13·


·page 2.··The section that you're talking about the U.S.14·


·Census data breakdown, generally what that paragraph15·


·talks about is you were using ArcMap to sum population16·


·of census blocks.17·


· · · · · · ·I assume you were using the Department's18·


·version of ArcMap; is that correct?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes, the software package itself is20·


·licensed to the Department.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·But is that a Department-specific package,22·


·or is that a generic ArcMap version?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, there is a data layer that's the U.S.24·


·Census data layer.··And any Arc platform could import25·
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·that data layer and work with it.·1·


· · · · · · ·So while we have a licensed version of·2·


·ArcGIS and ArcMap specific to the Department, that data·3·


·layer comes specifically from the U.S. Census, and they·4·


·distribute it -- I don't know if they distribute it to·5·


·us or we go out and get it, but we don't originate that·6·


·data.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You used the word "centroid" in this·8·


·paragraph.·9·


· · · · · · ·What are you talking about?10·


· · · ··A.· ·So the centroid is the center of mass of a11·


·shape.··So if you have a square, obviously the centroid12·


·is going to be in the very center of that.··If you have13·


·something that's not symmetrical across both axes, you14·


·know, the centroid is going to be offset somewhere.15·


· · · · · · ·So basically what it is is it's the center16·


·of mass of that shape.··It's an engineering term.17·


·Maybe not the best one to use there.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, I have a Droid cell phone.··I wanted19·


·to make sure it wasn't the same thing.20·


· · · · · · ·No, but as I read through what you were21·


·doing with the determination of populations for the22·


·Eagle Water Company, United Water, and City of Eagle,23·


·you were going through and looking at that and making24·


·the calculations to determine how many people were25·
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·within each of those centroids; is that correct?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.··Well, I was using the centroid, I·2·


·believe -- well, let me just read it really quick.·3·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Excuse me, which page are you·4·


·referring to?·5·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··We're still on page 2 of·6·


·Appendix B.·7·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··D, as in "dog"?·8·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Pardon?·9·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··B.10·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··B, as in "bravo"?11·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Yes, Jeff.12·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··So ArcMap has different ways that13·


·you can select data within ArcMap.··And one way that14·


·you can do that is you can say "Here's a boundary.··I15·


·want everything that's inside that boundary, or I want16·


·everything that's outside of it, or I want everything17·


·that touches the boundary."··But you have to -- you18·


·have to give it some direction on how it's going to go19·


·out and select and grab the data sample that you're20·


·interested in.21·


· · · · · · ·And so all I've done here is my selection22·


·criteria was if the centroid of that shape is within23·


·the boundary, it goes out and grabs it and pulls it in.24·


·So that's what I'm referring to in that sentence.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Okay.··But that's·1·


·your discretionary call on determining that centroid;·2·


·correct?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·Right.··And that's imperfect.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·It's what?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·That's an imperfect -- you know, if I had·6·


·stopped there, that would have been an imperfect·7·


·selection of the underlying population.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But you used that to then calculate·9·


·how many people are going to fall into which service10·


·area; correct?11·


· · · ··A.· ·In part, yes.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Explain why you mean "in part."··What else13·


·is involved?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, it's an easy calculation.··It's a15·


·push of a button to go grab every census block that16·


·centroid is within that boundaries, but that obviously17·


·grabs some census blocks that straddle the boundary.18·


·So you're either potentially getting people that don't19·


·belong in that group, or you're not getting people that20·


·belong in that group, depending on which way it21·


·straddled the boundary.22·


· · · · · · ·So the exhibits that I prepared, the map23·


·exhibits that identified all the details, that's where24·


·I went in and I counted the lots within those blocks,25·
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·and said "Okay, this many lots are within; this many·1·


·lots are without."·2·


· · · · · · ·And depending on whether that had been·3·


·pulled in or pushed out, I either added it or·4·


·subtracted it from the population count.··So you use·5·


·the centroid selection method to grab your initial·6·


·number.··But then you need to go in and fine-tune that·7·


·by evaluating each census block that straddled the·8·


·line.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Are you suggesting by doing that that in10·


·order to file a RAFN analysis or RAFN application that11·


·an applicant has to go through that?12·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm not suggesting that.··That's my method.13·


· · · ··Q.· ·That's your method.··Okay.··If you'll look14·


·on the next page, there was a reference to the number15·


·of lots outside the boundary versus multiplying the lot16·


·count by 2.7.17·


· · · · · · ·When you're using the term "lot," what are18·


·you referring to?19·


· · · ··A.· ·Tax lots, as they're identified by the20·


·county tax assessor.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So you saw a tax lot, no matter what22·


·size it is, and you multiplied it by 2.7?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, a census block typically incorporates24·


·say a subdivision or the first three phases of a25·
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·subdivision.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, that's one data layer that pulls up·3·


·the census block.··And I can look at that shape.··But I·4·


·have another data layer that's all the tax lots, and I·5·


·can pull that up.·6·


· · · · · · ·And so then I say "Hey, inside this census·7·


·block, there's 50 lots:··25 are inside the boundary, 25·8·


·are outside the boundary."··And it's just, you know,·9·


·potentially tedious.··I didn't have a lot of it to do,10·


·so I sat down and did it.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·But why do you multiply a lot by 2.712·


·people, I guess is the question?13·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, one of the pages we looked at in here14·


·was the number of people were per household.··And so I15·


·assumed that a tax lot in a subdivision had a house on16·


·it.··And if it had a house on it, that's how many17·


·people lived in it.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·I got you.··Okay.··You did a fairly19·


·detailed report here on looking at the M3 demand20·


·information.··When I read Appendix D, what it appeared21·


·to me you did was to look at a range for any22·


·particular -- they used the disaggregate component23·


·method.24·


· · · ··A.· ·Correct.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·So if there was, for instance, irrigation·1·


·demand, you looked at a published range of values and·2·


·then determined whether the determination by M3 fit·3·


·within that published range of values; is that correct?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·That's what I did, yes.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And that's how you reached the·6·


·conclusion it was reasonable, because it fit within the·7·


·range of published values?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··How did you go about deciding what10·


·published values to look at?··What criteria did you11·


·apply?12·


· · · ··A.· ·In M3's case I believe they referenced13·


·published values, and I don't remember to what extent.14·


·So I had several there that I could look upon.··Just15·


·through my own engineering practice, I have16·


·accumulated -- I don't know -- somewhere between six17·


·and twelve different engineering references that18·


·address this in some form or another.19·


· · · · · · ·So I pretty much limited myself to some of20·


·the references that M3 had, the references that I had.21·


·And then if there was something, you know, that maybe22·


·is considered seminal in the field, I tried to track it23·


·down.··It is not exhaustive.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·But that's using your judgment as an25·
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·engineer to do that; correct?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When a city is doing general·3·


·planning for water demand, we talked about the·4·


·different options that you had identified, the·5·


·disaggregate variable analysis.·6·


· · · · · · ·Does a disaggregate variable analysis work·7·


·when you're doing general planning like a city would·8·


·do?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·I think it's tough to apply.··So the10·


·disaggregate requirements, as M3 did it, that -- you11·


·know, a lot of city of Eagle you could do that to, but12·


·a lot of it you couldn't.··And even if you were to make13·


·assumptions based off of planning zones and kind of try14·


·and extrapolate out into the future, those aren't15·


·fixed.··Those are open to change.··So I don't think16·


·that method lends itself as well to like a general17·


·municipality forecast.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So the Appendix E, page 3, it says19·


·"Summary of Review."··And Mr. Fereday had asked you20·


·questions about this paragraph.··Second sentence talks21·


·about your review being "...limited to the materials22·


·submitted by the City and does not consider water23·


·demand associated with other potential legitimate24·


·justifications that could potentially be identified in25·
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·a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements based·1·


·analysis."·2·


· · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Are you suggesting that the City should be·5·


·doing a disaggregate-based analysis, even if it doesn't·6·


·readily apply?·7·


· · · ··A.· ·No.··I think there's potential there to do·8·


·a hybrid demand forecasting methodology.··So for areas·9·


·that you're unsure of, you take the standard10·


·single-coefficient method, as you proposed.··But maybe,11·


·as an example in the foothills, you anticipate having12·


·an irrigation need up there that's not going to be13·


·serviced by surface water.··Now, that is going to be14·


·serviced by irrigation.··Ground water irrigation,15·


·likely.16·


· · · · · · ·Now, down below in the valley where you17·


·have surface water, if you use your single-coefficient18·


·forecasting methodology, that's relying on a demand19·


·specific to those -- the people living down there.··And20·


·they're living with surface water irrigation.··So that21·


·demand per household isn't going to be right for22·


·households where they need ground water irrigation.23·


· · · · · · ·So there's an opportunity there for you to24·


·evaluate the irrigation needs on those lots in the25·
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·foothills where you're going to be using ground water·1·


·where the single-coefficient variable method isn't·2·


·going to account for that water need.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·And when you're saying "lots," you're not·4·


·talking about specific lots, you're talking about the·5·


·area in general?·6·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I think I was saying residential·7·


·lots.··But say you've identified -- you know, however·8·


·you may have identified some open area that's going to·9·


·be irrigated, whether it be common space, parks, golf10·


·courses, half-acre lots that have a lot of irrigation.11·


·I'm not sure.··Whatever the case may be.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, the problem with that is the City13·


·doesn't do development.··So the City doesn't have a14·


·park, any common area that is typically associated with15·


·a project that comes in.··So what the City has is open16·


·space, and based on their planning and zoning they can17·


·determine what type of development might be there.··But18·


·it still depends upon an applicant to come in.19·


· · · · · · ·So my question is, in using this approach20·


·that you're outlining, this hybrid approach where you21·


·don't have specific lots and you don't have a specific22·


·subdivision and you don't have a pond, is there23·


·anything unreasonable about the City taking the24·


·approach of using the bare acreage in determining what25·
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·the irrigation requirements for that might be?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, it seems like you're overestimating,·2·


·if I understand you.··But somehow you need to do that.·3·


·And as long as your method's reasonable, I think that·4·


·demand is reasonable.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would you look at Exhibit 10,·6·


·please.·7·


· · · · · · ·Now, all of the pages in Exhibit 10, you·8·


·generated those yourself; correct?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·Page 1 is not my work.··That's a10·


·spreadsheet that you can obtain from DEQ.··All the rest11·


·of it is summary of data that I put together.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Tell me again what Exhibit 10 is.13·


·What you were trying to do here?14·


· · · ··A.· ·So this is a spreadsheet that I already had15·


·that is --16·


· · · ··Q.· ·When you say "spreadsheet," what are you17·


·referring to?18·


· · · ··A.· ·A Microsoft Excel file --19·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.20·


· · · ··A.· ·-- that I've called "Residential demand21·


·resources," and it's my repository for anything that22·


·comes across my desk or that I read about or that I23·


·think about that I think has to do with residential24·


·demand.··And I kind of go and I put it there so that I25·
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·know where to go to look for information.··That's what·1·


·this spreadsheet is, this file.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So if you look at the second page,·3·


·is this something you put together or --·4·


· · · ··A.· ·It is.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··As I heard you explain what·6·


·Exhibit 10 is, it was a comparison of DEQ requirements·7·


·with DWR requirements.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·You're referring specifically to page 2 in·9·


·Exhibit 10?10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.11·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, I heard it on Exhibit 10.··But I was13·


·actually looking at page 2 when I wrote this note down,14·


·or you wrote.15·


· · · ··A.· ·So I am aware -- and there may be more.16·


·But I am aware of three resources that, for lack of a17·


·better term, have been adopted by the State in18·


·forecasting demand.··One is the rules, IDAPA 58.01.08;19·


·another one is the design file note by DEQ, which20·


·they've adopted as policy; and the other is our AP Memo21·


·No. 22, which we've adopted as policy.22·


· · · · · · ·So there's the only three resources that I23·


·know that say here's a way that you can calculate24·


·residential demand.··And what this table is is it's a25·
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·comparison of the three different methods there.·1·


· · · · · · ·So you take a lot count, number of homes --·2·


·I'm sorry -- one through 5,000, and then you say "Okay,·3·


·I'm applying the IDAPA rules to it.··Now I'm applying·4·


·the DFN to it.··Now I'm applying the AP 22," and then·5·


·compare the results of those methods.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you get different numbers, different·7·


·results?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, you do.··And that's what the next·9·


·page indicates.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·That graph depicts the differences in11·


·requirements from DEQ versus DWR, doesn't it?12·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't know if you can use the term13·


·"requirements."··But if you use these default14·


·methodologies in the way that they have put them forth,15·


·you do get different values.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·How does the Department of Water Resources17·


·reconcile the differences when -- in regard to an18·


·application for a water right, how does the Department19·


·of Water Resources reconcile its adopted planning20·


·values versus DEQ's?21·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm not sure that we make an attempt to22·


·reconcile them.··There is language in the rules that23·


·allow -- I don't know how familiar you are with those24·


·rules, but one rule says that the average day demand25·
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·per house shall be 800 gallons per day.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·That's footnote 1 on your page 2.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·But if -- but when you model your system,·3·


·you have to use something called the maximum pump·4·


·capacity.··And in doing that analysis, you take out the·5·


·primary source or the primary pump station.··And you·6·


·have to have storage to make up the difference between·7·


·that analysis scenario and the 800 gallons per day.·8·


· · · · · · ·So I liken that to the similar scenario·9·


·that if your water right supply does not meet the10·


·800 gallons per day, that's not forbade by the Idaho11·


·statute.··You just have to have -- I'm sorry, by the12·


·rule, not the statute.··You just have to have storage13·


·to make up that difference.14·


· · · · · · ·The second way --15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Let me ask about that.··If you don't have16·


·storage, what do you do?17·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, then I think DEQ's position would be18·


·that you need the storage.19·


· · · ··Q.· ·I think DEQ's position would be that you20·


·have to meet their requirements.21·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.22·


· · · ··Q.· ·And if you don't have storage, you have to23·


·meet the higher pumping volume; correct?24·


· · · ··A.· ·I guess that's another way of saying what I25·
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·just said.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Okay.··Go ahead.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·The second caveat, if you will, in those·3·


·rules is that the 800 gallons per day should only be·4·


·used in the event that you don't have historical data·5·


·that shows something else.·6·


· · · · · · ·Now, 800 gallons per day as an in-home use·7·


·is incredibly high, maybe as much as four times as high·8·


·as what is the standard now in the Treasure Valley.·9·


·And that number comes directly out of a federal housing10·


·and urban development pamphlet from 1967.··And so it's11·


·very dated.12·


· · · · · · ·So if you have historical information that13·


·says that the demand in your home is less than that,14·


·then you should be relying on that in the first place.15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.16·


· · · ··A.· ·So I think in those two ways, what the17·


·Department's saying and what DEQ's saying aren't18·


·strictly in, I guess, conflict with each other.··And19·


·I'm not saying this very well because I've never been20·


·asked to articulate this before.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, my question is this:··DEQ has22·


·planning requirements -- and you're correct about the23·


·800 gpm.··DWR does not -- as a matter of fact, I don't24·


·believe DWR accepts that.··And you're also correct that25·
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·if you have site-specific data that you could use the·1·


·800, that you could do that.·2·


· · · · · · ·But as the applicant you go in, if you·3·


·don't have site-specific data acceptable to DEQ, you're·4·


·still going to need the 800; correct?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·From DEQ's perspective?··I'm sorry.··Yes, I·6·


·think that's correct.·7·


· · · ··Q.· ·Yes.··And from a regulated entity or like a·8·


·municipal system, they still are going to have to meet·9·


·that; correct?10·


· · · ··A.· ·They would have to, I guess, yes, that's11·


·right.··If they don't have -- yes.12·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When they come over to DWR, DWR does13·


·not apply that 800 gpm, does it?14·


· · · ··A.· ·No, we don't recognize that as a15·


·requirement.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So you could end up with a water17·


·right from DWR that doesn't fit with the requirements18·


·that DEQ would impose; am I correct?19·


· · · ··A.· ·I have two thoughts on that.··The first20·


·thought is if you read AP Memo 22, I believe it does21·


·say in there that "This is our guidance.··And if you22·


·don't feel it's appropriate, you can submit something23·


·else."··So first of all, we're not locking you into the24·


·values that you would get from AP Memo 22.25·
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· · · · · · ·The second part of that is you're assuming·1·


·that there is no storage.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Correct.··I am.·3·


· · · · · · ·I'm still on Exhibit 10.··Third page from·4·


·the back.·5·


· · · ··A.· ·I'm there.·6·


· · · ··Q.· ·In the middle it says, "Treasure Valley·7·


·Water Demand Study" and "Summary of Local Average·8·


·Residential Daily Consumption Values."·9·


· · · · · · ·Do you see those?10·


· · · ··A.· ·I do.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Where is that information from?12·


· · · ··A.· ·So if you look at the last page of13·


·Exhibit 1, it's a bibliography for Appendix E.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.15·


· · · ··A.· ·And the last reference on that list --16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Hang on just a second.··The last page?17·


· · · ··A.· ·The last page of Exhibit 1.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.19·


· · · ··A.· ·The last reference in that list says,20·


·"Treasure Valley Future Water Remand.··Submitted by21·


·WRIME, Incorporated, for Idaho Water Resources Board,22·


·November 16th, 2010."23·


· · · ··Q.· ·That's the CAMP report?24·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes, that's right.··Well, let me say that25·
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·I'm not sure, actually.··There have been two studies·1·


·done.·2·


· · · · · · ·If you also look on that same list, the·3·


·second one down prepared by Zena Cook, et al.,·4·


·"Domestic, Commercial, Municipal, and Industrial Water·5·


·Demand Assessment and Forecast in Ada and Canyon·6·


·Counties," I would have to go back -- I did a poor job·7·


·of referencing that table, and I would have to go back·8·


·and look and see if that data is from one or the other·9·


·reports.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Thank you.11·


· · · · · · ·Did you calculate a population growth rate12·


·for M3?13·


· · · ··A.· ·What do you mean?··I think I looked at the14·


·projections that were given.··I think I looked at the15·


·population growths from one year to the next.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·Well, the City of Eagle in this submission17·


·on the RAFN analysis used growth rate for the City of18·


·about 4 to 4.39, something in that range.19·


· · · · · · ·Did you calculate something similar for M3?20·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't know.··I don't recall21·


·calculating --22·


· · · ··Q.· ·You didn't use it, though?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·When you were looking at the City's service25·
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·area you ended up excluding the overlap area with Star,·1·


·the Eagle Water Company, and the United Water service·2·


·areas.·3·


· · · · · · ·What was the basis for excluding Eagle·4·


·Water and United Water?·5·


· · · ··A.· ·They're providing water in those areas·6·


·already.··So if you're basing your demand on a need for·7·


·domestic water and that demand is already being met,·8·


·the logic is that we don't need a redundant demand·9·


·there.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··How are contingencies handled in11·


·RAFN analyses?12·


· · · ··A.· ·You'll have to define "contingencies."13·


· · · ··Q.· ·Contingencies are the things that you don't14·


·really have control over, things that could happen.15·


·Let me give you an example.16·


· · · · · · ·Eagle Water Company, they have a service17·


·area, they supply water, but historically they have had18·


·problems in which they could not serve their customers.19·


· · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you think it is unreasonable for the21·


·City to look at that as a contingency and build that22·


·into their RAFN analysis?23·


· · · ··A.· ·I do not.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·You don't think it's unreasonable?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·I do not.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But you went ahead and excluded it·2·


·anyway?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I did.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So I mean that's an example of a·5·


·contingency.·6·


· · · · · · ·If there are other contingencies, do you·7·


·think it's unreasonable for a city to take those into·8·


·account?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·That word just means so many things to me.10·


·If that's your example of a contingency, you know,11·


·examples similar to that I don't think are12·


·unreasonable.··Another contingency might be that I'm13·


·going to calculate my value and then add 25 percent14·


·because I think that's a necessary contingency.··Now,15·


·that I think I'd have more of a problem with.16·


· · · ··Q.· ·If you approach your planning from the17·


·standpoint of trying to be conservative, conserve the18·


·resource -- okay? -- you end up on the lower end of a19·


·scale.··So for instance, in financial planning you'll20·


·often build in contingencies for those things over21·


·which you have no control.22·


· · · · · · ·Are you aware of that?23·


· · · ··A.· ·I am.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Does contingency analysis have -- is25·
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·it a valid consideration in developing a RAFN analysis?·1·


· · · ··A.· ·I think it is.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you have any ideas or thoughts on·3·


·how you would approach that?··And "that" being·4·


·contingency analysis in a RAFN process.·5·


· · · ··A.· ·I think it has to be well founded and there·6·


·has to be an argument for it, for its inclusion.··To·7·


·simply go out and say "I know of a community in·8·


·California that has 25 percent leakage out of their·9·


·system, therefore we're going to bump this up by10·


·25 percent," you know, you've given me a reference, but11·


·I don't know that it's appropriate.12·


· · · · · · ·On the other hand if you come back and were13·


·to say "Here's five publications on forecast and14·


·demand, and they all recommend 5 to 10 percent leakage15·


·adjustments, and we know that our city has had this16·


·amount of leakage in the past and" -- you know, you'd17·


·have to qualify it and say it's not already being18·


·accounted for in some other way.19·


· · · · · · ·So if you have a per-home demand that is20·


·based on the historic period in which you were dealing21·


·with those leakages, well, then, you've already22·


·accounted for that contingency.··So I think contingency23·


·is appropriate.··It just has to be well founded and24·


·well described, and you have to make sure that you're25·
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·not double-dipping, for lack of a better term.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But the statute doesn't prevent the·2·


·assessment of contingencies, does it?·3·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't think it does.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··There was some discussion, I think,·5·


·in one of your comments about the use of a 12-hour·6·


·irrigation rotation schedule.·7·


· · · ··A.· ·In my most recent round of comments with·8·


·you?·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Quite honestly, I don't recall.··I remember10·


·that, I think, M3 used a 12-hour rotation.··And there11·


·was a question from you at some point -- I don't know12·


·if it was in a comment -- about that.13·


· · · · · · ·Is that acceptable?14·


· · · ··A.· ·Using a 12-hour or 24-hour?15·


· · · ··Q.· ·I think we used 12-hour.··Well, let me put16·


·it this way:··Tell me what you want, 12 or 24.··Which17·


·one do you like?18·


· · · ··A.· ·You know, I'm trying to remember.··I had19·


·the same conversation with M3, and I'm trying to recall20·


·that conversation.··And I think where we ended up there21·


·is with M3 they have capped themselves with an annual22·


·volume.··So we weren't as concerned with the diversion23·


·rates.··And if you limit your irrigation -- daily24·


·irrigation window to something less than 24 hours, you25·
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·have to compensate by having a larger diversion rate to·1·


·do the same irrigation.·2·


· · · · · · ·Now, in their instance, because they have·3·


·an annual volume limitation, we're not as concerned·4·


·about that because the resource is being protected·5·


·through the volume and not the rate.·6·


· · · · · · ·In a true municipal RAFN that is without·7·


·volume limitation, I think the Department would have to·8·


·consider that matter, and I haven't been confronted·9·


·with that.··So I'm not sure what the right answer is.10·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I was trying real quickly to go11·


·through these exhibits.12·


· · · · · · ·But which exhibit's got your calculations13·


·where you show the projected population levels for14·


·Eagle Water, United Water, and the City?15·


· · · ··A.· ·I think what I gave Don Reading was current16·


·population basis based off my efforts.··The projection17·


·of individual populations within those service area --18·


·I did do that, but I don't think it was ultimately used19·


·by Dr. Don Reading.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·So what you gave Don was present21·


·populations, and then any projected increase Don took22·


·care of that?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Right.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So it's not in any of these25·
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·documents you gave us? because I went through them real·1·


·quickly, and I could not find it.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·The method that was relied on by Dr. Don to·3·


·do the ultimate calculation is not in this stack of·4·


·papers (indicating).·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So this is kind of related to the·6·


·Arc view question.·7·


· · · · · · ·But when you were doing your assessment,·8·


·did you use any proprietary information or data or·9·


·programs that are specific to the Department of Water10·


·Resources?11·


· · · ··A.· ·I do not -- I do not think so.··And in12·


·instances where I've developed, you know, something13·


·that I used, I'd be perfectly willing to share that14·


·with anyone who needs it --15·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.16·


· · · ··A.· ·-- or wants it.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Actually, what I'm thinking about is if you18·


·have the applicant who comes in who hasn't been through19·


·what we've been through, how do they know about that?20·


·How would they approach it in using those types of21·


·protocols or databases and information to develop a22·


·RAFN application to submit to the Department?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Well, as I mentioned, I'm working on the24·


·handbook.··And the position of that handbook is that25·
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·the applicant needs to come up with their own means for·1·


·doing this.··And in many instances the applicant should·2·


·have an expertise there in doing that and should have·3·


·methods for doing that.·4·


· · · · · · ·Now, I've also provided several tools that·5·


·are going to be distributed or that can be requested in·6·


·conjunction with that handbook.··And those tools we can·7·


·distribute to the public and the public can use it in·8·


·instances where the Department feels it's okay to use·9·


·those.10·


· · · · · · ·So one thing I've used is a population11·


·forecasting tool that I've put together.··Another one12·


·is a water demand tool that's been put together.··So --13·


·so when there's not adequate data or, I guess,14·


·expertise there -- and we haven't finalized any of15·


·this, so this is just -- this is not necessarily the16·


·Department's point of view, but my point of view,17·


·because we haven't talked about it.··In small rural18·


·communities where there's a hardship and they don't19·


·have the ability or the expertise to do some of this,20·


·then they could use this as a last resort.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Are you familiar with the other RAFN22·


·water rights the Department's issued to date?23·


· · · ··A.· ·Somewhat.24·


· · · ··Q.· ·Do you know how many there are?25·
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· · · ··A.· ·I don't know an exact number, no.·1·


· · · ··Q.· ·I think it was five.·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I was going to say less than ten, for·3·


·sure.·4·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Has the evaluation methodology by·5·


·the Department been consistent on any of those thus·6·


·far --·7·


· · · ··A.· ·All I can tell --·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·-- from one to the other?·9·


· · · ··A.· ·-- you, it's been consistent since I've10·


·been involved.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Which is how long?12·


· · · ··A.· ·City of Eagle.··Starting with the City of13·


·Eagle.··I was not involved in the other RAFN.14·


· · · ··Q.· ·So you don't know if it was consistent with15·


·regard to the other four or five or not?16·


· · · ··A.· ·Huh-uh.17·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Well, that question about the18·


·storage that you were referring to awhile ago, you told19·


·me "I was assuming no storage."20·


· · · · · · ·Do you agree that it's the decision of the21·


·applicant with regard to the construction of storage?22·


·I mean the Department doesn't require storage; right?23·


· · · ··A.· ·That's true, the Department does not24·


·require storage.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Would you look at Exhibit 4 for me.·1·


· · · ··A.· ·I have it.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·The last page, it's got "Method 1" and·3·


·"Method 2."·4·


· · · ··A.· ·I see it.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Can you tell me what that was.··My notes·6·


·weren't very clear when you were describing it.·7·


· · · ··A.· ·I think these -- again, prior to Don coming·8·


·in and formalizing the approach that was included in·9·


·the exhibit, these were two methods that I was looking10·


·at for projecting future population.11·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What is Method 1?12·


· · · ··A.· ·Method 1 looks like -- it's what I would13·


·consider to be the simpler approach, whereas you14·


·project out using exponential growth and the parameters15·


·given there of T of 2040, a present value of 24,035,16·


·and a growth rate of 3 percent, you project a future17·


·population, and you deduct out the full build-out18·


·populations of Eagle Water Company, United Water Idaho,19·


·and M3 to arrive at a future population base.20·


· · · ··Q.· ·And then Method 2, can you tell me what21·


·that one is.22·


· · · ··A.· ·So Method 2 is you take the existing23·


·population base, you subtract out the existing service24·


·areas, that leaves you with the City of Eagle service25·
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·population, and then you take that and grow with it·1·


·exponential growth at 3 percent.·2·


· · · ··Q.· ·But again, you said this last page is·3·


·irrelevant at this point?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·It was not used in Exhibit 1.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Next could you look at Exhibit 19,·6·


·please.··This is some of the comments that you·7·


·submitted to the City.·8·


· · · ··A.· ·Okay.··I have it.·9·


· · · ··Q.· ·Would you look at comment No. 6.··And No. 610·


·in the second sentence it talks about "The Department11·


·would prefer that a growth rate be based on an12·


·independent analysis of conditions and circumstances13·


·unique to the City of Eagle."14·


· · · · · · ·Is that another way of saying that you want15·


·the City of Eagle to come up with a growth rate based16·


·on its own specific information in the city of Eagle?17·


· · · ··A.· ·I think you need to consider the timing of18·


·this document.··This document came out very early in19·


·the process, and it came out prior to Dr. Don Reading20·


·coming on board.21·


· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Well, let me ask you this question,22·


·maybe cut to the chase:··Does this still apply?23·


· · · ··A.· ·No, this has been superseded by the24·


·protocol or methodology that's outlined in Exhibit 1.25·
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· · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So a single estimated growth rate is·1·


·no longer relevant?·2·


· · · ··A.· ·Only as it's called for in Exhibit 1.·3·


· · · ··Q.· ·In Dr. Reading's Appendix C?·4·


· · · ··A.· ·Yes.·5·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··I don't think I have any·6·


·further questions.··Thank you.··I appreciate your time,·7·


·and I'll get you out of here by 3:00.·8·


· · · · · · ·By the way -- I don't know if anybody else·9·


·has any other questions -- I would like to get a copy10·


·of, at least since the log was used in preparing the11·


·report and the -- I guess the handbook was as well, at12·


·whatever stage it's in right now, I would like to at13·


·least have the opportunity to look at them and see if14·


·there's anything relevant in it with regard to the15·


·report and what we'll have to be doing here.16·


· · · · · · ·So I want to reserve the right, if we get a17·


·chance to look at it, to sit down with Mat again to go18·


·through probably very few questions about those.··But19·


·as of today, I'm satisfied with having a chance to talk20·


·to him.21·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··I had Mike -- or Mat look at those22·


·notes during the lunch hour.23·


· · · · · · ·And you can --24·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··I did.··I went back and looked at25·
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·the notes and my logbook, and mostly what those notes·1·


·are -- or almost exclusively what those notes are are·2·


·tasks that I took away from the meeting on something I·3·


·needed to focus on or information that I needed to get·4·


·to people attending the meeting.·5·


· · · · · · ·I didn't see anything in there that·6·


·informed the effort that was done here on a specific or·7·


·substantial level.·8·


· · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Well, for instance,·9·


·is that the record of your notes with your meeting with10·


·the Eagle Water Company?11·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't have any -- that -- the notes from12·


·that meeting are on those two map exhibits.··And it13·


·might be hard to see, but you can see that I was14·


·writing in Sharpie on those.15·


· · · · · · ·So I looked at my logbook, and I do not16·


·have anything in my logbook recording the Eagle Water17·


·Company meeting.18·


· · · ··Q.· ·Is that Exhibit 11?19·


· · · ··A.· ·I don't have it numbered.··It's this one20·


·here, though.21·


· · · · · · ·So that's the extent of my service area.22·


·"South of river not done."··So that's the extent of my23·


·notes from that meeting.24·


· · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··I think that's Exhibit 15.25·
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· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Is that Exhibit 15 you're·1·


·referring to?·2·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Mine is not numbered.·3·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··It is 15.·4·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Jason's correct.·5·


· · · ··Q.· ·So these two maps that are Exhibit 15 is·6·


·all the information you have from your meeting with·7·


·Eagle Water Company?·8·


· · · ··A.· ·That's all of it.·9·


· · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Thank you.10·


· · · · · · ·Do you have any further questions?11·


· · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··No further questions.12·


· · · ··THE WITNESS:··Thank you.13·


· · · ··MR. ALAN SMITH:··None.14·


· · · ··MR. HOMAN:··I don't have any.15·


· · · · · · ·(Deposition concluded at 2:35 p.m.)16·


· · · · · · ·(Signature requested.)17·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ··-oOo-18·


·19·


·20·


·21·


·22·


·23·


·24·


·25·
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· · · · · · ··CERTIFICATE OF MATHEW WEAVER·1·
·· ·
··2·
·· ·
· · · ··I, MATHEW WEAVER, being first duly sworn, depose·3·
·· ·
·and say:·4·
·· ·
· · · ··That I am the witness named in the foregoing·5·
·· ·
·deposition; that I have read said deposition and know·6·
·· ·
·the contents thereof; that the questions contained·7·
·· ·
·therein were propounded to me; and that the answers·8·
·· ·
·contained therein are true and correct, except for any·9·
·· ·
·changes that I may have listed on the Errata Sheet10·
·· ·
·attached hereto.11·
·· ·
· · · · · ·DATED this ____ day of __________ 20___.12·
·· ·
·13·
·· ·
· · · · · · · ·CHANGES ON ERRATA SHEET· ·YES___ NO ___14·
·· ·
·15·
·· ·
· · · · · ·________________________________________16·
· · · · · ·MATHEW WEAVER· ·
·17·
·· ·
· · · · · ·SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this18·
·· ·
· · · · · ·____ day of ___________ 20___.19·
·· ·
·20·
·· ·
·21·
·· ·
·22·
·· ·
· · · · · ·________________________________________23·
· · · · · ·NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC· ·
· · · · · ·RESIDING AT ____________________________24·
·· ·
· · · · · ·MY COMMISSION EXPIRES___________________25·
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· · · · · · ·ERRATA SHEET FOR MATHEW WEAVER·1·
·· ·
··Page____Line___Reason for Change·2·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Reads·3·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Should Read·4·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Page____Line___Reason for Change·5·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Reads·6·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Should Read·7·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Page____Line___Reason for Change·8·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Reads·9·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Should Read10·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Page____Line___Reason for Change11·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Reads12·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Should Read13·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Page____Line___Reason for Change14·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Reads15·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Should Read16·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Page____Line___Reason for Change17·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Reads18·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Should Read19·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Page____Line___Reason for Change20·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Reads21·
·___________________________________________________· ·
··Should Read22·
·___________________________________________________· ·
·23·
·· ·
·24·
·· ·
· · ··SIGNATURE:___________________________________25·
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· · · · · · · · ·REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE·1·


· · · ··I, JEFF LaMAR, CSR No. 640, Certified Shorthand·2·


·Reporter, certify:·3·


· · · ··That the foregoing proceedings were taken before·4·


·me at the time and place therein set forth, at which·5·


·time the witness was put under oath by me.·6·


· · · ··That the testimony and all objections made were·7·


·recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me·8·


·or under my direction.·9·


· · · ··That the foregoing is a true and correct record10·


·of all testimony given, to the best of my ability.11·


· · · ··I further certify that I am not a relative or12·


·employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially13·


·interested in the action.14·


· · · ··IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this15·


·30th day of September, 2011.16·


·17·


·18·


·19·


· · · · · · · · · · · ·____________________________20·


· · · · · · · · · · · ·JEFF LaMAR, CSR NO. 64021·


· · · · · · · · · · · ·Notary Public22·


· · · · · · · · · · · ·Eagle, Idaho 8361623·


·My commission expires December 30, 201124·


·25·
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              1                        MATHEW WEAVER,

              2    first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said

              3    cause, testified as follows:

              4

              5                          EXAMINATION

              6    BY MR. FEREDAY:

              7           Q.   Good morning, Mat.  I'm Jeff Fereday, as I

              8    think you know, and with me today is Mike Lawrence.

              9    Also here is Dr. Steve Holt, who did some of the

             10    calculations for water use at the M3 portion of the

             11    city.  Also here is Bruce Smith with the City, and

             12    Jason and Alan Smith.

             13                This is a deposition where we just want to

             14    ask you some questions about the work you did in this

             15    matter having to do with the M3 portion of the city of

             16    Eagle.  And if you don't understand a question or if

             17    you want it repeated, you know, feel free to say so.

             18           A.   Okay.

             19           Q.   It's possible that there will be objections

             20    from time to time.  And if there are, it's probably

             21    advisable for you to hold off in making an answer until

             22    you've conferred with your lawyer, John here, or

             23    otherwise received instructions.

             24                Okay?

             25           A.   Okay.
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              1           Q.   So, Mat, could you just give us a sketch of

              2    your educational background and how long you've been at

              3    the Department.

              4           A.   Yeah.  I have a bachelor's of science in

              5    civil engineering.  I have a master's in earth science,

              6    hydrologic sciences.  And I've been with the Department

              7    almost four years now.

              8           Q.   Okay.  What has been your involvement in

              9    this matter which concerns obtaining a future-needs

             10    water right for the portion of the city of Eagle

             11    commonly known as the M3 development?

             12           A.   Yeah, I was asked last spring, I think, to

             13    review a submittal by the City of Eagle where they did

             14    some support for an RAFN for the entire city of Eagle,

             15    and then to compare that or put that in context with

             16    what had already been done by M3 and, I guess, evaluate

             17    the overall reasonably anticipated future needs with

             18    all the various components of that.

             19           Q.   Okay.  With regard to reasonably

             20    anticipated future needs, sometimes we may refer to

             21    that as an R-A-F-N or a "RAFN."

             22                Is that okay with you to refer to it that

             23    way?

             24           A.   Yes.

             25           Q.   Okay.  You understand that the reasonably
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              1    anticipated future needs comes out of a statutory

              2    program whereby municipal providers are entitled to

              3    obtain a water right with a longer development horizon

              4    than the normal five-year horizon?  Do you understand

              5    it that way?

              6           A.   I do.

              7           Q.   Okay.  What knowledge do you have of the

              8    purpose of the hearing in which we're preparing for

              9    today?  Do you know the scope of that hearing, what

             10    it's focused on?

             11           A.   No.

             12           Q.   Okay.  Have you reviewed the order from the

             13    District Court sending this matter back to the

             14    Department for a further hearing?

             15           A.   I have not.

             16           Q.   Okay.  So overall, your review, then, was

             17    based on evaluating the reasonably anticipated future

             18    needs that the city will have for this portion of the

             19    city known as M3; is that correct?

             20           A.   Yeah, I think the review was to evaluate

             21    the reasonably anticipated future needs for the city of

             22    Eagle, thereby framing the context for which the M3 may

             23    have been a portion of or, you know, all of.  I guess

             24    that was the evaluation that we conducted.

             25           Q.   Okay.  And that evaluation resulted in
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              1    something called "RAFN Evaluation for the City of Eagle

              2    in Connection with Application for Permit 63-32573";

              3    correct?

              4           A.   Correct.

              5           Q.   And I'd like to mark that as an exhibit

              6    here, I guess Exhibit 1, and show you that.

              7                (Exhibit 1 marked.)

              8           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Do you recognize that,

              9    Mat?

             10           A.   I do.

             11           Q.   This is the Department's RAFN evaluation

             12    about which you've just spoke dated June 1, 2011;

             13    correct?

             14           A.   Correct.

             15           Q.   I may refer to this as the "IDWR report" or

             16    the "Department's report."

             17                Is that okay with you to refer to it that

             18    way?

             19           A.   Sure.

             20           Q.   Okay.  Overall your conclusions about the

             21    City's M3 RAFN are contained in this report; is that

             22    correct?

             23           A.   They are, yeah, specific to the M3 portion

             24    of it.

             25           Q.   Yeah.
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              1           A.   Yeah.

              2           Q.   Specific to the M3 portion of the city?

              3           A.   Right.

              4           Q.   And your report did not attempt, did it, to

              5    evaluate once and for all what the City's RAFN might be

              6    for that portion of the city outside of M3; correct?

              7           A.   Correct.

              8           Q.   Okay.  I note that the first page of the

              9    Department's report notes that this evaluation, that it

             10    contains quote, "May also be useful for a second RAFN

             11    application that may be filed by the City of Eagle in

             12    the near future," end quote.

             13                What's your understanding of that?

             14           A.   Well, I think there was a lot of

             15    back-and-forth between the City of Eagle and ourselves

             16    in preparing this.  And so certainly that dialogue that

             17    we had in preparing this I think would be useful in

             18    them moving forward.

             19                But then also specifically some of the

             20    population analysis that was done looked at service

             21    areas within the city of Eagle, United Water, Eagle

             22    Water Company, and then the remainder of the service

             23    area, and then M3.

             24                So just that approach of how, you know --

             25    how we framed where M3 is in the larger sense of the
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              1    City of Eagle RAFN, I think that approach would be

              2    useful for the City of Eagle in the future.

              3           Q.   But this, as you said, does not define what

              4    the City of Eagle's --

              5           A.   That's correct.

              6           Q.   -- future evidence might be or what

              7    constraints the City might have in presenting that

              8    evidence; would that be correct?

              9           A.   That's correct.

             10           Q.   Okay.  I note that the report has five

             11    appendices, A through E.

             12                Of those, which ones did you prepare, Mat?

             13    And just to refresh your recollection, perhaps, I note

             14    that Appendix A is the protocol for approaching the

             15    Department's RAFN analysis.

             16                Would that be a fair characterization?

             17           A.   Yeah.

             18           Q.   And B is the service area overlap analysis;

             19    C is the population forecast; D, a review of the demand

             20    at the M3 portion of the city; and E, review of the

             21    city demand analysis that the City supplied to the

             22    Department.

             23                Is that your understanding?

             24           A.   Yes.  And I'll just quickly look through

             25    them.
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              1           Q.   Yeah, take your time, by the way.

              2           A.   So Appendix A was primarily prepared by

              3    Shelley Keen, but I did assist in that.  But I would

              4    say that he's the author of that document.

              5                B was prepared by myself.  You can see that

              6    in the memo heading.

              7                Appendix C was prepared by Dr. Don Reading.

              8                Appendix D was prepared by myself, as was

              9    Appendix E.

             10           Q.   Who prepared what I'll call the summary

             11    report, which is the first several pages in front of

             12    the appendices, that is, pages 1 through 5.  I'll call

             13    that the summary report.

             14                Is that okay with you?

             15           A.   Uh-huh.  I'd say that was a joint effort

             16    between Shelley, myself, and Dr. Reading.  Probably

             17    Shelley had -- Shelley started it.  He was the initial

             18    author of the document, and then Don and I corroborated

             19    in that effort.

             20           Q.   And again, what were your instructions in

             21    preparing the Department's report?

             22           A.   Well, specifically my instructions were to

             23    review the demand analysis of M3, the City of Eagle.  I

             24    think that's where it started.  And I guess provide a

             25    technical review of that.
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              1                Also, before Dr. Don Reading was brought on

              2    board, I did some work with population data.  And then

              3    in the end that kind of resulted in Appendix B, where I

              4    attempted to define the population basis for each of

              5    the water service providers in the city of Eagle.

              6                In addition to that, I think my

              7    responsibilities maybe grew to, you know, in general

              8    putting together a report that reviewed a RAFN

              9    application, you know, maybe a protocol, in a way to

             10    review a RAFN-type application for M3, but certainly

             11    also with the idea that we could use it in the future

             12    for additional RAFN applications.

             13           Q.   So that protocol you would see as some type

             14    of template that might be useful for the Department in

             15    the future?

             16           A.   Uh-huh.  Yes.

             17           Q.   But again, it was not an attempt to dictate

             18    to the City any specific data that it might submit in

             19    the future in its future RAFN application; correct?

             20           A.   That's correct.

             21           Q.   Okay.

             22           A.   It could be considered, I guess, an example

             23    of how the Department might approach this problem.

             24           Q.   Okay.  Would it be fair to say that with

             25    regard to the overall conclusions of the Department's
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              1    report that the Department found that there is

              2    sufficient evidence of, at least at this stage --

              3    obviously understanding we haven't gone to hearing yet,

              4    but there is sufficient evidence to show that the City

              5    of Eagle's current portfolio is not large enough to

              6    serve both the M3 portion of the city and other

              7    portions of the city as those areas might grow?  Is

              8    that a fair statement?

              9           A.   That's a fair statement.

             10           Q.   Okay.  Would you agree that the amount of

             11    future need for the portions of the city outside of the

             12    M3 planned community has been defined in this report as

             13    perhaps -- it hasn't been defined, but it has been

             14    identified in this report as a number of around 3 cfs?

             15    Do you recall that?

             16           A.   So I'm sorry.  Can you repeat the question?

             17           Q.   Yeah.  That wasn't very well done, was it?

             18           A.   Yeah.

             19           Q.   I read the report as saying that based on

             20    the information that the City provided that it is a

             21    fact that the City does not now have enough portfolio

             22    to serve the M3 portion of the city; is that correct?

             23           A.   Correct.

             24           Q.   And based on the information that the City

             25    has provided so far, the City needs at least another
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              1    slightly more than 3 cfs above whatever M3 needs to

              2    serve other portions of the city in this planning

              3    horizon?

              4           A.   Correct.  So if you evaluate the existing

              5    portfolio of water rights and add to that the M3 RAFN

              6    permit which is going to the City of Eagle, then

              7    there's an additional need -- well, this report

              8    identifies a potential need of an additional 3 cfs,

              9    3.08 cfs.

             10           Q.   The Department does not consider that 3 cfs

             11    a final number, does it?

             12           A.   It does not.

             13           Q.   Okay.  And it understands that as the City

             14    submits a further application, that number could well

             15    change upward; isn't that correct?

             16           A.   Absolutely.

             17           Q.   Okay.  What documents did you rely on in

             18    your production of the Department report?

             19           A.   So with each of the appendixes that I

             20    prepared specifically, there is a bibliography with

             21    each of those.  And the attempt of that bibliography is

             22    to cite every technical reference that I relied upon in

             23    doing my review.

             24                In addition to that, I reviewed M3's

             25    submittal material as it related to laying out the
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              1    demand.  And that was, I believe, one or two reports,

              2    one of which included a large spreadsheet tool that

              3    went through and kind of did a -- not kind of, it did a

              4    very good analysis of the demand for the projected

              5    project.

              6                And I also reviewed one or two, I think two

              7    in the end, documents from the City where they

              8    addressed their -- that was their initial submittal --

              9    "submittal" isn't even the right term.  That was their

             10    initial document where they were looking at their

             11    future RAFN, big picture, you know, larger than just

             12    M3.

             13           Q.   Let's focus for a moment on the City's

             14    submittals.

             15                As I recall, the City submitted, in

             16    response to a request from the Department, two versions

             17    of something called the "Reasonably Anticipated

             18    Future-Needs Water Right Analysis for the City of

             19    Eagle."

             20                Do you recall that?

             21           A.   I do.

             22           Q.   Okay.  And you see them here.  We're going

             23    to mark these.  I'm going to hand you what is, I

             24    believe, the second version, which was a slightly

             25    updated version, and ask if you recognize that.
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              1                We'll mark that as Exhibit 2.

              2           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Counsel, do you have copies of

              3    these for everybody else?

              4           MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, we do.

              5                (Exhibit 2 marked.)

              6           THE WITNESS:  I guess I can't say for sure if

              7    it's a second submittal.  It's not dated.  It doesn't

              8    have the planning information, so I guess -- you said

              9    this is the second submittal or the resubmittal?

             10           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  That's what I understand

             11    it to be, but perhaps we'll have further information as

             12    this deposition goes forward.

             13                But do you recognize basically this

             14    document?

             15           A.   I do.

             16           Q.   Okay.  I believe it was submitted in April

             17    of 2011.

             18                Do you recall that?

             19           A.   I've got it here with a date on it from

             20    when it was given to me.  I can compare that.

             21           Q.   Okay.  If you have a copy --

             22           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Wait.  Jeff, hold on a minute,

             23    please.

             24           MR. FEREDAY:  Yeah.

             25           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  If the witness is going to
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              1    refer to other documents that he brought and you're

              2    giving him one document and he's talking about this and

              3    he's now going through a stack of documents, for the

              4    purposes of the record I'd like to make sure we all

              5    have the same document and know what the questions are.

              6                So if he uses the exhibits that you're

              7    handing him to talk about, that's fine.  We at some

              8    point will need to go through the list of documents he

              9    brought to get this record clear, because when he says

             10    "this" and is going to other documents, we're going to

             11    have no idea what he's referring to.

             12           MR. FEREDAY:  Yeah, and we will get to that,

             13    Bruce.  I appreciate that.

             14           Q.   Mat, you're currently looking at another

             15    version of what appears to be the same document that

             16    you had in the materials you brought today?

             17           A.   Right.  Which I think were made available

             18    to everyone.

             19           Q.   Yes.

             20           A.   Yeah.  So it looks like the same document,

             21    and I do have it dated April 27th, 2011.

             22           Q.   The version that you brought, let's mark

             23    that as Exhibit 3, please.

             24                Can you mark that, please.

             25                (Exhibit 3 marked.)
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              1           THE WITNESS:  So this was the first one that I

              2    received.  This is the --

              3           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go off the record for a

              4    moment, please.

              5                (Discussion.)

              6           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.

              7           Q.   Mat, we'd like to clarify these exhibits

              8    that contain the City of Eagle's presentation, written

              9    presentation to the Department.

             10                You've identified Exhibit 2, which is the

             11    clean version of the document that you recognized was

             12    received on or about April 27th, 2011, from the City;

             13    correct?

             14           A.   That's correct.

             15           Q.   Exhibit 3, could you describe what

             16    Exhibit 3 is.  And if it's another version of this

             17    document, please say so.

             18           A.   Exhibit 3 is a prior version to Exhibit 2

             19    that I received on or around March 22nd, 2011.  It has

             20    my handwritten comments in the margin.

             21           Q.   Okay.

             22           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Counsel, just a moment.

             23                Did you say Exhibit 3 is the prior version,

             24    the March version?

             25           THE WITNESS:  (No audible response.)
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              1           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  So Exhibit 2 is the April 27th

              2    clean version Mr. Fereday handed you, Exhibit 3 is the

              3    March 22nd, 2011 version that you brought to the

              4    deposition?

              5           THE WITNESS:  That is correct.

              6           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.

              7           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Mat, is it fair to say

              8    that the Department ultimately found that the City's

              9    presentation, at least for purposes of this hearing, in

             10    Exhibit 2 was adequate to show what you previously

             11    testified to, that they did not have the current

             12    portfolio and that there would be more growth than they

             13    could serve with their current portfolio?  Would that

             14    be a fair statement?

             15           A.   It showed the bottom line was the same,

             16    that they needed additional water.

             17           Q.   Okay.  It's also true, isn't it, that the

             18    Department had some criticisms of the City's

             19    presentation, Exhibit 2?

             20           A.   I wouldn't use the term "criticism."  But

             21    we did -- we did have feedback for them and

             22    suggestions.

             23           Q.   Would you anticipate that those suggestions

             24    would be taken up by the City in a future water right

             25    application seeking a RAFN?
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              1           A.   That would be my hope, yes.

              2           Q.   Okay.  In the Department's report the

              3    Department suggested that the full future need for the

              4    M3 portion of the city might not be the full 23.18 cfs

              5    of instantaneous maximum flow sought in that M3

              6    application.

              7                Do you recall that?

              8           A.   I do recall it.

              9           Q.   And the Department in the report suggested

             10    that the number might only be 22.19 cfs.

             11                Do you recall that?

             12           A.   I do.

             13           Q.   On page 4 of the summary portion of the

             14    Department's report, I will quote:  "IDWR reviewed M3's

             15    assumptions and methods and suggests a diversion rate

             16    of 22.19 cfs to supply 6,535 acre-feet annually," end

             17    quote.

             18                You recognize or have agreed, have you not,

             19    that the 6,535 acre-feet of annual volume is a

             20    reasonable number for that part of the city; isn't that

             21    correct?

             22           A.   Correct.

             23           Q.   Where does the 22.19 cfs come from?  And

             24    I'll note that that's a .99 cfs reduction from 23.18.

             25    Where does that come from?
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              1           A.   Would you like me to generally answer that

              2    or dig through here and find the spreadsheet where the

              3    math is done?

              4           Q.   I would like you first to generally answer

              5    it, and then we'll go to the spreadsheet.  And I note

              6    that you're referring to one of the documents that you

              7    brought to the deposition today.  So if you could

              8    generally explain.

              9           A.   Generally, the population estimate at the

             10    end of the planning horizon, as identified by the

             11    Department's consultant, Dr. Don Reading, differed from

             12    the ultimate build-out population that M3 had

             13    identified in their material.  And the difference in

             14    those populations at the end of the planning horizon is

             15    what is responsible for the discrepancy.

             16           Q.   So your conclusion, then, was that because

             17    at the end of the planning horizon there would not be

             18    quite as many people living in this M3 portion of the

             19    city as previously projected, that the peak

             20    instantaneous diversion needed to come down by that

             21    4.3 percent; is that right?

             22           A.   Correct.

             23           Q.   Was that a 4.3 percent reduction in

             24    population, or do you know how that 4.3 percent or

             25    .99 cfs was derived?
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              1           A.   The difference is strictly in population,

              2    yes.

              3           Q.   Okay.

              4           A.   As it was applied to the demand, it only

              5    affected that part of the demand that was for in-home

              6    residential use.  So the community water needs were not

              7    decreased.

              8           Q.   You said you had a spreadsheet that

              9    illuminates this.

             10           A.   (No audible response.)

             11           Q.   Can you show that to us today?

             12           A.   I believe I can.

             13                All right.  I found it in what I've brought

             14    today.

             15           Q.   Perhaps we can take a look at that and

             16    confirm that it's what we received last night.  We're

             17    looking at a one, two, three -- five-page document.

             18                Is that what you have here?

             19           A.   It is.

             20           Q.   And the first legend on it at the top of

             21    the first page is "Eagle City Water System Usage"?

             22           A.   That's correct.

             23           Q.   And then there are two charts, scatter

             24    charts on that first page; correct?

             25           A.   Correct.
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              1           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's mark this as Exhibit 4.

              2           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Just so we don't hold this

              3    thing up, can you tell me -- here's my stack.  Can you

              4    tell me which one you all are talking about?

              5           MR. FEREDAY:  This one (indicating).

              6           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.

              7           THE WITNESS:  We're on that page.

              8           MR. FEREDAY:  That whole thing is Exhibit 4.

              9                (Exhibit 4 marked.)

             10           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Mat, with regard to

             11    Exhibit 4, could you walk us through that and explain

             12    how this exhibit demonstrates the .99 cfs reduction in

             13    the peak flow.

             14           A.   I can.  So on the right-hand side of the

             15    document there's a --

             16           Q.   Which page of the --

             17           A.   I'm sorry.  On page 2 of Exhibit 4.  The

             18    title of that is "Analysis of M3 Diversion Rate at End

             19    of 30 Years Versus Ultimate Build Out."

             20                So on the right-hand side there's a table

             21    with one value that says "Ultimate Population," there's

             22    an asterisks there that says "As estimated by Dr. Don

             23    Reading in Appendix C."

             24                There's another column in there that is the

             25    30-year planning horizon population, and that is
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              1    footnoted as the John Church population forecast,

              2    Exhibit 40, Table 1, page 12.

              3                The difference in those two population

              4    estimates is 1,201 people.  And the ratio is -- you

              5    could say that at the end of the 30-year planning

              6    horizon the population will be 93 percent of ultimate

              7    build-out.

              8                On the left-hand side there's a table that

              9    compares water demand values in one column for the

             10    ultimate build-out and the water demand values at the

             11    end of the 30-year planning horizon.  That ratio of .93

             12    was applied to the indoor residential and the outdoor

             13    residential uses or water demand.

             14                What I've called community uses, which

             15    includes indoor commercial, outdoor commercial, public

             16    area nonpotable irrigation, reused water, and

             17    evaporation from the aesthetic and operational ponds

             18    have not been decreased by that ratio.

             19           Q.   Mat, the reason that the community uses

             20    were not decreased is what?

             21           A.   Well, my reasoning in that was that -- I

             22    don't know exactly when, but certainly prior to

             23    ultimate build-out.  All of the infrastructure and

             24    amenities that are needed for the community as a whole

             25    would be in place.
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              1           Q.   Okay.  Understood.  So you felt that it was

              2    appropriate to focus just on the indoor and outdoor

              3    residential in terms of applying that 93 percent

              4    factor?

              5           A.   I did.

              6           Q.   Okay.  What else in this Exhibit 4 helps us

              7    to understand this .43 percent reduction?

              8           A.   So Exhibit 4 is a print of a spreadsheet

              9    that I have on my computer.  And the title of that

             10    spreadsheet is "Miscellaneous Calculations."  And so it

             11    was just a working document where I did miscellaneous

             12    calculations.

             13                So as I review this document, none of the

             14    other tabs -- in that spreadsheet each page represents

             15    a tab -- were calculations that pertained to the matter

             16    at hand.

             17           Q.   Okay.  But these may pertain to other

             18    matters discussed in the Department's report?

             19           A.   They might, yeah.

             20           Q.   Okay.  Do you recall any of importance or

             21    note here, sitting here today?

             22           A.   Well, on other matters?

             23           Q.   Yes.

             24           A.   Well, I can just walk through it and give

             25    you a few thoughts, if that would be helpful.
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              1           Q.   Sure.

              2           A.   The first page --

              3           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Can I ask the witness what

              4    document you're referring to now?

              5           THE WITNESS:  I'm still referring to Exhibit 4.

              6           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Clarification for the

              7    record, I thought you were talking about the

              8    spreadsheet on his computer.

              9           MR. FEREDAY:  No.  We're talking about

             10    Exhibit 4.  He described what it is.  He has a

             11    spreadsheet on his computer that he printed.

             12           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Now, I think he said he

             13    has a spreadsheet on his computer that contains a lot

             14    of other information, and that this is basically a

             15    subset of that information from that spreadsheet; is

             16    that correct?

             17           THE WITNESS:  No, that's not correct.

             18           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  This is the spreadsheet?

             19           THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I think that spreadsheet, if

             20    you open it, has five tabs or workbooks, and each one

             21    of those is represented by a printout.

             22           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Thank you very much.  I

             23    appreciate that.

             24           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  And you testified a

             25    minute ago that you call this on your computer
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              1    "Miscellaneous Calculations."

              2                It was your workbook to think about various

              3    issues as you went through preparing the Department

              4    report; correct?

              5           A.   Correct.

              6           Q.   Okay.  And I asked you with regard to this

              7    Exhibit 4 whether there are other portions of this

              8    exhibit that would help us understand some other

              9    portions of the Department's report.  And you said

             10    "Maybe, and let's look at it."

             11           A.   Yeah.

             12           Q.   So I guess that's what we're doing now.

             13           A.   Okay.  So page 1 is just as you identified,

             14    two X/Y scatter plots of City of Eagle's water usage,

             15    and I was just kind of looking to see if the water

             16    demand varied seasonably, as you would expect, and also

             17    if it was increasing with time, as you would expect.

             18    That was just general information for myself in

             19    reviewing the material that the City sent me.

             20                Page 2 is the document we already

             21    discussed.

             22                Page 3 is a comparison of demand amongst

             23    the different water service users within the city of

             24    Eagle, United Water Idaho, Eagle Water Company, City of

             25    Eagle, and then I have a couple of different methods
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              1    there of calculating it.  I don't think ultimately any

              2    decision was made based on this information.

              3           Q.   Okay.  And on that page 3, just so I

              4    understand your acronyms, what's "ADD:MDD PF" on the

              5    second page?

              6           A.   Yeah, that would be average day demand to

              7    maximum day demand, peaking factor.

              8           Q.   Okay.  Continue.

              9           A.   The next page is just where I put some data

             10    that I received from the American Communities Survey

             11    for Eagle City, Idaho.  It reports household size or

             12    the number of people per household.  And I got data

             13    from 1990, from 2000, and then I had an average value

             14    from 2005 to 2009.  And I just used that to convert

             15    back and forth in my calculations between single-family

             16    residence and population.

             17           Q.   The 2005 to 2009 number, 2.77 people per

             18    household, was that a number derived by the American

             19    Communities Survey?

             20           A.   It was.

             21           Q.   Okay.  And then tab 5 or page 5?

             22           A.   So this is just comparing two methods for

             23    arriving at a future population base for city of Eagle

             24    with all of its resident water providers.  And again, I

             25    don't think that that was used in any, you know, final
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              1    decision or component.

              2           Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

              3                With regard to the 4.3 percent reduction

              4    from 23.18 to 22.19, would you agree that that's a

              5    number that's probably within the margin of error in

              6    projecting water needs?

              7           A.   This is a fairly specific -- M3's approach,

              8    their forecast in water demand, is fairly specific.

              9    And it's done a good job of eliminating a lot of the

             10    margin of error that would be associated with this type

             11    of forecasting.  As such, I don't have a good feel for

             12    what the margin of error is in something along these

             13    lines.

             14           Q.   Good.  I appreciate your answer on that.

             15                Now, I would like to refer you, please, to

             16    the reference on page 2 of Exhibit 4 to the John Church

             17    population forecast, Exhibit 40, Table 1.

             18                I'm going to hand you what we'll mark as

             19    Exhibit 5, which I'll represent to you is that forecast

             20    by Dr. Church.

             21                And let's go off the record while we get

             22    this marked and distributed.

             23                (Exhibit 5 marked.)

             24           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.

             25           Q.   Mat, we're looking at what I've had marked
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              1    as Exhibit 5, which is page 13 of Exhibit 40 from the

              2    M3 hearing.

              3                Do you recognize that?

              4           A.   I do.

              5           Q.   I note that on your Exhibit 4 you describe

              6    this as page 12.

              7                Was that just a typo, do you think?

              8           A.   It looks like I just made an error.

              9           Q.   Okay.  Do you recognize that that Table 1,

             10    which is entitled "M3 Eagle Development Projected Total

             11    Occupied and Vacant Housing Units, Households and

             12    Population at Year End," is a 20-year forecast?

             13           A.   I do.

             14           Q.   And do you note that it also lists vacant

             15    housing units?

             16           A.   Yes.

             17           Q.   Do you know whether you or Dr. Reading

             18    accounted for existing but vacant houses in deriving

             19    the .43 percent reduction?

             20           A.   The 17,455 number, as you pointed out, does

             21    account for the residents at any given time that are

             22    occupied within the community.

             23                The number that Don Reading gave me came

             24    out of his analysis, and I couldn't speak to whether he

             25    made that same consideration in his analysis.
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              1           Q.   But you were aware of it, correct, the

              2    existence of vacant housing units in M3's numbers?

              3           A.   Yes.

              4           Q.   Would you agree that a vacant home still

              5    must have full water service capability?

              6           A.   Yeah, I could concede to that.

              7           Q.   With regard to Exhibit 4, page 2, you note

              8    the 30-year planning horizon population at 16,254;

              9    correct?

             10           A.   Correct.

             11           Q.   I'd like to show you what I'll represent to

             12    you is a copy of M3 Eagle's Exhibit 60 from the hearing

             13    and ask you if you've seen that previously.

             14                Let's get these guys copies over here.

             15           MR. JASON SMITH:  What's Exhibit 60 again?

             16           MR. FEREDAY:  Exhibit 60, I'll represent to the

             17    group here, is part of Dr. Church's 30-year analysis,

             18    as opposed to his earlier 20-year analysis, showing

             19    population data.

             20           MR. JASON SMITH:  Okay.

             21           MR. FEREDAY:  This has been marked as Exhibit 6.

             22           THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  I forgot the question

             23    if there was one.

             24           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's mark this as Exhibit 6.

             25                (Exhibit 6 marked.)
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              1           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  So did you note that you

              2    recognized this?

              3           A.   I don't think I've seen this before.

              4           Q.   Oh, okay.  All right.  I would like you to

              5    refer to year 25 in the lower right-hand half of this

              6    Exhibit 6, please.  You'll note that the projected

              7    total population line, three lines up from the bottom,

              8    is there.

              9                Do you see that?

             10           A.   I see that.

             11           Q.   If you follow along to year 25, the number

             12    is 16,524; correct?

             13           A.   Correct.

             14           Q.   Your number was 16,254; correct?

             15           A.   Correct.

             16           Q.   Do you think it's possible that in pulling

             17    a number from M3's information provided at hearing that

             18    the Department, perhaps Dr. Reading or someone else,

             19    transposed "524" into "254"?

             20           A.   I don't think that's the case.

             21           Q.   Okay.  And why do you think it's not?

             22           A.   Because the value -- the 16,254 number that

             23    I've attributed to an estimation by Don Reading in

             24    Appendix C, as I recall that document, he did a

             25    calculation there of the estimating population at the
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              1    end of the planning horizon.

              2           Q.   So your view is that this 16,254 number was

              3    independently derived by Dr. Reading?

              4           A.   That's my understanding.

              5           Q.   Is there a place in Appendix C, which is

              6    Dr. Reading's portion of the report, that that's

              7    displayed, or do you know?

              8           A.   I could look through it.  I don't have the

              9    same familiarity with that document that I do with the

             10    ones I was the primary author of.

             11           Q.   Okay.  It sounds to me like we need to talk

             12    to Dr. Reading about this.

             13           MR. JASON SMITH:  Tomorrow.

             14           MR. FEREDAY:  Right.

             15           Q.   Mat, you noted in your Appendix D of the

             16    Department's report that nothing that has been proposed

             17    in the M3 Eagle numbers can be considered unreasonable.

             18                Would you say that M3's demand calculations

             19    were reasonable?

             20           A.   I would.

             21           Q.   Would you agree that those demand

             22    assumptions in many cases are actually conservative,

             23    that is to say, they tend to state less or project less

             24    water production than might otherwise be within a

             25    reasonable range?
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              1           A.   That was my conclusion.

              2           Q.   Okay.

              3           A.   Just -- I feel it's worth elaborating on

              4    that.

              5           Q.   Go ahead.

              6           A.   Certainly in comparison to published values

              7    and references that exist, it was conservative.  In

              8    comparison to contemporary practices in desert

              9    environments -- I don't know if it's contemporary or

             10    maybe just the standard or the norm.  So certainly

             11    conservative in standards of practices across the

             12    entire country and, you know, in older references.

             13           Q.   So it is conservative in that sense.

             14                And in the sense of comparing with desert

             15    environment numbers, it's more or less the norm; would

             16    you say that's correct?

             17           A.   Yes.

             18           MR. FEREDAY:  Go off the record for just a

             19    moment.

             20                (Discussion.)

             21           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.

             22           Q.   Mat, with regard to Appendix D of the

             23    Department's report, on page 2 of that appendix, you

             24    discuss the sprinkler-irrigated landscape and

             25    drip-irrigated landscape that M3 proposes.
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              1                Do you recall that?

              2           A.   I do.

              3           Q.   You note in paragraphs numbered 6 on the

              4    top of that page 2 that M3's "...values do not seem

              5    overly high or contrary to other residential

              6    subdivisions within the Treasure Valley."

              7                Do you still agree with that?

              8           A.   I do.

              9           Q.   Then you go on to say, "However, these

             10    values may be high in light of M3's goal to maximize

             11    water conservation principles within the development,

             12    with specific reference to," and then you're quoting

             13    here, "'mandating xeric landscaping and minimal lawn

             14    sizes,'" end quote.  And you cite there to the water

             15    right application, Attachment A, page 4.  I'm going to

             16    hand you that page.

             17                I just want to make sure that we're clear

             18    on what that page said.  I'm going hand you that, and

             19    that will be Exhibit 7.

             20                (Exhibit 7 marked.)

             21           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  I'll represent to you

             22    that this is a portion of the M3 Eagle, now City of

             23    Eagle, water right application narrative, the

             24    Attachment A to the application.  And where we're

             25    discussing the language here, we're down at "Water
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              1    conservation measures" on page 4 of that exhibit.

              2                Do you see that?

              3           A.   I do.

              4           Q.   And I'll just quote from the exhibit and

              5    just point this out to you and see what your reaction

              6    is.  It says, quote, "These programs" -- these

              7    conservation programs -- "may include measures such as

              8    mandating xeric landscape and minimal lawn sizes,"

              9    close quote, period.

             10                I take it that in your statement about

             11    referencing mandating xeric landscaping and minimal

             12    lawn sizes you weren't suggesting that there was an

             13    absolute commitment by M3 to mandate xeric landscaping

             14    across the board; would that be a fair statement?

             15           A.   That's fair.  I fully recognize that these

             16    were programs that may -- you know, I was aware of the

             17    term "may" be included.

             18           Q.   Okay.  Good.  Thank you.

             19                I'd like to turn now to page 4 of

             20    Appendix D.

             21           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  May I ask a question, Jeff?

             22           MR. FEREDAY:  Yes.

             23           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Was this Second Amended

             24    Application for Water Right marked as an exhibit to the

             25    deposition?
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              1           MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, it was.  Exhibit 7.

              2           MR. JASON SMITH:  Is Exhibit 7 just Attachment A

              3    or the whole water right application?

              4           MR. FEREDAY:  Just Attachment A along with the

              5    form water right application.

              6           MR. JASON SMITH:  Okay.

              7           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Mat, on Appendix D of

              8    the Department's report at page 4, paragraph 14, you

              9    discuss "...winter effluent and irrigation season

             10    effluent volumes" and note that those seem reasonable

             11    and appropriate.

             12                Do you still agree with that?

             13           A.   I do.

             14           Q.   You note, though, that the

             15    evapotranspiration or ET loss is something that you

             16    have some questions about.

             17                Could you describe what your concern was

             18    there.

             19           A.   One moment.

             20                Well, without diving into the calculations

             21    that supported the numbers in this paragraph, as I

             22    recall, there was an ET rate proposed by M3 that was

             23    associated with maybe the maximum day ET rate from a

             24    summer month.  And that had been applied to the pond

             25    surface over the entire calendar year.
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              1                An approach that I'm more familiar with

              2    would be to come up with an average ET for each month

              3    of the year, determine your loss for the month, and

              4    then sum the losses for each month.

              5                And in so doing, that's a more -- it's a

              6    more conservative approach than the one that's been

              7    proposed, because your ET is substantially less

              8    obviously in winter months and cooler months than it is

              9    in the summer.

             10           Q.   Did you recognize that the information

             11    provided by M3's expert at the hearing calculated

             12    158 acre-feet of evaporation or ET from those storage

             13    ponds, based on just the irrigation season evap?

             14           A.   You're asking if I made that distinction?

             15           Q.   Yeah, whether you're familiar with that

             16    fact.

             17           A.   I thought -- I was under the impression

             18    that it was for the entire year.  That is my

             19    recollection.

             20           Q.   Okay.  All right.  Staying with Appendix D,

             21    paragraph 11, which is back on page 3, you suggest that

             22    M3 may have assumed a student population that was

             23    somewhat too large at 5,480 students compared to a

             24    number that would be assumed if one used the U.S.

             25    Census figures for Idaho.
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              1                Can you describe your thinking there.

              2           A.   So you're referring to paragraph 11?

              3           Q.   Yes.

              4           A.   I'm sorry.  One moment while I read that.

              5                (Reviews.)

              6                So the first part of that paragraph I'm

              7    noting that, again, with respect to published values,

              8    that number per student is right on.

              9           Q.   M3's number is?

             10           A.   Yeah, M3's number.  No concern there.

             11                However, if you take that per-student

             12    demand and apply it towards a total student body

             13    population, it just seemed like there was a disconnect

             14    between the students that you would get if you took the

             15    total demand for the school divided by the number of

             16    students and the likely student population if you

             17    looked at U.S. Census data.

             18                It's -- it was a means by which I could

             19    check the number.  And that's what I was looking for,

             20    an alternative calculation to verify the one that had

             21    been presented.

             22           Q.   Now, Mat, obviously I don't want to make

             23    too big an issue out of this.  You yourself point out

             24    that this is a minor contribution, this demand is a

             25    minor contribution, and that in fact it is a planning
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              1    estimate.  "I am not recommending that the water demand

              2    associated with school use be modified."

              3                And you stand by that today; correct?

              4           A.   I do.

              5           Q.   But still, did you review Dr. Church's

              6    work, such as in Exhibit 40 from the M3 hearing, which

              7    projected the number of school-age children in the city

              8    of Meridian?  Do you remember reviewing that as you

              9    went through these calculations?

             10           A.   In the city of Meridian?

             11           Q.   Did I say Meridian?

             12           A.   Yeah.

             13           Q.   I'm sorry.  The city of Eagle.

             14           A.   I read that document in its entirety.  So

             15    at some point I did consider it.  I don't have instant

             16    recollection of it now.

             17           Q.   And that would be in the Meridian School

             18    District, correct, the city of Eagle?

             19           A.   I'm not sure.

             20           Q.   Okay.

             21           A.   I don't know the school districts well.

             22           Q.   Okay.  Would it surprise you to learn that

             23    Dr. Church estimated that the students in this area, in

             24    the M3 area, would be about over 5,400 students?

             25           A.   I wouldn't say that it would surprise me.
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              1    It would just be contrary to the U.S. Census data

              2    specific for that area.

              3           MR. FEREDAY:  Okay.  Let's go off the record.

              4                (Recess.)

              5           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record,

              6    please.

              7           Q.   Mat, I take it that the reason for the

              8    4.3 percent reduction is that you projected or you and

              9    Dr. Reading projected that at the end of a 30-year

             10    planning horizon beginning in 2010 the M3 portion of

             11    the city would not be completely built; correct?

             12           A.   That's correct.

             13           Q.   There would be some number of homes that

             14    would still have yet to be built; correct?

             15           A.   Correct.

             16           Q.   Do you have any reason to assume today that

             17    those homes ultimately would not be built?

             18           A.   No.  We made the distinction between

             19    ultimate build-out and the end of the 30-year planning

             20    horizon.  So...

             21           Q.   So in other words, this would be a case

             22    where the City properly projected water use and

             23    properly projected population but simply ran out of

             24    planning horizon time to get all that done?  Would that

             25    be an accurate way of putting it?
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              1           A.   When you say "the City," you mean M3 and

              2    the City as a --

              3           Q.   Yes.

              4           A.   Right.  Yes, that's correct.

              5           Q.   And you do recognize, do you not, that this

              6    is now the City's application, that it has been

              7    assigned to the City?

              8           A.   I knew that that's where we were headed.  I

              9    did not know that it had been assigned.

             10           Q.   Do you think it would be reasonable for the

             11    City to come to the Department at a certain time in the

             12    future, let's say ten years before the end of the

             13    planning horizon, and seek an extension of the planning

             14    horizon to accommodate the overhang, if you will, of

             15    those houses that could not be built within the period

             16    prior to 2040?

             17           A.   As I'm aware of Idaho statute, that's not

             18    afforded the applicant or permit holder.  They could do

             19    that when they submit their notice of beneficial use.

             20    At that point my understanding is the Department will

             21    receive an update on the reasonably anticipated future

             22    needs package, which will include revision of the

             23    planning horizon, the service area.

             24                The only element of the RAFN that couldn't

             25    be adjusted at that point, you couldn't enlarge the
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              1    rate or the volume.

              2           Q.   Okay.

              3           A.   But as I understand matters, that's the

              4    final moment in time that that matter could be

              5    revisited under that water right.

              6           Q.   Okay.  But at least under even that

              7    analysis, the City would be able to say "By the way, we

              8    think we're going to need another 3.7 years to complete

              9    all these homes within this area of our city, and

             10    therefore we would want an additional period of time to

             11    cover that"?

             12           A.   I think the Department anticipates that,

             13    yes.

             14           Q.   Okay.  With regard to the start of the

             15    planning horizon, you chose or Dr. Reading chose 2010.

             16                Is there a reason for that date?

             17           A.   When we prepared this document, I was more

             18    familiar with Dr. Reading's material.  Prior to the

             19    first time I was supposed to be deposed, I went through

             20    and reviewed it again.  I did not get a chance to

             21    review it this time.

             22           Q.   Okay.

             23           A.   And so some of these details I just don't

             24    recall.

             25           Q.   Okay.  But you would agree that if the
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              1    planning period were to start in say 2012 that the end

              2    date would be 2042; correct?

              3           A.   Correct.

              4           Q.   And that would change the numbers, would it

              5    not, that you have assumed here based on a 2016 start

              6    date for construction?

              7           A.   I guess if you're comparing the start of

              8    construction to ultimate build-out to a planning

              9    horizon that's being established with this permit, and

             10    what I think you're saying is if you shift out the

             11    construction period, would the planning horizon also

             12    shift out?

             13           Q.   No, that actually isn't my question.

             14           A.   Okay.

             15           Q.   My question was, if we assume that the

             16    construction period, as you assume, will start in 2016,

             17    then a planning horizon of 2040 provides 25 years of

             18    construction before they run out of planning horizon;

             19    right?

             20           A.   Correct.

             21           Q.   But if the construction season or start did

             22    commence in 2016 but the planning horizon extended to

             23    2042 because it began in 2012, then they would have two

             24    extra years; correct?

             25           A.   I agree, yes.
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              1           Q.   And that would have changed the numbers

              2    that we're talking about here today; correct?

              3           A.   That's correct.

              4           Q.   Okay.  You brought some documents with you

              5    today that we have not yet discussed.

              6                Could you please identify each of them, and

              7    I'd like to mark each as an exhibit just so that we

              8    have them cataloged here.

              9                And perhaps Mr. Smith or Mr. Smith would

             10    like to discuss them, and we'll have them marked.

             11                So I believe the next number is Exhibit 8.

             12                Would you describe what Exhibit 8 is,

             13    please.

             14           A.   Exhibit 8 is going to be all of these

             15    documents?

             16           Q.   No, the first --

             17           A.   Do you want me to break it out?

             18           Q.   I would like you to break them out into

             19    logical groupings.

             20           A.   Exhibit 8 is an Excel spreadsheet titled

             21    "Population Data."

             22           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Hang on a minute.

             23           THE WITNESS:  That title --

             24           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Mat, excuse me.

             25                I don't know if this is going to work this
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              1    way.  How do we know what document he's referring to?

              2           MR. FEREDAY:  He's going to describe it, and

              3    we're going to mark it.

              4           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Off the record a minute, Jeff.

              5           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go off the record.

              6                (Recess.)

              7                (Exhibits 8 through 20 marked.)

              8           MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.

              9           Q.   Mat, we've taken a break here and marked as

             10    exhibits all of the documents that you were kind enough

             11    to bring with you today.  And I appreciate that.

             12                I'd like to just step through each of these

             13    so that you can describe them to us.  And I understand

             14    that, as to a few of these, you originally had a yellow

             15    sticky note on the document that has a little bit more

             16    information on it.  And where that's the case, I'd like

             17    you to explain that.

             18                So let's start back with Exhibit 8, which I

             19    think we've already marked or talked about.  Could you

             20    start with that and tell us what that is, please, just

             21    briefly.

             22           A.   So Exhibit 8 has a yellow sticky on it.

             23    And the yellow sticky says, "Excel:  Population data."

             24    And that's referring to the Excel file title name.

             25           Q.   On your computer?
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              1           A.   On my computer.

              2                And this is a compilation of all the

              3    different spreadsheet tabs within that file.

              4                On the first page is calculations that I

              5    used in arriving at the base populations for the

              6    various service areas within city of Eagle.  I was

              7    using U.S. Census block data from 2010, and not all of

              8    those blocks fit nicely within a service area boundary.

              9    Some of those larger blocks straddled the boundary.  So

             10    this is my accounting of going through and delineating

             11    from that census block what people are within what

             12    service area.

             13           Q.   I note that you have Detail A through K or

             14    A through I or a similar notation on various charts

             15    here.

             16                Are those details described somewhere else

             17    in the materials you provided today?

             18           A.   They are.  They're -- if we refer to

             19    Appendix B from Exhibit 1, which is the overview of

             20    applicable service areas and contemporary population

             21    bases, at the end of Exhibit B there's one, two,

             22    three -- four maps.  The second map is titled

             23    "Figure 2 - City of Eagle Active Service Area," and you

             24    can see the correlating detail.

             25                So if you look on my spreadsheet for City
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              1    of Eagle --

              2           Q.   Spreadsheet Exhibit 8?

              3           A.   Yes.

              4                And we go down to City of Eagle Active

              5    Service Area table which in the lower right-hand

              6    corner, Detail A, population zero.  That correlates to

              7    the map.

              8           Q.   In Appendix --

              9           A.   -- B.

             10           Q.   Of the --

             11           A.   -- Department's report, right.

             12           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Excuse me.

             13           MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, Bruce.

             14           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Can we go through exactly -- I

             15    thought he was looking at Exhibit 11.

             16                You were referring to a map in the report?

             17           THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

             18           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.

             19           THE WITNESS:  So what this first page is is it's

             20    the underlying calculations for the information that's

             21    presented in the maps attached with Exhibit B.

             22           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  The first page in

             23    Exhibit 8?

             24           A.   That's correct.

             25           Q.   So to summarize, Exhibit 8's first page has
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              1    detail designations that in turn refer to the

              2    Department's report, which is Exhibit 1, Appendix B?

              3           A.   Correct.

              4           Q.   Okay.  Could you continue through

              5    Exhibit 8, please.

              6           A.   Page 2 I believe is maybe outdated

              7    calculations, doing the same thing as page 1 of

              8    Exhibit 8, but on service areas that I had not

              9    delineated to the certainty that I did at the end of

             10    the project.

             11                Page 3 is a table that summarizes my

             12    population -- I guess summarizes my efforts in

             13    delineating a population base -- a current population

             14    base for each of those service areas.

             15           Q.   And by the way, Mat, I note that these

             16    pages are not actually numbered.  You're just calling

             17    them pages 1, 2, 3, and so forth; correct?

             18           A.   That's correct.

             19                The remaining six pages of that document,

             20    which are not numbered, are various population

             21    calculations that I did for various groups.  Everything

             22    that I did here was supplanted by Don Reading's work.

             23    So this is my efforts prior to him coming on board and

             24    also maybe my efforts in parallel to what he was doing

             25    as a double-check, for lack of a better term.
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              1           Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

              2           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Point of clarification, when

              3    you're saying these were also supplanted by Don, is

              4    that all of Exhibit 8?

              5           THE WITNESS:  No.  That was just the last six

              6    pages of Exhibit 8.

              7           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Let's turn now to

              8    Exhibit 9, please.

              9           A.   I have a yellow sticky on Exhibit 9, which,

             10    again, refers to the file document name as it exists on

             11    my computer, or the Department's computer.  And the

             12    title is "App D_calculations_April 24th, 2011."

             13           Q.   And what is Exhibit 9?

             14           A.   Again, Exhibit 9 is my working calculations

             15    for the discussion that I have in the various

             16    paragraphs within Exhibit D.  We referred to some of

             17    those numbers previously.

             18           Q.   Now, when you say "Exhibit D," do you mean

             19    Appendix D?

             20           A.   I'm sorry.  I misspoke.  Appendix D from

             21    Exhibit 1.

             22           Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 1 or the Department's

             23    report; correct?

             24           A.   Correct.

             25           Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 10?
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              1           A.   Exhibit 10 has a yellow sticky on it, again

              2    referring to the file name as it exists on the

              3    Department's computer.  That file name is "Res

              4    demand_resources."

              5                And what this file is is it's my resource

              6    of various water demand issues.  It has citations, the

              7    published documents.  It has tools or calculations.  So

              8    I'll just go through this page by page.

              9                The first page is a spreadsheet that's

             10    contained in a design file note published by the

             11    Department of Environmental Quality.  This is their

             12    methodology for calculating community demands when you

             13    don't have historical data to draw upon.

             14                The second page is a table that compares

             15    the Department's methodology from Application

             16    Processing Memo 22 which is the Department's only

             17    guidance for calculating a demand associated with a

             18    community.  It compares that to the DEQ methodology and

             19    to the IDAPA rules for public -- safe public drinking

             20    water systems.  I don't recall the full name of that

             21    rule.

             22                The third page is a table -- or I'm sorry,

             23    is a graph that depicts, again, the comparison of those

             24    various public published methodologies for zero to 120

             25    homes.
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              1                The next page is a graph from zero to 1200

              2    homes depicting the same relationships.

              3                The next is a table that works out the flow

              4    rates that you would get if you used the methodology in

              5    Application Processing Memo 22.

              6                The next two pages are summaries of water

              7    demand data published by the USGS as they relate to all

              8    the states in the country.

              9                The next page has a table on it, and the

             10    title of that is "Table 2:  Summary of Published Values

             11    of Peaking Factors."  And this is, again, the work that

             12    underlies the table that appears in Exhibit 1.

             13                The next page has two tables on it:  One is

             14    called "Table 1:  Summary of Published" -- or I'm

             15    sorry, it has two titles.  We'll use the lower title.

             16    "Table 1:  Summary of Recommended Planning Horizon

             17    Periods."  And the next table is titled "Table 2:

             18    Summary of Actual Water Planning Documents and their

             19    Respective Adopted Planning Horizon Periods."  Again,

             20    those are the underlying working document that provided

             21    the tables that appeared in Exhibit 1 and its

             22    appendices.

             23                It looks like the next page is carryover

             24    from the previous page.  It didn't print all on one

             25    page.
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              1                The next page after that has three tables

              2    on it.  The uppermost table is titled "Table 2:

              3    Summary of Published Values of Average Residential

              4    Daily Consumption," then there's one that says

              5    "Treasure Valley Water Demand Study," and third one's

              6    titled "Summary of Local Average Residential Daily

              7    Consumption Values."  And again, this is my underlying

              8    work, supporting tables and figures that were included

              9    in Exhibit 1 in the appendices.

             10           Q.   And, Mat, did you create these tables,

             11    these three tables, or did you paste them in from some

             12    other source?

             13           A.   No, I created all of those tables.

             14           Q.   Okay.

             15           A.   And the last page -- I'm sorry.  Maybe

             16    that's confusing.  The next page has just two blips of

             17    words on it that were carried over from the previous

             18    page.

             19                And then the last page again has three

             20    tables on it.  In the upper left-hand corner it says,

             21    "Breakdown of Water Use in Commercial Establishments,"

             22    then there's a table titled "Commercial Water Use," and

             23    the third one is "Daily Commercial Water Consumption

             24    Rates."  And again, as before, these are my underlying

             25    work for some of the tables and numbers that I used in
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              1    Exhibit 1.

              2           Q.   Mat, have you done this kind of work before

              3    in putting together these kinds of tables, or was this

              4    your first experience doing this at the Department?

              5           A.   I've done this kind of work before.

              6           Q.   Okay.  And so you're familiar with

              7    Lindeberg, Dewberry, and other sources that you cite

              8    throughout this report; is that right?

              9           A.   That's correct.

             10           Q.   Okay.  And now Exhibit 11?

             11           A.   Exhibit 11 is some screenshots of some

             12    ArcGIS work that I did.  And this represents my work.

             13    Well, all three of these represent my work in

             14    estimating the existing service base for United Water

             15    Idaho in city of Eagle.

             16                And I was unable to find this data

             17    elsewhere.  United Water couldn't provide it.  PUC

             18    couldn't provide it.  So this was my attempt at that.

             19    It has not been verified by United Water.

             20           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Is this all Exhibit 11 that

             21    you're referring to?

             22           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  There was three map

             23    documents there.

             24           Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Okay.  Exhibit 12?

             25           A.   Exhibit 12 is a summary page from a
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              1    document for the Eagle Water Company on file with the

              2    PUC, and it summarizes their demand in their most

              3    recent report.

              4           Q.   This is a document prepared by Eagle Water

              5    Company; is that correct?

              6           A.   Yes.

              7           Q.   And it was just on file, you just copied it

              8    from the PUC?

              9           A.   Yeah.

             10           Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 13?

             11           A.   Exhibit 13 is a comparison of, I guess,

             12    various methods for considering population growth and

             13    build-out for the M3 population.

             14           Q.   That is the M3 portion of the City of

             15    Eagle?

             16           A.   That's correct.

             17           Q.   Could you explain what's intended by E-x-p.

             18    What does that mean?  What's the contraction?

             19           A.   Exponent or exponential growth.

             20           Q.   Exponential?

             21           A.   Yeah.

             22           Q.   And the same for E-x-p-o-n over on the

             23    right?

             24           A.   Yeah.

             25           Q.   Same thing.  Okay.
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              1           A.   So you've got the projected population over

              2    20 years, you've got an exponential growth rate plotted

              3    with the purple Xs, you've got the actual annual growth

              4    rate with the red diamonds, you have an average annual

              5    growth rate with the green line.

              6           Q.   Okay.

              7           A.   To my knowledge, Don Reading did not use

              8    anything on this in his ultimate document --

              9           Q.   Okay.

             10           A.   -- that appeared in Exhibit 1.

             11           Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 14?

             12           A.   So part of the analysis that you have to do

             13    for RAFN is you have to evaluate whether the proposed

             14    service area is currently being serviced -- or not even

             15    being serviced.  Whether there's planning documents for

             16    adjacent municipalities or communities within the

             17    proposed service planning area.  So you're looking for

             18    areas of overlap between conflicting planning

             19    documents.

             20                And this has all of the planning maps that

             21    I referred to in doing that overlap analysis.

             22           Q.   And by "this," you're referring to

             23    Exhibit 14?

             24           A.   That's correct.

             25           Q.   So Exhibit 14 is a series of these planning
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              1    maps that you obtained from these various

              2    jurisdictions?

              3           A.   That's right.

              4           Q.   And are these up to date, to your

              5    knowledge?

              6           A.   Well, planning document maps change quickly

              7    in some instances.  At the time that I got all of

              8    these, it was my understanding that they were the most

              9    current.

             10           Q.   Okay.  And you got these sometime around

             11    March/April of 2011; correct?

             12           A.   That's right.

             13           Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 15?

             14           A.   During that same time period, March/April,

             15    I went and met with Eagle Water Company to discuss

             16    their service area and their demand.  And these next

             17    two maps that are contained in -- I forget what exhibit

             18    number.  I didn't write it down.

             19           Q.   15.

             20           A.   -- 15 represent the notes and my

             21    understanding based on that meeting.

             22                So there were portions within their service

             23    area that they did not in fact service as well as

             24    portions outside of their service area that they did in

             25    fact service.  And so this was me just establishing the
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              1    difference between the service area as identified on

              2    their water right and their actual service area.

              3           Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 16?

              4           A.   Another component in evaluating a RAFN

              5    water right is the understanding of the existing water

              6    right portfolio.  Exhibit 16 represents all of the

              7    water rights and/or water right permits and/or water

              8    right applications for permits that I am aware of for

              9    the City of Eagle.

             10           Q.   Thank you.

             11                Exhibit 17?

             12           A.   Exhibit 17 is all of the material prepared

             13    and submitted by M3 Eagle -- for the M3 Eagle planned

             14    community that I felt was of sufficient use and

             15    reference that I made a physical copy of it and kept it

             16    at my desk.

             17           Q.   I note that this includes a very large,

             18    multipage spreadsheet, which is denoted as Exhibit 5.7.

             19                Do you recognize that?

             20           A.   I do.

             21           Q.   That portion of Exhibit 17 has many

             22    handwritten notations and arrows and so forth on it.

             23                Do you recognize those?

             24           A.   Yes.  That's my notation.

             25           Q.   Okay.  Did you find that this Exhibit 5.7,
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              1    which is reproduced as part of Deposition Exhibit 17,

              2    to be useful to you?

              3           A.   I did.

              4           Q.   And do you have any significant

              5    disagreements with its overall direction or approach?

              6           A.   I don't.

              7           Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

              8                Let's go to Exhibit 18.

              9           A.   When I was asked to be involved in this, I

             10    was given a document by the City of Eagle titled

             11    "Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water Right

             12    Application," which we've marked as Exhibit 3.  Based

             13    on Exhibit 3 I wrote a series of comments and returned

             14    those to the City of Eagle regarding Exhibit 3.

             15           Q.   And Exhibit 3 was the draft of the City of

             16    Eagle's RAFN information to the Department; correct?

             17           A.   The draft of their initial information

             18    presented to the Department, yes.

             19           Q.   Yes.  Thank you.

             20                Continue.

             21           A.   Exhibit 18 is the -- their second submittal

             22    based on the comments that I gave them regarding

             23    Exhibit 3.  And it is very similar, but it has expanded

             24    and addressed a lot of the comments that we gave them.

             25    And it also contains my handwritten notes in the margin
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              1    from my initial reading of the document.

              2           Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

              3                Exhibit 19?

              4           A.   Exhibit 19 is the review comments that I

              5    referred to regarding Exhibit 3.  So Exhibit 3 was the

              6    initial draft RAFN submittal to the Department.  I went

              7    through and reviewed that and put together a series of

              8    questions that are all represented in Exhibit 19.

              9           Q.   Okay.  So this is all your work,

             10    Exhibit 19, not Dr. Reading's?

             11           A.   That's correct.

             12           Q.   Or Shelley Keen's?

             13           A.   No, Shelley was involved in this document.

             14    He didn't write any of it, but he reviewed it before it

             15    went out.

             16           Q.   Okay.  How about Exhibit 20?

             17           A.   So Exhibit 20 is a -- these three documents

             18    came out of the first meeting that I had with Shelley

             19    and Don, Dr. Don Reading, and myself.  And the first

             20    page is some notes based on the thoughts that we had at

             21    that time.  This is all very initial.

             22                The second page is a flow chart that

             23    Shelley Keen prepared with the intent to help the

             24    applicant kind of navigate what the Department is

             25    looking for.
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              1                And then the last page is just maybe some

              2    footnotes or notes for the flow chart.

              3           Q.   Okay.

              4           A.   I would say that this was our initial

              5    understanding or thoughts on the matter and that we

              6    evolved quite a bit from here.

              7           Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

              8                Referring back to Exhibit 1, the

              9    Department's report, Appendix E.  Appendix E is a memo

             10    from you.

             11                Did you prepare this, then?

             12           A.   I did.

             13           Q.   On or about June 2nd, 2011?

             14           A.   Yes.

             15           Q.   On page 3 at the very end of that

             16    Appendix E, you state, "Overall I have found all of the

             17    water demand forecasting details presented by the City

             18    and discussed in this memo to be reasonable."

             19                Is that your position today?

             20           A.   It is.

             21           Q.   "My review," you continue, "was limited to

             22    the material submitted by the City and does not

             23    consider water demand associated with other potential

             24    and legitimate justifications that could potentially be

             25    identified in a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements
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              1    based analysis," close quote.  We spoke about this

              2    earlier in this deposition.

              3                But is this another way of saying that the

              4    Department's view, or at least your view, is that you

              5    expect that the City will come back and fill a number

              6    of holes or answer a number of questions in its second

              7    or follow-on RAFN application?

              8           A.   That's correct.

              9           MR. FEREDAY:  Okay.  No further questions.

             10                Let's go off the record for just a moment.

             11                (Discussion.)

             12           MR. FEREDAY:  We're back on the record.

             13                Judge Smith?

             14           MR. ALAN SMITH:  Back on the record.  The

             15    protestants have no questions.

             16           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Off the record for a minute,

             17    Jeff.

             18           MR. FEREDAY:  Yes.

             19                (Recess.)

             20           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Back on the record.

             21

             22                          EXAMINATION

             23    BY MR. BRUCE SMITH:

             24           Q.   Mat -- can I call you "Mat"?

             25           A.   Please.
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              1           Q.   I'm Bruce Smith.  I'm the City of Eagle's

              2    attorney.  And I think during your earlier questioning

              3    by Mr. Fereday he indicated to you that M3's

              4    application for permit has been assigned to the City.

              5                And I think you indicated you weren't aware

              6    of that; is that correct?

              7           A.   That's correct.

              8           Q.   But you understand that that's what was

              9    contemplated, and I guess that's why the City of Eagle

             10    is here now; correct?

             11           A.   Correct.

             12           Q.   All right.  I have a number of questions

             13    that I want to ask you about your report and some of

             14    the information you provided.  But while it's fresh on

             15    your mind -- it's now 11:15 -- on some of the points

             16    and the questions Mr. Fereday had, I want to get a

             17    clarification of them.  I was taking some notes as you

             18    went through on your testimony.  Let me make sure I've

             19    got them, these last documents that you were referring

             20    to.

             21                Now, one other point:  The notice that was

             22    given to us about your deposition said that you would

             23    bring all the information you relied upon in preparing

             24    the Department's report; correct?

             25           A.   Correct.
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              1           Q.   And are the documents that we've now

              2    attached to the deposition as exhibits all the

              3    information and all the documents and all the records

              4    that you relied upon in preparing that report?

              5           A.   Obviously published documentation I made

              6    reference to in my bibliographies and they're not

              7    included.  But of all the working documents that I

              8    relied upon, they're here.

              9           Q.   So all the notes that you took are in here?

             10           A.   No.  I do keep a -- I guess a log with

             11    handwritten notes from meetings.  But that has not been

             12    provided.

             13           Q.   Okay.  Mr. Homan, could we make

             14    arrangements to get a copy of that?

             15                Well, let me ask the question before.

             16                Did you rely upon that in preparing any of

             17    this information in your report?

             18           A.   You know, the notes are important points

             19    from meetings that I had with you and with Eagle Water

             20    Company.  To what regard I relied upon them

             21    specifically, I couldn't say.  They helped form my

             22    understanding of what my task was and what I was doing.

             23           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  With that, Mr. Homan, I

             24    would request that we get a copy of them.

             25           MR. HOMAN:  We can go back and review those, and
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              1    you can revisit whether or not you relied on that.  And

              2    to the extent that you did, then we can get those to

              3    Mr. Smith and the rest of the parties.

              4           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

              5           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.

              6           Q.   Anything else besides your -- did you say

              7    field notes, or what did you call it?

              8           A.   It's just a logbook.

              9           Q.   Logbook.  Anything else?

             10           A.   Nothing comes to mind.

             11           Q.   Okay.  At any time during this deposition

             12    if you think of something that you relied upon and you

             13    did not produce it in these attached exhibits and it's

             14    not in your log, would you let me know that and so we

             15    can discuss and decide whether we need to see it or

             16    not?

             17           A.   I will.

             18           Q.   Okay.  And do you understand that as part

             19    of the hearing that we're going to have in October the

             20    City will be submitting its RAFN analysis?

             21           A.   Yes.

             22           Q.   Okay.  Mr. Fereday asked you some questions

             23    about the report and the idea that the City could

             24    submit additional information at a subsequent hearing.

             25                Do you recall that?
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              1           A.   I do.

              2           Q.   And let me ask this question:  There's

              3    nothing that would prohibit the City from submitting

              4    its RAFN analysis as part of this hearing; is that

              5    correct?

              6           A.   Not that I'm aware of.

              7           Q.   Okay.  I don't know that we will or won't,

              8    but I just want to make sure that if we do that it's

              9    not a problem.

             10                So would you look at your Exhibit No. 20,

             11    which is your City of Eagle RAFN meeting notes and the

             12    flow chart, please.

             13           A.   I have it.

             14           Q.   Okay.  In Mr. Fereday's questioning you

             15    made note that these were the notes associated with the

             16    flow chart and with regard to the City of Eagle RAFN

             17    processing options.  And I believe you made the

             18    comment, "Our thinking has evolved since then

             19    considerably," or something to that effect.

             20                Do you recall that?

             21           A.   I do recall that I said our thinking -- let

             22    me rephrase that.  Our thinking may have evolved since

             23    then.  Hopefully I didn't use the word "considerably."

             24           Q.   Well, let's look at that for a minute.

             25    Number one, you're saying it may have evolved.  I don't
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              1    know if that means it has or has not.

              2                Clarify that, has it or has it not evolved?

              3           A.   Certainly my understanding of the RAFN

              4    process has been revised and honed throughout the going

              5    on four months that I've dealt with this.  When I was

              6    brought in to deal with this, I had a much more

              7    rudimentary understanding of the statutes, of the

              8    process, and of, you know, the history of the

              9    Department doing this than I do now.  So my

             10    understanding without question has evolved.

             11           Q.   When you're talking about you versus the

             12    Department, can I assume that when you say you it is

             13    the Department versus your only personal opinion?

             14           MR. HOMAN:  I think the Department will make its

             15    own decision.  I mean you can just testify to what your

             16    belief is, speaking for yourself.

             17           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, when I say myself, that is

             18    my understanding of the Department's position.

             19           Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Okay.

             20           A.   Or thoughts on the matter.

             21           Q.   Okay.  So going back to this Exhibit 20,

             22    when you're saying "Our thinking has evolved," is that

             23    referring to your thinking or the Department's

             24    thinking?

             25           A.   I'll say both.  I think my thinking, as I
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              1    said, has definitely evolved.  And I think that also

              2    the people that were involved from the beginning,

              3    specifically Don and Shelley, I think our understanding

              4    of what we were doing and the Department's position on

              5    certain aspects of our RAFN has probably evolved or

              6    changed.

              7           Q.   Can you describe for me in what way.

              8           A.   An example?

              9           Q.   Uh-huh.  Let me help you with this.  Okay?

             10    And let me give you a little commentary, and then you

             11    help me understand it.

             12                The City has submitted two RAFN analyses;

             13    correct?

             14           A.   Correct.

             15           Q.   Okay.  You looked at both of those, I think

             16    you and Mr. Keen looked at them.

             17                You had some comments; correct?

             18           A.   I provided comments, I believe, on both of

             19    those.

             20           Q.   Correct.  Have the comments that you

             21    submitted and the information you asked for, has that

             22    been provided to you now?

             23           A.   So I would say that there hasn't

             24    necessarily been a formal reply by the City of Eagle,

             25    you know, comment by comment.  But certainly the City
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              1    of Eagle has responded in some form to most of my

              2    concerns and addressed probably the most critical ones.

              3           Q.   Okay.  Are there any that haven't been

              4    addressed?

              5           A.   It seems like there were several that

              6    weren't ever addressed to my satisfaction, but I

              7    couldn't give you a specific example at this point.

              8           Q.   Okay.  With regard to Exhibit 20, when the

              9    City is preparing its RAFN information, should we give

             10    consideration to Exhibit 20?  Does it matter anymore?

             11           A.   I think the flow chart is still useful.

             12           Q.   In what way?

             13           A.   Because this outlines the path -- I guess

             14    maybe not.  Let me restate that.

             15                Now that the permit has been assigned

             16    completely to the City of Eagle, which is what this was

             17    identifying, how can that get assigned to the City of

             18    Eagle and then how can we move forward with that RAFN

             19    review.  So maybe it's not.  Maybe because it's already

             20    been assigned, it's not as useful of a document as it

             21    was at the time.

             22           Q.   Is there anything in Exhibit -- take your

             23    time, look through Exhibit 20, in particular your

             24    notes.

             25                Is there anything in here that we need
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              1    to -- the City, I'm saying "we," the City needs to give

              2    consideration to in preparing its RAFN analysis?

              3           THE COURT REPORTER:  I need you to speak up,

              4    Counsel, because I can't hear you.

              5           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Counsel, I'd appreciate Mat

              6    answering.

              7           MR. HOMAN:  Well, we're trying to figure out a

              8    date for this.

              9           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.

             10           THE WITNESS:  You know, I think most -- I've

             11    tried to read it just now.  It's hard to read it in

             12    this environment --

             13           Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Sure.

             14           A.   -- and take in everything that it's saying.

             15    But I think for the most part this has been supplanted

             16    by the report that we filed, Exhibit 1, and by the fact

             17    that the water right permit has been assigned to the

             18    City of Eagle, and that this was our thoughts and our

             19    understanding when we first took on the task of how we

             20    could proceed forward and getting it assigned to the

             21    City and what considerations we needed to make in

             22    evaluating the RAFN.

             23           Q.   Okay.  If you look at item 7 down there, it

             24    says, "What else does the City need to resubmit or

             25    recharacterize for IDWR to move forward with the
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              1    review."

              2           A.   Uh-huh.

              3           Q.   It kind of goes back to my question about

              4    is there anything else that the City needs to be

              5    submitting to you and the Department that you haven't

              6    already seen in order to submit a RAFN analysis?

              7           A.   So what's your specific question?

              8           Q.   Is there anything else that we need to be

              9    submitting?

             10           A.   So you and I have shared e-mails.  I guess

             11    I'm going to call it a third document, but I don't know

             12    that there was a document like these.  But after the

             13    permit got assigned, you and I have shared some e-mails

             14    where you've said "Here's how the City is going to go

             15    about evaluating the remainder of the RAFN."

             16                I've given I comments on those.  I've not

             17    seen a formal response to those, but we've had dialogue

             18    on some of the key ones.  But I think where that

             19    ended -- and I'd have to go back and look at our

             20    correspondence -- was that there was some critical

             21    items that I still felt it would be nice for the

             22    Department to review.

             23                One was how the planning or population

             24    forecasting had been done.  We saw an overview of that

             25    in a slide show, but we've never been provided the
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              1    underlying methodology and calculations for that.  And

              2    it is substantially different from the approach that

              3    the Department would take in the projections that we've

              4    made.

              5                I believe I had some specific questions

              6    regarding the irrigation demand spreadsheet or table

              7    that was submitted to me.  And I'm not sure that those

              8    have been addressed.

              9                And if there were some other elements of

             10    it, I don't recall.  I think we had a fairly involved

             11    back-and-forth, and that was -- what? -- back in August

             12    maybe or July.  So I don't recall if there were other

             13    issues.  But I'm pretty sure I've never seen the

             14    planning information.  I'm pretty sure I've never seen

             15    the irrigation information.

             16           Q.   Okay.  "Planning," you're referring to

             17    population?

             18           A.   Yes.  Sorry.

             19           Q.   And you said that the City's methodology

             20    was substantially different from IDWR's approach.

             21                Could you explain that.

             22           A.   I don't know what the methodology was.  I

             23    haven't reviewed the methodology.  But the end result,

             24    the end forecasted population, was different, if I

             25    recall by an order of two times.
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              1           Q.   Okay.  And you said the other critical

              2    factor was the irrigation demand; is that correct?

              3           A.   Yes.

              4           Q.   And I think the City did provide you with a

              5    irrigation-demand analysis; correct?

              6           A.   Correct.

              7           Q.   And what was missing from that?

              8           A.   Well, I'd have to go back and look.  But it

              9    seems like I had a few questions.  Maybe on the

             10    classification of your different irrigated types.

             11    Again, this is based off memory.

             12                It seems like you were classifying certain

             13    irrigated areas with titles that I was not sure what

             14    they meant.  It seems like you had done a calculation

             15    for drip irrigation that covered a large area of

             16    ground.  And I was just asking for details on how that

             17    was done.  I can't recall if there were other points or

             18    not.  But I certainly -- those two seem to stand out.

             19           Q.   Okay.  There's no critical information

             20    other than this population forecasting explanation and

             21    the irrigation demand; is that correct?

             22           A.   I would say the irrigation demand is not

             23    critical.  That's minor details.  I would say the

             24    discrepancy in the population estimation value is a big

             25    deal.
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              1           Q.   Okay.

              2           A.   "Critical" was your term.

              3           Q.   And when you're saying that, I want to make

              4    sure I understand, you're talking about the difference

              5    in the population at the end of the planning period

              6    calculated by the City versus by Mr. Reading; is that

              7    correct?

              8           A.   That's correct.

              9           Q.   Okay.

             10           A.   And I'm not suggesting that yours is

             11    incorrect.  It's just I don't know the underlying

             12    methodology.

             13           Q.   Okay.  I don't want to oversummarize your

             14    report that you did.  But if I'm mischaracterizing it,

             15    tell me.

             16                But basically the report identifies the

             17    four components of a RAFN; correct?

             18           A.   We're talking about Exhibit 1, that report?

             19           Q.   Yes.

             20           A.   Yes.

             21           Q.   Okay.  And as I read the report, you

             22    concluded that the City's determination of its service

             23    area was reasonable; correct?

             24           A.   Correct.

             25           Q.   That the planning horizon was reasonable,
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              1    the 30-year planning horizon --

              2           A.   Correct.

              3           Q.   -- is that correct?

              4                The population projection you didn't

              5    understand so you don't really know why the difference

              6    between Mr. Reading and the City's determinations; is

              7    that correct?

              8           A.   So again, I'm getting a little bit

              9    confused.  Our report was in response to the first two

             10    submittals that you made.  And when I was previously

             11    describing to you our concern with the discrepancy in

             12    the population forecast at the end of planning horizon,

             13    that's between the effort that you had done after this

             14    document was completed.

             15                So the question that you're asking me, are

             16    you referring to the original population work that was

             17    done by I believe her name is Nichoel Baird --

             18           Q.   Spencer.

             19           A.   -- Spencer that was attached to that

             20    March 22nd report?  Is that the population forecasting

             21    that you're referring to?

             22           Q.   Well, I'm trying to get you to explain to

             23    me what population forecasting you were referring to

             24    when you're saying there's a difference.

             25                Am I clear?
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              1           A.   Yes.  And I apologize if I have not been

              2    clear.  So I'm going to identify a few different

              3    population estimates that were done by the City.

              4                One was done initially with the March 22nd

              5    report.  The other one was done after Exhibit 1 was

              6    finalized, and it was shared with the Department

              7    informally in a meeting.  The Department, I guess, has

              8    a concern with both of those population estimates.

              9                The first population estimate Don Reading

             10    addressed in his exhibit, the one that was attached to

             11    the March 22nd exhibit.  And I think for all the

             12    reasons that Don expounds upon in his appendix -- I'm

             13    not sure what appendix it was -- Appendix C of

             14    Exhibit 1, you know, he's explained the Department's

             15    position on why that population forecast is not

             16    acceptable to the Department.

             17                Now, the second population forecast that

             18    I've referred to, the one that you shared with us after

             19    Exhibit 1, the Department has not seen the methodology

             20    underlying that.  The value that you arrived at is

             21    almost twice the value that we have arrived at in

             22    Exhibit 1.  So the Department is not yet comfortable

             23    with that value either.

             24                So does that answer your question?

             25           Q.   I think so.  But it raises another
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              1    question.

              2                Exhibit 1, which is your report, was

              3    prepared -- I mean I don't think it has a date on it,

              4    does it?

              5           MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, it does.

              6           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Oh, June 1st.

              7           Q.   So it was prepared in response to the first

              8    submission, first submission by the City; is that

              9    correct?

             10           A.   You know, I'm not sure what it was prepared

             11    in response to.  I guess.  That seems logical.

             12           Q.   Okay.

             13           A.   I was called in and originally tasked with

             14    a very specific item, review M3's demand and City of

             15    Eagle's demand.  And it kind of grew there to a more

             16    multipurpose involvement.

             17                So I'm not sure what this report was in

             18    response to initially.  But what it was intended to do

             19    was provide direction to the City of Eagle on

             20    establishing their RAFN.

             21           Q.   Okay.  Did you refer to the City's second

             22    submission, which I believe was in April, in order to

             23    prepare Exhibit 1?

             24           A.   I think so.  Yeah, certainly.

             25           Q.   Okay.  So on the four components we covered
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              1    the service area, and you said that was acceptable as

              2    reasonable, the planning horizon was reasonable, the

              3    population you said you're still not clear on exactly

              4    how the City calculated its approach --

              5           A.   Their most recent approach.

              6           Q.   Excuse me.  Approach, you're not sure how

              7    the City calculated its population; correct?

              8           A.   The most recent one.

              9           Q.   And the fourth component is water demand.

             10    And I believe the report says that you believe the

             11    City's calculation of its water demand is reasonable;

             12    correct?

             13           A.   Correct.

             14           Q.   So really the only difference between what

             15    the City has submitted and your position today lies

             16    solely within this population-projection component; is

             17    that correct?

             18           A.   That's correct.

             19           Q.   Okay.

             20           A.   We mentioned a few minor demand issues, but

             21    I think the details and understanding some of the

             22    demand-related calculations are -- I don't want to say

             23    insignificant, but not of the same concern as the

             24    discrepancy in the population forecast.

             25           Q.   Mr. Weaver, let me say something.  One of
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              1    the helpful things that you could provide today -- and

              2    I hope you will do this -- the City submitted these two

              3    RAFN analyses, as you discussed, the Department's

              4    approach, if you will, has evolved; correct?

              5           A.   (No audible response.)

              6           Q.   So the City would like to submit something

              7    that the Department finds acceptable.  So one of the

              8    things I had in mind today was have you tell me what it

              9    is you think the City needs to be submitting so that we

             10    go through and prepare the information for you in both

             11    a format and substantive style that you would find

             12    reasonable.

             13                So when I'm asking these questions, about,

             14    you know, "Tell me what else you need," that underlies

             15    those questions.

             16                Is that okay?

             17           A.   Yeah.  So certainly the intent of Exhibit 1

             18    was to give you that kind of feedback and direction and

             19    critical review.  Maybe we failed at some level in

             20    doing that.

             21                But as I review things now, it seems like

             22    we have outlined a methodology for forecasting

             23    population here by Dr. Don Reading.  And he even, I

             24    think, describes one to four steps on an approach that

             25    he thinks is reasonable for a city, maybe even beyond
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              1    reasonable that he thinks is appropriate and maybe a

              2    standard.  I'm not sure.

              3                What my understanding is of the population

              4    forecasting technique that you've done currently after

              5    Exhibit 1 was done is in no way similar to what was

              6    outlined in Exhibit 1.

              7                So not to say that what you did was wrong.

              8    It's just that we gave you guidance and said here's a

              9    way that the Department is comfortable with you

             10    forecasting the population, and you've gone and done

             11    something different.  And we don't understand the

             12    "different."

             13           Q.   And when you say "different," though, are

             14    you referring to the number or the methodology?

             15           A.   Both.

             16           Q.   Clarify for me, if you will.  I thought you

             17    said you didn't understand or know what the methodology

             18    was.

             19           A.   Well, the methodology was presented

             20    verbally to us at that meeting.

             21           Q.   Okay.

             22           A.   So I have a gist of what the methodology

             23    is, but that's it.

             24           Q.   Okay.  What is --

             25           A.   And every day that passes I understand it
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              1    less.

              2           Q.   Excuse me for speaking over you.

              3                What is your gist, what is your

              4    understanding of the City's approach?

              5           A.   My understanding is that you're relying on

              6    I'll say Treasure Valley-wide population data compiled

              7    by COMPASS, and that rather than relying on population

              8    data specific to the city of Eagle, you're applying

              9    some type of ratio between city of Eagle population and

             10    the Treasure Valley population at large, and you're

             11    applying that to the growth rates that have been

             12    established by COMPASS for the entire Treasure Valley.

             13    That's -- I guess that's the extent of my understanding

             14    of it.

             15           Q.   Okay.  So you think it would be appropriate

             16    for the City to use Eagle-specific information to

             17    calculate the population; is that fair?

             18           A.   What I think is that the Exhibit 1 gives

             19    you a methodology for calculating population forecasts

             20    that the Department has thought about, has hired an

             21    expert to help us develop and that we're comfortable

             22    with, and that you've done something different.

             23                I'm not going to say if it's right or

             24    wrong, better or worse.  I don't understand it, and

             25    I've not seen it in detail.  And even if I had, I'm
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              1    probably not the best person to evaluate it.  Dr. Don

              2    Reading would be.

              3           Q.   And actually my next question is, do you

              4    think Dr. Reading is a better person to address the

              5    question of population calculation?

              6           A.   Without doubt.

              7           Q.   Because you don't have a lot of experience

              8    at it or you think something else?

              9           A.   I don't have his experience.

             10           Q.   Okay.  So just real quickly to sum up,

             11    going back to the four components, the City's

             12    submissions are reasonable as to calculated value and

             13    protocol, except for population?

             14           A.   (No audible response.)

             15           Q.   You have to say "yes."  You can't nod your

             16    head.

             17           A.   Sorry.

             18           Q.   That's okay.  Okay.  I want you to explain

             19    one other thing to me.

             20                As I read your report, you tend to separate

             21    your analysis of the M3 submissions from the City's

             22    submissions; is that correct?

             23           A.   The analysis of demand?

             24           Q.   Uh-huh.

             25           A.   Yes, I conducted two different analysis of
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              1    demand: one specific to M3 and one the City of Eagle.

              2           Q.   Okay.

              3           A.   City of Eagle.

              4           Q.   One of the questions we've discussed is the

              5    City is submitting a RAFN analysis.

              6                Okay.  What do you see as the difference,

              7    if any, in a RAFN report supplied by a municipality

              8    versus a RAFN analysis prepared by somebody like M3 or

              9    another developer?  Is there a difference?

             10           A.   Is there a difference in the analysis that

             11    underlies the RAFN?  Certainly, yeah.

             12           Q.   And what is that difference?

             13           A.   For -- I'm going to say a subdivision, not

             14    to imply that -- you know, Eagle M3 is much more than a

             15    subdivision.  But if we think of it in terms of a

             16    subdivision outside of the incorporated limits of a

             17    city, there's a very specific vision and plan and

             18    hopefully preliminary plat and planning documents

             19    supporting that.

             20                Housing density has been established.  You

             21    can just go in and determine demand to a much greater

             22    level of detail than you can for say City of Eagle,

             23    which has an existing incorporated limits.  It has an

             24    area of impact.  And the way we get from where we are

             25    to where we're going isn't nearly as -- nowhere near as
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              1    constrained to the level that a subdivision is or a

              2    planned community.

              3                So when it comes to forecasting demand, you

              4    have potentially two different methods there.  There's

              5    something called, as I understand it, a

              6    disaggregate-requirements based approach to forecasting

              7    demand, which works very well for M3.

              8                "Disaggregate" means you go in and you

              9    identify, you know, to the last cubic foot what -- how

             10    much water is going to be required for each use.

             11                For the City of Eagle, it's not easy to do

             12    that.  For any municipality, it's not easy to do that,

             13    because you don't know how and where it's going to

             14    grow.

             15                So what you have to do there is you have to

             16    forecast a demand based on some historical variables

             17    that you can tie that into.  And one such way to do

             18    that is population.  So just the underlying approach is

             19    the forecast and demand can be very different.

             20           Q.   Would it be fair to characterize the

             21    difference as a city or a municipality would use a more

             22    generalized approach as opposed to a very specific

             23    approach used by a development?

             24           A.   Yeah, you could say that.

             25           Q.   I mean that's a reasonable approach?
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              1           A.   Uh-huh.

              2           Q.   I want you to look at your RAFN report on

              3    page 3 of Appendix A.

              4                Do you see that "Water Demand" section at

              5    the very top?

              6           A.   I do.

              7           Q.   Okay.  Would you read that first sentence

              8    to yourself, please.

              9           A.   "There are a number of" --

             10           Q.   You don't need to read it out loud.  I want

             11    you to be familiar with it.

             12           A.   Oh, I'm sorry.

             13                (Reviews.)

             14                I've read it.

             15           Q.   Okay.  You identify one, two, three,

             16    four -- five different approaches; correct?

             17           A.   Yeah.

             18           Q.   I'm interested, how did you identify those

             19    five different approaches?  What did you look at to

             20    figure those as the approaches for a RAFN?

             21           A.   I looked at a multitude of water demand

             22    planning resources.

             23           Q.   Okay.  So let me ask you this.  And this

             24    is, I guess, for you and for the Department.

             25                Are all of these approaches acceptable?
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              1           A.   I don't think so.

              2           Q.   Okay.  I want you to go through these, and

              3    I want to you look at them and tell me which ones are

              4    acceptable, which ones aren't, and why or why not.

              5                So let's start with judgment-based

              6    predictions.

              7           A.   I don't think the Department would accept

              8    that.

              9           Q.   Why not?

             10           A.   We wouldn't be doing our due diligence if

             11    we just allowed someone to walk in and say "I'm going

             12    to tie up however many acre-feet of water for the next

             13    30 years because I think that's what we need."

             14           Q.   So underlying that conclusion that it would

             15    not be acceptable is the assumption that you'd be

             16    relying upon someone else's professional judgment?

             17           A.   Unsubstantiated professional judgment.

             18           Q.   What if they were substantiated, I guess is

             19    the question?

             20           A.   Well, that's different.  Then they're going

             21    to have a methodology that they're relying upon to

             22    forecast their demand.

             23           Q.   Okay.  What you're saying is that for

             24    somebody to come in and say "I'm an expert and this is

             25    what I think we'll need" is not acceptable?
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              1           A.   Correct.

              2           Q.   Okay.  "Time extrapolation," what is that?

              3           A.   Time extrapolation basically is in 1980 we

              4    needed 10,000 acre-feet, 1990 we needed 20,000

              5    acre-feet, so in 2000 we need 30,000 acre-feet.  The

              6    only thing you're correlating it to is chronology.  And

              7    that probably is not acceptable to the Department

              8    either.  It wouldn't be acceptable to me if I were

              9    reviewing it.

             10           Q.   Okay.  "Single-coefficient model

             11    development"?

             12           A.   So there you're tying it into a single

             13    historical variable.  The one that's used most commonly

             14    is population, but you can tie it into, you know,

             15    average market value of the residential lots, whatever.

             16    But you're relying only on a single variable to predict

             17    demand.

             18           Q.   Is that acceptable?

             19           A.   I think so.  And I think certainly for

             20    smaller communities that's the one that's most readily

             21    within their means to pursue to identify their future

             22    demand.

             23           Q.   Okay.  In doing a RAFN analysis, is the

             24    resources of a city, is that a relevant criteria?

             25           A.   My perspective is yes, it should be.
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              1    They're pursuing less of the resource.  So yeah, it is

              2    different.  If City of Plummer comes in here and asks

              3    for a half cfs RAFN versus United Water coming in here

              4    and asking for 50 cfs of RAFN water, it -- that's

              5    different.

              6           Q.   Based on the amount of water being sought?

              7           A.   Yeah.

              8           Q.   And what about --

              9           A.   Among other things.

             10           Q.   What other things?

             11           A.   Well, geographic location.

             12           Q.   How does that affect --

             13           A.   City of Plummer is in a region -- to use my

             14    example, city of Plummer is in a region that receives

             15    much more rainfall.  They're not in an area with a

             16    resource that's being -- that's under contention by

             17    different water users like we are in the Treasure

             18    Valley.  I just think that there's a host of

             19    differences.

             20           Q.   I think the question, the lead-in to the

             21    question was about the distinction between the

             22    resources available to the applicant.

             23                Does that factor in?

             24           A.   And when you say "resource," are you

             25    referring to a water resource?
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              1           Q.   Let me put it this way:  Financial and

              2    experts.  I mean let me give you a hypothetical.

              3                City of Plummer comes in and asks for

              4    50 cfs of future needs water rights; United Water comes

              5    in and asks for the same 50, is there a distinction

              6    there based upon resources available to the two

              7    applicants?

              8           A.   I guess I would say that the more water

              9    that you're pursuing to tie up in a RAFN, the more that

             10    that needs to be scrutinized.  Financial means of the

             11    City, I'm not sure that that in and of itself should be

             12    a factor.  It seems like the one would go with the

             13    other.  If you're asking for more of the water

             14    resource, you probably have more of the financial

             15    resource.

             16           Q.   Is there a standard protocol for analyzing

             17    and submitting RAFN applications to the Department that

             18    the Department uses to evaluate?

             19           A.   We have not published that document yet.

             20           Q.   Do you have one?

             21           A.   We do.  I've been working diligently on it

             22    since this concluded at the end of June.

             23           Q.   What stage are you in with completing it?

             24           A.   95 percent completion.

             25           Q.   Does it reflect what's in this report that
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              1    you prepared?

              2           A.   Yes.

              3           Q.   So the information in your document you're

              4    preparing was used to prepare this?

              5           A.   I'm sorry?

              6           Q.   This report or whatever -- what do you

              7    characterize it as?

              8           A.   We're calling it a handbook.

              9           Q.   The handbook.  Okay.  Was the handbook used

             10    to prepare this?

             11           A.   Well, in part.

             12           Q.   "This" being Exhibit 1.

             13           A.   In part.

             14           Q.   In what part?

             15           A.   I was asked -- I was asked to work on the

             16    handbook maybe a year to a year and a half ago.  It was

             17    a low priority issue.  So I had done some work on that

             18    handbook prior to this coming up.  When this came up,

             19    we received several other RAFN applications within

             20    several weeks of this one.

             21                So that prompted urgency to that task that

             22    hadn't been there beforehand.  And so part of what I

             23    did prior to this influence, what was done here, but

             24    mostly I would say it's the other way around, that the

             25    effort and work that came out of this is influencing
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              1    that handbook.

              2           Q.   So this report becomes the protocol for the

              3    handbook; is that what you're telling me?

              4           A.   I don't know if "protocol" is the right

              5    word.

              6           Q.   Well, this is a protocol; correct?

              7           A.   It informed the handbook, yeah.

              8           Q.   Okay.

              9           A.   I mean they're similar.

             10           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Mr. Homan, can we get a

             11    copy of the handbook?

             12           MR. HOMAN:  Mat, that's in draft stage, isn't

             13    it, yet?

             14           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.

             15           MR. HOMAN:  It hasn't been approved.

             16           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Well, the problem is that it

             17    was used for this.

             18           MR. HOMAN:  Well, I don't think it's evolved.

             19    I'll check into it, Bruce.

             20           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.

             21           MR. HOMAN:  But won't commit right now.

             22           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.

             23           Q.   Is the handbook different from what you

             24    described here?

             25           A.   It's much more involved.  It gives
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              1    examples, so it is different.

              2           Q.   Is that handbook purely your work product?

              3           A.   For the most part.

              4           Q.   Okay.  Who else might have had input into

              5    it?

              6           A.   No one's actively written any of it other

              7    than myself.  I received critical feedback from a

              8    number of people:  Shelley Keen, of course; Jeff

              9    Peppersack; Dr. Don Reading, although not specifically

             10    to the document, more generally regarding population

             11    forecasting.  That's it.

             12           Q.   Okay.  I think we were on the

             13    single-coefficient model development.

             14                You said that's one variable that

             15    determines the underlying protocol for the RAFN

             16    analysis?

             17           A.   Correct.

             18           Q.   Okay.  If you have a multi-coefficient

             19    model, what does that mean?

             20           A.   Similar to the single-coefficient model,

             21    only you're using multiple predicter variables,

             22    maybe -- you know, population often isn't used in

             23    multiple variable because they're relying on other

             24    things that kind of speak to the same thing that

             25    population does.  But you're forecasting based on more
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              1    than one coefficient -- or I'm sorry, more than one

              2    explanatory variable.

              3           Q.   Can you give me an example of

              4    multi-coefficient variables.

              5           A.   An example of one that's in use in the

              6    state or an example of variables?  I'm not --

              7           Q.   One that's in the state.  That's fine.  I'm

              8    trying to understand what you're describing.

              9           A.   I am not aware of a multi-variable means of

             10    forecasting water demand as used by anyone in the

             11    state.  I have not reviewed one in association with a

             12    municipal water right in my time at the Department.

             13           Q.   Okay.  You made mention that you got a

             14    number of RAFN applications about the same time as this

             15    one.

             16                Is that the M3 application?

             17           A.   At the same time I was asked to work on the

             18    M3 application.

             19           Q.   Okay.  Do you recall who those were from?

             20           A.   City of Plummer, that's why they came to

             21    mind.  City of Nampa.

             22           Q.   Okay.

             23           A.   Then there's one in eastern Idaho.  I don't

             24    recall who.

             25           Q.   Okay.  And do they have a standard protocol
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              1    that those applications involve?

              2           A.   City of Kuna is another one.  City of

              3    Plummer, when they submitted their material, it was

              4    relatively small and simple compared to the City of

              5    Eagle.

              6                And so I used the protocol that's

              7    Appendix A here to go through and just write a memo,

              8    review memo, specific to City of Plummer.

              9                City of Nampa, we have not given them

             10    anything yet.  They kind of are in waiting to see what

             11    comes out of our handbook.  And I also just owe them

             12    some correspondence that I haven't yet followed up

             13    with.

             14                City of Kuna, I've been in talks with the

             15    professional engineer there, and I've given them my

             16    correspondence on the City of Plummer matter.  And

             17    they've also asked that as soon as the handbook is made

             18    available that I copy them on it.

             19                And then I think St. Charles, actually, is

             20    the municipality in eastern Idaho.  I'm not in direct

             21    correspondence with them.  That's coming through our

             22    eastern regional office.

             23           Q.   Okay.  So at this point with those

             24    applications you don't have a standard protocol that

             25    you would apply to analyze those applications; is that
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              1    correct?

              2           A.   Well, I think the method that's in

              3    Exhibit 1 I used with City of Plummer.  With the other

              4    two entities, I'm hoping that we can get them the

              5    handbook and they can use that.  They are -- my

              6    understanding is they are ready to submit.  They're

              7    just simply waiting on me to get the material to them.

              8           Q.   Okay.  So do you recall, are those

              9    approaches single-coefficient model approaches?

             10           A.   City of Plummer was, because I had their

             11    material to review and comment on.  City of Kuna, City

             12    of Nampa, and St. Charles I've only had discussions.

             13    I've not seen anything specific.

             14           Q.   Okay.  Is there any benefit from using a

             15    multi-coefficient model as opposed to a

             16    single-coefficient model?

             17           A.   I think so, yeah.  I think it's a more

             18    accurate -- it can be a more accurate means of

             19    forecasting water demand.

             20           Q.   Okay.  The "econometric demand model

             21    development," what is that?

             22           A.   That's the one I'm least familiar with.  It

             23    is recognized in most of the references that I've

             24    reviewed.  It's the one that if you go and do a review

             25    of peer-reviewed published articles right now in a lot
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              1    of the journals, it's the one that seems to see the

              2    most attention in that setting.

              3                My understanding is that United Water

              4    employs this method for forecasting water.  And

              5    basically what you're doing there is rather than

              6    concerning yourself, I guess, with historical variables

              7    to project the future, you're saying "If we price and

              8    make available this water in such a way, how is the

              9    consumer going to react to that, and how is his

             10    demand -- or his, their demand going to react to that?"

             11    But again, that's the methodology that I understand

             12    least.  I've never employed it myself, nor reviewed it.

             13           Q.   You indicated at the very beginning that

             14    you were given direction to prepare this report.

             15                Who provided that direction to you?

             16           A.   Jeff Peppersack is my supervisor.

             17           Q.   What direction did he give you with regard

             18    to preparing this?

             19           A.   As I recall, he initially just asked me to

             20    review the demand component of the M3 application and

             21    the -- I forget what exhibit it is, but the March 22nd

             22    document that the City of Eagle submitted to us.

             23           Q.   But I'm specifically talking about your

             24    report that you prepared.

             25                Who told you to prepare this report?
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              1           A.   I guess, John, did you specifically tell me

              2    to prepare that report?  I'm not sure.

              3                You know, we were meeting and we were

              4    addressing this.  And I guess I'll say this, that as

              5    Shelley Keen and myself and Dr. Reading met and

              6    reviewed the material and the specific tasks that we

              7    had, we felt that this document would be most

              8    appropriate in conveying the review that we'd done and

              9    a protocol for determining our RAFN.

             10                So in that sense maybe we tasked ourselves

             11    to do that, as we felt it would be the best way to

             12    convey the messages that we had.

             13           Q.   Okay.

             14           MR. FEREDAY:  And that's Exhibit 1 you're

             15    referring to?

             16           THE WITNESS:  It is.

             17                That was your question, was Exhibit 1?

             18           Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Correct.  I was

             19    wondering how Exhibit 1 came to be.  And as I hear you

             20    describe it, you and Mr. Reading and Mr. Keen decided

             21    to do it; is that correct?

             22           A.   Yes.

             23           MR. HOMAN:  Let me clarify, if I may, Bruce.

             24                Was that report authorized by the

             25    Department?
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              1           THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yeah.

              2           Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Okay.  When you say

              3    "by the Department" --

              4           A.   Gary Spackman, specifically.

              5           Q.   The Director did it.  The Director

              6    authorized or approved you to do this report?

              7           A.   Correct.

              8           Q.   Okay.  Mr. Homan's question helps elucidate

              9    the question I had earlier about you versus the

             10    Department.

             11                One of the issues that I know that you and

             12    I have discussed, and I think you've discussed with the

             13    City, is the idea of segregating irrigation demand from

             14    the rest of the RAFN analysis; correct?

             15           A.   Yeah, we've talked about that.  Yes.

             16           Q.   Is that the Department's position, that

             17    that needs to be done?

             18           A.   No.

             19           Q.   Okay.  So that's not an approach that would

             20    be used to determine whether the report or the

             21    information was reasonable or not?

             22           A.   Correct.

             23           Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the

             24    Department's Processing Memo 18?

             25           A.   I am.
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              1           Q.   Does that have any applicability in the

              2    RAFN analysis?

              3           A.   I think it does, yes.

              4           Q.   In what way?

              5           A.   Well, I think if you do choose to

              6    individually determine the water demand associated with

              7    irrigation or pond evaporation, that if you're going to

              8    be using ET data the Department has a memo out there

              9    that says you will use the Allen-Robison published data

             10    from 200- -- is it 6 or 7.  I'm not sure which.

             11    They've since supplanted that with published data in

             12    2009.

             13                We do not have a memo out saying that you

             14    should use the 2009 data, but I think that's our

             15    position.  And quite frankly, I don't think they vary

             16    enough that it would be a concern.

             17           Q.   Okay.  And I think you made note of that in

             18    the report, I think in the M3 section about the --

             19           A.   I did.

             20           Q.   -- update of the Robison material.

             21                Going back to the idea that the City would

             22    submit a more generalized analysis or a RAFN

             23    application, unless the City was preparing -- the City

             24    itself was preparing to irrigate certain areas or to

             25    create ponds, then that information wouldn't have much
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              1    relevance to the City's analysis, would it?

              2           A.   Correct.

              3           Q.   I want to clarify one point.  We went

              4    through the four components; correct?

              5           A.   We did.

              6           Q.   Population was one area that you said that

              7    you needed more information -- or basically you needed

              8    information to understand what the City did; correct?

              9           A.   Correct.

             10           Q.   With regard to your conclusions on the

             11    other three components and the information submitted by

             12    the City, did you uncover anything in the independent

             13    work you did that would alter your conclusions as to

             14    those three components?

             15           A.   And when you say "independent work," what

             16    are you referring to?

             17           Q.   Well, you went out and interviewed Eagle

             18    Water Company.  Okay?  You did a lot of independent --

             19    correct?

             20           A.   Okay.

             21           Q.   And you did a lot of independent research

             22    to prepare this report, which is Exhibit 1; correct?

             23           A.   Correct.

             24           Q.   You did a lot of your own independent

             25    investigation; correct?
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              1           A.   Correct.

              2           Q.   You went and looked at the Arc view maps;

              3    correct?

              4           A.   Uh-huh.

              5           Q.   And you made your own discretionary calls

              6    about where the populations were; correct?

              7           A.   Correct.

              8           Q.   You looked at service areas for Eagle Water

              9    Company; correct?

             10           A.   I did.

             11           Q.   And United Water --

             12           A.   I did.

             13           Q.   -- correct?

             14                You looked at the boundaries for the

             15    surrounding cities; correct?

             16           A.   I did.

             17           Q.   So when you did all of this work and you

             18    basically reached the conclusions that you did in your

             19    report, is there anything that you found in the work

             20    that you did that would alter your conclusions with

             21    regard to the components of planning horizon, water

             22    demand --

             23           A.   Service area.

             24           Q.   -- service area, other than just the

             25    population question?
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              1           A.   So service area, I don't think the

              2    Department has a problem with.

              3           Q.   Okay.

              4           A.   Planning horizon, I think is consistent and

              5    reasonable.  The methodology that you used to forecast

              6    water I think is reasonable.  However, that methodology

              7    relies on an underlying population base to forecast

              8    forward on.

              9                I'm not sure where we left it, if we were

             10    in agreement or not whether that population base should

             11    include people that are already receiving water from

             12    other water suppliers.

             13           Q.   Okay.

             14           A.   So the methodology we have no problem with.

             15                The population base, if this is year one in

             16    2011, I'm not sure that we're in agreement on that.  I

             17    don't recall where you left -- where the City left

             18    that.

             19           Q.   Okay.

             20           A.   And then the population forecast, of course

             21    the methodology we don't understand yet and aren't

             22    ready to bless, I guess, for lack of a better term.

             23    But also we need to understand that population base

             24    that we use as the initial point for forecasting

             25    forward.
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              1           Q.   Okay.  But with regard to the population

              2    question, you don't think it's reasonable to use

              3    information say on a valleywide basis; is that correct?

              4           A.   No, I never said that I don't think that's

              5    reasonable.

              6           Q.   Okay.

              7           A.   I said that I think that's different than

              8    the approach that we outlined in our document and that

              9    the Department has presented and feels most comfortable

             10    with.

             11           Q.   Well, let me help you recall something.

             12    The first information that was submitted to you in I

             13    think it's in one of the exhibits, the first RAFN

             14    analysis by the City, and it had a Nichoel Baird

             15    Spencer's assessment on it.

             16                Do you recall that?

             17           A.   I do.

             18           Q.   And do you remember Nichoel took

             19    information from a number of reports, looked at

             20    population growth figures, percentages, and then added

             21    them up and came up with an average?  Correct?

             22           A.   I do recall that.

             23           Q.   Is that the difference that you disagree

             24    with is using that approach?

             25           A.   So I think what Nichoel initially did is
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              1    maybe more in line with what we proposed in Exhibit 1,

              2    which is that you go out and you do a survey of

              3    existing population studies, and you throw out the ones

              4    that are not applicable or that are redundant.  And so

              5    you critically evaluate that survey and you pare it

              6    down to something.

              7                You then look at a high limit and a low

              8    limit of that population study, and you allow that as

              9    bounds, an upper and a lower limit bounds.  And then

             10    you go out and you do your projection, your population

             11    projection, based off of your survey.  And hopefully

             12    that should be constrained somewhere within those

             13    bounds.  That's what we've outlined in the Exhibit 1.

             14           Q.   If I understood what you just said, you

             15    agree with the approach used by Nichoel in the first

             16    submission?

             17           A.   I think it was a start.  It was the start

             18    of what we would propose.  So I'm not sure that --

             19    these questions are probably best answered by Dr. Don.

             20    But I think that it is the start of what we would hope

             21    to see.

             22           Q.   Okay.  Look at your Exhibit 14.

             23           MR. JASON SMITH:  14?

             24           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  14.

             25           Q.   That's your maps of the different areas.
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              1           A.   I have them in front of me.

              2           Q.   Okay.  My notes, when you described

              3    Exhibit 14, you said part of the analysis for RAFN is

              4    looking at overlap of service areas.

              5                Does that sound like consistent with what

              6    you said?

              7           A.   That may have been what I said.  But maybe

              8    to be more clear, it needs to include an evaluation of

              9    overlapping plan use documents, I believe is how the

             10    statute refers to it.  Maybe they even use the term

             11    "comprehensive plan use documents."  I don't recall

             12    exactly.

             13           Q.   I think it does.  And that kind of goes to

             14    what I'd like to ask you some questions about.

             15                You took the work reflected in Exhibit 15,

             16    that was part of your analysis on overlapping planning;

             17    is that a fair characterization?

             18           A.   That's correct.

             19           Q.   Where did you get these, these documents

             20    that are shown in Exhibit 15 -- 14?  Excuse me.

             21           A.   Garden City and City of Meridian, I called

             22    and coordinated with their planner and received them

             23    directly.  In the case of Garden City, they had to

             24    refer me to their consulting engineer.

             25           Q.   Okay.
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              1           A.   City of Eagle, I think the most recent one

              2    was provided by you, maybe, or Nichoel.  But I don't

              3    think Nichoel actually ever provided it to me.

              4                United Water, I don't recall where that

              5    came from specifically.

              6                City of Star, I think I called and talked

              7    to their planner, and she pointed me to it online.  And

              8    I actually downloaded those two from online.  I think

              9    that's all of them.

             10           Q.   Okay.  So how did you proceed to take these

             11    documents that you have?  And I think what you're

             12    describing is you took all the area around Eagle and

             13    started gathering up these documents that are reflected

             14    in Exhibit 14; correct?

             15           A.   Correct.  So what --

             16           Q.   So how did you approach that analysis?

             17           A.   Well, with our GIS, doing spatial analysis

             18    of the service area as it was proposed by the City of

             19    Eagle and the service area and planning areas as they

             20    have been spatially delineated in these maps.

             21           Q.   Is it fair to say that if you took these

             22    documents that are reflected in Exhibit 14 and if there

             23    was some overlap between the map shown for a specific

             24    entity in 14, Exhibit 14, and there was an overlap

             25    between that map and the City of Eagle's water service
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              1    area, you excluded that from the area under

              2    consideration for the population growth for the City of

              3    Eagle?

              4           A.   That's correct.

              5           Q.   So did you undertake any analysis to look

              6    at whether there was a conflict between those planning

              7    areas and the planning area for the City of Eagle?

              8           A.   I did not, no.  I just looked at the

              9    conflicting spatial delineation of the planning areas.

             10           Q.   So you assumed that if there was an overlap

             11    there was a conflict?

             12           A.   That's right.

             13           Q.   And that was true for the municipalities;

             14    correct?  That's what you did?

             15           A.   Uh-huh.

             16           Q.   And for United Water; correct?

             17           A.   Well, United Water is a little bit

             18    different.  It is different than all the other ones

             19    here.  If you look at United Water on this map, their

             20    service area overlaps greatly Eagle Water Company and

             21    city of Eagle and does not reflect their service areas

             22    that's described on their water rights.

             23                So I -- so for United Water specifically,

             24    that's why we have these other exhibits in here, I

             25    worked from their service areas that's defined by their
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              1    water rights, and I went in and I delineated, you know,

              2    based off maps what was being served.

              3           Q.   So you didn't use the map that's in

              4    Exhibit 14, you used the places of use on the water

              5    rights?

              6           A.   Specific to United Water, that's true.

              7           Q.   Okay.

              8           A.   That's what I did in the end.

              9           Q.   Okay.  And what did you use for Eagle Water

             10    Company?

             11           A.   Eagle Water Company, I used the findings

             12    based on my meeting with them and review of their

             13    service area.

             14           Q.   So you used the place of use for United

             15    Water's water rights but you used the service area for

             16    Eagle Water Company?

             17           A.   Correct.  Well, wait a minute.

             18                Can you repeat that question?

             19           Q.   Well, you told me for United Water when you

             20    analyzed the overlapping area you used the place of use

             21    from their water rights.

             22           A.   That's correct.

             23           Q.   Okay.  You said, "When I met with Eagle

             24    Water Company, I looked at their service area that they

             25    described."
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              1                And I assume you did a map or something and

              2    then excluded that; is that correct?

              3           A.   Yeah.  You've actually uncovered a

              4    discrepancy in my method, which I didn't even realize

              5    until right now.  When I did my population-base

              6    analysis, I relied upon the information that they gave

              7    me, that is --

              8           Q.   Whoa, whoa, whoa.  Wait.  When you say

              9    "they" --

             10           A.   I'm sorry.

             11           Q.   -- you lost me.

             12           A.   Eagle Water Company.

             13           Q.   Okay.

             14           A.   However --

             15           Q.   As a matter of fact, let's focus on Eagle

             16    Water Company.  I think that's what you're doing, but

             17    just to be clear.

             18                Go ahead.

             19           A.   However, when I looked at conflicting plan

             20    use area, I relied upon their service area.

             21           Q.   Their service area defined as what?

             22           A.   Well, they don't have planning documents

             23    that I'm aware of, so I relied upon the service areas

             24    that's defined by their water rights.

             25           Q.   So you used the same approach for United
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              1    Water and for Eagle Water, then?

              2           A.   Correct.

              3           Q.   Okay.

              4           A.   For identifying planning area overlap.

              5           Q.   Okay.  So there's a map in here for United

              6    Water, but there's no map for Eagle Water Company;

              7    correct?

              8           A.   I don't think so.  I don't think they have

              9    such a thing.

             10           Q.   Okay.  But quite frankly, if I wanted to

             11    duplicate it, if I wanted to go back and look at this,

             12    I'd take the place of use for the water rights and that

             13    defines the boundaries of the, quote, "planning area"

             14    that you used for purposes of determining whether there

             15    was overlap?

             16           A.   I believe that's true.

             17           Q.   Okay.  For the cities you used their

             18    comprehensive plan map, is that correct, or you used

             19    what's attached to Exhibit 14?

             20           A.   Yeah.

             21           Q.   Okay.  But again, going back to it, if

             22    there was any overlap in the maps that you drew, then

             23    you just excluded that area from the City of Eagle's

             24    service area?

             25           A.   That's correct.
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              1           Q.   Okay.  And you did not look for conflict

              2    between the plans?

              3           A.   That's correct.

              4           Q.   Okay.  Mat, I want to ask you a question.

              5    I got a note from Mr. Homan in describing the

              6    Exhibit 1, the report.  And let me just read what

              7    Mr. Homan had told me.  He said, "Nor did the

              8    Department consider any water that might be needed to

              9    address operational overlaps between the City's service

             10    area and the service area of other municipal providers

             11    and the City."

             12                Do you understand that?

             13           A.   I think I do.

             14           Q.   Would you tell me what that means.

             15           A.   I think that means that if you want to

             16    provide water to Eagle Water Company we said "You can't

             17    do that."  We just didn't consider it.  They're already

             18    getting water.  It would be redundant for me to give

             19    them water.

             20                There might be a justifiable reasonable for

             21    you to do that, but that case wasn't made by you in any

             22    of the documents we received, so we took the position

             23    that we did.

             24           Q.   So "operational overlaps" refers to the

             25    City of Eagle providing water to some other provider?
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              1           A.   That's how I understand that term.

              2           Q.   Okay.  When you did your overlap

              3    analysis -- I'll call it that.  You understand what I'm

              4    talking about?

              5           A.   (No audible response.)

              6           Q.   -- the only area that you excluded was

              7    Eagle Water Company, United Water, and Star; correct?

              8           A.   Correct.

              9           Q.   And I think you ended up putting 193 people

             10    in the overlap with Star?

             11           A.   That's correct.

             12           Q.   Okay.  Did you look at the Star comp plan?

             13           A.   I think I did, yeah.

             14           Q.   Okay.  When you looked at it, you looked at

             15    the map in relation to the city of Eagle's map?

             16           A.   Right.  Yeah, I compared the boundaries.

             17           Q.   Okay.

             18           A.   I do recall that I contacted the Eagle --

             19    is it Eagle Water and Sewer.  I think that's who

             20    provides water -- not Eagle.  Star Water and Sewer

             21    provides water there, and they did not have any

             22    planning maps for me.

             23           Q.   The City of Star does not supply water.

             24                Do you understand that?

             25           A.   That's why I said Star Water.  Is it Star
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              1    Water and Sewer District?

              2           Q.   Correct.

              3           A.   Yeah.

              4           Q.   So for the overlap analysis you used the

              5    City of Star's comp plan map; correct?

              6           A.   That's right, the boundary.

              7           Q.   But the City of Star supplies no water;

              8    correct?

              9           A.   But does their comprehensive plan, I think,

             10    address the fact that they will provide utilities?  I

             11    don't know either.  I read it a long time ago.

             12           Q.   This is where I ask you questions.  I

             13    honestly don't know.  I'm trying to figure out what you

             14    did in this situation with Star.

             15                So you had no map from Star Water and

             16    Sewer, so you used the comp plan map from the City of

             17    Star?

             18           A.   Correct.

             19           Q.   In the context of RAFN water rights, what

             20    do you do in these overlap areas?  If you can't get a

             21    RAFN, I think what you're saying is you can't get a

             22    RAFN water right in an area that overlaps with a comp

             23    plan, according to your analysis, correct?

             24           A.   Well, I think the statute says that.  My

             25    understanding is -- not to pose another question to
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              1    you --

              2           Q.   I won't answer it, but that's okay.

              3           A.   The statute says that you shall exclude

              4    areas of overlapping comprehensive plan use, so...

              5           Q.   So how are those areas served?

              6           A.   What areas?

              7           Q.   How do you get a water right in these

              8    overlapping areas?

              9           A.   Well, I would suspect that the area of

             10    overlap needs to be addressed by the two parties, and

             11    that they need to come to some resolution on who's

             12    going to provide water there, and then modify their

             13    planning documents accordingly.

             14           Q.   Okay.  But how do you get the water right

             15    to serve it?

             16           A.   Once you would -- once you've taken care of

             17    the discrepancy and there's no longer a conflicting

             18    use, then whoever has been determined that's going to

             19    provide water would get the water right at that point.

             20           Q.   So at that point you could get a RAFN water

             21    right because there's no conflict?

             22           A.   Right.

             23           Q.   Okay.  And if there's no agreement, there's

             24    no RAFN water right; is that correct?

             25           A.   For that portion, I guess.  You know, I
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              1    just don't think we've ever had to really think that

              2    hardly about that issue.  So, you know, just taking our

              3    guidance from statute, I think that's what it

              4    indicates.

              5           Q.   Okay.  But this Exhibit 1 reflects your

              6    interpretation of that statute; correct?

              7           A.   Yes.

              8           Q.   Okay.

              9           A.   And if you know the author of that statute,

             10    please introduce me, because I got a lot of questions.

             11           Q.   Why is that?  Why do you have a lot of

             12    questions?

             13           A.   Just -- I just think that they could have

             14    defined things better in instances.  I don't have a

             15    specific example.

             16           Q.   You think parts of it are unclear?

             17           A.   Potentially, yeah.

             18           Q.   Okay.  If you'll look at page 5 of

             19    Exhibit 1.

             20           MR. FEREDAY:  Excuse me, Bruce, is that page 5

             21    of the overview or one of the appendices?

             22           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Jeff, it's actually page 5

             23    from the very beginning.

             24           MR. FEREDAY:  Okay.

             25           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  So it's the area where the
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              1    water demand is calculated.

              2           Q.   Mat, do you see that?

              3           A.   I'm on page 5, yes.

              4           Q.   Okay.  Notwithstanding the calculation,

              5    don't worry so much about them, but that last line that

              6    says "Minus the City of Eagle's existing water rights

              7    of 5.48 cfs."

              8                Do you see that?

              9           A.   I do.

             10           Q.   As I understood what you did, you just said

             11    here's how much total demand the City of Eagle would

             12    have, and you subtract out the 5.8; correct?

             13           A.   Yeah, the 5.48, that's right.

             14           Q.   5.48.  What if there turns out not to be

             15    5.48 cfs?  How does that affect your analysis?

             16           A.   What if there turns out not to be?

             17           Q.   Uh-huh.

             18           A.   Meaning the supply can't meet that need or

             19    do you mean that --

             20           Q.   If there's not 5.48 cfs.

             21           A.   Yeah, I guess if we look at the existing

             22    portfolio of water rights and that's less than 5.48,

             23    then it would increase the 3.08 number.

             24           Q.   Okay.  When you're doing arithmetic, you're

             25    saying here's the total, here's what we're subtracting,
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              1    here's what we need, and you're looking at the current

              2    portfolio, do you look beyond anything other than the

              3    diversion amount?

              4           A.   Well, I think if there's volume limitations

              5    you would have to consider those as well.

              6           Q.   Okay.  Did you consider volume limitations

              7    when you --

              8           A.   I did not in this, no.

              9           Q.   Appendix A of your document is entitled

             10    "Protocol for Evaluating Reasonably Anticipated Future

             11    Water Needs for the City of Eagle."

             12                Is this protocol what's reflected in this

             13    handbook that you're talking about?  Are they one and

             14    the same?

             15           A.   No.  I mean no, this is specific to City of

             16    Eagle.

             17           Q.   Okay.  If you go down -- we're on

             18    Appendix A, page 1.

             19           A.   Uh-huh.

             20           Q.   And you go down to the one, two, three --

             21    fourth paragraph, there's a statement in here that said

             22    "There may be a difference between the supply of water

             23    sufficient to sustain an urban population and the

             24    supply desirable to keep costs low or provide aesthetic

             25    amenities."
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              1                Do you see that sentence?

              2           A.   I do.

              3           Q.   Did you write that sentence?

              4           A.   I don't think so.

              5           Q.   When they're talking about "desirable" --

              6    okay? -- who decides what's desirable, I guess is the

              7    fundamental question here?

              8           A.   I guess the City or the applicants making

              9    that assessment.

             10           Q.   Okay.  And that's what I needed to have

             11    clarified, because as Mr. Fereday asked this morning

             12    about M3 developing and doing details, specific

             13    calculations for their specific water needs, the

             14    developer in that instance looked at what was desirable

             15    for its project.

             16                And so I want to make clear that when we're

             17    looking at these types of questions, it's the interest

             18    of the applicant that is being applied; is that

             19    correct?

             20           A.   Yeah, I think that that's true, in part.

             21           Q.   What part's not true?

             22           A.   Well, I think that -- I guess the

             23    Department also has a role there to protect the

             24    resource.  So --

             25           Q.   Let me give you a hypothetical.  M3 comes
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              1    in and says "We need an aesthetic pond over here for

              2    our development."  So their desire is to have an

              3    aesthetic pond.

              4                Do you think it's the Department's role to

              5    say that that's not a desirable, in the context of this

              6    sentence, use of that water?

              7           A.   Specifically in that example, no.  But I

              8    think there are areas in the state where we might have

              9    a role there.

             10           Q.   So you have areas in the state where you

             11    tell them they couldn't have a pond; is that what

             12    you're saying?

             13           A.   Certainly, without mitigating we say that.

             14           Q.   Okay.  But aside from the mitigation

             15    question, I mean you wouldn't tell somebody "You can't

             16    use the water for that purpose"?

             17           A.   That's correct.

             18           Q.   Okay.

             19           A.   Would you mind if I got some more water?

             20           Q.   Absolutely not.  Do you need a break?  It's

             21    12:30.

             22                Quite frankly, if you all want to go to

             23    lunch, I'm more than glad to --

             24           MR. FEREDAY:  It might be a good idea, Bruce.

             25           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Yeah.  Let's go off the
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              1    record.

              2                (Lunch recess.)

              3                (Mr. Holt not present.)

              4           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  For the record, it's

              5    1:30.  We took an hour break for lunch from 12:30 to

              6    1:30.

              7           Q.   Mat, during Mr. Fereday's questioning when

              8    we were talking about the difference between the

              9    22.19 cfs and 23.18 cfs you made the comment that

             10    community water needs were not decreased.

             11                What did that mean?

             12           A.   Well, water that goes towards the community

             13    demand for irrigating common space for commercial and

             14    industrial use, water features that are for the

             15    community, you know, any water demand that serves the

             16    community at large and not a specific single residence.

             17           Q.   Okay.  So the .99 cfs reduction was only

             18    related to the number of houses built?

             19           A.   That's right.

             20           Q.   Okay.  I need you to clarify something for

             21    me, please.  Mr. Fereday was inquiring about the fact

             22    that the permit had been assigned to the City, and

             23    there was a discussion about what would happen at the

             24    end of the planning horizon if the total number of

             25    houses has not been completed.
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              1                Do you recall that?

              2           A.   I remember him talking something along

              3    those lines, yes.

              4           Q.   Okay.  My notes said that the question

              5    posed was "Do you think it would be reasonable for the

              6    City to come to DWR to get an extension of the planning

              7    horizon to allow the additional homes to be built?"

              8    Now, I have your response being "No, that's not allowed

              9    by statute."

             10                Is that correct?  Did I take that down

             11    correctly?

             12           A.   I think specifically what Mr. Fereday asked

             13    is if you would revisit it ten years prior to the end

             14    of the planning horizon.  And I don't know if it's not

             15    allowed by statute; I just don't think the statute goes

             16    out of its way to afford that.

             17                So it's not -- the statute just doesn't

             18    address that.  And the only place that the statute does

             19    address that is it says at the time you file your proof

             20    of beneficial use you get to revisit the matter.  So I

             21    don't know.  I'm not -- I'm not an expert on all things

             22    that have to do with the statute.

             23           Q.   Well, I see somewhat of a disconnect on

             24    what the questioning has been, then, because I think

             25    what Mr. Fereday was saying is you come along towards
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              1    the end of say the 30 years and there are some homes

              2    that haven't been built yet, would it be reasonable for

              3    the City to come in and ask for that period to be

              4    extended?  Would you agree that that would be

              5    reasonable for the City to do that?

              6           A.   Well, it's one thing whether it would be

              7    reasonable for the City to do it.  The question is, do

              8    the statutes allow the Department to revisit that

              9    matter at that time.  When you file proof of beneficial

             10    use and the water right is licensed, that typically is

             11    the final word on that water right.

             12                And I'm not aware that statute allows you

             13    to amend a water right once it's been licensed, except

             14    in issuances of transfer or, you know, select matters.

             15           Q.   Do you know when the date for the proof of

             16    beneficial use on this particular application would be?

             17           A.   I do not.

             18           Q.   So if you were beyond the proof of

             19    beneficial use period, it would not be reasonable for

             20    the City to approach asking for additional time for the

             21    development to be completed; is that what you're

             22    saying?

             23           A.   I'm saying I don't think the Department

             24    would revisit it after the license has been issued.

             25    I'm sorry if I'm not answering your questions clearly.
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              1           Q.   No, I'm trying to make sure I understand

              2    this because, quite frankly, it's an important point

              3    that Mr. Fereday was raising vis-Ã -vis this water

              4    right, because we've got a 30-year planning horizon,

              5    the Department made a determination that it would not

              6    start until 2016, so the period in which the 30 years

              7    ends becomes important.

              8                And so if the development is not completed

              9    by the end of the 30 years, what do you do about that?

             10    That's the question.  So what would you do?

             11           A.   At five years you have to file -- at most,

             12    at five years you have to file a proof of beneficial

             13    use or you need to file an extension.  You can file an

             14    extension for up to five years.

             15           Q.   Okay.

             16           A.   So best-case scenario is at ten years out

             17    you'll get a second look at the RAFN material.  And I

             18    believe statute even says -- and if it doesn't, it's

             19    certainly been interpreted by this Department -- that

             20    at that ten years, you know, if you extend it out as

             21    far as you could, you can revisit service area,

             22    planning horizon, population projections, but you can't

             23    enlarge the rate.

             24                And so that would be the last opportunity

             25    that the City would have to revise upward their
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              1    planning horizon for their future population

              2    projection.

              3           Q.   At five or ten years?

              4           A.   At five or ten years.

              5           Q.   Okay.  I want you to look at your RAFN

              6    report, please.  It's Exhibit 1.  And if you would,

              7    turn to Appendix A, page 3.

              8           MR. JASON SMITH:  Page what?

              9           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  3.

             10           THE WITNESS:  I'm there.

             11           Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  You say in the

             12    middle of the page, it says, "For Application 63-32573,

             13    the RAFN is either."

             14                Do you see that?

             15           A.   I do.

             16           Q.   It's got No. 1 or No. 2.  What do you mean

             17    by this particular section of the report?  I mean let

             18    me say this:  It looks like it says the RAFN amount is

             19    going to be either 1 or 2.  Which is it, and how do we

             20    decide that?  How does the Department decide it?

             21           A.   Well, as you recall, the Appendix A was the

             22    protocol that we established prior to finalizing the

             23    report.  So it -- you know, if you were to progress

             24    forward through how we did things, it was the first

             25    document that we completed.  And we said, "Here's our
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              1    blueprint for moving forward."

              2                At that time we had not reviewed M3's

              3    demand, so we did not know if we were going to agree

              4    with their total demand number.

              5           Q.   Okay.

              6           A.   The options were that we would recognize

              7    that they needed that full amount or that we would

              8    recognize that they needed something less than that.

              9    So if they needed something less than that, the City of

             10    Eagle, as the permit holder now, could then justify the

             11    discrepancy between what they'd asked for and what we

             12    found.

             13                And if they could show a need for that or a

             14    demand for that in their RAFN planning, then that need

             15    would make up the difference and allow for the

             16    permitting of the full amount.

             17           Q.   Mr. Fereday asked a question about the

             18    City's draft analyses that were submitted thus far.

             19                And the Department's review of them has

             20    established that the City needs -- I'll call it a RAFN

             21    water right to some extent beyond that allowed for the

             22    M3 project; correct?

             23           A.   Correct.

             24           Q.   Would it be possible -- and not prejudging.

             25    But if the Department adheres to its 22.19 cfs
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              1    determination -- okay? -- would it be possible, based

              2    on this analysis, as set forth on this page, for the

              3    23.18 to still be granted, since that was the

              4    application, for use by the City to fill up the RAFN in

              5    excess of the M3 project?  Do you understand what I'm

              6    asking?

              7           A.   I believe I do, yes.  That isn't the

              8    conclusion of our report.  And I believe the reason for

              9    that conclusion is the fact that that need would have

             10    to be within the service area identified by M3.

             11           Q.   No.  That's not the question I'm asking.

             12    Okay.  I mean M3's applied for 23.18, M3 determined

             13    that that's what they needed, the City has looked at

             14    that, they think it's reasonable, and they think that's

             15    what's needed for the project.  You've taken an

             16    independent look at, and based on your calculations you

             17    said only 22.19.  But the fact remains that the

             18    application is for 23.18.

             19                So my question is, since you've agreed that

             20    the City needs in excess of the M3 project demands for

             21    future water rights, is there a reason the Department

             22    could not allow the 23.18 for use by the City as part

             23    of its RAFN water right?

             24           A.   Yes, there's a reason for that.

             25           Q.   Why is that?
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              1           A.   I just tried to explain, wherein the need

              2    that you showed, the three-point whatever, was for a

              3    service area that already excluded M3.

              4                And so the only way you could be given that

              5    water is if you were to then put it in use within the

              6    service area of M3, the development boundaries of M3.

              7    But we've already established the need for that

              8    boundary.

              9           Q.   So the City couldn't transfer that portion

             10    out of the service area of M3 --

             11           A.   I don't believe so, no.

             12           Q.   -- out of the place of use?

             13                Okay.  If you'll look at Appendix B,

             14    page 2.  The section that you're talking about the U.S.

             15    Census data breakdown, generally what that paragraph

             16    talks about is you were using ArcMap to sum population

             17    of census blocks.

             18                I assume you were using the Department's

             19    version of ArcMap; is that correct?

             20           A.   Yes, the software package itself is

             21    licensed to the Department.

             22           Q.   But is that a Department-specific package,

             23    or is that a generic ArcMap version?

             24           A.   Well, there is a data layer that's the U.S.

             25    Census data layer.  And any Arc platform could import
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              1    that data layer and work with it.

              2                So while we have a licensed version of

              3    ArcGIS and ArcMap specific to the Department, that data

              4    layer comes specifically from the U.S. Census, and they

              5    distribute it -- I don't know if they distribute it to

              6    us or we go out and get it, but we don't originate that

              7    data.

              8           Q.   Okay.  You used the word "centroid" in this

              9    paragraph.

             10                What are you talking about?

             11           A.   So the centroid is the center of mass of a

             12    shape.  So if you have a square, obviously the centroid

             13    is going to be in the very center of that.  If you have

             14    something that's not symmetrical across both axes, you

             15    know, the centroid is going to be offset somewhere.

             16                So basically what it is is it's the center

             17    of mass of that shape.  It's an engineering term.

             18    Maybe not the best one to use there.

             19           Q.   Well, I have a Droid cell phone.  I wanted

             20    to make sure it wasn't the same thing.

             21                No, but as I read through what you were

             22    doing with the determination of populations for the

             23    Eagle Water Company, United Water, and City of Eagle,

             24    you were going through and looking at that and making

             25    the calculations to determine how many people were
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              1    within each of those centroids; is that correct?

              2           A.   Uh-huh.  Well, I was using the centroid, I

              3    believe -- well, let me just read it really quick.

              4           MR. FEREDAY:  Excuse me, which page are you

              5    referring to?

              6           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  We're still on page 2 of

              7    Appendix B.

              8           MR. FEREDAY:  D, as in "dog"?

              9           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Pardon?

             10           MR. JASON SMITH:  B.

             11           MR. FEREDAY:  B, as in "bravo"?

             12           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Yes, Jeff.

             13           THE WITNESS:  So ArcMap has different ways that

             14    you can select data within ArcMap.  And one way that

             15    you can do that is you can say "Here's a boundary.  I

             16    want everything that's inside that boundary, or I want

             17    everything that's outside of it, or I want everything

             18    that touches the boundary."  But you have to -- you

             19    have to give it some direction on how it's going to go

             20    out and select and grab the data sample that you're

             21    interested in.

             22                And so all I've done here is my selection

             23    criteria was if the centroid of that shape is within

             24    the boundary, it goes out and grabs it and pulls it in.

             25    So that's what I'm referring to in that sentence.
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              1           Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Okay.  But that's

              2    your discretionary call on determining that centroid;

              3    correct?

              4           A.   Right.  And that's imperfect.

              5           Q.   It's what?

              6           A.   That's an imperfect -- you know, if I had

              7    stopped there, that would have been an imperfect

              8    selection of the underlying population.

              9           Q.   Okay.  But you used that to then calculate

             10    how many people are going to fall into which service

             11    area; correct?

             12           A.   In part, yes.

             13           Q.   Explain why you mean "in part."  What else

             14    is involved?

             15           A.   Well, it's an easy calculation.  It's a

             16    push of a button to go grab every census block that

             17    centroid is within that boundaries, but that obviously

             18    grabs some census blocks that straddle the boundary.

             19    So you're either potentially getting people that don't

             20    belong in that group, or you're not getting people that

             21    belong in that group, depending on which way it

             22    straddled the boundary.

             23                So the exhibits that I prepared, the map

             24    exhibits that identified all the details, that's where

             25    I went in and I counted the lots within those blocks,
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              1    and said "Okay, this many lots are within; this many

              2    lots are without."

              3                And depending on whether that had been

              4    pulled in or pushed out, I either added it or

              5    subtracted it from the population count.  So you use

              6    the centroid selection method to grab your initial

              7    number.  But then you need to go in and fine-tune that

              8    by evaluating each census block that straddled the

              9    line.

             10           Q.   Are you suggesting by doing that that in

             11    order to file a RAFN analysis or RAFN application that

             12    an applicant has to go through that?

             13           A.   I'm not suggesting that.  That's my method.

             14           Q.   That's your method.  Okay.  If you'll look

             15    on the next page, there was a reference to the number

             16    of lots outside the boundary versus multiplying the lot

             17    count by 2.7.

             18                When you're using the term "lot," what are

             19    you referring to?

             20           A.   Tax lots, as they're identified by the

             21    county tax assessor.

             22           Q.   Okay.  So you saw a tax lot, no matter what

             23    size it is, and you multiplied it by 2.7?

             24           A.   Well, a census block typically incorporates

             25    say a subdivision or the first three phases of a
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              1    subdivision.

              2           Q.   Okay.

              3           A.   Well, that's one data layer that pulls up

              4    the census block.  And I can look at that shape.  But I

              5    have another data layer that's all the tax lots, and I

              6    can pull that up.

              7                And so then I say "Hey, inside this census

              8    block, there's 50 lots:  25 are inside the boundary, 25

              9    are outside the boundary."  And it's just, you know,

             10    potentially tedious.  I didn't have a lot of it to do,

             11    so I sat down and did it.

             12           Q.   But why do you multiply a lot by 2.7

             13    people, I guess is the question?

             14           A.   Well, one of the pages we looked at in here

             15    was the number of people were per household.  And so I

             16    assumed that a tax lot in a subdivision had a house on

             17    it.  And if it had a house on it, that's how many

             18    people lived in it.

             19           Q.   I got you.  Okay.  You did a fairly

             20    detailed report here on looking at the M3 demand

             21    information.  When I read Appendix D, what it appeared

             22    to me you did was to look at a range for any

             23    particular -- they used the disaggregate component

             24    method.

             25           A.   Correct.
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              1           Q.   So if there was, for instance, irrigation

              2    demand, you looked at a published range of values and

              3    then determined whether the determination by M3 fit

              4    within that published range of values; is that correct?

              5           A.   That's what I did, yes.

              6           Q.   Okay.  And that's how you reached the

              7    conclusion it was reasonable, because it fit within the

              8    range of published values?

              9           A.   Yes.

             10           Q.   Okay.  How did you go about deciding what

             11    published values to look at?  What criteria did you

             12    apply?

             13           A.   In M3's case I believe they referenced

             14    published values, and I don't remember to what extent.

             15    So I had several there that I could look upon.  Just

             16    through my own engineering practice, I have

             17    accumulated -- I don't know -- somewhere between six

             18    and twelve different engineering references that

             19    address this in some form or another.

             20                So I pretty much limited myself to some of

             21    the references that M3 had, the references that I had.

             22    And then if there was something, you know, that maybe

             23    is considered seminal in the field, I tried to track it

             24    down.  It is not exhaustive.

             25           Q.   But that's using your judgment as an
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              1    engineer to do that; correct?

              2           A.   Yes.

              3           Q.   Okay.  When a city is doing general

              4    planning for water demand, we talked about the

              5    different options that you had identified, the

              6    disaggregate variable analysis.

              7                Does a disaggregate variable analysis work

              8    when you're doing general planning like a city would

              9    do?

             10           A.   I think it's tough to apply.  So the

             11    disaggregate requirements, as M3 did it, that -- you

             12    know, a lot of city of Eagle you could do that to, but

             13    a lot of it you couldn't.  And even if you were to make

             14    assumptions based off of planning zones and kind of try

             15    and extrapolate out into the future, those aren't

             16    fixed.  Those are open to change.  So I don't think

             17    that method lends itself as well to like a general

             18    municipality forecast.

             19           Q.   Okay.  So the Appendix E, page 3, it says

             20    "Summary of Review."  And Mr. Fereday had asked you

             21    questions about this paragraph.  Second sentence talks

             22    about your review being "...limited to the materials

             23    submitted by the City and does not consider water

             24    demand associated with other potential legitimate

             25    justifications that could potentially be identified in
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              1    a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements based

              2    analysis."

              3                Do you recall that?

              4           A.   I do.

              5           Q.   Are you suggesting that the City should be

              6    doing a disaggregate-based analysis, even if it doesn't

              7    readily apply?

              8           A.   No.  I think there's potential there to do

              9    a hybrid demand forecasting methodology.  So for areas

             10    that you're unsure of, you take the standard

             11    single-coefficient method, as you proposed.  But maybe,

             12    as an example in the foothills, you anticipate having

             13    an irrigation need up there that's not going to be

             14    serviced by surface water.  Now, that is going to be

             15    serviced by irrigation.  Ground water irrigation,

             16    likely.

             17                Now, down below in the valley where you

             18    have surface water, if you use your single-coefficient

             19    forecasting methodology, that's relying on a demand

             20    specific to those -- the people living down there.  And

             21    they're living with surface water irrigation.  So that

             22    demand per household isn't going to be right for

             23    households where they need ground water irrigation.

             24                So there's an opportunity there for you to

             25    evaluate the irrigation needs on those lots in the
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              1    foothills where you're going to be using ground water

              2    where the single-coefficient variable method isn't

              3    going to account for that water need.

              4           Q.   And when you're saying "lots," you're not

              5    talking about specific lots, you're talking about the

              6    area in general?

              7           A.   Yeah, I think I was saying residential

              8    lots.  But say you've identified -- you know, however

              9    you may have identified some open area that's going to

             10    be irrigated, whether it be common space, parks, golf

             11    courses, half-acre lots that have a lot of irrigation.

             12    I'm not sure.  Whatever the case may be.

             13           Q.   Well, the problem with that is the City

             14    doesn't do development.  So the City doesn't have a

             15    park, any common area that is typically associated with

             16    a project that comes in.  So what the City has is open

             17    space, and based on their planning and zoning they can

             18    determine what type of development might be there.  But

             19    it still depends upon an applicant to come in.

             20                So my question is, in using this approach

             21    that you're outlining, this hybrid approach where you

             22    don't have specific lots and you don't have a specific

             23    subdivision and you don't have a pond, is there

             24    anything unreasonable about the City taking the

             25    approach of using the bare acreage in determining what
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              1    the irrigation requirements for that might be?

              2           A.   Well, it seems like you're overestimating,

              3    if I understand you.  But somehow you need to do that.

              4    And as long as your method's reasonable, I think that

              5    demand is reasonable.

              6           Q.   Okay.  Would you look at Exhibit 10,

              7    please.

              8                Now, all of the pages in Exhibit 10, you

              9    generated those yourself; correct?

             10           A.   Page 1 is not my work.  That's a

             11    spreadsheet that you can obtain from DEQ.  All the rest

             12    of it is summary of data that I put together.

             13           Q.   Okay.  Tell me again what Exhibit 10 is.

             14    What you were trying to do here?

             15           A.   So this is a spreadsheet that I already had

             16    that is --

             17           Q.   When you say "spreadsheet," what are you

             18    referring to?

             19           A.   A Microsoft Excel file --

             20           Q.   Okay.

             21           A.   -- that I've called "Residential demand

             22    resources," and it's my repository for anything that

             23    comes across my desk or that I read about or that I

             24    think about that I think has to do with residential

             25    demand.  And I kind of go and I put it there so that I
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              1    know where to go to look for information.  That's what

              2    this spreadsheet is, this file.

              3           Q.   Okay.  So if you look at the second page,

              4    is this something you put together or --

              5           A.   It is.

              6           Q.   Okay.  As I heard you explain what

              7    Exhibit 10 is, it was a comparison of DEQ requirements

              8    with DWR requirements.

              9           A.   You're referring specifically to page 2 in

             10    Exhibit 10?

             11           Q.   Yes.

             12           A.   Yeah.

             13           Q.   Well, I heard it on Exhibit 10.  But I was

             14    actually looking at page 2 when I wrote this note down,

             15    or you wrote.

             16           A.   So I am aware -- and there may be more.

             17    But I am aware of three resources that, for lack of a

             18    better term, have been adopted by the State in

             19    forecasting demand.  One is the rules, IDAPA 58.01.08;

             20    another one is the design file note by DEQ, which

             21    they've adopted as policy; and the other is our AP Memo

             22    No. 22, which we've adopted as policy.

             23                So there's the only three resources that I

             24    know that say here's a way that you can calculate

             25    residential demand.  And what this table is is it's a
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              1    comparison of the three different methods there.

              2                So you take a lot count, number of homes --

              3    I'm sorry -- one through 5,000, and then you say "Okay,

              4    I'm applying the IDAPA rules to it.  Now I'm applying

              5    the DFN to it.  Now I'm applying the AP 22," and then

              6    compare the results of those methods.

              7           Q.   Do you get different numbers, different

              8    results?

              9           A.   Yeah, you do.  And that's what the next

             10    page indicates.

             11           Q.   That graph depicts the differences in

             12    requirements from DEQ versus DWR, doesn't it?

             13           A.   I don't know if you can use the term

             14    "requirements."  But if you use these default

             15    methodologies in the way that they have put them forth,

             16    you do get different values.

             17           Q.   How does the Department of Water Resources

             18    reconcile the differences when -- in regard to an

             19    application for a water right, how does the Department

             20    of Water Resources reconcile its adopted planning

             21    values versus DEQ's?

             22           A.   I'm not sure that we make an attempt to

             23    reconcile them.  There is language in the rules that

             24    allow -- I don't know how familiar you are with those

             25    rules, but one rule says that the average day demand
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              1    per house shall be 800 gallons per day.

              2           Q.   That's footnote 1 on your page 2.

              3           A.   But if -- but when you model your system,

              4    you have to use something called the maximum pump

              5    capacity.  And in doing that analysis, you take out the

              6    primary source or the primary pump station.  And you

              7    have to have storage to make up the difference between

              8    that analysis scenario and the 800 gallons per day.

              9                So I liken that to the similar scenario

             10    that if your water right supply does not meet the

             11    800 gallons per day, that's not forbade by the Idaho

             12    statute.  You just have to have -- I'm sorry, by the

             13    rule, not the statute.  You just have to have storage

             14    to make up that difference.

             15                The second way --

             16           Q.   Let me ask about that.  If you don't have

             17    storage, what do you do?

             18           A.   Well, then I think DEQ's position would be

             19    that you need the storage.

             20           Q.   I think DEQ's position would be that you

             21    have to meet their requirements.

             22           A.   Uh-huh.

             23           Q.   And if you don't have storage, you have to

             24    meet the higher pumping volume; correct?

             25           A.   I guess that's another way of saying what I
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              1    just said.

              2           Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Go ahead.

              3           A.   The second caveat, if you will, in those

              4    rules is that the 800 gallons per day should only be

              5    used in the event that you don't have historical data

              6    that shows something else.

              7                Now, 800 gallons per day as an in-home use

              8    is incredibly high, maybe as much as four times as high

              9    as what is the standard now in the Treasure Valley.

             10    And that number comes directly out of a federal housing

             11    and urban development pamphlet from 1967.  And so it's

             12    very dated.

             13                So if you have historical information that

             14    says that the demand in your home is less than that,

             15    then you should be relying on that in the first place.

             16           Q.   Okay.

             17           A.   So I think in those two ways, what the

             18    Department's saying and what DEQ's saying aren't

             19    strictly in, I guess, conflict with each other.  And

             20    I'm not saying this very well because I've never been

             21    asked to articulate this before.

             22           Q.   Well, my question is this:  DEQ has

             23    planning requirements -- and you're correct about the

             24    800 gpm.  DWR does not -- as a matter of fact, I don't

             25    believe DWR accepts that.  And you're also correct that
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              1    if you have site-specific data that you could use the

              2    800, that you could do that.

              3                But as the applicant you go in, if you

              4    don't have site-specific data acceptable to DEQ, you're

              5    still going to need the 800; correct?

              6           A.   From DEQ's perspective?  I'm sorry.  Yes, I

              7    think that's correct.

              8           Q.   Yes.  And from a regulated entity or like a

              9    municipal system, they still are going to have to meet

             10    that; correct?

             11           A.   They would have to, I guess, yes, that's

             12    right.  If they don't have -- yes.

             13           Q.   Okay.  When they come over to DWR, DWR does

             14    not apply that 800 gpm, does it?

             15           A.   No, we don't recognize that as a

             16    requirement.

             17           Q.   Okay.  So you could end up with a water

             18    right from DWR that doesn't fit with the requirements

             19    that DEQ would impose; am I correct?

             20           A.   I have two thoughts on that.  The first

             21    thought is if you read AP Memo 22, I believe it does

             22    say in there that "This is our guidance.  And if you

             23    don't feel it's appropriate, you can submit something

             24    else."  So first of all, we're not locking you into the

             25    values that you would get from AP Memo 22.
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              1                The second part of that is you're assuming

              2    that there is no storage.

              3           Q.   Correct.  I am.

              4                I'm still on Exhibit 10.  Third page from

              5    the back.

              6           A.   I'm there.

              7           Q.   In the middle it says, "Treasure Valley

              8    Water Demand Study" and "Summary of Local Average

              9    Residential Daily Consumption Values."

             10                Do you see those?

             11           A.   I do.

             12           Q.   Where is that information from?

             13           A.   So if you look at the last page of

             14    Exhibit 1, it's a bibliography for Appendix E.

             15           Q.   Okay.

             16           A.   And the last reference on that list --

             17           Q.   Hang on just a second.  The last page?

             18           A.   The last page of Exhibit 1.

             19           Q.   Okay.

             20           A.   The last reference in that list says,

             21    "Treasure Valley Future Water Remand.  Submitted by

             22    WRIME, Incorporated, for Idaho Water Resources Board,

             23    November 16th, 2010."

             24           Q.   That's the CAMP report?

             25           A.   Yes, that's right.  Well, let me say that
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              1    I'm not sure, actually.  There have been two studies

              2    done.

              3                If you also look on that same list, the

              4    second one down prepared by Zena Cook, et al.,

              5    "Domestic, Commercial, Municipal, and Industrial Water

              6    Demand Assessment and Forecast in Ada and Canyon

              7    Counties," I would have to go back -- I did a poor job

              8    of referencing that table, and I would have to go back

              9    and look and see if that data is from one or the other

             10    reports.

             11           Q.   Thank you.

             12                Did you calculate a population growth rate

             13    for M3?

             14           A.   What do you mean?  I think I looked at the

             15    projections that were given.  I think I looked at the

             16    population growths from one year to the next.

             17           Q.   Well, the City of Eagle in this submission

             18    on the RAFN analysis used growth rate for the City of

             19    about 4 to 4.39, something in that range.

             20                Did you calculate something similar for M3?

             21           A.   I don't know.  I don't recall

             22    calculating --

             23           Q.   You didn't use it, though?

             24           A.   Yeah.

             25           Q.   When you were looking at the City's service
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              1    area you ended up excluding the overlap area with Star,

              2    the Eagle Water Company, and the United Water service

              3    areas.

              4                What was the basis for excluding Eagle

              5    Water and United Water?

              6           A.   They're providing water in those areas

              7    already.  So if you're basing your demand on a need for

              8    domestic water and that demand is already being met,

              9    the logic is that we don't need a redundant demand

             10    there.

             11           Q.   Okay.  How are contingencies handled in

             12    RAFN analyses?

             13           A.   You'll have to define "contingencies."

             14           Q.   Contingencies are the things that you don't

             15    really have control over, things that could happen.

             16    Let me give you an example.

             17                Eagle Water Company, they have a service

             18    area, they supply water, but historically they have had

             19    problems in which they could not serve their customers.

             20           A.   Uh-huh.

             21           Q.   Do you think it is unreasonable for the

             22    City to look at that as a contingency and build that

             23    into their RAFN analysis?

             24           A.   I do not.

             25           Q.   You don't think it's unreasonable?
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              1           A.   I do not.

              2           Q.   Okay.  But you went ahead and excluded it

              3    anyway?

              4           A.   I did.

              5           Q.   Okay.  So I mean that's an example of a

              6    contingency.

              7                If there are other contingencies, do you

              8    think it's unreasonable for a city to take those into

              9    account?

             10           A.   That word just means so many things to me.

             11    If that's your example of a contingency, you know,

             12    examples similar to that I don't think are

             13    unreasonable.  Another contingency might be that I'm

             14    going to calculate my value and then add 25 percent

             15    because I think that's a necessary contingency.  Now,

             16    that I think I'd have more of a problem with.

             17           Q.   If you approach your planning from the

             18    standpoint of trying to be conservative, conserve the

             19    resource -- okay? -- you end up on the lower end of a

             20    scale.  So for instance, in financial planning you'll

             21    often build in contingencies for those things over

             22    which you have no control.

             23                Are you aware of that?

             24           A.   I am.

             25           Q.   Okay.  Does contingency analysis have -- is
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              1    it a valid consideration in developing a RAFN analysis?

              2           A.   I think it is.

              3           Q.   Okay.  Do you have any ideas or thoughts on

              4    how you would approach that?  And "that" being

              5    contingency analysis in a RAFN process.

              6           A.   I think it has to be well founded and there

              7    has to be an argument for it, for its inclusion.  To

              8    simply go out and say "I know of a community in

              9    California that has 25 percent leakage out of their

             10    system, therefore we're going to bump this up by

             11    25 percent," you know, you've given me a reference, but

             12    I don't know that it's appropriate.

             13                On the other hand if you come back and were

             14    to say "Here's five publications on forecast and

             15    demand, and they all recommend 5 to 10 percent leakage

             16    adjustments, and we know that our city has had this

             17    amount of leakage in the past and" -- you know, you'd

             18    have to qualify it and say it's not already being

             19    accounted for in some other way.

             20                So if you have a per-home demand that is

             21    based on the historic period in which you were dealing

             22    with those leakages, well, then, you've already

             23    accounted for that contingency.  So I think contingency

             24    is appropriate.  It just has to be well founded and

             25    well described, and you have to make sure that you're
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              1    not double-dipping, for lack of a better term.

              2           Q.   Okay.  But the statute doesn't prevent the

              3    assessment of contingencies, does it?

              4           A.   I don't think it does.

              5           Q.   Okay.  There was some discussion, I think,

              6    in one of your comments about the use of a 12-hour

              7    irrigation rotation schedule.

              8           A.   In my most recent round of comments with

              9    you?

             10           Q.   Quite honestly, I don't recall.  I remember

             11    that, I think, M3 used a 12-hour rotation.  And there

             12    was a question from you at some point -- I don't know

             13    if it was in a comment -- about that.

             14                Is that acceptable?

             15           A.   Using a 12-hour or 24-hour?

             16           Q.   I think we used 12-hour.  Well, let me put

             17    it this way:  Tell me what you want, 12 or 24.  Which

             18    one do you like?

             19           A.   You know, I'm trying to remember.  I had

             20    the same conversation with M3, and I'm trying to recall

             21    that conversation.  And I think where we ended up there

             22    is with M3 they have capped themselves with an annual

             23    volume.  So we weren't as concerned with the diversion

             24    rates.  And if you limit your irrigation -- daily

             25    irrigation window to something less than 24 hours, you
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              1    have to compensate by having a larger diversion rate to

              2    do the same irrigation.

              3                Now, in their instance, because they have

              4    an annual volume limitation, we're not as concerned

              5    about that because the resource is being protected

              6    through the volume and not the rate.

              7                In a true municipal RAFN that is without

              8    volume limitation, I think the Department would have to

              9    consider that matter, and I haven't been confronted

             10    with that.  So I'm not sure what the right answer is.

             11           Q.   Okay.  I was trying real quickly to go

             12    through these exhibits.

             13                But which exhibit's got your calculations

             14    where you show the projected population levels for

             15    Eagle Water, United Water, and the City?

             16           A.   I think what I gave Don Reading was current

             17    population basis based off my efforts.  The projection

             18    of individual populations within those service area --

             19    I did do that, but I don't think it was ultimately used

             20    by Dr. Don Reading.

             21           Q.   So what you gave Don was present

             22    populations, and then any projected increase Don took

             23    care of that?

             24           A.   Right.

             25           Q.   Okay.  So it's not in any of these
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              1    documents you gave us? because I went through them real

              2    quickly, and I could not find it.

              3           A.   The method that was relied on by Dr. Don to

              4    do the ultimate calculation is not in this stack of

              5    papers (indicating).

              6           Q.   Okay.  So this is kind of related to the

              7    Arc view question.

              8                But when you were doing your assessment,

              9    did you use any proprietary information or data or

             10    programs that are specific to the Department of Water

             11    Resources?

             12           A.   I do not -- I do not think so.  And in

             13    instances where I've developed, you know, something

             14    that I used, I'd be perfectly willing to share that

             15    with anyone who needs it --

             16           Q.   Okay.

             17           A.   -- or wants it.

             18           Q.   Actually, what I'm thinking about is if you

             19    have the applicant who comes in who hasn't been through

             20    what we've been through, how do they know about that?

             21    How would they approach it in using those types of

             22    protocols or databases and information to develop a

             23    RAFN application to submit to the Department?

             24           A.   Well, as I mentioned, I'm working on the

             25    handbook.  And the position of that handbook is that
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              1    the applicant needs to come up with their own means for

              2    doing this.  And in many instances the applicant should

              3    have an expertise there in doing that and should have

              4    methods for doing that.

              5                Now, I've also provided several tools that

              6    are going to be distributed or that can be requested in

              7    conjunction with that handbook.  And those tools we can

              8    distribute to the public and the public can use it in

              9    instances where the Department feels it's okay to use

             10    those.

             11                So one thing I've used is a population

             12    forecasting tool that I've put together.  Another one

             13    is a water demand tool that's been put together.  So --

             14    so when there's not adequate data or, I guess,

             15    expertise there -- and we haven't finalized any of

             16    this, so this is just -- this is not necessarily the

             17    Department's point of view, but my point of view,

             18    because we haven't talked about it.  In small rural

             19    communities where there's a hardship and they don't

             20    have the ability or the expertise to do some of this,

             21    then they could use this as a last resort.

             22           Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the other RAFN

             23    water rights the Department's issued to date?

             24           A.   Somewhat.

             25           Q.   Do you know how many there are?
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              1           A.   I don't know an exact number, no.

              2           Q.   I think it was five.

              3           A.   Yeah, I was going to say less than ten, for

              4    sure.

              5           Q.   Okay.  Has the evaluation methodology by

              6    the Department been consistent on any of those thus

              7    far --

              8           A.   All I can tell --

              9           Q.   -- from one to the other?

             10           A.   -- you, it's been consistent since I've

             11    been involved.

             12           Q.   Which is how long?

             13           A.   City of Eagle.  Starting with the City of

             14    Eagle.  I was not involved in the other RAFN.

             15           Q.   So you don't know if it was consistent with

             16    regard to the other four or five or not?

             17           A.   Huh-uh.

             18           Q.   Okay.  Well, that question about the

             19    storage that you were referring to awhile ago, you told

             20    me "I was assuming no storage."

             21                Do you agree that it's the decision of the

             22    applicant with regard to the construction of storage?

             23    I mean the Department doesn't require storage; right?

             24           A.   That's true, the Department does not

             25    require storage.
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              1           Q.   Would you look at Exhibit 4 for me.

              2           A.   I have it.

              3           Q.   The last page, it's got "Method 1" and

              4    "Method 2."

              5           A.   I see it.

              6           Q.   Can you tell me what that was.  My notes

              7    weren't very clear when you were describing it.

              8           A.   I think these -- again, prior to Don coming

              9    in and formalizing the approach that was included in

             10    the exhibit, these were two methods that I was looking

             11    at for projecting future population.

             12           Q.   Okay.  What is Method 1?

             13           A.   Method 1 looks like -- it's what I would

             14    consider to be the simpler approach, whereas you

             15    project out using exponential growth and the parameters

             16    given there of T of 2040, a present value of 24,035,

             17    and a growth rate of 3 percent, you project a future

             18    population, and you deduct out the full build-out

             19    populations of Eagle Water Company, United Water Idaho,

             20    and M3 to arrive at a future population base.

             21           Q.   And then Method 2, can you tell me what

             22    that one is.

             23           A.   So Method 2 is you take the existing

             24    population base, you subtract out the existing service

             25    areas, that leaves you with the City of Eagle service
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              1    population, and then you take that and grow with it

              2    exponential growth at 3 percent.

              3           Q.   But again, you said this last page is

              4    irrelevant at this point?

              5           A.   It was not used in Exhibit 1.

              6           Q.   Okay.  Next could you look at Exhibit 19,

              7    please.  This is some of the comments that you

              8    submitted to the City.

              9           A.   Okay.  I have it.

             10           Q.   Would you look at comment No. 6.  And No. 6

             11    in the second sentence it talks about "The Department

             12    would prefer that a growth rate be based on an

             13    independent analysis of conditions and circumstances

             14    unique to the City of Eagle."

             15                Is that another way of saying that you want

             16    the City of Eagle to come up with a growth rate based

             17    on its own specific information in the city of Eagle?

             18           A.   I think you need to consider the timing of

             19    this document.  This document came out very early in

             20    the process, and it came out prior to Dr. Don Reading

             21    coming on board.

             22           Q.   Okay.  Well, let me ask you this question,

             23    maybe cut to the chase:  Does this still apply?

             24           A.   No, this has been superseded by the

             25    protocol or methodology that's outlined in Exhibit 1.
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              1           Q.   Okay.  So a single estimated growth rate is

              2    no longer relevant?

              3           A.   Only as it's called for in Exhibit 1.

              4           Q.   In Dr. Reading's Appendix C?

              5           A.   Yes.

              6           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  I don't think I have any

              7    further questions.  Thank you.  I appreciate your time,

              8    and I'll get you out of here by 3:00.

              9                By the way -- I don't know if anybody else

             10    has any other questions -- I would like to get a copy

             11    of, at least since the log was used in preparing the

             12    report and the -- I guess the handbook was as well, at

             13    whatever stage it's in right now, I would like to at

             14    least have the opportunity to look at them and see if

             15    there's anything relevant in it with regard to the

             16    report and what we'll have to be doing here.

             17                So I want to reserve the right, if we get a

             18    chance to look at it, to sit down with Mat again to go

             19    through probably very few questions about those.  But

             20    as of today, I'm satisfied with having a chance to talk

             21    to him.

             22           MR. HOMAN:  I had Mike -- or Mat look at those

             23    notes during the lunch hour.

             24                And you can --

             25           THE WITNESS:  I did.  I went back and looked at
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              1    the notes and my logbook, and mostly what those notes

              2    are -- or almost exclusively what those notes are are

              3    tasks that I took away from the meeting on something I

              4    needed to focus on or information that I needed to get

              5    to people attending the meeting.

              6                I didn't see anything in there that

              7    informed the effort that was done here on a specific or

              8    substantial level.

              9           Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Well, for instance,

             10    is that the record of your notes with your meeting with

             11    the Eagle Water Company?

             12           A.   I don't have any -- that -- the notes from

             13    that meeting are on those two map exhibits.  And it

             14    might be hard to see, but you can see that I was

             15    writing in Sharpie on those.

             16                So I looked at my logbook, and I do not

             17    have anything in my logbook recording the Eagle Water

             18    Company meeting.

             19           Q.   Is that Exhibit 11?

             20           A.   I don't have it numbered.  It's this one

             21    here, though.

             22                So that's the extent of my service area.

             23    "South of river not done."  So that's the extent of my

             24    notes from that meeting.

             25           MR. JASON SMITH:  I think that's Exhibit 15.
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              1           MR. FEREDAY:  Is that Exhibit 15 you're

              2    referring to?

              3           THE WITNESS:  Mine is not numbered.

              4           MR. HOMAN:  It is 15.

              5           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Jason's correct.

              6           Q.   So these two maps that are Exhibit 15 is

              7    all the information you have from your meeting with

              8    Eagle Water Company?

              9           A.   That's all of it.

             10           MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Thank you.

             11                Do you have any further questions?

             12           MR. FEREDAY:  No further questions.

             13           THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

             14           MR. ALAN SMITH:  None.

             15           MR. HOMAN:  I don't have any.

             16                (Deposition concluded at 2:35 p.m.)

             17                (Signature requested.)
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              1                 CERTIFICATE OF MATHEW WEAVER

              2

              3           I, MATHEW WEAVER, being first duly sworn, depose

              4    and say:

              5           That I am the witness named in the foregoing

              6    deposition; that I have read said deposition and know

              7    the contents thereof; that the questions contained

              8    therein were propounded to me; and that the answers

              9    contained therein are true and correct, except for any

             10    changes that I may have listed on the Errata Sheet

             11    attached hereto.

             12              DATED this ____ day of __________ 20___.
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 1                       MATHEW WEAVER,
 2   first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said
 3   cause, testified as follows:
 4   
 5                         EXAMINATION
 6   BY MR. FEREDAY:
 7          Q.   Good morning, Mat.  I'm Jeff Fereday, as I
 8   think you know, and with me today is Mike Lawrence.
 9   Also here is Dr. Steve Holt, who did some of the
10   calculations for water use at the M3 portion of the
11   city.  Also here is Bruce Smith with the City, and
12   Jason and Alan Smith.
13               This is a deposition where we just want to
14   ask you some questions about the work you did in this
15   matter having to do with the M3 portion of the city of
16   Eagle.  And if you don't understand a question or if
17   you want it repeated, you know, feel free to say so.
18          A.   Okay.
19          Q.   It's possible that there will be objections
20   from time to time.  And if there are, it's probably
21   advisable for you to hold off in making an answer until
22   you've conferred with your lawyer, John here, or
23   otherwise received instructions.
24               Okay?
25          A.   Okay.
0007
 1          Q.   So, Mat, could you just give us a sketch of
 2   your educational background and how long you've been at
 3   the Department.
 4          A.   Yeah.  I have a bachelor's of science in
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 5   civil engineering.  I have a master's in earth science,
 6   hydrologic sciences.  And I've been with the Department
 7   almost four years now.
 8          Q.   Okay.  What has been your involvement in
 9   this matter which concerns obtaining a future-needs
10   water right for the portion of the city of Eagle
11   commonly known as the M3 development?
12          A.   Yeah, I was asked last spring, I think, to
13   review a submittal by the City of Eagle where they did
14   some support for an RAFN for the entire city of Eagle,
15   and then to compare that or put that in context with
16   what had already been done by M3 and, I guess, evaluate
17   the overall reasonably anticipated future needs with
18   all the various components of that.
19          Q.   Okay.  With regard to reasonably
20   anticipated future needs, sometimes we may refer to
21   that as an R-A-F-N or a "RAFN."
22               Is that okay with you to refer to it that
23   way?
24          A.   Yes.
25          Q.   Okay.  You understand that the reasonably
0008
 1   anticipated future needs comes out of a statutory
 2   program whereby municipal providers are entitled to
 3   obtain a water right with a longer development horizon
 4   than the normal five-year horizon?  Do you understand
 5   it that way?
 6          A.   I do.
 7          Q.   Okay.  What knowledge do you have of the
 8   purpose of the hearing in which we're preparing for
 9   today?  Do you know the scope of that hearing, what
10   it's focused on?
11          A.   No.
12          Q.   Okay.  Have you reviewed the order from the
13   District Court sending this matter back to the
14   Department for a further hearing?
15          A.   I have not.
16          Q.   Okay.  So overall, your review, then, was
17   based on evaluating the reasonably anticipated future
18   needs that the city will have for this portion of the
19   city known as M3; is that correct?
20          A.   Yeah, I think the review was to evaluate
21   the reasonably anticipated future needs for the city of
22   Eagle, thereby framing the context for which the M3 may
23   have been a portion of or, you know, all of.  I guess
24   that was the evaluation that we conducted.
25          Q.   Okay.  And that evaluation resulted in
0009
 1   something called "RAFN Evaluation for the City of Eagle
 2   in Connection with Application for Permit 63-32573";
 3   correct?
 4          A.   Correct.
 5          Q.   And I'd like to mark that as an exhibit
 6   here, I guess Exhibit 1, and show you that.
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 7               (Exhibit 1 marked.)
 8          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Do you recognize that,
 9   Mat?
10          A.   I do.
11          Q.   This is the Department's RAFN evaluation
12   about which you've just spoke dated June 1, 2011;
13   correct?
14          A.   Correct.
15          Q.   I may refer to this as the "IDWR report" or
16   the "Department's report."
17               Is that okay with you to refer to it that
18   way?
19          A.   Sure.
20          Q.   Okay.  Overall your conclusions about the
21   City's M3 RAFN are contained in this report; is that
22   correct?
23          A.   They are, yeah, specific to the M3 portion
24   of it.
25          Q.   Yeah.
0010
 1          A.   Yeah.
 2          Q.   Specific to the M3 portion of the city?
 3          A.   Right.
 4          Q.   And your report did not attempt, did it, to
 5   evaluate once and for all what the City's RAFN might be
 6   for that portion of the city outside of M3; correct?
 7          A.   Correct.
 8          Q.   Okay.  I note that the first page of the
 9   Department's report notes that this evaluation, that it
10   contains quote, "May also be useful for a second RAFN
11   application that may be filed by the City of Eagle in
12   the near future," end quote.
13               What's your understanding of that?
14          A.   Well, I think there was a lot of
15   back-and-forth between the City of Eagle and ourselves
16   in preparing this.  And so certainly that dialogue that
17   we had in preparing this I think would be useful in
18   them moving forward.
19               But then also specifically some of the
20   population analysis that was done looked at service
21   areas within the city of Eagle, United Water, Eagle
22   Water Company, and then the remainder of the service
23   area, and then M3.
24               So just that approach of how, you know --
25   how we framed where M3 is in the larger sense of the
0011
 1   City of Eagle RAFN, I think that approach would be
 2   useful for the City of Eagle in the future.
 3          Q.   But this, as you said, does not define what
 4   the City of Eagle's --
 5          A.   That's correct.
 6          Q.   -- future evidence might be or what
 7   constraints the City might have in presenting that
 8   evidence; would that be correct?
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 9          A.   That's correct.
10          Q.   Okay.  I note that the report has five
11   appendices, A through E.
12               Of those, which ones did you prepare, Mat?
13   And just to refresh your recollection, perhaps, I note
14   that Appendix A is the protocol for approaching the
15   Department's RAFN analysis.
16               Would that be a fair characterization?
17          A.   Yeah.
18          Q.   And B is the service area overlap analysis;
19   C is the population forecast; D, a review of the demand
20   at the M3 portion of the city; and E, review of the
21   city demand analysis that the City supplied to the
22   Department.
23               Is that your understanding?
24          A.   Yes.  And I'll just quickly look through
25   them.
0012
 1          Q.   Yeah, take your time, by the way.
 2          A.   So Appendix A was primarily prepared by
 3   Shelley Keen, but I did assist in that.  But I would
 4   say that he's the author of that document.
 5               B was prepared by myself.  You can see that
 6   in the memo heading.
 7               Appendix C was prepared by Dr. Don Reading.
 8               Appendix D was prepared by myself, as was
 9   Appendix E.
10          Q.   Who prepared what I'll call the summary
11   report, which is the first several pages in front of
12   the appendices, that is, pages 1 through 5.  I'll call
13   that the summary report.
14               Is that okay with you?
15          A.   Uh-huh.  I'd say that was a joint effort
16   between Shelley, myself, and Dr. Reading.  Probably
17   Shelley had -- Shelley started it.  He was the initial
18   author of the document, and then Don and I corroborated
19   in that effort.
20          Q.   And again, what were your instructions in
21   preparing the Department's report?
22          A.   Well, specifically my instructions were to
23   review the demand analysis of M3, the City of Eagle.  I
24   think that's where it started.  And I guess provide a
25   technical review of that.
0013
 1               Also, before Dr. Don Reading was brought on
 2   board, I did some work with population data.  And then
 3   in the end that kind of resulted in Appendix B, where I
 4   attempted to define the population basis for each of
 5   the water service providers in the city of Eagle.
 6               In addition to that, I think my
 7   responsibilities maybe grew to, you know, in general
 8   putting together a report that reviewed a RAFN
 9   application, you know, maybe a protocol, in a way to
10   review a RAFN-type application for M3, but certainly
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11   also with the idea that we could use it in the future
12   for additional RAFN applications.
13          Q.   So that protocol you would see as some type
14   of template that might be useful for the Department in
15   the future?
16          A.   Uh-huh.  Yes.
17          Q.   But again, it was not an attempt to dictate
18   to the City any specific data that it might submit in
19   the future in its future RAFN application; correct?
20          A.   That's correct.
21          Q.   Okay.
22          A.   It could be considered, I guess, an example
23   of how the Department might approach this problem.
24          Q.   Okay.  Would it be fair to say that with
25   regard to the overall conclusions of the Department's
0014
 1   report that the Department found that there is
 2   sufficient evidence of, at least at this stage --
 3   obviously understanding we haven't gone to hearing yet,
 4   but there is sufficient evidence to show that the City
 5   of Eagle's current portfolio is not large enough to
 6   serve both the M3 portion of the city and other
 7   portions of the city as those areas might grow?  Is
 8   that a fair statement?
 9          A.   That's a fair statement.
10          Q.   Okay.  Would you agree that the amount of
11   future need for the portions of the city outside of the
12   M3 planned community has been defined in this report as
13   perhaps -- it hasn't been defined, but it has been
14   identified in this report as a number of around 3 cfs?
15   Do you recall that?
16          A.   So I'm sorry.  Can you repeat the question?
17          Q.   Yeah.  That wasn't very well done, was it?
18          A.   Yeah.
19          Q.   I read the report as saying that based on
20   the information that the City provided that it is a
21   fact that the City does not now have enough portfolio
22   to serve the M3 portion of the city; is that correct?
23          A.   Correct.
24          Q.   And based on the information that the City
25   has provided so far, the City needs at least another
0015
 1   slightly more than 3 cfs above whatever M3 needs to
 2   serve other portions of the city in this planning
 3   horizon?
 4          A.   Correct.  So if you evaluate the existing
 5   portfolio of water rights and add to that the M3 RAFN
 6   permit which is going to the City of Eagle, then
 7   there's an additional need -- well, this report
 8   identifies a potential need of an additional 3 cfs,
 9   3.08 cfs.
10          Q.   The Department does not consider that 3 cfs
11   a final number, does it?
12          A.   It does not.
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13          Q.   Okay.  And it understands that as the City
14   submits a further application, that number could well
15   change upward; isn't that correct?
16          A.   Absolutely.
17          Q.   Okay.  What documents did you rely on in
18   your production of the Department report?
19          A.   So with each of the appendixes that I
20   prepared specifically, there is a bibliography with
21   each of those.  And the attempt of that bibliography is
22   to cite every technical reference that I relied upon in
23   doing my review.
24               In addition to that, I reviewed M3's
25   submittal material as it related to laying out the
0016
 1   demand.  And that was, I believe, one or two reports,
 2   one of which included a large spreadsheet tool that
 3   went through and kind of did a -- not kind of, it did a
 4   very good analysis of the demand for the projected
 5   project.
 6               And I also reviewed one or two, I think two
 7   in the end, documents from the City where they
 8   addressed their -- that was their initial submittal --
 9   "submittal" isn't even the right term.  That was their
10   initial document where they were looking at their
11   future RAFN, big picture, you know, larger than just
12   M3.
13          Q.   Let's focus for a moment on the City's
14   submittals.
15               As I recall, the City submitted, in
16   response to a request from the Department, two versions
17   of something called the "Reasonably Anticipated
18   Future-Needs Water Right Analysis for the City of
19   Eagle."
20               Do you recall that?
21          A.   I do.
22          Q.   Okay.  And you see them here.  We're going
23   to mark these.  I'm going to hand you what is, I
24   believe, the second version, which was a slightly
25   updated version, and ask if you recognize that.
0017
 1               We'll mark that as Exhibit 2.
 2          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Counsel, do you have copies of
 3   these for everybody else?
 4          MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, we do.
 5               (Exhibit 2 marked.)
 6          THE WITNESS:  I guess I can't say for sure if
 7   it's a second submittal.  It's not dated.  It doesn't
 8   have the planning information, so I guess -- you said
 9   this is the second submittal or the resubmittal?
10          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  That's what I understand
11   it to be, but perhaps we'll have further information as
12   this deposition goes forward.
13               But do you recognize basically this
14   document?
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15          A.   I do.
16          Q.   Okay.  I believe it was submitted in April
17   of 2011.
18               Do you recall that?
19          A.   I've got it here with a date on it from
20   when it was given to me.  I can compare that.
21          Q.   Okay.  If you have a copy --
22          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Wait.  Jeff, hold on a minute,
23   please.
24          MR. FEREDAY:  Yeah.
25          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  If the witness is going to
0018
 1   refer to other documents that he brought and you're
 2   giving him one document and he's talking about this and
 3   he's now going through a stack of documents, for the
 4   purposes of the record I'd like to make sure we all
 5   have the same document and know what the questions are.
 6               So if he uses the exhibits that you're
 7   handing him to talk about, that's fine.  We at some
 8   point will need to go through the list of documents he
 9   brought to get this record clear, because when he says
10   "this" and is going to other documents, we're going to
11   have no idea what he's referring to.
12          MR. FEREDAY:  Yeah, and we will get to that,
13   Bruce.  I appreciate that.
14          Q.   Mat, you're currently looking at another
15   version of what appears to be the same document that
16   you had in the materials you brought today?
17          A.   Right.  Which I think were made available
18   to everyone.
19          Q.   Yes.
20          A.   Yeah.  So it looks like the same document,
21   and I do have it dated April 27th, 2011.
22          Q.   The version that you brought, let's mark
23   that as Exhibit 3, please.
24               Can you mark that, please.
25               (Exhibit 3 marked.)
0019
 1          THE WITNESS:  So this was the first one that I
 2   received.  This is the --
 3          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go off the record for a
 4   moment, please.
 5               (Discussion.)
 6          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.
 7          Q.   Mat, we'd like to clarify these exhibits
 8   that contain the City of Eagle's presentation, written
 9   presentation to the Department.
10               You've identified Exhibit 2, which is the
11   clean version of the document that you recognized was
12   received on or about April 27th, 2011, from the City;
13   correct?
14          A.   That's correct.
15          Q.   Exhibit 3, could you describe what
16   Exhibit 3 is.  And if it's another version of this
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17   document, please say so.
18          A.   Exhibit 3 is a prior version to Exhibit 2
19   that I received on or around March 22nd, 2011.  It has
20   my handwritten comments in the margin.
21          Q.   Okay.
22          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Counsel, just a moment.
23               Did you say Exhibit 3 is the prior version,
24   the March version?
25          THE WITNESS:  (No audible response.)
0020
 1          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  So Exhibit 2 is the April 27th
 2   clean version Mr. Fereday handed you, Exhibit 3 is the
 3   March 22nd, 2011 version that you brought to the
 4   deposition?
 5          THE WITNESS:  That is correct.
 6          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.
 7          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Mat, is it fair to say
 8   that the Department ultimately found that the City's
 9   presentation, at least for purposes of this hearing, in
10   Exhibit 2 was adequate to show what you previously
11   testified to, that they did not have the current
12   portfolio and that there would be more growth than they
13   could serve with their current portfolio?  Would that
14   be a fair statement?
15          A.   It showed the bottom line was the same,
16   that they needed additional water.
17          Q.   Okay.  It's also true, isn't it, that the
18   Department had some criticisms of the City's
19   presentation, Exhibit 2?
20          A.   I wouldn't use the term "criticism."  But
21   we did -- we did have feedback for them and
22   suggestions.
23          Q.   Would you anticipate that those suggestions
24   would be taken up by the City in a future water right
25   application seeking a RAFN?
0021
 1          A.   That would be my hope, yes.
 2          Q.   Okay.  In the Department's report the
 3   Department suggested that the full future need for the
 4   M3 portion of the city might not be the full 23.18 cfs
 5   of instantaneous maximum flow sought in that M3
 6   application.
 7               Do you recall that?
 8          A.   I do recall it.
 9          Q.   And the Department in the report suggested
10   that the number might only be 22.19 cfs.
11               Do you recall that?
12          A.   I do.
13          Q.   On page 4 of the summary portion of the
14   Department's report, I will quote:  "IDWR reviewed M3's
15   assumptions and methods and suggests a diversion rate
16   of 22.19 cfs to supply 6,535 acre-feet annually," end
17   quote.
18               You recognize or have agreed, have you not,
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19   that the 6,535 acre-feet of annual volume is a
20   reasonable number for that part of the city; isn't that
21   correct?
22          A.   Correct.
23          Q.   Where does the 22.19 cfs come from?  And
24   I'll note that that's a .99 cfs reduction from 23.18.
25   Where does that come from?
0022
 1          A.   Would you like me to generally answer that
 2   or dig through here and find the spreadsheet where the
 3   math is done?
 4          Q.   I would like you first to generally answer
 5   it, and then we'll go to the spreadsheet.  And I note
 6   that you're referring to one of the documents that you
 7   brought to the deposition today.  So if you could
 8   generally explain.
 9          A.   Generally, the population estimate at the
10   end of the planning horizon, as identified by the
11   Department's consultant, Dr. Don Reading, differed from
12   the ultimate build-out population that M3 had
13   identified in their material.  And the difference in
14   those populations at the end of the planning horizon is
15   what is responsible for the discrepancy.
16          Q.   So your conclusion, then, was that because
17   at the end of the planning horizon there would not be
18   quite as many people living in this M3 portion of the
19   city as previously projected, that the peak
20   instantaneous diversion needed to come down by that
21   4.3 percent; is that right?
22          A.   Correct.
23          Q.   Was that a 4.3 percent reduction in
24   population, or do you know how that 4.3 percent or
25   .99 cfs was derived?
0023
 1          A.   The difference is strictly in population,
 2   yes.
 3          Q.   Okay.
 4          A.   As it was applied to the demand, it only
 5   affected that part of the demand that was for in-home
 6   residential use.  So the community water needs were not
 7   decreased.
 8          Q.   You said you had a spreadsheet that
 9   illuminates this.
10          A.   (No audible response.)
11          Q.   Can you show that to us today?
12          A.   I believe I can.
13               All right.  I found it in what I've brought
14   today.
15          Q.   Perhaps we can take a look at that and
16   confirm that it's what we received last night.  We're
17   looking at a one, two, three -- five-page document.
18               Is that what you have here?
19          A.   It is.
20          Q.   And the first legend on it at the top of
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21   the first page is "Eagle City Water System Usage"?
22          A.   That's correct.
23          Q.   And then there are two charts, scatter
24   charts on that first page; correct?
25          A.   Correct.
0024
 1          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's mark this as Exhibit 4.
 2          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Just so we don't hold this
 3   thing up, can you tell me -- here's my stack.  Can you
 4   tell me which one you all are talking about?
 5          MR. FEREDAY:  This one (indicating).
 6          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.
 7          THE WITNESS:  We're on that page.
 8          MR. FEREDAY:  That whole thing is Exhibit 4.
 9               (Exhibit 4 marked.)
10          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Mat, with regard to
11   Exhibit 4, could you walk us through that and explain
12   how this exhibit demonstrates the .99 cfs reduction in
13   the peak flow.
14          A.   I can.  So on the right-hand side of the
15   document there's a --
16          Q.   Which page of the --
17          A.   I'm sorry.  On page 2 of Exhibit 4.  The
18   title of that is "Analysis of M3 Diversion Rate at End
19   of 30 Years Versus Ultimate Build Out."
20               So on the right-hand side there's a table
21   with one value that says "Ultimate Population," there's
22   an asterisks there that says "As estimated by Dr. Don
23   Reading in Appendix C."
24               There's another column in there that is the
25   30-year planning horizon population, and that is
0025
 1   footnoted as the John Church population forecast,
 2   Exhibit 40, Table 1, page 12.
 3               The difference in those two population
 4   estimates is 1,201 people.  And the ratio is -- you
 5   could say that at the end of the 30-year planning
 6   horizon the population will be 93 percent of ultimate
 7   build-out.
 8               On the left-hand side there's a table that
 9   compares water demand values in one column for the
10   ultimate build-out and the water demand values at the
11   end of the 30-year planning horizon.  That ratio of .93
12   was applied to the indoor residential and the outdoor
13   residential uses or water demand.
14               What I've called community uses, which
15   includes indoor commercial, outdoor commercial, public
16   area nonpotable irrigation, reused water, and
17   evaporation from the aesthetic and operational ponds
18   have not been decreased by that ratio.
19          Q.   Mat, the reason that the community uses
20   were not decreased is what?
21          A.   Well, my reasoning in that was that -- I
22   don't know exactly when, but certainly prior to
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23   ultimate build-out.  All of the infrastructure and
24   amenities that are needed for the community as a whole
25   would be in place.
0026
 1          Q.   Okay.  Understood.  So you felt that it was
 2   appropriate to focus just on the indoor and outdoor
 3   residential in terms of applying that 93 percent
 4   factor?
 5          A.   I did.
 6          Q.   Okay.  What else in this Exhibit 4 helps us
 7   to understand this .43 percent reduction?
 8          A.   So Exhibit 4 is a print of a spreadsheet
 9   that I have on my computer.  And the title of that
10   spreadsheet is "Miscellaneous Calculations."  And so it
11   was just a working document where I did miscellaneous
12   calculations.
13               So as I review this document, none of the
14   other tabs -- in that spreadsheet each page represents
15   a tab -- were calculations that pertained to the matter
16   at hand.
17          Q.   Okay.  But these may pertain to other
18   matters discussed in the Department's report?
19          A.   They might, yeah.
20          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall any of importance or
21   note here, sitting here today?
22          A.   Well, on other matters?
23          Q.   Yes.
24          A.   Well, I can just walk through it and give
25   you a few thoughts, if that would be helpful.
0027
 1          Q.   Sure.
 2          A.   The first page --
 3          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Can I ask the witness what
 4   document you're referring to now?
 5          THE WITNESS:  I'm still referring to Exhibit 4.
 6          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Clarification for the
 7   record, I thought you were talking about the
 8   spreadsheet on his computer.
 9          MR. FEREDAY:  No.  We're talking about
10   Exhibit 4.  He described what it is.  He has a
11   spreadsheet on his computer that he printed.
12          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Now, I think he said he
13   has a spreadsheet on his computer that contains a lot
14   of other information, and that this is basically a
15   subset of that information from that spreadsheet; is
16   that correct?
17          THE WITNESS:  No, that's not correct.
18          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  This is the spreadsheet?
19          THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I think that spreadsheet, if
20   you open it, has five tabs or workbooks, and each one
21   of those is represented by a printout.
22          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Thank you very much.  I
23   appreciate that.
24          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  And you testified a
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25   minute ago that you call this on your computer
0028
 1   "Miscellaneous Calculations."
 2               It was your workbook to think about various
 3   issues as you went through preparing the Department
 4   report; correct?
 5          A.   Correct.
 6          Q.   Okay.  And I asked you with regard to this
 7   Exhibit 4 whether there are other portions of this
 8   exhibit that would help us understand some other
 9   portions of the Department's report.  And you said
10   "Maybe, and let's look at it."
11          A.   Yeah.
12          Q.   So I guess that's what we're doing now.
13          A.   Okay.  So page 1 is just as you identified,
14   two X/Y scatter plots of City of Eagle's water usage,
15   and I was just kind of looking to see if the water
16   demand varied seasonably, as you would expect, and also
17   if it was increasing with time, as you would expect.
18   That was just general information for myself in
19   reviewing the material that the City sent me.
20               Page 2 is the document we already
21   discussed.
22               Page 3 is a comparison of demand amongst
23   the different water service users within the city of
24   Eagle, United Water Idaho, Eagle Water Company, City of
25   Eagle, and then I have a couple of different methods
0029
 1   there of calculating it.  I don't think ultimately any
 2   decision was made based on this information.
 3          Q.   Okay.  And on that page 3, just so I
 4   understand your acronyms, what's "ADD:MDD PF" on the
 5   second page?
 6          A.   Yeah, that would be average day demand to
 7   maximum day demand, peaking factor.
 8          Q.   Okay.  Continue.
 9          A.   The next page is just where I put some data
10   that I received from the American Communities Survey
11   for Eagle City, Idaho.  It reports household size or
12   the number of people per household.  And I got data
13   from 1990, from 2000, and then I had an average value
14   from 2005 to 2009.  And I just used that to convert
15   back and forth in my calculations between single-family
16   residence and population.
17          Q.   The 2005 to 2009 number, 2.77 people per
18   household, was that a number derived by the American
19   Communities Survey?
20          A.   It was.
21          Q.   Okay.  And then tab 5 or page 5?
22          A.   So this is just comparing two methods for
23   arriving at a future population base for city of Eagle
24   with all of its resident water providers.  And again, I
25   don't think that that was used in any, you know, final
0030
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 1   decision or component.
 2          Q.   Okay.  Thank you.
 3               With regard to the 4.3 percent reduction
 4   from 23.18 to 22.19, would you agree that that's a
 5   number that's probably within the margin of error in
 6   projecting water needs?
 7          A.   This is a fairly specific -- M3's approach,
 8   their forecast in water demand, is fairly specific.
 9   And it's done a good job of eliminating a lot of the
10   margin of error that would be associated with this type
11   of forecasting.  As such, I don't have a good feel for
12   what the margin of error is in something along these
13   lines.
14          Q.   Good.  I appreciate your answer on that.
15               Now, I would like to refer you, please, to
16   the reference on page 2 of Exhibit 4 to the John Church
17   population forecast, Exhibit 40, Table 1.
18               I'm going to hand you what we'll mark as
19   Exhibit 5, which I'll represent to you is that forecast
20   by Dr. Church.
21               And let's go off the record while we get
22   this marked and distributed.
23               (Exhibit 5 marked.)
24          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.
25          Q.   Mat, we're looking at what I've had marked
0031
 1   as Exhibit 5, which is page 13 of Exhibit 40 from the
 2   M3 hearing.
 3               Do you recognize that?
 4          A.   I do.
 5          Q.   I note that on your Exhibit 4 you describe
 6   this as page 12.
 7               Was that just a typo, do you think?
 8          A.   It looks like I just made an error.
 9          Q.   Okay.  Do you recognize that that Table 1,
10   which is entitled "M3 Eagle Development Projected Total
11   Occupied and Vacant Housing Units, Households and
12   Population at Year End," is a 20-year forecast?
13          A.   I do.
14          Q.   And do you note that it also lists vacant
15   housing units?
16          A.   Yes.
17          Q.   Do you know whether you or Dr. Reading
18   accounted for existing but vacant houses in deriving
19   the .43 percent reduction?
20          A.   The 17,455 number, as you pointed out, does
21   account for the residents at any given time that are
22   occupied within the community.
23               The number that Don Reading gave me came
24   out of his analysis, and I couldn't speak to whether he
25   made that same consideration in his analysis.
0032
 1          Q.   But you were aware of it, correct, the
 2   existence of vacant housing units in M3's numbers?
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 3          A.   Yes.
 4          Q.   Would you agree that a vacant home still
 5   must have full water service capability?
 6          A.   Yeah, I could concede to that.
 7          Q.   With regard to Exhibit 4, page 2, you note
 8   the 30-year planning horizon population at 16,254;
 9   correct?
10          A.   Correct.
11          Q.   I'd like to show you what I'll represent to
12   you is a copy of M3 Eagle's Exhibit 60 from the hearing
13   and ask you if you've seen that previously.
14               Let's get these guys copies over here.
15          MR. JASON SMITH:  What's Exhibit 60 again?
16          MR. FEREDAY:  Exhibit 60, I'll represent to the
17   group here, is part of Dr. Church's 30-year analysis,
18   as opposed to his earlier 20-year analysis, showing
19   population data.
20          MR. JASON SMITH:  Okay.
21          MR. FEREDAY:  This has been marked as Exhibit 6.
22          THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  I forgot the question
23   if there was one.
24          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's mark this as Exhibit 6.
25               (Exhibit 6 marked.)
0033
 1          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  So did you note that you
 2   recognized this?
 3          A.   I don't think I've seen this before.
 4          Q.   Oh, okay.  All right.  I would like you to
 5   refer to year 25 in the lower right-hand half of this
 6   Exhibit 6, please.  You'll note that the projected
 7   total population line, three lines up from the bottom,
 8   is there.
 9               Do you see that?
10          A.   I see that.
11          Q.   If you follow along to year 25, the number
12   is 16,524; correct?
13          A.   Correct.
14          Q.   Your number was 16,254; correct?
15          A.   Correct.
16          Q.   Do you think it's possible that in pulling
17   a number from M3's information provided at hearing that
18   the Department, perhaps Dr. Reading or someone else,
19   transposed "524" into "254"?
20          A.   I don't think that's the case.
21          Q.   Okay.  And why do you think it's not?
22          A.   Because the value -- the 16,254 number that
23   I've attributed to an estimation by Don Reading in
24   Appendix C, as I recall that document, he did a
25   calculation there of the estimating population at the
0034
 1   end of the planning horizon.
 2          Q.   So your view is that this 16,254 number was
 3   independently derived by Dr. Reading?
 4          A.   That's my understanding.
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 5          Q.   Is there a place in Appendix C, which is
 6   Dr. Reading's portion of the report, that that's
 7   displayed, or do you know?
 8          A.   I could look through it.  I don't have the
 9   same familiarity with that document that I do with the
10   ones I was the primary author of.
11          Q.   Okay.  It sounds to me like we need to talk
12   to Dr. Reading about this.
13          MR. JASON SMITH:  Tomorrow.
14          MR. FEREDAY:  Right.
15          Q.   Mat, you noted in your Appendix D of the
16   Department's report that nothing that has been proposed
17   in the M3 Eagle numbers can be considered unreasonable.
18               Would you say that M3's demand calculations
19   were reasonable?
20          A.   I would.
21          Q.   Would you agree that those demand
22   assumptions in many cases are actually conservative,
23   that is to say, they tend to state less or project less
24   water production than might otherwise be within a
25   reasonable range?
0035
 1          A.   That was my conclusion.
 2          Q.   Okay.
 3          A.   Just -- I feel it's worth elaborating on
 4   that.
 5          Q.   Go ahead.
 6          A.   Certainly in comparison to published values
 7   and references that exist, it was conservative.  In
 8   comparison to contemporary practices in desert
 9   environments -- I don't know if it's contemporary or
10   maybe just the standard or the norm.  So certainly
11   conservative in standards of practices across the
12   entire country and, you know, in older references.
13          Q.   So it is conservative in that sense.
14               And in the sense of comparing with desert
15   environment numbers, it's more or less the norm; would
16   you say that's correct?
17          A.   Yes.
18          MR. FEREDAY:  Go off the record for just a
19   moment.
20               (Discussion.)
21          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.
22          Q.   Mat, with regard to Appendix D of the
23   Department's report, on page 2 of that appendix, you
24   discuss the sprinkler-irrigated landscape and
25   drip-irrigated landscape that M3 proposes.
0036
 1               Do you recall that?
 2          A.   I do.
 3          Q.   You note in paragraphs numbered 6 on the
 4   top of that page 2 that M3's "...values do not seem
 5   overly high or contrary to other residential
 6   subdivisions within the Treasure Valley."
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 7               Do you still agree with that?
 8          A.   I do.
 9          Q.   Then you go on to say, "However, these
10   values may be high in light of M3's goal to maximize
11   water conservation principles within the development,
12   with specific reference to," and then you're quoting
13   here, "'mandating xeric landscaping and minimal lawn
14   sizes,'" end quote.  And you cite there to the water
15   right application, Attachment A, page 4.  I'm going to
16   hand you that page.
17               I just want to make sure that we're clear
18   on what that page said.  I'm going hand you that, and
19   that will be Exhibit 7.
20               (Exhibit 7 marked.)
21          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  I'll represent to you
22   that this is a portion of the M3 Eagle, now City of
23   Eagle, water right application narrative, the
24   Attachment A to the application.  And where we're
25   discussing the language here, we're down at "Water
0037
 1   conservation measures" on page 4 of that exhibit.
 2               Do you see that?
 3          A.   I do.
 4          Q.   And I'll just quote from the exhibit and
 5   just point this out to you and see what your reaction
 6   is.  It says, quote, "These programs" -- these
 7   conservation programs -- "may include measures such as
 8   mandating xeric landscape and minimal lawn sizes,"
 9   close quote, period.
10               I take it that in your statement about
11   referencing mandating xeric landscaping and minimal
12   lawn sizes you weren't suggesting that there was an
13   absolute commitment by M3 to mandate xeric landscaping
14   across the board; would that be a fair statement?
15          A.   That's fair.  I fully recognize that these
16   were programs that may -- you know, I was aware of the
17   term "may" be included.
18          Q.   Okay.  Good.  Thank you.
19               I'd like to turn now to page 4 of
20   Appendix D.
21          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  May I ask a question, Jeff?
22          MR. FEREDAY:  Yes.
23          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Was this Second Amended
24   Application for Water Right marked as an exhibit to the
25   deposition?
0038
 1          MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, it was.  Exhibit 7.
 2          MR. JASON SMITH:  Is Exhibit 7 just Attachment A
 3   or the whole water right application?
 4          MR. FEREDAY:  Just Attachment A along with the
 5   form water right application.
 6          MR. JASON SMITH:  Okay.
 7          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Mat, on Appendix D of
 8   the Department's report at page 4, paragraph 14, you
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 9   discuss "...winter effluent and irrigation season
10   effluent volumes" and note that those seem reasonable
11   and appropriate.
12               Do you still agree with that?
13          A.   I do.
14          Q.   You note, though, that the
15   evapotranspiration or ET loss is something that you
16   have some questions about.
17               Could you describe what your concern was
18   there.
19          A.   One moment.
20               Well, without diving into the calculations
21   that supported the numbers in this paragraph, as I
22   recall, there was an ET rate proposed by M3 that was
23   associated with maybe the maximum day ET rate from a
24   summer month.  And that had been applied to the pond
25   surface over the entire calendar year.
0039
 1               An approach that I'm more familiar with
 2   would be to come up with an average ET for each month
 3   of the year, determine your loss for the month, and
 4   then sum the losses for each month.
 5               And in so doing, that's a more -- it's a
 6   more conservative approach than the one that's been
 7   proposed, because your ET is substantially less
 8   obviously in winter months and cooler months than it is
 9   in the summer.
10          Q.   Did you recognize that the information
11   provided by M3's expert at the hearing calculated
12   158 acre-feet of evaporation or ET from those storage
13   ponds, based on just the irrigation season evap?
14          A.   You're asking if I made that distinction?
15          Q.   Yeah, whether you're familiar with that
16   fact.
17          A.   I thought -- I was under the impression
18   that it was for the entire year.  That is my
19   recollection.
20          Q.   Okay.  All right.  Staying with Appendix D,
21   paragraph 11, which is back on page 3, you suggest that
22   M3 may have assumed a student population that was
23   somewhat too large at 5,480 students compared to a
24   number that would be assumed if one used the U.S.
25   Census figures for Idaho.
0040
 1               Can you describe your thinking there.
 2          A.   So you're referring to paragraph 11?
 3          Q.   Yes.
 4          A.   I'm sorry.  One moment while I read that.
 5               (Reviews.)
 6               So the first part of that paragraph I'm
 7   noting that, again, with respect to published values,
 8   that number per student is right on.
 9          Q.   M3's number is?
10          A.   Yeah, M3's number.  No concern there.
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11               However, if you take that per-student
12   demand and apply it towards a total student body
13   population, it just seemed like there was a disconnect
14   between the students that you would get if you took the
15   total demand for the school divided by the number of
16   students and the likely student population if you
17   looked at U.S. Census data.
18               It's -- it was a means by which I could
19   check the number.  And that's what I was looking for,
20   an alternative calculation to verify the one that had
21   been presented.
22          Q.   Now, Mat, obviously I don't want to make
23   too big an issue out of this.  You yourself point out
24   that this is a minor contribution, this demand is a
25   minor contribution, and that in fact it is a planning
0041
 1   estimate.  "I am not recommending that the water demand
 2   associated with school use be modified."
 3               And you stand by that today; correct?
 4          A.   I do.
 5          Q.   But still, did you review Dr. Church's
 6   work, such as in Exhibit 40 from the M3 hearing, which
 7   projected the number of school-age children in the city
 8   of Meridian?  Do you remember reviewing that as you
 9   went through these calculations?
10          A.   In the city of Meridian?
11          Q.   Did I say Meridian?
12          A.   Yeah.
13          Q.   I'm sorry.  The city of Eagle.
14          A.   I read that document in its entirety.  So
15   at some point I did consider it.  I don't have instant
16   recollection of it now.
17          Q.   And that would be in the Meridian School
18   District, correct, the city of Eagle?
19          A.   I'm not sure.
20          Q.   Okay.
21          A.   I don't know the school districts well.
22          Q.   Okay.  Would it surprise you to learn that
23   Dr. Church estimated that the students in this area, in
24   the M3 area, would be about over 5,400 students?
25          A.   I wouldn't say that it would surprise me.
0042
 1   It would just be contrary to the U.S. Census data
 2   specific for that area.
 3          MR. FEREDAY:  Okay.  Let's go off the record.
 4               (Recess.)
 5          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record,
 6   please.
 7          Q.   Mat, I take it that the reason for the
 8   4.3 percent reduction is that you projected or you and
 9   Dr. Reading projected that at the end of a 30-year
10   planning horizon beginning in 2010 the M3 portion of
11   the city would not be completely built; correct?
12          A.   That's correct.
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13          Q.   There would be some number of homes that
14   would still have yet to be built; correct?
15          A.   Correct.
16          Q.   Do you have any reason to assume today that
17   those homes ultimately would not be built?
18          A.   No.  We made the distinction between
19   ultimate build-out and the end of the 30-year planning
20   horizon.  So...
21          Q.   So in other words, this would be a case
22   where the City properly projected water use and
23   properly projected population but simply ran out of
24   planning horizon time to get all that done?  Would that
25   be an accurate way of putting it?
0043
 1          A.   When you say "the City," you mean M3 and
 2   the City as a --
 3          Q.   Yes.
 4          A.   Right.  Yes, that's correct.
 5          Q.   And you do recognize, do you not, that this
 6   is now the City's application, that it has been
 7   assigned to the City?
 8          A.   I knew that that's where we were headed.  I
 9   did not know that it had been assigned.
10          Q.   Do you think it would be reasonable for the
11   City to come to the Department at a certain time in the
12   future, let's say ten years before the end of the
13   planning horizon, and seek an extension of the planning
14   horizon to accommodate the overhang, if you will, of
15   those houses that could not be built within the period
16   prior to 2040?
17          A.   As I'm aware of Idaho statute, that's not
18   afforded the applicant or permit holder.  They could do
19   that when they submit their notice of beneficial use.
20   At that point my understanding is the Department will
21   receive an update on the reasonably anticipated future
22   needs package, which will include revision of the
23   planning horizon, the service area.
24               The only element of the RAFN that couldn't
25   be adjusted at that point, you couldn't enlarge the
0044
 1   rate or the volume.
 2          Q.   Okay.
 3          A.   But as I understand matters, that's the
 4   final moment in time that that matter could be
 5   revisited under that water right.
 6          Q.   Okay.  But at least under even that
 7   analysis, the City would be able to say "By the way, we
 8   think we're going to need another 3.7 years to complete
 9   all these homes within this area of our city, and
10   therefore we would want an additional period of time to
11   cover that"?
12          A.   I think the Department anticipates that,
13   yes.
14          Q.   Okay.  With regard to the start of the
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15   planning horizon, you chose or Dr. Reading chose 2010.
16               Is there a reason for that date?
17          A.   When we prepared this document, I was more
18   familiar with Dr. Reading's material.  Prior to the
19   first time I was supposed to be deposed, I went through
20   and reviewed it again.  I did not get a chance to
21   review it this time.
22          Q.   Okay.
23          A.   And so some of these details I just don't
24   recall.
25          Q.   Okay.  But you would agree that if the
0045
 1   planning period were to start in say 2012 that the end
 2   date would be 2042; correct?
 3          A.   Correct.
 4          Q.   And that would change the numbers, would it
 5   not, that you have assumed here based on a 2016 start
 6   date for construction?
 7          A.   I guess if you're comparing the start of
 8   construction to ultimate build-out to a planning
 9   horizon that's being established with this permit, and
10   what I think you're saying is if you shift out the
11   construction period, would the planning horizon also
12   shift out?
13          Q.   No, that actually isn't my question.
14          A.   Okay.
15          Q.   My question was, if we assume that the
16   construction period, as you assume, will start in 2016,
17   then a planning horizon of 2040 provides 25 years of
18   construction before they run out of planning horizon;
19   right?
20          A.   Correct.
21          Q.   But if the construction season or start did
22   commence in 2016 but the planning horizon extended to
23   2042 because it began in 2012, then they would have two
24   extra years; correct?
25          A.   I agree, yes.
0046
 1          Q.   And that would have changed the numbers
 2   that we're talking about here today; correct?
 3          A.   That's correct.
 4          Q.   Okay.  You brought some documents with you
 5   today that we have not yet discussed.
 6               Could you please identify each of them, and
 7   I'd like to mark each as an exhibit just so that we
 8   have them cataloged here.
 9               And perhaps Mr. Smith or Mr. Smith would
10   like to discuss them, and we'll have them marked.
11               So I believe the next number is Exhibit 8.
12               Would you describe what Exhibit 8 is,
13   please.
14          A.   Exhibit 8 is going to be all of these
15   documents?
16          Q.   No, the first --
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17          A.   Do you want me to break it out?
18          Q.   I would like you to break them out into
19   logical groupings.
20          A.   Exhibit 8 is an Excel spreadsheet titled
21   "Population Data."
22          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Hang on a minute.
23          THE WITNESS:  That title --
24          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Mat, excuse me.
25               I don't know if this is going to work this
0047
 1   way.  How do we know what document he's referring to?
 2          MR. FEREDAY:  He's going to describe it, and
 3   we're going to mark it.
 4          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Off the record a minute, Jeff.
 5          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go off the record.
 6               (Recess.)
 7               (Exhibits 8 through 20 marked.)
 8          MR. FEREDAY:  Let's go back on the record.
 9          Q.   Mat, we've taken a break here and marked as
10   exhibits all of the documents that you were kind enough
11   to bring with you today.  And I appreciate that.
12               I'd like to just step through each of these
13   so that you can describe them to us.  And I understand
14   that, as to a few of these, you originally had a yellow
15   sticky note on the document that has a little bit more
16   information on it.  And where that's the case, I'd like
17   you to explain that.
18               So let's start back with Exhibit 8, which I
19   think we've already marked or talked about.  Could you
20   start with that and tell us what that is, please, just
21   briefly.
22          A.   So Exhibit 8 has a yellow sticky on it.
23   And the yellow sticky says, "Excel:  Population data."
24   And that's referring to the Excel file title name.
25          Q.   On your computer?
0048
 1          A.   On my computer.
 2               And this is a compilation of all the
 3   different spreadsheet tabs within that file.
 4               On the first page is calculations that I
 5   used in arriving at the base populations for the
 6   various service areas within city of Eagle.  I was
 7   using U.S. Census block data from 2010, and not all of
 8   those blocks fit nicely within a service area boundary.
 9   Some of those larger blocks straddled the boundary.  So
10   this is my accounting of going through and delineating
11   from that census block what people are within what
12   service area.
13          Q.   I note that you have Detail A through K or
14   A through I or a similar notation on various charts
15   here.
16               Are those details described somewhere else
17   in the materials you provided today?
18          A.   They are.  They're -- if we refer to
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19   Appendix B from Exhibit 1, which is the overview of
20   applicable service areas and contemporary population
21   bases, at the end of Exhibit B there's one, two,
22   three -- four maps.  The second map is titled
23   "Figure 2 - City of Eagle Active Service Area," and you
24   can see the correlating detail.
25               So if you look on my spreadsheet for City
0049
 1   of Eagle --
 2          Q.   Spreadsheet Exhibit 8?
 3          A.   Yes.
 4               And we go down to City of Eagle Active
 5   Service Area table which in the lower right-hand
 6   corner, Detail A, population zero.  That correlates to
 7   the map.
 8          Q.   In Appendix --
 9          A.   -- B.
10          Q.   Of the --
11          A.   -- Department's report, right.
12          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Excuse me.
13          MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, Bruce.
14          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Can we go through exactly -- I
15   thought he was looking at Exhibit 11.
16               You were referring to a map in the report?
17          THE WITNESS:  That's correct.
18          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.
19          THE WITNESS:  So what this first page is is it's
20   the underlying calculations for the information that's
21   presented in the maps attached with Exhibit B.
22          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  The first page in
23   Exhibit 8?
24          A.   That's correct.
25          Q.   So to summarize, Exhibit 8's first page has
0050
 1   detail designations that in turn refer to the
 2   Department's report, which is Exhibit 1, Appendix B?
 3          A.   Correct.
 4          Q.   Okay.  Could you continue through
 5   Exhibit 8, please.
 6          A.   Page 2 I believe is maybe outdated
 7   calculations, doing the same thing as page 1 of
 8   Exhibit 8, but on service areas that I had not
 9   delineated to the certainty that I did at the end of
10   the project.
11               Page 3 is a table that summarizes my
12   population -- I guess summarizes my efforts in
13   delineating a population base -- a current population
14   base for each of those service areas.
15          Q.   And by the way, Mat, I note that these
16   pages are not actually numbered.  You're just calling
17   them pages 1, 2, 3, and so forth; correct?
18          A.   That's correct.
19               The remaining six pages of that document,
20   which are not numbered, are various population
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21   calculations that I did for various groups.  Everything
22   that I did here was supplanted by Don Reading's work.
23   So this is my efforts prior to him coming on board and
24   also maybe my efforts in parallel to what he was doing
25   as a double-check, for lack of a better term.
0051
 1          Q.   Okay.  Thank you.
 2          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Point of clarification, when
 3   you're saying these were also supplanted by Don, is
 4   that all of Exhibit 8?
 5          THE WITNESS:  No.  That was just the last six
 6   pages of Exhibit 8.
 7          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Let's turn now to
 8   Exhibit 9, please.
 9          A.   I have a yellow sticky on Exhibit 9, which,
10   again, refers to the file document name as it exists on
11   my computer, or the Department's computer.  And the
12   title is "App D_calculations_April 24th, 2011."
13          Q.   And what is Exhibit 9?
14          A.   Again, Exhibit 9 is my working calculations
15   for the discussion that I have in the various
16   paragraphs within Exhibit D.  We referred to some of
17   those numbers previously.
18          Q.   Now, when you say "Exhibit D," do you mean
19   Appendix D?
20          A.   I'm sorry.  I misspoke.  Appendix D from
21   Exhibit 1.
22          Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 1 or the Department's
23   report; correct?
24          A.   Correct.
25          Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 10?
0052
 1          A.   Exhibit 10 has a yellow sticky on it, again
 2   referring to the file name as it exists on the
 3   Department's computer.  That file name is "Res
 4   demand_resources."
 5               And what this file is is it's my resource
 6   of various water demand issues.  It has citations, the
 7   published documents.  It has tools or calculations.  So
 8   I'll just go through this page by page.
 9               The first page is a spreadsheet that's
10   contained in a design file note published by the
11   Department of Environmental Quality.  This is their
12   methodology for calculating community demands when you
13   don't have historical data to draw upon.
14               The second page is a table that compares
15   the Department's methodology from Application
16   Processing Memo 22 which is the Department's only
17   guidance for calculating a demand associated with a
18   community.  It compares that to the DEQ methodology and
19   to the IDAPA rules for public -- safe public drinking
20   water systems.  I don't recall the full name of that
21   rule.
22               The third page is a table -- or I'm sorry,
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23   is a graph that depicts, again, the comparison of those
24   various public published methodologies for zero to 120
25   homes.
0053
 1               The next page is a graph from zero to 1200
 2   homes depicting the same relationships.
 3               The next is a table that works out the flow
 4   rates that you would get if you used the methodology in
 5   Application Processing Memo 22.
 6               The next two pages are summaries of water
 7   demand data published by the USGS as they relate to all
 8   the states in the country.
 9               The next page has a table on it, and the
10   title of that is "Table 2:  Summary of Published Values
11   of Peaking Factors."  And this is, again, the work that
12   underlies the table that appears in Exhibit 1.
13               The next page has two tables on it:  One is
14   called "Table 1:  Summary of Published" -- or I'm
15   sorry, it has two titles.  We'll use the lower title.
16   "Table 1:  Summary of Recommended Planning Horizon
17   Periods."  And the next table is titled "Table 2:
18   Summary of Actual Water Planning Documents and their
19   Respective Adopted Planning Horizon Periods."  Again,
20   those are the underlying working document that provided
21   the tables that appeared in Exhibit 1 and its
22   appendices.
23               It looks like the next page is carryover
24   from the previous page.  It didn't print all on one
25   page.
0054
 1               The next page after that has three tables
 2   on it.  The uppermost table is titled "Table 2:
 3   Summary of Published Values of Average Residential
 4   Daily Consumption," then there's one that says
 5   "Treasure Valley Water Demand Study," and third one's
 6   titled "Summary of Local Average Residential Daily
 7   Consumption Values."  And again, this is my underlying
 8   work, supporting tables and figures that were included
 9   in Exhibit 1 in the appendices.
10          Q.   And, Mat, did you create these tables,
11   these three tables, or did you paste them in from some
12   other source?
13          A.   No, I created all of those tables.
14          Q.   Okay.
15          A.   And the last page -- I'm sorry.  Maybe
16   that's confusing.  The next page has just two blips of
17   words on it that were carried over from the previous
18   page.
19               And then the last page again has three
20   tables on it.  In the upper left-hand corner it says,
21   "Breakdown of Water Use in Commercial Establishments,"
22   then there's a table titled "Commercial Water Use," and
23   the third one is "Daily Commercial Water Consumption
24   Rates."  And again, as before, these are my underlying
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25   work for some of the tables and numbers that I used in
0055
 1   Exhibit 1.
 2          Q.   Mat, have you done this kind of work before
 3   in putting together these kinds of tables, or was this
 4   your first experience doing this at the Department?
 5          A.   I've done this kind of work before.
 6          Q.   Okay.  And so you're familiar with
 7   Lindeberg, Dewberry, and other sources that you cite
 8   throughout this report; is that right?
 9          A.   That's correct.
10          Q.   Okay.  And now Exhibit 11?
11          A.   Exhibit 11 is some screenshots of some
12   ArcGIS work that I did.  And this represents my work.
13   Well, all three of these represent my work in
14   estimating the existing service base for United Water
15   Idaho in city of Eagle.
16               And I was unable to find this data
17   elsewhere.  United Water couldn't provide it.  PUC
18   couldn't provide it.  So this was my attempt at that.
19   It has not been verified by United Water.
20          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Is this all Exhibit 11 that
21   you're referring to?
22          THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  There was three map
23   documents there.
24          Q.   (BY MR. FEREDAY):  Okay.  Exhibit 12?
25          A.   Exhibit 12 is a summary page from a
0056
 1   document for the Eagle Water Company on file with the
 2   PUC, and it summarizes their demand in their most
 3   recent report.
 4          Q.   This is a document prepared by Eagle Water
 5   Company; is that correct?
 6          A.   Yes.
 7          Q.   And it was just on file, you just copied it
 8   from the PUC?
 9          A.   Yeah.
10          Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 13?
11          A.   Exhibit 13 is a comparison of, I guess,
12   various methods for considering population growth and
13   build-out for the M3 population.
14          Q.   That is the M3 portion of the City of
15   Eagle?
16          A.   That's correct.
17          Q.   Could you explain what's intended by E-x-p.
18   What does that mean?  What's the contraction?
19          A.   Exponent or exponential growth.
20          Q.   Exponential?
21          A.   Yeah.
22          Q.   And the same for E-x-p-o-n over on the
23   right?
24          A.   Yeah.
25          Q.   Same thing.  Okay.
0057
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 1          A.   So you've got the projected population over
 2   20 years, you've got an exponential growth rate plotted
 3   with the purple Xs, you've got the actual annual growth
 4   rate with the red diamonds, you have an average annual
 5   growth rate with the green line.
 6          Q.   Okay.
 7          A.   To my knowledge, Don Reading did not use
 8   anything on this in his ultimate document --
 9          Q.   Okay.
10          A.   -- that appeared in Exhibit 1.
11          Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 14?
12          A.   So part of the analysis that you have to do
13   for RAFN is you have to evaluate whether the proposed
14   service area is currently being serviced -- or not even
15   being serviced.  Whether there's planning documents for
16   adjacent municipalities or communities within the
17   proposed service planning area.  So you're looking for
18   areas of overlap between conflicting planning
19   documents.
20               And this has all of the planning maps that
21   I referred to in doing that overlap analysis.
22          Q.   And by "this," you're referring to
23   Exhibit 14?
24          A.   That's correct.
25          Q.   So Exhibit 14 is a series of these planning
0058
 1   maps that you obtained from these various
 2   jurisdictions?
 3          A.   That's right.
 4          Q.   And are these up to date, to your
 5   knowledge?
 6          A.   Well, planning document maps change quickly
 7   in some instances.  At the time that I got all of
 8   these, it was my understanding that they were the most
 9   current.
10          Q.   Okay.  And you got these sometime around
11   March/April of 2011; correct?
12          A.   That's right.
13          Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 15?
14          A.   During that same time period, March/April,
15   I went and met with Eagle Water Company to discuss
16   their service area and their demand.  And these next
17   two maps that are contained in -- I forget what exhibit
18   number.  I didn't write it down.
19          Q.   15.
20          A.   -- 15 represent the notes and my
21   understanding based on that meeting.
22               So there were portions within their service
23   area that they did not in fact service as well as
24   portions outside of their service area that they did in
25   fact service.  And so this was me just establishing the
0059
 1   difference between the service area as identified on
 2   their water right and their actual service area.
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 3          Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 16?
 4          A.   Another component in evaluating a RAFN
 5   water right is the understanding of the existing water
 6   right portfolio.  Exhibit 16 represents all of the
 7   water rights and/or water right permits and/or water
 8   right applications for permits that I am aware of for
 9   the City of Eagle.
10          Q.   Thank you.
11               Exhibit 17?
12          A.   Exhibit 17 is all of the material prepared
13   and submitted by M3 Eagle -- for the M3 Eagle planned
14   community that I felt was of sufficient use and
15   reference that I made a physical copy of it and kept it
16   at my desk.
17          Q.   I note that this includes a very large,
18   multipage spreadsheet, which is denoted as Exhibit 5.7.
19               Do you recognize that?
20          A.   I do.
21          Q.   That portion of Exhibit 17 has many
22   handwritten notations and arrows and so forth on it.
23               Do you recognize those?
24          A.   Yes.  That's my notation.
25          Q.   Okay.  Did you find that this Exhibit 5.7,
0060
 1   which is reproduced as part of Deposition Exhibit 17,
 2   to be useful to you?
 3          A.   I did.
 4          Q.   And do you have any significant
 5   disagreements with its overall direction or approach?
 6          A.   I don't.
 7          Q.   Okay.  Thank you.
 8               Let's go to Exhibit 18.
 9          A.   When I was asked to be involved in this, I
10   was given a document by the City of Eagle titled
11   "Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water Right
12   Application," which we've marked as Exhibit 3.  Based
13   on Exhibit 3 I wrote a series of comments and returned
14   those to the City of Eagle regarding Exhibit 3.
15          Q.   And Exhibit 3 was the draft of the City of
16   Eagle's RAFN information to the Department; correct?
17          A.   The draft of their initial information
18   presented to the Department, yes.
19          Q.   Yes.  Thank you.
20               Continue.
21          A.   Exhibit 18 is the -- their second submittal
22   based on the comments that I gave them regarding
23   Exhibit 3.  And it is very similar, but it has expanded
24   and addressed a lot of the comments that we gave them.
25   And it also contains my handwritten notes in the margin
0061
 1   from my initial reading of the document.
 2          Q.   Okay.  Thank you.
 3               Exhibit 19?
 4          A.   Exhibit 19 is the review comments that I
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 5   referred to regarding Exhibit 3.  So Exhibit 3 was the
 6   initial draft RAFN submittal to the Department.  I went
 7   through and reviewed that and put together a series of
 8   questions that are all represented in Exhibit 19.
 9          Q.   Okay.  So this is all your work,
10   Exhibit 19, not Dr. Reading's?
11          A.   That's correct.
12          Q.   Or Shelley Keen's?
13          A.   No, Shelley was involved in this document.
14   He didn't write any of it, but he reviewed it before it
15   went out.
16          Q.   Okay.  How about Exhibit 20?
17          A.   So Exhibit 20 is a -- these three documents
18   came out of the first meeting that I had with Shelley
19   and Don, Dr. Don Reading, and myself.  And the first
20   page is some notes based on the thoughts that we had at
21   that time.  This is all very initial.
22               The second page is a flow chart that
23   Shelley Keen prepared with the intent to help the
24   applicant kind of navigate what the Department is
25   looking for.
0062
 1               And then the last page is just maybe some
 2   footnotes or notes for the flow chart.
 3          Q.   Okay.
 4          A.   I would say that this was our initial
 5   understanding or thoughts on the matter and that we
 6   evolved quite a bit from here.
 7          Q.   Okay.  Thank you.
 8               Referring back to Exhibit 1, the
 9   Department's report, Appendix E.  Appendix E is a memo
10   from you.
11               Did you prepare this, then?
12          A.   I did.
13          Q.   On or about June 2nd, 2011?
14          A.   Yes.
15          Q.   On page 3 at the very end of that
16   Appendix E, you state, "Overall I have found all of the
17   water demand forecasting details presented by the City
18   and discussed in this memo to be reasonable."
19               Is that your position today?
20          A.   It is.
21          Q.   "My review," you continue, "was limited to
22   the material submitted by the City and does not
23   consider water demand associated with other potential
24   and legitimate justifications that could potentially be
25   identified in a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements
0063
 1   based analysis," close quote.  We spoke about this
 2   earlier in this deposition.
 3               But is this another way of saying that the
 4   Department's view, or at least your view, is that you
 5   expect that the City will come back and fill a number
 6   of holes or answer a number of questions in its second
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 7   or follow-on RAFN application?
 8          A.   That's correct.
 9          MR. FEREDAY:  Okay.  No further questions.
10               Let's go off the record for just a moment.
11               (Discussion.)
12          MR. FEREDAY:  We're back on the record.
13               Judge Smith?
14          MR. ALAN SMITH:  Back on the record.  The
15   protestants have no questions.
16          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Off the record for a minute,
17   Jeff.
18          MR. FEREDAY:  Yes.
19               (Recess.)
20          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Back on the record.
21   
22                         EXAMINATION
23   BY MR. BRUCE SMITH:
24          Q.   Mat -- can I call you "Mat"?
25          A.   Please.
0064
 1          Q.   I'm Bruce Smith.  I'm the City of Eagle's
 2   attorney.  And I think during your earlier questioning
 3   by Mr. Fereday he indicated to you that M3's
 4   application for permit has been assigned to the City.
 5               And I think you indicated you weren't aware
 6   of that; is that correct?
 7          A.   That's correct.
 8          Q.   But you understand that that's what was
 9   contemplated, and I guess that's why the City of Eagle
10   is here now; correct?
11          A.   Correct.
12          Q.   All right.  I have a number of questions
13   that I want to ask you about your report and some of
14   the information you provided.  But while it's fresh on
15   your mind -- it's now 11:15 -- on some of the points
16   and the questions Mr. Fereday had, I want to get a
17   clarification of them.  I was taking some notes as you
18   went through on your testimony.  Let me make sure I've
19   got them, these last documents that you were referring
20   to.
21               Now, one other point:  The notice that was
22   given to us about your deposition said that you would
23   bring all the information you relied upon in preparing
24   the Department's report; correct?
25          A.   Correct.
0065
 1          Q.   And are the documents that we've now
 2   attached to the deposition as exhibits all the
 3   information and all the documents and all the records
 4   that you relied upon in preparing that report?
 5          A.   Obviously published documentation I made
 6   reference to in my bibliographies and they're not
 7   included.  But of all the working documents that I
 8   relied upon, they're here.
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 9          Q.   So all the notes that you took are in here?
10          A.   No.  I do keep a -- I guess a log with
11   handwritten notes from meetings.  But that has not been
12   provided.
13          Q.   Okay.  Mr. Homan, could we make
14   arrangements to get a copy of that?
15               Well, let me ask the question before.
16               Did you rely upon that in preparing any of
17   this information in your report?
18          A.   You know, the notes are important points
19   from meetings that I had with you and with Eagle Water
20   Company.  To what regard I relied upon them
21   specifically, I couldn't say.  They helped form my
22   understanding of what my task was and what I was doing.
23          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  With that, Mr. Homan, I
24   would request that we get a copy of them.
25          MR. HOMAN:  We can go back and review those, and
0066
 1   you can revisit whether or not you relied on that.  And
 2   to the extent that you did, then we can get those to
 3   Mr. Smith and the rest of the parties.
 4          THE WITNESS:  Okay.
 5          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.
 6          Q.   Anything else besides your -- did you say
 7   field notes, or what did you call it?
 8          A.   It's just a logbook.
 9          Q.   Logbook.  Anything else?
10          A.   Nothing comes to mind.
11          Q.   Okay.  At any time during this deposition
12   if you think of something that you relied upon and you
13   did not produce it in these attached exhibits and it's
14   not in your log, would you let me know that and so we
15   can discuss and decide whether we need to see it or
16   not?
17          A.   I will.
18          Q.   Okay.  And do you understand that as part
19   of the hearing that we're going to have in October the
20   City will be submitting its RAFN analysis?
21          A.   Yes.
22          Q.   Okay.  Mr. Fereday asked you some questions
23   about the report and the idea that the City could
24   submit additional information at a subsequent hearing.
25               Do you recall that?
0067
 1          A.   I do.
 2          Q.   And let me ask this question:  There's
 3   nothing that would prohibit the City from submitting
 4   its RAFN analysis as part of this hearing; is that
 5   correct?
 6          A.   Not that I'm aware of.
 7          Q.   Okay.  I don't know that we will or won't,
 8   but I just want to make sure that if we do that it's
 9   not a problem.
10               So would you look at your Exhibit No. 20,
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11   which is your City of Eagle RAFN meeting notes and the
12   flow chart, please.
13          A.   I have it.
14          Q.   Okay.  In Mr. Fereday's questioning you
15   made note that these were the notes associated with the
16   flow chart and with regard to the City of Eagle RAFN
17   processing options.  And I believe you made the
18   comment, "Our thinking has evolved since then
19   considerably," or something to that effect.
20               Do you recall that?
21          A.   I do recall that I said our thinking -- let
22   me rephrase that.  Our thinking may have evolved since
23   then.  Hopefully I didn't use the word "considerably."
24          Q.   Well, let's look at that for a minute.
25   Number one, you're saying it may have evolved.  I don't
0068
 1   know if that means it has or has not.
 2               Clarify that, has it or has it not evolved?
 3          A.   Certainly my understanding of the RAFN
 4   process has been revised and honed throughout the going
 5   on four months that I've dealt with this.  When I was
 6   brought in to deal with this, I had a much more
 7   rudimentary understanding of the statutes, of the
 8   process, and of, you know, the history of the
 9   Department doing this than I do now.  So my
10   understanding without question has evolved.
11          Q.   When you're talking about you versus the
12   Department, can I assume that when you say you it is
13   the Department versus your only personal opinion?
14          MR. HOMAN:  I think the Department will make its
15   own decision.  I mean you can just testify to what your
16   belief is, speaking for yourself.
17          THE WITNESS:  Yeah, when I say myself, that is
18   my understanding of the Department's position.
19          Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Okay.
20          A.   Or thoughts on the matter.
21          Q.   Okay.  So going back to this Exhibit 20,
22   when you're saying "Our thinking has evolved," is that
23   referring to your thinking or the Department's
24   thinking?
25          A.   I'll say both.  I think my thinking, as I
0069
 1   said, has definitely evolved.  And I think that also
 2   the people that were involved from the beginning,
 3   specifically Don and Shelley, I think our understanding
 4   of what we were doing and the Department's position on
 5   certain aspects of our RAFN has probably evolved or
 6   changed.
 7          Q.   Can you describe for me in what way.
 8          A.   An example?
 9          Q.   Uh-huh.  Let me help you with this.  Okay?
10   And let me give you a little commentary, and then you
11   help me understand it.
12               The City has submitted two RAFN analyses;
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13   correct?
14          A.   Correct.
15          Q.   Okay.  You looked at both of those, I think
16   you and Mr. Keen looked at them.
17               You had some comments; correct?
18          A.   I provided comments, I believe, on both of
19   those.
20          Q.   Correct.  Have the comments that you
21   submitted and the information you asked for, has that
22   been provided to you now?
23          A.   So I would say that there hasn't
24   necessarily been a formal reply by the City of Eagle,
25   you know, comment by comment.  But certainly the City
0070
 1   of Eagle has responded in some form to most of my
 2   concerns and addressed probably the most critical ones.
 3          Q.   Okay.  Are there any that haven't been
 4   addressed?
 5          A.   It seems like there were several that
 6   weren't ever addressed to my satisfaction, but I
 7   couldn't give you a specific example at this point.
 8          Q.   Okay.  With regard to Exhibit 20, when the
 9   City is preparing its RAFN information, should we give
10   consideration to Exhibit 20?  Does it matter anymore?
11          A.   I think the flow chart is still useful.
12          Q.   In what way?
13          A.   Because this outlines the path -- I guess
14   maybe not.  Let me restate that.
15               Now that the permit has been assigned
16   completely to the City of Eagle, which is what this was
17   identifying, how can that get assigned to the City of
18   Eagle and then how can we move forward with that RAFN
19   review.  So maybe it's not.  Maybe because it's already
20   been assigned, it's not as useful of a document as it
21   was at the time.
22          Q.   Is there anything in Exhibit -- take your
23   time, look through Exhibit 20, in particular your
24   notes.
25               Is there anything in here that we need
0071
 1   to -- the City, I'm saying "we," the City needs to give
 2   consideration to in preparing its RAFN analysis?
 3          THE COURT REPORTER:  I need you to speak up,
 4   Counsel, because I can't hear you.
 5          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Counsel, I'd appreciate Mat
 6   answering.
 7          MR. HOMAN:  Well, we're trying to figure out a
 8   date for this.
 9          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.
10          THE WITNESS:  You know, I think most -- I've
11   tried to read it just now.  It's hard to read it in
12   this environment --
13          Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Sure.
14          A.   -- and take in everything that it's saying.
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15   But I think for the most part this has been supplanted
16   by the report that we filed, Exhibit 1, and by the fact
17   that the water right permit has been assigned to the
18   City of Eagle, and that this was our thoughts and our
19   understanding when we first took on the task of how we
20   could proceed forward and getting it assigned to the
21   City and what considerations we needed to make in
22   evaluating the RAFN.
23          Q.   Okay.  If you look at item 7 down there, it
24   says, "What else does the City need to resubmit or
25   recharacterize for IDWR to move forward with the
0072
 1   review."
 2          A.   Uh-huh.
 3          Q.   It kind of goes back to my question about
 4   is there anything else that the City needs to be
 5   submitting to you and the Department that you haven't
 6   already seen in order to submit a RAFN analysis?
 7          A.   So what's your specific question?
 8          Q.   Is there anything else that we need to be
 9   submitting?
10          A.   So you and I have shared e-mails.  I guess
11   I'm going to call it a third document, but I don't know
12   that there was a document like these.  But after the
13   permit got assigned, you and I have shared some e-mails
14   where you've said "Here's how the City is going to go
15   about evaluating the remainder of the RAFN."
16               I've given I comments on those.  I've not
17   seen a formal response to those, but we've had dialogue
18   on some of the key ones.  But I think where that
19   ended -- and I'd have to go back and look at our
20   correspondence -- was that there was some critical
21   items that I still felt it would be nice for the
22   Department to review.
23               One was how the planning or population
24   forecasting had been done.  We saw an overview of that
25   in a slide show, but we've never been provided the
0073
 1   underlying methodology and calculations for that.  And
 2   it is substantially different from the approach that
 3   the Department would take in the projections that we've
 4   made.
 5               I believe I had some specific questions
 6   regarding the irrigation demand spreadsheet or table
 7   that was submitted to me.  And I'm not sure that those
 8   have been addressed.
 9               And if there were some other elements of
10   it, I don't recall.  I think we had a fairly involved
11   back-and-forth, and that was -- what? -- back in August
12   maybe or July.  So I don't recall if there were other
13   issues.  But I'm pretty sure I've never seen the
14   planning information.  I'm pretty sure I've never seen
15   the irrigation information.
16          Q.   Okay.  "Planning," you're referring to
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17   population?
18          A.   Yes.  Sorry.
19          Q.   And you said that the City's methodology
20   was substantially different from IDWR's approach.
21               Could you explain that.
22          A.   I don't know what the methodology was.  I
23   haven't reviewed the methodology.  But the end result,
24   the end forecasted population, was different, if I
25   recall by an order of two times.
0074
 1          Q.   Okay.  And you said the other critical
 2   factor was the irrigation demand; is that correct?
 3          A.   Yes.
 4          Q.   And I think the City did provide you with a
 5   irrigation-demand analysis; correct?
 6          A.   Correct.
 7          Q.   And what was missing from that?
 8          A.   Well, I'd have to go back and look.  But it
 9   seems like I had a few questions.  Maybe on the
10   classification of your different irrigated types.
11   Again, this is based off memory.
12               It seems like you were classifying certain
13   irrigated areas with titles that I was not sure what
14   they meant.  It seems like you had done a calculation
15   for drip irrigation that covered a large area of
16   ground.  And I was just asking for details on how that
17   was done.  I can't recall if there were other points or
18   not.  But I certainly -- those two seem to stand out.
19          Q.   Okay.  There's no critical information
20   other than this population forecasting explanation and
21   the irrigation demand; is that correct?
22          A.   I would say the irrigation demand is not
23   critical.  That's minor details.  I would say the
24   discrepancy in the population estimation value is a big
25   deal.
0075
 1          Q.   Okay.
 2          A.   "Critical" was your term.
 3          Q.   And when you're saying that, I want to make
 4   sure I understand, you're talking about the difference
 5   in the population at the end of the planning period
 6   calculated by the City versus by Mr. Reading; is that
 7   correct?
 8          A.   That's correct.
 9          Q.   Okay.
10          A.   And I'm not suggesting that yours is
11   incorrect.  It's just I don't know the underlying
12   methodology.
13          Q.   Okay.  I don't want to oversummarize your
14   report that you did.  But if I'm mischaracterizing it,
15   tell me.
16               But basically the report identifies the
17   four components of a RAFN; correct?
18          A.   We're talking about Exhibit 1, that report?
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19          Q.   Yes.
20          A.   Yes.
21          Q.   Okay.  And as I read the report, you
22   concluded that the City's determination of its service
23   area was reasonable; correct?
24          A.   Correct.
25          Q.   That the planning horizon was reasonable,
0076
 1   the 30-year planning horizon --
 2          A.   Correct.
 3          Q.   -- is that correct?
 4               The population projection you didn't
 5   understand so you don't really know why the difference
 6   between Mr. Reading and the City's determinations; is
 7   that correct?
 8          A.   So again, I'm getting a little bit
 9   confused.  Our report was in response to the first two
10   submittals that you made.  And when I was previously
11   describing to you our concern with the discrepancy in
12   the population forecast at the end of planning horizon,
13   that's between the effort that you had done after this
14   document was completed.
15               So the question that you're asking me, are
16   you referring to the original population work that was
17   done by I believe her name is Nichoel Baird --
18          Q.   Spencer.
19          A.   -- Spencer that was attached to that
20   March 22nd report?  Is that the population forecasting
21   that you're referring to?
22          Q.   Well, I'm trying to get you to explain to
23   me what population forecasting you were referring to
24   when you're saying there's a difference.
25               Am I clear?
0077
 1          A.   Yes.  And I apologize if I have not been
 2   clear.  So I'm going to identify a few different
 3   population estimates that were done by the City.
 4               One was done initially with the March 22nd
 5   report.  The other one was done after Exhibit 1 was
 6   finalized, and it was shared with the Department
 7   informally in a meeting.  The Department, I guess, has
 8   a concern with both of those population estimates.
 9               The first population estimate Don Reading
10   addressed in his exhibit, the one that was attached to
11   the March 22nd exhibit.  And I think for all the
12   reasons that Don expounds upon in his appendix -- I'm
13   not sure what appendix it was -- Appendix C of
14   Exhibit 1, you know, he's explained the Department's
15   position on why that population forecast is not
16   acceptable to the Department.
17               Now, the second population forecast that
18   I've referred to, the one that you shared with us after
19   Exhibit 1, the Department has not seen the methodology
20   underlying that.  The value that you arrived at is
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21   almost twice the value that we have arrived at in
22   Exhibit 1.  So the Department is not yet comfortable
23   with that value either.
24               So does that answer your question?
25          Q.   I think so.  But it raises another
0078
 1   question.
 2               Exhibit 1, which is your report, was
 3   prepared -- I mean I don't think it has a date on it,
 4   does it?
 5          MR. FEREDAY:  Yes, it does.
 6          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Oh, June 1st.
 7          Q.   So it was prepared in response to the first
 8   submission, first submission by the City; is that
 9   correct?
10          A.   You know, I'm not sure what it was prepared
11   in response to.  I guess.  That seems logical.
12          Q.   Okay.
13          A.   I was called in and originally tasked with
14   a very specific item, review M3's demand and City of
15   Eagle's demand.  And it kind of grew there to a more
16   multipurpose involvement.
17               So I'm not sure what this report was in
18   response to initially.  But what it was intended to do
19   was provide direction to the City of Eagle on
20   establishing their RAFN.
21          Q.   Okay.  Did you refer to the City's second
22   submission, which I believe was in April, in order to
23   prepare Exhibit 1?
24          A.   I think so.  Yeah, certainly.
25          Q.   Okay.  So on the four components we covered
0079
 1   the service area, and you said that was acceptable as
 2   reasonable, the planning horizon was reasonable, the
 3   population you said you're still not clear on exactly
 4   how the City calculated its approach --
 5          A.   Their most recent approach.
 6          Q.   Excuse me.  Approach, you're not sure how
 7   the City calculated its population; correct?
 8          A.   The most recent one.
 9          Q.   And the fourth component is water demand.
10   And I believe the report says that you believe the
11   City's calculation of its water demand is reasonable;
12   correct?
13          A.   Correct.
14          Q.   So really the only difference between what
15   the City has submitted and your position today lies
16   solely within this population-projection component; is
17   that correct?
18          A.   That's correct.
19          Q.   Okay.
20          A.   We mentioned a few minor demand issues, but
21   I think the details and understanding some of the
22   demand-related calculations are -- I don't want to say
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23   insignificant, but not of the same concern as the
24   discrepancy in the population forecast.
25          Q.   Mr. Weaver, let me say something.  One of
0080
 1   the helpful things that you could provide today -- and
 2   I hope you will do this -- the City submitted these two
 3   RAFN analyses, as you discussed, the Department's
 4   approach, if you will, has evolved; correct?
 5          A.   (No audible response.)
 6          Q.   So the City would like to submit something
 7   that the Department finds acceptable.  So one of the
 8   things I had in mind today was have you tell me what it
 9   is you think the City needs to be submitting so that we
10   go through and prepare the information for you in both
11   a format and substantive style that you would find
12   reasonable.
13               So when I'm asking these questions, about,
14   you know, "Tell me what else you need," that underlies
15   those questions.
16               Is that okay?
17          A.   Yeah.  So certainly the intent of Exhibit 1
18   was to give you that kind of feedback and direction and
19   critical review.  Maybe we failed at some level in
20   doing that.
21               But as I review things now, it seems like
22   we have outlined a methodology for forecasting
23   population here by Dr. Don Reading.  And he even, I
24   think, describes one to four steps on an approach that
25   he thinks is reasonable for a city, maybe even beyond
0081
 1   reasonable that he thinks is appropriate and maybe a
 2   standard.  I'm not sure.
 3               What my understanding is of the population
 4   forecasting technique that you've done currently after
 5   Exhibit 1 was done is in no way similar to what was
 6   outlined in Exhibit 1.
 7               So not to say that what you did was wrong.
 8   It's just that we gave you guidance and said here's a
 9   way that the Department is comfortable with you
10   forecasting the population, and you've gone and done
11   something different.  And we don't understand the
12   "different."
13          Q.   And when you say "different," though, are
14   you referring to the number or the methodology?
15          A.   Both.
16          Q.   Clarify for me, if you will.  I thought you
17   said you didn't understand or know what the methodology
18   was.
19          A.   Well, the methodology was presented
20   verbally to us at that meeting.
21          Q.   Okay.
22          A.   So I have a gist of what the methodology
23   is, but that's it.
24          Q.   Okay.  What is --
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25          A.   And every day that passes I understand it
0082
 1   less.
 2          Q.   Excuse me for speaking over you.
 3               What is your gist, what is your
 4   understanding of the City's approach?
 5          A.   My understanding is that you're relying on
 6   I'll say Treasure Valley-wide population data compiled
 7   by COMPASS, and that rather than relying on population
 8   data specific to the city of Eagle, you're applying
 9   some type of ratio between city of Eagle population and
10   the Treasure Valley population at large, and you're
11   applying that to the growth rates that have been
12   established by COMPASS for the entire Treasure Valley.
13   That's -- I guess that's the extent of my understanding
14   of it.
15          Q.   Okay.  So you think it would be appropriate
16   for the City to use Eagle-specific information to
17   calculate the population; is that fair?
18          A.   What I think is that the Exhibit 1 gives
19   you a methodology for calculating population forecasts
20   that the Department has thought about, has hired an
21   expert to help us develop and that we're comfortable
22   with, and that you've done something different.
23               I'm not going to say if it's right or
24   wrong, better or worse.  I don't understand it, and
25   I've not seen it in detail.  And even if I had, I'm
0083
 1   probably not the best person to evaluate it.  Dr. Don
 2   Reading would be.
 3          Q.   And actually my next question is, do you
 4   think Dr. Reading is a better person to address the
 5   question of population calculation?
 6          A.   Without doubt.
 7          Q.   Because you don't have a lot of experience
 8   at it or you think something else?
 9          A.   I don't have his experience.
10          Q.   Okay.  So just real quickly to sum up,
11   going back to the four components, the City's
12   submissions are reasonable as to calculated value and
13   protocol, except for population?
14          A.   (No audible response.)
15          Q.   You have to say "yes."  You can't nod your
16   head.
17          A.   Sorry.
18          Q.   That's okay.  Okay.  I want you to explain
19   one other thing to me.
20               As I read your report, you tend to separate
21   your analysis of the M3 submissions from the City's
22   submissions; is that correct?
23          A.   The analysis of demand?
24          Q.   Uh-huh.
25          A.   Yes, I conducted two different analysis of
0084
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 1   demand: one specific to M3 and one the City of Eagle.
 2          Q.   Okay.
 3          A.   City of Eagle.
 4          Q.   One of the questions we've discussed is the
 5   City is submitting a RAFN analysis.
 6               Okay.  What do you see as the difference,
 7   if any, in a RAFN report supplied by a municipality
 8   versus a RAFN analysis prepared by somebody like M3 or
 9   another developer?  Is there a difference?
10          A.   Is there a difference in the analysis that
11   underlies the RAFN?  Certainly, yeah.
12          Q.   And what is that difference?
13          A.   For -- I'm going to say a subdivision, not
14   to imply that -- you know, Eagle M3 is much more than a
15   subdivision.  But if we think of it in terms of a
16   subdivision outside of the incorporated limits of a
17   city, there's a very specific vision and plan and
18   hopefully preliminary plat and planning documents
19   supporting that.
20               Housing density has been established.  You
21   can just go in and determine demand to a much greater
22   level of detail than you can for say City of Eagle,
23   which has an existing incorporated limits.  It has an
24   area of impact.  And the way we get from where we are
25   to where we're going isn't nearly as -- nowhere near as
0085
 1   constrained to the level that a subdivision is or a
 2   planned community.
 3               So when it comes to forecasting demand, you
 4   have potentially two different methods there.  There's
 5   something called, as I understand it, a
 6   disaggregate-requirements based approach to forecasting
 7   demand, which works very well for M3.
 8               "Disaggregate" means you go in and you
 9   identify, you know, to the last cubic foot what -- how
10   much water is going to be required for each use.
11               For the City of Eagle, it's not easy to do
12   that.  For any municipality, it's not easy to do that,
13   because you don't know how and where it's going to
14   grow.
15               So what you have to do there is you have to
16   forecast a demand based on some historical variables
17   that you can tie that into.  And one such way to do
18   that is population.  So just the underlying approach is
19   the forecast and demand can be very different.
20          Q.   Would it be fair to characterize the
21   difference as a city or a municipality would use a more
22   generalized approach as opposed to a very specific
23   approach used by a development?
24          A.   Yeah, you could say that.
25          Q.   I mean that's a reasonable approach?
0086
 1          A.   Uh-huh.
 2          Q.   I want you to look at your RAFN report on
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 3   page 3 of Appendix A.
 4               Do you see that "Water Demand" section at
 5   the very top?
 6          A.   I do.
 7          Q.   Okay.  Would you read that first sentence
 8   to yourself, please.
 9          A.   "There are a number of" --
10          Q.   You don't need to read it out loud.  I want
11   you to be familiar with it.
12          A.   Oh, I'm sorry.
13               (Reviews.)
14               I've read it.
15          Q.   Okay.  You identify one, two, three,
16   four -- five different approaches; correct?
17          A.   Yeah.
18          Q.   I'm interested, how did you identify those
19   five different approaches?  What did you look at to
20   figure those as the approaches for a RAFN?
21          A.   I looked at a multitude of water demand
22   planning resources.
23          Q.   Okay.  So let me ask you this.  And this
24   is, I guess, for you and for the Department.
25               Are all of these approaches acceptable?
0087
 1          A.   I don't think so.
 2          Q.   Okay.  I want you to go through these, and
 3   I want to you look at them and tell me which ones are
 4   acceptable, which ones aren't, and why or why not.
 5               So let's start with judgment-based
 6   predictions.
 7          A.   I don't think the Department would accept
 8   that.
 9          Q.   Why not?
10          A.   We wouldn't be doing our due diligence if
11   we just allowed someone to walk in and say "I'm going
12   to tie up however many acre-feet of water for the next
13   30 years because I think that's what we need."
14          Q.   So underlying that conclusion that it would
15   not be acceptable is the assumption that you'd be
16   relying upon someone else's professional judgment?
17          A.   Unsubstantiated professional judgment.
18          Q.   What if they were substantiated, I guess is
19   the question?
20          A.   Well, that's different.  Then they're going
21   to have a methodology that they're relying upon to
22   forecast their demand.
23          Q.   Okay.  What you're saying is that for
24   somebody to come in and say "I'm an expert and this is
25   what I think we'll need" is not acceptable?
0088
 1          A.   Correct.
 2          Q.   Okay.  "Time extrapolation," what is that?
 3          A.   Time extrapolation basically is in 1980 we
 4   needed 10,000 acre-feet, 1990 we needed 20,000
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 5   acre-feet, so in 2000 we need 30,000 acre-feet.  The
 6   only thing you're correlating it to is chronology.  And
 7   that probably is not acceptable to the Department
 8   either.  It wouldn't be acceptable to me if I were
 9   reviewing it.
10          Q.   Okay.  "Single-coefficient model
11   development"?
12          A.   So there you're tying it into a single
13   historical variable.  The one that's used most commonly
14   is population, but you can tie it into, you know,
15   average market value of the residential lots, whatever.
16   But you're relying only on a single variable to predict
17   demand.
18          Q.   Is that acceptable?
19          A.   I think so.  And I think certainly for
20   smaller communities that's the one that's most readily
21   within their means to pursue to identify their future
22   demand.
23          Q.   Okay.  In doing a RAFN analysis, is the
24   resources of a city, is that a relevant criteria?
25          A.   My perspective is yes, it should be.
0089
 1   They're pursuing less of the resource.  So yeah, it is
 2   different.  If City of Plummer comes in here and asks
 3   for a half cfs RAFN versus United Water coming in here
 4   and asking for 50 cfs of RAFN water, it -- that's
 5   different.
 6          Q.   Based on the amount of water being sought?
 7          A.   Yeah.
 8          Q.   And what about --
 9          A.   Among other things.
10          Q.   What other things?
11          A.   Well, geographic location.
12          Q.   How does that affect --
13          A.   City of Plummer is in a region -- to use my
14   example, city of Plummer is in a region that receives
15   much more rainfall.  They're not in an area with a
16   resource that's being -- that's under contention by
17   different water users like we are in the Treasure
18   Valley.  I just think that there's a host of
19   differences.
20          Q.   I think the question, the lead-in to the
21   question was about the distinction between the
22   resources available to the applicant.
23               Does that factor in?
24          A.   And when you say "resource," are you
25   referring to a water resource?
0090
 1          Q.   Let me put it this way:  Financial and
 2   experts.  I mean let me give you a hypothetical.
 3               City of Plummer comes in and asks for
 4   50 cfs of future needs water rights; United Water comes
 5   in and asks for the same 50, is there a distinction
 6   there based upon resources available to the two
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 7   applicants?
 8          A.   I guess I would say that the more water
 9   that you're pursuing to tie up in a RAFN, the more that
10   that needs to be scrutinized.  Financial means of the
11   City, I'm not sure that that in and of itself should be
12   a factor.  It seems like the one would go with the
13   other.  If you're asking for more of the water
14   resource, you probably have more of the financial
15   resource.
16          Q.   Is there a standard protocol for analyzing
17   and submitting RAFN applications to the Department that
18   the Department uses to evaluate?
19          A.   We have not published that document yet.
20          Q.   Do you have one?
21          A.   We do.  I've been working diligently on it
22   since this concluded at the end of June.
23          Q.   What stage are you in with completing it?
24          A.   95 percent completion.
25          Q.   Does it reflect what's in this report that
0091
 1   you prepared?
 2          A.   Yes.
 3          Q.   So the information in your document you're
 4   preparing was used to prepare this?
 5          A.   I'm sorry?
 6          Q.   This report or whatever -- what do you
 7   characterize it as?
 8          A.   We're calling it a handbook.
 9          Q.   The handbook.  Okay.  Was the handbook used
10   to prepare this?
11          A.   Well, in part.
12          Q.   "This" being Exhibit 1.
13          A.   In part.
14          Q.   In what part?
15          A.   I was asked -- I was asked to work on the
16   handbook maybe a year to a year and a half ago.  It was
17   a low priority issue.  So I had done some work on that
18   handbook prior to this coming up.  When this came up,
19   we received several other RAFN applications within
20   several weeks of this one.
21               So that prompted urgency to that task that
22   hadn't been there beforehand.  And so part of what I
23   did prior to this influence, what was done here, but
24   mostly I would say it's the other way around, that the
25   effort and work that came out of this is influencing
0092
 1   that handbook.
 2          Q.   So this report becomes the protocol for the
 3   handbook; is that what you're telling me?
 4          A.   I don't know if "protocol" is the right
 5   word.
 6          Q.   Well, this is a protocol; correct?
 7          A.   It informed the handbook, yeah.
 8          Q.   Okay.
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 9          A.   I mean they're similar.
10          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Mr. Homan, can we get a
11   copy of the handbook?
12          MR. HOMAN:  Mat, that's in draft stage, isn't
13   it, yet?
14          THE WITNESS:  Yeah.
15          MR. HOMAN:  It hasn't been approved.
16          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Well, the problem is that it
17   was used for this.
18          MR. HOMAN:  Well, I don't think it's evolved.
19   I'll check into it, Bruce.
20          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.
21          MR. HOMAN:  But won't commit right now.
22          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.
23          Q.   Is the handbook different from what you
24   described here?
25          A.   It's much more involved.  It gives
0093
 1   examples, so it is different.
 2          Q.   Is that handbook purely your work product?
 3          A.   For the most part.
 4          Q.   Okay.  Who else might have had input into
 5   it?
 6          A.   No one's actively written any of it other
 7   than myself.  I received critical feedback from a
 8   number of people:  Shelley Keen, of course; Jeff
 9   Peppersack; Dr. Don Reading, although not specifically
10   to the document, more generally regarding population
11   forecasting.  That's it.
12          Q.   Okay.  I think we were on the
13   single-coefficient model development.
14               You said that's one variable that
15   determines the underlying protocol for the RAFN
16   analysis?
17          A.   Correct.
18          Q.   Okay.  If you have a multi-coefficient
19   model, what does that mean?
20          A.   Similar to the single-coefficient model,
21   only you're using multiple predicter variables,
22   maybe -- you know, population often isn't used in
23   multiple variable because they're relying on other
24   things that kind of speak to the same thing that
25   population does.  But you're forecasting based on more
0094
 1   than one coefficient -- or I'm sorry, more than one
 2   explanatory variable.
 3          Q.   Can you give me an example of
 4   multi-coefficient variables.
 5          A.   An example of one that's in use in the
 6   state or an example of variables?  I'm not --
 7          Q.   One that's in the state.  That's fine.  I'm
 8   trying to understand what you're describing.
 9          A.   I am not aware of a multi-variable means of
10   forecasting water demand as used by anyone in the
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11   state.  I have not reviewed one in association with a
12   municipal water right in my time at the Department.
13          Q.   Okay.  You made mention that you got a
14   number of RAFN applications about the same time as this
15   one.
16               Is that the M3 application?
17          A.   At the same time I was asked to work on the
18   M3 application.
19          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall who those were from?
20          A.   City of Plummer, that's why they came to
21   mind.  City of Nampa.
22          Q.   Okay.
23          A.   Then there's one in eastern Idaho.  I don't
24   recall who.
25          Q.   Okay.  And do they have a standard protocol
0095
 1   that those applications involve?
 2          A.   City of Kuna is another one.  City of
 3   Plummer, when they submitted their material, it was
 4   relatively small and simple compared to the City of
 5   Eagle.
 6               And so I used the protocol that's
 7   Appendix A here to go through and just write a memo,
 8   review memo, specific to City of Plummer.
 9               City of Nampa, we have not given them
10   anything yet.  They kind of are in waiting to see what
11   comes out of our handbook.  And I also just owe them
12   some correspondence that I haven't yet followed up
13   with.
14               City of Kuna, I've been in talks with the
15   professional engineer there, and I've given them my
16   correspondence on the City of Plummer matter.  And
17   they've also asked that as soon as the handbook is made
18   available that I copy them on it.
19               And then I think St. Charles, actually, is
20   the municipality in eastern Idaho.  I'm not in direct
21   correspondence with them.  That's coming through our
22   eastern regional office.
23          Q.   Okay.  So at this point with those
24   applications you don't have a standard protocol that
25   you would apply to analyze those applications; is that
0096
 1   correct?
 2          A.   Well, I think the method that's in
 3   Exhibit 1 I used with City of Plummer.  With the other
 4   two entities, I'm hoping that we can get them the
 5   handbook and they can use that.  They are -- my
 6   understanding is they are ready to submit.  They're
 7   just simply waiting on me to get the material to them.
 8          Q.   Okay.  So do you recall, are those
 9   approaches single-coefficient model approaches?
10          A.   City of Plummer was, because I had their
11   material to review and comment on.  City of Kuna, City
12   of Nampa, and St. Charles I've only had discussions.
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13   I've not seen anything specific.
14          Q.   Okay.  Is there any benefit from using a
15   multi-coefficient model as opposed to a
16   single-coefficient model?
17          A.   I think so, yeah.  I think it's a more
18   accurate -- it can be a more accurate means of
19   forecasting water demand.
20          Q.   Okay.  The "econometric demand model
21   development," what is that?
22          A.   That's the one I'm least familiar with.  It
23   is recognized in most of the references that I've
24   reviewed.  It's the one that if you go and do a review
25   of peer-reviewed published articles right now in a lot
0097
 1   of the journals, it's the one that seems to see the
 2   most attention in that setting.
 3               My understanding is that United Water
 4   employs this method for forecasting water.  And
 5   basically what you're doing there is rather than
 6   concerning yourself, I guess, with historical variables
 7   to project the future, you're saying "If we price and
 8   make available this water in such a way, how is the
 9   consumer going to react to that, and how is his
10   demand -- or his, their demand going to react to that?"
11   But again, that's the methodology that I understand
12   least.  I've never employed it myself, nor reviewed it.
13          Q.   You indicated at the very beginning that
14   you were given direction to prepare this report.
15               Who provided that direction to you?
16          A.   Jeff Peppersack is my supervisor.
17          Q.   What direction did he give you with regard
18   to preparing this?
19          A.   As I recall, he initially just asked me to
20   review the demand component of the M3 application and
21   the -- I forget what exhibit it is, but the March 22nd
22   document that the City of Eagle submitted to us.
23          Q.   But I'm specifically talking about your
24   report that you prepared.
25               Who told you to prepare this report?
0098
 1          A.   I guess, John, did you specifically tell me
 2   to prepare that report?  I'm not sure.
 3               You know, we were meeting and we were
 4   addressing this.  And I guess I'll say this, that as
 5   Shelley Keen and myself and Dr. Reading met and
 6   reviewed the material and the specific tasks that we
 7   had, we felt that this document would be most
 8   appropriate in conveying the review that we'd done and
 9   a protocol for determining our RAFN.
10               So in that sense maybe we tasked ourselves
11   to do that, as we felt it would be the best way to
12   convey the messages that we had.
13          Q.   Okay.
14          MR. FEREDAY:  And that's Exhibit 1 you're
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15   referring to?
16          THE WITNESS:  It is.
17               That was your question, was Exhibit 1?
18          Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Correct.  I was
19   wondering how Exhibit 1 came to be.  And as I hear you
20   describe it, you and Mr. Reading and Mr. Keen decided
21   to do it; is that correct?
22          A.   Yes.
23          MR. HOMAN:  Let me clarify, if I may, Bruce.
24               Was that report authorized by the
25   Department?
0099
 1          THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yeah.
 2          Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Okay.  When you say
 3   "by the Department" --
 4          A.   Gary Spackman, specifically.
 5          Q.   The Director did it.  The Director
 6   authorized or approved you to do this report?
 7          A.   Correct.
 8          Q.   Okay.  Mr. Homan's question helps elucidate
 9   the question I had earlier about you versus the
10   Department.
11               One of the issues that I know that you and
12   I have discussed, and I think you've discussed with the
13   City, is the idea of segregating irrigation demand from
14   the rest of the RAFN analysis; correct?
15          A.   Yeah, we've talked about that.  Yes.
16          Q.   Is that the Department's position, that
17   that needs to be done?
18          A.   No.
19          Q.   Okay.  So that's not an approach that would
20   be used to determine whether the report or the
21   information was reasonable or not?
22          A.   Correct.
23          Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the
24   Department's Processing Memo 18?
25          A.   I am.
0100
 1          Q.   Does that have any applicability in the
 2   RAFN analysis?
 3          A.   I think it does, yes.
 4          Q.   In what way?
 5          A.   Well, I think if you do choose to
 6   individually determine the water demand associated with
 7   irrigation or pond evaporation, that if you're going to
 8   be using ET data the Department has a memo out there
 9   that says you will use the Allen-Robison published data
10   from 200- -- is it 6 or 7.  I'm not sure which.
11   They've since supplanted that with published data in
12   2009.
13               We do not have a memo out saying that you
14   should use the 2009 data, but I think that's our
15   position.  And quite frankly, I don't think they vary
16   enough that it would be a concern.
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17          Q.   Okay.  And I think you made note of that in
18   the report, I think in the M3 section about the --
19          A.   I did.
20          Q.   -- update of the Robison material.
21               Going back to the idea that the City would
22   submit a more generalized analysis or a RAFN
23   application, unless the City was preparing -- the City
24   itself was preparing to irrigate certain areas or to
25   create ponds, then that information wouldn't have much
0101
 1   relevance to the City's analysis, would it?
 2          A.   Correct.
 3          Q.   I want to clarify one point.  We went
 4   through the four components; correct?
 5          A.   We did.
 6          Q.   Population was one area that you said that
 7   you needed more information -- or basically you needed
 8   information to understand what the City did; correct?
 9          A.   Correct.
10          Q.   With regard to your conclusions on the
11   other three components and the information submitted by
12   the City, did you uncover anything in the independent
13   work you did that would alter your conclusions as to
14   those three components?
15          A.   And when you say "independent work," what
16   are you referring to?
17          Q.   Well, you went out and interviewed Eagle
18   Water Company.  Okay?  You did a lot of independent --
19   correct?
20          A.   Okay.
21          Q.   And you did a lot of independent research
22   to prepare this report, which is Exhibit 1; correct?
23          A.   Correct.
24          Q.   You did a lot of your own independent
25   investigation; correct?
0102
 1          A.   Correct.
 2          Q.   You went and looked at the Arc view maps;
 3   correct?
 4          A.   Uh-huh.
 5          Q.   And you made your own discretionary calls
 6   about where the populations were; correct?
 7          A.   Correct.
 8          Q.   You looked at service areas for Eagle Water
 9   Company; correct?
10          A.   I did.
11          Q.   And United Water --
12          A.   I did.
13          Q.   -- correct?
14               You looked at the boundaries for the
15   surrounding cities; correct?
16          A.   I did.
17          Q.   So when you did all of this work and you
18   basically reached the conclusions that you did in your
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19   report, is there anything that you found in the work
20   that you did that would alter your conclusions with
21   regard to the components of planning horizon, water
22   demand --
23          A.   Service area.
24          Q.   -- service area, other than just the
25   population question?
0103
 1          A.   So service area, I don't think the
 2   Department has a problem with.
 3          Q.   Okay.
 4          A.   Planning horizon, I think is consistent and
 5   reasonable.  The methodology that you used to forecast
 6   water I think is reasonable.  However, that methodology
 7   relies on an underlying population base to forecast
 8   forward on.
 9               I'm not sure where we left it, if we were
10   in agreement or not whether that population base should
11   include people that are already receiving water from
12   other water suppliers.
13          Q.   Okay.
14          A.   So the methodology we have no problem with.
15               The population base, if this is year one in
16   2011, I'm not sure that we're in agreement on that.  I
17   don't recall where you left -- where the City left
18   that.
19          Q.   Okay.
20          A.   And then the population forecast, of course
21   the methodology we don't understand yet and aren't
22   ready to bless, I guess, for lack of a better term.
23   But also we need to understand that population base
24   that we use as the initial point for forecasting
25   forward.
0104
 1          Q.   Okay.  But with regard to the population
 2   question, you don't think it's reasonable to use
 3   information say on a valleywide basis; is that correct?
 4          A.   No, I never said that I don't think that's
 5   reasonable.
 6          Q.   Okay.
 7          A.   I said that I think that's different than
 8   the approach that we outlined in our document and that
 9   the Department has presented and feels most comfortable
10   with.
11          Q.   Well, let me help you recall something.
12   The first information that was submitted to you in I
13   think it's in one of the exhibits, the first RAFN
14   analysis by the City, and it had a Nichoel Baird
15   Spencer's assessment on it.
16               Do you recall that?
17          A.   I do.
18          Q.   And do you remember Nichoel took
19   information from a number of reports, looked at
20   population growth figures, percentages, and then added
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21   them up and came up with an average?  Correct?
22          A.   I do recall that.
23          Q.   Is that the difference that you disagree
24   with is using that approach?
25          A.   So I think what Nichoel initially did is
0105
 1   maybe more in line with what we proposed in Exhibit 1,
 2   which is that you go out and you do a survey of
 3   existing population studies, and you throw out the ones
 4   that are not applicable or that are redundant.  And so
 5   you critically evaluate that survey and you pare it
 6   down to something.
 7               You then look at a high limit and a low
 8   limit of that population study, and you allow that as
 9   bounds, an upper and a lower limit bounds.  And then
10   you go out and you do your projection, your population
11   projection, based off of your survey.  And hopefully
12   that should be constrained somewhere within those
13   bounds.  That's what we've outlined in the Exhibit 1.
14          Q.   If I understood what you just said, you
15   agree with the approach used by Nichoel in the first
16   submission?
17          A.   I think it was a start.  It was the start
18   of what we would propose.  So I'm not sure that --
19   these questions are probably best answered by Dr. Don.
20   But I think that it is the start of what we would hope
21   to see.
22          Q.   Okay.  Look at your Exhibit 14.
23          MR. JASON SMITH:  14?
24          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  14.
25          Q.   That's your maps of the different areas.
0106
 1          A.   I have them in front of me.
 2          Q.   Okay.  My notes, when you described
 3   Exhibit 14, you said part of the analysis for RAFN is
 4   looking at overlap of service areas.
 5               Does that sound like consistent with what
 6   you said?
 7          A.   That may have been what I said.  But maybe
 8   to be more clear, it needs to include an evaluation of
 9   overlapping plan use documents, I believe is how the
10   statute refers to it.  Maybe they even use the term
11   "comprehensive plan use documents."  I don't recall
12   exactly.
13          Q.   I think it does.  And that kind of goes to
14   what I'd like to ask you some questions about.
15               You took the work reflected in Exhibit 15,
16   that was part of your analysis on overlapping planning;
17   is that a fair characterization?
18          A.   That's correct.
19          Q.   Where did you get these, these documents
20   that are shown in Exhibit 15 -- 14?  Excuse me.
21          A.   Garden City and City of Meridian, I called
22   and coordinated with their planner and received them
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23   directly.  In the case of Garden City, they had to
24   refer me to their consulting engineer.
25          Q.   Okay.
0107
 1          A.   City of Eagle, I think the most recent one
 2   was provided by you, maybe, or Nichoel.  But I don't
 3   think Nichoel actually ever provided it to me.
 4               United Water, I don't recall where that
 5   came from specifically.
 6               City of Star, I think I called and talked
 7   to their planner, and she pointed me to it online.  And
 8   I actually downloaded those two from online.  I think
 9   that's all of them.
10          Q.   Okay.  So how did you proceed to take these
11   documents that you have?  And I think what you're
12   describing is you took all the area around Eagle and
13   started gathering up these documents that are reflected
14   in Exhibit 14; correct?
15          A.   Correct.  So what --
16          Q.   So how did you approach that analysis?
17          A.   Well, with our GIS, doing spatial analysis
18   of the service area as it was proposed by the City of
19   Eagle and the service area and planning areas as they
20   have been spatially delineated in these maps.
21          Q.   Is it fair to say that if you took these
22   documents that are reflected in Exhibit 14 and if there
23   was some overlap between the map shown for a specific
24   entity in 14, Exhibit 14, and there was an overlap
25   between that map and the City of Eagle's water service
0108
 1   area, you excluded that from the area under
 2   consideration for the population growth for the City of
 3   Eagle?
 4          A.   That's correct.
 5          Q.   So did you undertake any analysis to look
 6   at whether there was a conflict between those planning
 7   areas and the planning area for the City of Eagle?
 8          A.   I did not, no.  I just looked at the
 9   conflicting spatial delineation of the planning areas.
10          Q.   So you assumed that if there was an overlap
11   there was a conflict?
12          A.   That's right.
13          Q.   And that was true for the municipalities;
14   correct?  That's what you did?
15          A.   Uh-huh.
16          Q.   And for United Water; correct?
17          A.   Well, United Water is a little bit
18   different.  It is different than all the other ones
19   here.  If you look at United Water on this map, their
20   service area overlaps greatly Eagle Water Company and
21   city of Eagle and does not reflect their service areas
22   that's described on their water rights.
23               So I -- so for United Water specifically,
24   that's why we have these other exhibits in here, I
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25   worked from their service areas that's defined by their
0109
 1   water rights, and I went in and I delineated, you know,
 2   based off maps what was being served.
 3          Q.   So you didn't use the map that's in
 4   Exhibit 14, you used the places of use on the water
 5   rights?
 6          A.   Specific to United Water, that's true.
 7          Q.   Okay.
 8          A.   That's what I did in the end.
 9          Q.   Okay.  And what did you use for Eagle Water
10   Company?
11          A.   Eagle Water Company, I used the findings
12   based on my meeting with them and review of their
13   service area.
14          Q.   So you used the place of use for United
15   Water's water rights but you used the service area for
16   Eagle Water Company?
17          A.   Correct.  Well, wait a minute.
18               Can you repeat that question?
19          Q.   Well, you told me for United Water when you
20   analyzed the overlapping area you used the place of use
21   from their water rights.
22          A.   That's correct.
23          Q.   Okay.  You said, "When I met with Eagle
24   Water Company, I looked at their service area that they
25   described."
0110
 1               And I assume you did a map or something and
 2   then excluded that; is that correct?
 3          A.   Yeah.  You've actually uncovered a
 4   discrepancy in my method, which I didn't even realize
 5   until right now.  When I did my population-base
 6   analysis, I relied upon the information that they gave
 7   me, that is --
 8          Q.   Whoa, whoa, whoa.  Wait.  When you say
 9   "they" --
10          A.   I'm sorry.
11          Q.   -- you lost me.
12          A.   Eagle Water Company.
13          Q.   Okay.
14          A.   However --
15          Q.   As a matter of fact, let's focus on Eagle
16   Water Company.  I think that's what you're doing, but
17   just to be clear.
18               Go ahead.
19          A.   However, when I looked at conflicting plan
20   use area, I relied upon their service area.
21          Q.   Their service area defined as what?
22          A.   Well, they don't have planning documents
23   that I'm aware of, so I relied upon the service areas
24   that's defined by their water rights.
25          Q.   So you used the same approach for United
0111
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 1   Water and for Eagle Water, then?
 2          A.   Correct.
 3          Q.   Okay.
 4          A.   For identifying planning area overlap.
 5          Q.   Okay.  So there's a map in here for United
 6   Water, but there's no map for Eagle Water Company;
 7   correct?
 8          A.   I don't think so.  I don't think they have
 9   such a thing.
10          Q.   Okay.  But quite frankly, if I wanted to
11   duplicate it, if I wanted to go back and look at this,
12   I'd take the place of use for the water rights and that
13   defines the boundaries of the, quote, "planning area"
14   that you used for purposes of determining whether there
15   was overlap?
16          A.   I believe that's true.
17          Q.   Okay.  For the cities you used their
18   comprehensive plan map, is that correct, or you used
19   what's attached to Exhibit 14?
20          A.   Yeah.
21          Q.   Okay.  But again, going back to it, if
22   there was any overlap in the maps that you drew, then
23   you just excluded that area from the City of Eagle's
24   service area?
25          A.   That's correct.
0112
 1          Q.   Okay.  And you did not look for conflict
 2   between the plans?
 3          A.   That's correct.
 4          Q.   Okay.  Mat, I want to ask you a question.
 5   I got a note from Mr. Homan in describing the
 6   Exhibit 1, the report.  And let me just read what
 7   Mr. Homan had told me.  He said, "Nor did the
 8   Department consider any water that might be needed to
 9   address operational overlaps between the City's service
10   area and the service area of other municipal providers
11   and the City."
12               Do you understand that?
13          A.   I think I do.
14          Q.   Would you tell me what that means.
15          A.   I think that means that if you want to
16   provide water to Eagle Water Company we said "You can't
17   do that."  We just didn't consider it.  They're already
18   getting water.  It would be redundant for me to give
19   them water.
20               There might be a justifiable reasonable for
21   you to do that, but that case wasn't made by you in any
22   of the documents we received, so we took the position
23   that we did.
24          Q.   So "operational overlaps" refers to the
25   City of Eagle providing water to some other provider?
0113
 1          A.   That's how I understand that term.
 2          Q.   Okay.  When you did your overlap
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 3   analysis -- I'll call it that.  You understand what I'm
 4   talking about?
 5          A.   (No audible response.)
 6          Q.   -- the only area that you excluded was
 7   Eagle Water Company, United Water, and Star; correct?
 8          A.   Correct.
 9          Q.   And I think you ended up putting 193 people
10   in the overlap with Star?
11          A.   That's correct.
12          Q.   Okay.  Did you look at the Star comp plan?
13          A.   I think I did, yeah.
14          Q.   Okay.  When you looked at it, you looked at
15   the map in relation to the city of Eagle's map?
16          A.   Right.  Yeah, I compared the boundaries.
17          Q.   Okay.
18          A.   I do recall that I contacted the Eagle --
19   is it Eagle Water and Sewer.  I think that's who
20   provides water -- not Eagle.  Star Water and Sewer
21   provides water there, and they did not have any
22   planning maps for me.
23          Q.   The City of Star does not supply water.
24               Do you understand that?
25          A.   That's why I said Star Water.  Is it Star
0114
 1   Water and Sewer District?
 2          Q.   Correct.
 3          A.   Yeah.
 4          Q.   So for the overlap analysis you used the
 5   City of Star's comp plan map; correct?
 6          A.   That's right, the boundary.
 7          Q.   But the City of Star supplies no water;
 8   correct?
 9          A.   But does their comprehensive plan, I think,
10   address the fact that they will provide utilities?  I
11   don't know either.  I read it a long time ago.
12          Q.   This is where I ask you questions.  I
13   honestly don't know.  I'm trying to figure out what you
14   did in this situation with Star.
15               So you had no map from Star Water and
16   Sewer, so you used the comp plan map from the City of
17   Star?
18          A.   Correct.
19          Q.   In the context of RAFN water rights, what
20   do you do in these overlap areas?  If you can't get a
21   RAFN, I think what you're saying is you can't get a
22   RAFN water right in an area that overlaps with a comp
23   plan, according to your analysis, correct?
24          A.   Well, I think the statute says that.  My
25   understanding is -- not to pose another question to
0115
 1   you --
 2          Q.   I won't answer it, but that's okay.
 3          A.   The statute says that you shall exclude
 4   areas of overlapping comprehensive plan use, so...
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 5          Q.   So how are those areas served?
 6          A.   What areas?
 7          Q.   How do you get a water right in these
 8   overlapping areas?
 9          A.   Well, I would suspect that the area of
10   overlap needs to be addressed by the two parties, and
11   that they need to come to some resolution on who's
12   going to provide water there, and then modify their
13   planning documents accordingly.
14          Q.   Okay.  But how do you get the water right
15   to serve it?
16          A.   Once you would -- once you've taken care of
17   the discrepancy and there's no longer a conflicting
18   use, then whoever has been determined that's going to
19   provide water would get the water right at that point.
20          Q.   So at that point you could get a RAFN water
21   right because there's no conflict?
22          A.   Right.
23          Q.   Okay.  And if there's no agreement, there's
24   no RAFN water right; is that correct?
25          A.   For that portion, I guess.  You know, I
0116
 1   just don't think we've ever had to really think that
 2   hardly about that issue.  So, you know, just taking our
 3   guidance from statute, I think that's what it
 4   indicates.
 5          Q.   Okay.  But this Exhibit 1 reflects your
 6   interpretation of that statute; correct?
 7          A.   Yes.
 8          Q.   Okay.
 9          A.   And if you know the author of that statute,
10   please introduce me, because I got a lot of questions.
11          Q.   Why is that?  Why do you have a lot of
12   questions?
13          A.   Just -- I just think that they could have
14   defined things better in instances.  I don't have a
15   specific example.
16          Q.   You think parts of it are unclear?
17          A.   Potentially, yeah.
18          Q.   Okay.  If you'll look at page 5 of
19   Exhibit 1.
20          MR. FEREDAY:  Excuse me, Bruce, is that page 5
21   of the overview or one of the appendices?
22          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Jeff, it's actually page 5
23   from the very beginning.
24          MR. FEREDAY:  Okay.
25          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  So it's the area where the
0117
 1   water demand is calculated.
 2          Q.   Mat, do you see that?
 3          A.   I'm on page 5, yes.
 4          Q.   Okay.  Notwithstanding the calculation,
 5   don't worry so much about them, but that last line that
 6   says "Minus the City of Eagle's existing water rights
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 7   of 5.48 cfs."
 8               Do you see that?
 9          A.   I do.
10          Q.   As I understood what you did, you just said
11   here's how much total demand the City of Eagle would
12   have, and you subtract out the 5.8; correct?
13          A.   Yeah, the 5.48, that's right.
14          Q.   5.48.  What if there turns out not to be
15   5.48 cfs?  How does that affect your analysis?
16          A.   What if there turns out not to be?
17          Q.   Uh-huh.
18          A.   Meaning the supply can't meet that need or
19   do you mean that --
20          Q.   If there's not 5.48 cfs.
21          A.   Yeah, I guess if we look at the existing
22   portfolio of water rights and that's less than 5.48,
23   then it would increase the 3.08 number.
24          Q.   Okay.  When you're doing arithmetic, you're
25   saying here's the total, here's what we're subtracting,
0118
 1   here's what we need, and you're looking at the current
 2   portfolio, do you look beyond anything other than the
 3   diversion amount?
 4          A.   Well, I think if there's volume limitations
 5   you would have to consider those as well.
 6          Q.   Okay.  Did you consider volume limitations
 7   when you --
 8          A.   I did not in this, no.
 9          Q.   Appendix A of your document is entitled
10   "Protocol for Evaluating Reasonably Anticipated Future
11   Water Needs for the City of Eagle."
12               Is this protocol what's reflected in this
13   handbook that you're talking about?  Are they one and
14   the same?
15          A.   No.  I mean no, this is specific to City of
16   Eagle.
17          Q.   Okay.  If you go down -- we're on
18   Appendix A, page 1.
19          A.   Uh-huh.
20          Q.   And you go down to the one, two, three --
21   fourth paragraph, there's a statement in here that said
22   "There may be a difference between the supply of water
23   sufficient to sustain an urban population and the
24   supply desirable to keep costs low or provide aesthetic
25   amenities."
0119
 1               Do you see that sentence?
 2          A.   I do.
 3          Q.   Did you write that sentence?
 4          A.   I don't think so.
 5          Q.   When they're talking about "desirable" --
 6   okay? -- who decides what's desirable, I guess is the
 7   fundamental question here?
 8          A.   I guess the City or the applicants making
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 9   that assessment.
10          Q.   Okay.  And that's what I needed to have
11   clarified, because as Mr. Fereday asked this morning
12   about M3 developing and doing details, specific
13   calculations for their specific water needs, the
14   developer in that instance looked at what was desirable
15   for its project.
16               And so I want to make clear that when we're
17   looking at these types of questions, it's the interest
18   of the applicant that is being applied; is that
19   correct?
20          A.   Yeah, I think that that's true, in part.
21          Q.   What part's not true?
22          A.   Well, I think that -- I guess the
23   Department also has a role there to protect the
24   resource.  So --
25          Q.   Let me give you a hypothetical.  M3 comes
0120
 1   in and says "We need an aesthetic pond over here for
 2   our development."  So their desire is to have an
 3   aesthetic pond.
 4               Do you think it's the Department's role to
 5   say that that's not a desirable, in the context of this
 6   sentence, use of that water?
 7          A.   Specifically in that example, no.  But I
 8   think there are areas in the state where we might have
 9   a role there.
10          Q.   So you have areas in the state where you
11   tell them they couldn't have a pond; is that what
12   you're saying?
13          A.   Certainly, without mitigating we say that.
14          Q.   Okay.  But aside from the mitigation
15   question, I mean you wouldn't tell somebody "You can't
16   use the water for that purpose"?
17          A.   That's correct.
18          Q.   Okay.
19          A.   Would you mind if I got some more water?
20          Q.   Absolutely not.  Do you need a break?  It's
21   12:30.
22               Quite frankly, if you all want to go to
23   lunch, I'm more than glad to --
24          MR. FEREDAY:  It might be a good idea, Bruce.
25          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Yeah.  Let's go off the
0121
 1   record.
 2               (Lunch recess.)
 3               (Mr. Holt not present.)
 4          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  For the record, it's
 5   1:30.  We took an hour break for lunch from 12:30 to
 6   1:30.
 7          Q.   Mat, during Mr. Fereday's questioning when
 8   we were talking about the difference between the
 9   22.19 cfs and 23.18 cfs you made the comment that
10   community water needs were not decreased.
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11               What did that mean?
12          A.   Well, water that goes towards the community
13   demand for irrigating common space for commercial and
14   industrial use, water features that are for the
15   community, you know, any water demand that serves the
16   community at large and not a specific single residence.
17          Q.   Okay.  So the .99 cfs reduction was only
18   related to the number of houses built?
19          A.   That's right.
20          Q.   Okay.  I need you to clarify something for
21   me, please.  Mr. Fereday was inquiring about the fact
22   that the permit had been assigned to the City, and
23   there was a discussion about what would happen at the
24   end of the planning horizon if the total number of
25   houses has not been completed.
0122
 1               Do you recall that?
 2          A.   I remember him talking something along
 3   those lines, yes.
 4          Q.   Okay.  My notes said that the question
 5   posed was "Do you think it would be reasonable for the
 6   City to come to DWR to get an extension of the planning
 7   horizon to allow the additional homes to be built?"
 8   Now, I have your response being "No, that's not allowed
 9   by statute."
10               Is that correct?  Did I take that down
11   correctly?
12          A.   I think specifically what Mr. Fereday asked
13   is if you would revisit it ten years prior to the end
14   of the planning horizon.  And I don't know if it's not
15   allowed by statute; I just don't think the statute goes
16   out of its way to afford that.
17               So it's not -- the statute just doesn't
18   address that.  And the only place that the statute does
19   address that is it says at the time you file your proof
20   of beneficial use you get to revisit the matter.  So I
21   don't know.  I'm not -- I'm not an expert on all things
22   that have to do with the statute.
23          Q.   Well, I see somewhat of a disconnect on
24   what the questioning has been, then, because I think
25   what Mr. Fereday was saying is you come along towards
0123
 1   the end of say the 30 years and there are some homes
 2   that haven't been built yet, would it be reasonable for
 3   the City to come in and ask for that period to be
 4   extended?  Would you agree that that would be
 5   reasonable for the City to do that?
 6          A.   Well, it's one thing whether it would be
 7   reasonable for the City to do it.  The question is, do
 8   the statutes allow the Department to revisit that
 9   matter at that time.  When you file proof of beneficial
10   use and the water right is licensed, that typically is
11   the final word on that water right.
12               And I'm not aware that statute allows you
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13   to amend a water right once it's been licensed, except
14   in issuances of transfer or, you know, select matters.
15          Q.   Do you know when the date for the proof of
16   beneficial use on this particular application would be?
17          A.   I do not.
18          Q.   So if you were beyond the proof of
19   beneficial use period, it would not be reasonable for
20   the City to approach asking for additional time for the
21   development to be completed; is that what you're
22   saying?
23          A.   I'm saying I don't think the Department
24   would revisit it after the license has been issued.
25   I'm sorry if I'm not answering your questions clearly.
0124
 1          Q.   No, I'm trying to make sure I understand
 2   this because, quite frankly, it's an important point
 3   that Mr. Fereday was raising vis-Ã -vis this water
 4   right, because we've got a 30-year planning horizon,
 5   the Department made a determination that it would not
 6   start until 2016, so the period in which the 30 years
 7   ends becomes important.
 8               And so if the development is not completed
 9   by the end of the 30 years, what do you do about that?
10   That's the question.  So what would you do?
11          A.   At five years you have to file -- at most,
12   at five years you have to file a proof of beneficial
13   use or you need to file an extension.  You can file an
14   extension for up to five years.
15          Q.   Okay.
16          A.   So best-case scenario is at ten years out
17   you'll get a second look at the RAFN material.  And I
18   believe statute even says -- and if it doesn't, it's
19   certainly been interpreted by this Department -- that
20   at that ten years, you know, if you extend it out as
21   far as you could, you can revisit service area,
22   planning horizon, population projections, but you can't
23   enlarge the rate.
24               And so that would be the last opportunity
25   that the City would have to revise upward their
0125
 1   planning horizon for their future population
 2   projection.
 3          Q.   At five or ten years?
 4          A.   At five or ten years.
 5          Q.   Okay.  I want you to look at your RAFN
 6   report, please.  It's Exhibit 1.  And if you would,
 7   turn to Appendix A, page 3.
 8          MR. JASON SMITH:  Page what?
 9          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  3.
10          THE WITNESS:  I'm there.
11          Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  You say in the
12   middle of the page, it says, "For Application 63-32573,
13   the RAFN is either."
14               Do you see that?
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15          A.   I do.
16          Q.   It's got No. 1 or No. 2.  What do you mean
17   by this particular section of the report?  I mean let
18   me say this:  It looks like it says the RAFN amount is
19   going to be either 1 or 2.  Which is it, and how do we
20   decide that?  How does the Department decide it?
21          A.   Well, as you recall, the Appendix A was the
22   protocol that we established prior to finalizing the
23   report.  So it -- you know, if you were to progress
24   forward through how we did things, it was the first
25   document that we completed.  And we said, "Here's our
0126
 1   blueprint for moving forward."
 2               At that time we had not reviewed M3's
 3   demand, so we did not know if we were going to agree
 4   with their total demand number.
 5          Q.   Okay.
 6          A.   The options were that we would recognize
 7   that they needed that full amount or that we would
 8   recognize that they needed something less than that.
 9   So if they needed something less than that, the City of
10   Eagle, as the permit holder now, could then justify the
11   discrepancy between what they'd asked for and what we
12   found.
13               And if they could show a need for that or a
14   demand for that in their RAFN planning, then that need
15   would make up the difference and allow for the
16   permitting of the full amount.
17          Q.   Mr. Fereday asked a question about the
18   City's draft analyses that were submitted thus far.
19               And the Department's review of them has
20   established that the City needs -- I'll call it a RAFN
21   water right to some extent beyond that allowed for the
22   M3 project; correct?
23          A.   Correct.
24          Q.   Would it be possible -- and not prejudging.
25   But if the Department adheres to its 22.19 cfs
0127
 1   determination -- okay? -- would it be possible, based
 2   on this analysis, as set forth on this page, for the
 3   23.18 to still be granted, since that was the
 4   application, for use by the City to fill up the RAFN in
 5   excess of the M3 project?  Do you understand what I'm
 6   asking?
 7          A.   I believe I do, yes.  That isn't the
 8   conclusion of our report.  And I believe the reason for
 9   that conclusion is the fact that that need would have
10   to be within the service area identified by M3.
11          Q.   No.  That's not the question I'm asking.
12   Okay.  I mean M3's applied for 23.18, M3 determined
13   that that's what they needed, the City has looked at
14   that, they think it's reasonable, and they think that's
15   what's needed for the project.  You've taken an
16   independent look at, and based on your calculations you
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17   said only 22.19.  But the fact remains that the
18   application is for 23.18.
19               So my question is, since you've agreed that
20   the City needs in excess of the M3 project demands for
21   future water rights, is there a reason the Department
22   could not allow the 23.18 for use by the City as part
23   of its RAFN water right?
24          A.   Yes, there's a reason for that.
25          Q.   Why is that?
0128
 1          A.   I just tried to explain, wherein the need
 2   that you showed, the three-point whatever, was for a
 3   service area that already excluded M3.
 4               And so the only way you could be given that
 5   water is if you were to then put it in use within the
 6   service area of M3, the development boundaries of M3.
 7   But we've already established the need for that
 8   boundary.
 9          Q.   So the City couldn't transfer that portion
10   out of the service area of M3 --
11          A.   I don't believe so, no.
12          Q.   -- out of the place of use?
13               Okay.  If you'll look at Appendix B,
14   page 2.  The section that you're talking about the U.S.
15   Census data breakdown, generally what that paragraph
16   talks about is you were using ArcMap to sum population
17   of census blocks.
18               I assume you were using the Department's
19   version of ArcMap; is that correct?
20          A.   Yes, the software package itself is
21   licensed to the Department.
22          Q.   But is that a Department-specific package,
23   or is that a generic ArcMap version?
24          A.   Well, there is a data layer that's the U.S.
25   Census data layer.  And any Arc platform could import
0129
 1   that data layer and work with it.
 2               So while we have a licensed version of
 3   ArcGIS and ArcMap specific to the Department, that data
 4   layer comes specifically from the U.S. Census, and they
 5   distribute it -- I don't know if they distribute it to
 6   us or we go out and get it, but we don't originate that
 7   data.
 8          Q.   Okay.  You used the word "centroid" in this
 9   paragraph.
10               What are you talking about?
11          A.   So the centroid is the center of mass of a
12   shape.  So if you have a square, obviously the centroid
13   is going to be in the very center of that.  If you have
14   something that's not symmetrical across both axes, you
15   know, the centroid is going to be offset somewhere.
16               So basically what it is is it's the center
17   of mass of that shape.  It's an engineering term.
18   Maybe not the best one to use there.
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19          Q.   Well, I have a Droid cell phone.  I wanted
20   to make sure it wasn't the same thing.
21               No, but as I read through what you were
22   doing with the determination of populations for the
23   Eagle Water Company, United Water, and City of Eagle,
24   you were going through and looking at that and making
25   the calculations to determine how many people were
0130
 1   within each of those centroids; is that correct?
 2          A.   Uh-huh.  Well, I was using the centroid, I
 3   believe -- well, let me just read it really quick.
 4          MR. FEREDAY:  Excuse me, which page are you
 5   referring to?
 6          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  We're still on page 2 of
 7   Appendix B.
 8          MR. FEREDAY:  D, as in "dog"?
 9          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Pardon?
10          MR. JASON SMITH:  B.
11          MR. FEREDAY:  B, as in "bravo"?
12          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Yes, Jeff.
13          THE WITNESS:  So ArcMap has different ways that
14   you can select data within ArcMap.  And one way that
15   you can do that is you can say "Here's a boundary.  I
16   want everything that's inside that boundary, or I want
17   everything that's outside of it, or I want everything
18   that touches the boundary."  But you have to -- you
19   have to give it some direction on how it's going to go
20   out and select and grab the data sample that you're
21   interested in.
22               And so all I've done here is my selection
23   criteria was if the centroid of that shape is within
24   the boundary, it goes out and grabs it and pulls it in.
25   So that's what I'm referring to in that sentence.
0131
 1          Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Okay.  But that's
 2   your discretionary call on determining that centroid;
 3   correct?
 4          A.   Right.  And that's imperfect.
 5          Q.   It's what?
 6          A.   That's an imperfect -- you know, if I had
 7   stopped there, that would have been an imperfect
 8   selection of the underlying population.
 9          Q.   Okay.  But you used that to then calculate
10   how many people are going to fall into which service
11   area; correct?
12          A.   In part, yes.
13          Q.   Explain why you mean "in part."  What else
14   is involved?
15          A.   Well, it's an easy calculation.  It's a
16   push of a button to go grab every census block that
17   centroid is within that boundaries, but that obviously
18   grabs some census blocks that straddle the boundary.
19   So you're either potentially getting people that don't
20   belong in that group, or you're not getting people that
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21   belong in that group, depending on which way it
22   straddled the boundary.
23               So the exhibits that I prepared, the map
24   exhibits that identified all the details, that's where
25   I went in and I counted the lots within those blocks,
0132
 1   and said "Okay, this many lots are within; this many
 2   lots are without."
 3               And depending on whether that had been
 4   pulled in or pushed out, I either added it or
 5   subtracted it from the population count.  So you use
 6   the centroid selection method to grab your initial
 7   number.  But then you need to go in and fine-tune that
 8   by evaluating each census block that straddled the
 9   line.
10          Q.   Are you suggesting by doing that that in
11   order to file a RAFN analysis or RAFN application that
12   an applicant has to go through that?
13          A.   I'm not suggesting that.  That's my method.
14          Q.   That's your method.  Okay.  If you'll look
15   on the next page, there was a reference to the number
16   of lots outside the boundary versus multiplying the lot
17   count by 2.7.
18               When you're using the term "lot," what are
19   you referring to?
20          A.   Tax lots, as they're identified by the
21   county tax assessor.
22          Q.   Okay.  So you saw a tax lot, no matter what
23   size it is, and you multiplied it by 2.7?
24          A.   Well, a census block typically incorporates
25   say a subdivision or the first three phases of a
0133
 1   subdivision.
 2          Q.   Okay.
 3          A.   Well, that's one data layer that pulls up
 4   the census block.  And I can look at that shape.  But I
 5   have another data layer that's all the tax lots, and I
 6   can pull that up.
 7               And so then I say "Hey, inside this census
 8   block, there's 50 lots:  25 are inside the boundary, 25
 9   are outside the boundary."  And it's just, you know,
10   potentially tedious.  I didn't have a lot of it to do,
11   so I sat down and did it.
12          Q.   But why do you multiply a lot by 2.7
13   people, I guess is the question?
14          A.   Well, one of the pages we looked at in here
15   was the number of people were per household.  And so I
16   assumed that a tax lot in a subdivision had a house on
17   it.  And if it had a house on it, that's how many
18   people lived in it.
19          Q.   I got you.  Okay.  You did a fairly
20   detailed report here on looking at the M3 demand
21   information.  When I read Appendix D, what it appeared
22   to me you did was to look at a range for any
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23   particular -- they used the disaggregate component
24   method.
25          A.   Correct.
0134
 1          Q.   So if there was, for instance, irrigation
 2   demand, you looked at a published range of values and
 3   then determined whether the determination by M3 fit
 4   within that published range of values; is that correct?
 5          A.   That's what I did, yes.
 6          Q.   Okay.  And that's how you reached the
 7   conclusion it was reasonable, because it fit within the
 8   range of published values?
 9          A.   Yes.
10          Q.   Okay.  How did you go about deciding what
11   published values to look at?  What criteria did you
12   apply?
13          A.   In M3's case I believe they referenced
14   published values, and I don't remember to what extent.
15   So I had several there that I could look upon.  Just
16   through my own engineering practice, I have
17   accumulated -- I don't know -- somewhere between six
18   and twelve different engineering references that
19   address this in some form or another.
20               So I pretty much limited myself to some of
21   the references that M3 had, the references that I had.
22   And then if there was something, you know, that maybe
23   is considered seminal in the field, I tried to track it
24   down.  It is not exhaustive.
25          Q.   But that's using your judgment as an
0135
 1   engineer to do that; correct?
 2          A.   Yes.
 3          Q.   Okay.  When a city is doing general
 4   planning for water demand, we talked about the
 5   different options that you had identified, the
 6   disaggregate variable analysis.
 7               Does a disaggregate variable analysis work
 8   when you're doing general planning like a city would
 9   do?
10          A.   I think it's tough to apply.  So the
11   disaggregate requirements, as M3 did it, that -- you
12   know, a lot of city of Eagle you could do that to, but
13   a lot of it you couldn't.  And even if you were to make
14   assumptions based off of planning zones and kind of try
15   and extrapolate out into the future, those aren't
16   fixed.  Those are open to change.  So I don't think
17   that method lends itself as well to like a general
18   municipality forecast.
19          Q.   Okay.  So the Appendix E, page 3, it says
20   "Summary of Review."  And Mr. Fereday had asked you
21   questions about this paragraph.  Second sentence talks
22   about your review being "...limited to the materials
23   submitted by the City and does not consider water
24   demand associated with other potential legitimate
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25   justifications that could potentially be identified in
0136
 1   a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements based
 2   analysis."
 3               Do you recall that?
 4          A.   I do.
 5          Q.   Are you suggesting that the City should be
 6   doing a disaggregate-based analysis, even if it doesn't
 7   readily apply?
 8          A.   No.  I think there's potential there to do
 9   a hybrid demand forecasting methodology.  So for areas
10   that you're unsure of, you take the standard
11   single-coefficient method, as you proposed.  But maybe,
12   as an example in the foothills, you anticipate having
13   an irrigation need up there that's not going to be
14   serviced by surface water.  Now, that is going to be
15   serviced by irrigation.  Ground water irrigation,
16   likely.
17               Now, down below in the valley where you
18   have surface water, if you use your single-coefficient
19   forecasting methodology, that's relying on a demand
20   specific to those -- the people living down there.  And
21   they're living with surface water irrigation.  So that
22   demand per household isn't going to be right for
23   households where they need ground water irrigation.
24               So there's an opportunity there for you to
25   evaluate the irrigation needs on those lots in the
0137
 1   foothills where you're going to be using ground water
 2   where the single-coefficient variable method isn't
 3   going to account for that water need.
 4          Q.   And when you're saying "lots," you're not
 5   talking about specific lots, you're talking about the
 6   area in general?
 7          A.   Yeah, I think I was saying residential
 8   lots.  But say you've identified -- you know, however
 9   you may have identified some open area that's going to
10   be irrigated, whether it be common space, parks, golf
11   courses, half-acre lots that have a lot of irrigation.
12   I'm not sure.  Whatever the case may be.
13          Q.   Well, the problem with that is the City
14   doesn't do development.  So the City doesn't have a
15   park, any common area that is typically associated with
16   a project that comes in.  So what the City has is open
17   space, and based on their planning and zoning they can
18   determine what type of development might be there.  But
19   it still depends upon an applicant to come in.
20               So my question is, in using this approach
21   that you're outlining, this hybrid approach where you
22   don't have specific lots and you don't have a specific
23   subdivision and you don't have a pond, is there
24   anything unreasonable about the City taking the
25   approach of using the bare acreage in determining what
0138
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 1   the irrigation requirements for that might be?
 2          A.   Well, it seems like you're overestimating,
 3   if I understand you.  But somehow you need to do that.
 4   And as long as your method's reasonable, I think that
 5   demand is reasonable.
 6          Q.   Okay.  Would you look at Exhibit 10,
 7   please.
 8               Now, all of the pages in Exhibit 10, you
 9   generated those yourself; correct?
10          A.   Page 1 is not my work.  That's a
11   spreadsheet that you can obtain from DEQ.  All the rest
12   of it is summary of data that I put together.
13          Q.   Okay.  Tell me again what Exhibit 10 is.
14   What you were trying to do here?
15          A.   So this is a spreadsheet that I already had
16   that is --
17          Q.   When you say "spreadsheet," what are you
18   referring to?
19          A.   A Microsoft Excel file --
20          Q.   Okay.
21          A.   -- that I've called "Residential demand
22   resources," and it's my repository for anything that
23   comes across my desk or that I read about or that I
24   think about that I think has to do with residential
25   demand.  And I kind of go and I put it there so that I
0139
 1   know where to go to look for information.  That's what
 2   this spreadsheet is, this file.
 3          Q.   Okay.  So if you look at the second page,
 4   is this something you put together or --
 5          A.   It is.
 6          Q.   Okay.  As I heard you explain what
 7   Exhibit 10 is, it was a comparison of DEQ requirements
 8   with DWR requirements.
 9          A.   You're referring specifically to page 2 in
10   Exhibit 10?
11          Q.   Yes.
12          A.   Yeah.
13          Q.   Well, I heard it on Exhibit 10.  But I was
14   actually looking at page 2 when I wrote this note down,
15   or you wrote.
16          A.   So I am aware -- and there may be more.
17   But I am aware of three resources that, for lack of a
18   better term, have been adopted by the State in
19   forecasting demand.  One is the rules, IDAPA 58.01.08;
20   another one is the design file note by DEQ, which
21   they've adopted as policy; and the other is our AP Memo
22   No. 22, which we've adopted as policy.
23               So there's the only three resources that I
24   know that say here's a way that you can calculate
25   residential demand.  And what this table is is it's a
0140
 1   comparison of the three different methods there.
 2               So you take a lot count, number of homes --
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 3   I'm sorry -- one through 5,000, and then you say "Okay,
 4   I'm applying the IDAPA rules to it.  Now I'm applying
 5   the DFN to it.  Now I'm applying the AP 22," and then
 6   compare the results of those methods.
 7          Q.   Do you get different numbers, different
 8   results?
 9          A.   Yeah, you do.  And that's what the next
10   page indicates.
11          Q.   That graph depicts the differences in
12   requirements from DEQ versus DWR, doesn't it?
13          A.   I don't know if you can use the term
14   "requirements."  But if you use these default
15   methodologies in the way that they have put them forth,
16   you do get different values.
17          Q.   How does the Department of Water Resources
18   reconcile the differences when -- in regard to an
19   application for a water right, how does the Department
20   of Water Resources reconcile its adopted planning
21   values versus DEQ's?
22          A.   I'm not sure that we make an attempt to
23   reconcile them.  There is language in the rules that
24   allow -- I don't know how familiar you are with those
25   rules, but one rule says that the average day demand
0141
 1   per house shall be 800 gallons per day.
 2          Q.   That's footnote 1 on your page 2.
 3          A.   But if -- but when you model your system,
 4   you have to use something called the maximum pump
 5   capacity.  And in doing that analysis, you take out the
 6   primary source or the primary pump station.  And you
 7   have to have storage to make up the difference between
 8   that analysis scenario and the 800 gallons per day.
 9               So I liken that to the similar scenario
10   that if your water right supply does not meet the
11   800 gallons per day, that's not forbade by the Idaho
12   statute.  You just have to have -- I'm sorry, by the
13   rule, not the statute.  You just have to have storage
14   to make up that difference.
15               The second way --
16          Q.   Let me ask about that.  If you don't have
17   storage, what do you do?
18          A.   Well, then I think DEQ's position would be
19   that you need the storage.
20          Q.   I think DEQ's position would be that you
21   have to meet their requirements.
22          A.   Uh-huh.
23          Q.   And if you don't have storage, you have to
24   meet the higher pumping volume; correct?
25          A.   I guess that's another way of saying what I
0142
 1   just said.
 2          Q.   Okay.  Okay.  Go ahead.
 3          A.   The second caveat, if you will, in those
 4   rules is that the 800 gallons per day should only be
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 5   used in the event that you don't have historical data
 6   that shows something else.
 7               Now, 800 gallons per day as an in-home use
 8   is incredibly high, maybe as much as four times as high
 9   as what is the standard now in the Treasure Valley.
10   And that number comes directly out of a federal housing
11   and urban development pamphlet from 1967.  And so it's
12   very dated.
13               So if you have historical information that
14   says that the demand in your home is less than that,
15   then you should be relying on that in the first place.
16          Q.   Okay.
17          A.   So I think in those two ways, what the
18   Department's saying and what DEQ's saying aren't
19   strictly in, I guess, conflict with each other.  And
20   I'm not saying this very well because I've never been
21   asked to articulate this before.
22          Q.   Well, my question is this:  DEQ has
23   planning requirements -- and you're correct about the
24   800 gpm.  DWR does not -- as a matter of fact, I don't
25   believe DWR accepts that.  And you're also correct that
0143
 1   if you have site-specific data that you could use the
 2   800, that you could do that.
 3               But as the applicant you go in, if you
 4   don't have site-specific data acceptable to DEQ, you're
 5   still going to need the 800; correct?
 6          A.   From DEQ's perspective?  I'm sorry.  Yes, I
 7   think that's correct.
 8          Q.   Yes.  And from a regulated entity or like a
 9   municipal system, they still are going to have to meet
10   that; correct?
11          A.   They would have to, I guess, yes, that's
12   right.  If they don't have -- yes.
13          Q.   Okay.  When they come over to DWR, DWR does
14   not apply that 800 gpm, does it?
15          A.   No, we don't recognize that as a
16   requirement.
17          Q.   Okay.  So you could end up with a water
18   right from DWR that doesn't fit with the requirements
19   that DEQ would impose; am I correct?
20          A.   I have two thoughts on that.  The first
21   thought is if you read AP Memo 22, I believe it does
22   say in there that "This is our guidance.  And if you
23   don't feel it's appropriate, you can submit something
24   else."  So first of all, we're not locking you into the
25   values that you would get from AP Memo 22.
0144
 1               The second part of that is you're assuming
 2   that there is no storage.
 3          Q.   Correct.  I am.
 4               I'm still on Exhibit 10.  Third page from
 5   the back.
 6          A.   I'm there.
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 7          Q.   In the middle it says, "Treasure Valley
 8   Water Demand Study" and "Summary of Local Average
 9   Residential Daily Consumption Values."
10               Do you see those?
11          A.   I do.
12          Q.   Where is that information from?
13          A.   So if you look at the last page of
14   Exhibit 1, it's a bibliography for Appendix E.
15          Q.   Okay.
16          A.   And the last reference on that list --
17          Q.   Hang on just a second.  The last page?
18          A.   The last page of Exhibit 1.
19          Q.   Okay.
20          A.   The last reference in that list says,
21   "Treasure Valley Future Water Remand.  Submitted by
22   WRIME, Incorporated, for Idaho Water Resources Board,
23   November 16th, 2010."
24          Q.   That's the CAMP report?
25          A.   Yes, that's right.  Well, let me say that
0145
 1   I'm not sure, actually.  There have been two studies
 2   done.
 3               If you also look on that same list, the
 4   second one down prepared by Zena Cook, et al.,
 5   "Domestic, Commercial, Municipal, and Industrial Water
 6   Demand Assessment and Forecast in Ada and Canyon
 7   Counties," I would have to go back -- I did a poor job
 8   of referencing that table, and I would have to go back
 9   and look and see if that data is from one or the other
10   reports.
11          Q.   Thank you.
12               Did you calculate a population growth rate
13   for M3?
14          A.   What do you mean?  I think I looked at the
15   projections that were given.  I think I looked at the
16   population growths from one year to the next.
17          Q.   Well, the City of Eagle in this submission
18   on the RAFN analysis used growth rate for the City of
19   about 4 to 4.39, something in that range.
20               Did you calculate something similar for M3?
21          A.   I don't know.  I don't recall
22   calculating --
23          Q.   You didn't use it, though?
24          A.   Yeah.
25          Q.   When you were looking at the City's service
0146
 1   area you ended up excluding the overlap area with Star,
 2   the Eagle Water Company, and the United Water service
 3   areas.
 4               What was the basis for excluding Eagle
 5   Water and United Water?
 6          A.   They're providing water in those areas
 7   already.  So if you're basing your demand on a need for
 8   domestic water and that demand is already being met,
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 9   the logic is that we don't need a redundant demand
10   there.
11          Q.   Okay.  How are contingencies handled in
12   RAFN analyses?
13          A.   You'll have to define "contingencies."
14          Q.   Contingencies are the things that you don't
15   really have control over, things that could happen.
16   Let me give you an example.
17               Eagle Water Company, they have a service
18   area, they supply water, but historically they have had
19   problems in which they could not serve their customers.
20          A.   Uh-huh.
21          Q.   Do you think it is unreasonable for the
22   City to look at that as a contingency and build that
23   into their RAFN analysis?
24          A.   I do not.
25          Q.   You don't think it's unreasonable?
0147
 1          A.   I do not.
 2          Q.   Okay.  But you went ahead and excluded it
 3   anyway?
 4          A.   I did.
 5          Q.   Okay.  So I mean that's an example of a
 6   contingency.
 7               If there are other contingencies, do you
 8   think it's unreasonable for a city to take those into
 9   account?
10          A.   That word just means so many things to me.
11   If that's your example of a contingency, you know,
12   examples similar to that I don't think are
13   unreasonable.  Another contingency might be that I'm
14   going to calculate my value and then add 25 percent
15   because I think that's a necessary contingency.  Now,
16   that I think I'd have more of a problem with.
17          Q.   If you approach your planning from the
18   standpoint of trying to be conservative, conserve the
19   resource -- okay? -- you end up on the lower end of a
20   scale.  So for instance, in financial planning you'll
21   often build in contingencies for those things over
22   which you have no control.
23               Are you aware of that?
24          A.   I am.
25          Q.   Okay.  Does contingency analysis have -- is
0148
 1   it a valid consideration in developing a RAFN analysis?
 2          A.   I think it is.
 3          Q.   Okay.  Do you have any ideas or thoughts on
 4   how you would approach that?  And "that" being
 5   contingency analysis in a RAFN process.
 6          A.   I think it has to be well founded and there
 7   has to be an argument for it, for its inclusion.  To
 8   simply go out and say "I know of a community in
 9   California that has 25 percent leakage out of their
10   system, therefore we're going to bump this up by
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11   25 percent," you know, you've given me a reference, but
12   I don't know that it's appropriate.
13               On the other hand if you come back and were
14   to say "Here's five publications on forecast and
15   demand, and they all recommend 5 to 10 percent leakage
16   adjustments, and we know that our city has had this
17   amount of leakage in the past and" -- you know, you'd
18   have to qualify it and say it's not already being
19   accounted for in some other way.
20               So if you have a per-home demand that is
21   based on the historic period in which you were dealing
22   with those leakages, well, then, you've already
23   accounted for that contingency.  So I think contingency
24   is appropriate.  It just has to be well founded and
25   well described, and you have to make sure that you're
0149
 1   not double-dipping, for lack of a better term.
 2          Q.   Okay.  But the statute doesn't prevent the
 3   assessment of contingencies, does it?
 4          A.   I don't think it does.
 5          Q.   Okay.  There was some discussion, I think,
 6   in one of your comments about the use of a 12-hour
 7   irrigation rotation schedule.
 8          A.   In my most recent round of comments with
 9   you?
10          Q.   Quite honestly, I don't recall.  I remember
11   that, I think, M3 used a 12-hour rotation.  And there
12   was a question from you at some point -- I don't know
13   if it was in a comment -- about that.
14               Is that acceptable?
15          A.   Using a 12-hour or 24-hour?
16          Q.   I think we used 12-hour.  Well, let me put
17   it this way:  Tell me what you want, 12 or 24.  Which
18   one do you like?
19          A.   You know, I'm trying to remember.  I had
20   the same conversation with M3, and I'm trying to recall
21   that conversation.  And I think where we ended up there
22   is with M3 they have capped themselves with an annual
23   volume.  So we weren't as concerned with the diversion
24   rates.  And if you limit your irrigation -- daily
25   irrigation window to something less than 24 hours, you
0150
 1   have to compensate by having a larger diversion rate to
 2   do the same irrigation.
 3               Now, in their instance, because they have
 4   an annual volume limitation, we're not as concerned
 5   about that because the resource is being protected
 6   through the volume and not the rate.
 7               In a true municipal RAFN that is without
 8   volume limitation, I think the Department would have to
 9   consider that matter, and I haven't been confronted
10   with that.  So I'm not sure what the right answer is.
11          Q.   Okay.  I was trying real quickly to go
12   through these exhibits.
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13               But which exhibit's got your calculations
14   where you show the projected population levels for
15   Eagle Water, United Water, and the City?
16          A.   I think what I gave Don Reading was current
17   population basis based off my efforts.  The projection
18   of individual populations within those service area --
19   I did do that, but I don't think it was ultimately used
20   by Dr. Don Reading.
21          Q.   So what you gave Don was present
22   populations, and then any projected increase Don took
23   care of that?
24          A.   Right.
25          Q.   Okay.  So it's not in any of these
0151
 1   documents you gave us? because I went through them real
 2   quickly, and I could not find it.
 3          A.   The method that was relied on by Dr. Don to
 4   do the ultimate calculation is not in this stack of
 5   papers (indicating).
 6          Q.   Okay.  So this is kind of related to the
 7   Arc view question.
 8               But when you were doing your assessment,
 9   did you use any proprietary information or data or
10   programs that are specific to the Department of Water
11   Resources?
12          A.   I do not -- I do not think so.  And in
13   instances where I've developed, you know, something
14   that I used, I'd be perfectly willing to share that
15   with anyone who needs it --
16          Q.   Okay.
17          A.   -- or wants it.
18          Q.   Actually, what I'm thinking about is if you
19   have the applicant who comes in who hasn't been through
20   what we've been through, how do they know about that?
21   How would they approach it in using those types of
22   protocols or databases and information to develop a
23   RAFN application to submit to the Department?
24          A.   Well, as I mentioned, I'm working on the
25   handbook.  And the position of that handbook is that
0152
 1   the applicant needs to come up with their own means for
 2   doing this.  And in many instances the applicant should
 3   have an expertise there in doing that and should have
 4   methods for doing that.
 5               Now, I've also provided several tools that
 6   are going to be distributed or that can be requested in
 7   conjunction with that handbook.  And those tools we can
 8   distribute to the public and the public can use it in
 9   instances where the Department feels it's okay to use
10   those.
11               So one thing I've used is a population
12   forecasting tool that I've put together.  Another one
13   is a water demand tool that's been put together.  So --
14   so when there's not adequate data or, I guess,
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15   expertise there -- and we haven't finalized any of
16   this, so this is just -- this is not necessarily the
17   Department's point of view, but my point of view,
18   because we haven't talked about it.  In small rural
19   communities where there's a hardship and they don't
20   have the ability or the expertise to do some of this,
21   then they could use this as a last resort.
22          Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the other RAFN
23   water rights the Department's issued to date?
24          A.   Somewhat.
25          Q.   Do you know how many there are?
0153
 1          A.   I don't know an exact number, no.
 2          Q.   I think it was five.
 3          A.   Yeah, I was going to say less than ten, for
 4   sure.
 5          Q.   Okay.  Has the evaluation methodology by
 6   the Department been consistent on any of those thus
 7   far --
 8          A.   All I can tell --
 9          Q.   -- from one to the other?
10          A.   -- you, it's been consistent since I've
11   been involved.
12          Q.   Which is how long?
13          A.   City of Eagle.  Starting with the City of
14   Eagle.  I was not involved in the other RAFN.
15          Q.   So you don't know if it was consistent with
16   regard to the other four or five or not?
17          A.   Huh-uh.
18          Q.   Okay.  Well, that question about the
19   storage that you were referring to awhile ago, you told
20   me "I was assuming no storage."
21               Do you agree that it's the decision of the
22   applicant with regard to the construction of storage?
23   I mean the Department doesn't require storage; right?
24          A.   That's true, the Department does not
25   require storage.
0154
 1          Q.   Would you look at Exhibit 4 for me.
 2          A.   I have it.
 3          Q.   The last page, it's got "Method 1" and
 4   "Method 2."
 5          A.   I see it.
 6          Q.   Can you tell me what that was.  My notes
 7   weren't very clear when you were describing it.
 8          A.   I think these -- again, prior to Don coming
 9   in and formalizing the approach that was included in
10   the exhibit, these were two methods that I was looking
11   at for projecting future population.
12          Q.   Okay.  What is Method 1?
13          A.   Method 1 looks like -- it's what I would
14   consider to be the simpler approach, whereas you
15   project out using exponential growth and the parameters
16   given there of T of 2040, a present value of 24,035,
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17   and a growth rate of 3 percent, you project a future
18   population, and you deduct out the full build-out
19   populations of Eagle Water Company, United Water Idaho,
20   and M3 to arrive at a future population base.
21          Q.   And then Method 2, can you tell me what
22   that one is.
23          A.   So Method 2 is you take the existing
24   population base, you subtract out the existing service
25   areas, that leaves you with the City of Eagle service
0155
 1   population, and then you take that and grow with it
 2   exponential growth at 3 percent.
 3          Q.   But again, you said this last page is
 4   irrelevant at this point?
 5          A.   It was not used in Exhibit 1.
 6          Q.   Okay.  Next could you look at Exhibit 19,
 7   please.  This is some of the comments that you
 8   submitted to the City.
 9          A.   Okay.  I have it.
10          Q.   Would you look at comment No. 6.  And No. 6
11   in the second sentence it talks about "The Department
12   would prefer that a growth rate be based on an
13   independent analysis of conditions and circumstances
14   unique to the City of Eagle."
15               Is that another way of saying that you want
16   the City of Eagle to come up with a growth rate based
17   on its own specific information in the city of Eagle?
18          A.   I think you need to consider the timing of
19   this document.  This document came out very early in
20   the process, and it came out prior to Dr. Don Reading
21   coming on board.
22          Q.   Okay.  Well, let me ask you this question,
23   maybe cut to the chase:  Does this still apply?
24          A.   No, this has been superseded by the
25   protocol or methodology that's outlined in Exhibit 1.
0156
 1          Q.   Okay.  So a single estimated growth rate is
 2   no longer relevant?
 3          A.   Only as it's called for in Exhibit 1.
 4          Q.   In Dr. Reading's Appendix C?
 5          A.   Yes.
 6          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  I don't think I have any
 7   further questions.  Thank you.  I appreciate your time,
 8   and I'll get you out of here by 3:00.
 9               By the way -- I don't know if anybody else
10   has any other questions -- I would like to get a copy
11   of, at least since the log was used in preparing the
12   report and the -- I guess the handbook was as well, at
13   whatever stage it's in right now, I would like to at
14   least have the opportunity to look at them and see if
15   there's anything relevant in it with regard to the
16   report and what we'll have to be doing here.
17               So I want to reserve the right, if we get a
18   chance to look at it, to sit down with Mat again to go
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19   through probably very few questions about those.  But
20   as of today, I'm satisfied with having a chance to talk
21   to him.
22          MR. HOMAN:  I had Mike -- or Mat look at those
23   notes during the lunch hour.
24               And you can --
25          THE WITNESS:  I did.  I went back and looked at
0157
 1   the notes and my logbook, and mostly what those notes
 2   are -- or almost exclusively what those notes are are
 3   tasks that I took away from the meeting on something I
 4   needed to focus on or information that I needed to get
 5   to people attending the meeting.
 6               I didn't see anything in there that
 7   informed the effort that was done here on a specific or
 8   substantial level.
 9          Q.   (BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):  Well, for instance,
10   is that the record of your notes with your meeting with
11   the Eagle Water Company?
12          A.   I don't have any -- that -- the notes from
13   that meeting are on those two map exhibits.  And it
14   might be hard to see, but you can see that I was
15   writing in Sharpie on those.
16               So I looked at my logbook, and I do not
17   have anything in my logbook recording the Eagle Water
18   Company meeting.
19          Q.   Is that Exhibit 11?
20          A.   I don't have it numbered.  It's this one
21   here, though.
22               So that's the extent of my service area.
23   "South of river not done."  So that's the extent of my
24   notes from that meeting.
25          MR. JASON SMITH:  I think that's Exhibit 15.
0158
 1          MR. FEREDAY:  Is that Exhibit 15 you're
 2   referring to?
 3          THE WITNESS:  Mine is not numbered.
 4          MR. HOMAN:  It is 15.
 5          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Jason's correct.
 6          Q.   So these two maps that are Exhibit 15 is
 7   all the information you have from your meeting with
 8   Eagle Water Company?
 9          A.   That's all of it.
10          MR. BRUCE SMITH:  Okay.  Thank you.
11               Do you have any further questions?
12          MR. FEREDAY:  No further questions.
13          THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
14          MR. ALAN SMITH:  None.
15          MR. HOMAN:  I don't have any.
16               (Deposition concluded at 2:35 p.m.)
17               (Signature requested.)
18                            -oOo-
19   
20   
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22   
23   
24   
25   
0159
 1                CERTIFICATE OF MATHEW WEAVER
 2   
 3          I, MATHEW WEAVER, being first duly sworn, depose
 4   and say:
 5          That I am the witness named in the foregoing
 6   deposition; that I have read said deposition and know
 7   the contents thereof; that the questions contained
 8   therein were propounded to me; and that the answers
 9   contained therein are true and correct, except for any
10   changes that I may have listed on the Errata Sheet
11   attached hereto.
12             DATED this ____ day of __________ 20___.
13   
14                 CHANGES ON ERRATA SHEET   YES___ NO ___
15   
16             ________________________________________
               MATHEW WEAVER
17   
18             SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
19             ____ day of ___________ 20___.
20   
21   
22   
23             ________________________________________
               NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC
24             RESIDING AT ____________________________
25             MY COMMISSION EXPIRES___________________
0160
 1               ERRATA SHEET FOR MATHEW WEAVER
 2    Page____Line___Reason for Change
     ___________________________________________________
 3    Reads
     ___________________________________________________
 4    Should Read
     ___________________________________________________
 5    Page____Line___Reason for Change
     ___________________________________________________
 6    Reads
     ___________________________________________________
 7    Should Read
     ___________________________________________________
 8    Page____Line___Reason for Change
     ___________________________________________________
 9    Reads
     ___________________________________________________
10    Should Read
     ___________________________________________________
11    Page____Line___Reason for Change
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     ___________________________________________________
12    Reads
     ___________________________________________________
13    Should Read
     ___________________________________________________
14    Page____Line___Reason for Change
     ___________________________________________________
15    Reads
     ___________________________________________________
16    Should Read
     ___________________________________________________
17    Page____Line___Reason for Change
     ___________________________________________________
18    Reads
     ___________________________________________________
19    Should Read
     ___________________________________________________
20    Page____Line___Reason for Change
     ___________________________________________________
21    Reads
     ___________________________________________________
22    Should Read
     ___________________________________________________
23   
24   
25        SIGNATURE:___________________________________
0161
 1                   REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
 2          I, JEFF LaMAR, CSR No. 640, Certified Shorthand
 3   Reporter, certify:
 4          That the foregoing proceedings were taken before
 5   me at the time and place therein set forth, at which
 6   time the witness was put under oath by me.
 7          That the testimony and all objections made were
 8   recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me
 9   or under my direction.
10          That the foregoing is a true and correct record
11   of all testimony given, to the best of my ability.
12          I further certify that I am not a relative or
13   employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially
14   interested in the action.
15          IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this
16   30th day of September, 2011.
17   
18   
19   
20                         ____________________________
21                         JEFF LaMAR, CSR NO. 640
22                         Notary Public
23                         Eagle, Idaho 83616
24   My commission expires December 30, 2011
25   
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Name: 


1 Pipe 
Size 


1 1/2' 


2' 


4' 


6' 


8' 


10' 


12" 


2 Metered: 


2A Residential 


2B Commercial 


2C Industrial 


3 Flat Rate: 


3A Residential 


3B Commercial 


3C Industrial 


4 Private Fire Protection 


5 Public Fire Protection 


6 Street Sprinkling 


7 Municipal. Other 


8 Other Water Utilities 


Eagle Water Company 
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SYSTEM ENGINEERING DATA 
(continued) 


For Year Ended 12131/2010 


FEET OF MAINS 


In Use 
Beginning 
Of Year 


13410 


2.501 


9.654 


43.356 


133.864 


20 


79.092 


Installed 
During 
Year 


0 


0 


0 


340 


440 


0 


460 


CUSTOMER STATISTICS 


Abandoned 
During 
Year 


-0-


-0-


-0-


-0-


-0-


-0-


-0-


In Use 
End of 
Year 


13,410 


2.501 


9654 


43.696 


134304 


20 


79.552 


Number of Customers Thousands of Gallons Sold 
This Last This Last 
Year Year Year Year 


2947 2825 497.024.153 539983.668 


441 496 219,431.468 224.183.325 


0 o . 
1 1 


0 0 


TOTALS (Add lines 2 through 8) 3389 3322 716,455.621 764.167.193 
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· · · · · ··BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES


· · · · · · · · · · ··OF THE STATE OF IDAHO


· · ·


· · ·IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION··)
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· · · · · · ·THE DEPOSITION OF MATHEW WEAVER was taken on·1·


· ·behalf of M3 Eagle LLC at the offices of Idaho·2·


· ·Department of Water Resources, 322 East Front Street,·3·


· ·Suite 600, Boise, Idaho, commencing at 8:57 a.m. on·4·


· ·September 22, 2011, before Jeff LaMar, Certified·5·


· ·Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within and for the·6·


· ·State of Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.·7·


· ··8·


· · · · · · · · · · · ··APPEARANCES:·9·


· ·For M3 Eagle LLC:10·


· · · ··GIVENS PURSLEY LLP11·


· · · ··BY MR. JEFFREY C. FEREDAY12·


· · · · · ·MR. MICHAEL P. LAWRENCE13·


· · · ··601 West Bannock Street14·


· · · ··P.O. Box 272015·


· · · ··Boise, Idaho 83701-272016·


· ·For City of Eagle:17·


· · · ··MOORE, SMITH, BUXTON & TURCKE, CHARTERED18·


· · · ··BY MR. BRUCE M. SMITH19·


· · · ··950 West Bannock Street, Suite 52020·


· · · ··Boise, Idaho 8370221·


· ·For Protestants:22·


· · · ··ALAN SMITH23·


· · · ··3135 North Osprey Road24·


· · · ··Eagle, Idaho 8361625·
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· · · · · · · · ··APPEARANCES (Continued):·1·
· ··2·
· ·For Idaho Department of Water Resources:·3·
· · · ··OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL·4·
· · · ··BY MR. JOHN W. HOMAN·5·
· · · ··322 East Front Street·6·
· · · ··P.O. Box 83720·7·
· · · ··Boise, Idaho 83720-0098·8·
· ·Also Present:·9·
· · · ··Steve Holt10·
· · · ··Jason Smith11·
· ·12·
· ·13·
· ·14·
· ·15·
· ·16·
· ·17·
· ·18·
· ·19·
· ·20·
· ·21·
· ·22·
· ·23·
· ·24·
· ·25·
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· · · · · · · · · · · · ··I N D E X·1·


· ··2·


· ·TESTIMONY OF MATHEW WEAVER· · · · · · · · · · · · ·PAGE·3·


· ·Examination by Mr. Fereday· · · · · · · · · · · · · ··6·4·


· ·Examination by Mr. Bruce Smith· · · · · · · · · · · ·63·5·


· ··6·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ··EXHIBITS·7·


· ·1 - RAFN Evaluation for the City of Eagle in· · · · ··9·8·


· · · ·Connection with Application for·9·


· · · ·Permit 63-3257310·


· ·2 - Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water· · · ··1711·


· · · ·Right Analysis12·


· ·3 - Draft Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs· · · ··1813·


· · · ·Water Right Analysis14·


· ·4 - Eagle City Water System Usage charts· · · · · · ·2415·


· ·5 - M3 Eagle Development Demographic Forecast,· · · ·3016·


· · · ·Economic & Fiscal Impact Analysis, dated17·


· · · ·10/200818·


· ·6 - M3-Eagle: A Summary of Projected 30-Year· · · · ·3219·


· · · ·Buildout Scenario of Residential Housing20·


· · · ·Units, Households, and Population spreadsheet21·


· ·7 - M3 Eagle, LLC, Second Amended Application for· ··3622·


· · · ·Water Right Permit, dated 02/01/200823·


· ·8 - Population forecasts· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·4724·


· ·///25·
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· · · · · · · · · ··I N D E X (Continued)·1·


· ··2·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ··EXHIBITS· · · · · · · · · ··PAGE·3·


· ·9 - Review of M3 Eagle Development Water Demand· · ··47·4·


· · · ·Analysis·5·


· ·10 - Design flow documents· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·47·6·


· ·11 - Maps· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··47·7·


· ·12 - Eagle Water Company System Engineering Data· · ·47·8·


· ·13 - M3 Population Growth Projections· · · · · · · ··47·9·


· ·14 - Maps· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··4710·


· ·15 - Maps· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··4711·


· ·16 - Idaho Department of Water Resources Water· · · ·4712·


· · · ··Permit Report 63-1244813·


· ·17 - Engineering Report Water Uses, dated· · · · · ··4714·


· · · ··11/26/200815·


· ·18 - Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water· · · ·4716·


· · · ··Right Analysis17·


· ·19 - Department Review Comments for the City of· · ··4718·


· · · ··Eagle's Draft Reasonably Anticipated Future19·


· · · ··Needs Analysis Report20·


· ·20 - City of Eagle RAFN Meeting Notes· · · · · · · ··4721·


· ·22·


· ·23·


· ·24·


· ·25·
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· · · · · · · · · · · ·MATHEW WEAVER,·1·


· ·first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said·2·


· ·cause, testified as follows:·3·


· ··4·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ·EXAMINATION·5·


· ·BY MR. FEREDAY:·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Good morning, Mat.··I'm Jeff Fereday, as I·7·


· ·think you know, and with me today is Mike Lawrence.·8·


· ·Also here is Dr. Steve Holt, who did some of the·9·


· ·calculations for water use at the M3 portion of the10·


· ·city.··Also here is Bruce Smith with the City, and11·


· ·Jason and Alan Smith.12·


· · · · · · · ·This is a deposition where we just want to13·


· ·ask you some questions about the work you did in this14·


· ·matter having to do with the M3 portion of the city of15·


· ·Eagle.··And if you don't understand a question or if16·


· ·you want it repeated, you know, feel free to say so.17·


· · · · ··A.· ·Okay.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·It's possible that there will be objections19·


· ·from time to time.··And if there are, it's probably20·


· ·advisable for you to hold off in making an answer until21·


· ·you've conferred with your lawyer, John here, or22·


· ·otherwise received instructions.23·


· · · · · · · ·Okay?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·Okay.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·So, Mat, could you just give us a sketch of·1·


· ·your educational background and how long you've been at·2·


· ·the Department.·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··I have a bachelor's of science in·4·


· ·civil engineering.··I have a master's in earth science,·5·


· ·hydrologic sciences.··And I've been with the Department·6·


· ·almost four years now.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What has been your involvement in·8·


· ·this matter which concerns obtaining a future-needs·9·


· ·water right for the portion of the city of Eagle10·


· ·commonly known as the M3 development?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I was asked last spring, I think, to12·


· ·review a submittal by the City of Eagle where they did13·


· ·some support for an RAFN for the entire city of Eagle,14·


· ·and then to compare that or put that in context with15·


· ·what had already been done by M3 and, I guess, evaluate16·


· ·the overall reasonably anticipated future needs with17·


· ·all the various components of that.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··With regard to reasonably19·


· ·anticipated future needs, sometimes we may refer to20·


· ·that as an R-A-F-N or a "RAFN."21·


· · · · · · · ·Is that okay with you to refer to it that22·


· ·way?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You understand that the reasonably25·
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· ·anticipated future needs comes out of a statutory·1·


· ·program whereby municipal providers are entitled to·2·


· ·obtain a water right with a longer development horizon·3·


· ·than the normal five-year horizon?··Do you understand·4·


· ·it that way?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What knowledge do you have of the·7·


· ·purpose of the hearing in which we're preparing for·8·


· ·today?··Do you know the scope of that hearing, what·9·


· ·it's focused on?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·No.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Have you reviewed the order from the12·


· ·District Court sending this matter back to the13·


· ·Department for a further hearing?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·I have not.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So overall, your review, then, was16·


· ·based on evaluating the reasonably anticipated future17·


· ·needs that the city will have for this portion of the18·


· ·city known as M3; is that correct?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I think the review was to evaluate20·


· ·the reasonably anticipated future needs for the city of21·


· ·Eagle, thereby framing the context for which the M3 may22·


· ·have been a portion of or, you know, all of.··I guess23·


· ·that was the evaluation that we conducted.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And that evaluation resulted in25·
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· ·something called "RAFN Evaluation for the City of Eagle·1·


· ·in Connection with Application for Permit 63-32573";·2·


· ·correct?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And I'd like to mark that as an exhibit·5·


· ·here, I guess Exhibit 1, and show you that.·6·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibit 1 marked.)·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Do you recognize that,·8·


· ·Mat?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·This is the Department's RAFN evaluation11·


· ·about which you've just spoke dated June 1, 2011;12·


· ·correct?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I may refer to this as the "IDWR report" or15·


· ·the "Department's report."16·


· · · · · · · ·Is that okay with you to refer to it that17·


· ·way?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·Sure.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Overall your conclusions about the20·


· ·City's M3 RAFN are contained in this report; is that21·


· ·correct?22·


· · · · ··A.· ·They are, yeah, specific to the M3 portion23·


· ·of it.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yeah.25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Specific to the M3 portion of the city?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Right.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And your report did not attempt, did it, to·4·


· ·evaluate once and for all what the City's RAFN might be·5·


· ·for that portion of the city outside of M3; correct?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I note that the first page of the·8·


· ·Department's report notes that this evaluation, that it·9·


· ·contains quote, "May also be useful for a second RAFN10·


· ·application that may be filed by the City of Eagle in11·


· ·the near future," end quote.12·


· · · · · · · ·What's your understanding of that?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I think there was a lot of14·


· ·back-and-forth between the City of Eagle and ourselves15·


· ·in preparing this.··And so certainly that dialogue that16·


· ·we had in preparing this I think would be useful in17·


· ·them moving forward.18·


· · · · · · · ·But then also specifically some of the19·


· ·population analysis that was done looked at service20·


· ·areas within the city of Eagle, United Water, Eagle21·


· ·Water Company, and then the remainder of the service22·


· ·area, and then M3.23·


· · · · · · · ·So just that approach of how, you know --24·


· ·how we framed where M3 is in the larger sense of the25·
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· ·City of Eagle RAFN, I think that approach would be·1·


· ·useful for the City of Eagle in the future.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But this, as you said, does not define what·3·


· ·the City of Eagle's --·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- future evidence might be or what·6·


· ·constraints the City might have in presenting that·7·


· ·evidence; would that be correct?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I note that the report has five10·


· ·appendices, A through E.11·


· · · · · · · ·Of those, which ones did you prepare, Mat?12·


· ·And just to refresh your recollection, perhaps, I note13·


· ·that Appendix A is the protocol for approaching the14·


· ·Department's RAFN analysis.15·


· · · · · · · ·Would that be a fair characterization?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And B is the service area overlap analysis;18·


· ·C is the population forecast; D, a review of the demand19·


· ·at the M3 portion of the city; and E, review of the20·


· ·city demand analysis that the City supplied to the21·


· ·Department.22·


· · · · · · · ·Is that your understanding?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.··And I'll just quickly look through24·


· ·them.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Yeah, take your time, by the way.·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·So Appendix A was primarily prepared by·2·


· ·Shelley Keen, but I did assist in that.··But I would·3·


· ·say that he's the author of that document.·4·


· · · · · · · ·B was prepared by myself.··You can see that·5·


· ·in the memo heading.·6·


· · · · · · · ·Appendix C was prepared by Dr. Don Reading.·7·


· · · · · · · ·Appendix D was prepared by myself, as was·8·


· ·Appendix E.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Who prepared what I'll call the summary10·


· ·report, which is the first several pages in front of11·


· ·the appendices, that is, pages 1 through 5.··I'll call12·


· ·that the summary report.13·


· · · · · · · ·Is that okay with you?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.··I'd say that was a joint effort15·


· ·between Shelley, myself, and Dr. Reading.··Probably16·


· ·Shelley had -- Shelley started it.··He was the initial17·


· ·author of the document, and then Don and I corroborated18·


· ·in that effort.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And again, what were your instructions in20·


· ·preparing the Department's report?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, specifically my instructions were to22·


· ·review the demand analysis of M3, the City of Eagle.··I23·


· ·think that's where it started.··And I guess provide a24·


· ·technical review of that.25·
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· · · · · · · ·Also, before Dr. Don Reading was brought on·1·


· ·board, I did some work with population data.··And then·2·


· ·in the end that kind of resulted in Appendix B, where I·3·


· ·attempted to define the population basis for each of·4·


· ·the water service providers in the city of Eagle.·5·


· · · · · · · ·In addition to that, I think my·6·


· ·responsibilities maybe grew to, you know, in general·7·


· ·putting together a report that reviewed a RAFN·8·


· ·application, you know, maybe a protocol, in a way to·9·


· ·review a RAFN-type application for M3, but certainly10·


· ·also with the idea that we could use it in the future11·


· ·for additional RAFN applications.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So that protocol you would see as some type13·


· ·of template that might be useful for the Department in14·


· ·the future?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.··Yes.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But again, it was not an attempt to dictate17·


· ·to the City any specific data that it might submit in18·


· ·the future in its future RAFN application; correct?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.21·


· · · · ··A.· ·It could be considered, I guess, an example22·


· ·of how the Department might approach this problem.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would it be fair to say that with24·


· ·regard to the overall conclusions of the Department's25·
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· ·report that the Department found that there is·1·


· ·sufficient evidence of, at least at this stage --·2·


· ·obviously understanding we haven't gone to hearing yet,·3·


· ·but there is sufficient evidence to show that the City·4·


· ·of Eagle's current portfolio is not large enough to·5·


· ·serve both the M3 portion of the city and other·6·


· ·portions of the city as those areas might grow?··Is·7·


· ·that a fair statement?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's a fair statement.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would you agree that the amount of10·


· ·future need for the portions of the city outside of the11·


· ·M3 planned community has been defined in this report as12·


· ·perhaps -- it hasn't been defined, but it has been13·


· ·identified in this report as a number of around 3 cfs?14·


· ·Do you recall that?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·So I'm sorry.··Can you repeat the question?16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yeah.··That wasn't very well done, was it?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I read the report as saying that based on19·


· ·the information that the City provided that it is a20·


· ·fact that the City does not now have enough portfolio21·


· ·to serve the M3 portion of the city; is that correct?22·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And based on the information that the City24·


· ·has provided so far, the City needs at least another25·
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· ·slightly more than 3 cfs above whatever M3 needs to·1·


· ·serve other portions of the city in this planning·2·


· ·horizon?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.··So if you evaluate the existing·4·


· ·portfolio of water rights and add to that the M3 RAFN·5·


· ·permit which is going to the City of Eagle, then·6·


· ·there's an additional need -- well, this report·7·


· ·identifies a potential need of an additional 3 cfs,·8·


· ·3.08 cfs.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·The Department does not consider that 3 cfs10·


· ·a final number, does it?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·It does not.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And it understands that as the City13·


· ·submits a further application, that number could well14·


· ·change upward; isn't that correct?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·Absolutely.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What documents did you rely on in17·


· ·your production of the Department report?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·So with each of the appendixes that I19·


· ·prepared specifically, there is a bibliography with20·


· ·each of those.··And the attempt of that bibliography is21·


· ·to cite every technical reference that I relied upon in22·


· ·doing my review.23·


· · · · · · · ·In addition to that, I reviewed M3's24·


· ·submittal material as it related to laying out the25·
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· ·demand.··And that was, I believe, one or two reports,·1·


· ·one of which included a large spreadsheet tool that·2·


· ·went through and kind of did a -- not kind of, it did a·3·


· ·very good analysis of the demand for the projected·4·


· ·project.·5·


· · · · · · · ·And I also reviewed one or two, I think two·6·


· ·in the end, documents from the City where they·7·


· ·addressed their -- that was their initial submittal --·8·


· ·"submittal" isn't even the right term.··That was their·9·


· ·initial document where they were looking at their10·


· ·future RAFN, big picture, you know, larger than just11·


· ·M3.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Let's focus for a moment on the City's13·


· ·submittals.14·


· · · · · · · ·As I recall, the City submitted, in15·


· ·response to a request from the Department, two versions16·


· ·of something called the "Reasonably Anticipated17·


· ·Future-Needs Water Right Analysis for the City of18·


· ·Eagle."19·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you see them here.··We're going22·


· ·to mark these.··I'm going to hand you what is, I23·


· ·believe, the second version, which was a slightly24·


· ·updated version, and ask if you recognize that.25·
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· · · · · · · ·We'll mark that as Exhibit 2.·1·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Counsel, do you have copies of·2·


· ·these for everybody else?·3·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, we do.·4·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibit 2 marked.)·5·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··I guess I can't say for sure if·6·


· ·it's a second submittal.··It's not dated.··It doesn't·7·


· ·have the planning information, so I guess -- you said·8·


· ·this is the second submittal or the resubmittal?·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··That's what I understand10·


· ·it to be, but perhaps we'll have further information as11·


· ·this deposition goes forward.12·


· · · · · · · ·But do you recognize basically this13·


· ·document?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I believe it was submitted in April16·


· ·of 2011.17·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·I've got it here with a date on it from19·


· ·when it was given to me.··I can compare that.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you have a copy --21·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Wait.··Jeff, hold on a minute,22·


· ·please.23·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yeah.24·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··If the witness is going to25·
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· ·refer to other documents that he brought and you're·1·


· ·giving him one document and he's talking about this and·2·


· ·he's now going through a stack of documents, for the·3·


· ·purposes of the record I'd like to make sure we all·4·


· ·have the same document and know what the questions are.·5·


· · · · · · · ·So if he uses the exhibits that you're·6·


· ·handing him to talk about, that's fine.··We at some·7·


· ·point will need to go through the list of documents he·8·


· ·brought to get this record clear, because when he says·9·


· ·"this" and is going to other documents, we're going to10·


· ·have no idea what he's referring to.11·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yeah, and we will get to that,12·


· ·Bruce.··I appreciate that.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, you're currently looking at another14·


· ·version of what appears to be the same document that15·


· ·you had in the materials you brought today?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Right.··Which I think were made available17·


· ·to everyone.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··So it looks like the same document,20·


· ·and I do have it dated April 27th, 2011.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·The version that you brought, let's mark22·


· ·that as Exhibit 3, please.23·


· · · · · · · ·Can you mark that, please.24·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibit 3 marked.)25·
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· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··So this was the first one that I·1·


· ·received.··This is the --·2·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go off the record for a·3·


· ·moment, please.·4·


· · · · · · · ·(Discussion.)·5·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, we'd like to clarify these exhibits·7·


· ·that contain the City of Eagle's presentation, written·8·


· ·presentation to the Department.·9·


· · · · · · · ·You've identified Exhibit 2, which is the10·


· ·clean version of the document that you recognized was11·


· ·received on or about April 27th, 2011, from the City;12·


· ·correct?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Exhibit 3, could you describe what15·


· ·Exhibit 3 is.··And if it's another version of this16·


· ·document, please say so.17·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 3 is a prior version to Exhibit 218·


· ·that I received on or around March 22nd, 2011.··It has19·


· ·my handwritten comments in the margin.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.21·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Counsel, just a moment.22·


· · · · · · · ·Did you say Exhibit 3 is the prior version,23·


· ·the March version?24·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··(No audible response.)25·
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· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··So Exhibit 2 is the April 27th·1·


· ·clean version Mr. Fereday handed you, Exhibit 3 is the·2·


· ·March 22nd, 2011 version that you brought to the·3·


· ·deposition?·4·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··That is correct.·5·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Mat, is it fair to say·7·


· ·that the Department ultimately found that the City's·8·


· ·presentation, at least for purposes of this hearing, in·9·


· ·Exhibit 2 was adequate to show what you previously10·


· ·testified to, that they did not have the current11·


· ·portfolio and that there would be more growth than they12·


· ·could serve with their current portfolio?··Would that13·


· ·be a fair statement?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·It showed the bottom line was the same,15·


· ·that they needed additional water.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··It's also true, isn't it, that the17·


· ·Department had some criticisms of the City's18·


· ·presentation, Exhibit 2?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·I wouldn't use the term "criticism."··But20·


· ·we did -- we did have feedback for them and21·


· ·suggestions.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Would you anticipate that those suggestions23·


· ·would be taken up by the City in a future water right24·


· ·application seeking a RAFN?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·That would be my hope, yes.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··In the Department's report the·2·


· ·Department suggested that the full future need for the·3·


· ·M3 portion of the city might not be the full 23.18 cfs·4·


· ·of instantaneous maximum flow sought in that M3·5·


· ·application.·6·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do recall it.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And the Department in the report suggested·9·


· ·that the number might only be 22.19 cfs.10·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·On page 4 of the summary portion of the13·


· ·Department's report, I will quote:··"IDWR reviewed M3's14·


· ·assumptions and methods and suggests a diversion rate15·


· ·of 22.19 cfs to supply 6,535 acre-feet annually," end16·


· ·quote.17·


· · · · · · · ·You recognize or have agreed, have you not,18·


· ·that the 6,535 acre-feet of annual volume is a19·


· ·reasonable number for that part of the city; isn't that20·


· ·correct?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Where does the 22.19 cfs come from?··And23·


· ·I'll note that that's a .99 cfs reduction from 23.18.24·


· ·Where does that come from?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·Would you like me to generally answer that·1·


· ·or dig through here and find the spreadsheet where the·2·


· ·math is done?·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I would like you first to generally answer·4·


· ·it, and then we'll go to the spreadsheet.··And I note·5·


· ·that you're referring to one of the documents that you·6·


· ·brought to the deposition today.··So if you could·7·


· ·generally explain.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Generally, the population estimate at the·9·


· ·end of the planning horizon, as identified by the10·


· ·Department's consultant, Dr. Don Reading, differed from11·


· ·the ultimate build-out population that M3 had12·


· ·identified in their material.··And the difference in13·


· ·those populations at the end of the planning horizon is14·


· ·what is responsible for the discrepancy.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So your conclusion, then, was that because16·


· ·at the end of the planning horizon there would not be17·


· ·quite as many people living in this M3 portion of the18·


· ·city as previously projected, that the peak19·


· ·instantaneous diversion needed to come down by that20·


· ·4.3 percent; is that right?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Was that a 4.3 percent reduction in23·


· ·population, or do you know how that 4.3 percent or24·


· ·.99 cfs was derived?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·The difference is strictly in population,·1·


· ·yes.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·As it was applied to the demand, it only·4·


· ·affected that part of the demand that was for in-home·5·


· ·residential use.··So the community water needs were not·6·


· ·decreased.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You said you had a spreadsheet that·8·


· ·illuminates this.·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Can you show that to us today?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I believe I can.12·


· · · · · · · ·All right.··I found it in what I've brought13·


· ·today.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Perhaps we can take a look at that and15·


· ·confirm that it's what we received last night.··We're16·


· ·looking at a one, two, three -- five-page document.17·


· · · · · · · ·Is that what you have here?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·It is.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And the first legend on it at the top of20·


· ·the first page is "Eagle City Water System Usage"?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And then there are two charts, scatter23·


· ·charts on that first page; correct?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.25·
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· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's mark this as Exhibit 4.·1·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Just so we don't hold this·2·


· ·thing up, can you tell me -- here's my stack.··Can you·3·


· ·tell me which one you all are talking about?·4·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··This one (indicating).·5·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·6·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··We're on that page.·7·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··That whole thing is Exhibit 4.·8·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibit 4 marked.)·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Mat, with regard to10·


· ·Exhibit 4, could you walk us through that and explain11·


· ·how this exhibit demonstrates the .99 cfs reduction in12·


· ·the peak flow.13·


· · · · ··A.· ·I can.··So on the right-hand side of the14·


· ·document there's a --15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Which page of the --16·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.··On page 2 of Exhibit 4.··The17·


· ·title of that is "Analysis of M3 Diversion Rate at End18·


· ·of 30 Years Versus Ultimate Build Out."19·


· · · · · · · ·So on the right-hand side there's a table20·


· ·with one value that says "Ultimate Population," there's21·


· ·an asterisks there that says "As estimated by Dr. Don22·


· ·Reading in Appendix C."23·


· · · · · · · ·There's another column in there that is the24·


· ·30-year planning horizon population, and that is25·
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· ·footnoted as the John Church population forecast,·1·


· ·Exhibit 40, Table 1, page 12.·2·


· · · · · · · ·The difference in those two population·3·


· ·estimates is 1,201 people.··And the ratio is -- you·4·


· ·could say that at the end of the 30-year planning·5·


· ·horizon the population will be 93 percent of ultimate·6·


· ·build-out.·7·


· · · · · · · ·On the left-hand side there's a table that·8·


· ·compares water demand values in one column for the·9·


· ·ultimate build-out and the water demand values at the10·


· ·end of the 30-year planning horizon.··That ratio of .9311·


· ·was applied to the indoor residential and the outdoor12·


· ·residential uses or water demand.13·


· · · · · · · ·What I've called community uses, which14·


· ·includes indoor commercial, outdoor commercial, public15·


· ·area nonpotable irrigation, reused water, and16·


· ·evaporation from the aesthetic and operational ponds17·


· ·have not been decreased by that ratio.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, the reason that the community uses19·


· ·were not decreased is what?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, my reasoning in that was that -- I21·


· ·don't know exactly when, but certainly prior to22·


· ·ultimate build-out.··All of the infrastructure and23·


· ·amenities that are needed for the community as a whole24·


· ·would be in place.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Understood.··So you felt that it was·1·


· ·appropriate to focus just on the indoor and outdoor·2·


· ·residential in terms of applying that 93 percent·3·


· ·factor?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What else in this Exhibit 4 helps us·6·


· ·to understand this .43 percent reduction?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·So Exhibit 4 is a print of a spreadsheet·8·


· ·that I have on my computer.··And the title of that·9·


· ·spreadsheet is "Miscellaneous Calculations."··And so it10·


· ·was just a working document where I did miscellaneous11·


· ·calculations.12·


· · · · · · · ·So as I review this document, none of the13·


· ·other tabs -- in that spreadsheet each page represents14·


· ·a tab -- were calculations that pertained to the matter15·


· ·at hand.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But these may pertain to other17·


· ·matters discussed in the Department's report?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·They might, yeah.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you recall any of importance or20·


· ·note here, sitting here today?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, on other matters?22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I can just walk through it and give24·


· ·you a few thoughts, if that would be helpful.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Sure.·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·The first page --·2·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Can I ask the witness what·3·


· ·document you're referring to now?·4·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··I'm still referring to Exhibit 4.·5·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Clarification for the·6·


· ·record, I thought you were talking about the·7·


· ·spreadsheet on his computer.·8·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··No.··We're talking about·9·


· ·Exhibit 4.··He described what it is.··He has a10·


· ·spreadsheet on his computer that he printed.11·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Now, I think he said he12·


· ·has a spreadsheet on his computer that contains a lot13·


· ·of other information, and that this is basically a14·


· ·subset of that information from that spreadsheet; is15·


· ·that correct?16·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··No, that's not correct.17·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··This is the spreadsheet?18·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yes.··I think that spreadsheet, if19·


· ·you open it, has five tabs or workbooks, and each one20·


· ·of those is represented by a printout.21·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Thank you very much.··I22·


· ·appreciate that.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··And you testified a24·


· ·minute ago that you call this on your computer25·
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· ·"Miscellaneous Calculations."·1·


· · · · · · · ·It was your workbook to think about various·2·


· ·issues as you went through preparing the Department·3·


· ·report; correct?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And I asked you with regard to this·6·


· ·Exhibit 4 whether there are other portions of this·7·


· ·exhibit that would help us understand some other·8·


· ·portions of the Department's report.··And you said·9·


· ·"Maybe, and let's look at it."10·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So I guess that's what we're doing now.12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Okay.··So page 1 is just as you identified,13·


· ·two X/Y scatter plots of City of Eagle's water usage,14·


· ·and I was just kind of looking to see if the water15·


· ·demand varied seasonably, as you would expect, and also16·


· ·if it was increasing with time, as you would expect.17·


· ·That was just general information for myself in18·


· ·reviewing the material that the City sent me.19·


· · · · · · · ·Page 2 is the document we already20·


· ·discussed.21·


· · · · · · · ·Page 3 is a comparison of demand amongst22·


· ·the different water service users within the city of23·


· ·Eagle, United Water Idaho, Eagle Water Company, City of24·


· ·Eagle, and then I have a couple of different methods25·
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· ·there of calculating it.··I don't think ultimately any·1·


· ·decision was made based on this information.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And on that page 3, just so I·3·


· ·understand your acronyms, what's "ADD:MDD PF" on the·4·


· ·second page?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, that would be average day demand to·6·


· ·maximum day demand, peaking factor.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Continue.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·The next page is just where I put some data·9·


· ·that I received from the American Communities Survey10·


· ·for Eagle City, Idaho.··It reports household size or11·


· ·the number of people per household.··And I got data12·


· ·from 1990, from 2000, and then I had an average value13·


· ·from 2005 to 2009.··And I just used that to convert14·


· ·back and forth in my calculations between single-family15·


· ·residence and population.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·The 2005 to 2009 number, 2.77 people per17·


· ·household, was that a number derived by the American18·


· ·Communities Survey?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·It was.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And then tab 5 or page 5?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·So this is just comparing two methods for22·


· ·arriving at a future population base for city of Eagle23·


· ·with all of its resident water providers.··And again, I24·


· ·don't think that that was used in any, you know, final25·
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· ·decision or component.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·2·


· · · · · · · ·With regard to the 4.3 percent reduction·3·


· ·from 23.18 to 22.19, would you agree that that's a·4·


· ·number that's probably within the margin of error in·5·


· ·projecting water needs?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·This is a fairly specific -- M3's approach,·7·


· ·their forecast in water demand, is fairly specific.·8·


· ·And it's done a good job of eliminating a lot of the·9·


· ·margin of error that would be associated with this type10·


· ·of forecasting.··As such, I don't have a good feel for11·


· ·what the margin of error is in something along these12·


· ·lines.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Good.··I appreciate your answer on that.14·


· · · · · · · ·Now, I would like to refer you, please, to15·


· ·the reference on page 2 of Exhibit 4 to the John Church16·


· ·population forecast, Exhibit 40, Table 1.17·


· · · · · · · ·I'm going to hand you what we'll mark as18·


· ·Exhibit 5, which I'll represent to you is that forecast19·


· ·by Dr. Church.20·


· · · · · · · ·And let's go off the record while we get21·


· ·this marked and distributed.22·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibit 5 marked.)23·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, we're looking at what I've had marked25·
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· ·as Exhibit 5, which is page 13 of Exhibit 40 from the·1·


· ·M3 hearing.·2·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recognize that?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I note that on your Exhibit 4 you describe·5·


· ·this as page 12.·6·


· · · · · · · ·Was that just a typo, do you think?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·It looks like I just made an error.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you recognize that that Table 1,·9·


· ·which is entitled "M3 Eagle Development Projected Total10·


· ·Occupied and Vacant Housing Units, Households and11·


· ·Population at Year End," is a 20-year forecast?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And do you note that it also lists vacant14·


· ·housing units?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you know whether you or Dr. Reading17·


· ·accounted for existing but vacant houses in deriving18·


· ·the .43 percent reduction?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·The 17,455 number, as you pointed out, does20·


· ·account for the residents at any given time that are21·


· ·occupied within the community.22·


· · · · · · · ·The number that Don Reading gave me came23·


· ·out of his analysis, and I couldn't speak to whether he24·


· ·made that same consideration in his analysis.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·But you were aware of it, correct, the·1·


· ·existence of vacant housing units in M3's numbers?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Would you agree that a vacant home still·4·


· ·must have full water service capability?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I could concede to that.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·With regard to Exhibit 4, page 2, you note·7·


· ·the 30-year planning horizon population at 16,254;·8·


· ·correct?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I'd like to show you what I'll represent to11·


· ·you is a copy of M3 Eagle's Exhibit 60 from the hearing12·


· ·and ask you if you've seen that previously.13·


· · · · · · · ·Let's get these guys copies over here.14·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··What's Exhibit 60 again?15·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Exhibit 60, I'll represent to the16·


· ·group here, is part of Dr. Church's 30-year analysis,17·


· ·as opposed to his earlier 20-year analysis, showing18·


· ·population data.19·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Okay.20·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··This has been marked as Exhibit 6.21·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··I'm sorry.··I forgot the question22·


· ·if there was one.23·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's mark this as Exhibit 6.24·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibit 6 marked.)25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··So did you note that you·1·


· ·recognized this?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't think I've seen this before.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Oh, okay.··All right.··I would like you to·4·


· ·refer to year 25 in the lower right-hand half of this·5·


· ·Exhibit 6, please.··You'll note that the projected·6·


· ·total population line, three lines up from the bottom,·7·


· ·is there.·8·


· · · · · · · ·Do you see that?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·I see that.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·If you follow along to year 25, the number11·


· ·is 16,524; correct?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Your number was 16,254; correct?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you think it's possible that in pulling16·


· ·a number from M3's information provided at hearing that17·


· ·the Department, perhaps Dr. Reading or someone else,18·


· ·transposed "524" into "254"?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't think that's the case.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And why do you think it's not?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Because the value -- the 16,254 number that22·


· ·I've attributed to an estimation by Don Reading in23·


· ·Appendix C, as I recall that document, he did a24·


· ·calculation there of the estimating population at the25·
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· ·end of the planning horizon.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So your view is that this 16,254 number was·2·


· ·independently derived by Dr. Reading?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's my understanding.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is there a place in Appendix C, which is·5·


· ·Dr. Reading's portion of the report, that that's·6·


· ·displayed, or do you know?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I could look through it.··I don't have the·8·


· ·same familiarity with that document that I do with the·9·


· ·ones I was the primary author of.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··It sounds to me like we need to talk11·


· ·to Dr. Reading about this.12·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Tomorrow.13·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Right.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, you noted in your Appendix D of the15·


· ·Department's report that nothing that has been proposed16·


· ·in the M3 Eagle numbers can be considered unreasonable.17·


· · · · · · · ·Would you say that M3's demand calculations18·


· ·were reasonable?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·I would.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Would you agree that those demand21·


· ·assumptions in many cases are actually conservative,22·


· ·that is to say, they tend to state less or project less23·


· ·water production than might otherwise be within a24·


· ·reasonable range?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·That was my conclusion.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Just -- I feel it's worth elaborating on·3·


· ·that.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Go ahead.·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Certainly in comparison to published values·6·


· ·and references that exist, it was conservative.··In·7·


· ·comparison to contemporary practices in desert·8·


· ·environments -- I don't know if it's contemporary or·9·


· ·maybe just the standard or the norm.··So certainly10·


· ·conservative in standards of practices across the11·


· ·entire country and, you know, in older references.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So it is conservative in that sense.13·


· · · · · · · ·And in the sense of comparing with desert14·


· ·environment numbers, it's more or less the norm; would15·


· ·you say that's correct?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.17·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Go off the record for just a18·


· ·moment.19·


· · · · · · · ·(Discussion.)20·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, with regard to Appendix D of the22·


· ·Department's report, on page 2 of that appendix, you23·


· ·discuss the sprinkler-irrigated landscape and24·


· ·drip-irrigated landscape that M3 proposes.25·
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· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You note in paragraphs numbered 6 on the·3·


· ·top of that page 2 that M3's "...values do not seem·4·


· ·overly high or contrary to other residential·5·


· ·subdivisions within the Treasure Valley."·6·


· · · · · · · ·Do you still agree with that?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Then you go on to say, "However, these·9·


· ·values may be high in light of M3's goal to maximize10·


· ·water conservation principles within the development,11·


· ·with specific reference to," and then you're quoting12·


· ·here, "'mandating xeric landscaping and minimal lawn13·


· ·sizes,'" end quote.··And you cite there to the water14·


· ·right application, Attachment A, page 4.··I'm going to15·


· ·hand you that page.16·


· · · · · · · ·I just want to make sure that we're clear17·


· ·on what that page said.··I'm going hand you that, and18·


· ·that will be Exhibit 7.19·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibit 7 marked.)20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··I'll represent to you21·


· ·that this is a portion of the M3 Eagle, now City of22·


· ·Eagle, water right application narrative, the23·


· ·Attachment A to the application.··And where we're24·


· ·discussing the language here, we're down at "Water25·
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· ·conservation measures" on page 4 of that exhibit.·1·


· · · · · · · ·Do you see that?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And I'll just quote from the exhibit and·4·


· ·just point this out to you and see what your reaction·5·


· ·is.··It says, quote, "These programs" -- these·6·


· ·conservation programs -- "may include measures such as·7·


· ·mandating xeric landscape and minimal lawn sizes,"·8·


· ·close quote, period.·9·


· · · · · · · ·I take it that in your statement about10·


· ·referencing mandating xeric landscaping and minimal11·


· ·lawn sizes you weren't suggesting that there was an12·


· ·absolute commitment by M3 to mandate xeric landscaping13·


· ·across the board; would that be a fair statement?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's fair.··I fully recognize that these15·


· ·were programs that may -- you know, I was aware of the16·


· ·term "may" be included.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Good.··Thank you.18·


· · · · · · · ·I'd like to turn now to page 4 of19·


· ·Appendix D.20·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··May I ask a question, Jeff?21·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes.22·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Was this Second Amended23·


· ·Application for Water Right marked as an exhibit to the24·


· ·deposition?25·
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· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, it was.··Exhibit 7.·1·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Is Exhibit 7 just Attachment A·2·


· ·or the whole water right application?·3·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Just Attachment A along with the·4·


· ·form water right application.·5·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Okay.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Mat, on Appendix D of·7·


· ·the Department's report at page 4, paragraph 14, you·8·


· ·discuss "...winter effluent and irrigation season·9·


· ·effluent volumes" and note that those seem reasonable10·


· ·and appropriate.11·


· · · · · · · ·Do you still agree with that?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You note, though, that the14·


· ·evapotranspiration or ET loss is something that you15·


· ·have some questions about.16·


· · · · · · · ·Could you describe what your concern was17·


· ·there.18·


· · · · ··A.· ·One moment.19·


· · · · · · · ·Well, without diving into the calculations20·


· ·that supported the numbers in this paragraph, as I21·


· ·recall, there was an ET rate proposed by M3 that was22·


· ·associated with maybe the maximum day ET rate from a23·


· ·summer month.··And that had been applied to the pond24·


· ·surface over the entire calendar year.25·
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· · · · · · · ·An approach that I'm more familiar with·1·


· ·would be to come up with an average ET for each month·2·


· ·of the year, determine your loss for the month, and·3·


· ·then sum the losses for each month.·4·


· · · · · · · ·And in so doing, that's a more -- it's a·5·


· ·more conservative approach than the one that's been·6·


· ·proposed, because your ET is substantially less·7·


· ·obviously in winter months and cooler months than it is·8·


· ·in the summer.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Did you recognize that the information10·


· ·provided by M3's expert at the hearing calculated11·


· ·158 acre-feet of evaporation or ET from those storage12·


· ·ponds, based on just the irrigation season evap?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·You're asking if I made that distinction?14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yeah, whether you're familiar with that15·


· ·fact.16·


· · · · ··A.· ·I thought -- I was under the impression17·


· ·that it was for the entire year.··That is my18·


· ·recollection.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··All right.··Staying with Appendix D,20·


· ·paragraph 11, which is back on page 3, you suggest that21·


· ·M3 may have assumed a student population that was22·


· ·somewhat too large at 5,480 students compared to a23·


· ·number that would be assumed if one used the U.S.24·


· ·Census figures for Idaho.25·
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· · · · · · · ·Can you describe your thinking there.·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·So you're referring to paragraph 11?·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.··One moment while I read that.·4·


· · · · · · · ·(Reviews.)·5·


· · · · · · · ·So the first part of that paragraph I'm·6·


· ·noting that, again, with respect to published values,·7·


· ·that number per student is right on.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·M3's number is?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, M3's number.··No concern there.10·


· · · · · · · ·However, if you take that per-student11·


· ·demand and apply it towards a total student body12·


· ·population, it just seemed like there was a disconnect13·


· ·between the students that you would get if you took the14·


· ·total demand for the school divided by the number of15·


· ·students and the likely student population if you16·


· ·looked at U.S. Census data.17·


· · · · · · · ·It's -- it was a means by which I could18·


· ·check the number.··And that's what I was looking for,19·


· ·an alternative calculation to verify the one that had20·


· ·been presented.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Now, Mat, obviously I don't want to make22·


· ·too big an issue out of this.··You yourself point out23·


· ·that this is a minor contribution, this demand is a24·


· ·minor contribution, and that in fact it is a planning25·
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· ·estimate.··"I am not recommending that the water demand·1·


· ·associated with school use be modified."·2·


· · · · · · · ·And you stand by that today; correct?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But still, did you review Dr. Church's·5·


· ·work, such as in Exhibit 40 from the M3 hearing, which·6·


· ·projected the number of school-age children in the city·7·


· ·of Meridian?··Do you remember reviewing that as you·8·


· ·went through these calculations?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·In the city of Meridian?10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Did I say Meridian?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I'm sorry.··The city of Eagle.13·


· · · · ··A.· ·I read that document in its entirety.··So14·


· ·at some point I did consider it.··I don't have instant15·


· ·recollection of it now.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And that would be in the Meridian School17·


· ·District, correct, the city of Eagle?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm not sure.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.20·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't know the school districts well.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would it surprise you to learn that22·


· ·Dr. Church estimated that the students in this area, in23·


· ·the M3 area, would be about over 5,400 students?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·I wouldn't say that it would surprise me.25·
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· ·It would just be contrary to the U.S. Census data·1·


· ·specific for that area.·2·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Okay.··Let's go off the record.·3·


· · · · · · · ·(Recess.)·4·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record,·5·


· ·please.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, I take it that the reason for the·7·


· ·4.3 percent reduction is that you projected or you and·8·


· ·Dr. Reading projected that at the end of a 30-year·9·


· ·planning horizon beginning in 2010 the M3 portion of10·


· ·the city would not be completely built; correct?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·There would be some number of homes that13·


· ·would still have yet to be built; correct?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you have any reason to assume today that16·


· ·those homes ultimately would not be built?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·No.··We made the distinction between18·


· ·ultimate build-out and the end of the 30-year planning19·


· ·horizon.··So...20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So in other words, this would be a case21·


· ·where the City properly projected water use and22·


· ·properly projected population but simply ran out of23·


· ·planning horizon time to get all that done?··Would that24·


· ·be an accurate way of putting it?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·When you say "the City," you mean M3 and·1·


· ·the City as a --·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Right.··Yes, that's correct.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And you do recognize, do you not, that this·5·


· ·is now the City's application, that it has been·6·


· ·assigned to the City?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I knew that that's where we were headed.··I·8·


· ·did not know that it had been assigned.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you think it would be reasonable for the10·


· ·City to come to the Department at a certain time in the11·


· ·future, let's say ten years before the end of the12·


· ·planning horizon, and seek an extension of the planning13·


· ·horizon to accommodate the overhang, if you will, of14·


· ·those houses that could not be built within the period15·


· ·prior to 2040?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·As I'm aware of Idaho statute, that's not17·


· ·afforded the applicant or permit holder.··They could do18·


· ·that when they submit their notice of beneficial use.19·


· ·At that point my understanding is the Department will20·


· ·receive an update on the reasonably anticipated future21·


· ·needs package, which will include revision of the22·


· ·planning horizon, the service area.23·


· · · · · · · ·The only element of the RAFN that couldn't24·


· ·be adjusted at that point, you couldn't enlarge the25·
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· ·rate or the volume.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·But as I understand matters, that's the·3·


· ·final moment in time that that matter could be·4·


· ·revisited under that water right.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But at least under even that·6·


· ·analysis, the City would be able to say "By the way, we·7·


· ·think we're going to need another 3.7 years to complete·8·


· ·all these homes within this area of our city, and·9·


· ·therefore we would want an additional period of time to10·


· ·cover that"?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think the Department anticipates that,12·


· ·yes.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··With regard to the start of the14·


· ·planning horizon, you chose or Dr. Reading chose 2010.15·


· · · · · · · ·Is there a reason for that date?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·When we prepared this document, I was more17·


· ·familiar with Dr. Reading's material.··Prior to the18·


· ·first time I was supposed to be deposed, I went through19·


· ·and reviewed it again.··I did not get a chance to20·


· ·review it this time.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.22·


· · · · ··A.· ·And so some of these details I just don't23·


· ·recall.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But you would agree that if the25·
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· ·planning period were to start in say 2012 that the end·1·


· ·date would be 2042; correct?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And that would change the numbers, would it·4·


· ·not, that you have assumed here based on a 2016 start·5·


· ·date for construction?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·I guess if you're comparing the start of·7·


· ·construction to ultimate build-out to a planning·8·


· ·horizon that's being established with this permit, and·9·


· ·what I think you're saying is if you shift out the10·


· ·construction period, would the planning horizon also11·


· ·shift out?12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·No, that actually isn't my question.13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Okay.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·My question was, if we assume that the15·


· ·construction period, as you assume, will start in 2016,16·


· ·then a planning horizon of 2040 provides 25 years of17·


· ·construction before they run out of planning horizon;18·


· ·right?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But if the construction season or start did21·


· ·commence in 2016 but the planning horizon extended to22·


· ·2042 because it began in 2012, then they would have two23·


· ·extra years; correct?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·I agree, yes.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·And that would have changed the numbers·1·


· ·that we're talking about here today; correct?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You brought some documents with you·4·


· ·today that we have not yet discussed.·5·


· · · · · · · ·Could you please identify each of them, and·6·


· ·I'd like to mark each as an exhibit just so that we·7·


· ·have them cataloged here.·8·


· · · · · · · ·And perhaps Mr. Smith or Mr. Smith would·9·


· ·like to discuss them, and we'll have them marked.10·


· · · · · · · ·So I believe the next number is Exhibit 8.11·


· · · · · · · ·Would you describe what Exhibit 8 is,12·


· ·please.13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 8 is going to be all of these14·


· ·documents?15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·No, the first --16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Do you want me to break it out?17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I would like you to break them out into18·


· ·logical groupings.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 8 is an Excel spreadsheet titled20·


· ·"Population Data."21·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Hang on a minute.22·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··That title --23·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Mat, excuse me.24·


· · · · · · · ·I don't know if this is going to work this25·
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· ·way.··How do we know what document he's referring to?·1·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··He's going to describe it, and·2·


· ·we're going to mark it.·3·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Off the record a minute, Jeff.·4·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go off the record.·5·


· · · · · · · ·(Recess.)·6·


· · · · · · · ·(Exhibits 8 through 20 marked.)·7·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Let's go back on the record.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, we've taken a break here and marked as·9·


· ·exhibits all of the documents that you were kind enough10·


· ·to bring with you today.··And I appreciate that.11·


· · · · · · · ·I'd like to just step through each of these12·


· ·so that you can describe them to us.··And I understand13·


· ·that, as to a few of these, you originally had a yellow14·


· ·sticky note on the document that has a little bit more15·


· ·information on it.··And where that's the case, I'd like16·


· ·you to explain that.17·


· · · · · · · ·So let's start back with Exhibit 8, which I18·


· ·think we've already marked or talked about.··Could you19·


· ·start with that and tell us what that is, please, just20·


· ·briefly.21·


· · · · ··A.· ·So Exhibit 8 has a yellow sticky on it.22·


· ·And the yellow sticky says, "Excel:··Population data."23·


· ·And that's referring to the Excel file title name.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·On your computer?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·On my computer.·1·


· · · · · · · ·And this is a compilation of all the·2·


· ·different spreadsheet tabs within that file.·3·


· · · · · · · ·On the first page is calculations that I·4·


· ·used in arriving at the base populations for the·5·


· ·various service areas within city of Eagle.··I was·6·


· ·using U.S. Census block data from 2010, and not all of·7·


· ·those blocks fit nicely within a service area boundary.·8·


· ·Some of those larger blocks straddled the boundary.··So·9·


· ·this is my accounting of going through and delineating10·


· ·from that census block what people are within what11·


· ·service area.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I note that you have Detail A through K or13·


· ·A through I or a similar notation on various charts14·


· ·here.15·


· · · · · · · ·Are those details described somewhere else16·


· ·in the materials you provided today?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·They are.··They're -- if we refer to18·


· ·Appendix B from Exhibit 1, which is the overview of19·


· ·applicable service areas and contemporary population20·


· ·bases, at the end of Exhibit B there's one, two,21·


· ·three -- four maps.··The second map is titled22·


· ·"Figure 2 - City of Eagle Active Service Area," and you23·


· ·can see the correlating detail.24·


· · · · · · · ·So if you look on my spreadsheet for City25·
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· ·of Eagle --·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Spreadsheet Exhibit 8?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · · · · · ·And we go down to City of Eagle Active·4·


· ·Service Area table which in the lower right-hand·5·


· ·corner, Detail A, population zero.··That correlates to·6·


· ·the map.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·In Appendix --·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- B.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Of the --10·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- Department's report, right.11·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Excuse me.12·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, Bruce.13·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Can we go through exactly -- I14·


· ·thought he was looking at Exhibit 11.15·


· · · · · · · ·You were referring to a map in the report?16·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··That's correct.17·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.18·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··So what this first page is is it's19·


· ·the underlying calculations for the information that's20·


· ·presented in the maps attached with Exhibit B.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··The first page in22·


· ·Exhibit 8?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So to summarize, Exhibit 8's first page has25·
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· ·detail designations that in turn refer to the·1·


· ·Department's report, which is Exhibit 1, Appendix B?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Could you continue through·4·


· ·Exhibit 8, please.·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Page 2 I believe is maybe outdated·6·


· ·calculations, doing the same thing as page 1 of·7·


· ·Exhibit 8, but on service areas that I had not·8·


· ·delineated to the certainty that I did at the end of·9·


· ·the project.10·


· · · · · · · ·Page 3 is a table that summarizes my11·


· ·population -- I guess summarizes my efforts in12·


· ·delineating a population base -- a current population13·


· ·base for each of those service areas.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And by the way, Mat, I note that these15·


· ·pages are not actually numbered.··You're just calling16·


· ·them pages 1, 2, 3, and so forth; correct?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.18·


· · · · · · · ·The remaining six pages of that document,19·


· ·which are not numbered, are various population20·


· ·calculations that I did for various groups.··Everything21·


· ·that I did here was supplanted by Don Reading's work.22·


· ·So this is my efforts prior to him coming on board and23·


· ·also maybe my efforts in parallel to what he was doing24·


· ·as a double-check, for lack of a better term.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·1·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Point of clarification, when·2·


· ·you're saying these were also supplanted by Don, is·3·


· ·that all of Exhibit 8?·4·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··No.··That was just the last six·5·


· ·pages of Exhibit 8.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Let's turn now to·7·


· ·Exhibit 9, please.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·I have a yellow sticky on Exhibit 9, which,·9·


· ·again, refers to the file document name as it exists on10·


· ·my computer, or the Department's computer.··And the11·


· ·title is "App D_calculations_April 24th, 2011."12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And what is Exhibit 9?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Again, Exhibit 9 is my working calculations14·


· ·for the discussion that I have in the various15·


· ·paragraphs within Exhibit D.··We referred to some of16·


· ·those numbers previously.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Now, when you say "Exhibit D," do you mean18·


· ·Appendix D?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.··I misspoke.··Appendix D from20·


· ·Exhibit 1.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 1 or the Department's22·


· ·report; correct?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 10?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 10 has a yellow sticky on it, again·1·


· ·referring to the file name as it exists on the·2·


· ·Department's computer.··That file name is "Res·3·


· ·demand_resources."·4·


· · · · · · · ·And what this file is is it's my resource·5·


· ·of various water demand issues.··It has citations, the·6·


· ·published documents.··It has tools or calculations.··So·7·


· ·I'll just go through this page by page.·8·


· · · · · · · ·The first page is a spreadsheet that's·9·


· ·contained in a design file note published by the10·


· ·Department of Environmental Quality.··This is their11·


· ·methodology for calculating community demands when you12·


· ·don't have historical data to draw upon.13·


· · · · · · · ·The second page is a table that compares14·


· ·the Department's methodology from Application15·


· ·Processing Memo 22 which is the Department's only16·


· ·guidance for calculating a demand associated with a17·


· ·community.··It compares that to the DEQ methodology and18·


· ·to the IDAPA rules for public -- safe public drinking19·


· ·water systems.··I don't recall the full name of that20·


· ·rule.21·


· · · · · · · ·The third page is a table -- or I'm sorry,22·


· ·is a graph that depicts, again, the comparison of those23·


· ·various public published methodologies for zero to 12024·


· ·homes.25·
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· · · · · · · ·The next page is a graph from zero to 1200·1·


· ·homes depicting the same relationships.·2·


· · · · · · · ·The next is a table that works out the flow·3·


· ·rates that you would get if you used the methodology in·4·


· ·Application Processing Memo 22.·5·


· · · · · · · ·The next two pages are summaries of water·6·


· ·demand data published by the USGS as they relate to all·7·


· ·the states in the country.·8·


· · · · · · · ·The next page has a table on it, and the·9·


· ·title of that is "Table 2:··Summary of Published Values10·


· ·of Peaking Factors."··And this is, again, the work that11·


· ·underlies the table that appears in Exhibit 1.12·


· · · · · · · ·The next page has two tables on it:··One is13·


· ·called "Table 1:··Summary of Published" -- or I'm14·


· ·sorry, it has two titles.··We'll use the lower title.15·


· ·"Table 1:··Summary of Recommended Planning Horizon16·


· ·Periods."··And the next table is titled "Table 2:17·


· ·Summary of Actual Water Planning Documents and their18·


· ·Respective Adopted Planning Horizon Periods."··Again,19·


· ·those are the underlying working document that provided20·


· ·the tables that appeared in Exhibit 1 and its21·


· ·appendices.22·


· · · · · · · ·It looks like the next page is carryover23·


· ·from the previous page.··It didn't print all on one24·


· ·page.25·
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· · · · · · · ·The next page after that has three tables·1·


· ·on it.··The uppermost table is titled "Table 2:·2·


· ·Summary of Published Values of Average Residential·3·


· ·Daily Consumption," then there's one that says·4·


· ·"Treasure Valley Water Demand Study," and third one's·5·


· ·titled "Summary of Local Average Residential Daily·6·


· ·Consumption Values."··And again, this is my underlying·7·


· ·work, supporting tables and figures that were included·8·


· ·in Exhibit 1 in the appendices.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And, Mat, did you create these tables,10·


· ·these three tables, or did you paste them in from some11·


· ·other source?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·No, I created all of those tables.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.14·


· · · · ··A.· ·And the last page -- I'm sorry.··Maybe15·


· ·that's confusing.··The next page has just two blips of16·


· ·words on it that were carried over from the previous17·


· ·page.18·


· · · · · · · ·And then the last page again has three19·


· ·tables on it.··In the upper left-hand corner it says,20·


· ·"Breakdown of Water Use in Commercial Establishments,"21·


· ·then there's a table titled "Commercial Water Use," and22·


· ·the third one is "Daily Commercial Water Consumption23·


· ·Rates."··And again, as before, these are my underlying24·


· ·work for some of the tables and numbers that I used in25·
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· ·Exhibit 1.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, have you done this kind of work before·2·


· ·in putting together these kinds of tables, or was this·3·


· ·your first experience doing this at the Department?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·I've done this kind of work before.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And so you're familiar with·6·


· ·Lindeberg, Dewberry, and other sources that you cite·7·


· ·throughout this report; is that right?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And now Exhibit 11?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 11 is some screenshots of some11·


· ·ArcGIS work that I did.··And this represents my work.12·


· ·Well, all three of these represent my work in13·


· ·estimating the existing service base for United Water14·


· ·Idaho in city of Eagle.15·


· · · · · · · ·And I was unable to find this data16·


· ·elsewhere.··United Water couldn't provide it.··PUC17·


· ·couldn't provide it.··So this was my attempt at that.18·


· ·It has not been verified by United Water.19·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Is this all Exhibit 11 that20·


· ·you're referring to?21·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yeah.··There was three map22·


· ·documents there.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. FEREDAY):··Okay.··Exhibit 12?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 12 is a summary page from a25·
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· ·document for the Eagle Water Company on file with the·1·


· ·PUC, and it summarizes their demand in their most·2·


· ·recent report.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·This is a document prepared by Eagle Water·4·


· ·Company; is that correct?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And it was just on file, you just copied it·7·


· ·from the PUC?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 13?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 13 is a comparison of, I guess,11·


· ·various methods for considering population growth and12·


· ·build-out for the M3 population.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That is the M3 portion of the City of14·


· ·Eagle?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Could you explain what's intended by E-x-p.17·


· ·What does that mean?··What's the contraction?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exponent or exponential growth.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Exponential?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And the same for E-x-p-o-n over on the22·


· ·right?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Same thing.··Okay.25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·So you've got the projected population over·1·


· ·20 years, you've got an exponential growth rate plotted·2·


· ·with the purple Xs, you've got the actual annual growth·3·


· ·rate with the red diamonds, you have an average annual·4·


· ·growth rate with the green line.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·To my knowledge, Don Reading did not use·7·


· ·anything on this in his ultimate document --·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- that appeared in Exhibit 1.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 14?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·So part of the analysis that you have to do12·


· ·for RAFN is you have to evaluate whether the proposed13·


· ·service area is currently being serviced -- or not even14·


· ·being serviced.··Whether there's planning documents for15·


· ·adjacent municipalities or communities within the16·


· ·proposed service planning area.··So you're looking for17·


· ·areas of overlap between conflicting planning18·


· ·documents.19·


· · · · · · · ·And this has all of the planning maps that20·


· ·I referred to in doing that overlap analysis.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And by "this," you're referring to22·


· ·Exhibit 14?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So Exhibit 14 is a series of these planning25·
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· ·maps that you obtained from these various·1·


· ·jurisdictions?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's right.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And are these up to date, to your·4·


· ·knowledge?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, planning document maps change quickly·6·


· ·in some instances.··At the time that I got all of·7·


· ·these, it was my understanding that they were the most·8·


· ·current.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you got these sometime around10·


· ·March/April of 2011; correct?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's right.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 15?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·During that same time period, March/April,14·


· ·I went and met with Eagle Water Company to discuss15·


· ·their service area and their demand.··And these next16·


· ·two maps that are contained in -- I forget what exhibit17·


· ·number.··I didn't write it down.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·15.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- 15 represent the notes and my20·


· ·understanding based on that meeting.21·


· · · · · · · ·So there were portions within their service22·


· ·area that they did not in fact service as well as23·


· ·portions outside of their service area that they did in24·


· ·fact service.··And so this was me just establishing the25·
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· ·difference between the service area as identified on·1·


· ·their water right and their actual service area.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Exhibit 16?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Another component in evaluating a RAFN·4·


· ·water right is the understanding of the existing water·5·


· ·right portfolio.··Exhibit 16 represents all of the·6·


· ·water rights and/or water right permits and/or water·7·


· ·right applications for permits that I am aware of for·8·


· ·the City of Eagle.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Thank you.10·


· · · · · · · ·Exhibit 17?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 17 is all of the material prepared12·


· ·and submitted by M3 Eagle -- for the M3 Eagle planned13·


· ·community that I felt was of sufficient use and14·


· ·reference that I made a physical copy of it and kept it15·


· ·at my desk.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I note that this includes a very large,17·


· ·multipage spreadsheet, which is denoted as Exhibit 5.7.18·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recognize that?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That portion of Exhibit 17 has many21·


· ·handwritten notations and arrows and so forth on it.22·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recognize those?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.··That's my notation.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you find that this Exhibit 5.7,25·
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· ·which is reproduced as part of Deposition Exhibit 17,·1·


· ·to be useful to you?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And do you have any significant·4·


· ·disagreements with its overall direction or approach?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·7·


· · · · · · · ·Let's go to Exhibit 18.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·When I was asked to be involved in this, I·9·


· ·was given a document by the City of Eagle titled10·


· ·"Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water Right11·


· ·Application," which we've marked as Exhibit 3.··Based12·


· ·on Exhibit 3 I wrote a series of comments and returned13·


· ·those to the City of Eagle regarding Exhibit 3.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And Exhibit 3 was the draft of the City of15·


· ·Eagle's RAFN information to the Department; correct?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·The draft of their initial information17·


· ·presented to the Department, yes.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.··Thank you.19·


· · · · · · · ·Continue.20·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 18 is the -- their second submittal21·


· ·based on the comments that I gave them regarding22·


· ·Exhibit 3.··And it is very similar, but it has expanded23·


· ·and addressed a lot of the comments that we gave them.24·


· ·And it also contains my handwritten notes in the margin25·
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· ·from my initial reading of the document.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·2·


· · · · · · · ·Exhibit 19?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Exhibit 19 is the review comments that I·4·


· ·referred to regarding Exhibit 3.··So Exhibit 3 was the·5·


· ·initial draft RAFN submittal to the Department.··I went·6·


· ·through and reviewed that and put together a series of·7·


· ·questions that are all represented in Exhibit 19.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So this is all your work,·9·


· ·Exhibit 19, not Dr. Reading's?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Or Shelley Keen's?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·No, Shelley was involved in this document.13·


· ·He didn't write any of it, but he reviewed it before it14·


· ·went out.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··How about Exhibit 20?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·So Exhibit 20 is a -- these three documents17·


· ·came out of the first meeting that I had with Shelley18·


· ·and Don, Dr. Don Reading, and myself.··And the first19·


· ·page is some notes based on the thoughts that we had at20·


· ·that time.··This is all very initial.21·


· · · · · · · ·The second page is a flow chart that22·


· ·Shelley Keen prepared with the intent to help the23·


· ·applicant kind of navigate what the Department is24·


· ·looking for.25·
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· · · · · · · ·And then the last page is just maybe some·1·


· ·footnotes or notes for the flow chart.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I would say that this was our initial·4·


· ·understanding or thoughts on the matter and that we·5·


· ·evolved quite a bit from here.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Thank you.·7·


· · · · · · · ·Referring back to Exhibit 1, the·8·


· ·Department's report, Appendix E.··Appendix E is a memo·9·


· ·from you.10·


· · · · · · · ·Did you prepare this, then?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·On or about June 2nd, 2011?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·On page 3 at the very end of that15·


· ·Appendix E, you state, "Overall I have found all of the16·


· ·water demand forecasting details presented by the City17·


· ·and discussed in this memo to be reasonable."18·


· · · · · · · ·Is that your position today?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·It is.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·"My review," you continue, "was limited to21·


· ·the material submitted by the City and does not22·


· ·consider water demand associated with other potential23·


· ·and legitimate justifications that could potentially be24·


· ·identified in a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements25·
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· ·based analysis," close quote.··We spoke about this·1·


· ·earlier in this deposition.·2·


· · · · · · · ·But is this another way of saying that the·3·


· ·Department's view, or at least your view, is that you·4·


· ·expect that the City will come back and fill a number·5·


· ·of holes or answer a number of questions in its second·6·


· ·or follow-on RAFN application?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·8·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Okay.··No further questions.·9·


· · · · · · · ·Let's go off the record for just a moment.10·


· · · · · · · ·(Discussion.)11·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··We're back on the record.12·


· · · · · · · ·Judge Smith?13·


· · · · ··MR. ALAN SMITH:··Back on the record.··The14·


· ·protestants have no questions.15·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Off the record for a minute,16·


· ·Jeff.17·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes.18·


· · · · · · · ·(Recess.)19·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Back on the record.20·


· ·21·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ·EXAMINATION22·


· ·BY MR. BRUCE SMITH:23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat -- can I call you "Mat"?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·Please.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·I'm Bruce Smith.··I'm the City of Eagle's·1·


· ·attorney.··And I think during your earlier questioning·2·


· ·by Mr. Fereday he indicated to you that M3's·3·


· ·application for permit has been assigned to the City.·4·


· · · · · · · ·And I think you indicated you weren't aware·5·


· ·of that; is that correct?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But you understand that that's what was·8·


· ·contemplated, and I guess that's why the City of Eagle·9·


· ·is here now; correct?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·All right.··I have a number of questions12·


· ·that I want to ask you about your report and some of13·


· ·the information you provided.··But while it's fresh on14·


· ·your mind -- it's now 11:15 -- on some of the points15·


· ·and the questions Mr. Fereday had, I want to get a16·


· ·clarification of them.··I was taking some notes as you17·


· ·went through on your testimony.··Let me make sure I've18·


· ·got them, these last documents that you were referring19·


· ·to.20·


· · · · · · · ·Now, one other point:··The notice that was21·


· ·given to us about your deposition said that you would22·


· ·bring all the information you relied upon in preparing23·


· ·the Department's report; correct?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·And are the documents that we've now·1·


· ·attached to the deposition as exhibits all the·2·


· ·information and all the documents and all the records·3·


· ·that you relied upon in preparing that report?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·Obviously published documentation I made·5·


· ·reference to in my bibliographies and they're not·6·


· ·included.··But of all the working documents that I·7·


· ·relied upon, they're here.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So all the notes that you took are in here?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·No.··I do keep a -- I guess a log with10·


· ·handwritten notes from meetings.··But that has not been11·


· ·provided.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mr. Homan, could we make13·


· ·arrangements to get a copy of that?14·


· · · · · · · ·Well, let me ask the question before.15·


· · · · · · · ·Did you rely upon that in preparing any of16·


· ·this information in your report?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·You know, the notes are important points18·


· ·from meetings that I had with you and with Eagle Water19·


· ·Company.··To what regard I relied upon them20·


· ·specifically, I couldn't say.··They helped form my21·


· ·understanding of what my task was and what I was doing.22·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··With that, Mr. Homan, I23·


· ·would request that we get a copy of them.24·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··We can go back and review those, and25·
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· ·you can revisit whether or not you relied on that.··And·1·


· ·to the extent that you did, then we can get those to·2·


· ·Mr. Smith and the rest of the parties.·3·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Okay.·4·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Anything else besides your -- did you say·6·


· ·field notes, or what did you call it?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·It's just a logbook.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Logbook.··Anything else?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·Nothing comes to mind.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··At any time during this deposition11·


· ·if you think of something that you relied upon and you12·


· ·did not produce it in these attached exhibits and it's13·


· ·not in your log, would you let me know that and so we14·


· ·can discuss and decide whether we need to see it or15·


· ·not?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·I will.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And do you understand that as part18·


· ·of the hearing that we're going to have in October the19·


· ·City will be submitting its RAFN analysis?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mr. Fereday asked you some questions22·


· ·about the report and the idea that the City could23·


· ·submit additional information at a subsequent hearing.24·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And let me ask this question:··There's·2·


· ·nothing that would prohibit the City from submitting·3·


· ·its RAFN analysis as part of this hearing; is that·4·


· ·correct?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Not that I'm aware of.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I don't know that we will or won't,·7·


· ·but I just want to make sure that if we do that it's·8·


· ·not a problem.·9·


· · · · · · · ·So would you look at your Exhibit No. 20,10·


· ·which is your City of Eagle RAFN meeting notes and the11·


· ·flow chart, please.12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I have it.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··In Mr. Fereday's questioning you14·


· ·made note that these were the notes associated with the15·


· ·flow chart and with regard to the City of Eagle RAFN16·


· ·processing options.··And I believe you made the17·


· ·comment, "Our thinking has evolved since then18·


· ·considerably," or something to that effect.19·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do recall that I said our thinking -- let21·


· ·me rephrase that.··Our thinking may have evolved since22·


· ·then.··Hopefully I didn't use the word "considerably."23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, let's look at that for a minute.24·


· ·Number one, you're saying it may have evolved.··I don't25·
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· ·know if that means it has or has not.·1·


· · · · · · · ·Clarify that, has it or has it not evolved?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Certainly my understanding of the RAFN·3·


· ·process has been revised and honed throughout the going·4·


· ·on four months that I've dealt with this.··When I was·5·


· ·brought in to deal with this, I had a much more·6·


· ·rudimentary understanding of the statutes, of the·7·


· ·process, and of, you know, the history of the·8·


· ·Department doing this than I do now.··So my·9·


· ·understanding without question has evolved.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·When you're talking about you versus the11·


· ·Department, can I assume that when you say you it is12·


· ·the Department versus your only personal opinion?13·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··I think the Department will make its14·


· ·own decision.··I mean you can just testify to what your15·


· ·belief is, speaking for yourself.16·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yeah, when I say myself, that is17·


· ·my understanding of the Department's position.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Okay.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Or thoughts on the matter.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So going back to this Exhibit 20,21·


· ·when you're saying "Our thinking has evolved," is that22·


· ·referring to your thinking or the Department's23·


· ·thinking?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'll say both.··I think my thinking, as I25·
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· ·said, has definitely evolved.··And I think that also·1·


· ·the people that were involved from the beginning,·2·


· ·specifically Don and Shelley, I think our understanding·3·


· ·of what we were doing and the Department's position on·4·


· ·certain aspects of our RAFN has probably evolved or·5·


· ·changed.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Can you describe for me in what way.·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·An example?·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Uh-huh.··Let me help you with this.··Okay?·9·


· ·And let me give you a little commentary, and then you10·


· ·help me understand it.11·


· · · · · · · ·The City has submitted two RAFN analyses;12·


· ·correct?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You looked at both of those, I think15·


· ·you and Mr. Keen looked at them.16·


· · · · · · · ·You had some comments; correct?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·I provided comments, I believe, on both of18·


· ·those.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Correct.··Have the comments that you20·


· ·submitted and the information you asked for, has that21·


· ·been provided to you now?22·


· · · · ··A.· ·So I would say that there hasn't23·


· ·necessarily been a formal reply by the City of Eagle,24·


· ·you know, comment by comment.··But certainly the City25·
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· ·of Eagle has responded in some form to most of my·1·


· ·concerns and addressed probably the most critical ones.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Are there any that haven't been·3·


· ·addressed?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·It seems like there were several that·5·


· ·weren't ever addressed to my satisfaction, but I·6·


· ·couldn't give you a specific example at this point.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··With regard to Exhibit 20, when the·8·


· ·City is preparing its RAFN information, should we give·9·


· ·consideration to Exhibit 20?··Does it matter anymore?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think the flow chart is still useful.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·In what way?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Because this outlines the path -- I guess13·


· ·maybe not.··Let me restate that.14·


· · · · · · · ·Now that the permit has been assigned15·


· ·completely to the City of Eagle, which is what this was16·


· ·identifying, how can that get assigned to the City of17·


· ·Eagle and then how can we move forward with that RAFN18·


· ·review.··So maybe it's not.··Maybe because it's already19·


· ·been assigned, it's not as useful of a document as it20·


· ·was at the time.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is there anything in Exhibit -- take your22·


· ·time, look through Exhibit 20, in particular your23·


· ·notes.24·


· · · · · · · ·Is there anything in here that we need25·
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· ·to -- the City, I'm saying "we," the City needs to give·1·


· ·consideration to in preparing its RAFN analysis?·2·


· · · · ··THE COURT REPORTER:··I need you to speak up,·3·


· ·Counsel, because I can't hear you.·4·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Counsel, I'd appreciate Mat·5·


· ·answering.·6·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Well, we're trying to figure out a·7·


· ·date for this.·8·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.·9·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··You know, I think most -- I've10·


· ·tried to read it just now.··It's hard to read it in11·


· ·this environment --12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Sure.13·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- and take in everything that it's saying.14·


· ·But I think for the most part this has been supplanted15·


· ·by the report that we filed, Exhibit 1, and by the fact16·


· ·that the water right permit has been assigned to the17·


· ·City of Eagle, and that this was our thoughts and our18·


· ·understanding when we first took on the task of how we19·


· ·could proceed forward and getting it assigned to the20·


· ·City and what considerations we needed to make in21·


· ·evaluating the RAFN.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you look at item 7 down there, it23·


· ·says, "What else does the City need to resubmit or24·


· ·recharacterize for IDWR to move forward with the25·
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· ·review."·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·It kind of goes back to my question about·3·


· ·is there anything else that the City needs to be·4·


· ·submitting to you and the Department that you haven't·5·


· ·already seen in order to submit a RAFN analysis?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·So what's your specific question?·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is there anything else that we need to be·8·


· ·submitting?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·So you and I have shared e-mails.··I guess10·


· ·I'm going to call it a third document, but I don't know11·


· ·that there was a document like these.··But after the12·


· ·permit got assigned, you and I have shared some e-mails13·


· ·where you've said "Here's how the City is going to go14·


· ·about evaluating the remainder of the RAFN."15·


· · · · · · · ·I've given I comments on those.··I've not16·


· ·seen a formal response to those, but we've had dialogue17·


· ·on some of the key ones.··But I think where that18·


· ·ended -- and I'd have to go back and look at our19·


· ·correspondence -- was that there was some critical20·


· ·items that I still felt it would be nice for the21·


· ·Department to review.22·


· · · · · · · ·One was how the planning or population23·


· ·forecasting had been done.··We saw an overview of that24·


· ·in a slide show, but we've never been provided the25·
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· ·underlying methodology and calculations for that.··And·1·


· ·it is substantially different from the approach that·2·


· ·the Department would take in the projections that we've·3·


· ·made.·4·


· · · · · · · ·I believe I had some specific questions·5·


· ·regarding the irrigation demand spreadsheet or table·6·


· ·that was submitted to me.··And I'm not sure that those·7·


· ·have been addressed.·8·


· · · · · · · ·And if there were some other elements of·9·


· ·it, I don't recall.··I think we had a fairly involved10·


· ·back-and-forth, and that was -- what? -- back in August11·


· ·maybe or July.··So I don't recall if there were other12·


· ·issues.··But I'm pretty sure I've never seen the13·


· ·planning information.··I'm pretty sure I've never seen14·


· ·the irrigation information.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··"Planning," you're referring to16·


· ·population?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.··Sorry.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And you said that the City's methodology19·


· ·was substantially different from IDWR's approach.20·


· · · · · · · ·Could you explain that.21·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't know what the methodology was.··I22·


· ·haven't reviewed the methodology.··But the end result,23·


· ·the end forecasted population, was different, if I24·


· ·recall by an order of two times.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you said the other critical·1·


· ·factor was the irrigation demand; is that correct?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And I think the City did provide you with a·4·


· ·irrigation-demand analysis; correct?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And what was missing from that?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I'd have to go back and look.··But it·8·


· ·seems like I had a few questions.··Maybe on the·9·


· ·classification of your different irrigated types.10·


· ·Again, this is based off memory.11·


· · · · · · · ·It seems like you were classifying certain12·


· ·irrigated areas with titles that I was not sure what13·


· ·they meant.··It seems like you had done a calculation14·


· ·for drip irrigation that covered a large area of15·


· ·ground.··And I was just asking for details on how that16·


· ·was done.··I can't recall if there were other points or17·


· ·not.··But I certainly -- those two seem to stand out.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··There's no critical information19·


· ·other than this population forecasting explanation and20·


· ·the irrigation demand; is that correct?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·I would say the irrigation demand is not22·


· ·critical.··That's minor details.··I would say the23·


· ·discrepancy in the population estimation value is a big24·


· ·deal.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·"Critical" was your term.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And when you're saying that, I want to make·3·


· ·sure I understand, you're talking about the difference·4·


· ·in the population at the end of the planning period·5·


· ·calculated by the City versus by Mr. Reading; is that·6·


· ·correct?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·And I'm not suggesting that yours is10·


· ·incorrect.··It's just I don't know the underlying11·


· ·methodology.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I don't want to oversummarize your13·


· ·report that you did.··But if I'm mischaracterizing it,14·


· ·tell me.15·


· · · · · · · ·But basically the report identifies the16·


· ·four components of a RAFN; correct?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·We're talking about Exhibit 1, that report?18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And as I read the report, you21·


· ·concluded that the City's determination of its service22·


· ·area was reasonable; correct?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That the planning horizon was reasonable,25·
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· ·the 30-year planning horizon --·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- is that correct?·3·


· · · · · · · ·The population projection you didn't·4·


· ·understand so you don't really know why the difference·5·


· ·between Mr. Reading and the City's determinations; is·6·


· ·that correct?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·So again, I'm getting a little bit·8·


· ·confused.··Our report was in response to the first two·9·


· ·submittals that you made.··And when I was previously10·


· ·describing to you our concern with the discrepancy in11·


· ·the population forecast at the end of planning horizon,12·


· ·that's between the effort that you had done after this13·


· ·document was completed.14·


· · · · · · · ·So the question that you're asking me, are15·


· ·you referring to the original population work that was16·


· ·done by I believe her name is Nichoel Baird --17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Spencer.18·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- Spencer that was attached to that19·


· ·March 22nd report?··Is that the population forecasting20·


· ·that you're referring to?21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, I'm trying to get you to explain to22·


· ·me what population forecasting you were referring to23·


· ·when you're saying there's a difference.24·


· · · · · · · ·Am I clear?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.··And I apologize if I have not been·1·


· ·clear.··So I'm going to identify a few different·2·


· ·population estimates that were done by the City.·3·


· · · · · · · ·One was done initially with the March 22nd·4·


· ·report.··The other one was done after Exhibit 1 was·5·


· ·finalized, and it was shared with the Department·6·


· ·informally in a meeting.··The Department, I guess, has·7·


· ·a concern with both of those population estimates.·8·


· · · · · · · ·The first population estimate Don Reading·9·


· ·addressed in his exhibit, the one that was attached to10·


· ·the March 22nd exhibit.··And I think for all the11·


· ·reasons that Don expounds upon in his appendix -- I'm12·


· ·not sure what appendix it was -- Appendix C of13·


· ·Exhibit 1, you know, he's explained the Department's14·


· ·position on why that population forecast is not15·


· ·acceptable to the Department.16·


· · · · · · · ·Now, the second population forecast that17·


· ·I've referred to, the one that you shared with us after18·


· ·Exhibit 1, the Department has not seen the methodology19·


· ·underlying that.··The value that you arrived at is20·


· ·almost twice the value that we have arrived at in21·


· ·Exhibit 1.··So the Department is not yet comfortable22·


· ·with that value either.23·


· · · · · · · ·So does that answer your question?24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I think so.··But it raises another25·
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· ·question.·1·


· · · · · · · ·Exhibit 1, which is your report, was·2·


· ·prepared -- I mean I don't think it has a date on it,·3·


· ·does it?·4·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Yes, it does.·5·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Oh, June 1st.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So it was prepared in response to the first·7·


· ·submission, first submission by the City; is that·8·


· ·correct?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·You know, I'm not sure what it was prepared10·


· ·in response to.··I guess.··That seems logical.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I was called in and originally tasked with13·


· ·a very specific item, review M3's demand and City of14·


· ·Eagle's demand.··And it kind of grew there to a more15·


· ·multipurpose involvement.16·


· · · · · · · ·So I'm not sure what this report was in17·


· ·response to initially.··But what it was intended to do18·


· ·was provide direction to the City of Eagle on19·


· ·establishing their RAFN.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you refer to the City's second21·


· ·submission, which I believe was in April, in order to22·


· ·prepare Exhibit 1?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think so.··Yeah, certainly.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So on the four components we covered25·
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· ·the service area, and you said that was acceptable as·1·


· ·reasonable, the planning horizon was reasonable, the·2·


· ·population you said you're still not clear on exactly·3·


· ·how the City calculated its approach --·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·Their most recent approach.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Excuse me.··Approach, you're not sure how·6·


· ·the City calculated its population; correct?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·The most recent one.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And the fourth component is water demand.·9·


· ·And I believe the report says that you believe the10·


· ·City's calculation of its water demand is reasonable;11·


· ·correct?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So really the only difference between what14·


· ·the City has submitted and your position today lies15·


· ·solely within this population-projection component; is16·


· ·that correct?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·We mentioned a few minor demand issues, but20·


· ·I think the details and understanding some of the21·


· ·demand-related calculations are -- I don't want to say22·


· ·insignificant, but not of the same concern as the23·


· ·discrepancy in the population forecast.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mr. Weaver, let me say something.··One of25·
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· ·the helpful things that you could provide today -- and·1·


· ·I hope you will do this -- the City submitted these two·2·


· ·RAFN analyses, as you discussed, the Department's·3·


· ·approach, if you will, has evolved; correct?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So the City would like to submit something·6·


· ·that the Department finds acceptable.··So one of the·7·


· ·things I had in mind today was have you tell me what it·8·


· ·is you think the City needs to be submitting so that we·9·


· ·go through and prepare the information for you in both10·


· ·a format and substantive style that you would find11·


· ·reasonable.12·


· · · · · · · ·So when I'm asking these questions, about,13·


· ·you know, "Tell me what else you need," that underlies14·


· ·those questions.15·


· · · · · · · ·Is that okay?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··So certainly the intent of Exhibit 117·


· ·was to give you that kind of feedback and direction and18·


· ·critical review.··Maybe we failed at some level in19·


· ·doing that.20·


· · · · · · · ·But as I review things now, it seems like21·


· ·we have outlined a methodology for forecasting22·


· ·population here by Dr. Don Reading.··And he even, I23·


· ·think, describes one to four steps on an approach that24·


· ·he thinks is reasonable for a city, maybe even beyond25·
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· ·reasonable that he thinks is appropriate and maybe a·1·


· ·standard.··I'm not sure.·2·


· · · · · · · ·What my understanding is of the population·3·


· ·forecasting technique that you've done currently after·4·


· ·Exhibit 1 was done is in no way similar to what was·5·


· ·outlined in Exhibit 1.·6·


· · · · · · · ·So not to say that what you did was wrong.·7·


· ·It's just that we gave you guidance and said here's a·8·


· ·way that the Department is comfortable with you·9·


· ·forecasting the population, and you've gone and done10·


· ·something different.··And we don't understand the11·


· ·"different."12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And when you say "different," though, are13·


· ·you referring to the number or the methodology?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Both.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Clarify for me, if you will.··I thought you16·


· ·said you didn't understand or know what the methodology17·


· ·was.18·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, the methodology was presented19·


· ·verbally to us at that meeting.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.21·


· · · · ··A.· ·So I have a gist of what the methodology22·


· ·is, but that's it.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What is --24·


· · · · ··A.· ·And every day that passes I understand it25·
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· ·less.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Excuse me for speaking over you.·2·


· · · · · · · ·What is your gist, what is your·3·


· ·understanding of the City's approach?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·My understanding is that you're relying on·5·


· ·I'll say Treasure Valley-wide population data compiled·6·


· ·by COMPASS, and that rather than relying on population·7·


· ·data specific to the city of Eagle, you're applying·8·


· ·some type of ratio between city of Eagle population and·9·


· ·the Treasure Valley population at large, and you're10·


· ·applying that to the growth rates that have been11·


· ·established by COMPASS for the entire Treasure Valley.12·


· ·That's -- I guess that's the extent of my understanding13·


· ·of it.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So you think it would be appropriate15·


· ·for the City to use Eagle-specific information to16·


· ·calculate the population; is that fair?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·What I think is that the Exhibit 1 gives18·


· ·you a methodology for calculating population forecasts19·


· ·that the Department has thought about, has hired an20·


· ·expert to help us develop and that we're comfortable21·


· ·with, and that you've done something different.22·


· · · · · · · ·I'm not going to say if it's right or23·


· ·wrong, better or worse.··I don't understand it, and24·


· ·I've not seen it in detail.··And even if I had, I'm25·
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· ·probably not the best person to evaluate it.··Dr. Don·1·
· ·Reading would be.·2·
· · · · ··Q.· ·And actually my next question is, do you·3·
· ·think Dr. Reading is a better person to address the·4·
· ·question of population calculation?·5·
· · · · ··A.· ·Without doubt.·6·
· · · · ··Q.· ·Because you don't have a lot of experience·7·
· ·at it or you think something else?·8·
· · · · ··A.· ·I don't have his experience.·9·
· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So just real quickly to sum up,10·
· ·going back to the four components, the City's11·
· ·submissions are reasonable as to calculated value and12·
· ·protocol, except for population?13·
· · · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)14·
· · · · ··Q.· ·You have to say "yes."··You can't nod your15·
· ·head.16·
· · · · ··A.· ·Sorry.17·
· · · · ··Q.· ·That's okay.··Okay.··I want you to explain18·
· ·one other thing to me.19·
· · · · · · · ·As I read your report, you tend to separate20·
· ·your analysis of the M3 submissions from the City's21·
· ·submissions; is that correct?22·
· · · · ··A.· ·The analysis of demand?23·
· · · · ··Q.· ·Uh-huh.24·
· · · · ··A.· ·Yes, I conducted two different analysis of25·
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· ·demand: one specific to M3 and one the City of Eagle.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·City of Eagle.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·One of the questions we've discussed is the·4·


· ·City is submitting a RAFN analysis.·5·


· · · · · · · ·Okay.··What do you see as the difference,·6·


· ·if any, in a RAFN report supplied by a municipality·7·


· ·versus a RAFN analysis prepared by somebody like M3 or·8·


· ·another developer?··Is there a difference?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·Is there a difference in the analysis that10·


· ·underlies the RAFN?··Certainly, yeah.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And what is that difference?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·For -- I'm going to say a subdivision, not13·


· ·to imply that -- you know, Eagle M3 is much more than a14·


· ·subdivision.··But if we think of it in terms of a15·


· ·subdivision outside of the incorporated limits of a16·


· ·city, there's a very specific vision and plan and17·


· ·hopefully preliminary plat and planning documents18·


· ·supporting that.19·


· · · · · · · ·Housing density has been established.··You20·


· ·can just go in and determine demand to a much greater21·


· ·level of detail than you can for say City of Eagle,22·


· ·which has an existing incorporated limits.··It has an23·


· ·area of impact.··And the way we get from where we are24·


· ·to where we're going isn't nearly as -- nowhere near as25·
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· ·constrained to the level that a subdivision is or a·1·


· ·planned community.·2·


· · · · · · · ·So when it comes to forecasting demand, you·3·


· ·have potentially two different methods there.··There's·4·


· ·something called, as I understand it, a·5·


· ·disaggregate-requirements based approach to forecasting·6·


· ·demand, which works very well for M3.·7·


· · · · · · · ·"Disaggregate" means you go in and you·8·


· ·identify, you know, to the last cubic foot what -- how·9·


· ·much water is going to be required for each use.10·


· · · · · · · ·For the City of Eagle, it's not easy to do11·


· ·that.··For any municipality, it's not easy to do that,12·


· ·because you don't know how and where it's going to13·


· ·grow.14·


· · · · · · · ·So what you have to do there is you have to15·


· ·forecast a demand based on some historical variables16·


· ·that you can tie that into.··And one such way to do17·


· ·that is population.··So just the underlying approach is18·


· ·the forecast and demand can be very different.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Would it be fair to characterize the20·


· ·difference as a city or a municipality would use a more21·


· ·generalized approach as opposed to a very specific22·


· ·approach used by a development?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, you could say that.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I mean that's a reasonable approach?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.·1·
· · · · ··Q.· ·I want you to look at your RAFN report on·2·
· ·page 3 of Appendix A.·3·
· · · · · · · ·Do you see that "Water Demand" section at·4·
· ·the very top?·5·
· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·6·
· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would you read that first sentence·7·
· ·to yourself, please.·8·
· · · · ··A.· ·"There are a number of" --·9·
· · · · ··Q.· ·You don't need to read it out loud.··I want10·
· ·you to be familiar with it.11·
· · · · ··A.· ·Oh, I'm sorry.12·
· · · · · · · ·(Reviews.)13·
· · · · · · · ·I've read it.14·
· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You identify one, two, three,15·
· ·four -- five different approaches; correct?16·
· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.17·
· · · · ··Q.· ·I'm interested, how did you identify those18·
· ·five different approaches?··What did you look at to19·
· ·figure those as the approaches for a RAFN?20·
· · · · ··A.· ·I looked at a multitude of water demand21·
· ·planning resources.22·
· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So let me ask you this.··And this23·
· ·is, I guess, for you and for the Department.24·
· · · · · · · ·Are all of these approaches acceptable?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·I don't think so.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I want you to go through these, and·2·


· ·I want to you look at them and tell me which ones are·3·


· ·acceptable, which ones aren't, and why or why not.·4·


· · · · · · · ·So let's start with judgment-based·5·


· ·predictions.·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't think the Department would accept·7·


· ·that.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Why not?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·We wouldn't be doing our due diligence if10·


· ·we just allowed someone to walk in and say "I'm going11·


· ·to tie up however many acre-feet of water for the next12·


· ·30 years because I think that's what we need."13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So underlying that conclusion that it would14·


· ·not be acceptable is the assumption that you'd be15·


· ·relying upon someone else's professional judgment?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Unsubstantiated professional judgment.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·What if they were substantiated, I guess is18·


· ·the question?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, that's different.··Then they're going20·


· ·to have a methodology that they're relying upon to21·


· ·forecast their demand.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What you're saying is that for23·


· ·somebody to come in and say "I'm an expert and this is24·


· ·what I think we'll need" is not acceptable?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··"Time extrapolation," what is that?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Time extrapolation basically is in 1980 we·3·


· ·needed 10,000 acre-feet, 1990 we needed 20,000·4·


· ·acre-feet, so in 2000 we need 30,000 acre-feet.··The·5·


· ·only thing you're correlating it to is chronology.··And·6·


· ·that probably is not acceptable to the Department·7·


· ·either.··It wouldn't be acceptable to me if I were·8·


· ·reviewing it.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··"Single-coefficient model10·


· ·development"?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·So there you're tying it into a single12·


· ·historical variable.··The one that's used most commonly13·


· ·is population, but you can tie it into, you know,14·


· ·average market value of the residential lots, whatever.15·


· ·But you're relying only on a single variable to predict16·


· ·demand.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is that acceptable?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think so.··And I think certainly for19·


· ·smaller communities that's the one that's most readily20·


· ·within their means to pursue to identify their future21·


· ·demand.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··In doing a RAFN analysis, is the23·


· ·resources of a city, is that a relevant criteria?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·My perspective is yes, it should be.25·
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· ·They're pursuing less of the resource.··So yeah, it is·1·


· ·different.··If City of Plummer comes in here and asks·2·


· ·for a half cfs RAFN versus United Water coming in here·3·


· ·and asking for 50 cfs of RAFN water, it -- that's·4·


· ·different.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Based on the amount of water being sought?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And what about --·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Among other things.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·What other things?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, geographic location.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·How does that affect --12·


· · · · ··A.· ·City of Plummer is in a region -- to use my13·


· ·example, city of Plummer is in a region that receives14·


· ·much more rainfall.··They're not in an area with a15·


· ·resource that's being -- that's under contention by16·


· ·different water users like we are in the Treasure17·


· ·Valley.··I just think that there's a host of18·


· ·differences.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I think the question, the lead-in to the20·


· ·question was about the distinction between the21·


· ·resources available to the applicant.22·


· · · · · · · ·Does that factor in?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·And when you say "resource," are you24·


· ·referring to a water resource?25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Let me put it this way:··Financial and·1·


· ·experts.··I mean let me give you a hypothetical.·2·


· · · · · · · ·City of Plummer comes in and asks for·3·


· ·50 cfs of future needs water rights; United Water comes·4·


· ·in and asks for the same 50, is there a distinction·5·


· ·there based upon resources available to the two·6·


· ·applicants?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I guess I would say that the more water·8·


· ·that you're pursuing to tie up in a RAFN, the more that·9·


· ·that needs to be scrutinized.··Financial means of the10·


· ·City, I'm not sure that that in and of itself should be11·


· ·a factor.··It seems like the one would go with the12·


· ·other.··If you're asking for more of the water13·


· ·resource, you probably have more of the financial14·


· ·resource.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is there a standard protocol for analyzing16·


· ·and submitting RAFN applications to the Department that17·


· ·the Department uses to evaluate?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·We have not published that document yet.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you have one?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·We do.··I've been working diligently on it21·


· ·since this concluded at the end of June.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·What stage are you in with completing it?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·95 percent completion.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Does it reflect what's in this report that25·
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· ·you prepared?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So the information in your document you're·3·


· ·preparing was used to prepare this?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry?·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·This report or whatever -- what do you·6·


· ·characterize it as?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·We're calling it a handbook.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·The handbook.··Okay.··Was the handbook used·9·


· ·to prepare this?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, in part.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·"This" being Exhibit 1.12·


· · · · ··A.· ·In part.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·In what part?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·I was asked -- I was asked to work on the15·


· ·handbook maybe a year to a year and a half ago.··It was16·


· ·a low priority issue.··So I had done some work on that17·


· ·handbook prior to this coming up.··When this came up,18·


· ·we received several other RAFN applications within19·


· ·several weeks of this one.20·


· · · · · · · ·So that prompted urgency to that task that21·


· ·hadn't been there beforehand.··And so part of what I22·


· ·did prior to this influence, what was done here, but23·


· ·mostly I would say it's the other way around, that the24·


· ·effort and work that came out of this is influencing25·
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· ·that handbook.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So this report becomes the protocol for the·2·


· ·handbook; is that what you're telling me?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't know if "protocol" is the right·4·


· ·word.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, this is a protocol; correct?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·It informed the handbook, yeah.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·I mean they're similar.·9·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Mr. Homan, can we get a10·


· ·copy of the handbook?11·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Mat, that's in draft stage, isn't12·


· ·it, yet?13·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yeah.14·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··It hasn't been approved.15·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Well, the problem is that it16·


· ·was used for this.17·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Well, I don't think it's evolved.18·


· ·I'll check into it, Bruce.19·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.20·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··But won't commit right now.21·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is the handbook different from what you23·


· ·described here?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·It's much more involved.··It gives25·
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· ·examples, so it is different.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is that handbook purely your work product?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·For the most part.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Who else might have had input into·4·


· ·it?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·No one's actively written any of it other·6·


· ·than myself.··I received critical feedback from a·7·


· ·number of people:··Shelley Keen, of course; Jeff·8·


· ·Peppersack; Dr. Don Reading, although not specifically·9·


· ·to the document, more generally regarding population10·


· ·forecasting.··That's it.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I think we were on the12·


· ·single-coefficient model development.13·


· · · · · · · ·You said that's one variable that14·


· ·determines the underlying protocol for the RAFN15·


· ·analysis?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you have a multi-coefficient18·


· ·model, what does that mean?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Similar to the single-coefficient model,20·


· ·only you're using multiple predicter variables,21·


· ·maybe -- you know, population often isn't used in22·


· ·multiple variable because they're relying on other23·


· ·things that kind of speak to the same thing that24·


· ·population does.··But you're forecasting based on more25·
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· ·than one coefficient -- or I'm sorry, more than one·1·


· ·explanatory variable.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Can you give me an example of·3·


· ·multi-coefficient variables.·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·An example of one that's in use in the·5·


· ·state or an example of variables?··I'm not --·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·One that's in the state.··That's fine.··I'm·7·


· ·trying to understand what you're describing.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·I am not aware of a multi-variable means of·9·


· ·forecasting water demand as used by anyone in the10·


· ·state.··I have not reviewed one in association with a11·


· ·municipal water right in my time at the Department.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You made mention that you got a13·


· ·number of RAFN applications about the same time as this14·


· ·one.15·


· · · · · · · ·Is that the M3 application?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·At the same time I was asked to work on the17·


· ·M3 application.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you recall who those were from?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·City of Plummer, that's why they came to20·


· ·mind.··City of Nampa.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.22·


· · · · ··A.· ·Then there's one in eastern Idaho.··I don't23·


· ·recall who.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And do they have a standard protocol25·
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· ·that those applications involve?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·City of Kuna is another one.··City of·2·


· ·Plummer, when they submitted their material, it was·3·


· ·relatively small and simple compared to the City of·4·


· ·Eagle.·5·


· · · · · · · ·And so I used the protocol that's·6·


· ·Appendix A here to go through and just write a memo,·7·


· ·review memo, specific to City of Plummer.·8·


· · · · · · · ·City of Nampa, we have not given them·9·


· ·anything yet.··They kind of are in waiting to see what10·


· ·comes out of our handbook.··And I also just owe them11·


· ·some correspondence that I haven't yet followed up12·


· ·with.13·


· · · · · · · ·City of Kuna, I've been in talks with the14·


· ·professional engineer there, and I've given them my15·


· ·correspondence on the City of Plummer matter.··And16·


· ·they've also asked that as soon as the handbook is made17·


· ·available that I copy them on it.18·


· · · · · · · ·And then I think St. Charles, actually, is19·


· ·the municipality in eastern Idaho.··I'm not in direct20·


· ·correspondence with them.··That's coming through our21·


· ·eastern regional office.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So at this point with those23·


· ·applications you don't have a standard protocol that24·


· ·you would apply to analyze those applications; is that25·
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· ·correct?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I think the method that's in·2·


· ·Exhibit 1 I used with City of Plummer.··With the other·3·


· ·two entities, I'm hoping that we can get them the·4·


· ·handbook and they can use that.··They are -- my·5·


· ·understanding is they are ready to submit.··They're·6·


· ·just simply waiting on me to get the material to them.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So do you recall, are those·8·


· ·approaches single-coefficient model approaches?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·City of Plummer was, because I had their10·


· ·material to review and comment on.··City of Kuna, City11·


· ·of Nampa, and St. Charles I've only had discussions.12·


· ·I've not seen anything specific.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Is there any benefit from using a14·


· ·multi-coefficient model as opposed to a15·


· ·single-coefficient model?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think so, yeah.··I think it's a more17·


· ·accurate -- it can be a more accurate means of18·


· ·forecasting water demand.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··The "econometric demand model20·


· ·development," what is that?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's the one I'm least familiar with.··It22·


· ·is recognized in most of the references that I've23·


· ·reviewed.··It's the one that if you go and do a review24·


· ·of peer-reviewed published articles right now in a lot25·
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· ·of the journals, it's the one that seems to see the·1·


· ·most attention in that setting.·2·


· · · · · · · ·My understanding is that United Water·3·


· ·employs this method for forecasting water.··And·4·


· ·basically what you're doing there is rather than·5·


· ·concerning yourself, I guess, with historical variables·6·


· ·to project the future, you're saying "If we price and·7·


· ·make available this water in such a way, how is the·8·


· ·consumer going to react to that, and how is his·9·


· ·demand -- or his, their demand going to react to that?"10·


· ·But again, that's the methodology that I understand11·


· ·least.··I've never employed it myself, nor reviewed it.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You indicated at the very beginning that13·


· ·you were given direction to prepare this report.14·


· · · · · · · ·Who provided that direction to you?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·Jeff Peppersack is my supervisor.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·What direction did he give you with regard17·


· ·to preparing this?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·As I recall, he initially just asked me to19·


· ·review the demand component of the M3 application and20·


· ·the -- I forget what exhibit it is, but the March 22nd21·


· ·document that the City of Eagle submitted to us.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But I'm specifically talking about your23·


· ·report that you prepared.24·


· · · · · · · ·Who told you to prepare this report?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·I guess, John, did you specifically tell me·1·


· ·to prepare that report?··I'm not sure.·2·


· · · · · · · ·You know, we were meeting and we were·3·


· ·addressing this.··And I guess I'll say this, that as·4·


· ·Shelley Keen and myself and Dr. Reading met and·5·


· ·reviewed the material and the specific tasks that we·6·


· ·had, we felt that this document would be most·7·


· ·appropriate in conveying the review that we'd done and·8·


· ·a protocol for determining our RAFN.·9·


· · · · · · · ·So in that sense maybe we tasked ourselves10·


· ·to do that, as we felt it would be the best way to11·


· ·convey the messages that we had.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.13·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··And that's Exhibit 1 you're14·


· ·referring to?15·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··It is.16·


· · · · · · · ·That was your question, was Exhibit 1?17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Correct.··I was18·


· ·wondering how Exhibit 1 came to be.··And as I hear you19·


· ·describe it, you and Mr. Reading and Mr. Keen decided20·


· ·to do it; is that correct?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.22·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··Let me clarify, if I may, Bruce.23·


· · · · · · · ·Was that report authorized by the24·


· ·Department?25·
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· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Yes.··Yeah.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Okay.··When you say·2·


· ·"by the Department" --·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Gary Spackman, specifically.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·The Director did it.··The Director·5·


· ·authorized or approved you to do this report?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mr. Homan's question helps elucidate·8·


· ·the question I had earlier about you versus the·9·


· ·Department.10·


· · · · · · · ·One of the issues that I know that you and11·


· ·I have discussed, and I think you've discussed with the12·


· ·City, is the idea of segregating irrigation demand from13·


· ·the rest of the RAFN analysis; correct?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, we've talked about that.··Yes.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is that the Department's position, that16·


· ·that needs to be done?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·No.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So that's not an approach that would19·


· ·be used to determine whether the report or the20·


· ·information was reasonable or not?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Are you familiar with the23·


· ·Department's Processing Memo 18?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·I am.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Does that have any applicability in the·1·


· ·RAFN analysis?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think it does, yes.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·In what way?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I think if you do choose to·5·


· ·individually determine the water demand associated with·6·


· ·irrigation or pond evaporation, that if you're going to·7·


· ·be using ET data the Department has a memo out there·8·


· ·that says you will use the Allen-Robison published data·9·


· ·from 200- -- is it 6 or 7.··I'm not sure which.10·


· ·They've since supplanted that with published data in11·


· ·2009.12·


· · · · · · · ·We do not have a memo out saying that you13·


· ·should use the 2009 data, but I think that's our14·


· ·position.··And quite frankly, I don't think they vary15·


· ·enough that it would be a concern.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And I think you made note of that in17·


· ·the report, I think in the M3 section about the --18·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- update of the Robison material.20·


· · · · · · · ·Going back to the idea that the City would21·


· ·submit a more generalized analysis or a RAFN22·


· ·application, unless the City was preparing -- the City23·


· ·itself was preparing to irrigate certain areas or to24·


· ·create ponds, then that information wouldn't have much25·
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· ·relevance to the City's analysis, would it?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I want to clarify one point.··We went·3·


· ·through the four components; correct?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·We did.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Population was one area that you said that·6·


· ·you needed more information -- or basically you needed·7·


· ·information to understand what the City did; correct?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·With regard to your conclusions on the10·


· ·other three components and the information submitted by11·


· ·the City, did you uncover anything in the independent12·


· ·work you did that would alter your conclusions as to13·


· ·those three components?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·And when you say "independent work," what15·


· ·are you referring to?16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, you went out and interviewed Eagle17·


· ·Water Company.··Okay?··You did a lot of independent --18·


· ·correct?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Okay.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And you did a lot of independent research21·


· ·to prepare this report, which is Exhibit 1; correct?22·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You did a lot of your own independent24·


· ·investigation; correct?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You went and looked at the Arc view maps;·2·


· ·correct?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And you made your own discretionary calls·5·


· ·about where the populations were; correct?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You looked at service areas for Eagle Water·8·


· ·Company; correct?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And United Water --11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- correct?13·


· · · · · · · ·You looked at the boundaries for the14·


· ·surrounding cities; correct?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So when you did all of this work and you17·


· ·basically reached the conclusions that you did in your18·


· ·report, is there anything that you found in the work19·


· ·that you did that would alter your conclusions with20·


· ·regard to the components of planning horizon, water21·


· ·demand --22·


· · · · ··A.· ·Service area.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- service area, other than just the24·


· ·population question?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·So service area, I don't think the·1·


· ·Department has a problem with.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Planning horizon, I think is consistent and·4·


· ·reasonable.··The methodology that you used to forecast·5·


· ·water I think is reasonable.··However, that methodology·6·


· ·relies on an underlying population base to forecast·7·


· ·forward on.·8·


· · · · · · · ·I'm not sure where we left it, if we were·9·


· ·in agreement or not whether that population base should10·


· ·include people that are already receiving water from11·


· ·other water suppliers.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.13·


· · · · ··A.· ·So the methodology we have no problem with.14·


· · · · · · · ·The population base, if this is year one in15·


· ·2011, I'm not sure that we're in agreement on that.··I16·


· ·don't recall where you left -- where the City left17·


· ·that.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·And then the population forecast, of course20·


· ·the methodology we don't understand yet and aren't21·


· ·ready to bless, I guess, for lack of a better term.22·


· ·But also we need to understand that population base23·


· ·that we use as the initial point for forecasting24·


· ·forward.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But with regard to the population·1·


· ·question, you don't think it's reasonable to use·2·


· ·information say on a valleywide basis; is that correct?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·No, I never said that I don't think that's·4·


· ·reasonable.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·I said that I think that's different than·7·


· ·the approach that we outlined in our document and that·8·


· ·the Department has presented and feels most comfortable·9·


· ·with.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, let me help you recall something.11·


· ·The first information that was submitted to you in I12·


· ·think it's in one of the exhibits, the first RAFN13·


· ·analysis by the City, and it had a Nichoel Baird14·


· ·Spencer's assessment on it.15·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And do you remember Nichoel took18·


· ·information from a number of reports, looked at19·


· ·population growth figures, percentages, and then added20·


· ·them up and came up with an average?··Correct?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do recall that.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is that the difference that you disagree23·


· ·with is using that approach?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·So I think what Nichoel initially did is25·
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· ·maybe more in line with what we proposed in Exhibit 1,·1·


· ·which is that you go out and you do a survey of·2·


· ·existing population studies, and you throw out the ones·3·


· ·that are not applicable or that are redundant.··And so·4·


· ·you critically evaluate that survey and you pare it·5·


· ·down to something.·6·


· · · · · · · ·You then look at a high limit and a low·7·


· ·limit of that population study, and you allow that as·8·


· ·bounds, an upper and a lower limit bounds.··And then·9·


· ·you go out and you do your projection, your population10·


· ·projection, based off of your survey.··And hopefully11·


· ·that should be constrained somewhere within those12·


· ·bounds.··That's what we've outlined in the Exhibit 1.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·If I understood what you just said, you14·


· ·agree with the approach used by Nichoel in the first15·


· ·submission?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think it was a start.··It was the start17·


· ·of what we would propose.··So I'm not sure that --18·


· ·these questions are probably best answered by Dr. Don.19·


· ·But I think that it is the start of what we would hope20·


· ·to see.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Look at your Exhibit 14.22·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··14?23·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··14.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That's your maps of the different areas.25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·I have them in front of me.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··My notes, when you described·2·


· ·Exhibit 14, you said part of the analysis for RAFN is·3·


· ·looking at overlap of service areas.·4·


· · · · · · · ·Does that sound like consistent with what·5·


· ·you said?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·That may have been what I said.··But maybe·7·


· ·to be more clear, it needs to include an evaluation of·8·


· ·overlapping plan use documents, I believe is how the·9·


· ·statute refers to it.··Maybe they even use the term10·


· ·"comprehensive plan use documents."··I don't recall11·


· ·exactly.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I think it does.··And that kind of goes to13·


· ·what I'd like to ask you some questions about.14·


· · · · · · · ·You took the work reflected in Exhibit 15,15·


· ·that was part of your analysis on overlapping planning;16·


· ·is that a fair characterization?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Where did you get these, these documents19·


· ·that are shown in Exhibit 15 -- 14?··Excuse me.20·


· · · · ··A.· ·Garden City and City of Meridian, I called21·


· ·and coordinated with their planner and received them22·


· ·directly.··In the case of Garden City, they had to23·


· ·refer me to their consulting engineer.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·City of Eagle, I think the most recent one·1·


· ·was provided by you, maybe, or Nichoel.··But I don't·2·


· ·think Nichoel actually ever provided it to me.·3·


· · · · · · · ·United Water, I don't recall where that·4·


· ·came from specifically.·5·


· · · · · · · ·City of Star, I think I called and talked·6·


· ·to their planner, and she pointed me to it online.··And·7·


· ·I actually downloaded those two from online.··I think·8·


· ·that's all of them.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So how did you proceed to take these10·


· ·documents that you have?··And I think what you're11·


· ·describing is you took all the area around Eagle and12·


· ·started gathering up these documents that are reflected13·


· ·in Exhibit 14; correct?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.··So what --15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So how did you approach that analysis?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, with our GIS, doing spatial analysis17·


· ·of the service area as it was proposed by the City of18·


· ·Eagle and the service area and planning areas as they19·


· ·have been spatially delineated in these maps.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is it fair to say that if you took these21·


· ·documents that are reflected in Exhibit 14 and if there22·


· ·was some overlap between the map shown for a specific23·


· ·entity in 14, Exhibit 14, and there was an overlap24·


· ·between that map and the City of Eagle's water service25·
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· ·area, you excluded that from the area under·1·


· ·consideration for the population growth for the City of·2·


· ·Eagle?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So did you undertake any analysis to look·5·


· ·at whether there was a conflict between those planning·6·


· ·areas and the planning area for the City of Eagle?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did not, no.··I just looked at the·8·


· ·conflicting spatial delineation of the planning areas.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So you assumed that if there was an overlap10·


· ·there was a conflict?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's right.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And that was true for the municipalities;13·


· ·correct?··That's what you did?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And for United Water; correct?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, United Water is a little bit17·


· ·different.··It is different than all the other ones18·


· ·here.··If you look at United Water on this map, their19·


· ·service area overlaps greatly Eagle Water Company and20·


· ·city of Eagle and does not reflect their service areas21·


· ·that's described on their water rights.22·


· · · · · · · ·So I -- so for United Water specifically,23·


· ·that's why we have these other exhibits in here, I24·


· ·worked from their service areas that's defined by their25·
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· ·water rights, and I went in and I delineated, you know,·1·


· ·based off maps what was being served.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So you didn't use the map that's in·3·


· ·Exhibit 14, you used the places of use on the water·4·


· ·rights?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Specific to United Water, that's true.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's what I did in the end.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And what did you use for Eagle Water·9·


· ·Company?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·Eagle Water Company, I used the findings11·


· ·based on my meeting with them and review of their12·


· ·service area.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So you used the place of use for United14·


· ·Water's water rights but you used the service area for15·


· ·Eagle Water Company?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.··Well, wait a minute.17·


· · · · · · · ·Can you repeat that question?18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, you told me for United Water when you19·


· ·analyzed the overlapping area you used the place of use20·


· ·from their water rights.21·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You said, "When I met with Eagle23·


· ·Water Company, I looked at their service area that they24·


· ·described."25·
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· · · · · · · ·And I assume you did a map or something and·1·


· ·then excluded that; is that correct?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.··You've actually uncovered a·3·


· ·discrepancy in my method, which I didn't even realize·4·


· ·until right now.··When I did my population-base·5·


· ·analysis, I relied upon the information that they gave·6·


· ·me, that is --·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Whoa, whoa, whoa.··Wait.··When you say·8·


· ·"they" --·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm sorry.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- you lost me.11·


· · · · ··A.· ·Eagle Water Company.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.13·


· · · · ··A.· ·However --14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·As a matter of fact, let's focus on Eagle15·


· ·Water Company.··I think that's what you're doing, but16·


· ·just to be clear.17·


· · · · · · · ·Go ahead.18·


· · · · ··A.· ·However, when I looked at conflicting plan19·


· ·use area, I relied upon their service area.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Their service area defined as what?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, they don't have planning documents22·


· ·that I'm aware of, so I relied upon the service areas23·


· ·that's defined by their water rights.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So you used the same approach for United25·
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· ·Water and for Eagle Water, then?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·For identifying planning area overlap.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So there's a map in here for United·5·


· ·Water, but there's no map for Eagle Water Company;·6·


· ·correct?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't think so.··I don't think they have·8·


· ·such a thing.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But quite frankly, if I wanted to10·


· ·duplicate it, if I wanted to go back and look at this,11·


· ·I'd take the place of use for the water rights and that12·


· ·defines the boundaries of the, quote, "planning area"13·


· ·that you used for purposes of determining whether there14·


· ·was overlap?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·I believe that's true.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··For the cities you used their17·


· ·comprehensive plan map, is that correct, or you used18·


· ·what's attached to Exhibit 14?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But again, going back to it, if21·


· ·there was any overlap in the maps that you drew, then22·


· ·you just excluded that area from the City of Eagle's23·


· ·service area?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And you did not look for conflict·1·


· ·between the plans?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Mat, I want to ask you a question.·4·


· ·I got a note from Mr. Homan in describing the·5·


· ·Exhibit 1, the report.··And let me just read what·6·


· ·Mr. Homan had told me.··He said, "Nor did the·7·


· ·Department consider any water that might be needed to·8·


· ·address operational overlaps between the City's service·9·


· ·area and the service area of other municipal providers10·


· ·and the City."11·


· · · · · · · ·Do you understand that?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think I do.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Would you tell me what that means.14·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think that means that if you want to15·


· ·provide water to Eagle Water Company we said "You can't16·


· ·do that."··We just didn't consider it.··They're already17·


· ·getting water.··It would be redundant for me to give18·


· ·them water.19·


· · · · · · · ·There might be a justifiable reasonable for20·


· ·you to do that, but that case wasn't made by you in any21·


· ·of the documents we received, so we took the position22·


· ·that we did.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So "operational overlaps" refers to the24·


· ·City of Eagle providing water to some other provider?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·That's how I understand that term.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When you did your overlap·2·


· ·analysis -- I'll call it that.··You understand what I'm·3·


· ·talking about?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·(No audible response.)·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- the only area that you excluded was·6·


· ·Eagle Water Company, United Water, and Star; correct?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And I think you ended up putting 193 people·9·


· ·in the overlap with Star?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you look at the Star comp plan?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think I did, yeah.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When you looked at it, you looked at14·


· ·the map in relation to the city of Eagle's map?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·Right.··Yeah, I compared the boundaries.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.17·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do recall that I contacted the Eagle --18·


· ·is it Eagle Water and Sewer.··I think that's who19·


· ·provides water -- not Eagle.··Star Water and Sewer20·


· ·provides water there, and they did not have any21·


· ·planning maps for me.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·The City of Star does not supply water.23·


· · · · · · · ·Do you understand that?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's why I said Star Water.··Is it Star25·
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· ·Water and Sewer District?·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Correct.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So for the overlap analysis you used the·4·


· ·City of Star's comp plan map; correct?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's right, the boundary.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But the City of Star supplies no water;·7·


· ·correct?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·But does their comprehensive plan, I think,·9·


· ·address the fact that they will provide utilities?··I10·


· ·don't know either.··I read it a long time ago.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·This is where I ask you questions.··I12·


· ·honestly don't know.··I'm trying to figure out what you13·


· ·did in this situation with Star.14·


· · · · · · · ·So you had no map from Star Water and15·


· ·Sewer, so you used the comp plan map from the City of16·


· ·Star?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·In the context of RAFN water rights, what19·


· ·do you do in these overlap areas?··If you can't get a20·


· ·RAFN, I think what you're saying is you can't get a21·


· ·RAFN water right in an area that overlaps with a comp22·


· ·plan, according to your analysis, correct?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I think the statute says that.··My24·


· ·understanding is -- not to pose another question to25·
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· ·you --·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I won't answer it, but that's okay.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·The statute says that you shall exclude·3·


· ·areas of overlapping comprehensive plan use, so...·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So how are those areas served?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·What areas?·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·How do you get a water right in these·7·


· ·overlapping areas?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I would suspect that the area of·9·


· ·overlap needs to be addressed by the two parties, and10·


· ·that they need to come to some resolution on who's11·


· ·going to provide water there, and then modify their12·


· ·planning documents accordingly.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But how do you get the water right14·


· ·to serve it?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·Once you would -- once you've taken care of16·


· ·the discrepancy and there's no longer a conflicting17·


· ·use, then whoever has been determined that's going to18·


· ·provide water would get the water right at that point.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So at that point you could get a RAFN water20·


· ·right because there's no conflict?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Right.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And if there's no agreement, there's23·


· ·no RAFN water right; is that correct?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·For that portion, I guess.··You know, I25·
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· ·just don't think we've ever had to really think that·1·


· ·hardly about that issue.··So, you know, just taking our·2·


· ·guidance from statute, I think that's what it·3·


· ·indicates.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But this Exhibit 1 reflects your·5·


· ·interpretation of that statute; correct?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·And if you know the author of that statute,·9·


· ·please introduce me, because I got a lot of questions.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Why is that?··Why do you have a lot of11·


· ·questions?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Just -- I just think that they could have13·


· ·defined things better in instances.··I don't have a14·


· ·specific example.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You think parts of it are unclear?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Potentially, yeah.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you'll look at page 5 of18·


· ·Exhibit 1.19·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Excuse me, Bruce, is that page 520·


· ·of the overview or one of the appendices?21·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Jeff, it's actually page 522·


· ·from the very beginning.23·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Okay.24·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··So it's the area where the25·
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· ·water demand is calculated.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, do you see that?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm on page 5, yes.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Notwithstanding the calculation,·4·


· ·don't worry so much about them, but that last line that·5·


· ·says "Minus the City of Eagle's existing water rights·6·


· ·of 5.48 cfs."·7·


· · · · · · · ·Do you see that?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·As I understood what you did, you just said10·


· ·here's how much total demand the City of Eagle would11·


· ·have, and you subtract out the 5.8; correct?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, the 5.48, that's right.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·5.48.··What if there turns out not to be14·


· ·5.48 cfs?··How does that affect your analysis?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·What if there turns out not to be?16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Uh-huh.17·


· · · · ··A.· ·Meaning the supply can't meet that need or18·


· ·do you mean that --19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·If there's not 5.48 cfs.20·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I guess if we look at the existing21·


· ·portfolio of water rights and that's less than 5.48,22·


· ·then it would increase the 3.08 number.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When you're doing arithmetic, you're24·


· ·saying here's the total, here's what we're subtracting,25·
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· ·here's what we need, and you're looking at the current·1·


· ·portfolio, do you look beyond anything other than the·2·


· ·diversion amount?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I think if there's volume limitations·4·


· ·you would have to consider those as well.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Did you consider volume limitations·6·


· ·when you --·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did not in this, no.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Appendix A of your document is entitled·9·


· ·"Protocol for Evaluating Reasonably Anticipated Future10·


· ·Water Needs for the City of Eagle."11·


· · · · · · · ·Is this protocol what's reflected in this12·


· ·handbook that you're talking about?··Are they one and13·


· ·the same?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·No.··I mean no, this is specific to City of15·


· ·Eagle.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··If you go down -- we're on17·


· ·Appendix A, page 1.18·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And you go down to the one, two, three --20·


· ·fourth paragraph, there's a statement in here that said21·


· ·"There may be a difference between the supply of water22·


· ·sufficient to sustain an urban population and the23·


· ·supply desirable to keep costs low or provide aesthetic24·


· ·amenities."25·
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· · · · · · · ·Do you see that sentence?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Did you write that sentence?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't think so.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·When they're talking about "desirable" --·5·


· ·okay? -- who decides what's desirable, I guess is the·6·


· ·fundamental question here?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I guess the City or the applicants making·8·


· ·that assessment.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And that's what I needed to have10·


· ·clarified, because as Mr. Fereday asked this morning11·


· ·about M3 developing and doing details, specific12·


· ·calculations for their specific water needs, the13·


· ·developer in that instance looked at what was desirable14·


· ·for its project.15·


· · · · · · · ·And so I want to make clear that when we're16·


· ·looking at these types of questions, it's the interest17·


· ·of the applicant that is being applied; is that18·


· ·correct?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I think that that's true, in part.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·What part's not true?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, I think that -- I guess the22·


· ·Department also has a role there to protect the23·


· ·resource.··So --24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Let me give you a hypothetical.··M3 comes25·
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· ·in and says "We need an aesthetic pond over here for·1·


· ·our development."··So their desire is to have an·2·


· ·aesthetic pond.·3·


· · · · · · · ·Do you think it's the Department's role to·4·


· ·say that that's not a desirable, in the context of this·5·


· ·sentence, use of that water?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·Specifically in that example, no.··But I·7·


· ·think there are areas in the state where we might have·8·


· ·a role there.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So you have areas in the state where you10·


· ·tell them they couldn't have a pond; is that what11·


· ·you're saying?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Certainly, without mitigating we say that.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But aside from the mitigation14·


· ·question, I mean you wouldn't tell somebody "You can't15·


· ·use the water for that purpose"?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's correct.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.18·


· · · · ··A.· ·Would you mind if I got some more water?19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Absolutely not.··Do you need a break?··It's20·


· ·12:30.21·


· · · · · · · ·Quite frankly, if you all want to go to22·


· ·lunch, I'm more than glad to --23·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··It might be a good idea, Bruce.24·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Yeah.··Let's go off the25·
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· ·record.·1·


· · · · · · · ·(Lunch recess.)·2·


· · · · · · · ·(Mr. Holt not present.)·3·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··For the record, it's·4·


· ·1:30.··We took an hour break for lunch from 12:30 to·5·


· ·1:30.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mat, during Mr. Fereday's questioning when·7·


· ·we were talking about the difference between the·8·


· ·22.19 cfs and 23.18 cfs you made the comment that·9·


· ·community water needs were not decreased.10·


· · · · · · · ·What did that mean?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, water that goes towards the community12·


· ·demand for irrigating common space for commercial and13·


· ·industrial use, water features that are for the14·


· ·community, you know, any water demand that serves the15·


· ·community at large and not a specific single residence.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So the .99 cfs reduction was only17·


· ·related to the number of houses built?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's right.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I need you to clarify something for20·


· ·me, please.··Mr. Fereday was inquiring about the fact21·


· ·that the permit had been assigned to the City, and22·


· ·there was a discussion about what would happen at the23·


· ·end of the planning horizon if the total number of24·


· ·houses has not been completed.25·
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· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·I remember him talking something along·2·


· ·those lines, yes.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··My notes said that the question·4·


· ·posed was "Do you think it would be reasonable for the·5·


· ·City to come to DWR to get an extension of the planning·6·


· ·horizon to allow the additional homes to be built?"·7·


· ·Now, I have your response being "No, that's not allowed·8·


· ·by statute."·9·


· · · · · · · ·Is that correct?··Did I take that down10·


· ·correctly?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think specifically what Mr. Fereday asked12·


· ·is if you would revisit it ten years prior to the end13·


· ·of the planning horizon.··And I don't know if it's not14·


· ·allowed by statute; I just don't think the statute goes15·


· ·out of its way to afford that.16·


· · · · · · · ·So it's not -- the statute just doesn't17·


· ·address that.··And the only place that the statute does18·


· ·address that is it says at the time you file your proof19·


· ·of beneficial use you get to revisit the matter.··So I20·


· ·don't know.··I'm not -- I'm not an expert on all things21·


· ·that have to do with the statute.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, I see somewhat of a disconnect on23·


· ·what the questioning has been, then, because I think24·


· ·what Mr. Fereday was saying is you come along towards25·
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· ·the end of say the 30 years and there are some homes·1·


· ·that haven't been built yet, would it be reasonable for·2·


· ·the City to come in and ask for that period to be·3·


· ·extended?··Would you agree that that would be·4·


· ·reasonable for the City to do that?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, it's one thing whether it would be·6·


· ·reasonable for the City to do it.··The question is, do·7·


· ·the statutes allow the Department to revisit that·8·


· ·matter at that time.··When you file proof of beneficial·9·


· ·use and the water right is licensed, that typically is10·


· ·the final word on that water right.11·


· · · · · · · ·And I'm not aware that statute allows you12·


· ·to amend a water right once it's been licensed, except13·


· ·in issuances of transfer or, you know, select matters.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you know when the date for the proof of15·


· ·beneficial use on this particular application would be?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do not.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So if you were beyond the proof of18·


· ·beneficial use period, it would not be reasonable for19·


· ·the City to approach asking for additional time for the20·


· ·development to be completed; is that what you're21·


· ·saying?22·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm saying I don't think the Department23·


· ·would revisit it after the license has been issued.24·


· ·I'm sorry if I'm not answering your questions clearly.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·No, I'm trying to make sure I understand·1·


· ·this because, quite frankly, it's an important point·2·


· ·that Mr. Fereday was raising vis-à-vis this water·3·


· ·right, because we've got a 30-year planning horizon,·4·


· ·the Department made a determination that it would not·5·


· ·start until 2016, so the period in which the 30 years·6·


· ·ends becomes important.·7·


· · · · · · · ·And so if the development is not completed·8·


· ·by the end of the 30 years, what do you do about that?·9·


· ·That's the question.··So what would you do?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·At five years you have to file -- at most,11·


· ·at five years you have to file a proof of beneficial12·


· ·use or you need to file an extension.··You can file an13·


· ·extension for up to five years.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.15·


· · · · ··A.· ·So best-case scenario is at ten years out16·


· ·you'll get a second look at the RAFN material.··And I17·


· ·believe statute even says -- and if it doesn't, it's18·


· ·certainly been interpreted by this Department -- that19·


· ·at that ten years, you know, if you extend it out as20·


· ·far as you could, you can revisit service area,21·


· ·planning horizon, population projections, but you can't22·


· ·enlarge the rate.23·


· · · · · · · ·And so that would be the last opportunity24·


· ·that the City would have to revise upward their25·
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· ·planning horizon for their future population·1·


· ·projection.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·At five or ten years?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·At five or ten years.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I want you to look at your RAFN·5·


· ·report, please.··It's Exhibit 1.··And if you would,·6·


· ·turn to Appendix A, page 3.·7·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··Page what?·8·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··3.·9·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··I'm there.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··You say in the11·


· ·middle of the page, it says, "For Application 63-32573,12·


· ·the RAFN is either."13·


· · · · · · · ·Do you see that?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·It's got No. 1 or No. 2.··What do you mean16·


· ·by this particular section of the report?··I mean let17·


· ·me say this:··It looks like it says the RAFN amount is18·


· ·going to be either 1 or 2.··Which is it, and how do we19·


· ·decide that?··How does the Department decide it?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, as you recall, the Appendix A was the21·


· ·protocol that we established prior to finalizing the22·


· ·report.··So it -- you know, if you were to progress23·


· ·forward through how we did things, it was the first24·


· ·document that we completed.··And we said, "Here's our25·
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· ·blueprint for moving forward."·1·


· · · · · · · ·At that time we had not reviewed M3's·2·


· ·demand, so we did not know if we were going to agree·3·


· ·with their total demand number.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·The options were that we would recognize·6·


· ·that they needed that full amount or that we would·7·


· ·recognize that they needed something less than that.·8·


· ·So if they needed something less than that, the City of·9·


· ·Eagle, as the permit holder now, could then justify the10·


· ·discrepancy between what they'd asked for and what we11·


· ·found.12·


· · · · · · · ·And if they could show a need for that or a13·


· ·demand for that in their RAFN planning, then that need14·


· ·would make up the difference and allow for the15·


· ·permitting of the full amount.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Mr. Fereday asked a question about the17·


· ·City's draft analyses that were submitted thus far.18·


· · · · · · · ·And the Department's review of them has19·


· ·established that the City needs -- I'll call it a RAFN20·


· ·water right to some extent beyond that allowed for the21·


· ·M3 project; correct?22·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Would it be possible -- and not prejudging.24·


· ·But if the Department adheres to its 22.19 cfs25·
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· ·determination -- okay? -- would it be possible, based·1·


· ·on this analysis, as set forth on this page, for the·2·


· ·23.18 to still be granted, since that was the·3·


· ·application, for use by the City to fill up the RAFN in·4·


· ·excess of the M3 project?··Do you understand what I'm·5·


· ·asking?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·I believe I do, yes.··That isn't the·7·


· ·conclusion of our report.··And I believe the reason for·8·


· ·that conclusion is the fact that that need would have·9·


· ·to be within the service area identified by M3.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·No.··That's not the question I'm asking.11·


· ·Okay.··I mean M3's applied for 23.18, M3 determined12·


· ·that that's what they needed, the City has looked at13·


· ·that, they think it's reasonable, and they think that's14·


· ·what's needed for the project.··You've taken an15·


· ·independent look at, and based on your calculations you16·


· ·said only 22.19.··But the fact remains that the17·


· ·application is for 23.18.18·


· · · · · · · ·So my question is, since you've agreed that19·


· ·the City needs in excess of the M3 project demands for20·


· ·future water rights, is there a reason the Department21·


· ·could not allow the 23.18 for use by the City as part22·


· ·of its RAFN water right?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes, there's a reason for that.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Why is that?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·I just tried to explain, wherein the need·1·


· ·that you showed, the three-point whatever, was for a·2·


· ·service area that already excluded M3.·3·


· · · · · · · ·And so the only way you could be given that·4·


· ·water is if you were to then put it in use within the·5·


· ·service area of M3, the development boundaries of M3.·6·


· ·But we've already established the need for that·7·


· ·boundary.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So the City couldn't transfer that portion·9·


· ·out of the service area of M3 --10·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't believe so, no.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- out of the place of use?12·


· · · · · · · ·Okay.··If you'll look at Appendix B,13·


· ·page 2.··The section that you're talking about the U.S.14·


· ·Census data breakdown, generally what that paragraph15·


· ·talks about is you were using ArcMap to sum population16·


· ·of census blocks.17·


· · · · · · · ·I assume you were using the Department's18·


· ·version of ArcMap; is that correct?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes, the software package itself is20·


· ·licensed to the Department.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But is that a Department-specific package,22·


· ·or is that a generic ArcMap version?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, there is a data layer that's the U.S.24·


· ·Census data layer.··And any Arc platform could import25·
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· ·that data layer and work with it.·1·


· · · · · · · ·So while we have a licensed version of·2·


· ·ArcGIS and ArcMap specific to the Department, that data·3·


· ·layer comes specifically from the U.S. Census, and they·4·


· ·distribute it -- I don't know if they distribute it to·5·


· ·us or we go out and get it, but we don't originate that·6·


· ·data.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··You used the word "centroid" in this·8·


· ·paragraph.·9·


· · · · · · · ·What are you talking about?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·So the centroid is the center of mass of a11·


· ·shape.··So if you have a square, obviously the centroid12·


· ·is going to be in the very center of that.··If you have13·


· ·something that's not symmetrical across both axes, you14·


· ·know, the centroid is going to be offset somewhere.15·


· · · · · · · ·So basically what it is is it's the center16·


· ·of mass of that shape.··It's an engineering term.17·


· ·Maybe not the best one to use there.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, I have a Droid cell phone.··I wanted19·


· ·to make sure it wasn't the same thing.20·


· · · · · · · ·No, but as I read through what you were21·


· ·doing with the determination of populations for the22·


· ·Eagle Water Company, United Water, and City of Eagle,23·


· ·you were going through and looking at that and making24·


· ·the calculations to determine how many people were25·
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· ·within each of those centroids; is that correct?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.··Well, I was using the centroid, I·2·


· ·believe -- well, let me just read it really quick.·3·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Excuse me, which page are you·4·


· ·referring to?·5·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··We're still on page 2 of·6·


· ·Appendix B.·7·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··D, as in "dog"?·8·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Pardon?·9·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··B.10·


· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··B, as in "bravo"?11·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Yes, Jeff.12·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··So ArcMap has different ways that13·


· ·you can select data within ArcMap.··And one way that14·


· ·you can do that is you can say "Here's a boundary.··I15·


· ·want everything that's inside that boundary, or I want16·


· ·everything that's outside of it, or I want everything17·


· ·that touches the boundary."··But you have to -- you18·


· ·have to give it some direction on how it's going to go19·


· ·out and select and grab the data sample that you're20·


· ·interested in.21·


· · · · · · · ·And so all I've done here is my selection22·


· ·criteria was if the centroid of that shape is within23·


· ·the boundary, it goes out and grabs it and pulls it in.24·


· ·So that's what I'm referring to in that sentence.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Okay.··But that's·1·


· ·your discretionary call on determining that centroid;·2·


· ·correct?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·Right.··And that's imperfect.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·It's what?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's an imperfect -- you know, if I had·6·


· ·stopped there, that would have been an imperfect·7·


· ·selection of the underlying population.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But you used that to then calculate·9·


· ·how many people are going to fall into which service10·


· ·area; correct?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·In part, yes.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Explain why you mean "in part."··What else13·


· ·is involved?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, it's an easy calculation.··It's a15·


· ·push of a button to go grab every census block that16·


· ·centroid is within that boundaries, but that obviously17·


· ·grabs some census blocks that straddle the boundary.18·


· ·So you're either potentially getting people that don't19·


· ·belong in that group, or you're not getting people that20·


· ·belong in that group, depending on which way it21·


· ·straddled the boundary.22·


· · · · · · · ·So the exhibits that I prepared, the map23·


· ·exhibits that identified all the details, that's where24·


· ·I went in and I counted the lots within those blocks,25·
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· ·and said "Okay, this many lots are within; this many·1·


· ·lots are without."·2·


· · · · · · · ·And depending on whether that had been·3·


· ·pulled in or pushed out, I either added it or·4·


· ·subtracted it from the population count.··So you use·5·


· ·the centroid selection method to grab your initial·6·


· ·number.··But then you need to go in and fine-tune that·7·


· ·by evaluating each census block that straddled the·8·


· ·line.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Are you suggesting by doing that that in10·


· ·order to file a RAFN analysis or RAFN application that11·


· ·an applicant has to go through that?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm not suggesting that.··That's my method.13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That's your method.··Okay.··If you'll look14·


· ·on the next page, there was a reference to the number15·


· ·of lots outside the boundary versus multiplying the lot16·


· ·count by 2.7.17·


· · · · · · · ·When you're using the term "lot," what are18·


· ·you referring to?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Tax lots, as they're identified by the20·


· ·county tax assessor.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So you saw a tax lot, no matter what22·


· ·size it is, and you multiplied it by 2.7?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, a census block typically incorporates24·


· ·say a subdivision or the first three phases of a25·
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· ·subdivision.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, that's one data layer that pulls up·3·


· ·the census block.··And I can look at that shape.··But I·4·


· ·have another data layer that's all the tax lots, and I·5·


· ·can pull that up.·6·


· · · · · · · ·And so then I say "Hey, inside this census·7·


· ·block, there's 50 lots:··25 are inside the boundary, 25·8·


· ·are outside the boundary."··And it's just, you know,·9·


· ·potentially tedious.··I didn't have a lot of it to do,10·


· ·so I sat down and did it.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But why do you multiply a lot by 2.712·


· ·people, I guess is the question?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, one of the pages we looked at in here14·


· ·was the number of people were per household.··And so I15·


· ·assumed that a tax lot in a subdivision had a house on16·


· ·it.··And if it had a house on it, that's how many17·


· ·people lived in it.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I got you.··Okay.··You did a fairly19·


· ·detailed report here on looking at the M3 demand20·


· ·information.··When I read Appendix D, what it appeared21·


· ·to me you did was to look at a range for any22·


· ·particular -- they used the disaggregate component23·


· ·method.24·


· · · · ··A.· ·Correct.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·So if there was, for instance, irrigation·1·


· ·demand, you looked at a published range of values and·2·


· ·then determined whether the determination by M3 fit·3·


· ·within that published range of values; is that correct?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's what I did, yes.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··And that's how you reached the·6·


· ·conclusion it was reasonable, because it fit within the·7·


· ·range of published values?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··How did you go about deciding what10·


· ·published values to look at?··What criteria did you11·


· ·apply?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·In M3's case I believe they referenced13·


· ·published values, and I don't remember to what extent.14·


· ·So I had several there that I could look upon.··Just15·


· ·through my own engineering practice, I have16·


· ·accumulated -- I don't know -- somewhere between six17·


· ·and twelve different engineering references that18·


· ·address this in some form or another.19·


· · · · · · · ·So I pretty much limited myself to some of20·


· ·the references that M3 had, the references that I had.21·


· ·And then if there was something, you know, that maybe22·


· ·is considered seminal in the field, I tried to track it23·


· ·down.··It is not exhaustive.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But that's using your judgment as an25·
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· ·engineer to do that; correct?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When a city is doing general·3·


· ·planning for water demand, we talked about the·4·


· ·different options that you had identified, the·5·


· ·disaggregate variable analysis.·6·


· · · · · · · ·Does a disaggregate variable analysis work·7·


· ·when you're doing general planning like a city would·8·


· ·do?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think it's tough to apply.··So the10·


· ·disaggregate requirements, as M3 did it, that -- you11·


· ·know, a lot of city of Eagle you could do that to, but12·


· ·a lot of it you couldn't.··And even if you were to make13·


· ·assumptions based off of planning zones and kind of try14·


· ·and extrapolate out into the future, those aren't15·


· ·fixed.··Those are open to change.··So I don't think16·


· ·that method lends itself as well to like a general17·


· ·municipality forecast.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So the Appendix E, page 3, it says19·


· ·"Summary of Review."··And Mr. Fereday had asked you20·


· ·questions about this paragraph.··Second sentence talks21·


· ·about your review being "...limited to the materials22·


· ·submitted by the City and does not consider water23·


· ·demand associated with other potential legitimate24·


· ·justifications that could potentially be identified in25·
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· ·a more rigorous disaggregate-requirements based·1·


· ·analysis."·2·


· · · · · · · ·Do you recall that?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Are you suggesting that the City should be·5·


· ·doing a disaggregate-based analysis, even if it doesn't·6·


· ·readily apply?·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·No.··I think there's potential there to do·8·


· ·a hybrid demand forecasting methodology.··So for areas·9·


· ·that you're unsure of, you take the standard10·


· ·single-coefficient method, as you proposed.··But maybe,11·


· ·as an example in the foothills, you anticipate having12·


· ·an irrigation need up there that's not going to be13·


· ·serviced by surface water.··Now, that is going to be14·


· ·serviced by irrigation.··Ground water irrigation,15·


· ·likely.16·


· · · · · · · ·Now, down below in the valley where you17·


· ·have surface water, if you use your single-coefficient18·


· ·forecasting methodology, that's relying on a demand19·


· ·specific to those -- the people living down there.··And20·


· ·they're living with surface water irrigation.··So that21·


· ·demand per household isn't going to be right for22·


· ·households where they need ground water irrigation.23·


· · · · · · · ·So there's an opportunity there for you to24·


· ·evaluate the irrigation needs on those lots in the25·
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· ·foothills where you're going to be using ground water·1·


· ·where the single-coefficient variable method isn't·2·


· ·going to account for that water need.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And when you're saying "lots," you're not·4·


· ·talking about specific lots, you're talking about the·5·


· ·area in general?·6·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I think I was saying residential·7·


· ·lots.··But say you've identified -- you know, however·8·


· ·you may have identified some open area that's going to·9·


· ·be irrigated, whether it be common space, parks, golf10·


· ·courses, half-acre lots that have a lot of irrigation.11·


· ·I'm not sure.··Whatever the case may be.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, the problem with that is the City13·


· ·doesn't do development.··So the City doesn't have a14·


· ·park, any common area that is typically associated with15·


· ·a project that comes in.··So what the City has is open16·


· ·space, and based on their planning and zoning they can17·


· ·determine what type of development might be there.··But18·


· ·it still depends upon an applicant to come in.19·


· · · · · · · ·So my question is, in using this approach20·


· ·that you're outlining, this hybrid approach where you21·


· ·don't have specific lots and you don't have a specific22·


· ·subdivision and you don't have a pond, is there23·


· ·anything unreasonable about the City taking the24·


· ·approach of using the bare acreage in determining what25·
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· ·the irrigation requirements for that might be?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, it seems like you're overestimating,·2·


· ·if I understand you.··But somehow you need to do that.·3·


· ·And as long as your method's reasonable, I think that·4·


· ·demand is reasonable.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Would you look at Exhibit 10,·6·


· ·please.·7·


· · · · · · · ·Now, all of the pages in Exhibit 10, you·8·


· ·generated those yourself; correct?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·Page 1 is not my work.··That's a10·


· ·spreadsheet that you can obtain from DEQ.··All the rest11·


· ·of it is summary of data that I put together.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Tell me again what Exhibit 10 is.13·


· ·What you were trying to do here?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·So this is a spreadsheet that I already had15·


· ·that is --16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·When you say "spreadsheet," what are you17·


· ·referring to?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·A Microsoft Excel file --19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.20·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- that I've called "Residential demand21·


· ·resources," and it's my repository for anything that22·


· ·comes across my desk or that I read about or that I23·


· ·think about that I think has to do with residential24·


· ·demand.··And I kind of go and I put it there so that I25·
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· ·know where to go to look for information.··That's what·1·


· ·this spreadsheet is, this file.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So if you look at the second page,·3·


· ·is this something you put together or --·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·It is.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··As I heard you explain what·6·


· ·Exhibit 10 is, it was a comparison of DEQ requirements·7·


· ·with DWR requirements.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·You're referring specifically to page 2 in·9·


· ·Exhibit 10?10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.11·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, I heard it on Exhibit 10.··But I was13·


· ·actually looking at page 2 when I wrote this note down,14·


· ·or you wrote.15·


· · · · ··A.· ·So I am aware -- and there may be more.16·


· ·But I am aware of three resources that, for lack of a17·


· ·better term, have been adopted by the State in18·


· ·forecasting demand.··One is the rules, IDAPA 58.01.08;19·


· ·another one is the design file note by DEQ, which20·


· ·they've adopted as policy; and the other is our AP Memo21·


· ·No. 22, which we've adopted as policy.22·


· · · · · · · ·So there's the only three resources that I23·


· ·know that say here's a way that you can calculate24·


· ·residential demand.··And what this table is is it's a25·
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· ·comparison of the three different methods there.·1·


· · · · · · · ·So you take a lot count, number of homes --·2·


· ·I'm sorry -- one through 5,000, and then you say "Okay,·3·


· ·I'm applying the IDAPA rules to it.··Now I'm applying·4·


· ·the DFN to it.··Now I'm applying the AP 22," and then·5·


· ·compare the results of those methods.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you get different numbers, different·7·


· ·results?·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, you do.··And that's what the next·9·


· ·page indicates.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That graph depicts the differences in11·


· ·requirements from DEQ versus DWR, doesn't it?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't know if you can use the term13·


· ·"requirements."··But if you use these default14·


· ·methodologies in the way that they have put them forth,15·


· ·you do get different values.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·How does the Department of Water Resources17·


· ·reconcile the differences when -- in regard to an18·


· ·application for a water right, how does the Department19·


· ·of Water Resources reconcile its adopted planning20·


· ·values versus DEQ's?21·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm not sure that we make an attempt to22·


· ·reconcile them.··There is language in the rules that23·


· ·allow -- I don't know how familiar you are with those24·


· ·rules, but one rule says that the average day demand25·
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· ·per house shall be 800 gallons per day.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That's footnote 1 on your page 2.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·But if -- but when you model your system,·3·


· ·you have to use something called the maximum pump·4·


· ·capacity.··And in doing that analysis, you take out the·5·


· ·primary source or the primary pump station.··And you·6·


· ·have to have storage to make up the difference between·7·


· ·that analysis scenario and the 800 gallons per day.·8·


· · · · · · · ·So I liken that to the similar scenario·9·


· ·that if your water right supply does not meet the10·


· ·800 gallons per day, that's not forbade by the Idaho11·


· ·statute.··You just have to have -- I'm sorry, by the12·


· ·rule, not the statute.··You just have to have storage13·


· ·to make up that difference.14·


· · · · · · · ·The second way --15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Let me ask about that.··If you don't have16·


· ·storage, what do you do?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, then I think DEQ's position would be18·


· ·that you need the storage.19·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I think DEQ's position would be that you20·


· ·have to meet their requirements.21·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And if you don't have storage, you have to23·


· ·meet the higher pumping volume; correct?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·I guess that's another way of saying what I25·
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· ·just said.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Okay.··Go ahead.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·The second caveat, if you will, in those·3·


· ·rules is that the 800 gallons per day should only be·4·


· ·used in the event that you don't have historical data·5·


· ·that shows something else.·6·


· · · · · · · ·Now, 800 gallons per day as an in-home use·7·


· ·is incredibly high, maybe as much as four times as high·8·


· ·as what is the standard now in the Treasure Valley.·9·


· ·And that number comes directly out of a federal housing10·


· ·and urban development pamphlet from 1967.··And so it's11·


· ·very dated.12·


· · · · · · · ·So if you have historical information that13·


· ·says that the demand in your home is less than that,14·


· ·then you should be relying on that in the first place.15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.16·


· · · · ··A.· ·So I think in those two ways, what the17·


· ·Department's saying and what DEQ's saying aren't18·


· ·strictly in, I guess, conflict with each other.··And19·


· ·I'm not saying this very well because I've never been20·


· ·asked to articulate this before.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, my question is this:··DEQ has22·


· ·planning requirements -- and you're correct about the23·


· ·800 gpm.··DWR does not -- as a matter of fact, I don't24·


· ·believe DWR accepts that.··And you're also correct that25·
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· ·if you have site-specific data that you could use the·1·


· ·800, that you could do that.·2·


· · · · · · · ·But as the applicant you go in, if you·3·


· ·don't have site-specific data acceptable to DEQ, you're·4·


· ·still going to need the 800; correct?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·From DEQ's perspective?··I'm sorry.··Yes, I·6·


· ·think that's correct.·7·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Yes.··And from a regulated entity or like a·8·


· ·municipal system, they still are going to have to meet·9·


· ·that; correct?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·They would have to, I guess, yes, that's11·


· ·right.··If they don't have -- yes.12·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··When they come over to DWR, DWR does13·


· ·not apply that 800 gpm, does it?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·No, we don't recognize that as a15·


· ·requirement.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So you could end up with a water17·


· ·right from DWR that doesn't fit with the requirements18·


· ·that DEQ would impose; am I correct?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·I have two thoughts on that.··The first20·


· ·thought is if you read AP Memo 22, I believe it does21·


· ·say in there that "This is our guidance.··And if you22·


· ·don't feel it's appropriate, you can submit something23·


· ·else."··So first of all, we're not locking you into the24·


· ·values that you would get from AP Memo 22.25·
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· · · · · · · ·The second part of that is you're assuming·1·


· ·that there is no storage.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Correct.··I am.·3·


· · · · · · · ·I'm still on Exhibit 10.··Third page from·4·


· ·the back.·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·I'm there.·6·


· · · · ··Q.· ·In the middle it says, "Treasure Valley·7·


· ·Water Demand Study" and "Summary of Local Average·8·


· ·Residential Daily Consumption Values."·9·


· · · · · · · ·Do you see those?10·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Where is that information from?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·So if you look at the last page of13·


· ·Exhibit 1, it's a bibliography for Appendix E.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.15·


· · · · ··A.· ·And the last reference on that list --16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Hang on just a second.··The last page?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·The last page of Exhibit 1.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·The last reference in that list says,20·


· ·"Treasure Valley Future Water Remand.··Submitted by21·


· ·WRIME, Incorporated, for Idaho Water Resources Board,22·


· ·November 16th, 2010."23·


· · · · ··Q.· ·That's the CAMP report?24·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes, that's right.··Well, let me say that25·
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· ·I'm not sure, actually.··There have been two studies·1·


· ·done.·2·


· · · · · · · ·If you also look on that same list, the·3·


· ·second one down prepared by Zena Cook, et al.,·4·


· ·"Domestic, Commercial, Municipal, and Industrial Water·5·


· ·Demand Assessment and Forecast in Ada and Canyon·6·


· ·Counties," I would have to go back -- I did a poor job·7·


· ·of referencing that table, and I would have to go back·8·


· ·and look and see if that data is from one or the other·9·


· ·reports.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Thank you.11·


· · · · · · · ·Did you calculate a population growth rate12·


· ·for M3?13·


· · · · ··A.· ·What do you mean?··I think I looked at the14·


· ·projections that were given.··I think I looked at the15·


· ·population growths from one year to the next.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Well, the City of Eagle in this submission17·


· ·on the RAFN analysis used growth rate for the City of18·


· ·about 4 to 4.39, something in that range.19·


· · · · · · · ·Did you calculate something similar for M3?20·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't know.··I don't recall21·


· ·calculating --22·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You didn't use it, though?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·When you were looking at the City's service25·
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· ·area you ended up excluding the overlap area with Star,·1·


· ·the Eagle Water Company, and the United Water service·2·


· ·areas.·3·


· · · · · · · ·What was the basis for excluding Eagle·4·


· ·Water and United Water?·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·They're providing water in those areas·6·


· ·already.··So if you're basing your demand on a need for·7·


· ·domestic water and that demand is already being met,·8·


· ·the logic is that we don't need a redundant demand·9·


· ·there.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··How are contingencies handled in11·


· ·RAFN analyses?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·You'll have to define "contingencies."13·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Contingencies are the things that you don't14·


· ·really have control over, things that could happen.15·


· ·Let me give you an example.16·


· · · · · · · ·Eagle Water Company, they have a service17·


· ·area, they supply water, but historically they have had18·


· ·problems in which they could not serve their customers.19·


· · · · ··A.· ·Uh-huh.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you think it is unreasonable for the21·


· ·City to look at that as a contingency and build that22·


· ·into their RAFN analysis?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do not.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·You don't think it's unreasonable?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·I do not.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But you went ahead and excluded it·2·


· ·anyway?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I did.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So I mean that's an example of a·5·


· ·contingency.·6·


· · · · · · · ·If there are other contingencies, do you·7·


· ·think it's unreasonable for a city to take those into·8·


· ·account?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·That word just means so many things to me.10·


· ·If that's your example of a contingency, you know,11·


· ·examples similar to that I don't think are12·


· ·unreasonable.··Another contingency might be that I'm13·


· ·going to calculate my value and then add 25 percent14·


· ·because I think that's a necessary contingency.··Now,15·


· ·that I think I'd have more of a problem with.16·


· · · · ··Q.· ·If you approach your planning from the17·


· ·standpoint of trying to be conservative, conserve the18·


· ·resource -- okay? -- you end up on the lower end of a19·


· ·scale.··So for instance, in financial planning you'll20·


· ·often build in contingencies for those things over21·


· ·which you have no control.22·


· · · · · · · ·Are you aware of that?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·I am.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Does contingency analysis have -- is25·
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· ·it a valid consideration in developing a RAFN analysis?·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think it is.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Do you have any ideas or thoughts on·3·


· ·how you would approach that?··And "that" being·4·


· ·contingency analysis in a RAFN process.·5·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think it has to be well founded and there·6·


· ·has to be an argument for it, for its inclusion.··To·7·


· ·simply go out and say "I know of a community in·8·


· ·California that has 25 percent leakage out of their·9·


· ·system, therefore we're going to bump this up by10·


· ·25 percent," you know, you've given me a reference, but11·


· ·I don't know that it's appropriate.12·


· · · · · · · ·On the other hand if you come back and were13·


· ·to say "Here's five publications on forecast and14·


· ·demand, and they all recommend 5 to 10 percent leakage15·


· ·adjustments, and we know that our city has had this16·


· ·amount of leakage in the past and" -- you know, you'd17·


· ·have to qualify it and say it's not already being18·


· ·accounted for in some other way.19·


· · · · · · · ·So if you have a per-home demand that is20·


· ·based on the historic period in which you were dealing21·


· ·with those leakages, well, then, you've already22·


· ·accounted for that contingency.··So I think contingency23·


· ·is appropriate.··It just has to be well founded and24·


· ·well described, and you have to make sure that you're25·
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· ·not double-dipping, for lack of a better term.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··But the statute doesn't prevent the·2·


· ·assessment of contingencies, does it?·3·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't think it does.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··There was some discussion, I think,·5·


· ·in one of your comments about the use of a 12-hour·6·


· ·irrigation rotation schedule.·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·In my most recent round of comments with·8·


· ·you?·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Quite honestly, I don't recall.··I remember10·


· ·that, I think, M3 used a 12-hour rotation.··And there11·


· ·was a question from you at some point -- I don't know12·


· ·if it was in a comment -- about that.13·


· · · · · · · ·Is that acceptable?14·


· · · · ··A.· ·Using a 12-hour or 24-hour?15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I think we used 12-hour.··Well, let me put16·


· ·it this way:··Tell me what you want, 12 or 24.··Which17·


· ·one do you like?18·


· · · · ··A.· ·You know, I'm trying to remember.··I had19·


· ·the same conversation with M3, and I'm trying to recall20·


· ·that conversation.··And I think where we ended up there21·


· ·is with M3 they have capped themselves with an annual22·


· ·volume.··So we weren't as concerned with the diversion23·


· ·rates.··And if you limit your irrigation -- daily24·


· ·irrigation window to something less than 24 hours, you25·
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· ·have to compensate by having a larger diversion rate to·1·


· ·do the same irrigation.·2·


· · · · · · · ·Now, in their instance, because they have·3·


· ·an annual volume limitation, we're not as concerned·4·


· ·about that because the resource is being protected·5·


· ·through the volume and not the rate.·6·


· · · · · · · ·In a true municipal RAFN that is without·7·


· ·volume limitation, I think the Department would have to·8·


· ·consider that matter, and I haven't been confronted·9·


· ·with that.··So I'm not sure what the right answer is.10·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··I was trying real quickly to go11·


· ·through these exhibits.12·


· · · · · · · ·But which exhibit's got your calculations13·


· ·where you show the projected population levels for14·


· ·Eagle Water, United Water, and the City?15·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think what I gave Don Reading was current16·


· ·population basis based off my efforts.··The projection17·


· ·of individual populations within those service area --18·


· ·I did do that, but I don't think it was ultimately used19·


· ·by Dr. Don Reading.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So what you gave Don was present21·


· ·populations, and then any projected increase Don took22·


· ·care of that?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Right.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So it's not in any of these25·
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· ·documents you gave us? because I went through them real·1·


· ·quickly, and I could not find it.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·The method that was relied on by Dr. Don to·3·


· ·do the ultimate calculation is not in this stack of·4·


· ·papers (indicating).·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So this is kind of related to the·6·


· ·Arc view question.·7·


· · · · · · · ·But when you were doing your assessment,·8·


· ·did you use any proprietary information or data or·9·


· ·programs that are specific to the Department of Water10·


· ·Resources?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I do not -- I do not think so.··And in12·


· ·instances where I've developed, you know, something13·


· ·that I used, I'd be perfectly willing to share that14·


· ·with anyone who needs it --15·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.16·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- or wants it.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Actually, what I'm thinking about is if you18·


· ·have the applicant who comes in who hasn't been through19·


· ·what we've been through, how do they know about that?20·


· ·How would they approach it in using those types of21·


· ·protocols or databases and information to develop a22·


· ·RAFN application to submit to the Department?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Well, as I mentioned, I'm working on the24·


· ·handbook.··And the position of that handbook is that25·
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· ·the applicant needs to come up with their own means for·1·


· ·doing this.··And in many instances the applicant should·2·


· ·have an expertise there in doing that and should have·3·


· ·methods for doing that.·4·


· · · · · · · ·Now, I've also provided several tools that·5·


· ·are going to be distributed or that can be requested in·6·


· ·conjunction with that handbook.··And those tools we can·7·


· ·distribute to the public and the public can use it in·8·


· ·instances where the Department feels it's okay to use·9·


· ·those.10·


· · · · · · · ·So one thing I've used is a population11·


· ·forecasting tool that I've put together.··Another one12·


· ·is a water demand tool that's been put together.··So --13·


· ·so when there's not adequate data or, I guess,14·


· ·expertise there -- and we haven't finalized any of15·


· ·this, so this is just -- this is not necessarily the16·


· ·Department's point of view, but my point of view,17·


· ·because we haven't talked about it.··In small rural18·


· ·communities where there's a hardship and they don't19·


· ·have the ability or the expertise to do some of this,20·


· ·then they could use this as a last resort.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Are you familiar with the other RAFN22·


· ·water rights the Department's issued to date?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·Somewhat.24·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Do you know how many there are?25·
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· · · · ··A.· ·I don't know an exact number, no.·1·


· · · · ··Q.· ·I think it was five.·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yeah, I was going to say less than ten, for·3·


· ·sure.·4·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Has the evaluation methodology by·5·


· ·the Department been consistent on any of those thus·6·


· ·far --·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·All I can tell --·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·-- from one to the other?·9·


· · · · ··A.· ·-- you, it's been consistent since I've10·


· ·been involved.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Which is how long?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·City of Eagle.··Starting with the City of13·


· ·Eagle.··I was not involved in the other RAFN.14·


· · · · ··Q.· ·So you don't know if it was consistent with15·


· ·regard to the other four or five or not?16·


· · · · ··A.· ·Huh-uh.17·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Well, that question about the18·


· ·storage that you were referring to awhile ago, you told19·


· ·me "I was assuming no storage."20·


· · · · · · · ·Do you agree that it's the decision of the21·


· ·applicant with regard to the construction of storage?22·


· ·I mean the Department doesn't require storage; right?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·That's true, the Department does not24·


· ·require storage.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Would you look at Exhibit 4 for me.·1·


· · · · ··A.· ·I have it.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·The last page, it's got "Method 1" and·3·


· ·"Method 2."·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·I see it.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Can you tell me what that was.··My notes·6·


· ·weren't very clear when you were describing it.·7·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think these -- again, prior to Don coming·8·


· ·in and formalizing the approach that was included in·9·


· ·the exhibit, these were two methods that I was looking10·


· ·at for projecting future population.11·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··What is Method 1?12·


· · · · ··A.· ·Method 1 looks like -- it's what I would13·


· ·consider to be the simpler approach, whereas you14·


· ·project out using exponential growth and the parameters15·


· ·given there of T of 2040, a present value of 24,035,16·


· ·and a growth rate of 3 percent, you project a future17·


· ·population, and you deduct out the full build-out18·


· ·populations of Eagle Water Company, United Water Idaho,19·


· ·and M3 to arrive at a future population base.20·


· · · · ··Q.· ·And then Method 2, can you tell me what21·


· ·that one is.22·


· · · · ··A.· ·So Method 2 is you take the existing23·


· ·population base, you subtract out the existing service24·


· ·areas, that leaves you with the City of Eagle service25·
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· ·population, and then you take that and grow with it·1·


· ·exponential growth at 3 percent.·2·


· · · · ··Q.· ·But again, you said this last page is·3·


· ·irrelevant at this point?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·It was not used in Exhibit 1.·5·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Next could you look at Exhibit 19,·6·


· ·please.··This is some of the comments that you·7·


· ·submitted to the City.·8·


· · · · ··A.· ·Okay.··I have it.·9·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Would you look at comment No. 6.··And No. 610·


· ·in the second sentence it talks about "The Department11·


· ·would prefer that a growth rate be based on an12·


· ·independent analysis of conditions and circumstances13·


· ·unique to the City of Eagle."14·


· · · · · · · ·Is that another way of saying that you want15·


· ·the City of Eagle to come up with a growth rate based16·


· ·on its own specific information in the city of Eagle?17·


· · · · ··A.· ·I think you need to consider the timing of18·


· ·this document.··This document came out very early in19·


· ·the process, and it came out prior to Dr. Don Reading20·


· ·coming on board.21·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··Well, let me ask you this question,22·


· ·maybe cut to the chase:··Does this still apply?23·


· · · · ··A.· ·No, this has been superseded by the24·


· ·protocol or methodology that's outlined in Exhibit 1.25·
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· · · · ··Q.· ·Okay.··So a single estimated growth rate is·1·


· ·no longer relevant?·2·


· · · · ··A.· ·Only as it's called for in Exhibit 1.·3·


· · · · ··Q.· ·In Dr. Reading's Appendix C?·4·


· · · · ··A.· ·Yes.·5·


· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··I don't think I have any·6·


· ·further questions.··Thank you.··I appreciate your time,·7·


· ·and I'll get you out of here by 3:00.·8·


· · · · · · · ·By the way -- I don't know if anybody else·9·


· ·has any other questions -- I would like to get a copy10·


· ·of, at least since the log was used in preparing the11·


· ·report and the -- I guess the handbook was as well, at12·


· ·whatever stage it's in right now, I would like to at13·


· ·least have the opportunity to look at them and see if14·


· ·there's anything relevant in it with regard to the15·


· ·report and what we'll have to be doing here.16·


· · · · · · · ·So I want to reserve the right, if we get a17·


· ·chance to look at it, to sit down with Mat again to go18·


· ·through probably very few questions about those.··But19·


· ·as of today, I'm satisfied with having a chance to talk20·


· ·to him.21·


· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··I had Mike -- or Mat look at those22·


· ·notes during the lunch hour.23·


· · · · · · · ·And you can --24·


· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··I did.··I went back and looked at25·
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· ·the notes and my logbook, and mostly what those notes·1·


· ·are -- or almost exclusively what those notes are are·2·


· ·tasks that I took away from the meeting on something I·3·


· ·needed to focus on or information that I needed to get·4·


· ·to people attending the meeting.·5·


· · · · · · · ·I didn't see anything in there that·6·


· ·informed the effort that was done here on a specific or·7·


· ·substantial level.·8·


· · · · ··Q.· ·(BY MR. BRUCE SMITH):··Well, for instance,·9·


· ·is that the record of your notes with your meeting with10·


· ·the Eagle Water Company?11·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't have any -- that -- the notes from12·


· ·that meeting are on those two map exhibits.··And it13·


· ·might be hard to see, but you can see that I was14·


· ·writing in Sharpie on those.15·


· · · · · · · ·So I looked at my logbook, and I do not16·


· ·have anything in my logbook recording the Eagle Water17·


· ·Company meeting.18·


· · · · ··Q.· ·Is that Exhibit 11?19·


· · · · ··A.· ·I don't have it numbered.··It's this one20·


· ·here, though.21·


· · · · · · · ·So that's the extent of my service area.22·


· ·"South of river not done."··So that's the extent of my23·


· ·notes from that meeting.24·


· · · · ··MR. JASON SMITH:··I think that's Exhibit 15.25·
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· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··Is that Exhibit 15 you're·1·
· ·referring to?·2·
· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Mine is not numbered.·3·
· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··It is 15.·4·
· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Jason's correct.·5·
· · · · ··Q.· ·So these two maps that are Exhibit 15 is·6·
· ·all the information you have from your meeting with·7·
· ·Eagle Water Company?·8·
· · · · ··A.· ·That's all of it.·9·
· · · · ··MR. BRUCE SMITH:··Okay.··Thank you.10·
· · · · · · · ·Do you have any further questions?11·
· · · · ··MR. FEREDAY:··No further questions.12·
· · · · ··THE WITNESS:··Thank you.13·
· · · · ··MR. ALAN SMITH:··None.14·
· · · · ··MR. HOMAN:··I don't have any.15·
· · · · · · · ·(Deposition concluded at 2:35 p.m.)16·
· · · · · · · ·(Signature requested.)17·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ··-oOo-18·
· ·19·
· ·20·
· ·21·
· ·22·
· ·23·
· ·24·
· ·25·
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· · · · · · · ··CERTIFICATE OF MATHEW WEAVER·1·
· ··2·
· · · · ··I, MATHEW WEAVER, being first duly sworn, depose·3·
· ·and say:·4·
· · · · ··That I am the witness named in the foregoing·5·
· ·deposition; that I have read said deposition and know·6·
· ·the contents thereof; that the questions contained·7·
· ·therein were propounded to me; and that the answers·8·
· ·contained therein are true and correct, except for any·9·
· ·changes that I may have listed on the Errata Sheet10·
· ·attached hereto.11·
· · · · · · ·DATED this ____ day of __________ 20___.12·
· ·13·
· · · · · · · · ·CHANGES ON ERRATA SHEET· ·YES___ NO ___14·
· ·15·
· · · · · · ·________________________________________16·
· · · · · · ·MATHEW WEAVER· ·
· ·17·
· · · · · · ·SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this18·
· · · · · · ·____ day of ___________ 20___.19·
· ·20·
· ·21·
· ·22·
· · · · · · ·________________________________________23·
· · · · · · ·NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC· ·
· · · · · · ·RESIDING AT ____________________________24·
· · · · · · ·MY COMMISSION EXPIRES___________________25·
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· · · · · · · ·ERRATA SHEET FOR MATHEW WEAVER·1·
· ··Page____Line___Reason for Change·2·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Reads·3·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Should Read·4·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Page____Line___Reason for Change·5·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Reads·6·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Should Read·7·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Page____Line___Reason for Change·8·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Reads·9·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Should Read10·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Page____Line___Reason for Change11·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Reads12·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Should Read13·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Page____Line___Reason for Change14·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Reads15·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Should Read16·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Page____Line___Reason for Change17·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Reads18·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Should Read19·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Page____Line___Reason for Change20·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Reads21·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ··Should Read22·
· ·___________________________________________________· ·
· ·23·
· ·24·
· · · ··SIGNATURE:___________________________________25·
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· · · · · · · · · ·REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE·1·


· · · · ··I, JEFF LaMAR, CSR No. 640, Certified Shorthand·2·


· ·Reporter, certify:·3·


· · · · ··That the foregoing proceedings were taken before·4·


· ·me at the time and place therein set forth, at which·5·


· ·time the witness was put under oath by me.·6·


· · · · ··That the testimony and all objections made were·7·


· ·recorded stenographically by me and transcribed by me·8·


· ·or under my direction.·9·


· · · · ··That the foregoing is a true and correct record10·


· ·of all testimony given, to the best of my ability.11·


· · · · ··I further certify that I am not a relative or12·


· ·employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially13·


· ·interested in the action.14·


· · · · ··IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this15·


· ·30th day of September, 2011.16·


· ·17·


· ·18·


· ·19·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ·____________________________20·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ·JEFF LaMAR, CSR NO. 64021·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ·Notary Public22·


· · · · · · · · · · · · ·Eagle, Idaho 8361623·


· ·My commission expires December 30, 201124·


· ·25·
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 


RAFN EVALUATION FOR THE CITY OF EAGLE 
IN CONNECTION WITH APPLICATION FOR PERMIT 63-32573 


June 1, 2011 


PROJECT PURPOSE 


M3 Eagle (M3) filed Application for Permit 63·32573 for 23,18 ds of water for reasonably anticipated 
future water needs (RAFN), IDWR's hearing officer determined that M3 is not statutorily authorized to 
apply for a RAFN water right. The City of Eagle, however, can legaliy apply for RAFN water rights. In 
April of 2011 the City of Eagle emailed its separate Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water Right 
Analysis to a deputy attorney general working with Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR). 
Anticipating that M3 may assign Application for Permit 63·32573 to the City of Eagle, IDWR evaluated 
the City's estimate of its RAFN. This document describes IDWR's evaluation of the City of Eagle's RAFN 
analysis. lDWR's evaluation may also be useful for a second RAFN application that may be filed by the 
City of Eagle in the near future. 


RAFN CONCEPT 


Idaho law allows a municipal provider to seCure water rights for RAFN purposes without relying on 
immediate diversion and use to establish beneficial use. For a qualified municipal prOVider, a RAFN 
estimate has four fundamental components: 


• Service Area 
• Planning Horizon 
• Population Projections within the Planning Horizon 


• Water Demand 


IDWR's review of the City of Eagle's RAFN request addressed each of these four criteria. IDWR's overall 
review protocol is Appendix A. The protocol indicates that for Application 63·32573, the RAFN is the 
amount of water needed to serve the M3 area of the City over the planning horizon, up to 23,18 cfs. 
Water needed by the City to serve lands outside the place of use lor application 63-32573 may be 
addressed in a second City of Eagle application. 


Because the review protocol indicates the RAFN request in Application 63-32573 must be justified based 
on the M3 portion of the City of Eagle alone, IDWR reviewed M3's requirements as a separate part of 
the City of Eagle's requirements for each RAFN component. 


For a second City of Eagle application, IDWR anticipates that the RAFN would be the amount of water 
needed to Serve the City of Eagle's area of impact over the planning horizon, minus the M3 component 
of the City because it is addressed in Application 63·32573, minus populations served by Eagle Water 
Company (EWe) and United Water Idaho (UWI), and minus populations associated with areas of overlap 
between the City of Eagle's planning areas and other municipality planning areas. 
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SERVICE AREA 


Idaho Code § 42-2021'1(9) defines the service area for a municipality as follows: 


M3 


"Service area" means that area within which a municipal provider Is or becomes entitled 
or obligated to provide water for municipal purposes. For a municipality, the service 
area shall correspond to its corporate limits, or other recognized boundaries, Including 
changes therein after the permit or license is Issued, The service area for a municipality 
may also include areas outside its corporate limits, or other recognized boundaries, that 
are within the municipality's established planning area if the constructed delivery 
system for the area shares a common water distribution system with lands located 
within the corporate limits. For a municipal provider that is not a municipality, the 
service area shall correspond to the area that it is authorized or obligated to serve, 
including changes therein after the permit or license is issued. 


The M3 portion of the City of Eagle's service area is the land it is authorized to develop in Seelions 7, 15, 
17,18,19,20,21,22, Township 5 North, Range 1 East, and Sections 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 23, 24, 26, 
27,28, and 33, Township 5 North, Range 1 West 


City of Eagle 


The place of use described in Application 63-32573 is the M3 development, not the City of Eagle, In Its 
Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water Right Analysis, the City of Eagle did not provide a map of its 
service area, but it appears to have used a combination of its area of impact and its North Eagle Foothills 
Planning Area. On April 12, 2011, the City of Eagle updated its comprehensive land use plan and 
included a map of its Water Service Planning Area, The Water Service Planning Area comprises, more or 
less, the area of impact and the North Eagle Foothills Planning Area. The City of Eagle's Water Service 
Planning Area is an appropriate service area, However, because both UWI and EWC provide municipal 
water supplies to customers within sub-areas of Eagle's Water Service Planning Area, their active service 
areas must be excluded from the area to be served by the City of Eagle, Similarly, the M3 area must be 
excluded because it is being evaluated as an independent piece of the service area. In addition, there 
are two areas along Highway 16 that are claimed by both the City of Star and City of Eagle in their 
Comprehensive Plans. Consistent with Idaho Code § 42-2021'1(8) any areas overlapped by conflicting 
comprehensive land use plans have been excluded from the City of Eagle's water service area, IDWR's 
review of the City of Eagle's service area is Appendix B, 
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PLANNING HORIZON 


Idaho Code § 42-2028(7) defines the planning horizon for a municipal provider as follows: 


"Planning horizon" refers to the length of time that the department determines is 
reasonable for a municipal provider to hold water rights to meet reasonably anticipated 
future needs. The length of the planning horizon may vary according to the needs of the 
particular municipal provider. 


IDWR contracted with economist Don Reading to evaluate whether the planning horizon for the City of 
Eagle is reasonable. Dr. Reading's evaluation of the planning horizon is in Appendix C 


M3 


M3 submitted information for a development period of 30 years. A narrative description of M3's 
proposed water use (Attachment A) was induded with the amended version of Application 63-32573. 
The following excerpt from the narrative discusses the antidpated planning horizon associated with the 
amended application package. 


Full build-out of the Project is anticipated to toke twenty years from the date the water 
permit is granted. However, because the exact date of full build·out can depend on a 
variety of factors, this Amended Application seeks a planning horizon of thirty years, 
which is well within a reasonable planning horizon for a municipal water right 


city of Eagle 


In its Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs Water Right Analysis, the City of Eagle also used a planning 
horizon of 30 years. Dr. Reading found that the City of Eagle's 3D-year planning horizon could be 
considered reasonable and was consistent with the tlmeframes used by other planning entities. He also 
stated the longer the planning horizon the less certain are the forecast results. The key term in the 
RAFN is "reasonable." As the planning horizon increases, the gap between a high and a low 
"reasonable" population forecast increases. 


POPULATION PROJECTIONS WITHIN THE PLANNING HORIZON 


Idaho Code § 42-202B(8jlndicates that RAFN should be based on "population and other planning data." 
IDWR contracted with economist Don Reading to evaluate population projections for M3 and the City of 
Eagle. Dr. Reading's evaluation of the population projections is also in Appendix C. 


M3 


Dr. Reading indicated that M3 is not likely to reach full bUild-out within 30 years from now. Due to 
current economic conditions It is unlikely meaningful construction will begin before 2016. M3 has not 
specified a start date for their project. Instead, M3 has simply numbered the construction schedule Year 
1, Year 2, etc. Accepting their pace of construction and delaying the start date to 2016, the 3D-year 
timeframe yields a population of 16,254 in 2040. 
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City of Eagle 


Appendix B contains IDWR's evaluation of the current population base for the City of Eagle's service 
area. Using IDWR's evaluation of current population as a starting point, Dr. Reading evaluated the City 
of Eagle's population projections. Dr. Reading found the City of Eagle's population projection lor Its 
service area over the planning horizon to be 34,662, with M3 making up 16,254 of that total. 


WATER DEMAND 


Projected water demand, or water usage, is the final component of RAHt 


M3 


M3 requested a diversion rate of up to 23.18 cfs to supply 6,535 AF annually. IDWR reviewed M3's 


assumptions and methods and SUU!!sts a diversion rate of 22.19 cfs to supply 6,535 AF annually. 


IDWR's evaluation of M3's water demand calculations Is Appendix D. 


City of Eagle 


IDWR has reviewed the water demand component of the City of Eagle's RAFN analysis. Specifically the 


Department considered the City's overall methodology, proposed water demand per household (281 


gpdl, peaking factors (1.7 max day demand and 1.7 peak hour demand), and average persons per 


household value (2.7), IDWR has found the methods implemented by the City of Eagle to be reasonable. 


IDWR's evaluation of the City of Eagle's water demand calculations is Appendix F. 


RAFN 


A RAFN amount is justified by applying water usage projections to a projected population within a 
service area over a reasonable planning horizon. As described above, the first step is to determine if the 
M3 portion of the City of Eagle Is sufficient to justify the full RAFN amount requested In application 63· 
32573. Here is a summary of IDWR's review of the RAFN components as applied to the M3 portion of 
the City of Eagle: 


• Service Area 


• Planning Horizon 
• Population Projections within the Planning Horizon 


• Water Demand within the Planning Horizon 
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The second step Is to determine the future water needs for the remaining City of Eagle service area, 
minus the M3 portion, the EWC and UWI service areas, and areas of conflictlogland use planning, to be 
pursued by the City In a future !!AFN applicatlono Here is a summary of lOW!!', review of the RAFN 
components as applied to the non-M3 portion of the City of Eagle: 


• Service Area Water Service Planning Area minus M3, 
UWI, and EWC service areas, and Star 
overlap 


• Planning Horizon 
• Population Projections within the Planning Horizon 


(34,662 -16,254) 


30 years 


18,408 


• Water Demand 3008 cf,*(in-house demand only) 


a Number of households 1180400 ",1<'.1./2,1 .... '" per """ .. hold) = 6,818 
a Multiplied by 281 gal. per day per household = 1,915,858 gal. per day 
a Divided by 1,440 = 1,330 gaL per minute or 2096 cfs (average daily demand) 
o Multiplied by a peaking factor of L7 = 5003 cfs (maximum day demand) 
a Multiplied by a peaking factor of 10 7 = 8056 cfs (peak hourly demand) 
a Minus the City of Eagle's existing water rights of 5.48 cIs: 3008 cis 


These findings suggest that the City of Eagle's total RAFN is 25027 cfs. Of the total amount, 22.19 cfs will 


be procured under the existing application 63-32573. The remaining amount of 3.08 cfs will need to be 


procured under a future RAFN application. The City will have an opportunity, if it chooses, to submit 


additional information at the hearing for application 63-32573 or in a future RAFN application, which 


could potentially support an increase to its RAFN. 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 


PROTOCOL FOR EVALUATING REASONABLY ANTICIPATED FUTURE WATER 
NEEDS FOR THE CITY DF EAGLE 


MAY 23, 2011 


PROJECT 


The Idaho Department of Water Resources (lOWR) must evaluate the City of Eagle's estimate of its 
reasonably anticipated future water needs (RAFN) submitted in connection with Application for Permi! 
53-32573, which was originally filed by M3 Eagle (M3). lown also anticipates evaluating a second RAfN 
application that may be filed by the City of Eagle in the near future. This document describes a 
fundamental protocol for evaluating the City of Eagle RAFN application(s). 


Idaho law allows a municipal provider to secure water rights for RAFN purposes without relying on 
immediate diversion and use to establish beneficial use. For a qualified municipal provider, a RAFN 
estimate has four fundamental components: 


• Service Area (I.e. § 42-202B(9)) 
• Planning Horizon (I.e. § 42-202B(7)) 


• Population Projections within the Planning Horilon 


• Water Demand 


This protocol addresses each one of these four components in order, and then it describes how they will 
be used to evaluate the City of Eagle's RAFN application!s). 


It is important to recognize at the outset that a conservative standard may be appropriate in estimating 
future needs to justify a RAFN water right. There may be a difference between the supply of water 
sufficient to sustain an urban population and the supplV desirable to keep costs low or to provide 
aesthetic amenities. A determination bV IOWR that a given projected use is not a reasonable 
component of an RAFN water right would not mean that the use could not be pursued under the 
statutory appropriation process for non-RAfN water rights. 


SERVICE AREA 


A municipal provider's service area is its "established planning area" (I.C. § 42-202B(9)) minus "areas 
overlapped bv conflicting comprehensive land use plans" (I.C. § 42-202B(8)). For the City of Eagle, it is 
appropriate to use the area of impact adopted in the CitV's 2011 comprehensive plan, minus the land 
base overlapped by the City of Star's area of impact and any land base overlapped by areas of impact of 
any other communities. Because their contributions to the City of Eagle's water supply must be factored 
into the RAFN analysiS, the portions of the City of Eagle area of impact served by Eagle Water Company 
(EWe) and United Water Idaho (UWI) must also be determined. IOWR Staff Engineer Mat Weaver will 
coordinate this component of the review. 
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PLANNING HORIZON 


A municipal providers planning horizon is the term of years over which it projects its population chang!'! 
and makes decisions based on its projection. The City of Eagle's RAFN estimate uses a 30'year planning 
horiznn. 10WR has hired economist Or. Don Reading to evaluate, among other things, whether a 30-
year planning horizon is reasonable. Some items to consider include: 


• The customary standards of practice for water Infrastructure planning 


• The original M3 full build·out projection (20 years) 


• The City of Eagle comprehensive plan (25 years) 


• COMPASS (25 years) 
• M3's revised full build·out projection (30 years) 


• The City of Eagle master water plan (no defined term) 


• Treasure Valley CAMP (50 years) 


If a 30~year planning horizon appears not to be reasonable, Dr. Reading will suggest an alternative 
planning horizon that is reasonable. 


The Department must guard against over-appropriation of the resource and against speculative water 
right filings. Longer planning horizons increase the level of uncertainty associated with predicted values 
and must be considered with greater caution by the Department. 


POPULATION PROJECTION WITHIN THE PLANNING HORIZON 


To establish its RAFN, a municipal provider must estimate Its future population within its service area at 
the end of the planning horizon. Because economic factors influence community development, 
economist Oon Reading will also evaluate the City of Eagle's population projection. Dr. Reading will: 


• Perform a critical survey of existing contemporary population studies applicable to the local area 
to establish likely upper and lower boundaries for population growth. 


• Project population using standard technical methods, Including regreSSion, extrapolation, and 
cohort survival models. To make extrapolation appropriate, one should account for geography, 
resource constraints, economic conditions, and other limiting factors. 


• Compare the results of the survey and the population projections to the City of Eagle's projected 
annual growth rate and apply his own professional judgment to evaluate whether the City's 
projection is likely to occur within the planning horizon and is, therefore, reasonable. 


Because Application 63-32573 contemplates a specific place of use, Dr. Reading will also review the M3 
Eagle Planned Unit Development within the City of Eagle to evaluate whether the projected population 
at full build out for the M3 Eagle component of the City is reasonable within the planning horizon. If Dr. 
Reading's evaluation suggests that the City's overall population estimate or the M3 population estimate 
is unreasonable, he will propose a reasonable estimate for the planning horizon. 


Finally, Or. Reading will also provide population estimates for those portions of the City of Eagle's 
service area that will likely be served by EWC and UWI for the reasonable planning horizon. A brief 
review suggests that currently the EWC service area is relatively densely developed whereas the UWI 
service area appears to have room for substantial population growth. 
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WATER DEMAND 


There are a numher of standard recognized approaches for forecasting water demand {te. AAFNI 
induding judgment based predictions, time extrapolation, single~coefficlent model development, multi
coefficient model development, and econometric demand mode! development. Of tbese, one of the 
most widely implemented approaches, and the one selected by the City of Eagle, is the per capita 
requirements method, whleh is a form of the single coefficient model approach. To determine AAFN 
utilizing this method, projected per capita or per household water demand must be applied to the 
estimated future population within the service area at the end of the planning horizon. Application 63· 
32573 proposes a total future water demand for the M3 development of 13.111 cfs. Mat Weaver will 
work with City of Eagle staff members to review and evaluate the City's methods for estimating future 
water demand. Mat Weaver will also review M3' s methods for estimating water demand for its 
reSidential, non-residential, and Irrigation components. 


When Ilvaluating water demand, IOWR will have to consider whether higher efficiency standards and 
water storage should he required in the future (I.e § 42-203A(5l!f)l. Efficiency and conservation 
measures, specifically the proposed recycling and reuse of wastewater for irrigation are already 
important components of M3's water demand projection. 


AAFN 


IOWR will apply its evaluation of the CIty of Eagle's service area, planning hOrizon, population projection, 


and water demand, to determine the City of Eagle's RAFN as follows: 


• For Application 63-32573, the RAFN is either: 


1. the amount of water needed to serve the M3 area of the City over the planning horizon, up 
to 23.18 d's, or 


2. if the M3 development alone does not justify 23.18 ds, the amount of water needed to 
serve the M3 area and the remaining City of Eagle area of impact, minus the EWC and UWI 
service areas, up to 23.18 cfs. 


• For a second City of Eagle application, the RAFN is the amount of water needed to serve the City 
of Eagle's area of impact over the planning horizon, minus the M3 component of the City 
because it is addressed in Application 63-32573, and minus the EWC and UWI areas. 


For each permit issued by IDWR for RAFN, proof of beneficial use shall be due within five years of permit 
issuance, or within ten years of permit issuance if the Department grants an extension of time (I.e. § 42-
204). When submitting proof of beneficial use, the permit holder shall be required to submit to IDWR a 
revised description of the service area, a revised planning horizon for the time that remains under the 
original planning horizon, and a revised estimate of its reasonably anticipated future needs (LC. § 42-
217). In connection with the proof statement{s), the permit holder shall submit a report showing the 
total annual volume, the maximum daily volume, and the maximum instantaneous rate of flow diverted 
from the authorized points of diversion. The report shall also show the extent to which the full system 
capacity necessary to provide water for reasonably antiCipated future needs has been constructed and 
the extent to which planning, design, and Investment have occurred for any unconstructed portion of 
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the system capacity necessary to divert and use water for reasonably anticipated future needs, When 
evaluating the permit holder's proof of beneficial use statement(s), IDWR will evaluate the Information 
required to be submitted by the permit holder, including the revised service area, planning horizon, and 
AAFN information and the system capacity and water usage data (I.e. § 42·219), 
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MEMO (Appendix B) 


TO: Shelley Keen 


FROM: Mat Weaver 


Date; May 31, 2011 


RE: City of Eagle RAFN Analysis - Overview of applicable service areaS and contemporary associated 


population bases 


As part of the idaho Department of Water Resources (Department) review of the City of Eagle's 


reasonable anticipated future needs (RAFN) analysis the Department must determine the following 


service areas and contemporary population bases. 


• City of Eagle Service Area 


• Eagle Water Company Service Area 


• United Water Idaho Service Area 


In my evaluation I was required to address the overlap In service area that exists between the service 


area boundaries of Eagle Water Company (EWCl and United Water Idaho (UWI) and the City of Eagle 


(CoE). I addressed this concern by developing what I have referred to as an "active service area". The 


term "active" refers to the area within the formal service area where water is either actually delivered 


to end users by the water service provider or it is proposed to be delivered in the future. Future delivery 


areas were only recognized if there was no conflict with other water service providers or municipality 


planning boundaries. I was able to determine active service area boundaries by meeting with EWC' and 


relying on their expertise to identify who provided water where in the areas of overlap. By isolating 


population bases with respect to active service areas the concern of double counting residents and thus 


skewing the total population numbers associated with any given service provider was avoided. 


Citv of Eagle Boundary Areas 


The City of Eagle's (CoE) current water service area appears to be an amalgamation of the City's 


currently adopted Area of Impact and the City's North Eagle Foothills Planning Area. In evaluating the 


service area boundary I have attempted to identily areas of overlap with other water service providers 


within the City (Le. Eagle Water Company and United Water Idaho) as well as with adjacent 


municipalities. Municipalities that share planning boundaries with the CaE Include Boise, Garden City, 


Meridian, and Star. 


United Water Idaho (UWI) provides water to the City of Eagle as well as to the City of Boise. Review of 


UW"s service area as revised on 10-21-2010 Indicates that there is no overlap between Its water service 


area within the City of Boise and the CaE. This is to say, that no portion of the water service area for the 


1 Personal service area coordination meeting with Norm Revels, the Operations Manager for Eagle Water 
Company, on May 6, 2011. 
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City of Boise repr~sents a conflict with the CoE water service area or other CaE recognized planning 


boundaries, Within the CoE there are large regions of overlap between the CoE wilter servic~ area and 


UWI water service area, Based on my review of published planning documents and discussion with 


Eagle Water Company, I have Isolated active service areas for both entities (CaE and UWI), which avoids 


the duplicate association of the underlying population with both entities, 


Within the CaE there are also large regions of overlap between the CaE water service area and the Eagle 


Water Company (EWe) service area, Based on my review of published planning documents and 


discussion with EWC, I have isolated active service areas for both entities (CaE and EWe), which avoids 


the duplicate association of the underlying population with both entities. 


My analysis of the City of Eagle service area also included review of the current water service area and 


planning boundaries for Garden City, the City of Meridian, and the City of Star. I found no conflict 


between Garden City and the City of Meridian planning boundaries. However, I did find a conflict in 


planning area overlap between the CoE and the City of Star. Consistent with Idaho Code §42-202B(8) 


any areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land use plans have been excluded from the City of 


Eagle's active water service area, which specifically applies to the overlap the City of Star and the City of 


Eagle, Induded with this memo are four figures illustrating the results of my research and mapping 


efforts, 


The first figure, Figure 1, depicts the declared City of Eagle water service area as adopted in the 2011 


Eagle Comprehensive Plan, Also depicted in this figure are the areas of the Star Overlap, EWC active 


service area, and the UWI active service area. 


Figure 2 depicts the CaE active service area, which represents the City's proclaimed service area less the 


regions of overlap established in Figure 1. It also depicts the 2010 census block population data 


associated with the active service area, 


Figures 3 and 4 depict the active service areas for the EWC and UWI respectively. Also included in each 


figure is the respective 2010 census block population data. 


US Census Data Breakdown 


The following table summarizes the various population numbers associated with the boundaries 


previously discussed. Also included is the population within the City of Eagle city limits, as they existed 


at the time of the census. The population numbers are based on US Census Bureau data from the 2010 


census as broken down by census block, Using ArcMap I was able to sum the population of ali census 


blocks contained within a specific boundary, The population associated with a census block was 


included in the total population if the centroid of the cenSus block shape was within the delineation 


boundary of concern. I then evaluated any census blocks that straddled the boundary line, either adding 


or subtracting population values as appropriate, For example, if the centroid of a census block shape 


was within the boundary, but some portion of the shape was outside of the boundary, I would count the 
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number of lots outside the boundary, multiply the lot co lint by 2.7 people per lot', and subtract that 


value from the total population. Conversely if a centroid were located outside the census block shape I 


would count the number of lots inside the boundary, multiply the lot count by 2.7 people per lot and 


add that value to the total population. 


US Census Bureau - 2010 Census Data 


Boundary Area Description Population 


Eagle City Limits 19,908 


Declared City of Eagle (CoE) Water Service Area 24,035 


Eagle Water Co. (EWe) Active Service Area 9,716 


City of Eagle (CoE) Active Service Area 7,542 


United Water Idaho Active Service Area 6,596 


City of Star Planning Area Overlap 193 


, The person per residence value of 2.7 is based on the value presented by the City of Eagle In their Reasonably 
Anticipated Future Water Needs Analysis prepared by Holladay Engineering Co. received by the Department on 
April 27, 2011 (pg. 7). 
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APPENDIX C 


Reasonably Anticipated Future Water Needs (RAFN) Population Forecast for Eagle, Idaho 


Prepared for the Idaho Department of Water Resources by Dr. Don Reading 


I) GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE 


Idaho statutes state that a municipality's water provider's service area is its "established planning area" (I.L 


§ 42·202B(911less any overlaps with other entities' comprehensive plans (I.L § 42-2028(8», The basis of 


the population forecast for the Reasonably Anticipated Future Water Needs (RAFN) of Eagle, Idaho (the 


City), is, therefore, the City's Planning Area less the population of the areas that overlap other entitles' 


Planning Areas and the populations of the service areas of Eagle Water Company (EWe) and United Water 


Idaho (UWI) that lie within Eagle's Planning Area, 


2) PLANNING HORIZON 


As Table 1 demonstrates, planning horizons both for water providers and for Comprehensive Plans in 


general vary dramatically, from 10 to 5S years, The City of Eagle has one of the shortest planning horizons, 


with a 15 year population forecast, 


1 . .'T..-a __ b-;le;::.--'1.:.: -,S=.u=.rv:.::.;:-e".L.:::;-:c.::::==zrHorizon periods ......... -.... -.. -.-------------------------------"'-.-----" 1 


Municipality 


Ada & Canyon Counties 


Citv of Coeur d'Alene 


City of lewiston 


City of Meridian 


City of Nampa 


City of Pocatello 


I City of Rexburg 


I CityofTwin Falls 


I Rathdrum Prairie Aquifer 


I Treasure Valley Aquifer 


I United Water Idaho 


i Eagle Comprehensive Plan 


1


M3 Build out 


M3 Build out 
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Planning 
Horizon 


........ (y"ars) 


25 


20 


20 


50 


20 


10 


50 


30 


50 


50 


55 


15 


20 


30 


Current 
Planning 
Horizon 


2025 


2019 
2031 


2056 


2015 
2016 


2057 
2035 
2060 


2060 
2065 
2025 
N/A 


N/A 


Planning DocumentType 


IDWR Water Demand Study 


Comprehensive Water Plan 


Master Water Plan 


I 
Master Water Plan 


Master Water Plan 


I Master Water Plan 


I Master Water Plan 


i Water Supply Improvement Plan 


I CAMP Water Demand Projections Study 


i CAMP Future Water Demand Study 


MAP Water Demand Study 


Comprehensive Plan (Population) 


Development Plan 


Development_~lal1 
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The planning horizons depicted above have an average of 31.8 years. Obviously, forecast uncertainly 


becomes greater as the planning horizon Increases. The key term in the RAFN is 'reasonable: As the 


planning horizon Increases, the spread between a high and a low 'reasonable' population forecast Increases. 


The RAFN analysis submitted by Eagle has a planning horizon of 30 years (April 21, 2011). M3 has presented 
both a 20-year and a 30-year planning horizon, with no defined start year for either one. M3's economist 
stated that he believes full build-out can occur within a 20-year timeframe, and certainly within a 30-year 
timeframe, albeit without a specified year as a starting date for construction to begin. (Water Right No. 63-
32573, M3 Eagle LLC, Contested Case Hearing, John Church, April 16, 2009) Both a 20-year and a 30-year 
population forecast are presented below and either could be considered 'reasonable: with greater certainty 
for the 20-year forecast. 


3) POPULATION FORECAST METHODOLOGY 


To arrive at a population forecast for a given area, we first perform a survey of existing contemporary 
population studies applicable to the local area, and then establish likely upper and lower boundaries for 
population growth. The existing forecasts applicable for Eagle that we examined are depicted In Graph 1 
below. 


Graph 1: Eagle Idaho Population 1990-2010 & Existing Population Forecasts 
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Once these forecasts are analyzed for reasonableness, a variety of forecasting approaches can be used. 
These include regression, extrapolation, and cohort survival models. To make extrapolation appropriate, we 
must account for geography, resource constraints, economic conditions and other limiting factors. 
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The final step is to compare the results of the survey and the population projections to the City's projected 
annual growth rate. Because forecasting is an art as well as a science, we must apply judgment to 
determine whether the City's projections are likely to occur within the planning horizon and whether, 
therefore, they are 'reasonable.' 


4) FORECAST ASSUMPTIONS 


The 2010 U.S. Census is now available, and gives us 2010 populations for the City of Eagle and its Declared 


Water Service Area, as well as the service areas for EWC and UWI in Eagle. The following Table 1. 


summarizes these values along with the population associated with the area of overlap between the City of 


Eagle's and The City of Star's planning areas. 


Table 2: 2010 Census Based Populations 


City oHagle I 19,908', 
Eagle Declared Water Impact Area 24,035 


. Eagle Water Co. (EWe) 9,7161 


l~l~~~~~t~~~~;~: I~r~:g;~~;) ............~~~~~~~~:~J 
The City of Eagle's RAFN Water Right Application indicates that they took the average of twelve annual 


growth rate forecasts and projected an annual growth rate for the City and its Planning Area of 4.39%. 


There is, however, what appears to be a mathematical error in the calculating of the average. Table 3 below 


lists the twelve growth rate projections that the City used and yields a simple average of 4.03%, not 4.39% as 


used In the RAFN, 


The average of a set of annual growth rates as used by Eagle in its RAFN is not a valid statistical approach for 


several reasons. First, there is a mix of time periods induded in the projections, ranging from one to 30 


years. Forecasts that project growth for one year cannot statistically be compared with those projecting 


growth for up to 30 years, since there is a wide range of reliability depending on the time period used. 


Second, the population sizes vary widely and are not comparable to one another. Third, using the City's 


2010 Census population of 19,908 not the 21,000 population assumed, its annual growth from 2000 to 2010 


was 6.03%, not the 7.50% used in the RAFN. (Since a definitive 2011 population figure Is not yet available, 


the actual 2000 to 2011 growth rate is not known.) Eagle used the COMPASS forecasts for 10 year growth 


rates rather than the 25 year forecasts available. For Eagle the 10 year growth rate is 3.0%, the 25 year 


growth rate is 2.3%. Finally, there are overlapping areas for some of the forecasts. For example, the 


COMPASS Region forecast indudes forecasts for Boise, Kuna, and Eagle. Since forecasts for these cities are 


also contained in other forecasts induded in the City's average, the result is double counting. 
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Table 3: 'Table 1: Averaie Annual Growth Rates, Draft RAFN 


Eagle Actual 1990·ZOOO 11300% I 
Eagle Actual 2000·2010 7.50% I 
Eagle Actual 2010·2011 I' 1.30% I 


I Eagle Camp Plan 2oo7-Buildout 4.00% 


I Compass -CIM:2010 Eagle 2010·2020 I' 3.00% 
i Compass -CIM:2010 Region 2010-2020 2.76% 
I I Compass ·CIM:2010 Boise 2010-2020 1.50% 


Compass ·CIM:201O Kuna 2010-2020 


Moody's Analytics 2011-2014 


State of Idaho 2011-2014 


I Idaho Economics Annual (Boise MSA) 2010-2020 


I Idaho Economics Annual (Boise MSA) 2010-2040 


5) FORECAST APPROACH 


IUO% I 
2.20% ' 


1.65% I 
2,70% i 


! 
2,60% I 
4.03% I 


The base used for the population forecast is Eagle's 2010 population for the Declared Water Service Area, 


which is 24,035 (see Appendix 8). From this base, we subtract the populations of EWe's service territory 


and the portion of UWl's service territory in Eagle, and the overlap of the City of Star's Planning Area, 


yielding a 2010 population of7,584 (24,035-9,716- 5,542-193=7,584). 


To determine a growth rate, we considered the high and low reasonable forecasts and took the midpoint.' 


As depicted below in Graph 2, a 3.0% growth rate is the midpoint between a high forecast of 3.4% and a low 


forecast of 2.6%. The low forecast is the annual growth rate found in the Idaho Economics Annual Boise 


MSA forecast for the 2010-2040 period. The high of 3.4% was obtained by averaging four of the longer 


range forecasts from the same sources selected by Eagle in their RAFN, as shown in Table 4 below. 


Eagle's Comprehensive Plan forecast and the RAFN forecasts of either 4.39% or the corrected 4.03% are 


unreasonably high for the reasons given above. The Camp Eagle forecast is unreasonably low because its 


2010 population assumption of 14,643 Is 5,265 less than the actual 2010 population, yielding a relatively low 


growth rate of 2,1%. 


, A simple linear regression was molded for Eagle's 1900 to 2010 population growth and yielded a 2.82% annual 
growth rate with an adjusted A2 of .997 and I-stal of 26.9, meaning it was highly significant. 
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Table 4: Upper Bound Growth Rates 


Eagle Camp Plan 2007 (2025 population) 4.00% 


Compass -CIM:2010 Eagle 2010-2035 2.34% 


COMPASS-COM 2010 Kuna 2010-2065 4.54% 


Idaho Economics Annual (Boise MSA) 2010-2040 2.60% 


3.37% 


Graph 2 Population Forecasts for Eagle's RAFN 
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A critical issue with this analysis is estimating when and how fast the M3 development will develop. M3 


does not specify a year they expect their projected development path to begin. Current economic 


conditions and the oversupply of both residential properties and vacant commercial space (discussed below) 


undoubtedly mean a delay in M3's timetable for development. Full utilization of the oversupply does not 


appear likely for some years. For that reason, M3's 30-year build-out scenario as used in this forecast is 


assumed to begin in 2016. Actual initiation could occur before 2016 or later, but 2016 appears to be a 


reasonable date for the purposes of this analysis. From 2016 forward, M3's popUlation forecast is based on 


the developer's assumptions about the pace of building. Future population for M3 is dependent on its 


development pace that will in turn depend on changing market conditions. While M3's original population 
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assumptions are optimistic, it is reasonable to assume that a planned community such as M3 that starts 


essentially from a population base of zero will have a higher percentage growth rate once development 


resumes. A planned community such as M3 may experience a higher growth rate than other areas of the 


City because development is organized under a single ownership with a marketing approach that exclusively 


targets investment within the planned community. Consequently, it appears to be a reasonable assumption 


that the development will proceed when the economy recovers and the current oversupply of residential 


and commercial buildings is absorbed by the market. 


Graph 3 below depicts the results of the forecast for Eagle's planning area less the population in the Star 


overlap, the EWC service area, and the UWI service area in Eagle plus M3's population forecast beginning in 


2016. 
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Graph 3: Population Forecast for Eagle Area of Impact less EWC & UWI-
Eagle plus M3 30 Year Forecast Starting In 2016 
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The resulting populations found in the forecast for a 20-year and a 30-year build-out are shown in Table 5 


below. 
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Table 5: Eaale PODulation Forecasts 


Eagle Area of 


Iml!act I~ss EW~, 
Area of 1!!!l!a~t M3: 30~ear UWI-Eagle Illus 


less EWC & UWI- (assume ~ear M3 starting in 
YEAR Eagle @ 3.0% 1- 20161 2016 


2030 13,698 10,210 23,908 


2040 18,408 16,254 34,662 


6) CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 


Over the next 20 to 30 years it is realistic to assume that the economy will recover from the worst economic 


downturn since the Great Depression. What is uncertain is the pace and timing of the recovery. How soon 


and how vigorously various sectors of the economy recover will affect the level of population many years 


from now. 


The 3% compound growth assumption used in this forecast is optimistic given current economic conditions. 


As shown In Graphs 4 and 5 below, population growth In Eagle has slowed dramatically since 2005 and 


especially In the pastthree years. 
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Table 4: Eagle City Percent Growth 


Jul-01 Jul-02 Jul-03 Jul-04 JuI-OS Jul-06 Jul-07 Jul-08 Jul-09 Census 
2010 
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Table 5: Eagle City Population Change 
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The average growth rate for the City of Eagle for the past three years was 1.3%, adding an average of less 


than 250 persons annually. The use of compound growth rates over a long period of time implies an ever


increasing number of people added to the population each year. Eagle' s RAFN projected a population 


increase of 922 people for 2011 over 2010, and an additional 3,205 for the year 2040 over 2039. 


The Treasure Valley currently has an overstock of residential housing, commercial space, and approved 


developments that will slow the pace of new development as the economy recovers. According to 


CoreLogic, Idaho's drop in home sale prices led the nation and were twice the national average in April 2011. 


In Ada County, there were about 2,000 homes on the market in January 2011. 


There is also a high vacancy rate for commercial property in the Treasure Valley. According to Thornton 


Oliver Keller's 2010 Market Report, Eagle's vacancy rate for office property was 22.4%, for industrial space 


20.1%, and for unanchored retail space 27.1%. 


The current economic doldrums in Southwest Idaho will affect the rate of population growth. This means 


that whatever growth rate is used, the near term will no doubt be slower than the average projected over a 


20- or 30-year period. It also means that the slower growth in the early years will not necessarily be made 


up In the later years of the forecast resulting in a lower population estimate at the end of the forecast. 
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MEMO (APPENDIX Dj 


To: SHEUfY KE.N 


FROM: MAT WEAVER 


DATE: JUNE 8, 2Dll 


RE: DEPARTMENT Of WATER RESOURa5 (DEPARTMENT) RElllfW NARRATIVE AND COMMENTS REGAROING THE 


WATER DEMAND ANAlYSIS ASSOCIATED WITH THE M3 EAGLE DEVElOPMENT PERMIT ApPlICATION (63-32513) 


My analysis included review ofthe second amended application for permit 63-32573 induding 
Attachment A (narrative) and Exhibit 5.7 (M3 Eagle Water Demand at Build-Out, Based on Projected 
Uses Spreadsheet Revision Date: January 31, 2008). The focus of my review comments are on Exhibit 
5.7 as this represents the spreadsheet document that calculates and details the disc!!!!regate water 
demand approach used to derive the requested diversion rate and storage volume. 


Exhibit 5.1 Review Comments 


1. Row 8: M3 proposes an irrigation season from 3/15-11/15 (244 days). The Department's 
"season of use" map indicates that the M3 property is bisected by two different seasons, 3/15-
11/15 and 3/1-11/15. It is reasonable and conservative to use the 3/15-11/15 season, utilization 
of this season provides a smaller estimate of irrigation requirement than if you used a 3/1-11/15 
season length or an average of the two seasons. 


2. Rows 11 and 12: M3 proposes a turf irrigation efficiency of 80% and a drip irrigation efficiency 
of 90%. These values are reasonable assumptions and consistent with existing Department 
references (Hubble 1991). 


3. Rows 13-16: M3 has proposed surface areas and average depth values for a series of proposed 
aesthetic, operational, and winter storage ponds. The total volume of the ponds in Exhibit 5.7 
(1,828 AF) is approximately equal to the storage volume requested by the application (1,836 
AF). 


4. Rows 26-29: M3 uses published evapotranspiration (ET) values for alfalfa from Allen and 
Brockway (1983) to estimate the irrigation requirement for the landscaping associated with the 
development. The proposed weighted average daily ET rate (0.014 ft/day) is reasonable and 
less than weighted average daily ET values that are calculated using the same method but 
relying on contemporary ET data from ETJdaho for alfalfa (0.0151 ft/day), grass-pasture (0.0147 
ft/day), or turf (0.0153 ft/day) (Allen and Robison 2009). However, it would be more consistent 
with current Department practice and guidance to rely on ET data from ET _IDaho (Allen & 
Robison 2009). 


5. Rows 43-49: M3 proposes an average of 2,000 square feet of sprinkler irrigated landscape and 
1,500 square feet of drip irrigated landscaping per single family residential lot (n = 5,216). This 
equates to 26% and 20% of the total lot area respectively and requires about 0.32 AFA of water 
per residence dedicated to irrigation. These values do not seem overly high or contrary to other 
residential subdivisions within the Treasure Valley'. However, these values may be high in light 
of M3's goal to maximize water conservation principles within the development, with specific 
reference to "mandating xeric landscaping and minimal lawn sizes" (WR Application Attachment 
A pg. 4). 


1 For comparison consider the Treasure VaUev Future Water Demand study, which identified a range of 2-4 AFA of 
water per resideoce as typical for domestic irrigation in the Treasure Valley (WRIME 2010). 
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6. Rows 51-56: M3 proposes an average of 750 square feet of sprinkler Irrigated landscape and 
500 square feet of drip Irrigated landscaping per single family and multI-family attached 
residential lot (n ~ 1,937), M3 Indicates that these values are based on 1/3 of single family 
residential lot requirements; however, 750 square feet of sprinkler Irrigated landscaping Is 
37.8% of the value used for single family, not 33%. M3's proposal equates to approximately 
0.12 AfA or water per reSidence dedicated to irrigation. Once again, although somewhat 
arbitrary, these values do not seem OIIerly high or contrary to other residential subdivisions 
within the Treasure Valley. However, these values may bI! high In light of M3' s goal to maximize 
water conservation prinCiples within the development, with specific reference to "mandating 
xeric landscaping and minlmollawn sizes" (WR Application Attachment A pg. 4). 


7. Rows 58-63: M3 proposes that 5% of the total 245 acres planned for commercial development 
will require irrigation, with 25% of the Irrigated area receiving sprinkled Irrlgatlon (3.06 acres) 
and 75% of the Irrigate area receiving drip irrigation (9.19 acres). In general, for new 
commercial development the aty of Eagle's planning and zoning ordinances require a minimum 
landscaping area of 10% of the total developed area'. Therefore, M3's proposed values 
represent a reasonable and potentially conservative assumption for commercial Irrigation 
demand. 


8. Rows 71 & 88-90: M3 proposes an indloor commercial water use of 1,200 gallons per day per 
gross acre of commercially developed land. That translates to a water usage of 0.028 gal/sf for 
commercial use identifled as "light office". As a comparison the reference book Water SYPply 
Plann!!lJ! (Prasitka 1988) has a published planning value of 0.090 gal/slfor 'office" space 
development. Within this context the proposed value by M3 appears to be reasonable. 


9. Rows 74 and 75: M3 proposes a maximum day peaking factor of 1.5 and a peak hour demand 
(i.e. maximum instantaneous diversion) peaking factor of 2.92. These values are consistent with 
a number of published values as summarized In the following table. 


Dewberry 2002 
Falr 1971 


Harberg 1997 
Unaweaver 1967 
Undeburg 1999 


1.5 - 3.0: 1 
1.5 - 3.5: 1 
1.4-1.7:1 


2.0: 1 
1.5-1.8:1 
1 


2.25 - 4.50: 1 
1.5 - 3.5: 1 
2.0 - 4.0: 1 
5.0 - 7.0: 1 
2.0 - 3.0: 1 


-7 


10. Rows 79 & 80: M3 proposes an average water demand of 274 gpd per residence. Although a 
specific derivation of this value Is not prOliided the value is either consistent with or in close 
agreement with a number of published values as summarized in the first table that follows. It is 
also consistent with and slightly less than the average residential consumption of other 
municipalities In Ada County as summarized In the second table that follows. 


, Personal correspondence with W~liam Vaughan, AICP Oty of Eagle lanlng Administer on May 23, 2011. 
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8umtNty of Published Values of Aver .. 


Unaweaver 1967 
Stephenson 2003 
Boumann 1998 


Cook 2001 


BoIse 
Eagle 
Garden City 
Kuna 
Meridian 
Average 


125 
125 
134 
60 
107 
114 


-V __ from WAIME 2010, 


100 
SO· 60 


400 
lSO,600 


200 
194 


324 
324 
347 
208 
277 
296 


'-Values equal '" column 2 _ 2,59, which is the '"""_ peroono per _In Idaho 


.. .-por1od In tho 2010 us c.n.us (US Centua Bur ... S- and CotJntyOuIckF_). 


11. Rows 82 & 83: M3 proposes a water demand of 12 gpd/student and \s projecting a student 
population base of 5,480, A value of 12 gpd Is twice the published value of 6 gpd/stud~ntfrom 
the reference Water-Supply PlannjOJ! IPrasltka 1988), but is consistent with the published values 
of 10 gpd/student (elementary schools no showers) and 16 gpdlstud~nt (high schools with 


showers) from the reference Land Development handbook: plannjng, Engineering, and 
Surveying (Dewberry 2002). Concerning a student population base of 5,480, the US Census 
Bureau' reports for Idaho that 19% of the population Is between the age of 5 and 18 (Le, schOOl 


age), This equates to a student population base of 3,317 students for the uitlmate build out of 
the M3 development (0,19*(17,455) = 3,317). This Implies that M3 may have overestimated the 
water need for schoois by 65%. However, In light of the overall minor contribution to water 
demand accounted for by school use (0.17 cfs), and the fact that it Is a planning estimate value, I 


am not recommending that the water demand assooated with school use be modified. 
12. Rows 85 & 86: M3 proposes a water demand of 120 gpd per hotel room and Is projecting a total 


number of 500 hotel rooms. This value is twice the published values of SO and 68 gpd per bed 
from the reference Water-Supply Planning (Praslfka 1988) for motels and hotels respectively, 
but Is exactly consistent with the published values of 120 gpd per motel room from the 
reference Land Development handbook: Planning, Engineering. and Surveyjng (Dewberry 2002), 


13. Rows 106-108: M3 proposes that wastewater generation will be 69%,75%, and 60% of water 


demand for residential, school and hotel, and commercial use respectively. These values appear 
reasonable, and spedfically with regard to residential use the proposed value is consistent with 
published values of residential wastewater generation of 60-70% (Fair 1971) and 7D-8Q% 
(Lindeburg 1999) of water demand. 


, Data obtained for aU of Idaho from the US Census Bureau's State and County QuickFacts for the 2010 census. 
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14, Rows 127,132: The calculation of winter effluent and irrigation season effluent volumes seem 
reasonable and appropriate. However, the calculation of evaporation of winter effluent from 
the storage pond(;) (row 129) seems excessively high, M3 has proposed an evaporation rate of 
3.5 AfA per acre of pond surface. This value is based on consumptive rates associated with the 
irrigation season when ET is substantially higher than winter months. A more appropriate 
estimate of this value would be to use ET rates from ET _Idaho (Allen and Robison 2009), which 
indicates a totallos5 to ET of 0.31 feet per unit area for a "Open water - shallow systems 
(ponds, streams)" class type from November 16 to March 14 (120 days), When multiplied by the 
total surface area of proposed ponds with winter effluent storage (45 acres) a total volumetric 
ET loss of 14.3 AF can be estimated, this value Is quite different from the 158 AF proposed by 
M3, Utilization of the smaller value (14.3 AF) would increase the total annual effluent volume 
available for irrigation (row 132) to 1,804 AFA, which roughly supports the annual Irrigation of 
an additional 41 acres. 


15, Rows 155-166: After review of the water demand analysis, it is my understanding that of the 
three flow rate values calculated by M3 (average day, max day, and peak hour), max day values 
have predominantly been utilized to derive the diversion rate requirement of the proposed 
water right. This is appropriate because at any given time the maximum diversion rate required 
will equal the max day values and not peak hour values, as M3 has proposed and designed their 
storag!! capacity to accommodate-in most instances-water demand in excess of max day 
rates (Le, peak hour rates), I found two instances where max day rates were not used in 
determining the total maximum daily well diversion rate: (1) cell D157 (residential and 
commercial potable irrigation max day) and (2) cell D163 (evaporation from aesthetic and 
operational ponds), In both instances a flow rate based on a 0.02 cfs per acre of irrigated 
ground and pond water surface respectively, were used in place of the max day rate', it is 
reasonable for M3 to substitute values for the max day diversion rates In the manner that they 
have In order to provide ease, convenience, and flexibility in the operation and maintenance of 
the water supply system when meeting the diversion rates necessary to accommodate the 
hottest and driest days of the year. 


16, Rows 170-187: The water balance summariZed in rows 170-187 derives the annual water need 
volume for M3's proposed water right at the time of licensing. Annual volumes for indoor use, 
potable irrigation of residential and commercial areas, Irrigation, and pond evaporation appear 
to be reasonably derived. 


, The fol/owing justification for the use of 9.74 eft (cel/ 0157) and 1.10 cfs (cell 01(3) in M3's calculation of 
maximum daily well diversions were conveyed to me in my discussions with Dr, Steven Holt concerning these 
matters. lIegarding the use of 9,74 eft. Dr. Holtz indicated that in providing water for the peak day irrigation 
demand scenario the us. of the 9.74 eft value allows operational flexibility by M3 that obviates the need tor 24~ 
hour pumping or an additional 1 million gallons Of storage that would be necessary to meet their desired operating 
condition of a 12~hour irrigation window. Regarding the use 0/ a 1.10 cis pond evaporation rate, it was explained 
to me that this is more accurately described as a peak day pond refill diversion rate. That is to say this diversion 
rate is necessary to make up evaporative losses from the ponds on the peak evaporative demand day to avoid the 
drafting a{ the ponds and the unacceptable aesthetic deterioration of the ponds potentially associated with 
drafting. This would be necessary on those days when the average daily pond refill rate cannot keep up with the 
daily evaporation rate. 
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Summary of Revlgw 


Overall M3 has conducted a rigorous dlsaggregate~requirements based evaluation of estimating and 
detailing water demand for the M3 Eagle Development project. M3's narrative, which accompanied 
their application as Attachment A, extols the virtues of water conservation and in many ways their water 
demand analysis lives up to these ideals. Examples of this include the planned reuse of as much as 
1,804 AFA of treated wastewater for Irrigation. Or, the proposed plans to drip irrigate 250 acres of 
public landscaping, which Is nearly 1/3 of the total publk landscaped area. In their estimation of indoor 
water use, M3 consistently proposes water demands that are equal to, or less than existing and historic 
trends or planning values. This indudes a proposed residential in home use of 274 gpd/residence, a 
school use of 12 gpd/student, a hotel use of 120 gpd/room, and a commercial use of 0.03 gpd/sf. All of 
which are less than or equal to their respective local averages or design norms which include a 
residential in home use of 296 gpd/residence, a school use of 10~ 16 gpd/student, a hotel use of 120 
gpd/room, and a commercial use of 0.09 gpd/sf. While additional savings in diversion rate and annual 
volume might be found by scrutinizing the assumptions and values used in M3's analysis, nothing that 
they have proposed can be considered unreasonable. 
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MEMO (APPENDIX £1 
To: SHElLEY KEEN 


FROM: MAT WEAVER 


DATE: JUNE 2, 2011 


RE: DEPARTMENT OF WATER ReSOURCES REVIEW NARRATIVE AND COMMENTS REGARDING THE WATER DEMAND 


CoMPONENT AssOCIATED WITH THE CITY OF EAGtE'S REAsoNABLY ANTICIPATED FlITURE NEEDS WATER RIGHTS 


ANALYSIS PREPARED BY HOlLAOAY ENGINEERING Co. AS RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT ON APRIt 27, 2011. 


My analysis Includes review of the second "Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs (RAFN) Water Right 
Analysis" prepared by Holladay Engineering Co. (Holladay) and received by the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (Department) on April 27, 2011. I also reviewed in part the City of Eagle's Municipally 
Owned Water System Amended Master Plan (Revised November 2005) and the Master Plan Update No. 
1 (March 2008). 


Although I prepared a series of specific questions concerning my initial review of the City's RAFN 
analysis, at the time of this memo I have received no detailed reply from the City of Eagle (Co E) or 
Holladay. 


Water Demand Forecast Methodology: Per Capita Requirements Model 
To forecast future water demand in the City of Eagle, the City has relied on a per capita requirements 
based approach. This is a form of single-coefficient modeling that relies on determining future water 
use by applying an established per capita of per househOld water demand to future population 
estimates within a specified service area and planning horizon. Not only is the per capita requirements 
approach reasonable, it is a recognized standard approach to water supply planning that represents the 
most commonty applied method of single-coefficient demand forecasting (Prasifka 1988). 


Proposed Average Daily Demand per Home: 281 gpd 
The City of Eagle proposes an average water demand of 281 gpd per residence. The derivation of this 
value is detailed in the City's 2005 Master Plan and is based on a historical time series of actual water 
usage within the City from January 2002 to September of 2004. This value is further referenced in the 
2008 Master Plan Update No.1. It should be noted that in Section 6.2.1 of the 2005 Master Plan, a 
preliminary design value of 120 gpd per capita is proposed for the western expansion area. Assuming 
the City's prOjection of 2.7 people per household leads to a daily average water demand of 324 gpd, 
which is more than what is proposed by the City in their current RAFN analysis. Regardless, the 
proposed average daily demand per household is consistent with a number of published average daily 
residential demand values as summarized in the first table that follows. It is also consistent with and 
slightly less than the average residential consumption of other municipalities in Ada County as 
summarized in the second table that follows. Although it is unclear to what degree the communities 
summarized in the second table rely on their respective potable water systems for irrigation of 
residential landscaping. 
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Summery of Published Valuft of Average 


Unaweaver 1967 
Stephenson 2003 


Boumann 1998 
Cook 2001 


BoIse 
Garden City 
Kuna 
Meridian 
Average 


125 
134 
90 
107 
112 


'Values ~ned from WRfME 2010 . 


100 
50-90 


400 
150-600 


200 
194 


324 
347 
208 
2n 
289 


• 'V_ equof to coItmn 2 _ 2.59, which 10 the -raoe poraono po!" _In Idaho 


.. reported In !he 2010 us Census (US Census Buruu State and County 0uId<F_). 


Within the context of the comparison data presented, the City of Eagle's average daily demand does not 
seem unreasonable. However, recent evidence from nearby Idaho communities suggests that modem 
residential subdivisions with pressurized irrigation systems are uslnlless than 250 gallons per day per 
residence for non-Irrigation activities and that in-home uses continue to decrease from historically 
recognized values.' this Is consistent with national trends over the past three decades, which also 


Indicate continually decreasing residential water use, primarily due to a declining number of residents 
per household and an Increasing pervasiveness of water-conserving (low flow) appliances In the home.' 


It will be Important for IDWR to consider whether 281 gallon per day is appropriate given the current 
trend of decreasing In home demand and the requirement that new appropriations must be consistent 
with the conservation of water resources In Idaho. 


PrOPOsed Max Day Demand and peak Hour Demand Peaklng Factors 
The City of Eagle's RAfN analysis does not speclflcally detail the peaking facton used In its demand 


analySis. However, from the RAFN document I was able to Infer a proposed maximum day peaking 
factor of 1.7 and a proposed peak hour demand (I.e. maximum instantaneous diversion) peaking factor 
of 1.7. These values were confirmed by Bruce Smith In email correspondence. The derivation of the 
appropriateness of these values for communities greater than 200 homes is detailed in Addendum A of 


, Preliminary Order by the Department In the matter of Application for Permit No. 61-12239 Water Resources 
dated AprU 13, 2011. 
, A recent study has found that In Identical households the average residential demand in North AmerIca has 
decreased by a total of 11,678 gallons annually since 1978 (0.5% decrease annually or 13.6% decrease 
compounded over 30 years). Contributing factors considered by the study Induded climate change, changes in 
water USer classillcatlon systems, changes In Income, changing demographics, and new water-<:onservation 
appliances. The study found that changes In democraPhk:s and new water-conservatlon appliances had the 
ereatest statistically relevant contribution to decreasing water use per household. (Rocl<away 2011). 
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Appendix G In the 2008 Master Plan Update No.1. The Water Use Table from Section 4.3 of the 2005 
Master Plan Indicates a max day demand peaking factor of approximately 2.5 and a peak hour demand 
peaking factor of approximately 1.5. These values are associated with an overall smaller municipal 
system and It Is appropriate that the peaking factors have decreased from 2005 to present with the 
expansion of the City's municipal water system. 


The peaking factor values proposed by the City are less than or consistent with a number of published 
peaking factor values as summarized in the following table. 


Dewberry 2002 
Fair 1971 


Halberg 1997 
Una_var 1967 
Undebu rg 1999 


1.5 - 3.0: 1 
1.5 - 3.5: 1 
1.4 - 1.7: 1 


2.0: 1 
1.5 - 1.8: 1 


2.25 - 4.50: 1 
1.5 - 3.5: 1 
2.0 - 4.0: 1 
5.0 - 7.0: 1 
2.0 - 3.0: 1 


After review of the master plan documents and within the context of the comparison data presented, 
the aty of Eagle's maximum day demand and peak hour demand peaking factors do not seem 
unreasona ble. 


Proposed Person per Household: 2.7 
The aty of Eagle's RAFN analysis proposes the use of 2.7 persons per household as a means of 
converting population projections into single family residential service connections, which can then be 
coupled with a single-home average daily demand pianning value (281 gpd) to project a combined 
future water demand for the entire service area. Household demographic data is summarized and made 
available by the US Census Bureau through their American Communities Survey series.' The American 
Communities Survey reports the follOWing average persons per household values for the City of Eagle: 
2.73 (1990), 2.87 (2000), 2.77 (five year average 2005-2009). Within this context the CIty's proposed 
value of 2.7 seems quite reasonable. 


Summary of Review 


Overall I have found all of the water demand forecasting details presented by the City and discussed In 
this memo to be reasonable. My review was limited to the material submitted by the City and does not 
consider water demand associated with other potential and legitimate justifications that could 
potentially be identified in a more rlgorous disaggregate-requlrements based analysis. My review does 
not Include an evaluation of the total RAFN required by the aty of Eagle. In order to determine a City 
wide RAFN the components discussed in this memo must be combined with a reasonable planning 
horizon and population estimate. The review and evaluation of the outstanding components of 
planning horizon and total population are being conducted by Dr. Oon Reading and are not addressed in 
this review memo. 


) The American Community Survey (ACS) is an ongoing survey conducted by the US Census Bureau that provides data every year---giving 
communities the current Information they need to plan ifwestment! and ooNicas. http://www·ceosus.gov/acstwww/ 
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Note This Spread Sheet is to be used in Conjunction with the Design Flows ~ Public 
Water Systems ~ Design File Note, If you do not have this DFN Please contact The 
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality, Boise Regional Office, 


Qpkhr 


Qmxdy ~ [274 + (0,6)(C) (L,) (E",,) + 2 crmxdy] a 


Where 


2 omxdy ~ Variability in tile magnitude of factors and number of dwellings, 


0
2:nxdy :::: (J i ! + (j 


vJ2:::: 1090 + 166,000 L,L 


d}:::: (5.4k * Id')/a 


Qpkhr ~ 1:>34 + 2,02 1274 + llt6)(c)(l~J lEI'''')] + 2 apkhr] a 
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Tabulated Values from App Processing Memo 22 - Fig 1 _ .. 
I 


No. Homes Q (GPM) Q (eFS) 


1 18.0 0.04 
2 26.9 0.06 
3 35.9 0.08 
4 44.9 0.10 
5 49.4 0.11 
6 51.2 0.11 
7 53.9 0.12 
8 58.3 0.13 
9 62.8 0.14 
10 67.3 0.15 
15 80.8 0.18 
20 89.8 0.20 
30 112.2 0.25 
40 134.6 0.30 
50 148.1 0.33 
100 193.0 0.43 
200 269.3 0.60 
300 314.2 0.70 
400 3635 0.81 
500 408.4 0.91 
600 448.8 1.00 
700 493.7 1.10 
800 529.6 1.18 
900 561.0 1.25 
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Table 1 • Summary of Published 
Table 1 ~ Summary of Recommended Planning Horizon Periods 


Published Reier&nce i Planning Horizoo (years) Design life {years) 
Fair 1971 10·50 10-25 


Prasifka 1988 10 .. 100 Not Specified 
Dzurik 1996 < 50 Not SpeciEi?d 


Bournann 1998 <' 50 No1 Specified 
Stephenson 2003 10 - 20 Not Spedlied 


'-"-i.!"IH. Da"d W 4i1.;lliD.LT::t~,lLn.1tll\L,,~~t'£0.'YJl8, lNw Y<>r~, U $ v"~ N"~i!~ncJ HWLlh,Id C~",'n"'''\ 'H$ 


0NnK, An{;)I$w A Z&!HD.ti!l.>:5£.LC#!.2;U5 Ih'1iMd Il.s R<."\'<'"'~'l $. ",ti",1i?Ya Pu!)t,,,i'~,,", !re \\f:N.. 


f.j"'"""a'n, !)u"nr! D ~i 4tli' .. !:2;lD.Yiate, ;"'''')'','',)01 (l.!'A"~'hl U".1h\j$l"\~'" "kGr~w"M: '-::0",.,,,<;,,,$, :;,~~ 


Sl"Ph"~(."'~, Daild.lli!£! P,e>Ql,((>OS Mi'''l'.lffi0::till, ;~B Ndlwil",nd.s K".", Ih' :·'{,nl '"Q'~e, 2(:{13 


A\'N,';\ fu.\0:JlPAQj""~4 O/lp-,,,,-qA\VYf.8.tI.''';j11 t(;/L?"" En',I\{m. (I"'WIN" W.'&t WV",~ A~$~~,a:,o". "(1(,'7 


Table 2· Summary of Actual Water Planning Documents 
and their Respective Adopted Planning Horizon Periods 


Planning A!ea _1_~.~~~~.~~QHorizon (yearsl Plan~.i!lg DOCIJ01ent TYe.~ 
Ada & Canyon Countios 


City of Coeur d'Alene 
City of Lewiston 
City of Meridian 
City of Nampa 


City of Pocate!Jo 
City of Rexburg 


City of TWin Falls 
Rathdrum Prairie Aq 


Treasure VaHey 
United Wate.r..i9aho 


Avg.: 
Median: 


Sl. Dev,: 
RSD' 


25 
20 
20 
50 
20 
10 
50 
30 
50 
50 


___ ---E 
35 
30 
17 


48",{, 


!OWA: Water Demand Study 
Comprehensive W dtel Plan 


Master Waler Plan 
Master Water Plan 
Master Waler Plan 
Master Water Plan 


200B Water System Tech. Memo 
Vi <'Her Supply Improvement Pian 


CAMP Water Demand Projections SluGY 
CAMP Futum Water Demand Study 


_____ .. Y~9!er Demand §..tl"'d,,y'-__ _ 


CGmmer;l$ 


wate! comprehenSive plan, DEO fB'qlJll'i;!S, lust Vy1Jilt?d In 1931), ,.IUd lS'ng;n'&'BfS P"'I'CHIII"'d9" 


15 y2M' use P,WQQ, CQni2d Dalia SIX 


1\,las181 Wa!BT Plan. VI';; De:-nnts Tehsr, ';,IIIe-nt plar; 3'.A)p~oo 10 200'0, 14Kj'0ted every 


Justin ArmS!f'X, C'.onliic1. Mas(er W,~,ef r~'lan is.a (jraU 


mess"ge lI~lQ Keitt) A\\:SlS1Hnt C,ty Engineer 


(}S%{) M) .;; 9dliFI2'Ax,112,m 


elly 01 TWIf) Fa!!s f\rS€I1!C Compharv:::€ anj Waler ~)vpp;y Aitf:nHt~vl/:S Pi'iIVngl Dlkln~nl 
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TobIe 2: Summary of Published Values of Avg. 
R -d flO -I C r f D 


I Avg_ Dally I Avg_ Dally Consumption 
Published ABfere"ea Consumption (GPCD) _ per Hom. (GPD) 


Unaweaver 1967 
S'tephenson 2003 


Bollmann 1998 
Cook 2D01 


AWWA2D07 


100 
5(J - 80 


400 
150·800 


200 
194 


300·900 


Un.aweaver, F,P" et aL (1967) A Study of ReSidential Water Use, Johns Hopkins University, for the Federal Housing Administration a/ 


Stephenson, David, WatE1LResQurces Management, The Netherlands: Krips the Print Force, 2003, 
Boumann. Duane D. e! al. Urban Water l\1anagemenl and PlanniDQ. United States: McGraw-Hili Companies, 1998 
Cook, Z, et at Domestic, Commercia!, MuniCipal arx:llf1dustria! Water Demand Assessment and Forecast in Ada and Canyon Countief 
AWWA. ~l'iLfur_SQUrces Plal}!1ing AWWA MAIllli!L¥§Q, 200 Edrtiofl, American Wah;!f Works Association, 2007 


Liters 


T V II WID d SI d 


1 liler 
0.264 gallons 


Galtons 
200 52.8 
300 792 
600 158.4 


3000 792 


I ReSidential Demand Residential Demand I Avg, Dally Consumption 
Clly _______ (alalcaplla) (gpcd) .per HOJT\€ (GPD) 


Boise 
Eagle 
Garden City 
Kuna 
Meridian 
Star 
Average 
Standard Deviation 
RSD 


Dese 
M3 Forecast 
2010 US Census Dala (10) 


i 
Eagle 
Garden City 
Kuna 
Meridian 
Average 
'Values oblaiood IrOin WRIME 2010 


0.14 
014 
0.15 
0.09 
0.12 
0.34 
0.16 
0.09 


54.6% 


Persons per Household 
2.49 
2.59 


125 
134 
80 
107 
114 


125 
125 
134 
80 
107 
304 
146 
80 


54.6% 


324 
347 
208 
277 
296 


"VallJ€s eQual \0 column 2 times 2.59, which t:$ 1he .1ver~ge persons per hOOSBhoid in Idaho 


as repor!&i in fila 20W US Census (US Census Buteau State and CQumy OIJfckFacts). 


324 
324 
347 
208 
277 
796 
378 
206 


54,6% 







:1 Urban Development 


Her Resources, 2001 







Breakdown of Water use in Commerical Establishments 


Restaurant 
Hospital 
Motel 
Hotel 
Laundromat 
Barbershop 
Beauty Salon 
School 
Office 
Bank and Retail 
Department Store (no food service) 
Service Station 
Car Wash 


Water 
Consumption Units 


24 
200 
50 
68 
400 
55 
95 
6 


0.09 
0.05 
0.04 
0.18 
4.9 


gallchair 
gal/bed 
gal/bed 
gal/bed 


gal/machine 
gal/chair 


gal/station 
gal/student 


gal/sf 
gal/sf 
gallsf 
gal/sf 
gal/sf 


Partial recreation of Table 2.7 trom Prasltka, David IN. Curren! Trends in 


Y'YJili'J-Supply Planning. New York, U.S.: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., '!988 


Daily Commercial Water Consumption Rates 
Water 


Consumption Units 


Commercial and Industrial 70-100 gpcd 
Partial recreation of Table 26-4. Undeburg, tvt R. Civil Engineering,RQference 


MaQusL California, U.S .. Professional Publications, Inc, '1999 


Commercial Water Use 


High schools wi showers, per person 
Elementary schools w/out showers, per person 
Community colleges per student and faculty 
Motels @ 65 gals/person, min. per room 
Restaurants, per seat 
Shopping Centers 
Theaters 
Hospitals 
Laundromats 
Factories per person per 8-hour shift 


Water 
Consumption Units 


16 
10 
15 


120 
50 


0.25 
5 


300 
500 


15·35 


gal/person 
gal/person 
gal/person 
gal/person 


gallseat 
gal/sf 


gallseat 
gal/bed 


gal/machine 
gal/person 


Partial recreation of Table 26.1 from Dewberry, S, 0, J and DevelQQ!rl.~nt HandpooK Plannina. 


Engineering, g,nd Surveying. 2nd Edition. New York, U.S.: McGraw-Hili, 2002. 
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Nov ~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;:::::OCl 
:: 30 .l! 15 0 


30 31 31 30 '" 30 31 
~~==~~~~-~~ -


Month:y ET (Bois£> WSfOj 6.39 $.SD 4.26 ;;,77 0.93 OAl 
oms 0.014 0.009 O~?:)3 0.002 


6.98 SA4 3.5S L99 0.54 (US 


0.023 Q.0l1l 0-012 0,007 0_002 0.001. -------
MOfltnly ;'.gl;l 4,G1 2SS 0.61 0,19 


feet/day 1.',001 O,DOl 0_003 0.013 0.018 om1 0.023 _ 0_020 __ 9~_""~-OOS D,002 0,001 


M3 Review (omment (3)· SU,mmary £T jfeet!day) 
lJt:'~V!()!lvn V<iHy Avg. \'\It. OJ!I'I' klg, 


~A!f; OJH24 0,0137 this vaiwt' j~ used by M3 in "Pub,ic df8il >rigation (using rlOn"I)l)l<)o!e wilter) ca!tu:atiorJs 


ETidahQ (Ali) 0-0139 0,0151 


€Tldaho (grass) 0_0135 0.0l47 


ETldahc (turf) (J,014{) omS3 


_M3 ~elliew Comment (14), (151_& (IS)· Summary £T for Sh.aUo~ Ponds, 


~"" Ji.ln Feb Apr 


No, of D"ys 


No, at Days Non-lrrigJ.tiO'l Season 31 28 15 0 0 0 
Monthly ET (801se W5FOj n7;;:Jda,.: 0/12 0,99 IF'--- 3.12 3.90 4.71 


teet/day 0,001 0.003 0.00} 0.010 0,013 OJH5 


Non. rrieation S9ihon fe!2r/rnoflt:1 0.0<13 0.091 0.098- O.OOC 0,000 0.000 


______ "'cn,,~,fe Y€~~.~~?H!: ... \.£~_ 0.043 0.091 O,lO] (UOI 0397 OA63 


M3 Review Comment (15) Support Calc. M3 Relliew Comment fIG) Support (ilk. 


Max' 0,016 feet/deW 
Pand Area: 55 ""re, 


Q ~- 0,91 AF/D<;.Y 


Q" 0.46 ,I; 


Review of M3 cagle DevdQoment Water Dema0C' Analy,is 


Total' 3,1;1 feetjyear 
Pond Area 


V:::. 
55 
m 


<1("('$ 


AFA 


.;0 II 30 31 36':) 


120 


0,016 0_014 [j,01] 0.007 O,N13 0.001 
Q,aoo 0.000 C_GOO O,QOO 0_041 0,041 D:n 
0.::'10 0.440 0.325 0.228 0,083 O'O':~ __ .. 2dL_ 


EXHIBIT 


I 
D 
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{) 0;:; 7 p00plejlot 


Area 


Lot;, 


Detail PI 7S 203 Detail A lC 27 
OctdH B 26 70 Detail 8 ~10 ~)7 


Detail C 48 130 Detail C 2 5 


Detail 0 8'7 235 Oetal! D ~1 ~3 


Dctal! E 7 19 Detail E 70 189 


Detail F ~ 21 ~5 7 Detail F 25 68 
Dettnl G 7 19 


DctaH H 0 0 


Detail I 54 12 


Detail J ~46 ~124 


K 


Lots 


City Eagle 6,098 


Detail A 6 0 De-taH A ,6 0 
Detail B -37 ,100 Detail B ,41 "111 
Detail C 33 89 Detail C 33 89 
Detail 0 62 167 Detail 0 62 167 


Detail E 75 203 Detail E )5 203 
Detail F 1 0 Detail F 1 0 
Detail G 15 41 Detad G 5 1<1 
Detail H 53 143 Oetdil H 53 143 


I Oetaii i 12 6 
Detail j ~)9 ,)8 


EXHIBIT 







Area 1 


Lots 


Dctuil A 0 0 Detai; A 0 0 
Detail 8 9 24 Detail B 9 24 
Deuii C 13 14 Detai! C 28 14 
Mise (sw corrern) 31 84 Detail D 62 167 


Detail E ·11 -30 
Detail F 0 0 


Detail, G ·38 ·103 
Detail H 57 154 


Detail I ·15 A1 
Detail J ·11 ·30 


Deta!! K 12 2 


Pop" 24,035 


UWI 


Detail A -67 ·181 Detail A ·67 ·181 


Detail B 8 22 Detail B 8 22 
Detail C ·55 ·149 Detail C ·55 ·149 


Detail D 1.3 62 Detail D 23 62 
Detaii E ·11 ·30 DetaE E -11 ·30 
Detail F 45 112 Detaii F 45 122 


62 12 Detail G 62 12 
Detail H 10 27 


OetJ'd ( 


Detail upper left 11 4 


Detail upper right 11 30 


Detail iower left 6 7 


Detail lower rig.ht 15 41 







Data 


Declared City of Eag!e (CoE) Water Service j\rea 


Eagle Water Co. !fWCj A.ctve 5ervjcr;; Area 


Ctyof lagle (CoE} Active Service Area 


Unit0d Water Idaho Active Service Area 


24,035 


9,716 


7,$42 


6,596 


24,047 


2,947 5.30 







, , ~ § , ~ ~ ~ :; ~ , 
~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ , 2 ~ j ~ ~ ~ 
0 2 ,0 


, 0 3 0 ~ 2 il ., ", " ,. ,-:)'> 0 c, 0 


~ 0 0 g 0 0 g ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ , ", 
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30,000 


City of Eagle Area of Impact Projected Population Growth Comparison 
4.03% Growth 


FV:: PV*(l + r}"'n, let m:= 1 + r 


FV ~ PV*{mVn, let m ~ cAln(m) 


FV 0 


<> <> <> 


lei a ~ In(m) 


FV PV*(ei\an} 


From regression: 
PV 0 23,913 


ella;;; eI\O.039S -:; L0403 
r ~ 1.0403 - 1 0 0.0403 


"A ~ <><> <> <> <>35 v v v ,499 


",0 78,233 


<> 64,209 


<> 


·0' 43,25.3 


20,000 23,913 
y = 23913e0 039S' 


R' =·1 


10,000 


o s 10 15 20 25 30 3S 


Years 







Projected Population Growth Comparison 4.03% Rate 
100,000 


90,000 <) <) <) <) <) <) <) <) <) " ~ ('T ~ ---,~--."-
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80,000 <) <)' 
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,!!! 50,000 ::0 
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'" 0 W 
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n, 


0000 0 
c., 
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<>. Eag!e Area of Impact ,<), UWI 0 EWe 







UWI and EWC Projected Population Growth Comparison 
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City of Eagle US Census Bureau Population Data 


Year n (interval} Population 


1970 0 359 


1980 10 2620 


1990 20 3327 
2000 30 11085 


2010 40 19908 


"Value for 1970 taken from 1980 Census 


in iQotnote descnblng that City of Eagle 


was incorporated since the 1970 Census 


and that !, why there was not a valve in the 


prevIous 1970 Census. 


Source 


Census* 


Census 


Census 
Census 


Census 


Population Forecast Calculator: P" ~ Pi',r + 1)" 


0,09937 growth rate (m . 1) 


Pi" 555,88150 initial population {bl 


n ='-15"-~Jnumber of periods (years) 


Pn ;;;; 2,302 population at n 


30,000 


25,000 


20,000 


15,000 


10,000 


5,000 


o 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
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If S55.88e' QiHh 


Rl 0.9341 
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Submitted to the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 


By: 


M3 Eagle, llC 
----


Second Amended 
Application for Water Right Permit 


February 1, 2008 


M3 Eagle, LLC 
110 E. Gurley Street, Suite 200 


Prescott, AZ 86301 


Prepared by: 


Givens Pursley LLP 


AnORNEY5 AT LAW 


601 West Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 


Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
208-388-1200 


(fax) 208-388-1300 
www.givellspursley.com 


EXHIBIT 







FOFJ¥1102 
!2J99 


SECOND AMENDED 


STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 


APPLICATION FOR PERMIT 


i 


2 


l 


To aftpropdate the punUe waters of the State of Malta 


Name of Applicttnt 


53J E. Riverside Drive Suitt 110 
Eagle. If) 83616 


Mailing address 


Source of waler supply 


Points of Diversioli 


Ground water 


Attachment B describes the locations of 12 
existing and 15 potentia! new wells liS points 
of diversion being sought under this 
application 


TshpIRn"g: 


T5NRIW 


T5NRlE 


which is Ii tributary of nfa 


§§ 15,21-24,27, 
28, and 13 (new); 
and §§ U, 1}, 24. 
28l1lld33 
(existing} 


§ 19 (existing) 


in 
,he 


Set 
Attat::funent 


Bfor 
qunrtcr
quarfer 


information 


7., Govt Lot , RM" Ada County; 


Additiona! points of diversion, al! us 
alternate points of diversion for each other: 


Lp 10 fifteen new wells {plus 12 ground water existing points of diversion} to be Itreafed wifhin the 
Planned Community described in secti!}u 8«<), below. 


4 Waler will be used for the following purposes· 


Amount 23.18 cfs for munidpul ptrrposes fmm til IH! 


Maximum diwrsion to storage; lJl to 12131; municip-ld pllqUlScs 


Maximum diversion from stora1:;e; Ifl to 12131; munid[l$ll pur~ 


2.93 cfs 


1,660 af 


1,836 acre~feet Total storage volume (approx. 100 surface acres of ponds); municipal purposes 


rotai quantuy to be appropriateci is {it} 23.18 cfs and/or {lJ} 


6. Proposed diverting works; 


Up- to 15 new and 12 existing wells diverting from 
a Describe type and size of devices used 10 divert water !i'om the source _ aquifers ~~~~_l!'--l!!~_~_Q!"2i!~t~ s~i~"~, ____ _ 


b u/a (excavated ponds) 
reet; aclive storage pond 
capaoty 


1.828 (pond) + 8.04 (pot.able) l1creAeet 


Height of storage darn 


total reservoir capacity 


Proposed well diameter is 16-18 inches inches; proposed depth or well is from 200...soo 


d 


Set Attacbment A for il description of the proposed wens. 


Is ground water with a temperature of 85°F being sought? 


Twelve existing welts as desel"ibed 
If well is already drilled, when? -,i.""A~t~"~'~h~m~e~n~t~(~:. ______ _ DrHling finn 


Drilling Permit No, Well was drilled for (well owner) 


Time required ror completion of works and application of water to proposed bencfidal use is 


Applicant steks II planning horizon of thirty years pursuant to I.e §§ 42~202B(7)-(9}. 42~2U2(2). nnd 42-
22J(2). 


fL Description of proposed uses (i!irrigation only, go to item 9): 


3 years (minimum I 
~ year) 


feet 







, 


a Hydropower; s)ww t011l1 feet of head and proposed capHoiy m k W nftl 


h Slockwatcring; lis! number and kind ofllv!;:Slock 


MunIC!pal; ~hnw nalllC (J[ mUHlcipality 


fhe place of IISc is a !)f1)t)(}scd municipal service area currently consisting of all 
approximately 6.000 x llnc :.13 Planned Community (tht' "Properly") proposed by 
Applicant 011 Applicant's buds north of EagJe, Idaho. At build~otlt. the project is 
planned jo contain 7,153 dwelling Illlit~, plus parks, open space, commercial ana 
government uses, sellOo]s, golf coursclI, playing fields, tommuniry gardens and 
vineyards, and related uses, Sec AtU.chment A f-or more details. The eutire Property 
is proposed as the sen'itc arCll under the municipal right. rhe Applicant IHitidpatcs 
that the Property will be anncxcd~ the G,itv ofEag!~" 


d Domestic: show flumhC'r ofhow!chflld:; 


e Other; describe fully 


q Dcscnptlon of place Df usc Sec AUl1chmcllt A, 


Twr 


lfwater is for irrigation, mdicatc acreage in each subd!VISioH in the tabulation below. Irrigation is one of Ihe uses within tbe avenlll 
a mUllicipal usc, and is described in Attachment A. 


i} [I' water is used for olher purpOSCS, place a symbol ofthc use (example D for iJomeMlc) in Ihe C{)ffl"'sp,)nding place of use 


f3c!ow_ Set illslrucliollS I' OJ standard symbob The water ill tbis municipal application will be Hsed for ~ev('rall)Urp()$cs other !han 
irrigation, as tles(Tibed ill Attachment A. 


, ri NW ! 'N 


"" '" 'w '" jiM' I NW; .'w I,,, j", w, 'w " M' ",v ... i v
" 


'F 
I A • I 
I I ! 


lr 1 I T l 
Total number of acres irrigated 


lD Describe- <my other water tights used for the same purposes described above 


_ APfllil'nn~2,~~!!!J!lc w:Jlc!:.!jg~_I_~.j-!.~!i""~~ ill A~"lt~a~cl~u~n~'~n~' ,D~, _____________ _ 


\1 a, Who owns the property i'lt the point of dlvenion'l _ ~J?:p!_i~_~_n!_ (l!_llt,L~l!_~~_~!:~J:~~.i_~£!l-ts ~~tE~!l!!~_~,£(j_~~_~!!1!i_!y) 


12 


Who owns Ihe land to be irrigated or place of usc? Applicanl (lind future residents of tbe pinlliled eOlluiltUlilv) 


c. Iflhc proPCI1y is O\\·ned by a person other than the applicant, please describe the arrangement enabling the applicant to 


nwke this filing 


Remarks 


fhe water~bearjng Z()lU: expected to be, dcvdopcd by the wells desedbcd above is the aquifer known as fhe Picrc{' Gulch 
Sand Aquifer at dcplhs ranging from npproximaldy 200 fect Iv 650 feCi bgl. Ilcc:1use this i\quifer dips 10 the west alld 
southwes1, wdl depth!' can vary signillcantly across the Property lind sHI:! be wituill the same hydrostratographit unit. 


13 MAP OF PROPOSED PROJECT REQUIRED - Attach an iWl " x ! I " map dearly identifying the proposed point of diversion, 


place of usc. seclion #, township & range. {A photocopy of a USGS 7.5 minute topographic quadrangic map is preferred) 


Maps are included liS exhibits to Attachment A. 


BE IT KNOWN that the undersigned hereby makes this application for permit to apPlOpriatc the public waters of the Stale of ldaho as 
herein set forth, 


Received by 


Fce $ 


Publication prepared by 


Publication approved 


Date 


Receipted by 


Time 


Date 


p 
/\,vc~ 


Signature of Apphcant (and title. jf applicable) 
William I, Brownlee 


# 


Date 


Preliminary check by 


Date 


Published in 


. .... 
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Overview 


ATTACHMENT A 
to 


Second Amended M3 Water Right Application 


April 22, 2008 


By this Amended Application, I M3 Eagle LLC eM3 Eagle" or the "Applicant") seeks a 
permit for a municipal water right for an annual total of 6,535 acre-feet of diversions from 
ground water. The requested water right will serve the year-round needs of an approximately 
6,000-aere planned community in thc foothills of north Ada County, Idaho (the "Planned 
Community" or the "Project"). In addition to the proposed ground water supply, and to promote 
maximum use and conservation of water within the Plmmed Community, M3 Eagle will 
recapture and reuse for irrigation, tertiary-treated sewage effluent ("Reuse Water") by means of a 
sequencing batch reactor or membrane bioreactor (or similar) wastewater treatment plant and 
separate water distribution systems. AU Rense Water generated by the Project will be treated 
and reused within the Project. 


. At full Project build-out, the overall yearly consumptive use of groundwater is projected 
to bc 5,381 acre feet, of which approximately 1,552 acre feet will be Reuse Water and 3,829 acre 
feet will be consumptively used from direct ground water diversions. The total annual ground 
water diversion volume will be 6,535 acre-feet. The average daily rate of diversion from ground 
water is expected to be I 1.66 cubic feet per second ("cfs") during the 244-day irrigation season 
and 4.05 cis during the 121-day non-irrigation seaSOlJ. Averaged over a 365-day period, the 
annual average daily diversion rate is calculated at 9.03 cfs. The maximum daily (Le., the "peak 
day") rate of diversion from ground water is expected to be approximately 23.18 cfs, or about 
10,403 gallons per minute C'gpm"). This peak day diversion rate will accommodate variations in 
culinary and sanitary uses and, during the warmer months, irrigation of lawns. common areas, 
parks, community gardens, and golf courses. At fuil Project build-out, Reuse Water will be used 
to the extent it is available to supply irrigation for common areas including community gardelJs, 
parks, ballficlds and playgrounds, and golf courses. Reuse Water also will provide for a portion 
of aesthetic, wildlife, and recreational use demands. Reusc Water is not projected for use on 
residential lawns or landscaping. 


This ground water right is sought for "municipal" purposes to provide for all water use in 
the Planned Community including the following major uses: 


I. Housing (i.e" "indoors" domestic/culinary) water service for approximately 7,153 
residential units (a combination of single-family and multi-family units). 


2. Commercial waler service for some 1.2 million square feet of retail, commercial, 
light industrial, government, and service establishments within approximately 245 
acres of commercial development area. 


1 This Second Amended Application amends the applica[ion M3 Eagle filed on November 21,2006, which 
was then amended on August 27, 2007. Most fundamentally, this amendment reduces the proposed size of the M3 
Eagle development and. thus, the amount of ground water sought. 
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3. Irrigation for approximately 1 acres, induding: residential and commercial 
lawns, xeriscape and landscaping; pUblic areas including common area turf; 
xeriscape, and other landscaping; open space, common areas, parks, comlllunity 
gardens; and recreation fields; and two 18·hole gol f courses, each having about 120 
acres of irrigated turf (induding practice tacilities) and landscaping. As Project 
build·oU! progresses, the entire volume of Reuse Water available will be uscd (0 the 
greatest extent possible to ilTigate public common areas, recreation fields, and golf 
courses. Rensc Water will be nsed both directly as it is produced and as diversions 
from storage. In addition to the 1,252 acres described above, 197 acres will be 
irrigated under Fanners' Union Ditch Company shares. 


4. Water supplies for aesthetic, wildlife, irrigation peaking storage and recreational 
nses in approximately 100 surface acres of ponds, streams, and similar water 
amenities associated with these features. As Project build·out progresses, Reuse 
Water will also be used to fulfill these water demands. 


5. Municipal diversions to storage and diversions f"om storage for the above uses, 
including approximately half of the ponds and water features noted above, and 2.62 
million gailons of enclosed active storage for potable water peak demands and fire 
protection throughout the Planned Community. All storage involves multiple remls 
annually to efficiently serve these needs. As Project build-out progresses, Reuse 
Water will be used to fulfill some of the non-potable storage water demands. 


Specifics 


Multiple wells as mutual alternate points of diversion. In addition to twelve existing wells on 
the Property, M3 Eagle proposes to construct up to fifteen additional wells to be operated as 
alternate points of diversion fur the water right in the Planned Community'S water supply 
system. It is expected that fewer wells ultimately will be necessary, but that determination will 
depend on further hydrogeologic testing as the water supply is developed. Other than the 
existing twelve Project water wells, the precise locations of the points·of·diversion (i.c., wells) 
will be identified as the Project develops and as local monitoring and hydraulic testing of each 
well serves to guide optimnm spacing of the well field. The Amended Application fonn lists the 
points of diversion for the 27 wells-twelve existing and up to fifteen new. These also arc 
described in Attachment B. 


A map of the M3 Eagle Project area with respect to the City ofEaglc Area ofImpact is 
attached as Exhibit I. 


A 1 :62,500 USGS Topographic Series base map locating the Project with regard to 
township, range, and seetion is attached as Exhibit 2. 


A map displaying the anticipated Project features is attached as lOxhibit 3. 
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Aquifer characteristics. Under the supervision ofhydrogeologis! Ed Squires of Hydro Logic, 
Inc. ("Hydro Logic"), M3 Eagle is evalnating ground water availability and development 
potential beneath the Project through a number of regional scale hydrogeologic, geophysical, and 
geological investigations. M3 Eagle's water rcsources plan includes: I) aquifer characterization, 
2) hydraulic testing, 3) geochemical modeling, 4) numerical modeling, and 5) ground water 
monitoring. M3 Eagle has enlisted Boise State University'S Geosciences Department and the 
University of Idaho's Department of Geological Sciences to conduct geophysical investigations 
and nnmcrical simulations, and to provide peer review of all of Hydro Logic's completed repolis. 
In addition, M3 Eagle has sponsored a Masters of Science thesis through the University ofldaho 
to construct an independent ground water model as an additional means to evaluate the effects of 
M3 Eagle's ground water development. 


Hydro Logic began the ground water studies in March 2006. Attached to this Amended 
Application as loxhibit 4 is Hydro Logic's May 4, 2007 M3 Eagle RegionaT Hydrogeologic 
Characterization North Ada. Canyon and Gem Counties, Idaho: Year-One Progress Report 
("Year I Progress RepOl1"). M3 Eagle already has made copies of this available to interested 
parties and to the Idaho Department ofWaler Resources C'lDWR"). Future M3 Eagle-sponsored 
research by Hydro Logic, including reports on structural geology, geochemical ground water 
modeling, water budget, and numerical ground water modeling, will be made available to the 
lDWR as these studies arc completed. It is anticipated that some of these reports will be 
available in time to SUppOlt lDWR's processing of this application. 


Further studies, including aquifer tests, arc planned. As a pari ofthis work, Hydro Logic has 
evaluated the results of other ground water investigations in the area. Hydro Logic is also 
developing a prospectus for a proposed long-term multiple-well aquifer test using existing wells 
on the Project property and adjacent domestic wells as observation wells and a proposed new 
production/test welJ as a pumping well. This prospectus will be submitted to IDWR. M3 Eagle 
anticipates that IDWR and nearby well owners/water users will participate in the testing. 


Reuse Water. M3 Eagle is collaborating with licensed professional engineers to develop a 
system to recapture and reuse wastewater accumulated by the Project. M3 Eagle will construct 
one or morc wastewater treatment plants that will treat sewage eftluent to Class A standards (i.e., 
potable), and lined ponds to hold the treated water until it is reused. All of this Reuse Water will 
be used within the Project for irrigating common areas, golf courses, parks, community gardens 
and similar areas, aesthetic storage, andlor (subject to future lDWR approval) aquifer recharge or 
aquifer storage and recovery. As Reuse Water becomes available, it wiil be provided for these 
pnrposes using water lines and facilities that are separate from the Project's potable water supply 
systems. 


M3 Eagle's existing surface and ground water rights. M3 Eagle holds 17.27 shares, and 
anticipates obtaining 0.66 additional shares, of stock in Farmers' Union Ditch Co., Ltd. (thc 
"Ditch Company"), a mutual irrigation company diverting water from the Boise River. These 
shares entitle M3 Eagle to delivery, as available, of3.94 cfs of flows during the ilTigation season 
for irrigation of approximately 197 acres in the southwest corner of the Project lands. These 
shares also entitle M3 Eagle to receive storage water under the Ditch Company's contracts with 
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. M3 Eagle intends to continue using the irrigation water to 
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which it is entitled under thcse shares on 197 acres of Projcct land to which they are appurtenant. 
1\13 Eagle anticipates that the lands to be served by the Ditch Company water will be primarily 
equestrian and common areas, as well as parks and ball fields. Descriptions of the Ditch 
Company water rights arc included in Attachment D. 


1\13 Eagle also holds various ground water rights, the most substantial being no. 63-10669, for 
2.22 cis to irrigate III acres in the southwest portion of the Project This water right appears to 
be supplemental to the Ditch Company water supply described above, 


Integrated water supply system. 1\13 Eagle plans to include all of its wells, water supply 
infrastructure, and water rights (with the exception of the Ditch Company and Reuse Water) in 
an integrated water supply system that it will operate (or establish a separate entily to operate) to 
supply the municipal uses, including residential irrigation, The Project's overall water system 
will also inclnde 11 non-potable component for non-residential irrigation and storage uses of 
Reuse Water, surface waler, and ground water. 1\13 Eagle intends, at some time in the future, to 
convey its water rights and water system to the City of Eagle ifthe City annexes the Project and 
is willing and able to serve the Planned Community. If the City of Eagle does not annex the 
Project, or is unwilling or unable to provide service, 1\13 Eagle will operate the water system 
itself or will form or contract with another appropriate public water provider, such as a private 
utility, to operate andlor own it 


Water conservation measures. 1\13 Eagle will implement water conservation programs and 
integrate them into the Projecl's design, These programs may include measures such as 
mandating xeric landscaping and minimal lawn sizes, Althongh this Amended Application does 
not assume that alternate day or similar watering restrictions will be imposed, M3 Eagle believes 
such techniques should be imposed provided there is community sUPPOtt for them, L',U water 
diversions in the Planned Community will be metered, M3 Eagle will encourage or impose 
water fce structures that increase charges with increasing water use from all water sources, 


Elements of 1\13 Eagle's water conservation programs currently under consideration include the 
following: 


1, Require metering of all water sources and service connections, including all residential 
use and other irrigation il'om ground water, and charge users at rates that are comparable 
to municipal waler rates in the Treasure Valley, 


2, Provide a separate system o[water supply pipes and pumps for Reuse Water and Ditch 
Company water for irrigation use. To the extent it is available, all Reuse Water generated 
by the Project will be used to irrigate equestrian and common areas and golf courses; no 
Reuse Water wiII leave the Planned Community, 


3. Seck to limit turf in residential yards, multi-family projects, commercial projects and 
common areas to 50% of the landscapable area, The remainder would be non-irrigated or 
drip-irrigated landscaping, 


4, Limit the size of swimming pools, 
5, Require mulch in non-turf areas to rednce evaporation. 
6, Require drip irrigation for all non-turf areas, 
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7" Require automatic sprinkler systems and solid state irrigation controllers with multiple 
start/stop times and zone capabilities for all irrigations systems. 


8" Sponsor soil rnoisture monitoring program to assess irrigation needs. 
9" Regulate watering days and times based on time of year 
10. Require "water ,mari"' homes and buildings that use water efficient tixtures and 


appliances. 
11" Implement water budgets for established golf courses. 
12. Use native and drought tolerant plant materials that are acclimated to the area. 
13. Set water rates that provide incentives to usc less. 


Availability of surface water supplies. Because only it relatively small amount of M3 Eagle's 
property has appurtenant surface water under Ditch Company shares, and because additional 
surface water supplies may no! reasonably be made available to the Project lands, M3 Eagle is 
not subject, except on these limited acres, to certain ordinances or statutes purporting to require 
developers to install a separate nOll-potable water supply system for irrigation of lawns and 
landscaping" As noted above, however, M3 Eagle intends to give the same attention and controls 
to surface water use as it does ground water use so as to promote conservation and limit 
overwatering and waste of surface water supplies" M3 Eagle's aim is to promote water 
conservHtion fi'om all sources, and for all uses. 


Municipal put'poses, planning horizon, future ueeds. This Amended Application seeks to use 
water for municipal purposes as defined by I.e § 42-202B(6), which includes "water for 
residential, commercial, industrial. irrigation of parks and open space, and related purposes" . " ." 
The system serving the entire Planned Community wiiI be a "public water supply" as defined in 
l.C. § 39-103(12). Accordingly, M3 Eagle (or any lessee/assignee) will be a "municipal 
provider," which is: 


[a] corporation or association which supplies water for municipal 
purposes through a waler system regulated by the state ofldaho as 
a "public water supply" as described in section 39-103(12), Idaho 
Code. 


LC. § 42-20213(5)(0)2 Because this is a unified Planned Community project, and all proposed 
uses are within the definition in section 42-20213(6), all proposed "uses of ground water, and the 
Reuse Water, under this Amended Application will occur under the same municipal water right. 
In the future, M3 Eagle may seek to transfer its existing ground water rights to municipal uses as 
well. 


The 11'13 Eagle potable waler (i.e., ground water) system is planned to be fully integrated, with 
production from each well available for delivery to any part of the Projcct It is anticipated that 
all ground water deliveries will be minimally treated (i.e., disinfection only). Approved 
backflow prevention devices will be installed and a cross-connection control program will be 
implemented in all sprinkler systems using potable water and in portions of the Project where 


2 IfM3 Eagle's water rights and water supply system are ultimately conveyed to the City ofEagJe or some 
other public water provider, the successor wou!d presumably fall within one of I.e. § 42-202B(5)'$ other definitions 
of"municipaJ provider." 
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Ditch Company watcr or Reuse Water will be used fbI' irrigation. To the extent potable water 
will be needed i(lr public arca irrigation, it wili be supplied and metered into tbe irrigation 
system upstream of the treatment site. 


Generallv describedJ>l£~£ of tJ::;.C and service urea. This Amended Application 
proposes an initial place of lise and service area generally described as the approximately 6,010 
acre private parcel comprising the Planned Community site. See Exhibils~L!!lld 2. Such a 
general description is authorized by Idaho law, which states that a municipal provider's 


service area need not be described by legal description nor by 
description of every intended use in detail, but the area must be 
described with sufficient infonnation to identify the general 
location where the water under the water right is to be used and the 
types and quantities of uses that generally will be madc. 


I.e § 42-202(2). In addition, while this application makes every attempt to describe the types 
and amounts of water uses that will be involved, it does not describe every intended or potential 
use in detail. 


Project planning horizQn al)d reasonably anticip1!1&d future nee~ds. The water right 
sought here is intended to cover the full complement of water that is reasonably anticipated to be 
needed by the Project at full build-out (in 30 years)~ The water code provides: 


[a] water right held by a municipal provider to meet reasonably 
anticipated future needs shall be deemed to constitute a beneficial 
usc, and such rights shall not be lost or tbrfeited for nonuse unless 
the planning horizon speci iled in the license has expired and the 
quantity of water authorized for use under the license is no longer 
needed to meet reasonably anticipated future needs. 


I.e § 42-223(2). Full build-out of the Project is anticipated to take twenty years from the date 
the water permit is granted. However, because the exact date of full build-out can depend on a 
variety of factors, this Amended Application seeks a planning horizon of thirty years, which is 
well within a reasonable planning horizon for a municipal water right. 


Exhibit 5, attached hereto, descrihes the water supply system and amount of water needed for all 
anticipated uses. Exhibit 5,1 contains a flow chmt depicting the water supply system. Exhibits 
52 and 53 graphically depict estimated water demand cumulatively lor the project and by 
individual phase. Note that the project water demand is met by a combination of sources 
including existing surface water rights, the requested diversion from groundwater per this water 
rights application and reuse of this diverted groundwater. As a result, the demands shown in 
these exhibits arC greater than the diversions applied for in this application which reflects the 
reduction accomplished with the use of surface water rights and more importantly the use of 
treated effluent or reuse water tbr non-potable irrigation in place of additional groundwater 
diversion The charts in Exhibits 5A and 5.5 show annual ground water diversion and 
consumptive use estimates for the various uses within the Project, and Exhibit 5.6 shows the 
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estimated maximum daily ground water diversions during the irrigation season (i.e., the peak 
day). Finally, EJ<:higit 5.7 contains a spreadsheet showing the calculations used to supply the 
estimated water supply and use figures used in this Amended Application, including monthly 
demand estimates and a reasonable estimation of the Reuse Water the Project will generate. 


~ecific water usc descriptions. 


Domestic and commercial use (indoor). In this Amended Application, 
domestic and commercial usc refers to all water uses v\~thin or immediately associated with 
single-family homes, condominiums, apartments, townhouses, and other multi-family dwellings, 
schools, hotels and service facilities (such as fire and police), as well as all water uses in all 
commercial establishments and Planned Community management facilities. All housing is 
presumed to demand approximately 274 gallons per day per dwelling unit, a standard figure in 
the industry that is comparable to known water demand in the area. Uses for various commercial 
purposes arc also based on standard figures in the industTY. DailY peak hoUl' usage has been 
calculated as 292% oflhe daily average rates and maximum daily lIse is estimated at 150% of the 
average daily rates, both in accordance with standard reference data. This Second Amended 
Application seeks a permit for annual indoor potable water diversions of2,932 acre-feet with 
corresponding total annual indoor consumptive use expected to be 848 acre-feet. All of this 
potable water will be diverted from ground water. 


Irrigation of residential and commercial lawns and land,caping (exterior 
use) (through the potable system). Irrigation of residential and commercial lawns and 
landscaping, including those associated with multi-family dwellings, will involve approximately 
487 acres. This irrigation water demand is estimated at 1,936 acre-feet with total annual 
consumptive use projected to be 1,627 acre-feet. Neither Ditch Company nor Reuse Water is 
being considered for residential or commercial irrigation. 


Irrigation ofpuhlic areas including common areas, community gardens, 
golf courses and ballfields, and storage for irrigation, aesthetics, wildlife, and recreational uses 
through non-potable delivery systems. The Project will havc approximately 765 acres of 
irrigated common area, including landscaped areas, community gardens, plant nurseries, 
balllields, playgrounds, and golf courses. The irrigation water demand for the 765 acres of 
common area irrigation is approximately 3,079 acre-feet per year, 1,660 acre-feet of which will 
be supplied from Reuse Water. In addition, the Project will have approximately 100 surface 
acres of ponds which will store 1,828 acre-feet of water while also providing aesthetic, wildlife, 
and recreational uses. This storage walcr demand will be fulfilled using Reuse Water as it 
becomes available and as ponds are constructed throughout the phasing of the Project, and wiD 
include diversions from wells as necessary. 


The overall diversion volume tor irrigation--whether golf course, residential, common area, or 
parks· ··will never exceed and is projected to be substantially less than the annual volume that 
would he diverted if all uses met the statutory diversion rate of 0.02 cfs/acre. To the extent that 
existing Diteh Company shares become available for use within the Project, and to thc extent that 
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more Reuse Water than estimated becomes availahle, the corresponding amounts of municipal 
ground water needed under this application at full build-out will be reduced, 


Warer storage in pondy, and diversions/ram storage for irrigation, 
aesthetics, wildlife, and recreation Ofihe approximately 1,828 acre-feet of water to be stored in 
ponds, approximately 1,000 acre-fcct are aesthetic ponds with the remainder 828 acre-teet 
expected to be active storage comprised of 225 acre-feet of operational storage and 603 acre-Ieet 
of efl:luent storage available fur daily release for irrigation and repeated refill. In addition, the 
ponds will provide [or aesthetic, wildlife, fire protection, and recreational uses, The precise pond 
phasing and locations have not yet been established, but they are expected to be excavated 
structures eutirely within the Planned Community and will comply with IDWR dam safety 
requirements if applicable, 


Storage and diversions }Tom storage ji)r residential and commercial uses 
and/iJrjire protection In addition to the open reservoirs described above, the project will 
incorporate approximately 3,14 million gallons of enclosed, drinking-water-quality storage into 
its potable domestic and commercial water supply system. Approximately 2,62 million gallons 
is expected to be active storage that will supplement supply from wells for peak hour domestic 
uses and irrigation and provide the storage necessary for fire protection flows, The total potable 
storage quantity of3,14 million gallons includes approximately 0,52 million gallons of inactive 
storage, representing an additional approximate twenty percent of the 2,62 million gailons of 
active storage, The locations of the storage tanks for these purposes have yet to be established, 
but will be within the Project area, It is possible that one or more of these tanks will be owned 
and operated jointly with the City of Eagle (if the City takes over water supply responsibilities 
for the Planned Community), in which case the locations could be jointly determined with the 
City, 


Ground water monitoring. M3 Eagle will monitor and report aquifer pressures, ground water 
levels in wells, production well flow rates, and total volume produced in each well it constructs 
pursuant to this application, The monitoring program will be described in a report to be prepared 
and updated by Hydro Logic, 


Compliance with Water Appropriation Rule 40.05. The Applicant's responses to the 
Additional Information Requirements of Rule 40.05 (IDAPA 37,()3,08.40,05) arc as follows: 


Rule 40,05(c)(;i) (plat showing springs and wells within 1/2 mile of proposed wells): 
The plat, which actualiy shows many more wells than those within 112 mile, is attached as 
Exhibit 6, 1, Exhibit 6.2 illustrates weI! density in the region, M3 Eagle is aware of no springs 
within the Project or within one-half milc outside the Project boundary, 


Rule 40,05(c)(iii) (desien. cOllstructio'b_or operation techniques to eliminate or reduce 
impacts on other water rights): See comments above concerning conservation and monitoring. 
As shown in Exhi,9it 6, the Project generally is remote trom most other wells in the area, Each 
wcll will be constructed with full-depth casing seals to the top of the aquifer to prevent waste and 
reduce the chance of interference with other wells, All wells will be constructed to meet or 
exceed lDWR's and the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality's ("lDEQ's") municipal 
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drinking water well standards. In addition, M3 Eagle's commitment to reuse treated waste water 
fur irrigation and aesthetic purposes is intended to reduce the Project's overall diversion volume 
frum the aquifer, thus further reducing the potential for adverse effects on existing and future 
water rights. 


Rule 40.0~{<D1igfonnation about sufficiency of water supJllxl See Exhibit 4 for Ilydru 
Logic's completed hydrogeologic characterization report. Hydro Logic will submit additional 
information as other in-prugrcss studies are completed. 


Rule 40.0~Ld)(i) (information about water requirements of proposed JlLoject); This 
information is discussed generally in this Attachment A and displayed in lull detail in Exhibit 5. 


Rule 40.05(d)(iDJiniixmation about aquifer properties}; This information is contained in 
!;:1fhibit 4. Additional information will be pl'Ovided as part of Hydl'O Logic's ongoing reports on 
the hydrogeologie It'amework beneath the Project and Sllrl'Ollnding area. 


J<.ulc 40.05(e)(i) (cppies of deeds, casements, l~as~s and similar"docllments); The 
relevant deeds are attached as Exhibit L J 


Rule 40.05(\U(ii) (copies of applications for other Ileedeg approvals); M3 Eagle will be 
filing as needed, or is seeking approvals and permits as reqnired, through various agencies, 
including, but not limited to, Ada County Highway District (ACHD), lDEQ, U.S. Environmemal 
Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers', U.S. Bureau of Land Management (ELM), Farmers Union Ditch Company, 
Idaho Department ofTransportatiol1 (lTD), City of Eagle and the Eagle Sewer District. These 
approvals and permits as required will cover the public drinking water supply; wastewater 
colkction and wastewater reuse; non-potable irrigation water use; transportation system 
approvals; Nationwide Section 404 permit; construction plan approvals; notice of intent to 
construct, and storm water pollution prevention plans. 


M3 Eagle also has received approval of its applications to the City of Eagle for 
annexation, zoning approvals, and comprehensive pJan amendments. The development 
agreement between the City of Eagle and M3 Eagle was recorded with the Ada County Recorder 
on December 27, 2007. M3 Eagle's applications and other permit materials are available from 
M3 Eagle's counsel upon request. 


M} Eagle also anticipates filing a water right application andior a water right transfer 
application to serve certain vineyards that the applicant intends to pursue. 


Rule 40.05(t)(i) (finaneiai .statement or financial commitment letter): M3 Eagle is 
attaching a financial statement as Exhibit 8. 


1 As of August 27,2007, title to one 10 acre parcel ofland proposed for inclusion within the Project is in 
escrow and M3 Eagle therefore does not yet own the parcel. Nevertheless, because this parcel represents less than 
0,17% of tile Project's land area, and because closing on this parcells expected to occur prior to approval of tile 
proposed water right permit, IDWR staff has indicated that this Amended Application is considered complete. More 
information regarding this parcel is available upon request. 
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Rule 4Q,Q:;{f)(ii) (plaus. specifications. and estimated construction costs): Plans and 
technical specifications f(lr the wells arc included in Hydro Logic's repolt, Exhibit 4. The 
Planned Community's overall concept design is shown in Exhibit 3. Detailed building and 
engineering phU1S and drawings will be made available upon request. but these will not be 
completed until after necessary approvals arc obtained. 


Estimated costs of ground water supply wells are as f()llows:" 


7 wells averaging 550 feet deep X $350/ft = -$ 1.5M 
7 pumping tests X 10K = -$ 0.7M 


7 pumping plants X $ 60K = ~$ OA2M 
7 fully equipped pump houses X S200K = ~$I .5M 


Geotechnical insnection and services ~ ~~$ O.2M ______ ~ __ ._~_.~ __ ~.. __ x_~_~::.==::=_.:="__ __ __2c=:==__ 
Total estimated costs for wells ~ -$ 4.3M 


As detailed in Exhibit2, estimated costs for the potable watcr supply system arc $44.5 
million, with an additional $J2.4million for the pressurized irrigation system, and $44 million 
for the wastewater treatment plant and other sewer infrastructure. 


Rule 40.05(g) (information relative to the local public interest): This information is being 
compiled relative to the applications for approvals mentioned above~ M3 Eagle will make these 
comments available when they are received. In the meantime, Exhibit 10 lists the presentations 
M3 Eagle has made or the entities to whom it has provided intonnation concerning the Project. 


Sumnlarv 


Wells: 


Irrigation: 


Housing and commercial: 


Up to 27 water supply wellsplus 3 permanent multi
completion monitoring wells. 


1,252 total acres, including irrigated residential and 
commcrciallandscaping, common areas, community 
gardens, and gol f facilities, with 197 acres irrigated under 
Ditch Company shares; plus, approximately 100 surface 
acrcs of ponds and water amenities associated with these. 


7,153 housing unit equivalents including incidental 
residential irrigation; 1.2 million square feet of commercial 
space, services, and related commercial uses, schools and 
hotels. 


4 As noted earlier, although M3 Eag!e requests 15 new points of diversion (wells) in this Amended 
Application, given the Cllrrent level of understanding of the aquifer system beneath the Project, it is hoped that the 
needed water supply can be provided from a minimum of7 weJls. The 15 points of diversion requested are to 
provide for the scenario that wells are not as productive as predicted or to remedy cases where wells are lIeeded 
adjacent to specific uses which cannot now be determined. 
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Peak diversion rate: 


Average diversion rate: 


Storage: 


Yearly acre-fcet diverted 
from ground water: 


Yearly ground water 


18 ii'om grouud water during the peak day of the 
irrigation season. 


9.03 cis from ground water (averaged over 365 days) 


Approximately] 00 surface acres (1,828 acre-feet total; 828 
acre-feet active storage) of ponds on private land to fill, 
divert from, and refill for irrigation of common areas and 
parks (induding golf courses), irrigation storage, aesthetics, 
wildlife, and recreation. Approximately 2.62 million 
gallons of enclosed active storage for domestic uses and 
fire protection in housing and commercial areas. 


6,535 acre-feel. 


consumptive use: 5,381 acre-fcet (3,829 acre-feet of direct ground water 
diversions; 1,552 acre-feet of Reuse Water) 


Yearly Reuse Walcr supply: 1,818 acre-feet of effluent generation, with 1,660 acre-feet 
ofReusc Watcr availablc for non-potable irrigation utler 
158 acre-feet of evaporation from storage ponds. 
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Type of Use 


Indoor Potable 


n •• A. ".1 and 


rc 
[\"abk Irrigation 


Public Area Non-
Potable Irrigation 


L, "I' U' 


Irrigation 
season total 


Non~irrigntion 


season total 


TOTAL 


Well 


Estimated well diversion and consumptive use (C.U.) amounts for 
M3 Eagle's Planned Community at build-out 


Peak Diversion Average I)ivel'sion Annual Diversion 
Rate R.~te Vol. 
(efs) (efs) 


6J)& 4.05 2,932 


9.74 (wi 4.00 1,936 
illilfHigC1l1Cnt measures) 


6.27 2.93 1,419 


0.68 248 


23.18 5,563 


6.08 4JJ5 972 


23.18 9.03 
6,535 


(peak day) (365-day average) 
.... 


"" include credit for '0' I of 197 acres using Ditch (' '" 


Well diversions take Into account the planned use of Reuse Water. 


Annual c.e. 
(acre-fcct) 


848 


....... 


I 


350 


5,100 


281 


5,381 


Totals in this table and the narrative may not equal sum of components due to r()und~off. Totals are 
corre,ct quantities. 
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U M3-Eagle: A Summary of Projected 3D-Year Buildout Scena\_6t Residential Housing Units. Households, and Population' 


XUL1 Year 2 .Y.ur1. Vear 4 Y.uL§ Yu.r.! Year 7 Year 8. .Y.u.!.l Year 10 Year 11 Yudl ~ ~ YmJ! 
Total Residential Housing Units 161 323 484 747 1,011 1,274 1,538 1,803 2,067 2,371 2,675 2,978 3,321 3,664 4,001 


MultHamily residential housing uni1s 13 26 39 45 51 57 63 69 7S 92 109 126 156 186 216 
Slngle..family residential housing units 148 297 445 702 960 1,217 1,475 1,734 1,992 2,279 2,566 2)352 3,165 3,473 3,791 


Annua! Residential Housing Additions: 161 162 161 263 264 263 264 265 264 304 304 303 343 343 343 
Mu!tl-famHy housing additions: 13 13 13 6 6 6 6 6 6 17 17 17 30 30 30 
Single-family housing additlons: 148 149 148 257 258 257 258 259 258 287 287 28S 313 313 313 


Total Residential Housing Units 
less Uf'IOCCtIpied Residential Housing Units 


Residential Households: 
Family Households: 
Non-Family Households: 


AY8@g0 Household Size: 
Average Fam1!y Household Size: 
Average NoTt-Family Household Size: 


Projected Total Population: 
Estimated Number of Schoof Age Children: 


School Aged Chl!dren per Household: 


Total Residential Housing Units 
Multi-famUy residential hoosing units 
Single*famUy residential housing units 


Annual Residential Housing Additions: 
MultJ.family housing additions: 
Single-famlly housing additions: 


Total ResIdential Housing Units 
less Unoccupied ResJdefltiaJ Housing Units 


Residential Households 
Family Households: 
Non-Family Households: 


Ayerage Household Size: 


Average Family Hoosaho!a Size: 
Average Non*Family Household Size: 


Projected Total Population: 


Estimated Number of School Age Children: 


School Aged Children per Household: 


151 
3 


158 


127 
31 


2,82 
3.12 
1.58 


444 


.00 


0.692 


323 484 747 1,011 1,274 1,538 1,803 2,057 2,371 2,675 2,978 3,3ll 3,564 4,007 
7 W U m ~ 31 • U Q M W • n w 


315 474 732 991 1,249 1,507 1,757 2,026 2,324 2,522 2,918 3,255 3,591 3,927 


255 381 589 798 1,005 1,213 1,422 1,631 1,870 2,110 2,349 2,620 2,891 3,161 
62 92 143 193 243 294 345 395 453 511 559 635 700 766 


ZD ~ aN ~ ~ VI 2n v. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2_ 
3.12 3.12 3.06 3.0$ 3.06 3.00 3,00 3.00 2Ji4 2,94 2'.94 LtHi 2.8:8 2.8.8 
1.9 1,M 1.$ 1.~ 1.55 1.~ 1.~ 1.~ '.49 'AS 1.49 1.46 1.~ 1AI 


892 


219 


0.692 


1,336 


>28 


0.692 


2,020 


497 


0.679 


2,735 


673 


0.679 


3.446 


848 


o.s79 


4,085 


1,004 


0.666 


4,788 


1,177 


0,666 


5,490 


1,349 


0.666 


6,181 


1,517 


0.653 


6,973 


1,712 


0,653 


7,763 


1,$06 


0.553 


8,462 


2,06{) 


0$39 


9,336 


2,294 


0,639 


W,210 


2.,509 


OJS39 


:t:ur...!! Year 17 Year 18 ~ Year 20 Y£iI:ll 
5,788 


339 
5,449 


Yearn Year23 ~ Yur25 Xmli ~, .Y.u!.l1! Year29 XiarSO 


4,350 
246 


4,104 


343 
30 


313 


4,350 
87 


4,263 


3,432 
831 


4,693 
276 


4,417 


343 
30 


313 


4 r 693 
94 


4,599 


3,702 
897 


5,037 
306 


4,731 


344 
30 


314 


5,037 
101 


4/936 


3,974 
953 


5,287 
317 


4,970 


250 
11 


239 


5,287 
100 


5,181 


4,171 
1,010 


5,538 
328 


5,210 


251 
11 


240 


5,53S 
111 


5,427 


4,369 
1,058 


250 
11 


239 


5,788 
116 


5,672 


4,555 
1,106 


5,038 6.289 
350 351 


5,688 5,928 


250 251 
11 11 


239 240 


6,038 
121 


5 .. 917 


4,763 
1,154 


6,289 
126 


6,163 


4,961 
l,202 


0,539 
372 


6,167 


250 
11 


239 


6,539 
131 


6,408 


5,159 
1,250 


6,691 
378 


5,313 


152 
5 


146 


6r 691 
134 


6,557 


5,279 
1,279 


5,842 
384 


6,458 


151 
6 


145 


6.842 
137 


5,705 


5,398 
1,308 


6,993 
389 


6,604 


151 
5 


146 


6,993 


6,853 


5,517 
1,336 


7,047 
389 


6,658 


54 
o 


54 


7,100 
389 


6,711 


53 
o 


55 


7,153 
389 


6,764 


53 
o 


53 


7,047 1,100 71 153-


6,906 6,958 7.()lO 


5,559 5,501 5,643 
1,347 1,357 1,367 


2.58 2.58 2,58 256 2.55 2.56 2,54 2,54 2.54 2.52 2,52 2.52: 2.50 :a. 50 ZAS 
2,85 2.85 2.85 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.80 2,80 2.80 2.78 ;08 2J8 2.76 :US 2.76 
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M3-Eag1e Development 
Economic Impact Analysis & Den'lographic Forecast 


Significant Findings 


- The M3-Eagle Development of r .. .P~ and commercial development is 
slated to be constructed over a ~A~~Hsrrbuild-out of the M3-EagIe Project rt is 
anticipated that nearty 7,153 residential housing units (plus 500 lodging units 
associated with the commercial development of the project) will have been constructed 
along with a vilage center with ample commercial business opportunities that may not 
only serve the residents of the M3-Eagle Development but also provide services to 
other existing and future residences that are Ukely to be nearby. 


- It is projected tha~ at fuU build-oot the M3-Eagle Development will be home to nearly 
17,455 persons residing in 7,010 occupied housing unrts. (While 7,153 residential 
housing unrts are slated to be coostructed in the M3-Eagle Development, this study 
anticipates that at anyone time nearty 2.0 percent of those housing unrts, nearly 143 
unrts at full build-oot, will be vacant for one reason or another.) 


- At fuH build-out of the M3-Eagle Development rt is projected that nearty 81.0 percent of 
the households within the communUy will be family households, a characteristic that is 
similar to the currently existing demographics of the population in the City of Eagle. 
Furthennore, if the demographics of the future populations residing In the M3-EagIe 
Development continue to mirror that in the CUy of Eagle rt would follow, and rt is 
projected In this study, that approximately 70.7 percent of the family households with 
the M3-Eagle Development will be married-couple families. 


• In 20 years, It Is projected that the M3-Eagle Development wiU be home for nearly 4,290 
children of school age of which 4,050 will choose to attend the public school system. 
The remaining 240 school age children residing within the M3-Eag1e Development are 
expected to be erther home-schooled or attend private schocls. This economic impact 
analysis predicts that in the first five years of the M3-Eagle Development the number of 
school age children in the development will average 0.69 per household. By the tenth, 
fifteenth, and twentieth years of the project the number of school age children per 
household in M3-Eag1e is forecasted to decrease sUghtly to an average 0.64, 0.63, and 
0.62 school age children per household, respectively. 


- This economic impact analysis of the M3-Eagle Development projects that singie-parent 
family households will, on average, account for nearly 9.8 percent of the total 
households in the project (about 679 at M buikklut) of which 81.7 percen~ about 555 
households, would be single-parent householos with children under the age of 18. 


- The number of non..family households in the M3-Eagle Development is projected to 
comprise close to 19.5 percent (or nearly 1,367) of the projects projected 7,010 
occupied housing unrts in the twentieth year of the project 


- The M3-Eagle Development Is forecasted to yield a Significant stream of property tax 
revenues to those public service providers in the area that have property taxing 
authority. At the end of the first year ij is forecasted that M3-Eagle will yield close to 
$1.60 million in local property taxes. This estimate is based upon the sales of 
residential building lots, the value of the residential improvements (and also 
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commercial improvements) that are placed on the pmperty tax rolls at the end of the 
first calendar year of the project and the residential occupancy tax that will be levied on 
those residences that occupied for only part of a year. (All property tax estimates are 
expressed in 2006 dollars.) 


By the fifth-year of the M3-Eagle project it is projected that the development will yield 
nearly $8.85 million in local property taxes. In the tenth and twentieth years of the 
project the annual local property tax collections from the M3-EagIe Development are 
expected to be $20.44 millIOn and $36.99 million, respectively. 


At full build-out of the M3-Eagle Development the projected annual property tax revenues 
paid by properftes within M3-Eagle, at 2006 levy rates, would be: 


o $9.56 million to Ada County, 


o $14.52 million to the Meridian Schoo! District, 


o $320 million to the City of Eagle, 


o $4.52 million to the Eagle Fire Distric~ 


o $3.57 million to the Ada County Highway District, 


Additional, lesser, amounts will be paid to other property taxing authorities in the area. 


At full build-out of M3-Eagle it is projected that there wiH be 2,455 persons will be 
employed within the development Nearly 1,630 persons will be employed in the 
commercial floor space developed within M3-Eagle, another 344 persons are 
projected to be employed by the public schools on or near to the M3-EagIe site, and 
close to 481 residents of the development are projected to choose to work at home. 


• While a first glance the proposed M3-Eagle Development appears to be a development 
project that may be too big for the Boise market area. However, the M3-Eagle is slated 
to build its nearty 7,153 residential housing units over a 20 year timeframe - an 
average annual rate of 358 housing units per year over the 20 year life of the project. 


• The projected annual average increase in the number of residential housing units to be 
built at the M3-EagIe Development is unlikely to overwhelm the local housing market 
The M3-Eagle DevelOpment will add fewer residential housing units into the Ada 
County residential hOUSing market in one year (an average of 358 units per year) than 
the historic average over the past 10 years -2,632 per year. 


• The projected net fiscal impects (projected additional revenues, using 2006 property tax 
levy rates, with an adjustment made to the levy rate for the Meridian School District to 
reflect the effects of the Idaho Legislature's Summer 2006 property tax relief measure) 
minus the projected additional costs of providing public services) of M3-Eagle are 
universally positive. In the 20 year period to full build-out of M3-Eagle the projected 
total net fiscal impect to those public service providers affected by the project would be: 


o City of Eagle 


o Ada County 


o Ada County Highway District 


o Ada County Emergency Medical Services 


o Eagle Fire District 


o Meridian Joint School District #2 
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M3-Eagle Development 
A Planned Community 


Overview 


The M3 Companies has proposed the development of a planned mixed use community in 
Ada County, Idaho that will be incorporated into the city of Eagle, Idaho. 


It is the M3 Companies' vision that the developmen~ thereafter called either the M3-Eagle 
Development or M3-Eagle, would incorporate the amenities of a planned residential 
community consisting of neany 7,153 residences along with the development of near1y 1.2 
million square leet of commerciallmixed use space. It is anticipated that the M3-Eag1e 
project would be developed over a period of 20 years. 


The M3-Eag1e Development is planned as a quaUty residential environment with local 
recreational opportun~ies through the project's anticipated development of parks and open 
space areas. In addition, the development of on-~e commercial! mixed-use buildings will 
provide opportunities for many M3-Eagle residents to be employed within the project 


The M3-Eagle Developmenfs combination of residential housing, along with commercial 
businesses serving not only the local needs of the residents of the M3-Eagle, but also the 
needs of a broader regional marke~ and recreational opportunities within the community 
can foster an environment that many have thought could only be in our pas~ an 
environment of neighborhood and connection. An environment where one can work close 
to home, or at home. M3-Eagle will be an environment where many of the necessary 
convenience Items needed at home are as near as the local comer grocery store. An 
environment where there are many recreational opportunities at the local park or play field 
that is only a few blocks away. 


But M3-Eag1e will be much more than that With neany 1.19 million square feet of 
commerclaVmixed use floor space planned for the development M3-Eagle can offer an 
environment where one can truly work within their community. To date M3-EagIe is the only 
deveiopment proposal in the Boise Metro area to incorporate a commercial component that 
can attract and accommodate a meOlUm to large basic industry employer. 


In addition, because of the increased capabiUty of the communications technologies that 
are available today, the number of persons who are choosing to work at home is increasing 
rapidly. The M3-Eagle Developrnen~ along with the existing public service communications 
providers' will provide the necessary communications technical Infrastructure for those M3-
Eagle residents desiring the capability for a work-at-home opportunity, as well as the local 
environmental annenities that will encourage M3-EagIe residents to stay at home. 


Purpose 


The M3 Companies are seeking development approvals for the M3-Eagle Deveiopnnenl A 
necessary condition of those approvals is an examination of the potential economic impact 
that the project may have on local public service providers. It is the desire of all parties, the 
developer as well as the pubOC service providers, that there are assurances as to the 
availability and adequacy of the public services and Infrastructure and to avoid adverse 
impacts on existing public facilities and services. Accordingly, a detailed economic impact 
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al1<llysls of the M3-Eagle Development was performed This economic impact analysis 
provides the developer as well as the CIty of Eagle and the other public service providers 
with: 1) Annual projections of the populatiOn and the number of households as well as the 
demographic composition of \hose househOlds, 2) An evaluation of the annual property tax 
revenues that the M3-Eagle Development will genecare for the City of Eagle, the Meridian 
School District. and other local public service providers with property taxing authority, and, 
3) an estimate of the costs that M3-EagIe Development may impose on public service 
providers In the form of new or Increased operating costs or Increased infrastructure needs. 


In addition, to the extent possible, this analysis will provide estimates of the additional 
annual maintenance expenses associated wHh the new or additional public service 
infrastructure necessaI)' for the provision of electricity; natural gas; telephone; domestic 
(potable) water supplies; saniIaJy sewers; streets and roadways; sidewalks and pathways; 
open spaces, parks, and landscaping; solid waste disposal; drainage and water quality 
facilities; lOCal libraries; tire protection services; emergency medical services; police 
protection; and public schools. 


One of the objectives of this analysis is to provide both the developer and the affected 
public service provider with an unbiased view of the probable property tax revenues that the 
M3-Eag1e Development wiD generate alon9 with an estimate of the cost of public services 
as a starting point for any negotiations concerning any "mitigation of negative economic 
impacts beyond the normally expected incremental impacts of development on affected 
municipalities and other agencies and/or districts: 


Therefore, for each of the public service providers examined in this analysis, under the 
caption of "mitigation, an estimate Is made of any potential negative economic extemality 
that could occur to others outside of the by the provision of public services to the 
developmen~ and a discussion is provided as to the potential need for mitigation measures 
to offset those negative externalities. 


Lastly, the add~ional maintenance expenses that may be associated with the provision of 
additional public service infrastructure within the M3-Eagle Development or directly added 
as a result of the estabUshment of the M3-Eagle Development as well those maintenance 
costs above a normally expected incremental Impact are examined as to the need for 
possible mijigation measures. 


Methodology 


This M3 Eagle Development Economic Impact Analysis addresses and examines both the 
initial capijal as well as the oogoing operational impacts upon public services. The specific 
public service providers which have property taxing authoIity within the area of the 
proposed M3-Eagle Development are listed below. This analysis will place particular 
emphasis on those public service providers that currently have, or would have with 
annexation into the City of Eagle, property taxing authority and provide services to the area 
where the M3 Eagle Development will be situated. 


Those public service providers are: 


The Ada County Highway District providing public services for the post initial 
construction maintenance of local streets, roadways, and sidewalks. 


Ada County providing law enforcement services to the unincorporated areas of the 
county, district court jail, juvenile detention, and PONce, fire, and paramedic 
dispatch services to all of Ada County, and general county government 
administration. 
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Ada County Emergency Medical Service providing EMT and ambulance services 
to county residents. 


The Eagle and Star Fire Districts 


The City of Eagle 


Mendian Joint School District #2 


Ada County Weed and Pest Extennination, and the 


Mosqu~o Abatement District 


In addition, there are other aspects of public services that are quite often of concern to the 
development authority that are not fully examined or fully discussed within this analysis. In 
the case of the M3-Eagle Development these could be: 


The provision of public parks and recreation Infrastructure and the impact of the 
development of M3-Eagle on parks, trails, and recreation opportunities extemal to 
the M3-Eagle Development as well as the availability and public access to parks, 
open space, pathways, trails, and landscaping within the M3-Eagle community. 


The potential impact on Ada County's solid waste disposal site at the Hidden 
Hollow Landfill, and the cost of providing solid waste pick-up, transportation, and 
disposal service to M3-Eagle. 


The availability and adequacy of central (potable) water systems and sanitary 
sewer systems for the M3-Eagle Development. 


The potential impact of the M3-Eagle Development on local imgation water 
districts and the availability of non-potable irrigation (NPI) water sources to the 
residents and businesses within the M3-Eagle. 


The impact that M3-Eagle may have on local air & water quality programs. 


The impact that the M3-Eagle Development may have upon the regulated public 
utilities that will service the residents and businesses within M3-Eagle. These 
wouid include services provided by the local electric (Idaho Power Company), 
natural gas (Intermountain Gas Company), and telephone ! communications 
(Owest) utilities. 


As often is the case with many greenfield planned communities or developments, such as 
the proposed M3-Eagle Development, they will be served initially by public infrastructure 
whiCh is financed and constructed by the developer. Only after the developer has provided 
for the project's initial public infrastructure (roadways, potable wailer systems, sanitary 
sewer systems and treatment, and the public utility infrastructure associated with the 
provision of electricity, natural gas, and telecommunications services) which are so 
necessary for the successful completion of the project, is the ownership of that public 
infrastructure ceded to the applicable public service provider. Sometimes, these transitions 
from developer owned infrastructure to ownership by the local public service provider is 
done in phases as the development is completed. Nevertheless, it is typically the case that 
the local public service provider will not incur the initial costs associated with the provision 
of this public infrastructure and will only experience an increase in its maintenance and 
repair expenditures after it has obtained ownership. 


However, when an addition to capital facilities is indicated, or if the analysis indicates that 
an incremental increase in a public service provider's operating costs is indicated this 
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analysis will, when appropriate, identify a cost equivalent to the M3-Eagle Development's 
share of that cost, where appropriate, For example, if a new elementary school is indicated 
for the area, that new school would be built with the capacity to serve 600 students, If the 
M3-Eagle Development only contributed an estimated 200 elementary school students to 
that school, this analysis would only allocate one-third of those new public service costs to 
the M3-Eagle project 


In this analysis the estimates of the additional, and ongoing, expanditures that may be 
incurred by the affected public service provider are estimated by applying cost factors 
developed from public information sources, from reports filed by those public service 
entities, or by interviews with knowledgeable offICials within those public service anm/es, 
Those potential information sources may include: the aforementioned interviews with 
representatives of the pUblic service provider, annual reports, budgets, or other information 
supplied to federal or state agencies by the public service provider that is subsequently 
available in other reporting venues, The cost factors determined in this process are then 
applied to those variables wilhin the M3-Eagle Development that would be cost 
determinants for that public service provider, For example: the additional street and 
roadway rrt8intenance expenses that would be born by the Ada County Highway District 
would be a function of the number of miles streets or roadways within M3-Eagle, 


Forecasts of revenues payable to the public service provider are also developed in this 
analysis, The major source of revenues for these entities is the property tax. The future 
property tax revenues generated by the residential and commercial property in the project 
are estimated by using the developer'S estimates of the market price range of each of the 
different hOme types proposed for the project and a projection of the number and types of 
homes to be completed in each year of the anticipated twenty year development timeframe 
of the project The torecast of future property tax revenues is diSCUSSed in greater detail in a 
section below, 


Time Periods Used in the Population Forecasts and Economic Impact Analvsis 


The time periods expressed in this analysiS represent static "snapshots" of the M3-Eagle 
Development at a point in time, These point-in-time "snapshots" do not correspond to a 
particular point or date on a calendar. Rather they are representations of a state of the 
project at year-end in each year of the anticipated twenty year development timeframe, 


As is always the case wilh a project of this size the initial construction at the M3-Eagle site 
would not get underway immediately, For example, if the necessary approvals were 
obtained that granted M3 the right to prooeed with the M3-Eagle Development. there would 
still be a period of time in which bids are solicited, responded to by construction companies, 
and finally chosen by M3 for the project's initial site preparabon work, Additional bids would 
be Solicited, responded to, and chosen for variOus parts of the project's infrastructure or for 
other phases of the development 


The uncertainty of the timeframe in which M3 Companies would receive approvals for the 
project as well as the uncertainty associated with the projecfs site preparation and the 
provision of the project's infrastructure makes besing this analysis on estimates of property 
tax revenues that may be obtained in a particular calendar year impractical. 


Therefore this analysis assumes that a period of site preparation and access improvements 
and infrastructure construction occurs, Thereafter, the construction and sales of new 
residences would commence, And, after a short period of time for home construction the 
M3-Eagle Development would see its first move-in of new residents, It is at that point that 
this analysis assumes tha starting of the clock which measures the changes in M3-Eagle's 
population and the number of households, the projected changes in property tax revenues, 
and the costs of providing public services to M3-Eagie residents, In this analysis that "Year 
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r point in time is one year after the first resident moves into the M3-Eag1e - it is not a 
particular calendar year. 


HOINever, because the value of property at year-end is what is certified into the county 
property tax rolls for the following fiscal year, this analysis presents the value of residential 
and commercial property at year~nd. The population and household estimates as well as 
the projected demographics of the population are all meant to be year-end figures, 


In this case forecasting population in the development so that figures correspond to a 
'snapshot" of the development in a particular calendar year can be too Inflexible, and is 
subjected to possible delaye that may occur as the initial stages of the project are 
developed, This methodology allows a high degree of forecast flexibility while allowing the 
forecast to maintain its relevance n there are changes in the development time schedule, 


All estimated property values in this analysis are expressed in 2006 dollars, There were no 
assumptions made as to the growth in future residential and commercial property values 
within the M3-Eagle Development In addition, ~ is assumed that every single family 
residence and two-thlrds of the multi-family residences in the M3 - Eagle development win 
be the primary residence of its owner/occupant and therefore be eligible for the $75,000 
residential property tax exemption. Further, this analysis maintains the value of the 
commercial property proposed for M3-Eagle at its original construction cost throughout the 
20-year period of the analysis, 


All of the assumptions mentioned above are conservative and win tend to reduoe the 
projected property taxes that wHI be forthcoming to those affected property taxing 
authorities from the M3-Eag1e Development 


Population & Demographic Forecasts 


The projected future population and households that will reside within M3-Eag1e 
Development are not likely to raise the overall population of Ada County, The M3-Eagle 
represents an a~mative choice for housing and environment for the many people who will 
in the future e~er decide to reside or to stay within Ada County, 


One could view the addition of planned communities In the Boise MSA (such as Harris 
Ranch, Avimor, and those proposed at Black's Creek southeast of Boise) as not a sufficient 
reason for ~er raising or lowering long-term expectations of the future population and 
household growth in the area, 


The future population within the residences of M3-EagIe would have made a choice to 
reside In the area and in all likelihood would have made the same choice about living in the 
Boise MSA if the housing opportunities that the M3-Eagle Development win provide were 
not available, 


The growth of the population in the region is, arguably, the most significant factor driving the 
demand for growth in public services, However; the composition of the population can 
have a significant impact on the degree and type of public services thet the public 
demands, For example: a relatively younger population will be less ftkely, than an older 
population, to demand increased leVels of funding for medical care and emergency medical 
services, On the other hand, a relatively older population may have little enthusiasm for 
increases in funding for public education, whereas the younger population, with a higher 
likelihood of having school age children would, 


In other words, the composition of the population is important for determining economic 
impacts, and especially the economic impacts on many public service providers, 
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Therefore, the population and household demographic projections performed for M3-Eagle 
Development were carefully prepered so as to accurately reflect the anticipated future 
composition of this proposed community. 


This analysis used population, household, and demographic parameters from the 2000 
Census of the local population In order to capture the demographic composition of the 
population that may be likely to reside with the M3-Eagle Development 


However, one should match the characteristics thaI the proposed community will possess 
with communities or neighboriloods with similar attributes in the local area. Some of the 
imporiant characteristics that are envisioned for M3-Eagle Development and that are 
imporian! for drawing comparisons to the demographics of other areas locally are the types 
of homes in the community and the number of homes of each type, and the projected 
selling priCe of each type of new home in the development, and the number of muttl-family 
homes in the development. 


While tt is known that mat1<eting efforts directed to target a ceriain demographic may 
chenge the future composition of the population in the development they may not capture 
that market segment The fundamental truth may be that the underlying characteristics of 
the population from which the community's new residents are to be drawn will be the 
determining factor which represents the basis of its future demographic composition. 


The homes proposed within M3-Eagle vary In size, amenities, and price. The M3-Eagle 
Development envisions that there would be, at full build-out of the project, nearty 4,657 
residences that would typically be classified as "single family detached" homes. These are 
the traditional one-residential-building-Is-equal-to-one-household home and would account 
for 65.1percent of the nearty 7,153 residences that are antiCipated to be built over the 
twenty year build-out of the project. 


In contrast, statistics from the 2000 U.S. Census reveal that on average, "single-family 
detached" hOmes represented 67.5 percent of the total housing stock in Ada County. The 
proposed housing mix for the M-3 Eagle Development is more akin to the 2000 Census 
figures found for the City of Eagle where the "single-family detached" residences accounted 
for nearly 74.4 percent of the total housing stock. Multi-family housing units within the 
proposed M-'l Eagle Development are slated to account for the remaining 24.3 percent of 
the developmenfs housing stock. This figure is greater than the 2000 Census findings for 
the City of Eagle where 14.2 percent of the total housing stock consisted of multi-family 
housing units. However, as proposed, the mix of single-family versus multi-family housing 
units within the M3-Eagle Development is close to the single-family (76.0 percent) versus 
multi-family (24.0 percent) housing mix found in the 2000 Census figures for the Boise MSA 
(Ada and Cenyon Counties). Within just Ada County the 2000 Census figures indicate that 
the mix of single-family versus muni-family housing was only slightly different with shares of 
74.0 percent versus 26.0 percent, respectively. 


The greater proportion of multi-family homes planed for the development, and the different 
demographic profile found in multi-family housing populations dictates that a proJection of 
future population and demographic profile of M3-Eagle Development can not be strictly 
constructed from statistics that are reflective of the population and demographic 
composition that was found for the City of Eagle at the 2000 Census. 


However, Idaho Economics expects that with the exception of a differing mix of single
family versus muttHamily housing the popUlation and demographic characteristics of the 
populations that are living in the City of Eagle will approximately reflect the population and 
demographic characteristics of those that will chose the M3-Eagle Development as a future 
place of residence. That being said, it is also true that because of the proposed size of the 
M3 - Eagle Development (at nearly 7,153 residences, or nearly 2.0 times greater than all of 
the residential housing units in the City of Eagle at the 2000 Census) it is likely that the 
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population and demographic charactenstics of M3-Eagle will be the leeding determinant of 
those characteristics for the City of Eagle. 


Another factor that was considered in constructing the projections of the future population 
and demographics of the M3-Eagle Development was the pries of the residential homes 
that are proposed to be buitt in the project. Home priess can act as a filler of the population 
such that future residents of the M3-Eagle community may not have a different 
demographic composition from that found in the City of Eagle or that found in Ada County 
as a whole. 


Because of these factors it was decided that utilizing 2000 Census demographic averages 
drawn from the City of Eagle or from Ada County as a whole would not accurately rellect or 
predict the future population and its demographic characteristics within the M3-Eagle 
Development In order to more accurately predict the future population and its composition 
wtthin the M3-Eagle Development a search was made for smaller areas of Ada County 
where the composition of the housing stock (single-family versus multi-family) and the value 
(pries) of that housing stock more accurately reflected the future condttions envisioned for 
the M3-Eagle Development 


Smaller geographic areas of the County were screened and eight areas were selected. For 
·these eight areas population and demographic statistics from the 2000 Census were 
assembled for an area one-half mile in diameter centered on a judgmenfally determined 
central point within this smaller "surrogate area". Again, these "surrogate areas·' are small 
residential areas of the County that appear to have characteristics that are similar to the 
residential housing proposed for the M3-Eagle Development 


The choice of these "surrogate" residential areas was based upon them having a similar 
proportion of mutti-family housing, having single family residential housing of newer vintage, 
housing with the characteristics of similar size and value, and housing within residential 
developments with a degree of amenities that may be comparable to those that will be 
found in M3-Eagle. The selected "surrogate" residential areas were then examined using 
data from the 2000 US Census to develop a profile of the population and households 
therein. These profiles were then utilized to construct a composite profile of the future 
population and househOld characteristics of the M3-Eagle project. 


The demographic profiles of these eight "surrogate areas" in Ada County chosen to 
represent the future composition of the M3-Eagle Development as well as a comparison of 
the population and demographic characteristics of the Untted States, the Stete of Idaho, the 
Boise MSA, Ada County, the City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, can be found in Appendix 
A of this report 


The population forecast, which is summarized in Table 1 below, indicates that at year-end 
of the twentieth year of the M3-Eagle Development nearly 17,455 of Ada County's citizens 
would reside wtthin M3-Eagle. However, it is probable that not all of those housing unns will 
be occupied at anyone time. A few of the nearly 7,153 housing unns projected to be in 
place in the community at full build-out of the project are likely to be vacant And, because 
vacant housing unrts do not have populations that would need additional public services tt is 
prudent to estimate the number of vacant housing units that may occur. 


In order to estimate the number of potentially vacant housing units an examination of single 
family household vacancy rates was performed by examining the vacancy rates in the US 
Census Bureau's data obtained for the aforementioned "surrogate areas". The analysis of 
those residential areas encompassed both new and established single-family home 
developments. It was decided that for this analysis of vacancy rates only those vacant 
homes classified by the Census Bureau as either "Vacant for Sale" or 'Vacant - Held for 
Seasonal Use" were to be utilized to determine vacancy rate for the analysiS. 
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At the 2000 Census the average vacancy from the two classifications above was 2.2 
percent of the total housing stock in the eight surrogate areas examined, In contrast the 
vacancy rate in Ada County as a whole due to those two classifications was 1,1, percent 
while in the Boise MSA (Ada and Canyon counties) the vacancy rate was 3,1 percent 


A vacancy rate of 2,0 percent was adopted as the likely representation of the future 
vacancies for the residential housing units in the M3-Eagle Development In contrast, at the 
2000 Census nearly 4,3 percent of Ada County's residential housing units were vacant Of 
course, rental housing in Ada County had a much higher vacancy rate - 5,1 percent But, it 
was also found from the Census data that owner occupied housing units in the County had 
a vacancy rate the! is quite close to the standard adopted for the M3-Eagle Development, 
1,8 percent 


WIth 2,0 percent of the M3-Eagle hOUSing stock expected to be vacant at anyone time 
there would be nearly 33 vacant housing units out of the nearly 1,666 housing units 
expacted to be In place at M3-Eagle at the end of the fifth yeaL At year-end of the tenth, 
fifteenth, and twentieth years it is estimated that 80, 123, and 143 housing units within the 
M3-Eagle Development will be vacant for one reason or another, 


Table 1, below details the projected future annual total number of housing units, the 
number of occupied and vacant housing units, the expected population, and the number of 
households In the proposed M3-Eagle Development at year-end for each year of the 
twenty years until the anticipated full build-oU1 of the project 


Table 1 
M3.Eagle Development 


Projected Total, Occupied, and Vacant Housing Units, 
Households, and POl:!ulation at Year-end 


Projected Housing Units Population & Households 


Total Occupied I Vacant 
I 


Housing Housing , Housing Number of Total , 
Year 


, 
Unl1s !!!!!!! Units , Households Population , , 


1 239 234 : , 5 234 661 
2 478 468 i 10 468 1,312 
3 872 855 ! 17 855 2,375 
4 1,259 1,244 I 25 1,244 3,422 
5 1,666 1,633 I , 33 1,633 4,447 
6 2,063 2,022 : 41 2,022 5,452 
7 2,459 2,410 ! 49 2,410 6,436 
8 2,974 2,915 i 59 2,915 7,706 
9 3,489 3,419 i , 70 3,419 8,946 
10 4,004 3,924 1 80 3,924 10,163 
11 4,519 4,429 : 90 4,429 11,426 
12 5,034 4,9331 101 4,933 12,677 
13 5,409 5,301 I 108 5,301 13,571 
14 5,786 5,670 i , 116 5,670 14,458 
15 6,164 6,041 ! 123 6,041 15,345 
16 6,538 6,407 ! 131 6,407 16,209 
17 6,912 6,774 ! 138 6,774 17,069 , 


6,852 18 6,992 6,852 I 140 17,199 
19 7,073 6,932 j 141 6,932 17,331 
20 7,153 7,010 ! 143 7,010 17,455 
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It is anticipated that during the first five years of the M3-Eagle Development nearly 1,666 
housing units will be constructed with a total population of 4,447 residing in the 
development at year -end of the fifth yeaL Between the fifth and tenth years it is projected 
that an additional 2,338 housing units will addad bringing the total housing count at year
end of the tenth year to 4,004 with a total projectad population of 10,163, 


In the fIVe years between the tenth and fifteenth year of the project the pace of housing 
construction remains strong with the addition of nearly 2,160 housing units and an 
expected population gain of close to 5,182 over this five-year span. At year end of the 
fifteenth year of the M3--Eagle development it is expected that 6,164 residential housing 
units will be in place with a total estimated population of 15,345. 


In the last five years before full build-out of the M3--Eagle Development, between the 
fifteenth and twentieth years, it is expected that 989 addition housing units will be 
constructed within the M3 Eagle project and that the population residing within the 
development will increase by an additional 2,110 from year -end levels of the fifteenth year. 


In total, at full build-out of the M3--Eagle Development Idaho Economics predicts that 
nearty 17,455 persons will be residing in the nearly 7,010 occupied residential housing units 
within the M3-Eagle community. 


The M3--Eagle Development and Ada County's Future Housing Demand: 


The initial impression of these projected population and household gains within the M3-
Eagle Development may be that the addition of nearty 7,153 housing units and a population 
gain of close to 17,455 may be impossible. However, the historical statistics of residential 
housing growth in Ada County during the last fifteen years (1990 - 2005) finds that nearty 
68,700 residential housing units have been added to the County's housing stock. If the 
slate of 7,153 housing units anticipated to be constructed over twenty years at the M3-
Eagle Development were compressed into a fifteen year timeframe it would represent only 
10.4 percent of the total historical housing additions in Ada County over the past fifteen 
years. (These historical statistics of housing additions in Ada County are detailed in 
Appendix B of this report.) 


While the M3--Eagle Development is a large project it is not a project that is so large that it 
will overwhelm the local housing market. Over the twenty year timeframe of the M3--Eagle 
development nearly 7,153 housing units are expected to be put in place. This represents an 
annual average addition of nearly 358 housing units in the M3--Eagle Development in each 
year of the project's twenty year time-frame. Today, that annual average pace of housing 
grOwih represents approximately one to one and one-half months of the residential housing 
permits being issued in the City of Meridian. 


Idaho Power Company's Summer 2005 State of Idaho and County Economic Forecasts 
predict that the number of households in Ada County will increase from approximately 
133,500 in 2005 to nearly 242,700 by the year 2030, a net gain of close to 109,000 
households and a forecasted population increase of 259,400 over the period. 


If one only considers the projected population and household growth in Ada County it is 
clear that the nearly 7,153 residences planned for the M3-Eagle Development only 
represent 7.5 percent of the total household additions that are projected for Ada County 
over the 2005 to 2030 period. Furthermore, if one were to consider the larger region from 
wihich a significant number of residents from adjacent counties that make the daily 
commute to Ada County's employment opportunities the 7,153 residential housing units 
proposed by the M3--Eagle Development represent a smaller 5.8 percent of the nearly 
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141,200 households that are expected to be added to Ada, Canyon, and Gem counties 
over the period 2005 to 2030. 


Table 2, provides a summary of the forecasted population and households in five-year 
increments for the period 2000 to 2030 from Idaho Power Company's Summer 2005 State 
of Idaho and County Economic Forecasts for Ada, Boise, Canyon, and Gem Counties, 


A complete set of the Idaho Power Company Summer 2005 Economic Forecast concepts 
ror Ada, Boise, Canyon, and Gem Counties can be round in Appendix D of this report, 


Pr9lected Characteristics of the M3 - Eagle Development.Households: 


At full bUBd-out of the M3-Eagle Development there wiU be nearly 7,010 occupied 
residential housing units (another 143 housing units are projected to be vacant at anyone 
time) with a total population of nearly 17,455. Based upon the demographic makeup of the 
surrogate areas used as a guide for tha projected demographics of the M3-Eagle 
Development nearly 80.0 percent, or about 5,643 househoids, of the projectad 7,010 
households in the development at full bulld-out will be family househOlds. The remaining 
1,367 hOusehOlds are classified as non-family households. The circumstances of non
family househOlds are most often single persons living alone or two or more unrelated 
individuals living together. 


Table 2 
Idaho Power Co. Summer 2005 State of Idaho and County Economic Forecast 


Forecasted Population and Households in Ada, Boise, Canyon, and Gem Counties 


2000 ~ 
, 


2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 , , , 
Ada County: 


, , , 
Population: 303,040 346,230 ! 386,720 428,820 479,480 541,180 605,650 


Absolute Change from 2005 POpUlation"", ....... , 40,490 82,590 133,2:50 194,950 259,420 


Households: 114,230 133.530 ! 150,410 166,330 187.040 213,490 242,650 
Absolute Change from 2005 Households.,. 


, 
16,880 -,~ 32,800 53,510 79,960 109,120 , 


Boise Coun~: 
, 
• , 


Population: 6,750 7,580 i 8.200 8,930 9,730 10,620 11,650 , 
Absolute Change from 2005 PopulatiofL 


, 
820 1,350 2,150 3,040 4,070 «, 


Households: 2.630 3,080 ! 3,400 3,730 4,090 4,500 4.910 , 
Absolute Change from 2005 HouseholdK .. 


, 
320 650 1,010 1.420 t,830 - -'-" .. f 


C@n~on CounJ.y: I , 
Population: 133,090 161,330 i 178,500 195,200 212,390 228,110 241,270 , 


Absolute Change from 2005 Population,", 
, 


17,170 33,870 51,050 68,780 79,940 ,." .. ,." , 
Households: 44,380 57,010 i 64,950 70,900 76,760 81,500 85,770 , 


Absolute Change from 2005 Households .. ,. 
, 


7,940 13,890 19,750 24,490 28,760 ......... .-, , 
GemCounW: , , 


• Population: 15,220 16,200 i , 17,110 18,160 19,180 19,820 20,400 
Absolute Change from 2005 Population 


, 
910 1,960 2,980 3,620 4,200 ••••• , •• •• · ••••• 1 , 


Households: 5,550 5.940 : , 6,320 6,690 7,050 7,250 7,430 
AbWute Change from 2005 HousehOlds ... 


, 
S80 750 1,110 1,310 1,490 ••••• d pJ 


• 
Total Ada, Boise. Ca!!Xo!l. & Gem !<ounties~ 


Population: 458,100 531,340 i , 590,530 651.110 720,780 799,730 878,970 
Absolute Change from 2005 Population. 


, 
59,190 119,770 189,440 268,390 347,630 


HouseholdS: 166,790 199:560\ 225,080 247,650 274,940 306,740 340,760 
Absolute Change from 2005 Households. '> 


, 
25,520 48,090 75,380 107,180 141,200 .n .... ,,{ 


Source: Idaho Power Company Summer 2005 State of Idaho and County Economic Forecast 
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In the first fIVe years of the M3-Eagle Development a is projected thai the average 
household size for all households will be approximately 2.79 persons per household, for 
family households in the development the average household size during the first five years 
is an estimated 3.18 persons per household with the non-family households having a 
smaller average of 1.57 persons per household. 


At the outset of the M3-Eagle Development, the projected number of average persons per 
household and the average number of persons per family household are somewhat lower, 
but similar, In the figures fOUnd for the City of Eagle in the 2000 Census - 2.98 average 
persons per househOld and 3.51 and 1.59 as the average number of persons per family 
and non-lamily household, respectively. And while the Cily of Eagle's average person per 
household is anywhere from 7.0 to 12.0 percent higher than the average number of 
persons per household in the State of Idaho, or the Boise MSA, Ada County, or the City of 
Eagle tt is not a phenomenon that is likely In hold in the long-term. 


There appear to be two major underlying !actors behind the City of Eagle's higher than 
average number of persons per household In the 2000 Census figures. First, is the fact that 
the number of muHi-family housing units in the City of Eagle is much smaller than that found 
in the county or any other cily that is nearby. Close to 74.4 percent of the total housing 
stock in the City of Eagle at the 2000 Census was considered In be single-family detached. 
Secondly, the City of Eagle has been successful in attracting married-couple families to 
reside in the community. Figures from the 2000 Census indicate that 80.8 percent of the 
households in the City of Eagle were classified as family households and that 70.7 percent 
of all households in Eagle were married-couple families. Both of these percentages are at 
least 10.0 percent higher than the shares found in either the State of Idaho, or the Boise 
MSA, or within Ada County. 


However, with an ever growing population it is seems unlikely that those higher than 
average persons per household figures can be maintained in the long-term. Flrs~ the 
number of multj..family housing units proposed for M3-Eagle will, in the longer-run, bring 
the mix of single family detached housing versus multi-family housing more into line with 
the shares that are found in other nearby areas of Ada County. Secondly, the overall trend 
In the number of persons per household is declining in Idaho and across the nation. Neither 
the area around the City of Eagle nor M3-Eagle will be immune from this trend. Therefore, 
this analysis assumes that the average persons per family household, per non-family 
household, and as a result the average overall number of persons per household in the 
M3-Eagle project will decline over time and approach levels that are closer to those 
expected for the State of Idaho and Ada County as a whole. 
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Table 3 


M3·Eagle Development 
Projected Total Households, Family & Non-Famlly Households, 


and Annual Average Persons Rer Familll & Non-Familll HQusehold 


Total Number of Numberef Average Persons Per 
Numbefof Family Non-Family Family Non-Family 


Year HQu!!l1/lold§ Hou$lI!lo!l!! 1:!Ql!§!!hgllli I:!QY5e/lglg !:lou§e!!o!d 
1 234 188 48 3.13 1.59 
2 488 377 91 3.10 1.58 
3 855 689 187 3.07 1.58 
4 1.244 1.002 243 3.04 1.55 
5 1,633 1,315 318 3.01 1.53 
6 2,022 1,627 394 2.98 1.52 
7 2,410 1,940 470 2.95 1.50 
8 2,915 2,347 588 2.92 1.49 
9 3,419 2,752 667 2.89 1.47 
10 3,924 3,159 765 2.86 1.46 
11 4,429 3,565 864 2.85 1.45 
12 4,933 3,971 962 2.84 1.45 
13 5,301 4.267 1,034 2.83 1,44 


14 5,670 4,564 1,106 2.82 1.44 
15 6,041 4,863 1,178 2.81 1.43 
16 6,407 5,158 1,249 2.80 1,43 


17 6,774 5,453 1,321 2.79 1.42 
18 6,852 5,516 1,336 2.78 1,41 


19 6,932 5,580 1,352 2.76 1.41 
20 7,010 5,643 1,367 2.75 lAO 


The forecasted average number or persons per household within M3-Eagle is expected to 
decline from an average of 2.83 in the firs1 year to an average of 2A9 persons per 
household in the twentieth year of the project. The number of persons per family household 
within M3-Eagle is also expected to decline in a similar fashion from a first year average of 
3.13 persons per househOld to 2.75 in the twentieth year of the project The forecasted 
annual average number of persons per family hOusehold, per non-family household, and 
the average number of persons per household for all households within M3-Eagle are 
shown below in Tables 3 and 4. 


Also shown in Table 4 are projections of the annual average number of school age children 
residing in M3-Eagle for the first twenty years of the project Estimates are also shown in 
Table 4 of the annual number of those school age children that would be likely to attend 
public and priVate school systems. 
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Table 4 


M3.Eagle Development 
Projected Total Population, Family & Non-Family Populations, 
and Childr!!n Atten!!ing eublic and Private Schools at Year-eud 


PrOjected Total Population and Projected School Attendance at 
Populations in Family & Public & Private Schools 
Non-Family Households , Children Children , , , 


Family i Non-Family School 
, 


in in , , , • 
T oml : Household! Household Age • Public Private • 


X!!! Population: Populatign I Population 
I 


Po~ulatjon I Schools SchoQls , , 
1 661 589 ! 72 162 ! 153 9 , , 
2 1,312 1,168 ! 144 322 : 305 17 , 
3 2,375 2,115 ! 260 583 1 551 32 
4 3,422 3,047 t 375 840 ! 794 46 
5 4,447 3,960 ! 487 1,092 : 1,032 60 
6 5,452 4,855: 597 , 1,339 J 1,266 73 , 
7 6,436 5,731 ! 705 1,581 1 1,494 87 
8 7,706 6,862 ! 844 1,893 i 1,789 104 
9 8,946 7,966 ! 980 2,198; 2,077 121 
10 10,163 9,049 i 1,113 2,496 I 2,359 137 , , 
11 11,426 10,170 : , 1,256 2,807 i 2,652 155 
12 12,677 11,283 ! 1,393 3,114 i 2,943 171 
13 13,571 12,079 ! 1,492 3,334 : 3,150 184 
14 14,458 12,869 ! 1,589 3,552 : 3,356 196 
15 15,345 13,658 ! 1,687 3,769 i 3,562 207 , , 
16 16,209 14,428 1 1,782 3,982 i 3,763 219 
17 17,069 15,193 ! 1,876 4,193 ! 3,962 231 
18 17,199 15,309 i 1,891 4,225 : 3,993 232 
19 17,331 15,426 ! 1,905 4,257 ! 4,023 234 
20 17,455 


, 
15,536 i 1,919 


, 
4,290 ; 4,050 240 


Table 5, below, summarizes the projections of the annual number of households within 
M3-Eagle broken out by household size, the number of persons residing in a household, 
This delineation of the projected number of households indicates that at full build-out nearly 
1,164, or 16,6 percent, out of the projected 7,010 occupied housing units are likely to be 
occupied by single person households. Two person households are predicted to account 
for nearly 2,399, or nearly 34,4 percent, of the nearly 7,010 occupied housing units at full 
build-out of the M3-Eagle Development. In total, single person and twp person households 
are expected to occupy nearly 51.0 percent of the residential housing projected for at the 
M3 - Eagle project. 


Three, four, and five person households are projected to account for 45.1 percent of the 
total households at full build-out of the project, with 5+ person households accounting for 
the remaining 4,1 percent. (Appendix C of this report provides additional detail of the 
forecasted population and households that are expected to occur within M3-Eagle over its 
twenty year timeframe to full build-out.) 
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Table 5 


M3·Eagle Development 
Projected Number of !:!Quseholds !Ill Size at Year-end 


Number of Households bll Size of Household 


Total 
, 


1 
, 2 • 3 I 4 


, 
5 


, 
6 7+ , • , , , 


I , , • , i 
Y"ar Households: Person I Person! i Persons l Persons I Persons I persons pgrsons 


i If! ! ! 
1 234 ~ 39 ! 80 i 38 ! 47 t 21 i 7 2 , , 


76 ! 93 ! • 2 4681 78 I 160 I 41 I 14 5 , , , 
140 ! 


, , 
3 855 : 142 : 293 I 171 I 75 : 26 9 , • • • • • 4 1,244 ! 207 ! 426 ! 203 : 248 i 110 ! 39 12 
5 1,633 t 271 : 559 i 267 i 326 i 144 i 51 16 


2,022 ! I 
692 f • 403 ! 178 ! 6 336 ! 330 ! 63 20 , , 4811 , 


7 2,410 ! 400 l 8251 394 : 212 I 75 24 , , , , , 
8 2.915 i 484 : 998 i 476 ! 581 : 2571 90 29 • , , 
9 3,419 ! 568 i 1,1701 558 : 682 : 301 : 108 34 
10 3,924 ! 652 i 1,343 i 641 ! 782 ! 345 : 122 39 


4,429 I 736 i 1,515 i 723 ! 883 ! 
, 


11 390 1 137 44 , , , , • • 12 4,933 ! 819 : 1,688 ! 8051 9831 434l 153 49 • • • , 
13 5,301 1 881 i 1,814 1 866 i 1,057 : 467: 164 53 
14 5,670 ! 942 I 1,940 ! 926 ! 1,130 i 499 ! 176 57 


6,041 ! I 
2,067 ! 987 ! 1,205 ! 532 ! 15 1,004 : 187 60 , , , • , 


564 ! 16 6,407 : 1,064 : 2,192 ! 1,046 : 1,277 : 198 64 , , • 17 6,774 i 1,125 i 2,318 i 1,106 : 1,351 i 596 : 210 68 , 
18 6,852 ! 1,138 i 2,345 i 1,119 ! 1,366 i 603 ! 212 68 
19 6,932 i 1,152 ! 2,372 ! 1,132 ! 1,382 ! 610 ! 215 69 , , , , 


1,396 ; 617 ; 20 7,010 ! 1,164 ! 2,399 ! 1,145 ! 217 70 


In Table 6, the projections of the annual number of households within M3-Eagle are further 
delineated with estimates of the annual number of households by age of the head of the 
household. 
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Table 6 


M3-Eagle Development 
~role~ted Number of Hoys!!holds !! Yel!r-end bl! Age of Held of Hous!!hold 


Proleeted Number 01 Hou.eholds by Age of Head of Houl.hold 
Total 


Age I Age I Age , Age ! 
~I 


Age ! Age , 
rut Houlthold. ~ ll:ll ~I ~i 66-74 ! ill , 


1 234 3 34 I 691 62, 291 17 : 19 , 
69 1 


, , 
571 


, 
2 468 61 139 ; 1241 34' 39 , I , 


62
1 


3 855 10 i 126 ' 254 ! 2261 105 ! 71 
4 1,244 15 ! 183 ! 370 ! 329 i 153 : 91 : 104 


20 : 
I 


486 ! 431 i 201 I 119 ! 5 1,633 240 : 136 I , , , 
6 2,022 24 i 298 i 601 I 534 I 248 : 147 I 169 , , , 
7 2,410 ~! 355 : 717 : 637 ' 296 i 176 1 201 , , 


770 I 8 2,915 0429 I 


1 ,~~; i 356 ! 213 ! 243 
I 


5031 9 3,419 41 : 903, 420 ! 249 ! 285 , , , 
1,036 ! 482 ! 286


1 
10 3,924 47 I 577 : 1,167 I 327 , , , , , 
11 4,429 53


1 


652 : 1,317 ! 1,170 ! 544 : 323, 370 
726 I 606 ! 


, 
12 4,933 59 


780 I 
1,467 ! 1,303 1 , 360 ! 412 


13 5,301 64 1 1,577 i 1,400 651 ' 387 ! 442 , 
6971 834 ! 


, , 
414 : 14 5,670 68 I 1,686 i 1,498 : 473 , , , 
441 1 15 6,041 73


1 


889 : 1,797, 1,596 i 742 : 504 
943 ! 


, , , 
16 6,407 77 1,905 i 1,692 i 787 ! 467 : 535 , , 
17 6,774 81 i 997 : 2,015 : 1,789 i 832 : 494 ! 565 
18 6,852 82 i 1,008 1 2,038: 1,810 I 642


1 
500 : 572 , , 


1,831 1 
I 


19 6,932 83
1 


1.020 2,062 : 852. 506 : 578 
1,0321 


, , , , 
20 7,010 84, 2.085 i 1,852 1 861 ! 511 : 565 , , 


Employment within the M3 - Eagle Development 


The M3-Eagle Development is planned to have nearly 1.19 million square feet of 
commercial business space within its boundaries. Commencing in the fourth and fifth years 
of the project M3-Eag1e has proposed to have in ptace each year 130,000 square feet of 
vnlage center/mixed use commercial space, And again in the eighth and ninth year of the 
project another 260,000 square feet of commercial business is space is proposed to be 
added each year. 


Commercial business space is proposed to be added to the project in a phased fashion as 
the development progresses toward full build-oul in the twentieth year. H is envisioned and 
it is possible that this commerci81 business space would not only be local-serving reta~ and 
service industries but also be the location of larger, regional serving businesses. 


A current example of this sort of development within Ada County may be the Silverstone 
and EI Dorado business parks that are currently being developing in Meridian at the 
southern comers of Eagle and Overland Roads. In the Silverstone and El Dorado examples 
there a mix of local serving retail establishments developed or in the process of being 
developed. These are eating and drinking places, banks, cred~ unions, and entertainment 
venues, At the same time these two business parks are the location of some basic industry 
finns that employ local workers to serve markets that are much larger than just the local 
area, Ada County, or the State of Idaho, Along with those finns, and because of its nearby 
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access to the interstate highway a series of hotels and lodging places have also developed 
with the area (There are currently three hotels under construction near the intersection of 
Eagle and Overland Roads, two within the business parks, one just outside.) 


Similarly, the M3-Eagle Development is a potential site of future commercial development 
of this kind. Underlying this potential is: First, the already ongoing population and household 
growih along the State Street corridor in West Eagle, Star, and Middleton in Canyon 
County, In addition, State Highway 16 - the Emmett highway, has become a major 
commuter route for the increasing number of residents in Gem County who are employed 
in Ada County businesses. The second underlying factor for success here is the gravity of 
the proposed M3-Eagle Development. A community of nearly 7,000 households, such as 
M3-Eagle, will attract Significant numbers of lOCal serving retail and service firms to the 
area. One only has to look to the west near the intersection of Eagle Road and State Street 
in Eagle to see an example of the gravitational attraction of a well thought out and fast 
growing community. 


Tha proposed commercial space at the M3-Eagle Development also represents a 
Significant employment potential for the residents of not only M3-Eagle but for all of 
Northwest Ada County. 


IdahO EconomiCS has made estimates of the potential employment at the commercial 
space proposed for the M3--Eagle Development This was done by using parameters of the 
average number of employees per square foot of commercial floor space by type of 
commercial activity. These parameters were developed by the U.S, Department of Energy 
using rigorous surveys of commercial buildings, in various industrieS, in different regions if 
the United States for the purpose of estimating energy use in commercial buildings. The 
Department of Energy updates its parameters on a periodic basis in order to keep them 
current with new building and employment trends. The parameters used in this analysis are 
the most current (of 1999 vintage) that are publicly available and are specific to the states in 
the Western US. Table 7. below, shows these parameters in terms of number of square 
feet of commercial floor space per employee in various commercial businesses Or 
inst~utions. 


Table 8 utilizes these parameters to estimate the total employment within the 1.19 million 
square feet of commercial floor space in the M3-Eagle Development at full build-out of the 
project in the twentieth year. It is estimated that there could be as many as 1,630 persons 
employed in the commercial space provided in the M3-Eagle Development at full build-out 
In eddition, because of the nearly 4,050 public school students projected to reside within 
M3-Eagle the public schools at the site also represent a significant source of employment 
within the project - an estimated 344 jobs at full build out of the M3-Eagle Development. 


Table 9, below, provides an annual breakout of the estimated employment at the 
developed commercial space in M3-Eagle as well as an estimate of the number of persons 
that would be employed at the public schools that be within the community. The public 
school employment is initially brought into the projections in a series of steps the! are 
roughly equivalent to the enrollment and employment parameters necessary to open an 
elementary school in the M3-Eagle Development However, after the eleventh year of the 
project the estimated public school employment is based upon the 2005 Meridian School 
District averages of 1 certified staff person for every 19 children enrolled and 1 uncertified 
staff for every 31 children enrolled. 
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Table 7 


Commercial Buidings 
Western US Average Sq. Ft. per Employee by Building Type 


Building Type 


Religious Worship 
Lodging Facilities 
Warehouse & Storage 
Public Assembly 
Retail (other than shopping Malls) 


Food Sales (Grocery Stor.s) 
Education 
Mercantile Stores (All) 
Other Commercial Buildings 
Enclosed & Strip Malls 
All Commercial FaCilities 
Service Providing Facilities 
Public Order & Safety 
Inpatient Heath Facilities 
Health Care (All) 
Food Service Establishments 
Office Facilities 
Outpatient Health Facilities 


Sqaure Footage 
per Employee 


2,059 
1,919 
1,685 
1,396 
1,021 
1,014 


969 
913 
841 
838 
823 
744 
686 
557 
469 
459 
416 
367 


Source: U,s. Dept of Energy, Energy Information Admln. HISS Commercial Energy Consumption Survey 


Table 8 


Projected Employment at the Proposed M3-Eagle Development 
Village Center, Mixed-Use and Commercial Buildings 


plus Public School Facilities at Full Build-out 


M3 -Eagle 
Estimated on Site 


Building Type Sguare Feet EmQloyment 


Community Center 22,000 20 
General Commercia! 405,000 490 
Food Sales (Grocery Stores) 128,000 160 
Retail 195,000 250 
Office Space 205,000 255 
Restaurant 25,000 90 
Office Space (Outpatient Health) 103,000 260 
Lodging Facilities 45,000 45 
Convenience Store 12,000 10 
Public Order & Safety 10,000 20 
Reliaious WorshiE 40,000 30 


Total Sq. Ft. or Employment 1,190,000 1,630 


Employment at Local Schools' 344 


Total Projected Employment. ............... 1,974 


• With the projected public school emo!lmen! from Tabla 4, above, anl.l2005 Menman School Dlstrict 


averages of 1 certlf1eo staff for every 19 children and 1 nc!l>certlf.ed staff member for ellery 31 students 
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Furthermore, Table 9 also ineorporates an estimate of the number of M3-Eagle residents 
that would work at home. At the 2000 Census nearly 4.6 percent of the employed working
age residents of Idaho worked from home. In Ada County, at the April 2000 US Census 
the percentage of persons working at home was a slightly lower 4.2 percent while in the 
City of Eagle tt was a significanUy higher 5.5 percent. Nationwide the percentage 01 
employed working-age residents that worked at home was 3.2 percent at the 2000 Census 
benchmark. 


The number of residents in M3-Eagle that are projected to work at home increases steadily 
as the population of the development increases throughout the twenty years until project 
build--out At the end of the first year 18 residents of M3-Eagle are projected to work from 
home. By the end of the fifth year the projected number haS increased to 90, and by the 
tenth and fifteenth year of the project the estimated number of M3-Eagle residents working 
at home has increased to 280 and 422, respectively. At fun build-out of the development 
Idaho Eeonomics estimates that 481 employed working-age residents of M3-Eagle will 
work from home. 


In total, Idaho Eeonomics estimates thet at the end of the fifth year of the project the 
number of persons employed in the commercial floor space developed wnhin the 
boundaries of the M3-Eagle Development will reach nearly 90. By the tenth and fifteenth 
year of the development onsUe employment at the commercial space wtthin M3-Eagle will 
reach 470 and 1,110, respectively. At full build-out of the project IT is projected that nearly 
1,630 persons will be employed within the eommercial floor space developed in M3-Eag!e. 
Another 344 persons are projected to be employed by the public schools on or near to the 
M3-Eagle SITe, and close to 481 residents of the development are prOjected to choose to 
work at home. In total, at full build-out of the M3-Eagle Development it is projected that 
nearly 2,455 persons will be employed therein. 
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Table 9 


Em[!loy:ment at the Ml-Eagle D2l!eloll.!!!ent 
Projected Employment In Developed Commercial Space at Ml - Eagle 


plus the Estimated Number of M3 - Eagle Residents Working at Home and 
Public School Employment on the M3 - Eagle Site by Year 


Projected Estimated Estimated 
Totel estimated Number of Projected Annual Total 


Commercial Total Persons Public Employment 
RoorSpace Commercial Working at School at the 


Ym (S9L!O[§ E~wl ~gIQ~men! lWI!! ~1112Ymem M3 " Eagl! S!1!! 


1 0 0 18 0 16 
2 0 0 36 0 36 
3 23,000 0 66 47 112 
4 46,000 60 94 67 222 
5 69,000 90 123 68 300 
6 92,000 130 150 107 367 
7 115,000 160 177 127 464 
8 190,000 260 212 152 624 
9 265,000 360 246 176 782 


10 340,000 470 260 200 949 
11 415,000 570 314 225 1,109 
12 490,000 670 349 249 1,266 
13 602,700 830 374 267 1,470 
14 707,100 970 398 284 1,652 
15 811,500 1,110 422 302 1,834 
16 915,900 1,250 447 319 2,015 
17 1,020,300 1,400 470 336 2,207 
18 1,114,700 1,530 474 339 2,343 
19 1,190,000 1,630 476 341 2,449 
20 1,190,000 1,630 461 344 2,455 


Forecasted Property Tax Revenues 


A forecast of the property tax revenues that would be generated by the residential and 
commercial properties in the M3-Eagle project was prepared in order to properly evaluate 
the fiscal impacts on the affected public service providers. 


In order to evaluate future property tax revenues a projected phasing of residential horne 
construction, by type of home wtth its respective average price, was provided by the 
developer to Idaho Economics. In addition, a phasing of the construction of the project's 
commerciaJ buildings, along wtth their estimated construction cost was also provided. 


For each year of the proposed twenty year buikklut of the M3-Eagle Development an 
estimate was made of the value of the constructlon put In place during that year in order to 
determine the year -end cumulative value of the land sold and the residential or commercial 
improvements upon that land. 


To determine the applicable properly taxes that would be assessed upon the M3-Eagle 
Development's residential property an examination was made at annual calendar year-end 
intervats after the initial rnove-in of the developmenfs first residents of the market value 
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(assuming the developer supplied estimated average selling price by home type) of the 
number of occupied and vacant homes that were completed, but not developer owned, that 
were in the project's housing stock. This total value of the housing stock within M3-Eagle 
represents the estimated total market value of the residential properties at that point in time. 


Using those figures, the number of completed homes at year end, an adjustment was 
made to the market value of those completed homes to account for the Idaho's 
homeowner's property tax exemption. In IdahO, an owner occupied residential property is 
entitled to a property tax 'homeowner's exemption' equal to either 50 percent of the value 
of the residential improvements on the land or $75,000, which ever is less. Given the 
estimated home prices supplied by the developer and the difference between this 
estimated market price for the completed home and the estimated market price for the 
residential building lot on which it is erected This analysis assumes that every residence in 
the M3-Eagle Development would qualify for a $75,000 homeowners exemption if ~ was 
'owner occupied". In other words, 50.0 percent of the value of the residential improvements 
was greater than property tax exemption maximum of $75,000. Therefore, in this analysis, 
a $75,000 homeowner's property tax exemption is assumed to apply to every residential 
property as if it were "owner occupied". 


In order, to maintain a conservative estimate of the future residential property tax revenues 
that would be received from the M3-Eagle project it was assumed that all single-family 
residential properties ~hin the development (owner occupied or nol, occupied or vacant) 
would qualify for the maximum $75,000 residential homeowners property tax exemption. In 
the case of the multi-family residential housing unlia proposed for M3-Eagle it is assumed in 
this analysis that two-thirds of the multi-family housing units would qualjfy for the $75,000 
maximum of the homeowner's residential property tax exemption. The remaining one-third 
of the multi-family housing units slated for the development are consider not to be "owner 
occupied" and therefore would not receive the property tax exemption. The subtraction of 
the homeowner's property tax exemption to the property's residential market value yields 
the property's "assessed value' - the value that is subjected to the residential property tax. 


Table 10, below, shows the forecasted number of calendar year-end residential housing 
units that are projected to be in place at the M3-Eagle Development for each year of the 
estimated twenty year build-out of the project, and the estimated total market value of that 
residential property, and the total assessed value of those properties against which the 
local property tax levy is applied to detenmine the annual property tax. 


The commercial properties at the M3-Eagle Development would be burn in stages over the 
twenty year period to full build-out of the project. It was assumed that the construction cost 
of the commercial properties was the "assessed value' that would be subjected to the local 
property tax. This represents a conservative assumption in that commercial property can 
also be valued and assessed for property tax purposes based upon the income stream that 
the property may produce annually. This second method usually yields a higher assessed 
value for the property and subsequently a higher annual property tax revenue stream that 
what is being assumed in this analysiS. In addition, the market value much of the fixtures 
and equipment in commercial businesses are treated as personal property and are 
separately assessed another fonm of the local property tax. This analYSis does not make 
any projections as to the annual personal property tax revenues that may in reality be 
forthcoming from the commercial properties envisioned to the M3-Eagle Development 
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Table 10 


M3-Eagle DeveloQment 
Projected Number of Residential Properties in Place at Year-end, 


the Estimated Total Market Value of Those Properties, 
and the Estimated Total Assessed Value ofthe Property 


Estimated Minus the Estimated 
Projected Total Tot.IV.lue Total 
Numberot Market Value of the Assessed Value 


R •• ldential of Completed Homeowners of Completed 
Properties Residential Property Tax Residential 


Year CO!!!llleted Prollertles Exemlltlon ProQerties 
I~ x 1 QQQ) Ii x 1,OQQl I~ x 1,QQQl 


1 239 $134,950 ($17,893) $117,057 


2 478 270,142 (35,852) 234,290 


3 872 492,543 (65,432) 427,111 


4 1,269 717,565 (95,190) 622,375 


5 1,666 942,586 (124,947) 817,639 


6 2,063 1,167,608 (154,705) 1,012,903 


7 2,459 1,393,091 (184,462) 1,208,629 


8 2,974 1,669,889 (223,070) 1,446,819 


9 3,489 1,946,686 (261,677) 1,685,009 
10 4,004 2,223,484 (300,285) 1,923,199 


11 4,519 2,500,281 (338,a92) 2,161,389 


12 5,034 2,776,867 (377,513) 2,399,354 


13 5,409 2,990,036 (405,687) 2,584,349 


14 5,786 3,202,141 (433,942) 2,768,199 


15 6,164 3,416,046 (462,316) 2,953,730 


16 6,538 3,628,666 (490,340) 3,138,326 
17 6,912 3,841,286 (518,364) 3,322,922 


18 6,992 3,893,969 (524,429) 3,369,540 


19 7,073 3,946,651 (530,493) 3,416,158 


20 7,153 $3,998,844 ($536,476) $3,462,368 


Table 11, below, shows the projected annual cumulative number of square feet of 
commercial floor space that is expacted to be in place within the M3-Eagle Development at 
year-end of each calendar year over the estimated twenty year build-out of the project, and 
the estimated total market value of that commercial property. In this case the assessed 
value of the commercial property, the value that would be subjected to the property tax, is 
the same as the market value of that property. There are no property tax exemptions that 
are subtracted in the valuation of commercial property. However, these estimated 
commercial valuations are based upon construction costs and are most likely understating 
the future true assessed value. 
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Table 11 
M3 - Eagle Develol!!!lent 


ProJected Commercial Square Footage in Place at Year-end, 
the Projected Total Market Value of Those Commercial Properties 


Estimated Estimated 
Projected Estimated Total Commercial 


Commercial Construction Assessed Value Property Value 
Square Cost of of Completed as a %. of the 
Footage Commercial Commercial Project's Total 


Year in Place Prolle!l!es Pr2ll!!rtiel! Assessed Value 
~~b!tu:~ feet) (ilSllEn ($x 1 0(0) (~x 1 000) 


1 0 $0 $0 0.0% 
2 a 0 0 0.0 
3 23,000 a 5,175 1.7 
4 46,000 225 10,350 2,4 
5 69,000 225 15,525 2.7 
6 92,000 225 20,700 2.9 
7 115,000 225 25,875 3.0 
8 190,000 225 42,750 4.1 
9 265,000 225 59,625 4.8 
10 340,000 225 76,500 5,4 


11 415,000 225 93,375 5.8 
12 490,000 225 110,250 6.1 
13 602,700 225 135,608 6.9 
14 707,100 225 159,098 7.5 
15 811,500 225 182,588 8.1 
16 915,900 225 206,078 8.5 
17 1,020,300 225 229,568 9.0 
18 1,114,700 225 250,808 9.6 
19 1,190,000 225 267,750 10.1 
20 1,190,000 225 267,750 10.0 


The proposed development will result in a significant increase in assessed value of the land 
within the M3-Eagle Development area. An examination of property tax records for a 
selected number of parcels within the area proposed for the M3-Eagle Development found 
that the current agricultural classification of much of the land produced a valuation for 
property purposes of $190 to $200 per acre. 


The development of the M3-Eagle project will create higher assessed values for property 
tax purposes as residential building lots, as homes, and as commercial properties. 


This analysis only considers the value of residential and commercial real property (the 
value of the land and Rs improvements) in the estimation of property tax revenues. As was 
mentioned above the value of personal property in the commercial businesses is exduded 
from this analysis. Likewise, any residential personal property that may be taxable is also 
excluded from values used to estimate future property tax revenues. Residential personal 
property is excluded from the analysis because household goods are exempt from personal 
property taxes and therefore the vast majority of the average household's personal property 
that could be considered taxable is exempted. Nevertheless, there undoubtedly will be 
some taxable residential personal property in the M3-Eagle community. However, the 
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potential property taxes on residential personal property in the development relative to the 
property tax revenues that will be COllected upon residential real property will not add 
significant amounts to the fiscal position of any affected taxing authority. This exclusion will 
tend to lower the projecled future property tax revenues that may be forthcoming from the 
MHagle Development. 


The Occupancy Tax: 


However, not all of the value of the residential or commercial property developed is taxable 
in the first year after its completion. Using the current year as an example, the value of the 
property on January 1, 2006 determines the property taxes to be paid for the fiscal year 
beginning October 1, 2006 and ending September 30, 2007. 


A home which is completed and occupied by Hs homeowner on August 1 of this year would 
not be on the tax rolls for the upccmlng fiscal year which begins on October 1, However, 
the homeowner does not totally get a free ride from property taxes in that first year. An 
interim property tax, an occupancy tax, Is assessed, The occupancy tax represents 
essentially the property tax levy applied to the pro-rata share of the home's taxable value 
based upon the portion of the calendar year that remains after the homeowner first 
occupies the home, 


Therefore, a home sold and occupied on August 1 of this year would pay an occupancy tax 
for the following fiscal year based upon the full value of the residential building lot plus the 
five twelfths (for the five months remaining in the calendar year) of the value of the 
residential improvements, Therefore, If the residential building lot represents 25 percent of 
the home's market value and there are fIVe months remaining in the calendar year, the 
residential occupancy tax would be about 56,3 percent of the full-year property tax. 


In the first year, the amount of occupancy tax that the public service provider receives is 
dependant on when the home was sold during the calendar year, Homes sold earlier in the 
year would pay a higher occupancy tax because a greater proportion of its assessed value 
is captured in the first year than would be the case for a home that was occupied in the last 
months of the year. 


When it comes to new home sales, not all months are created equal. An examination of 
Ada County residential real estate sales statistics found that the first four months were, on 
average, much weaker than the remaining months of the year in terms of residential home 
sales, Not surprisingly, the spring and summer months account for the largest proportion of 
the new home sales each year. The fall months, with the exception of November, remained 
relatively strong, Figure 1, below, displays the share of annual home sales that each 
calendar month represents in Ada County, Figure 1 represents the average percent of total 
annual residential home sales in Ada County over the ten year period 1996 - 2005 that 
each calendar month represents, 


If the future sales of new home sales in the M3-Eagle Development follow the pettern of 
past new home sales in Ada County, and if the residential lot price acccunts for 
approximately 40 percent of the home's market price, then one could find that the 
occupancy tax would collect, on a weighted average basis, produce nearly 48.2 percent of 
the revenues that would normally have come frcm the property tax. Homes sales in March, 
April, and May of the year would yield an occupancy tax that would collecl nearly 79,0 
percent of the normal property tax revenues, On the other hand, August, September, and 
October home sales will yield an occupancy tax that Is only 37,5 percent of what the fully 
assessed property tax would have been, 
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The occupancy tax is only assessed in the first year of a new home. After the first year the 
total market value of the property is put on to the county's property tax rolls at year.and. 


The projected property tax revenues that are shown on the following pages do not take into 
account this shortfall that occurs due the timing of the sale and homeowner occupancy. 
Therefore, this will cause the projected first-year property tax revenues to be overstated. 


As mentioned above, this analYSis of future property revenues from the M3-Eagle 
Development do not take into account the changes in the value of the land that will occur 
prior to residential homes being ccnstructed and sold. Prior to development much of the 
agr1culturalland in the M3-Eagle site will remain classified as agricultural lands and have a 
average assessed value of between $190 to $200 per acre. 


However, the transfonmation of these lands to a residential, but still vacant, building site by 
the developer will increase the assessed value of that land to a new, higher, market price -
the developers offering price for the building lot Here again, timing is key as to when these 
new residential building lots will be added to the property tax rolls. Nevertheless, this 
change in land use and ~s development will result in a increase in property values and can 
represent a significant increase in property tax revenues to the public service provider in the 
first years of the development Potentially for some public service providers providing 
property tax revenues prior to the need to provide increased levels of public services. This 
phenomenon is not likely to completely erase the entire shortfall in property tax revenues in 
the first year of the development, but it will most certainly ameliorate its impact. 


Table 12, below, summarizes the projected annual property taxes from residential and 
commercial properties slated to be in place at M3-Eagle through the first twenty years of 
the development for four major property taxing entities: Ada County, the City of Eagle, 
Meridian Joint School District #2, and the Ada County Highway DistJict. An estimate of the 
annual residential occupancy tax revenues is also included in these totals. 


In addition, the fiscal impact analysis does not take into acccunt riSing residential real estate 
prices and the increased assessed value of the previously sold residential properties. Home 
price inflation is an ongoing phenomenon in the Boise market An examination of residential 
real estate sales statistics in Ada County over the last ten years reveals that the average 
price of the new homes sold has increased at an annual average rate of 3.6 percent per 
year, and during the last five years at an annual average pace of 5.2 percent per year. The 
omission of ccnsideration for at least average home price increases On those previously 
sold homes will cause the projected property tax revenues herein to be understated. 
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Table 12 


M3-Eagle Develo~ment 
Projected Annual Property Tax Revenues 
from Residential & Commercial Properties 


and the Residential Occupancy Tax for Ada County, 
the City of Eagle, the Merdian Joint School District # 2, 


and the Ada County Highway District 


Projected Annual Property Tax Revenues <as Asses •• d)' 


Meridian Ada County 
Ada City of Joint School Highway 


Year County Eagle District #2 District 
Ih 1 000) ($x 1 000) !~ x 1,OOQ) Ii x 1 QQQ) 


$208.0 $69.5 $315.8 $77.5 


2 566.1 189.2 859.7 211.1 


3 994.8 332.5 1,510.7 371.0 


4 1,530.7 511.7 2,324.6 570.9 


5 2,044.7 683.6 3,105.3 762.6 


6 2,557.9 855.2 3,884.7 954.0 


7 3,071.9 1,026.9 4,665.2 1,145.7 


8 3,669.6 1,226.7 5,572.8 1,368.6 


9 4,336.5 1,449.7 6,585,4 1,617.3 


10 4,989.5 1,668.0 7,577.2 1,860.9 


11 5,642.6 1,886,4 8,569.0 2,104.5 


12 6,295.2 2,104.6 9,560.2 2,348.0 


13 6,873.4 2,297.9 10,438.3 2,563.6 


14 7,390.4 2,470.8 11,223.5 2,756.4 


15 7,923.6 2,649.0 12,033.2 2,955.3 


16 8,457.9 2,827.6 12,844.6 3,154.6 


17 8,990.4 3,005.7 13,653.2 3,353.2 


18 9,297.9 3,108.4 14,120.2 3,467.9 


19 9,420.4 3,149.3 14,306.2 3,513.6 


20 $9,560.7 $3,196.3 $14,519.4 $3,566.0 
........ ---- ......... _ .... _ ...... ---_ .... . -.. -_ .. _--- .. _----_ ...... . _----_ .. _----_ .... --- .... _---_ .. _-------_ .. -


20+ $9,550.4 $3,192.8 $14,503.7 $3,562.1 


• Projected Property taxes and residential occupancy taxes based upon 2006 levy rates and 


constant 2006 prices throughout the forecast period. 


A summary of the projected additional property tax revenues from M3-Eagle residential 
and commercial properties is shown in Table 13 below. A more detailed version of this lable 
with the forecasted annual property taxes from residential and commercial properties as 
well as a forecast of revenues from the residential occupancy tax forecast with annual detail 
of the changes in the projected total value of residential and commercial properties in M3-
Eagle can be found in Appendix E of this report. 


Idaho Economics projects that M3-Eagle will, at full build out of the project, provide nearly 
$36.86 million annual in ongoing property tax revenues to local public service providers. 
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Table 13 


Summary of Projected Prollertv Tax Revenues as Assessed 


&Year Summaries of Projected Property Tax Revenues 20-Year Total 


Property lax RQvenues from; 


Residential Prollert~: 
Total 


, 
Total Total Total Total • 


Taxing Authority Ye .... l - 5 i Y •• rs!! -10 Yea ... 11 -15 Y.ars 16 - 20 Years 1 - 20 , , , 
Ad,County $5,680,100 • $18,630,600 $32,944,000 $42,781,800 $100,036,300 i 
City of Eagle 1,898,900 , 6,226,400 11,013,700 14,302,500 33,443,500 , 
Meridian Joint School District #2 8,626,000 I 28,293,200 50,030,500 64,970,400 151,920,100 , 
Ada County Highway District 2,118,500 • 6,948,800 12,287,400 15,958.700 37,311,400 I 
Ad. County Emergency Medical 251,900 • 826,100 1,460,800 1,896,900 4,435,700 , 


• 
Eagle Fire ~istrict 2,683,700 • 8,802,700 15,565,700 20,214,100 47,266,200 I 
Mosquito Abatement District 61,300 I 200,900 355,100 461,200 1,078,500 , 
Ada County Weed & Pest Control 269,900 


, 
885,100 1,565,000 2,032,400 4752,400 , 


: 
Total $21,590,300 


, 
$70,815,800 $125,222,200 $162,615,800 $380,244,100 i 


Commercial PrOllertv: 
Taxing Authorltv Yea",1 - 5 : Years 6 -10 Years 11 -15 Vears 16 - 20 Years 1 - 20 , 


Ada County $79,400 
I 


$577,300 $1,743,400 $3,128,600 $5,528,700 , , 
City of Eagl. 26,600 • 192,900 582,900 1,046,000 1,846.400 • , 
Meridian Joint School District #2 120,700 


, 
876,600 2,547,700 4,751,300 8,396,300 , , 


Ada County Highway District 29,600 , 
215,300 650,300 1,166,900 2,062,100 , 


• Ada County Emergency Medical 3.600 
, 


25,700 77,300 138,800 245.400 , 
• Eagle Fir. District 37,600 , 272,600 823,800 1.478,200 2,612,200 • 


Mosquito Abstement District 800 
, 


6,200 18,700 , 33,700 59,400 • 
Ada County Weed & Pest Control 3,800 • 27,400 82,900 148,700 262,800 • 
Total $302,100 


! 
$2,194,000 $6,627,000 $11,892,200 $21,015,300 • ! 


Total Prollertv Tax Revenues: 
As Assessed Yoa,.1-5 • Vears 6 -10 Years 11 -15 Yea", 16 - 20 Vears 1 - 20 , 


• • 
Ada County $6,494,910 


, 
$20,132,710 $35,583,010 $46,441,210 $108,631,841 • • 


City of Eagle 2,171,353 • 6,730,423 11,889,323 15,526,023 36,317,123 I 
Meridian Joint School District #2 9,863,515 , 30,574,215 54,007,915 70,527,815 164,973,462 , 
Ada County Highway District 2,422,282 I 7,508,882 13,264,282 17,321,682 40,517,127 , 
Ada County Emergency Medical 288,238 


, 
892,838 1,576,938 2,059,338 • 4,817,354 , 


Eagle Fire District 3,068,820 
, 


9,512,120 16,803,220 21,943,220 51,327,379 , , 
Mosquito Abatement District 67,900 


, 
215,000 381,100 498,400 1,162,400 • , 


Ada County Weed & Pest Control 308,038 • 955,838 1,688,938 2,205,638 5,158,454 , 


Total $24,685,058 I $76,522,028 $135,174,728 $176,523,328 5412,905,140 
• 


As Received Vea", 1 • 5 ! Ve.r.S -10 Years 11 -15 Years 15·20 Yearsl-20 , 
Ad. County $5,344,279 • $18,625,310 $34,125,110 $46,727,260 $103,821,960 • , 
City of Eagle 1,788,541 • 6,226,523 11,408,623 15,287,323 34,709,110 I 
Meridian Joint School DI.trlct #2 8,116,014 • 28,285,165 51,824,215 69,443,585 157,668,960 • , 
Ada County Highway District 1,993,134 , 


6,946,632 12,727,982 17,055,382 38,723,129 • • Ada County Emergency Medical 237,195 • 826,038 1,513,188 2,027,638 4,604,060 • 
Eagle Fire District 2,525,128 • 8,799,970 16,123,820 21,605,820 49,054,737 • • 
Mosquito Abatement District 55,700 


, 
198,750 365,650 490,650 1,110}50 I 


Ada County Weed & Pest Control 253,395 • 884,266 1,620,588 2,171,738 4,930,010 , 
I 


Total $20,311,485 • $70,792,678 $129,709,178 $173,809,378 $394,622,717 , 
! 
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The Fiscal Impacts 


The following section of the report examines the fISCal imp8CIs that the MJ..EagJe 
Development may Impose on those public service providers in the community ProjeclkJns 
of future additional revenues, predominately property /ax revenues, are compared to 
anticipated or estimated changes In the future operating costs for public service providers. 


Many of the capital projects that are necessaty for the provision of public services are 
financed through the issuance of Iong·term debt obligations (bonds) that are issued by the 
affected public service provider. This analysis assumes that this method of paying for these 
long-term capital assets will remain as the preferred alternative. Further, this analysis only 
includes the costs of these types of long-term capital assets when it is clearly indicated that 
these assets are necessaty in the near..(enn and precipitated by the additional 
development. 


The analysis of eronomic and fiscal impacts of the public service providers that may be 
affected by the MJ..Eagle Development project are presented on the following pages. 


Property tax revenues shown below have been allocated so as to more closely reflect the 
actual time In which the public agencies would actually receive the monies. This analysis 
assumes that the property tax revenues that the taxing autholity will receive in a year shall 
be comprised of one half of the last year's property tax assessment and one half of the 
current year's property tax assessment. In addition, an adjustment has been made for the 
change in value of the farmland that is transfonned into devatopment property throughout 
the year. A fuller discussion of this "zero year" increase in property from the M3-EagJe 
development can be found in Appendix E at page E·28. 


1. City of Eagle 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact: + $ 23.20 Million 1"Twenty Years 


Other Revenue Sources: 


In addition to property tax revenues originating from the M3-Eagle Development the City of 
Eagle would be in receipt of other revenues that are routinely coUected on properties within 
the City of Eagle. These other revenues include: a franchise tax on gross sales of the 
electric and natural gas utilities, the solid waste collection services of AI1led Waste Services, 
and the sale of cable television services to the residents and businesses within the City of 
Eagle. Currently these franchise tax rates are 3.0 percent of the gross sales of the electric 
and natural gas utilities, 8.0 percent of the gross revenue of Nlied Waste Services for solid 
waste collection services in the City of Eagle, and 5.0 percent of the cable television sales 
to customers within Eagle's city Hmits. However, the electric utility franchise tax rate is 
slated to decrease to 1.0 percent after a repayment by the City of Eagle, from franchise fee 
revenues, to Idaho Power Company of some additional costs associated with an electric 
transmission line relocation and upgrade within the City. This repayment is expected to be 
completed in the year 2010. This analysis assumes a 1.0 percent franchise fee would apply 
to electric utility sales within the M3-Eagle Development. 


Using annual average electricity use per residential customer within Idaho POVoIe(S 
southern Idaho service area (12,740 kWh per year), and the average natural gas sales per 
residential customer within Intennountain Gas Company's service area (500 thenns) and 
current electric and natural gas prices (6.3 cents per kWh and $1.39 per therm, 
respectively) a estimate of the annual electrlcity and natura gas uUlity sales to each 
residential customer in the M3-Eag1e Development was obtained. The average M3-Eagle 
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residence would have an annual electric bill of $805 and a natural gas bill of nearly $695 of 
which the City of Eagle would receive 100 percent about $8000 per year, and 300 percent 
(about $20085), respectivelyo The franchise fees collected for solid waste collection services 
were estimated as a proportion of the electric utility (the only other utility subjected to a 
franchise fee that serves all households in the City pf Eagle) franchise tax receiput 


Franchise fees on cable television revenues were estimated assuming that 6500 percent of 
the househofds in the M3-Eagle Development accessed cable television and of those 
utilizing cable television services they had an annual average bill of $480 ($40 per month)o 
Annual City of Eagle franchise fee revenues from cable television services were then 
assumed to be 500 percent of the annual average bill per household, but applied to only 
6500 percent of the M3-Eagle householdso The estimates of franchise fee revenues from 
the solid waste collection service assumed 800 percent franchise fee was applied to a 
monthly average fee of $16 per household for solid waste collection serviceso 


Energy use by the commercial buildings within the M3-Eagle Development was estimated 
by using parameters of electricity and natural gas use per square foot of commercial 
building space by building type for buildings in the Mountain Census Region from the US 
Department of Energy's 1999 Survey on Commercial Energy Useo Energy usage in the 
M3-Eagle commercial buildings was then estimated using the US DOE electricity and 
natural gas use per square foot of commercial floor space times the total commercial floor 
spece in place in the M3-Eagle Development by year The annual electricity and natural 
gas sales to the commercial buildings in M3-Eagle were obtained by multiplying the 
estimated annual electricity and natural gas usage in the commercial buildings by the 
currenl electric and nalural gas priceso The City of Eagle's franchise fee revenues from the 
commercial buildings in the M3-Eeagle Development are obtained by applying a 100 
percent rale to electriCity sales and a 300 percent rate to the estimated annual natural gas 
sales M3-Eagle's commercial buildingso 


In the first ten years of the M3-Eagle Development it is estimated thai the City of Eagle 
would realize an additional $1.66 million in franchise fee revenues from properties within 
M3-Eagle Over the first twenty years of the M3-Eagle project the total additional franchise 
fee revenues to the City of Eagle are projected to top $8005 million. 


The estimated additional franchise fee revenues, by year, that the City of Eagle would 
receive from the electricity, natural gas, cable teleVision, and solid waste collection utilities 
to residents and businesses within the M3-Eagle Development are shown in Table 140 


The City of Eagle also collects building permit fees on residential and commercial buildings 
prier to their conslructiono The building permit fees on the residential housing proposed for 
the M3-Eagle Development are estimated to be nearly $7.74 million in the first ten years of 
the project and to surpass $13093 million in the twenty years until full build-oul of the M3-
Eagle Development Similarly, building permit fees paid to the City of Eagle for the 
commercial buildings in the M3-Eagle Development are projected to be nearly $23207 
thousand in the first ten years of the project and to surpass $664.7 thousand in the twenty 
years until full build-out of the M3-Eagle project. In total, it is conservatively estimated that 
the City of Eagle would realize nearly $14.60 million in addttional building permit fee 
revenues over the twenty years until full build-out of the M3-Eagle Development 


The projected additional building perma fee revenues, by year, that the City of Eagle would 
receive from residential and commercial construction at M3-Eagle are shown in Table 150 
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Year 


1 


2 
3 


4 


5 
6 


7 


8 


9 
10 
11 


12 


13 


14 


15 
16 


17 


18 
19 


20 


Total 


Table 14 


Projected Additional Franchise Fee Revenues to the City of Eagle 
as a Result of the M3-Eagle Development 


Pro"ected Franchise Fee Revenues from T olal Additional 


Electric Natural Gas Cable Solid Franchise Fee 


Utilitv Utilltv Television Waste Revenues 


$2,274 $5,690 $4,187 $4,810 $16,961 


4,557 11,401 8,389 9,637 33,984 


8,839 22,163 15,366 21,121 67,489 


13,143 32,982 22,385 32,653 101,162 


17,447 43,800 29,403 44,184 134,835 


21,751 54,619 36,422 55,716 168,507 


26,055 65,438 43,440 67,247 202,180 


32,663 82,136 52,654 89,145 256,598 


39,272 98,834 61,868 111,Q43 311,017 


45,880 115,532 71,(1.03 132,941 365,435 


52,488 132,230 80,297 154,838 419,854 


59,098 148,932 89,514 176,739 474,284 


65,236 164,535 96,377 201,623 527,771 


71,195 179,674 103,239 225,254 579,362 


77,169 194,851 110,130 248,917 631,067 


83,099 209,916 116,938 272,486 682,439 


89,029 224,982 123,746 296,054 733,811 


91,941 232,475 125,392 312,184 761,992 


94,420 238,842 126,991 325,381 785,633 


95,180 240,744 128,391 326,989 791,304 


$990,736 $2,499,775 $1,446,213 $3,108,962 $8,045,685 


Notes: Fn:mCi1ise lees assumed to be: 1.0% of electric utilily rOVflnues on residences and businesses in the City of Eagle, ;3 0% of nallJral gas 


utiilty rElvent.Jes. 5_0% of cable television revenues, end 8,0% of !he solid wasle collechon company's revenues. Annual average electicily 


use by households was assumed to be 1,001 kIM'! per month purchased at a rate of 6,3 cents per kWh, annual average natural gas use 


in residentlal households was assumed to be 500 lherms purchase(! at a rate of $1.39 par therm, cable letov,sicn revenues were 


assumed to be $40 per month per connected h<iUoohold with 65,0% of the f.13·Eag!e households using cable television GelVices, solid 


waste collOdion revenues were assumed to be $16 per M3-Eagle household per month, 


In addition to these sources of additional revenues to the City of Eagle from the 
development of the M3-Eagle Project the added population and property tax base of the 
M3-Eagle Development would allow the City of Eagle to receive a greater portion of the 
State of Idaho's sales tax revenues that are avai'~"le for revenue sharing with Idaho cities, 
In the last four quarters (2"" quarter 2005 thru the 1" quarter of 2006) the city of Eagle has 
received nearly $917,000 in revenue sharing from the State of Idaho, 


The revenue sharing dollars from the state of Idaho are allocated on the basis of each city's 
population and taxable property tax base, On a currently estimated population in the City of 
Eagle of 16,176 and a taxable property tax base of $1,655.9 million the City of Eagle 
receives approximately $28.33 per person from the State in revenues sharing dollars and 
$0.277 per $1,000 of taxable property value in the city. Assuming that the City of Eagle can 
maintain its share of the total popUlation and total taxable property value among all of the 
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cities in Idaho the M3-Eagle Development will allow Eagle to oommand a greater amount of 
the State's revenue sharing dollars. 


Table 15 
Projected Additional State of Idaho Revenue Sharing 


Allocated to the City of Eagle and Building Permit Fee Revenues 
Resulting from the M3-Eagle Oevelollment 


State 
Revenue Bulldlno Permit Fees 


year Sharing Residential Commerei~1 Total 


1 $51,151 469,095 0 $469,095 
2 103,089 470,038 0 470,038 
3 190,793 782,422 23,593 806,015 
4 280,445 779,302 23,593 802,895 
5 371,259 779,302 23,593 802,895 
6 463,243 777,767 23,593 801,360 
7 556,543 783,852 23,593 807.445 
8 676,432 965,400 38,256 1,003,656 
9 797,756 965,400 38,256 1,003,656 
10 920,691 965,400 38,256 1,003,656 
11 1,047,469 965,400 38,256 1,003,656 
12 1,176,234 966,655 38,256 1,004,911 
13 1,282,207 743,610 54,243 797,853 
14 1,389,000 743,610 50,365 793,975 
15 1,498,311 740,490 50,365 790,855 
16 1,608,652 740,490 50,365 790,855 
17 1,720,891 740,490 50,365 790,855 
18 1,764,729 184,799 48,946 233,745 
19 1,807,879 184,799 48,946 233,745 
20 $1,845,677 183,358 1,835 $185,193 


Idaho Economics estimates that the M3-Eagle Development will bring an additional $4,4 1 
million in revenue sharing from the State of Idaho in the first ten years of the project and an 
estimated $19.55 million in the twenty years until full project builcJ.out The projected 
annual additional State of Idaho revenue sharing monies that the City of Eagle would 
receive due to the development of the M3-Eagle Pfojectare also shown below in Table 15. 


In total Idaho Eoonomics predicts that the City of Eagle would realize, over the twenty years 
to full bulld-out of the M3-Eagle Development, $34.71 in additional property tax revenues, 
$19.55 minion in additional State of Idaho revenue sharing monies, $8.05 million of 
additional franchise fee revenues and $14.59 million in additional revenues from building 
penni! fees. In total, the City of Eagle is predicted to realize nearly $76.90 million in 
additional revenues due to the development of the M3-Eage project Table 16 below 
provides an annual breakdown of these projected revenues. 


After full build-out of the M3-Eagle development the City of Eagle would realize ongoing 
revenues from property taxes and franchise fees of nearty $3.20 million and $791.3 
thousand respectively. In addition, additional income from the State of Idaho's revenue 
sharing would resufi in a further $1.85 million to the City of Eagle. Additional fees from 
building permits originating from the M3-Eagle development are assumed to be insignificant 
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after full buiid..out of the project. In total, the City of Eagle is projected to realize an 
additional $5.84 million each year after full build..out of the M3-Eagle Development Over 
the first five and ten years in this post full build-out period the additional revenues 
attributable to M3-Eagle are projected to total nearly $29.21 and $58.41 million, 
respectively. These projected additional revenues to the City of Eagle after full build-out of 
the M3-Eagle Development are shown on an annual basis, as well as the 5-year and 10-
year totals, are shown below in Table 17, 


Historic budget information from the City of Eagle was examined to determine the cost of 
city seNices delivered to its citizens on a per capita basis. Annual spending by the City of 
Eagle minus capital spending projects was divided by the U.S. Census Bureau's 
intercensal estimates of the population of the City of Eagle, The historic cost of providing 
city seNices to the residents of the City of Eagle has increased over the last five years. 
However, the latest figures are nearly $253 per city resident per year. This analysis used a 
more generous figure of $275 per person per year as the parameter for estimating future 
costs of city seNices to the residents of M3-Eagle. Tables lS(a) and 1S(b) on a following 
page show the results of that process. 


Idaho Economics predicts that the City of Eagle will realize a positive net fiscal impact 
throughout every year of the twenty years until full build-out of the M3-Eagle Development 
The additional revenues from property taxes, building permits, franchise fees, and an 
increase in State of Idaho revenue sharing funds minus the increased cost of delivering city 
services to the new residents of M3-Eagle produce a positive net fiscal impact of $49S.6 
thousand in the first year of the project. By the fifth year these gains have increased to an 
estimated posftive net fiscal impact of nearly $894.2 thousand and in total a positive net 
fiscal impact of nearly $3.65 million to the City of Eagle over the first five years of the M3-
Eagle Development 
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Table 16 
Projected Additional Revenues to the City of Eagle 


as II Result of the M3-Eagle OevelOll!Dent 


Local State City Other Total 
Property Revenue Franchise Fee Additional 


Year ~ !loaring T !IDS 8. Eees B,gy:enyes" B@vIOYU 


1 $69,527 551,151 $16,961 $469,095 $606,734 
2 189,240 103,089 33,984 470,038 796,350 
3 332,525 100,793 67,489 806,015 1,396,822 
4 511,725 280,445 101,162 802,895 1,696,226 
5 683,625 371,259 134,835 802,895 1,992,612 
6 855,175 483,243 168,507 801,360 2,288,286 
7 1,026,925 556,543 202,180 807,445 2,593,093 
8 1,226,725 676,432 256,598 1,003,656 3,163,411 
9 1,449,675 797,756 311,017 1,003,656 3,562,104 
10 1,668,025 920,691 365,435 1,003,656 3,957,807 
11 1,886,375 1,047,469 419,854 1,003,656 4,357,353 
12 2,104,575 1,176,234 474,284 1,004,911 4,760,004 
13 2,297,875 1,282,207 527,771 797,853 4,905,705 
14 2,470,775 1,389,000 579,362 793,975 5,233,111 
15 2,649,025 1,498,311 631,067 790,855 5,569,257 
16 2,827,625 1,608,652 682,439 790,855 5,909,571 
17 3,005,675 1,720,891 733,811 790,855 6,251,232 
18 3,108,425 1,754,729 761,992 233,745 5,868,890 
19 3,149,325 1,807,879 785,633 233,745 5,976,582 
20 3,196,275 1,845,677 791,304 185,193 6,018,449 


Total $34,709,110 $19,552,450 $8,045,685 $14,596,353 $76,903,598 


• Indudes f.:Iulldmg Permi! FOO5 


Table 17 
Projected Additional Revenues to the City of Eagle 
After Full Bulld-out of the M3-Eagle Oevelollment 


Local State City Other Total 
Property Revenue Franchise Fee Additional 


Year Taxes §baring TiJ~~s & Fees R~venues" Revenues 


Yearty $3,204,412 $1,845,677 $791,304 $0 $5,841,393 


Over 
5 Years 16,022,060 9,228,385 3,956,520 ° 29,206,965 


OVer 
10 Years $32,044,120 $18,456,770 $7,913,040 $0 $58,413,930 
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Table 18 (.j 
Citll of Eagle 


5~Year 


Year 1 :wu Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 I!!ll!l 


Projected M3*Ellgle Population .. _ 663 1,311 2,379 3,421 4,443 


Prgj~~ Add!~!Q!JS!f B~vgnU~$: 


Property i aXei!L" $69,527 $189,240 $332,525 $511,725 $683,625 $1,786,641 
Franchise Fees ... 16,961 33,984 67,489 101.162 134,835 354,431 
State Revenue Sharing, ... _. 51,151 103.089 190,793 280,445 371,259 996,736 
Building Permit Fees .. 469.095 470.038 806,015 802.895 802,895 3.350,937 
Sheriffs Mitigation Fee.» 74.196 74,469 122.661 123.394 123.394 518,114 
Total Additional Revenues ... $680,930 $870,819 $1.519,4113 $1,819.620 $2,116,007 $7,006,859 


Pro!egcd Addition!}! §xQen§e§:: 


O&M Expenses _ $182.326 $360,539 $654,268 $940.869 $1.221,790 $3.359,792 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact.,,, .. ", ... $498.604 $510,280 $865,215 $878.750 $894,217 


5-Year Net Fiscallmpact. ........................... $3,647,067 
._~~ __ M_~~_~_~~~_~~ _____ ._~~~ _____ ~~~_~ ____ ~ .. ___ ~ _____ ~ __ ~~ __ ._~~~~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~ ___ ~ __ ~ __ w __ ~_w~~ ____ ~_w~ ___ ~ 


----~~-~---~----. 


10·Year 


y •• r6 Year? Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 I!!ll!l 


Projected M3~Eagle Population .. 5,441 6,424 7,689 8,924 10.135 


Projected AddltiQn!:!i Revenues' 
Property Taxes ... ., 5855,175 51,026,925 $1.226,725 $1,449,675 $1,668.025 $8.013,164 
Franchjse Fees .. ,. 168,507 202,180 256,598 311,017 365,435 1,658,169 
Stale Revenue Sharing .. 463,243 556,543 676,432 797,756 920,691 4,411,400 
Building Penrdt Fees ... , .. 801,360 807,445 1,003,656 1.003.656 1,003.656 7,970,711 
Sheriffs Mitigation Fee .. 123,394 123,394 160,093 160,093 160.093 1.245,181 
Total Additional Revenues ... $2,411,680 $2.716,487 $3,323,504 $3,722,197 $4,117,899 $23.298,625 


Projected Additional EXQens@s; 


O&M Expenses .. $1,496,379 $1,766.588 $2,114,385 $2,454,089 S2.787,177 $13,978,410 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact.. ......... $915,300 $949,899 $1,209,119 $1,268,108 $1,330,723 


10~Year Net Fiscal Impact ...... " .................. $9,320,215 


The projected net fiscal impact of the M3-Eagle Development remains positive throughout 
the twenty years until full build-out of the M3-Eagle project. The first ten years of the project 
are expected to produce $223,30 million in additional revenues to the City of Eagle and 
cause additional costs to the city of supplying city services to its M3-Eagle citizens of nearly 
$13,98 million producing a positive net fiscal impact of $9,32 million in the first ten years of 
the project. 


Over the twenty years until full build-out of M3-Eagle the City of Eagle is projected to 
receive, in total, $23.20 million more in additional revenues than it is projected to 
experience in increased costs, The M3-Eagle Development is projected to provide nearly 
$79,13 million in addliional revenues to the City of Eagle while increasing the City's costs of 
providing services to its citizens by $55,92 million in the twenty years until full build-out of 
the project. In the years thereafter it is projected that revenues payable to the City of Eagle 
from the M3-Eagle Development will exceed the additional cost of providing city services to 
its citizens by $1.24 million per year. 
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Tabl. 18 (bl 
City of Eagle 


15«Year 


:t.w..11 ~ ~ XDill Vear 15 Total 


Projected M3¥EagJe Population" 11,393 12.643 13,541 14,431 15,314 


Elo~~d A!:1dition~1 Revenue1i: 
Property Taxes._ $1,886,375 62,104,575 $2,297,875 52,470,775 52,649,025 $19,421,787 
Franchise Fees ... 419,854 474,284 527,771 579,362 631,067 4,290,506 
State Revenue Sharlng_ .. , 1,047,469 1,176,234 1,282,207 1,389,000 1,498,311 10,804,621 
BuHding Permit Fees .. 1,003,656 1,004,911 797,853 793,975 790,855 12,361,961 
Sheriff's Mitigation Fee., . 160,093 160,146 116,828 117,163 117,661 1,917,072 


Total Additional RevenuesH $4,517,446 54,920,150 $5,022,534 65,350,275 55,686,919 $48,795,947 


P~~d Addit!Qruj! £~~nHl'r 
O&M Expenses _ .. $3,133,106 $3,478,890 $3,723,671 $3,968,419 $4,211,220 $32,491,716 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact ...... "" ... $1,384,340 $1,443,260 $1,298,862 $1,381,855 $1,475,699 


15--Vear Net Fiscal Impact.. .......... " ............ $16,304,231 
, ...... ------~-------.... ---~-----~---- ... ---~---.. -"' .... -.. --------------_ .. _,. .............. _ .. _ .. _---... -.. -.............. _ ..... _------.......... _ .. _--.............. _--_. 


20~Year 


Ve.r 16 Year 17 V .. r18 :im..1J! Year 20 Total 


Projected M3-.Eagle Population ... 16,187 17,055 17,189 17,324 17,455 


Proigg~d AdgjtlQJ1~f Rev~!1ue~r 


Property Taxes .. $2,827,625 $3,005,675 $3,108,425 $3,149,325 $3,196,275 $34,709,110 
Franchise Fees .. , 682,439 733,811 761,992 785,633 791,304 8,045,685 
State Revenue Sharing., 1,608,652 1,720,891 1,764,729 1,807,879 1,845,677 19,552,450 
Building Permit Fees .. 790,855 790,855 233,745 233,745 185,193 14,596.353 
Sheriffs Mitigation Fee,. 116,206 116,206 25,147 25,147 24,808 2,224,586 
Total Additional Revenues .. $6,025,777 $6,367,438 $5,894,037 $6,001,726 $6,043,256 $79,128,184 


Projected AddItional EXl!§:ns~$: 


O&M Expenses .. $4,451,290 $4,690,024 $4,726,901 $4,764,023 $4,800,125 $55,924,079 


Annuaf Net Fiscal tmpacL ......... $1,574,487 $1,677,414 $1,167,136 $1,237,705 $1,243,131 


20~Year Net Fiscal Impact .......................... $23,204,105 


2. Ada County 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact: + $81,98 Million 1 S1 Twenty Years 


Ada County provides a variety of selVices throughout the County and in the unincorporated 
areas of the County, A partial list of these services includes; the provision and 
administration of the Magistrate divisIOn of the District Court, the County ProsecUtor, the 
Public Defender, the juvenile justice programs, the Planning and Zoning functions in the 
unincorporated areas of the County, the proviSion of Law Enforcement in the 
unincorporated areas of the County and in certain areas of the County on a contract basis, 
and the operation of the Solid Waste Disposal operations in the County, 


Two departments of County government have a separate local property tax assessment, 
Emergency Medical SelVices, and Weed and Pest Control. This report win examine the 
potential fiscal impacts on those departments separately in a later sectIOn of this analysis, 
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Many of the services provided by Ada County government have separate sources of 
revenue such as the two mentioned above. Many other functions are funded through the 
County's Current Expense budget. And, some of those functions have revenue streams 
that bring monies to the County's coffers. These revenues can be fees for government 
functions, user fees, license fees, and payments from other government entities for 
services that Ada County govemment has supplied to them. To further oomplicate the 
matier, the revenues and expenses associated with those County government services 
funded through the Current Expense budget are not necessarily broken out by department 
or function. 


Therefore, this analysis will evaluate the potential fiscal impacts on County government in 
aggregate for most functions, w~h the exception of the two mentioned above: Emergency 
Medical Services, and Weed and Pest Control; and the Ada County Sheriff along with the 
Ada County Jail, and Ada County's Solid Waste Management function. 


General Ada County Government 


Information from the Ada County fiscal year 2004-2005 Budget the cost of the general 
administrative functions of Ada County government cost, on average, the citizens of Ada 
County about $84 per capita. Utilizing that per capita figure with the projected population of 
M3-Eagle Development yields an estimate of the added cost to the edministrative costs of 
County government. (This is based upon an analYSis of the Ada County budget to 
determine those services that are either funded or partially funded by the property tax, are 
not programs that are self-supporting, such as the County's Solid Waste Operations or the 
Ada County Fair Grounds.) 


Finally, if the housing opportunities presented in M3-Eagle attract residents that would have 
become been homeowners in other parts of Ada County the portion of these projected 
general O&M expenses of the county that would apply to all citizens of the county (courts, 
emergency dispatch, etc.) would have occurred with or without the addition of M3-Eagle. 


Sheriff's Department. Emergency Communications, and the Ada County Jail 


Idaho law provides the sheriff with the power to provide police services throughout the 
County. However, most sheriffs in those counties with larger cities leave the law 
enforcement activtties inside Of city limits to city police departments. That is no different in 
Ada County. 


The Ada County Sheriff provides law enforcement services to the unincorporated areas of 
Ada County as well as to the cities of Kuna, Eagle, and Star, as well as to Boise State 
Univers~ on a contract basis. The Sheriff also operates the Ada County jail as well as the 
emergency communications and dispatch center. The dispatch center provides emergency 
dispatch services for the various fire districts in the County, as well as for Ada County EMS, 
the Boise, Garden City, and Meridian police departments. 


The Ada County jail has just completed a major expansion in capacity with the addHion of 
308 beds. This brings the Ada County jail up to a total capacity of 1,144. Expenses for jail 
operations in fiscal year 2004-2005 are projected to be nearly $13.1 million or about $40 
per parson in Ada County. The Sheriffs department's administrative overhead, dispatch 
and communications functions cost the residents of Ada County nearly $25 per capita 
according to the County's 2004-2005 budget figures. 


The Ada County sheriffs patrol division is staffed by 57 patrol officers and nine sergeants. 
Ada County sheriffs deputies patrol the area west of Boise north of the Boise River 
including the area of the M3-Eagle Development, Eagle, Star, the Hidden Springs Planned 
Community, and State Highways 55 and 16 to the northem border of Ada County. 
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However, a future increase in population in those areas will merit higher levels of service 
and produce more calls for assistance. In the immediate future, the assignment of a patrol 
deputy to the area of the M3-Eagle Development area is no! likely to be needed until the 
commencement of construction of the M3-Eagle project. Thereafter, when M3-Eagle 
begins to receive residents, the need for services from the Ada County Sheriff wUl increase 
in proportion to population growth. 


The Ada County Sheriffs department has analyzed the question of what is the fiscal Impact 
of the provision of law enforcement services for planned communities in Ada County. A 
letter from Ada County Sheriff Gary Raney that summarizes those fmdings can be found in 
Appendix F of this report, 


In general, the sheriffs analysis stated thet it would maintain a ratio of 0,88 patrol deputies 
per 1,000 of population in Ada County. In order to maintain that ratio of patrol deputies per 
1,000 of population and to account for the Sheriffs departmenfs support services such as 
the records department, the Ada County jail, and the property and evidence unit as well as 
the detective unH of the sheriffs department a mftigation fee of $310,87 per housing unit 
was warranted. That mitigation fee is included below in Table 19 as both addition revenue 
and as an additional expense to Ada County government 


Property tax revenues shown below have been allocated so as to more closely reflect the 
actual time In which the public agencies would actually receive the monies. This analysis 
assumes that the property tax revenues that the taxing authority will receive in a year shall 
be comprised of one half of the prior years property tax assessment and one half of the 
current years property tax assessment In addition, an adjustment has been made for the 
change in value of the farmland that is transformed into development property throughout 
the year. 


Mitigation: 


The M3-Eagle Development Planned Community does not appear to produce any negative 
economic externalities that would impose a cost upon other Ada County residents, The 
Ada County Sheriffs analysis of the provision of law enforcement service to planned 
communities found that a mitigation fee of nearly $311 per housing unit was justified, Since 
the City of Eagle contracts with the Ada County sheriffs office for police services the 
Sheriffs department mitigation fee was incorporated into the examination of the fIScal 
impacts to the City of Eagle. 


The projected additional property taxes from M3-Eagle are projected to exceed the cost of 
providing additional government services to residents of the community by $4,03 million in 
the first five years of the project, By the tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth years of the M3-Eagle 
project the total net positive fiscal impect to the Ada County budget is projected increase 
further to $18,51 million, $45,39 million, and $81,98 million, On an ongoing basis, after the 
twenty year full build-out of the M3-Eagle community it is projected that property tax 
revenues payable to Ada County originating from M3-Eagle will exceed the annual 
expenses attributable to M3-Eagle by nearly $7,69 million per year, The M3-Eagle 
Development is projected to produce a posftive external benefit to the citizens served by 
Ada County government 
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Tabl.19 


The M3.e.gle Development· Net Fisc.llmpacls on the, 
AdaCounly 


Year 1 Year? Yoar3 Year 4 Vear§ 


Agd1liQD@1 Pr~ft1: Ta~s, ... , . 5207,981 $566,112 $994,762 $1,530,712 12,044,712 
Other Fee Revenues." . 1,416 2,353 4,169 5,785 7,403 


Total Addition Revenues,,,. $200,397 $568,465 $998,931 $1,536,497 $2,052,115 


PrQie&;!ed Additionaf t~en§~s: 
O&M Expenses .. , '" $72,050 $143,010 $258,901 1372,947 $484,732 


TotaL.. "'->"' $72,050 $143,010 $258,901 $372,947 $484,732 


Annual Net FlscallmpacL ................ $137,347 $425,455 1740,030 51,163,650 $1,567,383 


§wYear Net Fiscallmpaet ..... " ............. " ......... 


Vear6 Year7 Year 8 Ymj Year 10 


Projected {lgdftiQnai Reveoufts ... , $2,557,912 53,071,862 $3,669,562 54,336,462 $4,989,512 
Other Fee Revenues.,. 9,015 10,639 13,004 15,225 17,446 


Total Addition Revenues., .. 12,566,927 $3,082,501 53,682,566 54,351,687 $5,006,958 


Projected Additional ExoensG:S" 
O&M Expenses .... $594,256 $701,521 $839,947 $975,154 $1,107,727 


TotaL $594,256 $701,521 $839,947 $975,154 $1,107,727 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact ..... " .......... $1,972,671 $2,380,980 $2,842,618 $3,376,533 $3,899,231 


10·Year Net Fiscal Impact ............................ ·~~~~~_~_~ __ ~ __ ~w_.~ _________________________________________ ......... ______________________ .... ______________ . 


Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Ym.ll Year Hi 


Projected Additional Revenues. ,., .. 15,642,562 $6,295,212 $5,873,362 $7,390,362 $7,923,612 
Other Fee Revenues ... 19,668 21,893 23,518 25,289 27,054 


Total Addition Revenues ... $5,662,230 16,317,105 $6,896,8BO $7.415,651 $7,950,666 


PrQjec!ed Additiona! Ex~nses: 
O&M Expenses" $1,245,401 $1,3Bl,742 $1,479,235 $1,575,945 $1,672,572 


TotaL .. , $1,245,401 $1,381,742 $1,479,235 $1,575,945 $1,672,572 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact ................. $4,416,829 $4,935,363 $5,417,646 $5,839,706 $6,278,094 


15·Year Net Fiscal Impact." .............. ,"" ........ 


Year 16 Year 11 Voar1a V •• r19 Voar 20 


PrQl~ted Addltiong! Revenues.". 8,457,912 8,990,362 9,297,912 9,420,362 9,560,712 
other Fee Revenues .. , 28,821 30,5B7 30,806 31,335 31,654 


T ota! Addition Revenues ... > S8,486,733 $9,020,949 $9,328.718 $9,451,697 $9,592,366 


Project~ AddltlQnal EXQense§: 
Q&M Expenses .... $1.766,823 $1,860,552 51,B74,744 $1,B89,036 $1,902,587 


TotaL. ... $1,766,823 $1,860,552 $1,874,744 $1,889,036 $1,902,587 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact ...... " .......... $6,719,910 $7,160,397 $7,463,974 $7,562,661 $7,689,179 


la·Year Net Fiscal Impact ................... " ........ 
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5-Year 


I2lal 
$5,344,279 


21,125 


$5,365,405 


$1,331,640 


$1,331,640 


$4,033,764 


10-Year 


I2lal 


523,989,590 
86,453 


124,056,043 


$5,550,246 


$5,550,246 


$18,505,797 ----------------
is-Year 


TOlal 


$58,094,700 
203,875 


$58,298,575 


$12,905,141 


$12,905,141 


$45,393,434 


20·Year 


I2lal 
$103,821,960 


357,077 


$104,179,037 


$22,198,B82 


$22,198,B82 


$81,980,155 







3. Ada County Emergency Medical Service!! 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact: + $3.18 million 1"Twenty Years 


Ada County Emergency Medical Service (EMS) was formed on March 25, 1975 as an 
ambulance taxing distrcl 


Today, Ada County EMS employs 80 emergency medicel technicians (EMTS) and 
paramedics to staff eight ambulances, two field supervisors and one on-duty training officer 
to cover its operations 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Ada County EMS provides 
emergency medicel services to all of Ada County including the cities of Baise, Mendian, 
Garden City, Eagle, Star and Kuna. 


Ada County EMS stations ambulances and personnel at seven locations in Ada County, 
including postings at the three major hospitals in tha County. The two nearest EMS 
stations to the M3-Eagle Development community would at the Eagle Fire District fire 
station near downtown Eagle, and at the EMS headquarters station on Glenwood Street in 
Garden City. 


While the specific function of the EMS service is to respond to medical emergencies, It is 
augmented by the emergency medical services that are provided by the local fire 
departments. The fire departments often act as the "first responders" to medical 
emergencies because of their more numerous stations and often closer proximity to the 
emergency. In many cases, both the local fire department and EMS will respond to a 
medical emergency. 


Ada County EMS is partially funded (providing about one-third of annual expenditures) 
through a property tax. In the 2005 fiscal year the Ada County EMS property tax levy was 
$0.1205 per $1,000 of taxable value (this levy rate is down slightly from the level of two 
years earlier of $0.122 per $1,000 of taxable value). The majoJity of Ada County EMS 
funding is received from fees for its services. 


However, a recent analYSis perfonned by Ada County EMS personnel in response to 
inquiries by other planned community developers examined the agency's fixed and variable 
costs of operation in greater detail. This analysis found that Ada County EMS had an 
annual average cost not covered by fees for services of $7 per person. This analysis 
therefore assumes that the development of M3-Eagle will impose a cost that is not covered 
by Ada County EMS fees for services of $7 per person. 


Initially, in the first years of the M3-Eagle Development response times to the project may 
be somewhat longer than is the average in the more urban areas of the County. However, 
Ada County EMS has also indicated that the projected population and demographics of the 
project indicate that M3-Eagle could be less costly to serve than the County average. 


The developers of M3-EagIe have offered to provide two fire station sites within the project. 


Ada County EMS is projected to receive nearly $237.2 thousand in additional property tax 
revenue during the first five years of the development and an estimated $1.00 million in the 
second fIVe years of the development The ongoing additional property taxes that will be 
received by Ada County EMS from M3-Eagle properties after the twentieth year of the 
project is projected to be nearly $425.0 thousand annually. Because Ada County EMS is 
largely funded on a fee for service basis there are no additional O&M expenses expected. 
There would be no additional expenses incurred by Ada County EMS due to the M3-Eagle 
Development development These estimates are summarized in Table 20 below. 
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Mitigation: 


The M3-Eagle Development does not appear to produce any negative economic 
externalities that would impose a cost upon other Ada County residents. The projected 
ongoing annual property tax revenues of nearly $425,0 thousand originating from the M3-
Eagle Development more than offset any estimated additional, incremental, impact that the 
development would have on Ada County EMS's operation and maintenance costs. 


Table 14 


The M3-Eagle Development· Net Fiscallmpacls on the: 
Ada Coun~ Emergencll Medical Servces {EMS) 


5~Year 


Yru!U Year? Year 3 Year 4 YearS Tollli 


Adgit!Qnal !:rQl2gm: T§x~ .. $9,244 525,138 $44,138 $67,938 59Q,738 $237,195 


ErQjected 8dgi1i20al EXQen§~!r 
O&M Expenses .. $4,627 59,184 $16,627 $23,951 531,130 $85,518 


Annual Net Fiscallmpact.. ....... $4,617 $15,954 $27,511 $43,987 $59,608 


5~Year Net Fiscal Impact ............................... $151,676 


10-Year 
YearS Year 7 Year 8 YearS Year 10 Tollli 


PrQjected Additiona! Revenues .. 5113,488 $136,238 $162,738 $192,338 $221,238 $1,063,233 


Projected Additional EXrul!nses: 
oaM Expenses, ... $38,163 $45,052 $53,942 $62,625 $71,138 $356,438 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact. '" .... " $75,324 591,186 $108,796 $129,713 $150,099 


10Near Net Fiscal Impact ..••.••.•.••.••.••.•••.•.... , $706,795 
,---~~-----------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------


1S·Year 


Y.m.ll Vear 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 16 Total 


Proiected AQQttjon~1 B~v~[lues., $250,188 S279,138 S304,788 $327,738 $351,338 52,576,422 


Prgjeged AQdltiQn~1 §xl2!:!nses: 
O&M Expenses .. S79,980 588,736 $94,997 $101,207 $107,413 $828,770 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact ... ...... $170,208 $190,402 5209,791 5226,530 $243,925 


is-Year Net Fiscalimpact. ............................ 51,747,651 


20~Year 


Year 16 ~ Year 18 ~ Year 20 Tollli 


PrQjected Additional R!2!venues ... 5375,038 $398,688 $412.288 $417,688 $423,938 $4,604.060 


ErQwct!j!Q AdgitionsllixQ~D§!i!S: 
O&M Expenses , ........... ",. $113,466 $119,485 $120,396 $121,314 $122,184 $1,425.616 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact ......... $261,572 $279,203 $291,891 $296,373 $301,753 


20~Year Net Fiscal Impact ............................. $3,178,444 
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4. Ada County Highway District 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact: + $64,91 Million 1" Twenty Years 


The Ada County Highway District is a special purpose taxing district that provides street 
construction and maintenance for those roadways that are under its jurisdiction in both the 
incorporated and unincorporated areas of Ada County, In 2005 there were 2,012 miles of 
public roads and streets in Ada County, ACHD had jurisdiction over 2,002 miles of those, 
The Idaho State Department of Transportation has jurisdiction and maintains the state and 
interstate roadways, many of which are the larger arterial roadways in Ada County, 


This llnalysis will examine only the impact on annual operating costs that the M3-Eagle 
Development would put upon ACHD, Costs associated with the longer term capaclly needs 
of the transportation infrastructure are caused by many factors and circumstances which 
are better examined in detailed traffic and engineering studies, 


There will be many construction phases of the M3·Eagle development over the twenty-year 
period until its full build-out The streets and roadways within M3·Eagle will be bui~ in 
phases as well, As is standard practice in similar residential developments, each phase of 
the development will include sufficient roadway improvements to serve each of the new 
residential lots, When completed the roadways within M3·Eagle will be dedicated to the 
Ada County Highway District, 


The addition of these new roadways will Increase ACHD's maintenance and operations 
expenses, In fiscal year 2005 ACHD spent nearly $16.0 million on roadway maintenance 
and operations, With 2,002 miles of roadway und.::r ACHD jurisdiction this translates to an 
annual average M&O expense of $7,992 per mile, 


Roadway maintenance involves many activities; the striping and repainting of lane and 
directional markings, the sweeping of roadways, the repair of potholes, the replacement or 
repair of traffic signs or signals, and one of the more costly operations, snow removal and 
sanding, Not all roads are created equal from a maintenance cost perspective, 


Roadways at the higher elevations in Ada County are more costly to maintain, The 
roadways within M3·Eagle would be of that category, Previous studies performed for the 
Hidden Springs Planned Communlly and discussions with ACHD personnel indicate that 
the roadways in the foothills of Ada County are 20·25 percent more costly to maintain than 
are the roadways in the valley floor, Furthermore, it is thought that nearty 15 percent 01 the 
streets and roadways within ACHD jurisdiction a~ within the foothills, The $16,00 million in 
FY '05 actual M&O expenses includes expenses for roadways at the higher elevations as 
well as those on the valley floor. 
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Table 21 


ACHD Maintenance & Operation Expenses 
with Street & Roadway Statistics 


ACHD Roadway O&M Costs: 


Actual ACHD FY05 Maintenance & Operations Expendilures 


Projected ACHD FY04 Maintenance & Operations Budget 


ACHD Roadway Statistics: 


Total Public Road & Street Inventor; in Ada County 
Roads & Streets Under ACHD jurisdiction 
New Roads & Streets Built & Added to the ACHD System (FY05) 


O&M I Mile of Roadway 


$16,000,000 


$13,825,000 


2,124 miles 
2002 mites 


59 miles 


Actual ACHD FY05 Maintenance & Operations Expenditures I Mile of Roadway $7,992 


Estimated Avg. with Higher Elevations & Added Snow RemovaL $7,449 


Estimated Avg. at lower Elevations & less Snow Removal $6,394 


Source: ACHO 2003 Fact BOOk, Fiscal Year 2004·2005 Budget 


Using these average cost parameters and assuming that the roadways are in place 
approximately one year prior to the population of the project it is possible to estimate the 
increased M&O expenses that M3-Eagle would impose annually on ACHD. These 
estimates are shown in the Table 22 below. 


Property tax collections accounted for the largest share (35.7 percent) of ACHD's revenues 
in fIScal year 2004-2005. The Highway Users Fund - tax collections from state automobile 
registration fees and the state gasoline taxes - are, through a prescribed fonmula, allocated 
back to various funds, cities, and to the local highway districts. In FY 20004-2005 nearly 
33.8 percent of ACHD's revenues came from this source. The highway district also 
receives revenue from a vehicle registration fee on vehicles registered and licensed in Ada 
County. Revenues from the registration fee in fiscal year 2005 accounted for 6.4 percent of 
ACHD's total revenues. 


These sources other than the property tax could be a Significant source of additional 
revenue to ACHD if the future residents of M3-Eagle Development were from outside of the 
local area. However, since it more likely that M3-Eagle Development will not attract new 
residents to the area, enhanced revenues from new, additional, registration fees, higher 
gasoline tax collections, and increased total auto registration fees, are not likely to be 
Significant revenue additions. 


Applying the ACHD 2005 property tax levy to the assessed value of the property in M3-
Eagle Development this analysis estimates that ACHD realizes an additional $2.0 million in 
property tax revenues in the first five years of the project and surpasses $8.9 million in ten 
years. In total over the twenty years until full build-out of the M3-Eagle project ACHD 
captures nearly $38.7 million in additional property tax revenues attributable to M3-Eagle. In 
addttion to the property tax revenue stream originating from the project ACHD would be, 
over the twenty years to full build-out of M3-Eagle, the recipient of ·an estimated $38.8 
million in impact fees associated with the residential and commercial buildings constructed 
in the project. 
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An estimate of addllional ACHD O&M expenses was made by using the highway district's 
2005 average O&M expense per mile of roadway and assuming that 7.5 miles of new 
roadway will be added to the M3-Eagle project each year of the twenty years until full build
out. This methodology inherently assumes that M3-Eagle would have added 150 miles of 
roadway to the ACHD system in ~s twenly year construction. If one were to assume that 
there were an additional 15 miles of roadway added to the ACHD system in each of the 
twenty years until full build-out of the M3-Eagle project it would not alier the end result that 
ACHD would realize a fiscal surplus from the calculus of the additional propedy tax 
revenues originating from M3-Eagle minus the additional ACHD O&M expenses. 


Impact fee revenues from the M3-Eagle project are, in this analYSiS, assumed to apply to 
roadway transportation system improvements that would be needed downstream from M3-
Eagle, In total, ACHD impact fees Originating from the M3-Eagle project are projected to be 
nearly $38.8 millien over the twenly years until full build-out of the project. 


The highway district's additional M&O expenditures are estimated to total $899,100 in the 
first five years of the project, grOWing to $2,397,600 in the second five years, and reaching 
$3,896,100 in years 11 -15 and $5,394,600 in years 16 - 20. Over the twenty years until 
full build-out of the M3-Eagle it is projected that the Ada County Highway District will incur 
an increase of $12.59 million in O&M expenses due to the project. 


On the revenue side of the picture during the first twenty years of the M3-Eagle project the 
Ada County Highway District is projected to receive an additional $46,11 million in propedy 
tax revenues beyond what would have been realized without the project. 


In addition to the additional propedy tax revenue that the project will bring to the district it is 
also expected that ACHD will collect nearty $5.9 million in impect fees in the first five years 
of the project, and an additional $10,7 million in the next five years. In years 11-20 of the 
M3-Eagle Development the absolute volume of impact fee revenues increases significantly 
as the bulk of the project's commercial buildings are added in these years. ACHD impact 
fee revenues from M3-Eagle are projected to be nearty $13,3 million in years 11-15 and to 
increase further to $8.8 million in years 16-20. In total, ACHD is forecasted to receive near 
$38.7 million in impact fees over the twenty years until full build-out of M3-Eagle. 


On an ongoing baSiS, aller the twentieth year the project, ACHD will collect $4.48 million in 
additional propedy tax revenues than can be attributed to the development of M3-Eagle. 
After year twenty of the project it is assumed that ACHD impect fee revenues from M3-
Eagle will cease. The year-by-year breakout of the projected fiscal impact of M3-Eagle on 
the Ada County Highway District is shown in Table 22, 


Mitigation: 


In the near-tenn there appears to be no negative economic extemalities that would impose 
a cost upon other Ada County residents. The projected ongoing annual propedy tax 
revenues of $4,11 million from M3-Eagle would more than offset the estimated $1,2 million 
in edditional O&M expenses attributable to M3-Eagle. After full buUd-out of M3-Eagle it is 
projected that ACHD will realize an ongoing fiscal surplus of nearly $2,91 miUion per year 
from the M3-Eagle Deveiopment to the benefit of all of the highway district patrons, 


Sidewalks: 


Under some circumstances the maintenance and repair of sidewalks becomes an expense 
of the Ada County Highway District - for example, damage due to trees and the 
subsequent buckling of sidewalks, In this analysis it is anticipated that those circumstances 
with that sort of cost shifting would be, at the minimum, many decades in the future. 
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In the foreseeable future sidewalks within the M3-Eagle Development community will be 
constructed and maintained by the developer as the project is constructed. Maintenance of 
the sidewalks associated with each home in the M3-Eagle Development project becomes 
the responsibility of the homeowner as homes are sold. Nevertheless, the homeowner's 
association will maintain a reserve fund for sidewalk maintenance and repair for those 
sidewalks that are adjacent to common areas, parks, or other locations where there is no 
clear homeowner responsibility. Sidewalks damaged during construction or prior to sale will 
be repaired by the developer. 


Maintenance of Sidewalks: 


The experience of other project developers has led them to maintain a $1,500 annual 
budget during the project's construction phase for sidewalk repeirs and maintenance. It is 
likely that a similar sidewalk maintenance budget for the M3-Eagle Development would be 
reasonable. Again at the early stages of the project the developer would provide the 
majority of the funding for sidewalk maintenance and repair, however, as the number of 
homes sold at M3-Eagle Development increases a greater proporlion of this maintenance 
expense would be funded by homeowner aSSOciation levies. 


Mitigation: 


In the near-term there appear to be no negative economic externalities that would impose a 
cost upon other Ada County residents. In the very long-term it may be possible that an 
encroachment of roots from nearby trees could cause some sidewalks to need repair. 
However, any sidewalk damage of this sort is often uncertain to occur and is usually many 
decades in the future. 
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Table 22 
The M3·Eagle Development· Net Flsc.,lmp.cls on the: 


Ada CQU!l1'l Highwa~ District 
Total 


Ym.1 Ym.a Ylll!tl Yl!i!U YlWJl Y"m 1 • § 


P!lli.ct~d 69!l~ion~~ 
Property Taxes ... $77,548 $211,096 $370,996 S570,B96 $762,596 $1,993,134 
Impact Fees" . " 716,14' 718,027 1,508,000 1,504,941 1,504,941 55,952,061 


TotaL $793,692 5929,123 $1,879,004 52,075,838 $2,267,538 $7,945,195 


PtQjg~~ 8dgUiQnai f~n~~: 
O&M Expenses .•.. ' $59,940 $119,880 $179,820 $239,760 $299,700 $899,100 
CapKaIExpens.s" .... « 0 0 0 0 0 $0 
TotaL .. ".,. .. ,. ....... $59,940 5119,880 $179,820 5239,760 5299,700 $899,100 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact "" $733,752 $809,243 $1,699,184 $1,836,076 $1,967,838 $7,046,095 


5~Year Net Fiscallmpact. .......................•.. $7,046,095 


Total 


~ YJll!!:.l ~ ~ .'W!:iQ Yearn § ~ 10 


PfQjf4g~2 6gQI1iQ(U~1 Be~oy~§ 
Property Taxes .. $954,046 $1,145,746 $1,368,596 51,617,296 $1,860,946 56,946,632 
Impact Fees" 1,501,570 1,508,888 2,574,416 2,574,416 2,574,416 510,733,706 


Total.. >< .,,, ,,«- $2.455,617 52,654,634 $3,943,012 54,191,712 $4,435,362 $17,680,338 


PrQ!!Ect~g AQgltiQIJal EXQens~$: 
O&M Expenses,. $359,640 5419,580 5479,520 5539,460 $599,400 $2,397,600 
Capita! Expenses .... 0 0 0 0 0 50 
Total.. 5359,640 $419,580 5479,520 $539,460 $599,400 $2,397,600 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact . < $2,095,977 52,236,054 $3,463,492 $3,652,252 $3,835,962 $15,282,738 


10~Year Net Fiscal Impact ......................... $22,328,833 


Total 
Year 11 year 12 Ym..ll Year 14 Ymili. Yeam 11 ~ 15 


Projected Addltiona! Revenues 
Property Taxes .. 52,104,546 52,347,996 $2,563,646 $2,756,446 $2,955,346 512,727,982 
Impact Fees .. 2,574,416 2,575,994 2,808,214 2,683.714 2,680,647 $13,322,985 


Total.. $4,678,962 54,923,991 $5,371,860 55,440,160 $5,635,993 $26,050,967 


Pmi!::~ted AgditiQO£!1 E~en~e§:: 
O&M Expenses .. $659,340 $719,280 5779,220 $839,160 $899,100 53,896,100 
Capital ExpenseL " .. ". 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total. ..... 


•••• .... n .. • 
$659,340 $719,260 $779,220 $839,160 $899,100 $3,896,100 


Annua! Net Fiscal ImpacL $4,019,622 $4,204.711 $4,592,640 $4,601,000 $4,736,893 $22,154,867 


15~ Year Net Fiscal Impact ... ....... _ .. , ..•..•..... $44,483,700 


Total 
Year 16 Y!!ill1 Year 18 Year 19 ~ Years 16 ~ 5,Q 


PrQi§!!i.t~ AQgi!IQD~! ~!il:Q!&§ 
Property Taxes ... ........ $3,154,646 $3,353,196 $3,467,896 $3,513,646 53,565,996 $17,055,382 
Impact Fees ...... ........... 2,680,647 2,680,647 1,704,276 1,417,776 285,210 58,768,557 


TotaL d ........ . .•.. $5,835,293 56,033,843 $5,172.173 $4,931,423 53,851,206 525,823,939 


P(Qj!ilQt§Q 8ggHIQ0S11 !;e.Q!iUl§~~; 
O&MExpenses" .... .,., 5959,040 $1,016,980 $1,078,920 $1,138,560 51,198,800 55,394,600 
Capital Expenses" ' , .. , .... 0 0 0 0 0 ° TotaL ... $959,040 51018,980 $1,078,920 $1,138,880 $1,198,800 $5,394,600 


Annual Net Fisca! Impact .... 54,876,253 $5,014,863 $4,093,253 $3,792,563 $2,652,406 $20.429,339 


20-Year Net Fiscallmpact ......................... $64,913,038 
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5. Ada County Weed and Pest Control 


Proiected Net Fiscal Impact: + $1.33 Million 1'1 Twenty Years 


The County collects a property tax levy to fund the control and/or elimination of noxious 
weeds and the extermination of pocket gophers and woodchucks in the unincorporated 
areas of Ada County. The Department provides its services to other areas on a fee for 
service basis. Most of the Department's demand for pest extermination services are 
generated and requested by residential development. 


The M3-Eagle Development will be assessed a property tax levy of $0.1248 per $1,000 of 
assessed valuation for the Weed and Pest Control Department. This levy would provide the 
department with an estimated additional $253.4 thousand of revenue in the first fIVe years, 
$1.1 million through the firstten years, and nearty $4.9 million in the first twenty years of the 
M3- Eagle Development. 


The Weed & Pest Control Department director indicated that he did not see any additional 
operating expenses for the Department due to the development of the M3-Eagle 
Development project. Furthermore, he acknowledged that w1hile it is likely that the 
Department would experience increased demand for services initially as the residential 
community developed, it has been the case in the past that other areas of the County that 
have already been developed are no longer demanding the Department's services. The 
bottom line is that he would not envision needing any new personnel or the need for 
additional capital equipment due to the development of M3-Eagle Development. 


Mitigation: 


In the near-term there appear to be no negative economic externalrties that would impose a 
cost upon other Ada County residents. 


Table 23 
Ada Count~ Weed and Pest Control 


20~Year 


Year 1~5 Year 6-3g Y!!:!r 11·15 Year 16-20 Year 21+ Total 


Proiesded Additional Revenues., $253,295 8884,288 $1,620,588 $2,171,738 $455,294 $4,930,010 


Projected Ad~itiQna! EXQcnse§' 


O&M Expenses,. $209,350 $661,200 $1,178,700 $1,553,650 $323,850 $3,602,900 


Total.. $209,350 $661,200 $1,178,700 $1,553,650 $323,850 $3,602.900 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact.. ......... $43,945 $223,088 $441,888 $618,088 $131,444 


20-Year Net Fiscal Impact ...................... $1,321,110 
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6. Eagle Fire District 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact: + $27.40 Million is! Twenty Years 


The Eagle Fire District provides fire prolection services to the City of Eagle and the 
immediate surrounding area, The proposed M3-Eagle Development residential community 
is within the boundaries of the Eagle Fire District The Eagle Fire District attempts to 
maintain a coverage ratio of one fuN-time career fire-fighter and six volunteers for every one 
thousand of population. Currentiy the Eagle Rre District operates two fire stations. The 
main Eagle fire station is on Iron Eagle Drive near the center of the City of Eagle. Fire 
station number two is on Floating Feather Road on the east side of Eagle near SH-55. A 
third fire station is slated for construction on the west side of Eagle near Linder Road and 
State Street The District's fire fighting apparatus includes pumper trucks. tankers, grassfire 
apparatus, and rescue trucks. An Ada County Emergency Medical Services unit is 
stationed at Eagle Fire Station number one. 


Discussions with officials at the Eagle Fire District indicated that, because of the longer 
distances involved and the eventual population of the community approaching nearly 
17,455 two fire station facilities would be justified for the M3-Eagle area. 


Using the current ratiOS of full-time and part-time firefighters to population within the Eagle 
Fire District, the addKion of M3-Eagle's full build-out population of 17,455 would translate to 
the Eagle Fire District needing to add nearly twenty four full-time career firefighters and 
sixty volunteers in order to acoommodate this growth, This may not be practical or desired 
in a community that would have a population exceeding 40,000 at the completion of the 
M3-Eagle development Therefore this analysis examines the additional operating costs 
that the Eag Ie Fire District may encounter with the addition of the M3-Eagle population. 


The Eagle Fire District currently provides its services to the population it serves at an 
annual average cost of about $97 per person. In contrast, the latest per capita costs for fire 
protection in the City of Meridian is $105 per person, in Coeur d' Alene the annual cost per 
capita is $118, while fire protection costs per capita in the cities of Idaho Falls and Boise 
where $157 and $173, respectively. Differences in wage scales are the single biggest 
reason for the differing costs. These O&M expenses are shown below in Table 24, 


This analysis examines the additional operating costs in two ways: 1) the current structure 
of the Eagle Fire District (part full-time and part volunteer) with an average cost of service of 
$97 per capita, and 2) a full-time professional firefighting force without volunteer firefighters, 
This second option assumes that average cost of service per capita will a composite of the 
costs found for the fire departments for the Cities of Meridian and Coeur d' Alene - ($105 
and $118 per capita, respectively) - an average of $111 per cap~a. These O&M cost 
estimates along with the projected property taxes and fee revenues that the Eagle Fire 
District would receive are shown below in Table 25. 


In an examination of fire station needs in the Boise foothills nearly a decade ago it was 
found that because of future population and household growth in the area that more fire 
stations would be needed to be buiH either near to or within the foothills, This analYSis also 
found that these edditional fire stations should ideally have a service area radius of about 
1,5 miles and would be able to serve a local area population of between 7,000 and 10,000 
people depending upon the population densily and response times. 


The projected full build-out population of the M3-Eagle - 17,455 - indicates that two full
service fire stations (manned with a total of three engines) are warranted with the project 
For the purpose of examining potential fiscal impacts, it is assumed that the first fire station 
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Table 24 
Selected Fire Departments: Population Served, 


FY '04·'05 Fire Department O&M Budget, 
and Calculated O&M Expenses per Capita 


FY '05 ,'06 


July 2004 Fire Dept. 
Fire 


Dept. 
CI~ Poeulatlon Bud\let $ eer eaella 


Eagle Fire District 21,176 $2,045,320 $97 


Boise 194,948 $33,738,428 $173 
Meridian 44,962 $4,715,785 $105 
Idaho Falls 52,148 $8,171,539 $157 
Coeur d' Alene 38,388 $4,535,364 $118 


is put in place as the population of M3-Eagle surpasses 5,000 (Year 7). A second engine 
company would be added to the first flre station when the population exceeds 12,000 (Year 
12) and the second fire station put in place when population attains nearty 17,000 (Year 19) 
and when all of the commercial development is envisioned to be in place. 


The Boise Fire Department estimates that the up front costs of equipping a new fire station 
is approximately $490,000 (fire engine: $310,000; fire equipmentlhose/toolsnadders: 
$45,000, station equipment I communications!fumishlngs: $60,000; and parsonnel 
equipment luniformsnraining: $75,000). Adding a second engine company to the same 
station would be somewhat less expensive at nearty $430,000. A ladder company would 
have a higher start up cost with the truck costing an estimated $950,000 -$1 ,050,000. 


The analysis below indicates that total proparty tax revenues received by the Eagle Fire 
Disllict from M3-Eagle would total nearly $2.5 million during the first five years of the 
project. By the tenth year total property tax revenues collected by the Eagle Fire District 
from properties In the M3-Eagle project will total $11.3 million. And in the twentieth year of 
the project properties in M3-Eagle will have paid nearly $49.1 million in proparty taxes to 
the Eagle Fire District. 


Population growth in M3-Eagle will increase the fire districfs O&M expenses. Using Eagle 
Fire Districfs current per capila cost of service of $97 the net fiscal impact of M3-Eagle is 
posHive from the first year. This is also the case if the higher rate of $111 par parson par 
year is used to estimate Eagle Fire's additional O&M expenses. 


Table 25, below also incorporates the startup capital costs of a new fire station in years 8 
and 15 of the project and the start-up capital costs aSSOCiated with a second engine 
company in one of the two fire stations in year 19. 


The fiscal impact analysis indicates that property tax revenues to the Eagle Fire District 
from the M3-Eagle Development will produce a revenue surplus of nearty $27.40 million 
over the first twenty years of the project. In addition to projected additional O&M expenses 
of $111 per capita nearly $1.41 million in start-up capital costs for fire station equipment and 
apparatus were included in the projected additional expenses. The developers of M3-Eagle 
have expressed their intent to not only contribute the land necessary for the two fire station 
sHes, but an additional $1.0 million per site ($2.0 million total) toward the start-up costs of 
each facility. That $2.0 million commitment is not included in the fiscal impact projections 
shown in Table 25 below in years 8 and 15. 
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Table 25 


The M3~E.a9Ie Development * Net Fiscal Impacts on the: 


Eagle Fire District 
s.,Vear 


Y!ar1 Yiari Yeaq Y!!I:.4 YtarS Total 


AdditiOna! PrOOJill~" $00.242 $267.434 $470.034 $723.284 $006.134 $2,525,12:8 
Other Fee ReveflUfJiL 1,416 2,353 4,169 5.785 7,403 21.125 
Developer Caplial Contribution» 0 0 0 0 0 0 


r otal Addition Revenues .. , $99,658 5269.787 $474,203 $729.0£9 $973.531 $2.546.253 


P[Qj~~ fjdQ!tiQflfl! f~n~: 
O&M Expenses. , $73.372 $145,634 5263.652 $379,790 $493.526 $1,356,074 
Capital ExpenseS,. .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 


TotaLn $73.372 5145.634 $263,652 $319.790 $493.526 $1,356,074 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact.. ....... " ....... $26.286 $124.153 5210.551 $349.279 1479.911 


5~Year Net Ftsc:allmpact. .............................. $1.190.179 


10~Year 


YearS Year 7 YearS VearS Year 10 !!I!!! 
!:[Qjected Additional ReY:QnuJ~'§», $1,208.584 $1,451.384 $1.733.784 $2.048.834 $2.357.384 $11,325,098 


Other Fee Revenues ... 9,015 10,639 13,004 15.225 11,446 00.453 
Devetoper Capital ContributIon, .. 0 0 1.000.000 0 0 1,OOO.OfJO 


Total Addition Revenues .... $1.217.599 $1,462.023 $2.746.788 $2,064.059 12.314.830 $12,411,551 


PrQjected M!1!lignal !,;)(!1§I1§BS: 
O&M Expenses.,. $605.160 $714,393 $855,359 $993.047 $1.128,052 $5,852.085 
Capita! Expenses. , 0 0 490.000 0 0 490,000 


TotaL $605.160 $714.393 $1.345,359 $993.041 $1,128,052 $6,142,085 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact. ................ $612,439 $747.630 $1,401,429 $1,011,012 $1.24£.178 


tOw Year Net Fisealimpaet.. ............................ $6,269,466 
. ~ .. ~~~-~~~----~---~--~~~ .. ------...... - .. ~-.. -... -~~-~---~--------.... _-.---_ .. _---_ .... _---------------------------------- -.....•.. --..... 


15~Year 


Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Ynar 15 !!I!!! 
E!Qj~!Sill AggltiQDIJJ Rf2;venurui· $2.665.984 $2,974,434 $3,247,634 $3,491.934 $3.743.834 $27.448.911 


Other Fee Revenues ......... ., ... 19,668 21.893 23,518 25.289 27.054 203,875 
Developer Gapital Contribution .. , 0 0 0 0 1,000,000 2.000.000 


Tota! Addition Revenues .. $2.685.852 $2,996.327 $3,271,152 $3.517.223 14.770.888 $29.652.792 


PrQjecl~g 8ggiUgo§i E~~!.1~· 
O&M Expenses .. $1.268.252 $1.407,095 $1,506,377 11.604.002 $1,703.261 $13,141,932 
Capital Expenses., .. 0 0 0 0 430,000 920.000 


TotaL. $1.268.252 $1,407.095 $1.50£,377 $1.604.862 52,133.261 $14,061.932 


AnnuaJ Net Flsca! Impact. ........ " .. " ... $1,417.400 $1.589.232 $1.764,775 $1.912.3&1 12.637.628 


1S~Year Net FIsc:allmpact •••••••••••• " .......... , .•.• 515.590.860 


2Q..Vear 
Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20 Total 


Proiected eggltjQna! RSl:venu~n 3,996,284 4,247,934 4,393.184 4,451,034 4,517,384 $49,054.737 
Other Fee Revenues .. 28,821 30.567 30.806 31.335 31.654 357,071 
Developer capital Contribution .. 0 0 0 0 0 2,000.000 


T etal Addition Revenues,." 54.025.105 $4.278.521 54.423.990 54.482.369 $4.549.038 $51,411,814 


P(Qjected egditjonaj El:!I!enses: 
O&M Expenses .. $1,799.242 51.894.691 $1.909.143 $1,923,697 $1,937,496 $22.60£,201 
Capital Expenses ..... 0 0 0 490,000 0 1,41{),OOO 


Total.. .. $1.799.242 51.894,691 $1.909.143 $2.413.697 $1.937,496 524.016.201 


Annual Net Flscallmpact. ................. 52.225.863 $2.383.830 $2.514.847 $2.068.672 $2.611.541 


20·Year Net FIscal Impact ............................. $27.395.613 


1< The M3-Eagle developers have agreed to contribute the land necessary for the two fire station faciHties as well as an addition 1.0 


million per fadlity ($2.0 million total) toward the startup costs for those facllities, 
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7. Meridian Joint School District #2 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact: + $116.18 Million 1st Twenty Years 


The Meridian Joint School District is the largest and fastest growing school district in the 
State of Idaho. During the 2004-2005 school year the District provided pubUc education for 
more than 28,000 students in grades through 12. The Meridian School District indudes the 
communities of Meridian, Eagle, Star, a part of Garden City, and portions of west Boise, 
southwest Boise, and many of the rural areas between those communities. 


Student population in the Meridian School District has grown over five-fold during the 
last 25 years with nearly 40 percent of that growth in the last 10 years. The District 
projects that its enrollment will increase another 28 percent over the next decade. 


Today the Meridian School District operates 25 elementary schools in its 384 square 
mile district, 7 middle schools, and 4 high schools. 


The M3-Eagle Development is projected to add 4,050 students residing in 7,455 new 
residential housing units to the Meridian School District by the end of the twentieth 
year of the project. 


The population prOjections for the M3-Eagle Development indicate that at the end of 
the fifth year there would be nearly 4,447 persons residing in M3-Eagle of which 1,092 
would be school age children. At the tenth year of the project, a half-way point in the 
project's twenty year timeframe to full build-out the population of M3-Eagle is 
forecasted to reach 10,163 with nearly 2,496 of those being children of school age. 


At full build-out of the M3-Eagle Development it is anticipated that the project's 7,153 
residential housing units will be home to nearly 17,455 persons of which 4,290 
persons are predicted to be children of school age, And, out of those 4,290 school age 
children it is expected that 94.4 percent, or 4,050, will choose to attend the local public 
schools. Consistent with patterns of school selection found in the 2000 Census this 
analysis projects that the remaining 240 not in the public schools will either attend 
private schools or to be individually home schooled. On average, it is projected that 
there will be approximately 0.59 school age children per household within M3-Eagle. 


A further breakdown of the forecasted school age population within M3-Eagle at full 
build-out finds that nearly 2,099 children (about 52.0 percent) of the 4,050 expected to 
attend the public schOols will be of elementary school age. Another 911 children would 
be of the age to attend a middle school the Meridian School District and 1,040 
students would be of high school age. 


At the 2006 property tax levy rate of the Meridian School District, adjusted to reflect 
the Idaho Legislature's Summer 2006 property tax relief legislation, this analysis 
projects that if the properties within M3-Eagle were taxed at the 2005 levy rate there 
would be the potential to raise nearly $157.67 million in additional property tax 
revenues over the first twenty years of the project. 


On an ongoing basis, in the years after the 20-year build-out of the project it is 
projected that at 2006 levy rates (again adjusted to reflect the Legislature's Summer 
2006 property tax relief) there could potentially be nearly $14.56 million per year in 
additional property taxes originating from the M3-Eagle Development. 


In the latest published figures the Meridian School District's average assessed 
property value per average daily student attendance was nearly $276,348 in the 2004-
2005 school year. Largely because of the expected 1.19 million square feet of 
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commercial floor space slated for M3-Eagle Idaho Economics expects that, at full 
build-out of the project, the average assessed value per M3-Eagle student will be 
close to $921_0 thousand_ Simply put, when all other things are equal, the addition of 
the assets of M3-Eagle to the Meridian Schaal District's property tax base could help 
lower the property tax burden on the other taxpayers in the district 


The increased enrollment in the Meridian School District because of children 
originating from the M3-Eagle project would also command additional revenues in the 
form of educational aid monies from the State of Idaho_ 


A large portion of the State funds for education allocated to the local school districts is 
based upon the districts average daily attendance (ADA) figures_ In the 2004-2005 
school year the State of Idaho funds received by the Meridian School District 
averaged $4,768 per full-tenn ADA and represented 59A percent of the total revenue 
received by the sebool district in that school yeaL Local property tax collections 
accounted for 30_3 percent of the total revenues received by the Meridian School 
District in the 2004-2005 school year_ 


In the 2004-2005 school year the Meridian School District's adjusted operations and 
maintenance expenditures (0 & M expenditures excluding the costs of capital 
projects, payments to service the district's debt, and interest payments) per student 
was nearly $5,638_ 


The difference between the District's average spending per student ($5,638) and the 
monies that the District receives from the State of Idaho ($4,768) is an approximation 
of the locally or federally funded education expense per student - or about $870 per 
student 


This analysis predicts that each additional student from the M3-eagle development will 
increase the Meridian School District's annual O&M expenses by $5,638_ Also with 
each additional student the State of Idaho will assist the District with the full burden of 
that O&M expense as it has assured the public that it would do with the enactment of 
the Summer 2006 property tax relief legislation. 


The Need for Additional School Facilities: 


Irregardless of the development of M3-Eagle the population growth trends in the area 
are clear and Meridian School District officials have acknowledged that the ongoing 
growth in and around the City of Eagle area will make it necessary for the district to 
construct additional school facilities of all types in the Eagle area in the future. 
However, some of these facilities that will be needed in the futufe may have the 
opportunity to be less costly than others_ 


In the case of M3-Eagle the developers have made assurances to the public and the 
Meridian School District that they will donate lands within the M3-Eagle Development 
to the school district for the 5 elementary schools, 1 middle school, and 1 senior high 
school that may be necessary because of the population residing in M3-Eagle_ 


Meridian School District officials acknowledged that continuing population growth in 
the Eagle area will eventually cause the district to construction additional school 
facilities throughout its district and that a contribution of land for a school site 
represents a valuable benefit (the approximate value of the nearly 10 acres necessary 
for an elementary school site is nearly $600,000 today). A middle school site would be 
at least double that amount ($1,200,000) and the land needed fOf a seniof high school 
could cost as much as $1_8 to $2A million_ 
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In total, the M3·Eagle offer of a donation of land for an expected 4 elementary 
schools, 1 K-8 school, 1 middle school, and 1 senior high school has a value to the 
school district, and the general public as a whole, of close to $9.6 million. 


St\ldent Transportation: 


Initially, the school age population at M3-Eagle Development would not justify building 
an elementary school. Therefore, during the first few years of the project the Meridian 
School District is likely to experience an increase in its student transportation 
expenses. These additional transportation expenses estimated in this analysis by 
utilizing the Meridian School District's 2004-2005 school year annual average 
transportation expense per student transported of nearly $713. 


However, the State of Idaho provides a degree of reimbursement to school districts for 
these transportation expenses. In the case of the Meridian School District the state 
has historically reimbursed the Meridian District about 85 percent of the monies spent 
of student transportation or about $606 per student Therefore, this analysis only 
considers the locally paid 15.0 percent portion of the district's transportation expenses, 
$107 per student per year, that are not reimbursed by the State of Idaho to the district 
as a cost for this analysis. 


In addition, this analysis expects that not all of these additional transportation 
expenses will apply to all of the students from M3·Eagle that will be attending school 
in the Meridian District. This is because not all students will or can use the school 
districts transportation. Students that live within 1.5 miles of the school are not offered 
district provided transportation unless there is some compelling reason (such as 
safety), In addition, even when district provided student transportation is available 
many young adults will choose to transport themselves and their cohorts to school 
each day and many parents may prefer to transport their children to school. The 
District's student transportation statistics submitted to the State Department of 
education revealed that during the 2004·2005 school year only 47.0 percent of the 
total number of students made use of the Meridian School District's student 
transportation services. 


This is also likely to be the reality in the M3·Eagle Development. Therefore this 
analysis assumes that only 47.0 percent of the students attending the Meridian School 
District from M3-Eagle would utilize the District's transportation services. Further it is 
expected that the District would incur additional annual student transportation 
expenses because of the M3·Eagle Development until the first school is constructed in 
the Development that is equal to the number of public school students from M3-Eagle 
times the percent of students who utilize the district's transportation services (47,0 
percent) times the District's annual average cost per student of $107. After the first 
school is constructed within M3-Eagle it is assumed that nearly 70.0 percent of the 
existing students in the development would be within the 1.5 mile radius of the school 
and would not qualify for transportation service. As the student population grows in 
M3-Eagle it is assumed that approximately 50.0 percent of the new students would be 
within walking distance of an existing school and the remaining 50.0 percent would be 
transported. This process of estimating the expenses associated with the school 
districts student transportation services continues thru the first twenty years of the 
projections for the M3·Eagle project. 


Recent legislation in Idaho restricts the State of Idaho's reimbursement to school 
districts that have higher than the state's average cost for public school student 
transportation (as measured on a cost per student per year basis and on a cost per 
student mile basis). Because the Meridian School District has lower costs for student 
transportation than the overall average in the state this legislation has not had an 
effect on the reimbursement that Meridian receives from the State of Idaho. 
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In the first 5 years of the M3-Eagle development it is projected that the Meridian 
School district will realize nearly $8,1 million in additional property tax revenues from 
the project with another $13.6 million accruing to the school district from additional 
State of Idaho's school support funds. In the first five years of M3-Eagle the additional 
Meridian School District enrollment from stUdents originating from the development 
would increase the District's maintenance and operating expenses by $16.0 million 
with an additional $0.14 million in increased student transportation expenses, In total, 
it is estimated that during the first five years of the M3-Eagle Development the 
Meridian SchOol District would realize, at constant 2006 levy rates adjusted for the 
Summer 2000 property tax relief measure, an additional $8.1 million in property tax 
revenues originating from the M3-Eagle Development 


By the end of the tenth year of the M3-Eagle Development it is projected that the 
Meridian School District will have realized nearly $36.4 million in additional property 
tax revenues since the inception of the M3-Eagle project plus a further $56.9 million 
accruing to the school district from increased State of Idaho's school support funds. 


By the tenth year of the project the increased enrollment of students originating from 
M3-Eagle would have increased the Meridian School District's maintenance and 
operating expenses by nearly $66.6 million over the ten-year period plus an increase 
in student transportation expenses of nearly $0.59 million. In total, during the first ten 
years of the M3-Eagle Development the Meridian School District would realize, at 
constant 2006 levy rates adjusted for the Summer 2006 property tax relief measure, 
an additional $26.0 million in property tax revenues originating from M3-Eagle. 


By the twentieth year, full build-out of the M3-Eagle project, it is projected that nearly 
4,050 students from M3-Eagle would be enrolled in the Meridian School District That 
additional enrollment would have, over the first twenty years of the project, increased 
the District's total maintenance and operations expenses by nearly $268.9 million. 


However, an additional $157.7 million in property taxes from the M3-Eagle 
Development and an additional $227.4 million is State of Idaho school support funds 
would have more than offset the District's add~ional costs. In total, during the first 
twenty years of the M3-Eagle Development the Meridian School District would realize, 
at constant 2006 levy rates adjusted for the Summer 2000 property tax relief measure, 
an additional $116,2 million in property tax revenues originating from M3-Eagle. 


On an ongoing basis, after full build-out of the M3-Eagle community, it is projected that 
the Meridian School District would realize an additional property tax revenue stream of 
$14.56 million per year attributable to M3-Eagle. 


Table 26(c), below, utilizes construction and ready-far-occupancy cosl figures 
obtained from Ihe Meridian School District to show that after the additional annual 
operating expenses associated with students from M3-Eagle there would be adequate 
fiscal surpluses from property tax revenues 10 facilitate the construction of the 
potential six to seven new school facilities anticipated for the M3-Eagle property. 
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Table 26 (a) 
Merigian Joint School District #2 


5~Year 


Year 1 Year 2 Vesr3 Year 4 ~ Total 


Projected New Students .. 153 305 551 794 1,032 


Projected 8Q\!ition!l! Reven!l~s: 


Property Taxes .. ,., 5315,802 S859,653 51,510,653 $2,324,603 $3,105,303 S8,116,014 
State Support Funds .. 736,043 1.467,276 2,650,718 3,819,728 4,964,884 13,638,448 
Total Additional Revenues. __ S1,051 ,845 $2,326,929 $4,161,371 $6,144,331 S8,069,987 521,754,462 


PrQie~d 8ddifion$!:1 EX9:@o§es: 
O&M Expenses, ... , $862,814 $1,719,590 $3,106,538 $4,476,572 $5,818,416 $15,983,730 
Transportation Expenses .... _. 7,694 15,338 27,710 39,930 51,899 142,572 


Tota! Additional Expenses ... S870,308 $1,734,928 $3,134,248 $4,516,502 $5,870,315 $16,126,302 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact. , ••.•••• $181,536 5592,000 $1,027,123 $1,627,828 $2,199,671 


5*Vear Net Fiscal Impact ............................ 55,628,160 ._-----_ .. ---------------------------.. ---.. ---.. --------.. ----------_ ................ ----------------------.. -----_ .. -.. _ .... _ .. --.. _--.. _----
10-Year 


YearS Year 7 ~ Year 9 Voar10 Total 


Projected New Students ... , 1,266 1,494 1,789 2,077 2,359 


P(ojected Adgitjona! R§:~enu:§s: 


Property T axeL, . $3,884,653 $4,665,153 $5,572,753 $6,585,403 $7,577,203 $36,401,179 
State SUPEort Funds, ..... " 6,090,397 7,187,246 8,606,414 9,991,907 11,348,536 56,862,947 
Total Additional Revenues" 69,975,050 $11,852,399 $14,179,167 $16,577,310 $18,925,739 $93,254,126 


ProieQ!~g Additional Exgenses: 


O&M Expenses .. $7,137,708 $8,423,172 610,086,382 611,710,126 $13,300,042 $66,641,160 
Transportation Expenses", .. 53,667 75,133 89,969 104,452 118,634 594,428 


Total Additional Expenses.,. $7,201,375 $8.498,305 $10,176,351 $11,814,578 $13,418,676 $67,235,588 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact .•••.••. , $2,773,675 $3,354,093 $4,002,816 $4,762,732 $5,507,083 


10·Year Net Fiscal Impact ................... " •.• " 526,028,538 


Maintenance: 


The estimated additional operation and maintenance expenses to the Meridian School 
district attributable to the M3-Eagle Development are discussed above, 


Mitigation: 


Because of the increased property tax revenues generated by residences and businesses 
in the M3-Eagle Development more than offset the estimated additional costs that the 
development may impose upon the school district there appear to be no negative economic 
externalities that would impose a cost upon other Meridian School District or Ada County 
residents, 


Furthermore, the developer's wilfingness to donate land to the Meridian School District for a 
school or SChOOls ctearly puts this development in the category of providing a positive 
externality to the other residents of the Meridian School District 
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Table 26 (b) 
Meridian Joint School DlstriGt #2 


lS·Vear 


Ydt11 ~ Iu.t1l ~ ~ Total 


ProJected New Students. >, 2,652 2,943 3, HI{) 3,356 3,56:/ 


Ptgj~~ Addi1IQnal B!Vttlll~i: 
Property Taxes", », ,<, q" $8,569,003 $9,560,203 $10,438,303 $11,223,503 $12,033,203 568,225,395 


State SUlll1ell Fund •. " " '" . 12,75M82 14,158,008 15,153,831 16,144,343 17,135,856 132,213,567 


T olaf Addltlonal Revenues" $21.327,086 $23,718,211 $25,592,134 $27,368,347 $29,189,059 $220,438,982 


erolecteg 8dg!llQni' [fxoeniQ§: 
O&M Expenses .. " "H» $14,951,976 $16,592,634 $17,759,700 $18,921,128 $20,082,556 $154,949,154 
Transportation Expenses .... , 133,369 148,003 158,414 168,773 179,133 1,382,120 


Total Additional expenses .. ,. $15,086,345 $16,740,637 $17,918,114 $19,089,901 $20,261,669 $156.331,274 


Annual Net FiscallmpacL .......... $6,241,740 $6,977,573 $7,674,021 $8,278,_ $8,907,370 


15:~Year Net Fiscal Impact ....... , .................. ,. $34,107,688 
."' ...... '"' .. --.......... -..... --.. ---,.-..... -........ --~----~-.. "'-'"" .. - ...... -..... --...... -............ _----.... _----.... __ .................. _ ...... -_ .. _"" .. _ .... ....... _ .. _ .. _--.... __ .... -


20~Year 


~ YHL1! ~ Year 19 Year 20 Ill!i! 


Projected New Students", <., .. 3,763 3,962 3,993 4,023 4,050 


Proj~ct~ Adg,ttlot'1§' Be~nye~: 


property Taxes" ' $12,844,503 $13,653,203 514,120,153 514,305,203 $14,519,403 $157,668,960 


State SUlll10rt Funds ... , 18,102,615 19,080,152 19.208,285 19,353,607 19.483,497 227,422.923 
Total Additional Revenues,.,. $30,947,418 S32.713,355 533,329,438 533,669,810 $34,002.900 5385.091.883 


Pr~~g Ag!1Ui20il s~~§; 
O&M Expenses" ..• < < $21,215.794 522,337,756 522,512.534 522,681,674 272,833,900 5266,530,812 


Transportation Expenses" .. 189,241 199,249 200,808 202.317 203,675 2.377,409 


Total Addltional Expenses .. $21.405,035 $22,537,005 522,713,342 $22,863,991 $23,037,575 $266,908,221 


Annual Net Fiscal Impact .•.•....... $9,542f 382 $10,176,350 $10,616,096 $10,775,819 $10,965,326 


20~Year Net Fiscal Impact ............................ $116,183,662 


Table 26(c) Property Tax Revenues from M3.Eagle 
Will be More Than Enouah to Cover the ConstruGtlon of SGhools 


Projected Projected Cost 
School Full Cost Number of School 


Construction at of Schools In Facilities at 
Type of School Costs Occu!!anc~ M3-Eagle M3-Eagle 


(Millions of$) (MillionS of $) {MilUons of $} 


Elementary $8.9 $10.9 4 $43.6 


K-8 School $12.0 $15.0 1 $15.0 


Middle School $17.0 $20.2 1 $20.2 


High School $46.5 $53.5 1 $53.5 


Projected Total Cost of School Facilities at M3.Eagle Development. ........... $132.3 


Sum of the Projectad Fiscal Surpluses from M3-Eagle in Years 1 ·30: ......... $225.8 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact with School Facilities Included: .................... $93.6 
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8. Mosquito Abatement District 


Projected Net Fiscal Impact: + $0.55 Million 1"Twenty Years 


The Mosquito Abatement District of Ada County is funded by property taxes and is 
responsible for minimizing the mosqUito population in Ada County. 


The District collects a property tax at the 2006 levy rate of $0.00276 per $1,000 of 
assessed value. 


The fiscal impact study projects that the Mosquito Abatement District will receive in the fifth 
and tenth years additional annual property tax revenues of approximately $21,650 and 
$53,350, respectively, from the property within the M3-Eagle Development 


There are no projected negative fiscal impacts, nor additional maintenance expenses, or 
need for any mitigation measures associated with the development of M3-Eagle and its 
effect on the Mosquito Abatement District 


9. Central Water and Sewer Systems 


Central {Potablel Water Systems: 


The M3-Eagle Development will consist of residential, commercial, and public water users. 
The water supply for the planned community will meet the demands associated with 
domestic use, irrigation, commercial, and fire protection. Water will be supplied to all 
residential, commercial, and public users through a public water system for potable 
purposes. Non-potable water for irrigation of the project's open spaces and common areas 
will also be supplied. 


Projected Potable Water Demands: 


Potable water demand estimates were developed for the M3-Eagle Development for 
approximately 10,839 residential connections with many additional commercial and public 
water connections. Most of the connections for the irrigation of the project's common areas 
are expected to be served from water effluent of the project's waste water treatment 
system. 


Water conservation efforts planned for the project may result in further reductions of water 
usage on both the annual peak day and annual total basis. 


Sources of Water Supply: 


The M3-Eagle Developmenfs water demands will likely be met through a combination of 
municipal water supply, ground water well sources, wastewater effluent reuse, and limited 
surface water supplies. 


Ground Water: Preliminarily it appears that productive wells have been located on the M3-
Eagle property. These wells are being examined for use as. production facilities for a 
domeSTIC water supply to the M3-eagle project. In addition, a series of monitoring wells are 
being put into place so that it can be determined if the utilization of these water sources for 
the M3-Eagle project could have a potential negative impact on other nearby groundwater 
facilities. 
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An existing irrigation well on the M3-Eagle Development property may be rehabilitated and 
used as a monitoring well for maintaining a record of the effects that water withdrawals may 
have on other users of the aquifer. 


A new municipal supply well will likely be drilled on M3-Eagle property. The pumping rate 
and volume of the municipal well wdl be limrted by the amount of water rights available for 
municipal use. This well would be conveyed to the appropriate water supply utility as part of 
the potable water facilities constructed for M3-Eagle Development 


Wastewater Effluent Treated wastewater effluent from the project may be utlfized for 
irrigation of seleciled lands. Wastewater effluent would be delivered through a separate 
non-potable pressurized irrigation water supply system. The use of the wastewater effluent 
is further discussed below, 


Water Rights: Water rights appurtenant to M3-Eagle DevelOpment include (1) irrigation 
rights from surface water and wen sources for agricultural fields within M3-Eagle 
Development, (2) stock water rights from wells, and (3) water rights from wells for domestic 
purposes, 


Water System Operation and Management: 


The potable water system serving M3-Eagle Development will be constructed by the 
developer and conveyed to a municipal water system after completion of construction, 


There will be no Significant fiscal impacts on the existing public service provider or their 
existing water customers. The developer will construct the necessary infrastructure 10 serve 
the M3-Eagle project 


Miljgation: 


All of the M3-Eagle project's water system innial development: explOration, testing, 
development of production wells, construction of a water transmission and distribution 
system as well as the construction of water slorage tanks will be funded by the developer. 
Therefore, there will be no adverse economic impect on other citizens of the City of Eagle 
or Ada County due to the development of a potable water system for the residents of the 
M3-Eagle, After initial development the ongoing water system operations and maintenance 
expenses will be funded from revenues received from water customers wnhin M3-Eagle. 


Sanitary Sewers: 


The developers have proposed a conventIOnal gravity sanitary sewer system for the M3-
Eagle Development development The design, engineering, and construction of this 
sanitary sewer system will be funded by the developer. The ongoing operational and 
maintenance costs of the system will be funded by user fees paid by M3-Eagle project's 
future homeowners and businesses. 


In addition, waste water from the Water Reclamation Facility will be pumped to a holding 
pond within the M3-Eagle Development community and will be used, when enough water 
becomes available for the summertime irrigation of common areas, including perks, 
recreation areas, and roadway landscaping. During the winter the effluent will be 
discharged into the ground using a subsurface infiltration system. AHhough it is not 
anticipated to occur, If the necessary permits are obtained, the sanitary effluent could be 
discharged into another surface drainage if necessary. 


The M3-Eagle Development is not projected to put any demands upon or use up valuable 
capacity other municipal sanitary sewer systems. Furthermore, the developers, in 
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t 
conjunction with its engineering and construction consuttants have shown the ability, both 
technically and financially to succesSfully complete the provision of this necessary and 
valuable community infrastructure for the M3-Eagle project 


Sanitary Sewer System Maintenance Costs: 


Using cost figures from other planned community owned and operated sanitary sewer 
systems that are similar to that which is proposed for M3-Eagle the annual maintenance 
expenses have translated to neart~ $380 per year for each residential household within the 
development. At the end of the 5 , 10", 15"', and 20'" years of the M3-Eagle project the 
total annual O&M expenses associated the provision of sanillary sewer service to the 
residences and businesses in M3-Eagle is estimated to be $817,000 and $1,634,000, 
respectively, 


Mitigation: 


The sanitary sewer system serving the M3-Eagle Development Planned Community will be 
independent from other existing municipel sanitary sewer systems that may be nearby, The 
expenses aSSOCiated with the design, engineering, and construction of the project's sanitary 
sewer system are being funded by the developer and will be maintained by either the 
development of an independent sanitary sewer service entity or be jointly owned by the 
community's homeowner's association after the project is completed, It is expected that 
sanitary sewer system service to the M3-Eagle Development Planned Community will not 
present a negative economic externality to other citizens of Ada County, 


The developers investment in the M3-Eagle Development's independent sanitary sewer 
system for the treatment and management of wastewater will allow other areas of the 
county to husband their valuable sewer treatment capacity, This in tum will forestall the 
need for future sewer treatment capacity additions and thereby provide a positive 
externality (a benefit) to others in Ada County. 


10. Solid Waste Disposal 


Solid waste disposal is an enterprise operation of Ada County govemment The County 
owns the landfill site, Ada County has recently decided to expand the Seaman's Gulch 
landfill site while at the same time negotiate with a private company to operate a second 
land fill in Ada County, Existing landfill capacity appears to be adequate, 


Maintenance: 


Solid waste disposal tipping fees at the Ada County landfill reflect the costs of the County's 
ongoing waste disposal operations, Solid waste collection in Ada County and the cities of 
Ada County are contracted to and perfonned by independent waste collection contractors, 
The negotiated rates of those waste collection contracts provide the hauler with coverage of 
collection costs, amortization of equipment costs, and a return on investment. 


Mitigation: 


Because of the M3-Eagle project's relative proximity to the Ada County landfill, solid waste 
collection costs per household at M3-Eagle may be lower than in other areas of Ada 
c6ti1.ty According to Allied Waste System's haulage times from s~es near the M3-Eagle 
project travel to the Ada County landfill could be as little one-fourth to one-half of the time 
necessary to serve similar households in East Boise or in Boise's Central Bench area, This 
shorter and speedier haulage of solid waste to the Ada County landfill may potentially lower 
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the overall cost of service for future solid waste disposal services and could provide a 
benefrt in the form of lower future rates to other residents of the County. 


There appear to be no negative economic externalities from the M3-Eagle Development 
that would impose a cost upon other residents of Ada County. 


11. Regulated Public Utilities 


The provision of electricity, natural gas, telephone, and cable television infrastructure 
to the M3-Eagle Development will be provided for via the line extension policies of 
each utility as approved by the Idaho PubliC Utilities Commission. Initial infrastructure 
inside of the development (underground utility wiring and piping) will be provided by 
the developer. 


Electric Service: 


Electrical service to the M3-Eagle Development community will be provided by Idaho 
Power Compeny from many possible sources. Whatever the source of the electrical circuits 
that will serve the M3-Eagle project the Idaho Public Utilities Commission (IPUC) has 
established rules and regulations which govem the extensions of electrical service and the 
need for addition of electrical distribution andlor transmission lines and stations for new 
developments. These regulations define the sharing of the costs between Idaho Power 
Company and the new electrical customer for the installation of new or additional electrical 
system facilities. In general, the IPUC line extension rules are designed so as to eliminate 
the potential negative economic impacts upon existing Idaho Power electric customers 
caused by the expansion or addition of facilities to serve new electric customers. 
Specifically, Idaho Power Company's Rule H: New Service Attachments and Distriburtion 
Une Installations or Alterations as ordered and approved by the Idaho Public Utilities 
Commission apply. (Rule H is attached to this report as Appendix G.) 


In general Rule H allows the prospective new electrical customer a limited dollar credits 
toward the cost of extending distribution facilities. Costs over and above the prescribed 
amount of the credit must be paid, or assured with a letter of credit, by the prospective new 
electric customer prior to the start of any electric system addilions. These conditions will 
apply to the M3-Eagle project Either M3-Eagle will prepay Idaho Power Company for the 
construction of the necessary additional electrical distribution and/or transmission facilities 
outside of the M3-Eagle project or M3-Eagle will contract with an approved electrical 
contractor to make the necessary improvements or additions to the electrical facilities. 


It is anticipated that the underground electrical distribution system within the M3-Eagle 
project will be constructed by independent contractors hired by M3-Eagle. These newly 
constructed facilities will become part of the Idaho Power Company electrical distribution 
system. In addition, so as to assure that these facilities will not become a maintenance 
liability that would impose a cost upon those already existing electricity customers of Idaho 
Power, all electrical distriburtion facilities constructed within M3-Eagle Development must 
meet or exceed Idaho Power's electrical system engineering and quality standards. 


The IPUC line extension rules allow for a refund to the developer, within a prescribed 
timeframe, of a portion of the prepayments for the construction of the additional electrical 
distribution and transmission facilities necessary to serve the development as new electrical 
customers within the development are connected to the Idaho Power system. 
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Electrical System Maintenance Costs: 


According to Idaho Power Company's Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
Form 1 filing for 2004 the Company spent nearly $20.2 million on distribution line 
maintenance for its 402,250 distribution system customers, an average of $50,20 per 
customer per year Utilizing this average figure, the electrical distribution system for the M3-
Eagle project would, at full developmen~ increase Idaho Power's annual distribution system 
maintenance budget by nearly $30,300, However, it should be noted that a significant 
portion of an electric utility's distribution system maintenance budget involves repair and 
replacement of older lines and lines that have been damaged by storms, contact with trees, 
or automobile accidents, Because the M3-Eagle electrical distribution system will be newiy 
constructed and largely underground (the higher vollage transmission additions and station 
equipment wiN likely be above ground) actual maintenance costs per customer are likely to 
be much less than Idaho Power's 2004 system-wide average of $50.20 per customer 


Mitigation: 


Existing IPUC approved pOlicies conceming the extension of electrical service to new 
customers, together with M3-Eagle Deveiopment's prepayment of the costs associated with 
an extension to its site, will not produce any expense in need of addition mitigation 
measures, Fur1her, existing electriCity rates account for Idaho Powers annual expenses 
associated wtth customer service and the maintenance and operation of the distribution 
system 


Natural Gas Utility Services: 


Intermountain Gas Company will provide natural gas service to the M3-Eagle Project with 
upgredes to the 6-inch high pressure gas main from near the intersection of State Highway 
16 and US Highway 44 (State Street) to the site, 


The Idaho Public Utilities Commission (IPUC) has established rules and regulations 
governing extensions of natural gas service and the need for the addition new gas 
distribution facilities to serve new customers, Specifically, the IPUC approved Intermountain 
Gas Company rules in Section A: General Service Provisions, Paragraphs 12 and 13: 
Installation of Pipes and Connections, and Extensions of Mains, apply, respectively and is 
atiached as Appendix H to this report 


Similar to the provisions for the extension of electrical service, the Intermountain Gas 
Company. IPUC approved, natural gas main extension policy is designed to prevent 
adverse impacts upon the currently existing natural gas customers or to Intermountain Gas 
resulting from the extension of natural gas service to a new or prospective customers, 
According to Intermountain Gas Company's IPUC approved natural gas service extension 
policies any extension of the distribution system that does not provide Intermountain Gas 
with a 12,5 percent internal rate of retum Wlli be required to either provide additional funds, 
or financial assurances, prior to the construction of the new distribution facilities, 


Natural Gas System Maintenance Costs: 


According to Intermountain Gas Company's Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) Form 2 filing for 2004 the Company spent nearly $1,8 million on distribution system 
maintenance for its 241,830 non-industrial natural gas customers - an average of $7,63 per 
customer per year. Utilizing this average figure, the natural gas distribution system for the 
M3-Eagle project WOUld, at full deveiopment, increase Intermountain Gas Company's 
annual distribution system maintenance budget by nearly $5,215, 
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Average maintenance expenses per customer for Intennountain Gas Company are 
signifamtly less, on a per customer basis, than those experienced by the electric utility. 
According to Intermountnin Gas and Idaho Power this is because of the fact that the natural 
gas distribution system is underground, and therefore not subjected to the aboveilround 
hazards of stonns, interference from trees or animals, or automobile accidents. In addition, 
because the majority of Intennountain Gas Company's 241,830 customers are located 
within Idaho's more densely populated uriban or suburban areas there are not as many 
miles of distribution networK to maintain as there are within the franchise of the electric 
utilities which also serve the rural areas of Idaho. This fact leads to a further lowering of 
Intennountnin Gas Company's average maintenance cost per customer. 


Mitigation: 


Existing IPUC approved policies conceming the extension of natural gas service to new 
customers, together with any prepayments that may be required of M3-Eagle for the 
extension of natural gas service to the site, should not produce any expenses that dictate 
the need for addition mrtigation measures. Further, the existing natural gas rates are 
designed to acccunt for Intennountain Gas Company's annual expenses associated with 
customer service and the maintenance and operation of the distribution system 


Telephone & Communication Utility Services: 


Owest Communications will provide telephone and ISDN communications lines to the M3-
Eagle Development from existing lines and some upgrades of existing communications 
facilities already in place along State Highway 16. 


In the past the Idaho Public Utilities Commission (IPUC) has established rules and 
regulations governing extensions of telephone service and the need for the addition new 
telephone facilities in order to serve new customers. However, a new deregulation law 
recently passed by tha Idaho Legislature could signifICantly change those rules. 


However, as the rules stand today, Owest Corporation's Basic Local Exchange Tariff, 
Section 104.4.1 Extensions for New Real Estate Additions (Attached as Appendix I to this 
report.) require the developer reach an agreement with Owest as the facilities charge 
necessary to serve the project. 


Similar to the provisions for the extension of electrical and natural gas service, the Owest 
Communications service extension policy is designed to prevent an adverse impact upon 
existing telephone customers or to Owest Communications resulting from an extension of 
service to the new or prospective customer. For developers an extension of telephone 
facilities must be prepaid by the developer prior to any construction worK commencing. 
Thereafter the developer may receive refunds of those prepaid construction expanses, 
within a prescribed tlmeframe, as new telephone customers within the development 
connect to the telephone system. 


Telephone Service Maintenance Costs: 


According to Owest Communications' required annual report to the IPUC the Company 
provided approximately 500,000 telephone service lines to customers wahin its Southem 
Idaho service area. Maintenance expenses in 2004 associated with serving those 
customers were nearly $38.5 million, an average maintenance expense of $77.05 per 
customer per year. 


Utilizing this average figure, the eddition of the telephone communications system for the 
M3-Eagle Development WOUld, at its full build-out, increase Qwest's annual system 
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maintenance budget by nearly $331,300, Again, it should be recognized that a significant 
portion of the telephone system maintenance budget involves the repair and replacement 
of older telecommunications lines and the integration of newer communications 
technologies into the system, Because the telecommunications lines and lacilities within 
M3·Eagle will be new it is likely that the associated maintenance expenses will be 
significantly lower than Qwest's Southem Idaho system average, 


MHigation: 


Existing IPUC approved policies conceming the extension of telephone service to new 
developments and subsequently new customers, together with any prepayments that may 
be required 01 M3·Eagle lor the telephone communications to the development will not 
produce any expenses that dictate the need for addition mitigation measures, Furthermore, 
the existing telephone service rates are designed to account for Qwest's annual expenses 
associated with customer service and the maintenance and operation of the 
communications system 


12. Air and Water Quality Programs 


The developers are aware of the potential air quality issues that may occur as a result of a 
large construction site, Of highest concern is the maintenance of airbome dust resulting 
from the exposure of soils during construction, In addilion, stockpiles 01 top soil and other 
building and landscaping materials could be susceptible to winds and generate airbome 
particulates. 


Maintenance: 


Many other residential development projects have maintained an ongoing program of dust 
suppression throughout the construction phases of the development Those projects have 
indicated that annual expenses associated the cost of dust suppression activities are 
approximately $5,000 ·$10,000 per year during project construction, depending upon the 
size of the ground area exposed and in need of dust suppression at anyone time, A similar 
dust suppression budget, funded by the developer, would be reasonable for the antiCipated 
twenty years of construction at the M3-Eagle Development 


Mitigation: 


There appear to be no negative economic extemalities that would impose a cost upon other 
Ada County residents, At this time there are no known potential impacts on Air or Water 
Qualily Programs due to the development of M3·Eagle project. 


However, the M3·Eagle Development Planned community will be much closer to many 
of Ada County's employment centers than are many other alternative choices for 
housing in the Boise Valley today, Because of this closer proximity there is a 
probability that M3·Eagle Development residents will utilize the roadways less than the 
average Treasure Valley commuter and, thereby contribute less to overall air quality 
problems, 
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Summary of Fiscal Impacts 


The projected annual net fiscal impacts for the first ten years of the M3-Eagle Development 
are summarized below and on the following pages in Tables 27(a) - the first five years of 
the M3-Eag1e project Table 27(b) depicts the net fiscal impact to public service providers 
for years 6 - 1, while Table 27(c) and Table 27(d) provide the forecasted net fiscal impact 
to the affected public service providers for years 11 - 15 and 16 - 20, respectively, 


Lastly, Table 27(e) on a following page summarizes, for 5 year increments, the projected 
net fiscal impact of the M3-Eag1e Development on the public service providers examined in 
this analysis the first twenty years of the project as well as provides the estimated ongoing 
annual net fiscal impact for the period after fun build-oot of M3-Eag1e, 


Table 27 <al 
M3-Eagle 


Summary of Projected Fiscal Impacts: Fiscal Surplus/(Deflclt) 
Years 1 • !! 


rotol 


~",bi£ ~D!~ Provider YmJ. Ym1 Y.W.l :tau Yiru:.! YU[Jl-§ 


City of Eagle $498,604 $510,280 $885,215 $878,750 $894,217 $3,647,067 


Ada County 137,347 425,455 740,030 1,163,550 1,567,383 4,033}54 


Ada County EMS 4,617 15,954 27,511 43,987 59,608 151,676 


ACHD 733,752 809,243 1,699,184 1,836,078 1,967,838 7,046,095 


Weed & Pest Control 4,697 13,389 23,569 36,319 48,544 126,697 


Eagle FIre District 26,266 124,153 210,551 349,279 479,911 1,190,179 


MerIdian School District 181,536 592,000 1,027,123 1,627,828 2,199,671 5,628,160 


Wale< & Sower Systems (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Solid W_ DIsposal (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Parb & Roc_on (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 


Ullin .. (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 


Air & Water Quality Prog, (1) (1) (1) (1 ) (1) !11 


rotol $1,587,039 $2,490,453 $4,593,183 $5,935,792 $7,217,172 $21,623,639 


(1) ... No Inpact on the demand lor serviCes. (3) .SeMces are Intended to be setf+$upporting. 


(2) _.No Irnpad Ide:rrtIfied based upon current 5ervices. 14) .Extension of ~ covered by IPUC regula1Ion,5.. 
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Table 27 (d) 


M3-Eagle 
Summary of Projected Fiscal Impacts: Fiscal Surplus/(Oefieit' 


Years 16 - 20 


Total 


PU!2ie S!!;rvisee Erov!der Year 16 Ym.ll Xw.1!! Year 19 Year 20 Y.'!:l! 16 - 2tl 


City of Eagle $1,574,487 $1,677.414 $1,167,136 $1,237,705 $1,243,131 $6,899,873 


Ada County 6,719,910 7,160,397 7,453,974 7,562,661 7,689,779 36,586,721 


Ada County EMS 261,572 279,203 291,891 296,373 301,753 1,430,793 


ACHD 4,876,253 5,014,863 4,093,253 3,792,563 2,652,406 20.429,339 


Weed & Pest Control 200,644 213,469 220,794 223,719 227,044 1,085,869 


Eagle Fire District 2,225,863 2,383,830 2,514,647 2,068,S72 2,611,541 11,804,753 


Meridian School District 9,542,382 10,176,350 10,616,09S 10,775,819 10,965,326 52,075,973 


Water & Sewer Systems (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Solid Waste Disposal (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Parks & Recreation (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 


Utllites (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 


Air & Water Qual_i~ PrC?9.' (1 ) (1 ) (1 ) (1) (1) (1) 


Total $25,401,311 $26,905,525 $26,357,991 $25,957,513 $25,690,981 $130,313,321 


(1) _.No impact on the demand for services. (3).. Services are intended to be self-supporting. 
(2) .. _ No impact identified based upon current services. (4) ... Extension of services covered by !PUC regulations. 


Table 27 (el 


M3-Eagle 
Summary of Projected Fiscal Impacts: Fiscal Surplusl(Oeficit) 


5- Year Increments. 20-Year Total. and Proiected Annual Onaoina 


Years Years Years Years Total Annual 


Pubic Service PrQvider U 6 -10 .1.1:1§. 16 - 20 Ye!!rs 1 & 20 Ongoing 


City of Eagle $3,647,067 $5,673,148 $6,984,016 $6,899,873 $23,204,104 $1,243,131 


Ada County 4,033,764 14,472,033 26,887,637 36,586,721 81,980,155 7,689,779 


Ada County EMS 151,676 555,119 1,040,856 1.430,793 3,178.444 301,753 


ACHD 7,046,095 15,282,738 22,154,867 20,429,339 64,913,039 2,652,406 


Weed & Pest Control 126,697 442,144 810,294 1,085,869 2,465,004 227,044 


Eagle Fire District 1,190,179 5,079,287 9,321,294 11,804,753 27,395,513 2,611,541 


Meridian School District 5,628,160 20,400,379 38,079,150 52,075,973 116,183,662 10,965,326 


Water & Sewer Systems (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Solid Waste Disposal {3} (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Parks & Recreation (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 


Utilites (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 


Air & Water Quality Prog, (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 


Total $21,823,638 $61,904,848 $105,278,114 $130,313,321 $319,319,921 $25,690,980 


(1) '. No impact on 1he demand for services. 13). .services are intended to be self~supporting. 


(2). .No impact identified based upon current services. (4) ..Extension of services covered by tPue regulations. 
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M3-Eagle Project Phases: 


The analysis above provided an annual vleNi of the projected population, households, and 
fiscallmpac1s of the M3-Eag1e Development for each of the twenty years until fuU build-out 
of the project The developers of M3-Eag1e envision that there will be five phases in the 
development of the project over the twenty years until tun buIId-out 


Phase 1 of the development wig include the first two years of the twenty years that are 
anticipated until tun build-out of M3-EagIe. In the preceding demographic and fiscal impact 
analysis Phase 1 would correspond to Years 1 and 2. Phases 2, 3, and 4 are anticipated to 
be five years in length and would incorporate the projections in the demographic and fiscal 
impact analysis above for Years 3·7, Years 8 - 12, and Years 13 - 17, respectively. The 
fifth and final phase 0/ the M3-Eag1e project includes Years 18 • 20 of the above 
demographic and fiscal impact anatysiS. 


Table 28, below, provides a vif!IW of M3-EagIe's projected number of residential housing 
units and commercial floor space that is anticipated to be added in each phase of the 
development as well as a cumulative toIals through the five phases of the M3-Eagle. 


Table 28 


M3-eagle: Protected Residential Housing Additions & Commercial Floor Space by Phase 


Iotals for Each Phase Ph,!!! 1 1 Ph"te2 1 Ph"e 3 1 Phase 4 
, 


Phase 5 , , 
(Yetlr!; 1 • 2) • (Y .... ,-7) I (Years 8 + 12) • (Years 13· 17) ! (ye&s18 - 20) • I • • • 


T!!l!1 AHl!!9!: 1,696 i 937 ! 1,310 i 1,073 i 989 


1 
, 


B2!I!!!ol!!11:I2!d!lng: I I , 
• I • • • • 


Single Family Detached: 330 • 1,313 i 1,504 ! 1,266 ! 246 
Single Family Attached: 1071 624 ! 838 ! 535 i 0 
Multi·Faml : 41 41 ' 224 83 0 


Total Housing UnHs: 478 1,979 ! 2,
566 1 1,884 ! 246 


I • C()f)lm2rc1al Floor Space: (square feet) • • I • • • • Retail Space: 01 121,000 : 162.500 : 269,700 : 70,100 • o! 192,500 I I Office Seace: o I 260,600 I 99,600 
I • Total Commercial: 


, 
121,000 ! 375,000 530,300 ! 169,700 : 


Cumuf,tIvt Toto" Pha8e1 I Ph.se 2 • Phase 3 Phase 4 • , , Phase 5 


1 
• , 


(Ye&rs 1 .2) • (Y .... 3-7) (years a· 12) (Years 13·11) ! (year5 18.20) • • • • 
r!!!!l d£WQi; 1,696 i 2,633 i 3,943 5,016 : 6,005 


B§§.I!!!!lt!§.1 H21l§.lnQ; I 


4,4131 Sing'" Family Detached: 330 1,643 , 3,147 4,659 
Sing'" Family Attached: 107 • 731 : 1,570 : 2,105 ! 2,105 
Mu/ti·Famii : 41 : 82 : 306 : 389 • 389 


Total Housing Unns: 478 I 2,456 5,023 i 6, 907 1 7,163 


Commercia' Floor Space: (square feet) • • • • 
o ! • • 


573,200 ! 121,000 I , 
Retell Space: 303,500 i 643,300 
Offlce Space: 01 0: 192,500 i 453,100 i 552,700 


I 
121,000 ! Total Commercial: O· 496,000 i 1,026,300 i 1,196,000 I 
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Table 29 shows a summary of the projected population, households, school age 
populations and employment within M3-Eagle at the end of each off the five projected 
project phases as well as cumulative totals through each of the five phases of M3-Eagle. 


Table 29 


M3-Eagle: Projected Po~ulatlons and Em~lol(ment bl( Project Phase 
(Populations and Emp!oyment at the end of Each Phase of the Project) 


Totals for Each Phase Phase 1 
, 


Phase 2 
, 


Phase 3 
, 


Phase 4 • Phase 5 , • • , 
• • • , 
• • I • • • • (YeafS 1 - 2} • (Years 3 -7) • (Years B ~ 12) • (years 13 - 17) I (years 18 - 20) • • • • • • • 


1,312 ! • , • Total Population: 6,436 i 12,677 ! 17,069: 17,455 • , , , , , 
Total Housing Units: 478 : 2,459 : 5,034 i 6,912 i 7,153 


Vacant Housing Units 10 ; 49 i 101 ! 38 i 143 


Households 468 ! 2,410 ! 4,933 i 6,874 ! 7,010 , , , 
2.52 : Average Household Size 2.80 : 2.67 : 2,57 : 2.49 , , , , , , , , 


Total Housing Units: 
, , , , , , , , , , , , 


Family Households 377 ! 1,940 ! 3,971 1 5,453 ! 5,643 


Non-Family Households 91 i 470 ! 962 ! 1,321 i 1,367 , , , • 
School Age Populations: 


, , , , , , , , , , • • , , , , 
Total School Aged Children: 322 : 1,581 : 3,114 : 4,193 : 4,290 , , , • in PubliC Schools: 3051 , 1,494 ! 2,943 ! 3,962 i 4,050 


in Private Schools: 17 i 87 : 171 1 231 ! 240 , , , , 
Avg. Number of School Age 


, , , , , , , , , , , , 
Children per Household: 0.689 ! 0.656 : 0.631 i 0.619 i 0.611 


• , , , , , , , 
Avg. number of children in 


, , , , , , , , , , , , 
public schools by type of school: 


, • , • , , , , , , , • 
Elementary (ages 5 -11) 158 : 774 i 1,525 ! 2,053 : 2,099 
Middle School (ages 12 -14) 69 ! 336 ! 709 ! 891 ! 911 
High School (ages 15 -18) 78 ; 384 ! 809 i , 


1,018 ! 1,040 


Commercial Floor Space In Place at the End 
of Each Phase: (square feet) 0 115,000 490,000 1,020,300 1,190,000 


Total Emilloyment: 36 464 1,268 2,206 2,455 


In Commercial Facilities 0 160 670 1,400 1,630 


Working from Home 36 177 349 470 481 


School Employment 0 127 249 336 344 


Table 30 shows the projected property tax revenues that the M3-Eagle Development would 
generate in each of the five phases of the project, as well as cumulative totals through each 
of the five phases of M3-Eagle. 
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Table 27 (b' 


M3-Eagle 
Summary of Projected Fiscal Impacts: Fiscal Surplusl(Deficit) 


puble Service Provider Year 6 


City of eagle $915,300 


Ada County 1,972,671 


Ada County EMS 75,324 


ACHD 2,095,977 


Weed & Pest Control 60,719 


Eagle Fire District 612,439 


Meridian School District 2,773,675 


Water & Sewer Systems (3) 


Solid Waste Disposal (3) 


Parks & Recreation (2) 


Utilltes (4) 


Air & Water Quality Proo, (1) 


Total 58,506,104 


(1) ,No impact on the demand for services, 
(2)". No impact identified based upon current servlces, 


Years 6·10 


Yoar1 YearS ~ Y.orl0 


$949,899 $1,209,119 51,268,108 51,330,723 


2,380,981l 2,842,618 3,376,533 3,899,231 


91,186 108,796 129,713 150,099 


2,235,054 3,463,492 3,652,252 3,835,962 


72,894 87,094 102,969 118.469 


747,630 1,401,429 1,071,012 1,246,778 


3,354,093 4,002,616 4,762,732 5,507,063 


(3) (3) (3) (3) 


(3) (3) (3) (3) 


(2) (2) (2) (2) 


(4) (4) (4) (4) 


(1) (1) (1) (1) 


$9,831,737 $13,115,364 514,363,319 $16,088,324 


(3) ... Stllrvices are intended to be self-supporting, 
(4)." Extension of services covered by !PUC regulations. 


Table 27 (e) 


M3-Eagle 
Summary of Projected Fiscal Impacts: Fiscal Surplusl(Deficit) 


Years 11 ·15 


Pubic Sgrvlge Provid!!f Y.m11 Ygar12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 


City of Eagle $1,384,340 $1,443,260 $1,298,862 $1,381,855 $1,475,699 


Ada County 4,416,829 4,935,363 5,417,645 5,639,706 6,278,094 


Ada County EMS 170,208 190,402 209,791 226,530 243,925 


ACHD 4,019,622 4,204,711 4,592,840 4,601,000 4,736,893 


Weed & Pest Control 133,969 149,469 163,194 175,494 188,169 


Eagle Fire District 1,417.400 1,589,232 1,784,775 1,912,361 2,637,626 


Meridian School District 6,241,740 6,977,573 7,674,021 8,278,445 8,907,370 


Water & Sewer Systems (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Solid Waste Disposal (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 


Parks & Recreation (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 


utmtes (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 


Air & Water Qualitv Prog. (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 


Total $17,784,108 $19,490,009 $21,120,928 $22,415,392 $24,467,776 


(11 .. No impact on the demand for services. (3) .. Services are Intended to be self~supporting. 


(2)."No impact identified based upon current services. (4) ... Extension of services covered -by IPUC regulations. 
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Total 


y~~!:! § ~ 19 


SS,673,141l 


14,472.033 


555,119 


15,282,738 


442,144 


5,079,287 


20,400,379 


(3) 


(3) 


(2) 


(4) 


(1) 


$61,904,848 


Total 


Ye!rs 11 ~ 15 


$6,984,016 


26,887,637 


1,040,856 


22,154,867 


810,294 


9,321,394 


38,079,150 


(3) 


(3) 


(2) 


(4) 


(1) 


$105,278,214 







Table 30 
M3-Eagle: Projected Proeeffi( Tax Reven\les During Each Phase of the Project 


$ x 1,000) 


Totals for Each Phase Phase 1 
, 


Ph •• e2 
, 


Phase ~ 
, 


Phase 4 • Ph •• e 5 • , • • I 
, , • , , • , 
I 


, , 
(years 1 ~ 2) • (years 3 * 7) (years 8 - 12) • (Years 13 17) • (years 18· 20) • • • • • • • • • • • • Ada County $7741 $10,200 ! $24,933 I $39,636 : $33,241 • , • 


City of Eagle 259 ! 3,410 ! 8,335 ! 13,251 ! 11,115 
Meridian Joint School District #2 1,175 ; 15,490 i 37,865 ! 60,193 i 50,491 
Ada County Highway District 289 : 3,604 ; 9.299 i 14,783 I 12,400 


• • , • Ada County Emergency Medical 34: 453 : 1,106 : 1,758 : 1,414 
• • • , 


Eagle Fire District 3661 4,819 ! 11,780 i 18,728 i 15,709 • 
Mosquito Abatement District 81 108 f 267 i 425 ! 359 • 
Ada Cnty. Weed & Pest Control 37 : 484 ! 1.184 ! 1,882 ! 1,580 


I I • I • 
Total $2,941 : $38,769 ! $94,769 ! $150,655 ! $126,315 


Cumulative Totals Phase 1 
, 


Ph •• e2 • Phase 3 • Phase 4 
, 


Pha.e 5 , , , , 
• , , : , • , 


(Years 1 - 2) 
, 


(Years 3· 7) • (Years 8 - 12) • (years 13· 17} 
, 


(Years 18·20) • , • , 
• , , • • • , • 


Ada County $1,205 : $11,405 ! $36,338 ! $75,974 i $109,221 


City of Eagle 403 ! 3,813 i 12,148 ! 25,399 ! 36,514 
1,830 ! , 


55,185 ! 115,378 ! Meridian Joint School District #2 17,320 : 165,869 
• 4,254 i , • Ada County Highway District 450 : 13,553 i 28,336 : 40,737 , 


Ada County Emergency Medical 54 : , 506 : , 1,612 ! 3,369 ! 4,844 
Eagle Fire District 569 i 5,389 ! 17,169 ! 35,897 i 51,606 


Mosquito Abatement District 13 ! 121 ! 388 I 813 • 1,171 , , • 3,607 ! Ada Cnty. Weed & Pest Control 57 ! 541 : 1,725 : 5,187 , • , , , , 
• • , 


Total $4,581 
, 


$43,349 I $138,119 ! $288,774 ! $415,149 , , 


Tables 31 through 36 provide a break out by each of the rNe project phases of the 
projected additional revenues generated by M3-Eagle, as well as the estimated additional 
costs that public selVice providers would experience in selVing the M3-Eagle community, 
Cumulative totals are also shown for each of the five project phases, 


Table 31 depicts these projected additional revenues and expenses as well as the net fiscal 
impact of M3-Eagle for each of the five phases of the project as well as cumulative impacts 
through all five M3-Eagle project phases. Table 32 depicts the above infonnation for Ada 
County government. Tables 33 and 34 show the projected fiscal impacts on Ada County 
Emergency Medical SelVices and the Ada County Highway District, respectively, by project 
phase, Tables 35 and 36 show the projected fiscal impacts on the Eagle Fire District and 
the Meridian School District for each of the project's five construction phases as well as 
cumulative totals through each of the five phases, 
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rable 31 


M3-E!!!lle; Prolected Fiscallmp8cts on the City of Eagle 
(At the End of Each Phase ofthe Project, $ x 1 ,GOO) 


Ie!!!l! for E~£h fb~!" fll@!! 1 • Pb.!" ~ • Phll$& 3 I Phase 4 • , • • • • • I • • • 
{Years 1 < 2) • (Years 3: - 7) • (Years e -12) I (years 13 ~ 17) • • • • • , , • • • , , 


Projected M3<Eagle Population ... 1,3121 6,438 i 12,677 ! 17,069 ! 
• I 


, • • ! ! Projected Addltionai Reyenues: , , 
• I • • . . 


Pmperty Taxes,. $258.8 I $3,410.0 ! $8,335.4 i $13,251.0 I 
• • Franchise Fe8$:« 50.9 i 674.2 i 1,827.2 i 3,154.4 i 


State Revenue Sharing,. . 1542 ! 1,862.3 i 4,618.6 ! 7,499.1 I 
Buildin2 Permit Fees .. 939.1 I 4,020,61 5,019.5 ! 3,954.4 i 
Total Additional Revenues ... $1,551.7 i $10,115.7 I $20,601.2 ! $28,452.9 I • • • • • • , 


Projected Additional Expenses: • • • , 
• • • • • , • • 


O&M Expenses". $542,9 J $6,079.91 $13,965.6 ! $21,044.6 ! 
I , 


$6,635.51 
I 


Net Fiscal Impact., $1,008.91 $4,035.8 ! $7,408.3 ! 


Cumulative Totals Phase 1 Phase;! Phase 3 Phase 4 • • , • 
(years i ·2) (yearn a· 7) (Years 8 • 12) (years 13" 17) ! • 


Projected M3-cagle Population ... , .. 1,497 7,329 14,423 19,457 ! 
• Protected Additional Revenues: • • • 


Property Taxes.,., $2588 $3,668.7 $12,004.1 $25,255.1 i 
Franchise Fees,. $509 $725.1 $2,552.3 $5,7068 ! 
State Revenue Sharing .. $1542 $2,016.5 $6,635.1 $14,134.2 : 
Building Permit Fees. < $939.1 $4,959.7 $9,979.3 • $13,943.7 : 
Total Additional Revenues ..... $1,551.7 $11,667.5 $32,268.6 $60,721.6 i 


• 
Projected Additiona! Expenses: 


, , 
• 


O&M Expenses._ $542.9 $6,622.8 $20,588.4 $41,633.0 • • • I 
Net Fiscal Impact $1,008.9 $5,044.7 $11,680.2 $19,088.6 • 


.<" ... " ...... " ...... ! 
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Ph.5I! 5 


(Years 18.20) 


17,455 


$9,454.0 
2,338.9 
5,418.3 


652.7 
$17,939.0 


$14,291.0 


$3,648.0 


PhaseS 


(Years 18, 20} 


19,913 


$34,709.1 
$8,045.7 


$19,552,4 
$14,596,4 
$78,660.6 


$55,924.1 


$22,736.5 







Table 32 
M3-E!!gle: Projected Eiscallmeac~ on Ada Coun~ Government 


(At the End of Each Phase of the Project, $ x 1,000) 


Totals for Each Phase Phue1 • Phase 2 • Phase 3 I Phase 4 Phase 5 I • • • • • 
(Years 1 ~ 2) • (Yearn 3 - 7) • (Years 8·12) • {Years 13.17) • , • (Years 18·20) • , , 


I 
, • 


Prol~t;~g Additlonal B~~nu~~" $774.1 I $10,200.0 I $24,933.3 ! $39,635.6 $28,279.0 
Other Fee Revenues.,.". , 3.8 i 37.0 I 87.2 i 135.3 93.8 


s777.91 
, 


Total AddlUon Revenues" . , $10,237.0 I $25,020.5, $39,770.9 $28,372.8 
I • • • , 


Proiected Additional Expenses: 
, • , 
• , , 
• , , 


O&M Expensesd $215.1 ! $2,412.4 i $5,550.0 ! $8,355,1 $5,666.4 
Capital Expenses .. , ____ DO! 0.0 i 0.0 i 0.0 0,0 


• , • 
Total... $415.0 : $3,450.6 i $7,225.4 : $10,186.4 $6,550.1 


• • • 
Net Fiscal Impact. , . $362.8 i $6,786.4 i $17,795.1 


, 
$29,584.4 $21,822.7 • ! 


Cumulative T otsls Phase 1 Pllase 2 Phase 3 Phas2~ Phase 5 


(Years 1 • 2) (yeats 3 - 7) (Years B" 12) {years 13 ~ 17) (Years 18 "20) 


Pmlegl~ Agdltion§1 Bey:enu8§ .. $774.1 $10,974.1 ; $35,907.4 $75,543.0 $103,822.0 
Other Fee Revenues ... < 


I , 
• , , 


Total Addition Revenues <." $777.9 • $11,014.8 I $36,035.4 $75,806.3 , $104,179.0 , , , , , 
Proiected Additional Expenses: 


, , , , , , , , , 
O&M Expenses .. $215.1 ! $2,627,4 ! $8,177.4 $16,532,5 I $22,198.9 
Capital Expenses .. , ... 0.0 ! 0.0 i 0.0 0.0 ! 0.0 


$415.0 
I 


$3,865.6 
I 


$11,091.0 
I 


$27,827.5 Totar. , , $21,277.5 : , , , , : 
$362.8 


, 
$7,149.2 


, 
$24,944.4 $54,528.8 $76,351,5 Net Fiscal Impact .. ' • , , , ! ! 


Table 33 
M3-Eagle: Projected Fiscallmeacts on Ada Count;- Emergencll Medical Services 


(At the End of Each Phase of the Project, $ x 1,000) 


Totals for Each Phase Phase 1 Phase 2 
, 


Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 , , , 
(Years 3· 7) 


, 
(Years 6 .12) (years 13 .17) (years 1 ~ 2) • (Years 18·20) , , 


Project~d AddltlQnal Bevenues, .. $34.4 $452,5 ! $1,105.6 $1,757.6 $1,253.9 , , 
Projected Additional Expenses: 


, , 
• 


O&M Expenses .. $13.8 $154.9 I , $3564 $536.6 $363.9 , 
Net Fiscal Impact .................... , .. , •...• $20.6 $297.6 ! $749.2 $1,221.0 $890.0 , , 


Cumulative Totals Phase 1 Phase 2 
, 


Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 , 
• , 


(years 1 ·2) (Years 3· 7) 
, (years a· 12) (years 13· 17} (years 18.20) , , 


Protected Additional flevenufZ$ . ~,.- $53.6 
, 


$570.8 : $1,333.9 $2,070,7 $1,453.4 


Protected Additional Expenses: I , , 
O&M Expenses .. $15,8 $176.5 ! $405.6 $611.2 $415.0 , 


Net Fiscal Impact ... '" ....................... $37.8 $429,7 ; $928.3 $1,459.5 $1,038.4 
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Table 34 
M3-Eagle; Proiected EI!!callmPl!cts on Ada County Highwav District 


(At the End of Each Phase of the Project, $)( 1,OOO) 


Totals for Each Phase 


Projected Additional Rtp,It1nues 


Property Taxes .. 


Impact Fees .. 
Total... 


projected Addltiona! ExpeDsmr 
O&M Expenses" . 
ea Ital Ex enses., 


TotaL 


Net Fiscal Impact., 


Cumulatiye Totals 


Pro;ocfoo AdditiQ!U!! Revenues 
Property TeXe!L . 
Impact Fees .. 
Totar .. 


ProifJcttJd Additional EXf)(1n$Q$: 


O&M Expenses .. 
Capita! Expenses .. 
Total,. , 


Net Fisca/lmpact ... 


Phase 1 I 


(yea",' 2) I 
$288.6 i 
1,434.21 


$1,722,8 i 
$179.8 i 


0,0. 
$179.6 


$1,543.0 ! 


Phase 1 1 


(Y.arn 1 • 2) I 
$289. 


$1,434.2 ! 


$180 : 


$1,543 ! 


$1, 723 1 


$180 ! 
001 


Phase 2 : 


{Years 3 ·1} ! 
i $3,804.3 : 


$l;:i;~: I 
! 


$1,498.51 
0.0 


$1,498.5 : 
: 


$9.834,1 ! 


Phase 2 i 
(Years 3 ~ 1) ! 


I 
$4,093 


8,962.5 
$13,055 


I 
$1,678 : 


0.0 i 
$1,678 ! 


$11,377 ! 


Table 35 


Phase 3 i 
(Yoorn 6 ~ 12) ! 


$9,299.4 ! 
12,873.7 i 


$22,173.0 I 
• 
i 


$2,997.0 I 
0,0 I 


$2,997.0. 


$19,176.0 i 
· Phase 3 i 


(Years 8· 12) : 


$13,392 il 
21,836.2 I 
$35,228 i 


i 
$4,675 : 


0.0 i 
$4,675 : 


$30,553 i 


$28,3172 1 


I 34.495.5 i 
0.0. 


$4,4955 1 
$23,821,7 ! 


Phase 4 
(Years 13 17) 


$28,176 
35,370.0 
$63,546 


$9,171 
0.0 


$9,171 


$54,375 


M3-Eagle: Prolected Fiscal Iml!act!! on the Eagle Fire District 
(At the End Of Each Phase of the Project, $)( 1,000) 


Totals for Each Phase Phase 1 
, 


Phase 2 • Phase 3 1 Phase 4 i ! • • 
(Years 1 - 2) • (Years 3.7) 


, 
(Years e -12) 1 (Years 13 • 17) • , , • • 


$365.7 ! , • 
ErQj~tgd: AdditiOOi!1 Reveou!is .. , $4,819.4 i $11,780.4 ! $18,727.6 


Other Fee Revenues. 3.8 i 37.0 i 872 ! 135.3 
Total Addition Revenues,. $369.4 ! $4,856.4 I $11,867.7 i $18,862.9 


• : , 
PrQiecled Additional Expenses' 


, • , , • • , • 
O&M Expenses ... $219.0 j $2,456,6 ! $5,651,8 i $8,508,4 
Caeital Exeznses .. 0.0 i 0.0 i 490.0 i 430.0 


Total.., $219.0 ! $2,456.6 : $6,141.8 : $8,938.4 
• , 1 


Net Fiscal Impact .. " $150.4 ! $2,399.8 i $5,725.8 : $9,924.5 
I I 


, 


Cumulative Totals Phase 1 
, 


Phase 2 Phase 3 
1 


Phase 4 , • • , • • 
(Years 1 ·2) 


I (Years 3 - 7) 
I 


(Years e + 12) 
I 


(years 13· 17) • 
, • : 1 • • 


ProjectAd Addilional Reyenues .. $569.3 • $5,388.7 ! $17,169.1 : $35,896.8 , , 
other Fee Revenues .. 5.7 • 42.7 i 129.9 i 265.2 • 


$575.0 I $36,162.0 Total Addition Revenues ... , $5,431.4 1 $17,299.1 1 , 
• I • 


Protected Additiona' ExpenseS: 
, • • • • , • • 


O&M Expenses ..... $250,0 ! $2,706.7 
, 


$8,358,5 ! $16,866.9 • : 
Capital Expenses ... 0.0 i 0.0 • 490.0 i 920.0 


I 
Tota/... $250.01 $2,706.7 • $8,848.5 i $17,786.9 • • , • • 


Net Fiscal Impact . $325.0 ! $2,724.8 • $8,450.6 i $18,375.1 I 
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Phase 5 
(Years 16 - 20) 


$10,547.5 
3,407.3 


$13,954.8 


$3,416.6 
0.0 


$3,416.6 


$10,538.2 


Phase 6 
(Years HI - 20, 


$38,723 
38,777.3 
$77,500 


$12,587 
0.0 


$12,587 


$64,913 


Phase 5 


(Years 16·20) 


$13,361.6 
93.8 


$13,455.4 


$5,770.3 
490.0 


$6,260.3 


$7,195.1 


PhaseS 


(yearS 18 - 20, 


$49,258.4 
359.0 


$49,617.4 


$22,637.2 
1,410.0 


$24,047.2 


$25,570.1 







Table 36 
M3-Eagle: Projel;ted Fiscallmlllcts on the Meridian School District 


(At the End of Each Phase of the Project, $ x 1,000) 


Totals for E@ch Pha!. Phas.1 Pha!.2 Phase ~ • Phasg~ • Phase 5 • • • I {Years 1 ~ 2) (years 3·7) (years 8·12) I 
(years 13 -17) (years 18·20) • I • • , 


Projected New Students,. 305 1,494 2,943 : 3,962 ! 4,050 
Projected Additional Revenues: I , 


• , 
$37,864,6 ! 


, 
Property Taxes," $1,175,5 $15,490,4 $60,192,8 : $42,945,8 , • State Support Fund!L . < 2,203,3 24,712,8 56,862,9 r 85,597,5 ! 58,046.4 
Total Additional Revenues .. , $3,378,8 $40,203,1 $94,727,51 $145,790.3 I $100,992,1 


• , 
Projected Additional Expenses; I 


, 
• , , 


O&M ExpenselL $2,582.2 $28,962,4 $66,641,21 $100,316,91 $68,028,1 
Transportation Expenses .. 23.0 258,3 594.4 ! 894.8 I • 606.8 


, 
Tota! AddItional Expenses .. $2,605.2 $29,220.7 $67,235,61 $101,211.71 $68,634,9 


• • 
Net Fiscal Impact., '''' • ""»" ..• $773,5 $10,982,4 $27,491.91 $44,578.6 ! $32,357,2 


Cumulative Totals Phase 1 Phase 2 Phi!.se3 Phase 4 PhaseS 


(Years 1 .2) (years 3· 7} (Years a ~ 12) (years 13 .17) (years 18.20) 


Projected New Students., 348 1,701 3,348 4,517 4,620 
Pro£ect~d Ad{l{Ji.onaJ Revtlnu~s.· 


Property Taxes« $1,830,1 $17,320,5 $55,185.0 $115,377.8 $158,323,6 
State Sue port Funds>< 2,493,7 27,206,4 84,069.4 169,666,9 227,713.3 
Total Additional Revenues ... $4,323,8 $44,526.9 $139,254,4 $285,044.7 $386,036,9 


Prolectft!t fjgfjjtlong.l El.I1QIlSfZ,S,· 
OSM Expenses .. " $2,948,7 $31,911,1 $98,552.2 $198,869,2 $266,897.3 
Transportation Expenses ... 11.7 281.4 852,8 1,489,2 1,501,6 


Total Additional Expenses .. $2,960,3 $32,181.1 $99,416.7 $200,628,4 $269,263,3 


Net Fiscal Impact "'.'<' $1,363,4 $12,345,8 $39,837.8 $84,416,3 $116,773.6 
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2000 Census Demographic Comparisons of the U.S., State of 
Idaho, the Boise MSA, Ada County, the City of Boise, and the 
City of Eagle 







2000 Demographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


Description 
Square Miles: 


Population Density: Persons per Sq. Mile 


POPULATION BY YEAR 


Population (4/1/1990): 


Population (4/1/2000): 


Population (1/1/2003)' 


HOUSEHOLDS BY YEAR 


Households (41111990): 
Households (4/112000): 


GENERAL FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS 
Family Population: 


NOfl..FamHy Population: 
Families: 


as % of Total HousehOlds: 
Nco-Family HouseholdS: 


as % of Total Households 


Married Families Characteristics 
Families, Married: 


as % of Total Households 


Married with Children Under 18: 


as % of Total Households.' 


families. Married with No Children Under 18: 
as % of Total Households,' 


Othilr Families Characteristics 
Other Families: 


as % of Total Households: 
Male- HH, no Wife: 


as % of Total Households: 
Female HH, no Husband: 


as % of Tota! HOlJsehofds: 


Male HH, no Wife w Children < 18: 


as % ot Total Households,' 


Male HH, no Wife w No Children «: 18: 


as % of Total HouseIJolds: 


Female HH, no Husb. w Children.;; 18: 


as % of Total Households: 


Female HH, no Hush. w no Children < 18; 


as % of Total Households: 


M3-Eagl& - Economic Impact Analysis - Apf*ndix A 


i 
USA ! -- I 


\ 
3,537,842 ! 


795 i 
I 


248,703,944 ! 
28-1,421,900 ! 
288,849,960 i 


I , 
I 


91,990,941 : 


105,539,122 t 
J 


232,47:2,248 i 
41,165,148 i 
72,261,780 I 


68.5% ! 
33,277,342 ! 


31,5%! 


! 
S5,458A51 ! 


52.5%! 
25,674,582 I , 


24.3%: 
29,783,869 ! 


28.2%1 


16,803,329 ! 
159%i , 


4,302,558 ! 
4,1%: , 


12,500.761 : 


11-8%! 


2,19(),654 i 
2.1%: , 


2,111,914) , 
2.0%J , 


7,369,167 : 
7.0";c I , 


5,131,.594 ! 
4.9%: 


State of 
Idaho 


i 
! 
i 
i 


82,739 : 


15.6 j 
i 


1,000,742 : 


1,293,953 ! 
1,360,095 t 


! 
361,431 i 
470,133 \ 


i , 
1,091,$55 ! 


170,842) 


337,884 i 
n9%: 


132249 ! 
28.1%: 


1 
280,208 \ 


59.6%! 


135,821 1 
28.S'-% : , 


144.385 : , 
30,1"'4 ! 


I 
57,678 ! , 
12,3% I , 


17.981 : , 
3.8%1 , 


39,697 \ , 
8,4%) 


11.412 ! , 
2,4%1 , 


6)569 : , 
1.4% : 


26,3:86 ! , 
5.6%l , 


13,311 i 
2.8'i£ : 


Boise 
MSA" ! 


i 
i 


1,642 i 
263A \ 


j 
295,849 : 


432,345 : 


473,713 ! 
: 
\ 


108,781 ! 
158,642 i 


f 
362,715 : 


59,563 i 
112,389 ! 


70,8%: 
4$,253 i 
29,2%i 


! 
91,630 \ 
57.8%: , 


46,523 : 


29,3%1 , 
4-5,107 I 
28,4%1 , 


! 
20,759 : , 
13,1%! 
8,000 : , 
3.B'W, : 


14,669 ! , 
92%: , 


3,875 : , 
2A%1 


2,214 ! 
1,4%i 


9,$50 i 
6.2%: , 


4,819 t , 
3.0%1 


Ada I 
County ! 


I 


1,054 j 
28S,S ! 


I 


205,772 ! 
300,904: 


32$,725 j 
! 


77,501 : 
113,577 ! 


i , 
247,520 i 


;::~:i , 
3:~S;;( 
31.2% t 


I 
I 


63,669: 1 
5tU%! 


32,302 ! 
28,4%: 


31,367 i 
n6%~ 


: 
: 


14,481 : 


t2.7%i , 
4,181 t 
3.7%1 , 


10,300 \ 


9.1%1 , 
2,633 : , 
2:.3%; , 


1,543 : , 
1.4%1 


6,936 ! 
6,1%: , 


3,$4 ! 
3,0%: 


City of ! 
Boise ! 


31·1 
5a:u i 


! 
140,399 t 
165,788 i 
100,305 ! , 


! 
55,571 I 


14.577 t 
i 


14$,080 ! 
35,7!lS i 
47,227 ! 
63,3%: 


27.350 t 
35·7%i 


: 
i 


37,423 \ , 
50,2%: , 


18.004 : 


24,3%1 


lIf,329i 


2&9%j 


i 
9,804 : , 
13, 1% ~ , 
2,701 ~ 


36%1 
7,103 ! , 
9,5%: 
1,669 ! 
2.2%! 


1,032 i , 
1.4%1 , 


4,763 : 


6.4%1 
2,340 ~ 


3. t%i 


City of 


!i!!l.!! 
! 
I 


8 r 
i,3tOA! 


! 
4,763 l 


11,08;5 ! , 
13,707 ! 


i 
1,741 I 
3,007 ! 


10,17'3 ! 
002 ~ 


I 
;1, 145 1 , 
80.5% { 


762 i 
19,5%1 


i 
2,761 : , 
70,7% ~ 
1,.493 ! , 


382%1 , 
1,268 I , 
32.5%\ 


I , 
384 : , 


9.8'% ~ , 
127 : 


$,3%1 , 
2571 , 


6.5'% ! , 
1271 , 


3.3%t 


o i 
0,0%; 


18:': 
4,7%! 


7'Q 
1,$/:'%1 


A-1 







2000 Demographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


Non..ram.ily Households. Characteristics 


Non-Family Households, Male Householder: 
as % of Total Households: 


Non~Family Households, Female Householder: 
as % of Total Households: 


POPULATION CHARACTER1STICS 


Density 


Urban: 


Rural: 


Gender 


Male: 


Female: 


Age 
Median Age: 


Aged 0 to 5 Years: 


Aged 6 to 11 Years: 


Aged 12 t017 Years: 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: 


Aged 25 to 34 Years: 


Aged 35 to 44 Vears: 


Aged 45 to 54 Years: 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 


Aged 65 to 74 Years: 


Aged 75 to 84 Years: 


Aged 85 Years and Older: 


School Aged Children: 


School Aged Children per Household: 


Male Population By Age 
Median Age: 


Aged 0 to 5 Years: 
Aged 6 to 11 Years: 


Aged t2 1017 Years: 


Aged 18 to 24 Years: 


Aged 25 to 34 Years: 


Aged 35 to 44 Years: 


Aged 45 to 54 Years: 


Aged 55 to 64 Years: 


Aged 65 10 74 Years: 


Aged 75 to 84 Years: 


Aged 85 Years and Older: 


M3.Eagle ~ Economic Impact AnalYSiS. Appendix A 


1 State of ! Boise I Ada ! City of ! City of : 
, , • '. \ t 


USA ! Idaho ! M.§A.: ! County ! Bo!se 1 Eagle ! 
, , I , • I 


! ! i ! ! ! 
15,139,328: 63,263: 21.765 : 16,994: 12,956; ass I · , , . . . 


14.3%: 13_5%: 13.7%: 15.0"",4,: 17-4%: 9.3%: 
j , I I I I 


18,138,014: 68,9661 24,488: 18,433: 14,394: 397: 
, I I • I t 


17.2%1 14.7%: 15A%: 1IS.2%: 19.3%: lO.?Al 
! • • I , , 
, , I I I I 


I : : t : : 
, I • I , , 
\ I I • I , 


: : I : : : 
222,358,309! 859,104! 376,675 I 28O,500! 184,1331 11,085! 


59,063,597 : 434,849 : 55,470 : 20,398 : t655 : 0 : 
: : I I : : 
• I , , , • 
I I t I I I 


137,916,186 I 648,699 : 215,833 I 150,685 I 92,144 : 5,554 : 
t " " 143,505,720: 645,254 : 216,512: 150,219 I 93,644 I 5,531 : 
I I , I • , 
• • • • I , I I , • • , 
I I • I • , 


35.4 ! 33.3 ! 32.4 ! 33.0 ! 33.1 ! 35JS ! 
23,026,164 ! 116,441 i 41,721! 27,332! 15,599! 1,098 ! 
25,041,785! 122.450! 40,849! 27,368 ! 15,561 I 1,228 ! 
24,074,808! 129,240! 39,862! 27,033 ! 15,760 i 1,225! 
27,067,510! 138,317 i 44,632 i 30,5OS! 21,627 i 609: 


39,577,357 i 168,703 i 66,701 ! 47,796 ! 29,999 ! 1,280 i 
45,905,471 ! 195,711 ! 89,166 i 50,884 ! 29,903! 2, 152 ! 
37,578,609 : 169,995 ! 56,157 i 40,969 : 25,343 ! 1,&88 I 
24,171,230! 107,151 ! 31,511! 21,648! 13,237! 927 i 
18,501,149! 76,184! 20,757 i 13,660! 8,962j 497 ! 
12,317,2621 51,775! 15,444! 10,149! 7,117! 325! 
4,160,561: 17,986 I 5,545: 3,555 : 2,680: 75 t 


• , t , , , , , I , • , 


57,588.613: 294.738 : 95,431 : 64,226: 37,530: 2,760 : 


0.546 ! 0_627 ! 0.802 ! 0.565 ! 0.503 ! 0.700 i , , . , , . 
• • I , l I I , • I , • 
! t t • ; • 


34.1 ! 32-4 ! 31.6 i 32.3! 32.1 ! 35.2 ! 
11,798,492: 59,477l 2t,165! 13.770! 8,029! 557 f 
12,827,998 ! 63,397: 21,023! 14,271 ! 7,985! 660 i 
12,380,424! 67,086 i 20,4"! 13,756! 8,122! 654! 
13,831,586! 70,694! 22,746! 15,547! 10,721! 311 ! 
19,902,737 ! 86,497! 34,348! 24,778 i 15,849! 577 ! 
22,797,615! 98,450 ! 35,103 ! 25,887 ! 15,008! 1.045 ! 
18.425,577 i 85.473 ! 28,174 ! 20,634 ! 12,668! 878 ! 
11,569,387! 53,542! 15,538 ! 10,747 ! 6,357! 474 ! 
8,355,575! 38,267! 9,332! 6,186: 3,934 ! 238 ! 
4,823,419: 21,755: 6,169: 3,972: 2,686: 129: 


• I • , I • 
1,203,376: 6,061 : 1,824 : 1,137: 785: 31 : 


• , , I I I 
• , I. j • I 


A·2 







2000 Oemographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


, 
State of i Boise 


, 
Ada 


, 
City of 


, 
City of 


, 
! 


, , , , , , 
! 


, , 
USA Idaho i MSA' 


, 
County Boise 


, 
Eagle 


, , , : , , , , i , , , 
! 


, , , , , , 
Female PopulatiOn By Age , , , i i , , , , 


Median Age: 36,6 ! 34.3 ! 33.2 ! 3;18 ! 34.3 ! 35,9 ! 
Aged 0 to 5 Years; 11,227,6721 56,964 ! 20,556 ! 13,562 ! 7,570 i 54t! 
Aged 6 to 11 Years: 12,213,787 ! 59,053 i 111,826 1 13,097 : 7,576 i sea! 
Aged 12 to17 Years: 11,694,384 ! 62,154 ! 19,451 ! 13,277 ! 7,538 i 511 I 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: 13,235,924 I 67.623 ! 2u~e6 ! 14,962 i 10,905 ! 29id 
Aged 25 to. 34 Years: 19,674.620 ! 82,20£ ! 32,353 ! 23,018 ! 14,150 ! 683 ! 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: 23,107,8WI 97,261 ! 34,003 1 24,997 ! 14,89$ ! 1,107 i 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 1&.153,032 ! 84,522 \ 27,983 i 20,335 i 12,675 i 810 t 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 12,601,843 i 53,609: ~~::~: ! 10,90:1 : 6,800 ! 453 ! 
Aged 6510 74 Years: 10,145,574 i 39,9f1 ! 7,474 ! 5,028 ! 259 ! 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: '1,493,843 i 3{),02O ! 9,275 ! 6,177 i 4,431 i H;71 , 
Aged 85 Years and Older: 2,957,185 i 11,925; 3,721 ! 2,419: t,695 I «I , , , , : i Marital Status (POP 15+) 


, , , , , , , • , , , , , , , , 
Males Never Married: 32,3.81,377 1 128,613 : 43,&21 ! 31,923 1 22,5$9 : 819 ; , 


305,660 ! 100,274 ! , , , 
Males Married: 62,691,839 : 6/3,839 : 41),148 : Z,8ZSI 


2,699,175 ! 10, t40 ! , , 
1,017 t 32 ! Males Widowed: 2,6S1 i 1,770 \ , 


48,532: 
, 


i2,267 ! iL21S! 333 t Males Divorced: 9,255m4 : 16,742 : 


27,531,993 ! , , , , , 
Females Never Married: 97,945 : 33,272 : 24,171 : 16,837 f 541 I 
Females Married: 62,308,654 ; 300,947\ 


, 
67,9$1 i 40,154\ 


, 
98,364 : 2,944 : 


11,975,325 1 42,'773 ! 12,839 ! $,0'63 : 
, 


Females Widowed: ItS14 I zse i 
12,305,294 ! , 


21,97t ! 16,2281 tLS95 ! 366: Females Divorced: 56,914 ! , , , , 
! HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS 


, , , 
i : : , 


2.59 ! , , : 
Hl,'Iusehold, Average Size: 2.59 ! 2.69 ! 2.00 I 2,44 ! :t&3 : 
Schoof Age Population per Household 0.55l 0.83 1 0,60 ! 0.57 i 0.50 l 0.71 i , , , , 


! Household by Age of Head : : , : , , , , , , , , 
Median Age: 47.3 : 46,8 f 44,3 f 43,9 : 43.8 i 4Et6 r , , , 


8,053 i , 
Aged Under 25 Years; 5,435,076 1 33,583 I 11,365 : 6:A21 I 47 : , , , , , , 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 18,138,214 : 80,197 I 32,$.131 23,816 I 15,59'3 : 5751 , , , 


2:7,942 ! 17,354 ! 
, 


Aged 35 to 44 Years' 24,276,270 ! 104,14$ : 37,821 : 1,162 : , , , , , 
t,Q:i2 ! Aged 45 to 54 Years; 21,212,043 i 95,932 : 31,597 t 23,450 I 14,890 I 


62,559 ! 1$,384 i , , , 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 14,202,006 : 12,702 : 8,011 : -: , 


47,632 ! , , , , 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 11,617,977 t 13,164 : 8,835 ~ 5,754 ~ 285 ~ , , , , , 
Aged 75 Years and Over: 10,657,476 I 46,084 j 13,508 I 8,7791 6,549 i 326 I , , , 


! 
, , , , , 


Household by Age of Head as a % of TotaJ Hshlds. 1 
, , 


i , 
7.2%! 


, , 
Aged Under 25 Years: 5.1%! 7.1%: , 7,1%1 8.6%: 1.2%: 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 


, 
17.1% ! 20]%! 21.0%1 20,9% ! 14.7%: 17.2% i 


Aged 35 to 44 Years: 23,0%\ 22.2%\ 23.8%t 24.6%i 23.3%\ 29.7% i 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 20,1%1 20.4%! 19,9%( 20.8%: 20.0%: 2$.4%: 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 13.5%1 13.3%: 11,6% ! 11.2%1 10: 7%: 1Z3%! 


11.0%1 
, 


Aged 65 to 74 Years' 10.1%\ 8.3%\ 7,8%~ 7.7%t 7.3%\ , , , , , 
413%! Aged 75 Years and Over: 10. 1% : 9.8%1 8.5%: 7,7%: 8.8%: , ! ! ! ! ! 
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2000 Demographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


! State of ! Boise ! Ada i City of : City of i 
USA ! Idaho 'I' MSA ... ! County ! Boise ! Eagle i , t,., 


Household by Size !! 1 ! I i 
Median Size: 2.75 i 2.80! 2,811 2.77 ! 2.65! 2,% i 
1 Person. 27,203}24 i 105,024! 35,757! 26,909! 20,707! 649 ! 
2 Person. 34.261,844 ! 162,731 ! 53,509 ! 38,765! 25,704 ! 1,337 i 
3 Person 17,378,773 ! 74,603! 26,373! 18,940! 11,9791 638 i 


• t I , j , 


4 Person- 15,041,414 : 67,741 : 24,354 I 17,278 : 9,967 i 779 : 
5 Person: 7,067,874! 34,4SS; 11,295! 7,405 ! 4,001 : 344 ! 
6 Person: 2,815,726! 16,3171 5,012! 3,178! 1,651! 121 i 
7 or More Person: 1,769,767 ! 9,282 1 2,342 ! 1,102 ! 5£8 ! 39 ! 


! , , I I • 


Household by Size as a % of Total Hshlds,; !:! i ! ! 
1 Person: 25_8%! 22.3%1 22.5%: 23.7%i 27,8:".4: 16.6%: 
2 Person: 32.5%! 34,6%! 33.7%! 34.1%! 34.5% i 34.2%! 
3 Person: 16.5%: 15.9%: 16.6%: 16.7%! 16.1%! 16.3%! 
4 Person: 14.3%: 14.4%: 15.4%! 15.2%j 13.4%: 19.9%! 


5 Person: 6.7%! 7.3%! 7.1%: 6.5%! 5.4%j 8.8%: 
6 Person: 2]%1 3.5%: 3.2%: 2.8%: 2.2%: 3.1%~ , , , I I I 


7 or More Person: 1J%: 2,0%: 1.5%! 1.0%: 0.8%: 1_0%! 
I • , , I f 


HOUSING UNITS CHARACTERISTICS !! i ! ! i 
Total Units: 115,904,641: 527,824! 166,481 i 118,516! 78,144! 4.074! 
Occupied Units: 105,480,101 ! 469,645 ! 158,426 i 113,408 ! 74,577 1 3,907 ! 


a5 % of Tctal Housing Units: 91.0%! 89.0%! 95.2%! 95.7%! 95,4% 1 95,9%! 
Vacant Units: 10,424,540 ! 58,179 ! 8,055 ! 5,108 ! 3,567 i 167 ! 


as % of Total Housing Unils: 9.0%i 11.0%: 4,8%: 4,3%: 4.6%: 4.1%! . , , , , . 
Occupancy ! ! ! ! ! ! 


OwnerOGCupied: 69,816,513! 33-9,913! 113,143: 80,133 f 48,007 i 3.2561 


as % of Tolal Housing Units: 60,2%! 64.4%! 68.0%! 67.6%! 61A%! 79.9%! 
Renter Occupied: 35,663,588! 129,732 ! 45.283! 33,275! 26,570! 651 ! 


as % of Total Housing Units: 30.8%! 24.6%! 27.2% 1 28.1%! 34.0% 1 1I3,0%! 


Occupied Structure with 1 Unit Detached: 64,787,510! 334,431 ! 1'13,7661 80,599! 48,728 ! 3,033 ! 
as % of Totaf Housing Units: 55.9%: 63.4%! 68,3%: 68.0%: 62.4%: 74.4%1 


Occupie<l Strvcturewith 1 Unit Attached: 5,907,804: 13,349 i 6,068! 5,009! 4,077! 147! 
Occupied Structure wilh 2 Units: 4,466,5291 12,821 ! 4,689 ! 3A36! 2,899! 15 ! 
Occupied Structure with 3--4 Units: 4,905,354 ! 18,795! 6,904! 5,366 ! 4,410! 92 : 
Occupied Structure wilh 5·9 Units: 4,820,542 i 11,562 ! 3.993 ! 3,197 ! 2.853 ! 69 ! 
Occupied Structure with 10+ Units 13,097,647! 22,149! 10.177 ! 8,728! 7,9311 87\ 
OccupIed Structure Trailer: 7,384,276! 55,311 1 12,5£0 ! 5,896 ! 3,597! 426 ! 
Occupied Slructure Other: 110,439! 1,2271 269 J 177 ! 82 ! 38: 
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2000 Oemographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ad. County, City 01 Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


: ! State of ! Boise I Ada ! City of : City of ! 
! USA ! Idaho i MSA ., ! County i Boise 1 Eagle i , , ,---, ,---, , 
!, • I ! • 


HOUSING UNITS CHARACTERISTICS 1 : 1 I : : : 
, , , I I • I 


Vacancy l:::: I : 
, , , ! I I , 


Vacant Units For Rent: : 2,676.107 \ 10,921 \ 2,886 : 1,970 : 1.604 I 20 \ 


as % of Total Housing Unl1s: 1 2,3% 1 2,1%! 1_7%! 1.7% i Z. 1% i 0.5%: 
Vacant Units ForSela; ! 1,423,490! 8,919! 2,545! 1,621 I 874! 107 ! 


as % of TotaJ Housing Units: 1 1.2%! 1-7%: t5%j 1.4%! 1.1%i 2.5%! 
Vacanl Units Seasonal; ! 3,872,468 i 28,987! 819! 519 i 397! 10 ! 


as % 01 Tota/ Housing Unds: 1 3,3% I 5.5%! 0,5%! OA%: 0,5%,! 0,,2%: 
Vacant Units Vacant Other: ! 2,452,475! 9,352! 1,805! 998! 692: 31)! 


as % of Total Housmg Units: ! 2.1%1 1.8%i U%! 0.8%i 0-9%: 0.7%: 
! ! I I I , , 


Mortgage 1 1 ! ! i ! ! 
Any Mortgage: ! 38,663,887! 186,647 t 75.931 : 56,3'70; 38,056 ! 2,536 i 
No Mortgage: :, 16,548,221 :, 68.430 : 16,519! 12,629: 9- 951 : 720 : 


• I I 't ! , , I , , , • 


Owner Occupied Home Value : I : : f : t 
• , , I I , I 


Median Value ($): : 111,833: 102,117: 114,643: 122,358: 117900: 165,1431 
I I I I I 'I , 


lessthanS20,OQO: ! 2,971,1831 15,179:j 3,2281 1,8931 t,1121 1111 
$20,000·$39,99'9: : 4,657.8821 16,349 I 3,250: 1,718 : 1,089 : 130 : 


• I I ! ! I I 
$40,OOO~$59,999: t 6,142,972 ! 24,896 ! 3,$02 t 1,405 i 935 ! 54 ! 
$60,000-$79,999: ! 8,107,55'1 : 44,1451 9,797! 4,2851 3,1201 511 
$80,000-$99,999: J 9,240,335! 64,539! 22,417! l'U16! 9,681 i 141 ! 


, I , , I • ! 


$100,000-$124,999: : 8,003,853: 57,256 I 24,034 f 18,591 ! 11,204: 305 : 
I I I t I I i 


$125,000-$149,999: ! 7,190,118! 39,18S! 16,079 i 12,$7B! 7,513! 512! 
$150,000-$174,999: I 5,466,573: 24,171 : 9,732: 7,7651 4,041: 525 J 


I • I I , I I 
$175,0)0-$199,999: : 3,900,943 : 13,780 I 5,588: 4,632: 2,217 : 3a7 : 


$200,000-$249,999: : 4,727,813 i 16,393: 6,507 i 5,445 i 3,012 i 437 i 
, • , I t I I 


$250,000-$299,999: : 3,073,248: 9.248 ! 3,715 t 3,044 t 1,861 : 249 ~ 


$300,000-$399,999: ! 2,910,231: 6,588: 2,576: 2,1941 1,135 : 218! 
$400,0004499,999: i 1.3$4,279i 2,761! 9991 913\ 468 ! 7St 
$5oo,000-S749,999: ! 1,192,681! 2,648! 834! 7391 346 ! 52! 
S750,OOQ..$999,999: ! 420,835! 1,089! 325! 303: 112! 0: 


Morethan$1,OOQ,QOO: i 446,009\ t,6133i zeO! 210! 101 \ :20t 


Year Built i!:! J ! i 
Median Year Built: i 1970 i 1974 ! 1978! 1978! t976: 1991 1 


I I I I I , j 


Buill 1999 or Laler. : 2,755,075~ 18,884\ 8,381\ SA60~ 2412\ 4S3~ 
Bui!l199510 1998: ! 8,478,975! 63,475! 26,321! 18,194 i 8'647 i 1161! 


• , , , , 'I 'I 


Bui!! 1990 to 1994: ! 8,467,008! 51,909! 21,503 ! 16,964 ! 10,820! TOO ! 
Bui111980101989: : 18,326,847 : 65,869: 21,221 : 15,648 : 12 052 ~ 474 ! 


• , I • , '! , 


Built 1970 to 1979: : 21,438,863 I 129,261 : 40,700 : 29,834 : 18028 ! 1 Oi9 I 
, I , • • 'I 'I 


Built 1960 to 1969: : 15,911,903! 52,263! 13,799! 9,548! 7,708! 91! 
BuHt 1950 to 1959; : 14,710,1491 51,019: 13,535: 9,179: 7,SSJ. f 51 ! 


, I , t , , I 


Built 1940 to 1949: : 5.435,168 : 34,381 : 8,682 ! 5,157 t 4,476: 23 I 
I , I I • I 1 


Bui!! 1939 or Earlier: : 17,380,053: 60.763: 12,339: 7,432: 6,105: 761 
, I ! I , • I 
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2000 Demographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


Year Moved In 


Median Year Moved In: 
Year Moved in 1999 or later: 
Year Moved in 1995 to 1998: 


Yea.rMoved in 1990 to 1994: 


Year Moved in 1980 to 1989: 


Year Moved in 1970 to 1979. 


Vear Moved in 1969 or Earlier 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 


Tota! Household lngome ($ x 1,000,000): 


Median Household Income ($): 


Average Household Income ($): 


Per Capita Household Income ($): 


Household High !ncome Average ($): 


INCOME CHARACTERISTICS 


Households By Income 


Less than $15,000: 


$15,00010524,999; 


$25,000 to $34,999: 
$35,000 to $49,999: 


S50,000 to $74,999: 
$75,000 to $99,999: 


$100,000 to $124,999: 


$125,000 to $149,999: 


$150,000 to $199,999' 
$200,000 and Over: 


Households By Income as a % of Total Hshlds: 


Less than $15,000: 


$15,000 to $24,999' 


$25,000 to $34,999: 


$35,000 to $49,999: 


$50,000 to $74,999: 


$75,000 to $99,999; 


$100,000 to $124,999,' 


$125,000 to $149,999: 


$150,000 to $199,999: 


$200,000 and Over: 
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, 
: 


USA : -- : 
1994 j 


21,041,090 ! 
30.479.848 ! , 
16,948,257 : , 
16,429,173 : 
10,399,015 ! , 
10,182,718 ! 


! 
5,978,107 ! , 


42,729 : 
56,644 ! 
21,243 ! , 


361,383 : 
: 


! 
16,124,255 ! 
13,536,965 ! 
13,519,242 ! , 
17,446,272 : 
20,540,604 ! 
10.799,245 ! 
5,491,5261 
2,656,300 ! 
2,322,0381 
2,502,675 ! , 


: , 
15.8% ! , 
12.B<';i ! 
12.8%: 
16.5%! 


19.5% ! 
10,2%: 


5.2%1 


2.5%/ 
2_2%: 


2.4%1 


! State of 


~ , 
1994l 


104,998 ! , 
142.561 : 


81.970 ! 
64,522 ! 
43,1501 


32,444 i 
22,620 ! 
38,121 ! 
48,114 ! 
17,481 ! 


373,992 ! 
: 
: 
i 


74,10"1 : , 
71,9211 , 
70,391 : , 
89,612 : 


90,462 ! 
39,249 ! 
15,951 ! 
6,846 ! , 
5,395 : 


6,199 ! 
i , 


15,8%: 


15,3%1 


15.0% ! 
19,1%: 


19,2%i 


8.3%: 
3,4%! 


1.5%1 
1,1% : 


1,3%1 


Boise 
MSA' 


, , 


! 
: 
: 


'995 ! 
39,582 ! 
53,584 ! 
27,537 ! , 
19,229 : 
1'1,575 ! , 
6,939 : 


i 
8,630 : , 


43,247 : 
54,401 ! , 
19,9'61 : 


3$1,919 i 
: 
j 


19,057 : , 
21,797 I , 
22,120 : , 
29,734 I 


33497 : 


16:5731 
7,266 i 
3,230 : , 
2,6241 


2,744 i , 
: , 


12.0%! 


13.7%i 
13.9%: 
18]%: 
21,1%: 
10.4% ! 
4,6%i 


2.0%j 
1.nG! 
1.7%! 


Ada i 
County 1 


1995 ! : 
28,976 I 


38,429 i 
19,971 ! 
13,939 ! 
7,685 ! 
4.408 i 


! 
6,6"14 ! 


45,560 ! 
58.763 ! 
22,180 I 


363,671 : 


i 
! 


12,000 : , 
14,3-03 : , 
14,679 : 
20.387 i , 
25,071 : 
13,438 i 
6,145 ! , 
2,7521 , 
2,313 : 
2,394 ! 


! 
: 


10,$%: , 
12,6% ! 
12,9%: 


17.9%: , 
22_1%: 


11,8%1 
5.4%: 
2.4%/ 


2,0%! 
2.1%: : 


City of 
Boise 


, 


! 
: 
: 


1995 ! , 
20,331 l 
23,689 ! , 
12.,987 : 


8,992 ! , 
4,813 : 


3,765 i 
I 


4,186- : , 
43,269 : , 
56,130 : 
22,531 ! , 


417,&64 ! 
! 
: 


9,386 ! 
10,258 ! 
10,241 ! , 
13,430 : , 
15~315 : , 
75751 
3,487 ! , 
1,841 : 


1.407 ! , 
1,637 : 


i 
1 


12.6%1 


1,'18%! 


13.7%: 
18.0%: 
2O.5%j 


10.2% ! 
4,7%: 
2_5%1 


1.9%! : 2.2%; , 


City of 
Eagle 1 


! 
1995j 


1,029 ! 
1,4"15 ! 


78S! 


420 i 
1&2 ! 


i 
i 


287 ! , 
53~306 1 , 
73,5008 : 


25,908 ! 
316,323 ! 


I , 
329 : , 
312 I , 
416 : , 
428 : 


884 f 
776 : 


311 ! 
12'6 ! , 
1S4 : , 
13:3 I 


! 
: 


8.4%! 
$,0%: 


10'(3%i 


1O.9%! 
22.5%: 
19,9%: 
8.0%! 
3.2%: 
5·0%1 
3,4%: , 
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2000 Demographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS 


Labor Force Characteristics (POP 16+) 


Civilian Tota!: 


Civilian Males: 


Civilian Females: 
Armed Forces Male: 


Armed Forces Female: 
Unemployed Males' 
unemplOyed Female: 
Not in the labor Force Male: 
Not in the labor Force Female' 


Not in the Civilian Labor Force 


In the Civilian labor Force' 


Industry (Pop 16+) 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Mining: 


Construction: 


Manufacturing 


Wholesale Trade: 


Reta!1 Trade: 


Transportation & Ware. & Utilities: 


Information: 


Finance, Ins., Rea! Est & Rental & leasing' 


Prof., Scientific, Mgmnt, Admin" etc,: 


Educational, Health & Socia! Services: 


Arts, Entert., Accom. & Food $ve" etc,; 


Other Services: 
Public Administration: 


Occupation (Pop lB+) 
Management, Business, & Fin, Op,; 


Professional and Related: 


Sales and Office; 


Service: 
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry: 


Construction, Extraction, & Maintenance: 
Production, Transportation, & Material Moving: 
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i 
USA i 


i 
1 


129,721,512 i 
69,091,443 ! 
60,630,069 : 


987,898 i 
164,239 ! 


4,193,862 ! 
3.753,424 ! 


30,709,079 ! 
47,638,063 j 
78,347,142 : 


138,820,935 ! 
i 


2,426,053 ! 
8,801,507 ! 


18,286,005 ! 
4,666,757 ! 


15,221,716 i 
$,740,102 ! 
3,996,564 \ 


8,934,972 ! 
12,061,865 ! 
25,843,029 ! 
10,210,295 i 


::~~~:~~~ I 
1 


17,448,038 ! 
26,198,693 ! 
34,621,390 ! 
19,276,947 ! 


951,810 I 
12,258,138 ! 
18,958,496 ! 


State of 
Idaho 


; 
1 


! 
1 
1 


!~~::~: ! 
271,945 ! 


3,984 l 
8671 


21,065 ! 
15,719 i 


129,021 I 
199,763 ! 
326,7a4 ! 
641,08$ i 


i 
34,503 ! 
4&.388 ! 
78,625 ! 
2t,495 : 


75,477 ! 
27,891 ! 
13,779 ! 
30,618 ! 
47,744 ! 


115,154 I 
47,902 1 


~~:~: ! 
1 , 


77,299 ! 
110,795: 
151,835 ! 
93.467 ! 
16,2491 
64,747 ! 
85,061 ! , 


Boise 
MSA' 


i 


! 
1 


216,268 i 
117,509 ! 
96,759 ! 


687 i 
205 ! 


5,622 ! , 
3::~~~ i 
59,674 ! 
95,781 I 


227,480 ! , 
i 


,;::: i 
33,899 1 


8,838 i 
26,857 1 


9,644 : 


5,075 i 
13,841 ! 
18,729: 


38,051 ! 
15,998 i 
9,647 J 


12,502 ! 
1 , 


31,362 : 
44,025 ! 
58,229 ! 
31,275 ! 


2,424 ! 
21,600 ! 
27,353 1 


! Ada 
County 


! 
I 


15£,634 i 
84,552 ! 
72,082 ! 


7261 
184 ! , 


3,645 ! 
2,7% f 


24,421 i 
39,541 I 
63,962 ! 


163,9'55 : 
1 


1,S96 i 
11,839 : 


22,467 i 
6,505 f 


19,948 I 
6,462 ! 
4,853 ! 


11,208 ! 
14,913 ! 
27,227 ! 
12,602 i 
7,068 ! 
9,846 1 


1 
24,9141 


34,soa ! 
44,133 ! 
22,188 i 


732 1 
13,776 ! 
15,983 ! , 


City of 
Boise 


i 
! 


I 
99,369 i 
53,074: 


4$,295 ! 
425 ~ 
137 : , 


2.459 ! 
1,920 ! 


14,579 ! 
25,232: 
39,811 ! 


104,310 1 


na! 
$,734 ! 


13,956 ! 
3,804 ! 


12,751 ! 
4,024 ! 
3,148 ! 
7,114 l 
9,911 1 


17,524 ! 
8,791 I 
4,478 ! 
6,3001 


1 , 
15,704 ! 
22,899 j 
27,803 ! 
14,613 ! 


350 : 


8043 ! , , 
9,957 ! 


City of 
Eagle 


; 


! 
I 
! 


5,563 ! 
3,050 ! 
2,503 ! 


2QI , 
Q 1 


117 ! , 
65 i 


717 \ 


1,460 ! 
2.17'7 ! 
5,765 ! 


! 
841 


272 ! 
8701 


256 ! 
612 ! 
219 ! 
203 ! 
496 ! 
715 ! 
918 ! 
445 ! 
185 : 


288 I , 
i 


1,095 ! 
1,304: 
1,827 ! 


S77 i 
25 ! 


2M! 
447 : 


i 
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2000 Demographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


Transportation to Work (EmpI16+) 


Car, Truck, Van' 


Public Transportation: 


Other Transportation 


Work at Home: 


Percent that work at Home: 


Travel Time to Work (Empll6+) 
Less than 15 Min: 


15·29 Min: 


30-59 Min: 


60+ Min: 


EDUCATION CHARACTERISTICS 


Education Enrollment (Pop 3+) 
Public Preprimary 


Private Preprirnary 


Public School 
Percent. 


Public SchooJ Enrollment per Household 
Private Scheo! 


PefCent. 


Public College 


Private Conege 
Not Enrolled in School 


Education Attainment (Pop 25+-) 
less Than High School 


High School 


Some College 


Associate Degree 


College 


Graduate Degree 


Percent with Associate Degree or higher 
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! State of 1 Boise ! Ada 1 City of ! City of : 
, , , I I , 


USA ! Idaho ! MSA * ! County i Boise ! Eagle ! 
I , • ! I , 
• , I , , 1 
• , • , , 1 
I 1 1 • 1 ! 


114,046,367! 535,758! 197,3$1! 142,818! 89,7791 5,100! 


6,138,224! 6,328: 1,474: 1.299! 1,205! 7 i 
5,352,698 ! 29,354 ! 8,554 ! 5,890 ! 4,500 ! 149 ! 
4,184,223 i 28,013 ! 8,879 i 6,627 ! 3,879 i 307 ! 


3.2%! 4.6%: 4.1%1 42%! 3.9%: 5.5%: 
! , ! ( I ! 
, I ! , ! I 
, , , , t I 
, • ! I I • 


36,486,316 ! 245,682 ! 68,100 ! 49,153 i 36,251 ! 1,065 i 
44,806,624 ! 199,493: 94,4081 74,609 : 46,254 ! 2,145 i 
32,904,317 ! 94,353 i 37,771 i 21,590 ! 10,685 i 1,327 ! 


9,897,748! 27,113! 5,491! 3,687! 2,290 1 118! 
, I I I ! I 
I • f I , • 
, • I I f I 
! • , • ! , 
, • ! f , , 
I • • • ! I 
, , , f • I 


2,663,695! 10,968 ! 3,420! 2,018: 1,211: 84: 


2,285,989! 9,766 ! 3,979 i 2,987! 1,667 ! 164 ! 
48,229,911 ! 250,997! 86,130 i 53,817 ! 31,098! 2,362 ! 


• l I I I I 
89,3%: 93.0%! 91,9%1 91.6%i 91.5%! 94,5%i 
0.457 : 0,534 : 0,543 : 0.474 : Q.417 I 0.805 : 


, I I I I I 
5,800,036 I 18,937: 7,608: 4,912 : 2,898. 13-5 I' 


, • I I t 1arn! T~! &1%1 a4%! a_I £~! 
54,029,947: 269,934 : 93,738: 58,129: 33,996: 2,500 : 
13,033,430! 61,274! 20,010 i 15,901! 11,745 ! 353! 


4,441,093 i 16,235: 4,372 i 2,128 ! 1,323! 89 i 
193,395,449 i 867,242! 317.034 i 205,392! 128,047 i 7,346 ! 


, j I • , • 
• I • I , I 
• • • I , I 


I : : .: : I 
35,673,207 I 120,237 : 40,375: 17,296 : 10,570: 419 : 


• I Itt 1 52,111 J70 1 223,970 : 73,731 : 43,390 : 24,995 I 1,175 I 
I I , I I ! 


38,306,352 ! 214,833 ! 79,250 ! 54,878 ! 34,156 i 2,122 ! 
11,499,759: 56,9681 19,295: 13,8321 8,294: 648 : 


• I I • I 1 
28,273,323 : 116,554 : 50,625: 40,780 : 2£,787: 1,921 : 


I I j I I I 
16,120,229 I 53.532: 22,042: 17,771 : 12,4391 640 I 


• I • , I , 
30.7">10: 28.9%: 32.2"k: 38.5%: 40.5%: 46,3%1 


!. ! 1 ! 1 . ____ ........J 
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2000 Demographic Profile Comparison: US, Idaho, Boise MSA, Ada County, City of Boise, and the City of Eagle, Idaho 


FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS 


Families By Size 
Median Size: 
1 Person' 


2 Person' 


3 Person' 


4 Person 


5 Person: 


6 Person: 


7 or More Person: 


Families By Age 


Median Age: 


Aged Under 25 Vears: 


Aged 25 to 34 Years: 
Aged 3S to 44 Years: 


Aged 45 to 54 Years: 


Aged 55 to 64 Years: 


Aged 65 to 74 Years: 


Aged 75 Years and Over: 


NON~FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS 


Non-Families By Size 
Median Size: 


1 Person: 


2 Person: 
3 Person: 


4 Person: 
5 Person: 
6 Person: 
7 or More Person: 


Non"Families By Age 


Median Age: 


Aged Under 25 Years' 


Aged 2510 34 Years: 


Aged 35 to 44 Years: 


Aged 45 to 54 Years: 


Aged 55 to 64 Years: 


Aged 65 to 74 Years' 


Aged 75 Years and Over: 


• Boise MSA "" Ada and Canyon Counties. 


M3.EagJe ~ Economic Impact Analysis" Appendix A 


! ! State of ! Boise i Ada ! City of I City of ! 
, , , • • I I 


! USA ! Idaho \ MSA" ! County ! Boise ! ~ i 
, , , , I \ • 
, , , , • t I 
, ! , tit , 
, , ! • I , , 
, t , , 1 I \ 
! ! , It' • t , , , , , • 


! 3411 3,38: 3.451 3A1! 3,30j :l5'!j 
: 0: 0: o! 01 0: 0: 
• , , , • , ! ! 29,295,526! 14t,720! 44,987! 31,833! 2(},259: 1,241! 


i 16,658,604! 71,076! 24,9571 17,792! 11,054! 63$! 


! 14,776,948! 66,342! 23,938 j 15,938 i 9,767 ! 756 ! 
! 6,993,101! 34,000! 11,202! 7,345: 3J?51! 344! 
! 2,785,740 i 15,459 i 4,978! 3,152 ! 1,631 ! 121 ! 
: 1,751,861 : 9,201 : 2,327 : 1,0'90 I 565 [ 39 : 
I , • ! , t , 
, I , , , , • 
I , I , I • , 
I • I , I I f 
, I I , • , , 


: 46.1: 45.4: 43,5: 43,51 43,7: 450t 
I I I J j I ' ! 2,670,209 i 18,023! 6,132 ! 3.787! 2}O'5 : 23! 


i 12,697,151 ! 62,303: ! 24,309 ! 16,6$4 ! 9,823! 4$5 ! 
: 19,031,735: 85,564 J 30,t51 ! 21,863: 1V307: 1,006: , , , 1 • I , 


! 15,851,234! 73,734 ! 24,024 I 17,438! 1O,450! &32 ! 
! 10,004,117 ! 45,443 ! 13,429 i 9,103 ! 5,303 ! 3$8 ! 
i 7.277,694 t 31,422! 8,151! 5,388 i 3,329 t 196 t 
i 4,729,640! 21,395! 6,193 ! 3,907 i 2,780 1 185 ! 
: : : : : I : 
, , ! ! I , • 
• , , I I ! I , , f , • , • 
, , f , , t I 
, , • l • • • 


: 1_61 : 1_63: 1.65 : 1,6$ : V56: 1.59 : 
, , I , I • t 


~ 27,203,724: 105,0241 35,757! 26,909 \ 20.707,\ 649 t 
• • , I , I • ! 4,966,318 ! 21,011 ! 8,522 i 6,932 ! 5.445 ! 00 ! 
: nO,169 : 3,527 : 1,416 : 1,148 } 925- I 0 : 
• , ! I I , I 
: 264,4661 1,399 t 416 , 340: 200: 23 I 
I , I ! , I , 


: 74,773: 3491 931 60i SOl QI 
, , , I I , t 
: 29,986 I 858 : 3-4 : 26 I 20 : 0 : 
I I ! I I I , 


: 17,906 : 81 : 15: 12, 3 t 0 I 
, , , I • • • 


l : : I : : : 
, , I , I I 1 
I I j t I • I 
: 50.9: 51,3 : 47,3 I 45,4 : 44,2 I S:U: 
, 1 • j 1 • ! 


: 2,764,867 ! 15,560! 5,223: 4,266: 3716 i 24 i 
! 5,441,063! 17,8941 8,504 I 7,152 i 5,775 i 90 ! 
1 5,244,535 I 18,582: 7,670: 6,079: 4,547: 96 : 
! 5,360,809! 22,198! 7,573! 6,012! 4A1Q! 200! 
i 4,197,949! 17,116! 4,955! 3.599! 2,108 ! 122J 
1 4,340,283 i 16,210! 5,013! 3,447 t 2,425! 89 i 
I 5,927,838! 24,689! 7,315! 4,872j 3,769! 141 ! 
L.....___' 1 ! ! ~_L ! 
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Detailed 2000 Census Population and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada County 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


Demographic Concept;: 


City and ZIP Cede 


latitude: 
lor;gilude: 


Radius in miles: 


Population by Year: 
Population (4/1!1990): 
Population (4!1/2000): 
Population (1/1/2003)' 


Households by Year. 
Households (4/1/1990): 


Households (4/112000)' 


Households (1/1/2003): 


General Family CharacterIstics: 


Family population: 
as % of Total Population: 


Non·Family Population: 
as % of Teta! PCp\~ation: 


Families: 
as % of lata I Households: 


Non.Famity Househo!ds: 
as % efleta! Households: 


Married Families Characteristics 
Families, Married: 


as % afTatal Households: 


Married with Children <: 18: 
as % oflotal Households: 


Families, Married with No Children <: 18; 
as % of Iota! Households: 


Other Families Characteristics 


Other Families'. 
as % of Tatar Housctwkfs: 


Male HH, no Wife: 
as % of Tota! Househokis: 


Female HH, no Husband: 
as % of Tota! Households: 


Male HH, no Wife w Children <: 18: 
as % of To 113 I Housp.ho1ds; 


Male HH, no Wife w No Children <: 18: 
as % ofTotal Households' 


Female HH, no Husb. w ChHdren <: 18 
as % Of Total Househo!ds: 


Female HH, no Husb. w no Children < 18 
as % of Tota! Households; 


Quail 
Ridge 
Drive 


, 


Soise 83703 1 
43· : 39' : 59" ! 


.116': 14': 20" ! 
0,5 i 


! 
911 : 


1,309 ! 
1,400 i 


i 
336 ! 
496 ! 
541 1 


i 
1,188 ! 
90.8%: 


121 1 
9.2%: 


417 ! 
84.1%: 


79 ! 
15.9%: 


! 
372 ! 


75.0%[ 


153; 
3O.8%J 
219 ! 


44.2%1 


45i 
9.1%l 


29 ! 
5.8%) 


16 ! 
3.2%1 


29 1 
5.8%1 


oi 
0.0%: 


9 : 


1.8%! 


7: 
1.4%! 


Arrow : 
Ridge 


'!ill ! 
i 


Boise 83704 : 
43·:31"45" [ 


_11S·.23: iT j 
0,5 


! 
1,555 ! 
8,307 1 
9,493 : 


i 
537 ! 


2,790 1 
3,252 ! 


: 
7,548 i 
90.9%: 


7171 
8.6%[ 


2, 240 1 
80,3%[ 


550 : 
19.7%! 


! 
1,88.8 i 
61.7%1 


1,201 I 
43.0%1 


687 1 
24.6%1 


3S21 
12.5%[ 


109 j 
3.9%: 


243 1 
B.7%l 


84 ! 
2_3%1 


45 1 
1.6%: 


183\ 
6.6%! 


60 : 
2,2%! 


Ory Creek Ranch Planned CommunIty • Economic Impact An~lys!s • Appendix A 


, 
Cross· i Hickory ! ! : Bar1:>er ! ! 
creek ! Tree 1 Parkforest! Timoor ! Station 1 BayhltJ : 


Lane i 't!1!'i ! '!i.Ei. ! Drive ! "liM. 1 ~ ! , , , , , , 
, • • , , ! 


Boise 83713 \ Bcme 83714 : Eagle 83617 : Eagle 83817 1 Bcis.e 83712 : 8ctse 83704 : 
43' : 35': 00" ! 43"' 39' ; 15" ! 43" 42': 24" t 43": 4Z'; 04~ 1 43' : 34' 41~! 43' : 38'; 13~! 


-116',09' 59M ! -116·:19':21~ 1-110':19':49'! .'116":23':10"! ,11ft 0{!;5O"! ·11e~ Hf 46"1 
0.5 : 05 " 0,5 : 0.5 : 0.5: O.S% 


r : : : : ( 
: l : t : I 


2,883 i 1,5&3! 2,068 i 1,363 i 4,022! 1,120 I 
4,605: 3,052! 5,233! 2.530! 5,710! 2,184 ! 
5,130 1 3,317 1 5,988 i 2,8-92 ! 6,265 ! 2,4$1 : , , . . . , 


, , I • • , , , . . . . , , I ' , , 
1,t64: 399! 689: 459: 1,541: 29si . , , , , , 
1,969! 8771 1,718! 838 ! 2,388 i 747 ! 
2,236 ! 972 ! 2,002 1 977 ! 2,675 ! 855 ! 


l ! ! i 1 ! . , , . , , , , . , . , 
3,924: 2,918! 4,984: 2,344! 4,893 ! 2,001 ! 
85.2%; 95.6%1 9S.2%1 92.6%: 85.7%; 91,6%1 , , , • ! , 


6731 129 ! 254 ! 168 ! 809 ! 181 i 
14.6%: 4.2%: 4,8%: 6.6%: 14.2%~ 8-3%1 


1,3891 784 i 1,498: 595! 1,700 ! 591 ! , , . , , , 
70.5%t 89.4%: 87.2"ht 82.9%\ 71.2%: 79.1%: , , , , . . 


580 I 93 i 220 : 143 : S88 : 156 : , , , • , I 


29.5%1 10.6%1 12.8%: 17.1%: 2S.B%~ 20.9%: 
, , , • , t 


: : I I : I , , , , . . , , , , , . 
1,194 : 698 ! 1,356 1 625 ! 1,452 : 489 i 
6:0.13%[ 79.6%1 78.9";..1 74.6%1 60.8%\ 65.5%\ 


, , , , • I 


593 : 437 : 787 : 397 : 724 : 2:54 : 
, , , • , I 


30_1%1 49,8%: 45.8%1 47.4%: 30_3%: 35.3%: 
~I ~i _I _I =1 ml , , , , , , 


30.5%1 29,8%: 331%: 27,2%1 30.5%: JOYtt.: 


j 1 I 1 ! i 
1951 86! 142: 70: 248: 102! , , , , . , 
9-9%: 9.8%: 8.3%: 8.4%: lO,4~h: 1-3.7%: 


, , t , • , 


18 1 31 I 59: 15: 36 I 50 : , , , ! • , 


O.S"Ji,l 3.5%: 3,4%/ 1,So/~: 1.5%: 6.7%1 
177 : 55 1 83 ; 55 ! 212 : 52 : 


, ' I • , • 


9,0%: 6.3%; 4,8%1 6.6%1 B.9%: 7.0%: 


18: 22! 59! 0 i 31 ! 24 : , , . , . , 
0-1)%: 2.5%: 3.4%: 0.0%: 1.3%: 3,2%: , , , , , , 


0: 9: O[ 15: 5: 2$: 
, , t , • , 


0.0%: 10%1 OJ}%: 1.8'%: 0.2%: 3.5%: , , , , , , 
112: 28: 57l 40: 130: 41: , . , , , . 
5.7%; 3.2%1 3.3%: 4.8%1 5,4%: 5.5%: 


, , I , , , 


65: 27: 26: 15: 82: 11: , , , . . , 
3.3%\ 3.1%\ 1.5%1 1,8%: 3,4%: 1.5%1 


, , , j _..1. ______ . .1. 


Composite 
ofafl 


Surrogate Areas 


15,465 


3~93S 
36,938 


5.420 
11,$23 
13,510 


29,800 
00.5% 


3,052 
9.3% 


9,314 
78.8% 


2,500 
21.2% 


8,074 
68.3% 


4,556 
38.5% 


3,518 
29$% 


1,240 
Ht5% 


341 
2.9% 


893 
75% 


247 
2.1%' 


100 
0,8'% 


600 
5.1% 


293 
2.$.% 
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Detailed 2000 Census Population and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada County 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


Demographic Concept: 


Non~Famity Households Characteristics 
Non-Family Households, Male HH; 


as % of T ota! Households: 
Non-family Households, Female HH,. 


as % of Tota! Households: 


Detailed Population Characteristics: 


~ 


illm 


Male: 
Female: 


Median Age: 
Aged 0 to 5 Years: 
Aged 6 to 11 Years; 
Aged 12 to 17 Years: 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: 
Aged 85 Years and Older: 


Male Population by Age 
Median Age: 
Aged 0 to 5 Years 
Aged £; to 1 t Years: 
Aged 12 to17 Years: 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: 
Aged 25 to 34 Years.: 
Aged 35 to 44 Vears: 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 
Aged 55 fo 64 Vears: 
Aged 65 to 74 Vears: 
Aged 75 to 84 Years. 
Aged 85 Years & Older: 


Female Population by Age 
Median Age: 
Aged 0 to 5 Years: 
Aged 6 to 11 Years: 
Aged 12 1017 Years' 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: 
Aged 85 Years & Older: 


Quail Arrow Cro$S~ Hickory ! Barber 
Ridge Ridge creek Tree Parkforest! Timber Station Sayhill 
Drive ~ Lane ~ 't!.Ei..!!2:d.Y! '!i.!Y. §1 , 


13 243 215 23 113! 57 281 35 
2.$% 8,7% 10,\)% 2.6% 1}.6%: 6,8% 11.8% 47% 
66 307 365 70 t07 I 8S 407 121 


13,3% 1U'% 18.5% IlO% 1),2%: 10.3% 17,(}% 16,2'%, 


1 , 
651 4,144 2,204 1,547 2,662! 1,246 2,748 U)45 
658 4,163 2,401 1,505 2,576 \ 1,284 2,962 1,139 


412 28,9 40,8 318. 35,6! 33,1 39.S 32,5 
n I.IM ~ ~ ~I ill m In 


113 989 418 400 635 i 295 530 Z3t 
131 746 464 474 626! 308 596 zao 
80 553 239 213 259! 166 322 231 
• I~ m _ ., m _ = 


254 1,449 881 597 1,078! 499 1,001 3S8 
283 802 953 522 836 ! 366 1,170 35:2 
175 381 397 206 389! 175 483 149 


70 253 246 88 212 : 97 271 89 
22 152 217 28 144 ! 61 228 6:2 


8 42 110 10 27; 14 112 t5 


4~: ~82; 31~~ 2194~ 3:7~ I 312j~ ~9; 329; 
55 512 223 211 347 i 155 2'73 117 
66 371 247 259 341 i 157 314 126 
40 268 110 114 13$ ! 79 15-4 1Q9 
44 841 184 100 215 l 133 269 tOS 


121 759 401 285 525 ! 230 493 178 
137 402 474 270 440! 193 583 170 


95 190 195 112 205 i 92 237 78 
42 107 i09 42 105 ! 4S 122 45 


9 59 75 10 63i 26 79 25 
1 12 27 3 14 ! 3 27 2 


: 
40.9 29.2 41.9 33.3 3-5.8! 33.5 40,6 32.5 


38 561 135 135 2621 143 177 51 
58 477 195 189 288! 140 257 114 
63 375 217 215 285 ! 151 282 154 
40 285 129 99 123 i 87 16e 122 
52 915 192 138 284 ! 143 2S-4 123 


133 690 480 312 553 ! 269 598 192 I. _ _ _ _I = m la 
BO 191 202 94 184 : 83 246 71 
28 146 137 46 107 ! 49 149 44 
13 93 142 18 81 i 35 149 37 
7 30 83 7 13 i 11 85 13 


Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community _ Economic Impact An:llty1'>i1l - AppOl-ndlx A 


Composite
ofal! 


Surrogate Am-as 


9S0 


1,529-


16.247 
16,688 


3.189 
3-,511 
3,625 
2.1JIl3 
4.003 
6,217 
5.294 
2.355 
1,3:26 


914 
338 


t,651 
1,893 
1,883 
t,o-tO' 
1,892 
2,900-
2J5$9 
1,204 


620 
346 
89 


1,53a 
1,718 
1,742 
L053 
2,111 
3,221 
2,625 
1, 151 


700 
568 
249 
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Detailed 2000 Census Population and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada County 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


Demographic Concept: 


School Age Population by Age 
Ages; 5 to 11 Years: 
Ages: 121018 Years: 
Total Ages: 5 to 18 Years: 
School Age Population per Household: 


Marital Status (PoP 15+) 
Males Never Marned: 
Males Married: 
Males Widowed: 
Males Divorced: 
Females Never Married: 
Females Married: 


Females Widowed: 
Females Divorced: 


Detailed Household Characteristics: 
Household. Average Size: 


Household by Age o(Head 
MedlanAge' 
Aged Under 25 Years: 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 
Aged 3510 44 Years: 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 
Ag<;'d 551064 Years: 
Ag8d 65 to 74 Years: 


Aged 75 Years and Over: 


% of Households by Age of Head 
Aged Under 25 Years: 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 
Aged 75 Years and Over: 


Household by Size 
Median Size: 
1 Person: 
2 Person: 
3 Person: 
4 Person' 


5 Person: 
6 Person: 
7 or More Person: 


Quail 
Ridge 
Drive 


128 
142 
271 


0.55 


58 
429 


o 
36 
64 


378 
26 
63 


26 


50.5 
6 


42 
134 
116 
112 


59 
25 


1.6% 
8.5% 


27.0% 
23A% 
22,6% 
11.9% 
5.0% 


2.6 
51 


255 
56 
64 
48 


6 
16 


Dry Crtlek Ranch Planned Community· Eeonomk: Impact Analysis. Appendix A 


Arrow 
Ridge 


'!iJli 
! 
I 


989 ! 
746 ! 


1,'735 i 
0.62 : 


! 
588 ! 


1,946 i 
38 : 


252: 
478 ! 


1,914 1 
139 ! 
407) 


1 
3,0 j 


40,0 [ 


102 ! 
840 ! 
903 : 
426 ! 
212 ! 
151 ! 
1561 , , 


3.7%: 
30,1%: 
32.4%j 
15.3%! 
7.6%1 
5.4%: 
5.6%) 


3.3 ! 
417 1 
838 : 
5121 
601 ! 
283 1 
108 i 
31 ! 


Cro$S~ 


creek 


!d!n! 


418 
464 
882 


0.45 


349 
1.179 


2. 
142 
372 


1,179 
182 
230 


2,3 


48.9 
66 


218 
499 
521 
244 
211 
210 


3.4% 
11.1% 
25.3% 
26,5% 
12.4% 
10.7% 
10.7% 


2.7 
470 
764 
293 
310 
125 


17 
o 


Hickory 
nee 
'!iJli 


400 
474 
874 
1,00 


278 
706 


6 
74 


22.4 
721 
62 
67 


3.5 


45.1 
o 


115 
320 
247 
138 
43 
14 


0.0% 
13,1% 
36.5% 
28.2% 
15.7% 


4,9"1" 
1,6% 


3.8 
62 


270 
126 
177 
139 


82 
21 


Parkforast 


'!iJli 


635 
626 


1,261 
0,73 


351 
1,377 


22 
124 
234 


1,430 
90 


130 


3.0 


46.7 


° 218 
558 
492 
216 
113 
121 


0.0% 
12.7% 
32.5% 
28.6% 
12,6% 
6.6% 
7.0% 


3.3 
189 
574 
284 
413 
169 


60 
29 


! 
Timber 


1 
Drive 


2951 
308 : 


603 j 
0.72 i , , 
145 i 
679 : 


O! 
59 ! 


193 ! 
589 ~ 
38: 


10S i , 
i 


3.0 i 
i 


44.1 : 
49 ! 


lOS 1 
2871 
192 ! 
116 : 


39 ! 
471 


5,8%i 
12.9%1 
34.2%i 
22,9%; 
13,8%1 


4,7%1 


5.6%j 


3.4 l 
129 : 
230 ! 
138 I 
184 ! 
90 : , 
2:q 
44 ! 


Barber 
Station 
'!iJli 


530 
595 


1,126 
0,47 


472 
1,429 


29 
192 
437 


1,455 
224 
272 


24 


48,0 


95 
305 
607 
632 
289 
232 
229 


4.0".4. 
12.8% 
25.4% 
26.5% 
12.1% 
9.7% 
9,5% 


2.7 
641 
913 
385 
365 
162 
22 
o 


BayhUl 
§!. 


231 
280 
511 


0.68-


210 
478 


° 96 
209 
532 
45 
76 


29 


47,2 


67 
105 
152 
229 
87 
34 
73 


9.0% 
14.1% 
20.3% 
30,7% 
11,6% 
4.6% 
9.8% 


3.1 
124 
239 
128 
159 
54 
28 
5 


CompO$ite 
ofalt 


Surrogate Areas 


3,62$ 
3,636 


7,263 
0,61 


2,451 


8,225 
124 
955 


2,211 
8,198 


806 
1,350 


387 
1,951 
3,460 
2,855 
1,414 


8-82 
674 


3.3% 
16.5% 
29.3% 
24.1% 
12.0% 
7,5% 
7.4% 


1,983 
4,073 


1,922 
2,273 


1,080 
346 
146 
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Detailed 2000 Census Population and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada County 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


Quail Arrow I Cro$$~ Hickory Barber Composrte 
Ridge Ridge 1 creek Tn,. Parkfornst TImber Station Bayhll! ofafI 


Demographic Concept; Drive 'tB:i.l bruli 'tt!!!t 'tt!!!t Drive 'tt!!!t & $vrroqate Areas 


%of Households by Size i 
1 Person : to,3% 14.9%: 23.,9% 7,1% 11.0% 15.4% 1S.8% 


2 Person: 51.4% 30_0%: 38.3% 30.8'% 33.4% 27.4% 34A% 
3. Person: 11,3% 18-4%1 14.9% 14.4% 16.5% 16.5% Ht3% 
4 Person: 12,9% 21.5%1 15.7% 20.2% 24,0% 22.0% 19.2% 


5 Person: 9,7% 10,1%: 6,3% 15_8('10 9,8% 10,7% 9.1~1> 


6 Person: 1.2% 3.9%: 0.9% 9.4% 35% 2,7% 2.9% 


7 Of More Person: 3.2% 1.1%\ 0,0% 2.4% 1,7% 5.3% 1.20/" 
I 


% of House!lQlg! !tt Number of VehiSJe! 3Yk! NoVehides' 4.00/0 8,0% 0.8% 05% 4J}'}{o. 


1 Vehide: 16.7% 23.0"A>! 23.1% 13J% 16J% 2LS'%', 
2Vehlcles ; 44,0% 52.8'7"'1 45.0% 48.9"h 51,0% 41$%. 


3 Vehicles: 28.8% 16,9%: 17.1% 27.7% 25.8% 20,5% 


4+ Vehicles: 6.5% 4,2%j 6,8% 8.9% $,1% .3% 


Detailed HoW;!:ing !:,!nit Ch!!!!s:mristiS:s: : 
Tota! Units: 517 2,865 j 2,006 Se9 1,78$ 877 2,494 12,264 


Occupied Units: 496 2,790 ! 1,9£9 e77 1,718 838 2,sao6 11,82.3 
as % ofTQwl Housing Units: 95.9% 97.4%1 95.3% 98.7% 9flt% 95.6% 95,7% 96.4% 


Vacant Units: 21 751 97 12 7Q 39 100 441 
as % of Total Housing Units: 4.1% 


. 
2.6%1 4,7% 1.3% 3,9% 4.4%, ',3% ,'l6% 


QceY.ru!.!l0: ! 
Owner Occupied: 437 2.353 i 1,414 83. t,559 739 1,744 S4ll 9.832 


Renter Occupied: 59 437 : 555 39 159 99 544 199 2,191 


Occupied Structure with 1 Unit Detached: 394 2,355 i 1,319 967 1,556 651 1,633 5:31 9,316 
as % of Occupied HousIng unlls: 79.4% 84.4%: 67,0% 98.9% 91,2"h 77.7% 6a,4% 71.1% 7RS'%, 


Occupied Structure with 1 unit Attached: 85 63 ! 216 0 113 21 280 65 849 


Occupied Structure with 2 Units: 0 19 ! 17 0 13 0 58 43 150 


Occupied Structure with 3·9 Units: 17 117 ! 143 10 Q 53 143 3. 519 


Occupied Structure with 10+ Units: 0 75 ! 274 0 Q 0 27. 72 695 


Occupied Structure Trailer: 0 161 ! 0 0 ze 107 0 0 2114 
Occupied Structure Other: 0 o t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


Vacancy ! 
Vacant Units For Rent' 0 17: 11 6 0 13 11 21 79 
Vacant Units For Sale; 11 sol 22 6 44 0 31 0 184 


Vacant Units Seasonal: 10 
. 


01 42 0 9 13 42 0 116 


Vacant Units Vacant Other: 0 8 : 22 0 17 13 22 0 82 
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Detailed 2000 Census POllulation and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada CounlY 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


Quail , Arrow Cross· Hickory B._ Composite 
Ridge 


I 
Ridge creek Tree Parkforest Timber Station BaytlitI of aU 


Demographic Concept: ~ '!ID. "- '!ID. '!ID. 0_ '!ID. ll1 SYfTOOate mas 


R!nl 
Median Rent ($): 794 ! 664 BW 76. 6B2 579 791 526 5,816-


Rent less than $250: O! 32 6 0 0 0 6 9 53 
Rent $250·$499: 10 ! 41 24 0 20 31 30 25 tal 
Rent $500·$749: 9 i 222 192 18 92 21 244 12. 926 
Rent $750-$999: 20 ! 118 135 21 13 27 160 37 531 
Rent $1,000-$1,249: o i 2. 18 0 2' 0 15 0 114 
Rent $1,250.$1,499: o i 0 18 0 10 0 18 0 48 
Rent $1,500-$1,999: 01 0 63 0 0 13 63 0 0 
Rent $2,000+: 6 : 0 74 0 0 0 74 0 0 
No Cash Rent: 141 0 25 0 0 7 31 0 n 


M..~ 
Any Mortgage: 366 ! 2,073 1,196 720 1,205 25 1,477 385 $,007 


No Mortgage: 71 ! 280 218 11B 3114 154 267 163 t,625 


Owo!,!r Occupied Home Value i 
Median Value ($): 165,365 i 120,267 218,395 167,399 170,113 184,267 192,9-85 143,702 1,362,493 


Less than $20,000: ° : 47 0 0 9 23 0 8 87 
$20,000-$39,999: 01 85 0 0 9 51 0 0 145 
$40,000·$59,999: O! 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 
$60,000~$79,999: o! 9 47 0 17 51 51 8 189 
$80,000-$99,999: 29 i 194 26 88 76 43 75 46 577 
$100,000.$124,999: 84 ! 1,001 65 64 184 50 234 114 1,796 
$125,000.$149,999: 76 ! 453 137 164 289 95 200 131 1,553 
$150,O(lQ...$174,999: 48\ 263 144 148 243 35 157 41 1,079 


$175,000-$199,999: 91 125 178 85 172 58 190 28 551 
$200,000-$249,999: 31 ! 104 299 164 251 58 299 111 1,317 
$250,000-$299,999: 42 ! 9 244 40 102 7S 244 49 808 
$300,OOQ...$399,999: 72; 33 120 77 147 100 120 0 669 
$400,000-$499,999: 28 ! 0 88 0 47 35 88 12 29. 
$500,OOO~$749,999: 18 ! 0 57 8 13 27 57 0 100 
$750,000·$999,999: oi 0 9 0 0 2. 9 0 44 
More than $1,000,000: 0' 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 9 


Year Built 1 , 
Median Year Buf!t 1,984 ! 1,995 1,988 1,989 1,991 1,991 1,986 1,989 


Built 1999 or Later: 41 : 141 30 11 lS8 6' 30 42 544 
Built 1995 to 1998: 94 1 1,559 160 185 449 292 166 10' 3,000 
Built 1990 to 1994: 90 : 647 703 2'10 400 '32 720 246 3,208 
Built 1980 to 1989: 65 i 269 956 279 197 89 1,132 54 3,041 
Built 1970 to 1979' 136 ! 180 128 136 463 168 351 203 1,765 
Built 1960 to 1969: 49j 45 17 8 40 31 17 119 326 
Built 1950 to 1959: 32l 17 45 0 0 31 51 0 175 
Built 1940 to 1949: 1Q i 0 9 0 10 15 9 0 53 
Built 1939 or Earlier oJ 7 18 0 41 58 ,. 0 142 , 
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Detailed 2000 Census Population and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada County 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


QuaiJ Arrow Cros$* Hickory 
Timber i Barber \ Composrw 


Ridge Ridge creek T,eo Parkforest Station ! Bayhtn of aU 
Demographic Concept: Drive '!ftI. Lane '!ftI. '!ftI. ~ i i:9xl §!, Surrogate ArtrM 


I , 
Year Moved In 


, 
Median Year Moved In: 1,994 1,996 1,995 1,994 1,995 U;:9S! 1,995 ! t,995 
Year Moved in 1999 Of later. 94 650 402 51 377 213: 441 ! 165 2,403 
Year Moved in 1995 to 1998: 143 1,501 714 37. 6" 273 i 872 ! 258 4,793 


Year Moved in 1990 to 1994: 135 426 515 267 410 187i 612 ! 154 2,700 
Year Moved to 1980 to 1989: 68 136 313 124 213 93 ! 412 ! 58 1,415 
Year Moved in 1970 to 1979: 37 70 25 45 53 54! Sl ! 75 421 
Year Moved in 1969 or Earlier: 19 7 0 0 0 18 1 01 41 55 


Detailed Income Charact§:ristics: ! 
2:33,0:37,8081 Tota! Household Income ($): 56,240A84 167,979,680 2D7,B1Q,816 83,07$,000 143.460,384 60,937,S92j 63,&25,312 1,018,487,376 


Median Househokllncome ($): 89,015 54,632 73,105 70,160 72,545 55,492 ! sa,780! 53,199 
Average Household Income (S)', 113,388 60,208 105,541 94,726 83,504 72,718 ! 97,587 i 85,576 
Pet Capita Household Income ($): 42,964 20,221 45,127 ZT,220 27,388 24,086 ! 40,814 ! 29,270 
Household High Income Average ($): 183,505 23,175 170,836 148,967 68,952 5B,820 i 164)3.86 ! 143,433 


Households by Income 
, 


less than $15,000: 12 181 130 8 55 76 i 147 ! 35 6« 
$15,000 to $24,999 7 263 180 29 102 69 ! 210 \ 30 890 
$25,000 to $34,999: 46 297 152 60 190 98 ! 21t ! 13.0 1, 154 
$35,000 to $49,999: 44 493 236 102 153 1471 312 i 157 1,554 
$50,000 to $74,999; 102 869 310 297 387 132 ! 418[ 1S5 2,683 
$75,000 to $99,999: 66 385 280 147 3$9 85 ! 369 i 100 1,821 
$100,000 to $124,999: 58 159 203 SO 183 133 ! 223 ! 41 1,056 
$125,000 to $149,999: 65 69 125 98 73 


, 
145 i 649 52: 22 


$150,000 to $199,999: 32 41 125 30 89 19 i 125 ! 36 491 
$200,000 and Over: 64 33 228 28 87 27 i 228 ! 22 715 


% of HQusehold§: !:!y l!]cQrni i 
6.2%1 less than $15,000: 2,4% 6.5% 6.6% 0.9% 3.2% 9.1%! 


$15,000 to $24,999: 1.4% 9.4% 9,1% 3,3% 5.~h 82%: $,8%1 
$25,000 to $34,999: 9,3% 10,6% 7,7'% 6.8% 11.1% 11.7%1 8.8%: 
$35,000 to $49,999: 8.9% 17.7% 12.0% 11.6% !H% t7.5%i 1:3.1%: 
$50,000 to $74,999: 20.6% 31.1% 15.7% 33.9% 225% 15.8%1 17.5%1 
$75,000 to $99,999: 13.3% 13.8% 14.2"10 16.8% 22,6% 10.1%1 15,5%: 
$100,000 to $124,999: 11,7% 5.1% 10,3% 9.1% 10.7% 15.9%: 9,3%1 
$125,000 to $149,999: 13.1% 2.5% 6.3% 11.2''!IQC 4,2% 6.2%1 6.1%i 
$150,000 to $199,999: 6.5% 1.5% 6.3% 3.4% 5.2%, 2.3%-: 52%! 
$200,000 and Over: 12,9% 12% 11.6% 3.0% 5.1% 3.2%! 9.5%1 


Transj:2Q!.1a!ion!2 Work {EmeI1§+} ! ! Car, Truck, Van: 616 3,910 2,285 1,364 2,412 1.1251 2,887 : 922 15,521 
Public Transportation: 9 0 9 11 0 oJ 23 i 17 59 
Other T ransportatlon' 0 43 90 70 27 331 107 ! 39 409 
WorK at Home: 65 239 94 67 171 54' 


L lH:lj 41 647 
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Detailed 2000 Census Po~ulation and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada Coun~ 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to Ihose Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Plann!'d Community 


Quail i Arrow Cross- Hickory Barber Composite 


Ridge ! Ridge creek Tm. Parkforest Timber Station 8ayhill of at! 


DgmograRbl£ Conc~t!t; Drive i '!!£t Lane '!!£t '!!£t Drive '!!£t SL §1\~Areas 


% of I@DS(!ortatiQotoWork{Em[!11G+}: ! 
Car, Truck.. Van: 89.3%1 933% 92.2% 90.2% 92.4% 92.8% 92.1% 90.5% 921% , 
Public T ranspoftation: 1.3%: 0.0% 0.4"/0 0.7% 0,0% 0,0% Q.7% 1.7% OA% 
Other Transportation: 0.0%! 1.0% 3,6"/" 4.6% 1,0'% 2,7% 3.4% 3.8% ZA% 
WorK at Home: 9.4%~ 5.7% 3.8% 4.4% 6.6% 4.5% 3.7% 4.D1'k 5.00/<> 


Travel Time to Work {EmgI1B+) 
less than 15 Min: 52 i 1.073 986 510 574 330 1,176 410 5,111 


15~29 Min: 526: 2,159 1.178 737 1,237 479 1,558 429 8,303 
30-59 Min: 38 ! 654 175 160 588 329 224 130 2,298 
60+ Min: 91 67 45 38 40 20 59 9 287 


Detailed E~uca!ion £:b!!!ractgri!;iti£§: 1 
1 Education Enrollment (Pop 3+) 1 


Public Preprimary: 0: 52 15 15 26 18 V 0 153 
Private Preprlmary: 36 ! 158 50 62 64 67 54 37 528 
Public School: 234 ! 1,621 839 944 1,251 598 1,097 480 7,004 
Private Schoo!' 20 I 148 144 80 109 37 160 112 810 
Public College: 26 1 320 212 133 163 91 284 69 1,298 
Private College: 10 I 104 44 8 47 20 58 20 311 
Not Enrolled in School: 945 i 5,312 3,154 1,672 3,312 1,563 3,843 1,377 21,178 


EdU9!ti20 ~nr211!!lent"a, gnrol!e~ POl'!: 3+ 
Public Preprimary: 0.0%1 2,2% 1,Z'/Q 1.2% 1.6% 2.2% 1.6% 0,0% 1.5% 
Private Preprimary: 11.0%1 6,6% 3,8% 5,0% 3.9% 8_1% 3.2% 5.2% 5.2% 
Public Schoof: 71.8%1 67.5"/" 64,3"/" 76.0% 75.4% 72.0% 65,3% 66,9% 69.5% 
Private School: 6,~%: 6.2% 11.0'%. 6A% 6,6% 4.5% 9.5% 15.6% 8.0% 


Public Cotlege: 8.0%; 13.3% 16.3°/" 10_7% 9,8% 11.0% 16Jl% 9.6% 12.8% 
Private College: 3_1%1 4.3% 3A% 0.6% 2.8% 2,4% 3,5% 2.8% 3.1% 


~ducayon 8ttainment {Pop 25+l ! 
less Than High School: 25 ! 315 97 46 1()6 70 116 44 819 
High School: 143 ! 1,275 323 286 500 358 414 186 3,493 


Some College: 270 ! 1,415 794 465 937 364 962 334 5,541 
Associate Degree: 58 1 374 95 154 325 44 152 106 1,308 
College: 238 1 1,120 1,202 470 986 384 1,485 381 6,266 
Graduate Degree: 174 ! 336 679 268 323 268 759 213 3,020 


1 


O!tl5!ile~ Famil:t Charcteristic§: 
1 


Families by Size 1 
Median Si7..e: 2.9 ! 3.8 3.1 4.2 3.7 4.0 3.2 3.7 
1 Person: O! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 Person: 2271 722 657 247 543 216 779 207 3,598 
3 Person: 56 ! 503 280 118 284 138 372 128 1,879 
4 Person: 64 i 593 310 177 413 184 365 159 2,265 
5 Person' 48 : 283 125 139 169 90 162 84 1,O8() 


6 Person: 6 J 108 17 82 60 23 22 28 346 
7 or More Person: 16 ! 31 0 21 29 44 0 5 146 
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Detailed 2000 Census Population and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada County 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


Quail 


l 
Arrow Cross~ Hickory i Barber 


I 
Composite ! 


Ridge Ridge creek 
0 


Tree Parkforest Timber ! Station SayhiJl ofan ! i 
Demograehi&: CQ:nccQt: Drive 


1 
'!hY Lan. 0 '!hY '!hY Orive ! '!hY ! 


ilk SurrQS:l!te Arng ! 
i 


i ! Families by Age 
49.7: 


i , 
Med!anAge' 39.6 47.5: 44,8 45,6 43.S: 47 : 47 1 


1 [ 
0 0 , 


244 ! Aged Under 25 Years: 71 291 0 0 42 ! 47 : 54 
171 ! as! 229 i 


, 
Aged 2S to 34 Years: 341 692 101 183 7' 1,569 ! 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: 1251 777 377 ! 296 542 25td 457 ! 135 2,963 : 


103 i 478: 1S7 ! 
, 


Aged 45 to 54 Years: 37. 240 433 sn: ,.. 2.555 ! 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 85 i 16. 175 i '" 176 91 i 2151 68 1,000 I 


59 i 
, , 


517 ! Aged 65 to 74 Years: 115 89 1 36 64 3()I 100 : 23 
10 i 


, 
75i 370 ! Aged 75 Years and Over: 36 70 j 0 100 32 : 47 


I ! j ! Fami~ Income Cha!3!£terj!ti£§ 
51,675,876 i i , I 


Total Family locome($): 144,858,464 175,641,136 ! 76.876,456 133,548,680 5$,009,312 ! 195,9H,872 1 58,570,072 893,951,863 ! 
Median Income ($): 99,375 : 58,366 90,852 i 70,652 77,582 67,122 ! 83,219 ! 61,827 i 
Average Income ($): 123,923 i 64,669 126.452 : 00,057 89,151 $1,826 ! 115,242 i 99,103 ! 
Per Capita !ncome ($): 43,498 ! 19,192 44,761 ! 26,346 26,795 24,262! 40,039 ! 29,270 i High Income Average ($)' 307,589 : 338,878 386,698 : 693,729 293,350 340,391 1 338, tiT ! 8-8i,465 


! ! 
, 


Families By Income , i 
2\i41 less than $1$,000: a i 70 57 i 37 30 ! 63 ! 6 


$15,000 to $24,999: 0: 163 51 : 16 so 421 72 : 19 4431 
$25,00010 $34,999: 29 ! 188 76 ! eo 150 51 : 120 i as nai 
$35,000 to $49,999: 36 i 426 118 ! 81 12. 133 ! 179 ! 12' t,232 \ 
$50,000 to $74,999: 85 !' 756 243 ! 276 336 1191 320 i 13() 2,265j 
$75,000 to $99,999: 60 ! 353 220 ; 126 388 79 ! 292 ! 100 1,598 1 
$100,000 to $124,999: 58 ; 134 188 i 80 170 1331 208 ! 47 1,015 ; 
$125,000 to $149,999: 53 i 63 104 t 82 73 52 ! 124 ! 22 5731 
$150,000 to $199,999: 32 ! 3' 125 f 30 89 19 ! 125 : 3. 400 ! 
$200,000 and Over 64 ! 33 197 j 26 87 27 ! 197 ! 22 653 i 


j 


, 
Detailed Non-famitv Characteristics" 


i ! i I Non..Family: Households by Size i 
Median Size 1.8 : 1.7 L6 1 1.8 1.6 1.6 i 2 i 2 2: 
1 Person: 51 i 417 470 i 62 ISS 129 ! 541 I 124 U?83! 
2 Person: 28 ! 116 97 ! 23 31 14 ! 1341 32 475; 
3 Person: o! 9 13 ! 8 0 O! 13 ! 0 43 ! 
4 Person; 


, 
8 01 0 0 o! Oi 0 .1 O! 


5 Person: 0: 0 01 0 0 01 °1 0 o i 
6 Person: 01 0 0: 0 0 0: 0: 0 o i 
7 or More Person O! 0 oi 0 0 O[ °1 0 ~ j --.---~ 


, 
---.-.~.- .. -
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Detailed 2000 Census Population and Household Characteristics for Areas in Ada County 
with Similar Housing Characteristics to those Proposed for the Dry Creek Ranch Planned Community 


Demographic Conce£!!: 


Non-Family Households by Age 


Median Age: 


Aged Under 25 Vears: 


Aged 25 to 34 Years: 


Aged 35 to 44 Years: 


Aged 45 to 54 Years: 


Aged 55 to 54 Years: 


Aged 65 to 74 Years: 


Aged 75 Years and Over. 


Non-Family Houshold Income Characteristics 
T atai Income ($): 


Median Income {$j: 


Average Income ($): 


Per Capita Income ($): 


High Income Aver:lge {$}: 


Non.Family Households by Income 
Less than $15,000; 


$15,000 to $24,999: 


$25,000 to $34,999: 
$35,000 to $49,999: 
$50,000 to $74,999: 
$75,000 to $99,999: 


$100,000 to $124,999: 
$125.000 to $149,999: 
$150,000 to $199,999: 


$200,000 and Over: 


Quail 
Ridge 
Drtve 


! 
! 
i 
i 


55.9: 


7 ! 
8 ! 
9 , 


13 f 


27 i 
0' 


15 ! 
4,564,609 ! 


41,563 ! 
57,780 ! 


3,260 ! 


°1 
12 ! 
" 17i 
81 


17 ! 
61 
0' 


12 i 
°1 
Of 
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Arrow 
Ridge 


't!AY. 


42.S 
31 


14a 


125 
47 
43 
35 


120 


23,121,204 
32,700 


42,039 
2,436 


o 


111 


ao 
109 
67 


113 


32 
25 
5 
7 
o 


Cross
creek 
lane 


60.9 
37 


47 
122 
43 
59 


122 
140 


32,169,664 


37,797 
5SA65 


6,271 
270,457 


73 
119 


76 
118 


67 
60 
15 
21 
o 


31 


Hickory 
Tree 


't!AY. 


55.6 
o 


14 


2' 
7 


27 
7 


14 


6,198,548 


63,690 


66,651 
1.869 


o 


7 


13 
o 


15 
21 
21 
o 


16 


o 
o 


Parkforest 


't!AY. 


55 
o 


35 
15 
59 
40 


49 
21 


9,911,704 


38,971 
45,053 


1,655 


o 


18 


52 
31 
34 
51 
21 
13 


o 
o 
o 


Timber 


l2!!Yl! 


Barber Co·mposite 
Station SayhiU of all 
~ St Surrogate Areas 


48.6 57 50 50 
7 48 13 143 


D M 31 _ 


Z9 150 16 492 · . . -• H ,. _ 
9 132 11 365 


15 153 26 S04 


4,068,581 37,125,944 5,355,241 122,515,495 
24,444 38,496 3.$,444-
28,452 53,962 34,325 


1,407 10,638 2,185 
o 272,813 0 


• M • _ 
27 138 11 447 
37 91 45 406 
14 133 33 422 ,. . . ~. 


6 77 0 223 


o 15 0 68 


o 21 0 76 
o 0 0 7 
o 31 Q 52 
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M3 - Eagle Development 


IDAHO ECONOMICS 


Appendix B: 


Ada County: Residential Housing Additions by 
Housing Type and City: 1990 - 2006 


Annual Value of Commercial Construction Permits 
Issued in Ada & Canyon Counties by City & County: 
1990-2006 







Total Residential Bousing Permits Issued in Ada County by City, 1990 - 2006 


1990~W19931994~19961mm81999~~~~~~5~ 


Hoi:>!! 1,534 1,589 2,061 2,916 3,208 1.255 1,150 1,437 1,255 1,385 1,300 1,815 1,204 LIlY 815 1,189 877 
Eagle 35 14 223 266 300 356 164 287 339 379 452 353 266 421 483 530 258 
Garden City 65 111 224 198 153 !l9 ll9 78 271 297 94 85 196 88 69 70 53 
Kuna 16 25 21 19 99 132 142 195 253 211 336 316 410 232 230 563 296 
Meridian 230 442 743 l,l83 977 i,200 1,082 889 1,020 807 755 914 949 1,766 2,567 3,314 1,688 
Star 93 109 71 42 46 102 146 548 300 
Uninco!E.:MaCoulJ~)~.~_ 724 862 627 483 579 677 ~._~_~. ~9 _~59:. __ ~Q?§ ____ 1,2cW 1,~1] 1,209 
Total Ada County 2,230 2,724 3,996 5,444 5,364 3,545 3,236 3,563 4,145 4,288 3,792 4,394 3,930 4,764 5,510 1,831 


Annual % Change.. 22,2% 46-,7% 31),2% .1 5% -339% -87% 10.)% \63% 34% -! 1,6% 15.9% -10,6% 21.2,% 15.7~;' 


Percentage of Total Residential Housing Permits Issued in Ada County by City. 1990 ~ 2006 


1990 1991 1992 !ill 1994 1m !Wi !221 lW! 1m ~ ~ ~ 2003 2004 


Boise 68.8% 58.3% 51.6% 53.6% 59.8% 35.4'}~ 35,5% 403% 30.3<l-/n 32.3~,'0 34.3% 41.3% 30,6% 23.5% 14,8% 
Eagle 1.6 2.7 5.6 4,9 5.6 10.0 5.1 81 8.2 8.8 lL9 8.0 68 8.8 8.8 
Garden City 2.9 4.1 5.6 3.6 2.9 3.4 3.7 2.2 6.5 6.9 25 1.9 5.0 1.8 I.J 
Kuna 6.7 0.9 0.5 0.3 1.8 3.7 4.4 5.5 6.1 4.9 8.9 7.2 lOA 4.9 4.2 
Meridian 10.3 16,2 18,6 2L7 18.2 33.9 33.4 25.0 24,6 J8.8 19.9 20.8 24.1 37.1 46.6 
Star 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.5 1.9 1.0 1.2 2.1 2.6 
UnincOiE. Ada Coun~ 15.7 17.7 18.1 15.8 IL7 13.6 17.9 19.0 22.1 25.7 207 19.8 21.9 21.7 21.8 
Total Ada County 100.0% IOO,O% 100.0% lOO,if% lOO.O<'/u lOO,O% 100,{)% 100,0% 100,0% 100.0% lOOJ}% 100.0% lOO,~-1> lQO.()O!" 100.0% 


Boise City's Share of Tolal Residential Housing Permits Issued in Ada County: 1990·2006 
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1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 


2605 


15.2% 
6.8 
0.9 
7.2 


42.3 
7.0 


20.6 
100.0% 


2004 


~ 
18,7% 


5.5 
1.1 
6.3 


36.1 
6.4 
25,8 


100.\JI'1o 


2005 


Annual 
A'lerage 
'9t} ~ '06 


153& 
305 
135 
206 


1,207 
162 
845 


4,320 


200S 


8·.1 
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Single~Famny Residential Housing Permits Issued in Ada County bv City. 1990·2006 


~~~~~~~1~7~~~~20022~~~~ 


Boise 452 1,077 1,266 1,602 1,185 805 966 916 98& 950 993 778 709 677 564 799 415 
Eagle 35 62 218 250 300 252 164 268 339 371) 452 345 265 421 479 505 226 
Garden City 63 111 220 198 IS3 119 115 60 70 106 57 83 102 65 3S 58 32 
Kuna 16 25 21 19 99 130 142 193 249 196 327 284 390 229 227 57.2 295 
Meridian 220 430 737 'U25 953 1,030 1,066 889 LOM 801 709 812 919 IA33 2,243 3,161 1,556 
Star 0 0 0 0 0 [) 0 0 93 108 71 42 41 tOO 143 547 268 
Uninco""Adaeoun<y 350 4&3 720 &06 615_41l3 57& 667 912 ~ ____ 1~4_ ,_~~9 815 981 I,m 1,573 1,054 
Total AdaCoumy 1,136 2,188 3,18:2 4,000 3,305 2,819 3,031 2,993 3.655 3,646 3,393 3,213 3,241 3,906 4,867 7,165 3,846 


Annual % Change 92,6% 4SA% 257% -!7A% ·147% 75% .j}% 22,I~'; ,01'h ,690/~ .Sl% 09% 2D5~A; !4&'Ij, lSIII'? ,46 
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Percentage of Single-Family Residential HOllsing Permits Issued in Ada County bv City, 1990 ~ 20(}6 
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3,1 
5,5 
14 
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n 
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22,1 
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40.10/0 
63 
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05 
28.1 
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20.2 


35.9".10 
9,1 
4.6 


3.0 
28.8 
0.0 
18,6 


1995 19% !221 ~ 1~9 2000 


2KM'n 
8.9 
4.2 
4.6 


36.5 
0.0 
17.1 


31.9% 
5A 
38 
4.7 


35.2 
0.0 
191 


30,6% 
9,0 
2.0 
6.4 
297 
0.0 
223 


27.0% 
93 
19 
6.8 
27.5 
2,5 


25,0 


26.1%; 
lOA 
23 
5.4 


22.l 
3.0 


30.2 


29,3% 
13.3 
L7 
9.6 
20.9 
2_1 


23.1 


~ 
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10,7 
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1.3 


27.Q 


Ym ~ 
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:'L2 
3.1 
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2&.4 
13 


25,1 


173% 
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l.J 
5.9 


36.7 
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25,1 
100.0% IOOJYI/o lOO.IY'.4 100.0% 100,0% loo.OO/n lOO.!Y'4 lOO.0'3i lO{H}l1/q 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100,9% 


~ 
11.6% 
n 
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U 
46.1 
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24.l 
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City of Meridian's Share of Single Family Residential Pennlts Issued In Ada County: 1990·2006 
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Multj-FamUyResjQ~ntil,tlH9:usine:Permits Issued' in Ada County by City. 1990 ~ 200n i Annual 
! Average 


!22l! 1m 1m 1m 1m 1995 !Wi 1997 !22.!! ill2 2000 1001 2002 2003 6!!JM ~ lfID6 I '90 ~ '06 -- ,---
Boise 1.082 512 795 I,l14 2,023 450 184 521 267 43j 307 1,037 489 433 235 377 452 ! 642 
Eagle 0 12 5 16 0 t04 0 19 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 24 28 1 13 
Garden City 2 0 4 0 0 0 4 18 201 191 37 2 92 21 29 12 15 ! 37 
Kuna 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 4 15 9 32 20 0 2 30 0; 7 
Meridian 10 12 6 58 24 170 16 0 16 0 46 102 28 330 323 148 112 ! 82 
SI", I 0 0 0 0 2 0 32: 4 
Unincorp. Ada County 0 0 4 56 12 0 I to 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 17 128 ! , 14 
Total Ada County 1,094 536 814 1,444 2,059 726 205 570 490 642 399 1,181 631 784 591 6D8 7671 797 


Annual % (..nange ·Roo!. 51.9% 77.4% 42.6% -64,7% -7U% 17'1LO% -14_(]o/. }\ ()''/o .37,9% 196,0"/. -46,6% 2.42":4- -2.46% ;:,9% 26-,2%i 


Percenta1!eQLMglii~F~JIliJy_Re!ii.deQti~I11~tuSil)1! Permitslssued hI Ada County by City. 1990 - 2006 


1990 1991 1m 1m 1m 1995 !Wi 1997 1998 1999 ;!!)ill! ~ l!m 2003 2004 ~ 2006 


Boise 98.9% 95.5% 97.7% 91.0% 98.3% 62.0<>/0 89.8% 91-4% 54.5% 67.8% 76.91>/" 87,8% 77.5% 55,2% 39.8% 62.0% 58.9"1e. 
Eagle 0.0 2.2 0.6 U 0.0 143 0.0 3.3 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 3.7 
Garden City 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.2 41.0 29.8 93 0.2 14.6 2.7 4.9 2.0 2.0 
Kuna 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.8 23 23 27 3.2 0.0 0.3 4.9 0.0 
Meridian 0.9 2.2 0.7 4.0 1.2 23.4 7.8 0.0 3.3 0.0 IL5 8.6 4.4 42.1 54.7 24.3 14.6 
Star 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,2 0.0 0.0 0<0 0.0 0.3 0.0 4.2 
Uninco!:,E. Ada COoo!): 0.0 0.0 O.S 3.9 0.6 0.0 0.5 1.8 0,4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 2.8 16.7 
Tota! Ada County tOO.O% 100.0% 100,0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% lOO.~/" 100_0% 100,(W .. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 1(){W% 100.0"/~ lOO.{)1'h, 100,0% 


----,--"",- .-----~. ,- ~----,---". .._------


Boise City's Share of Multi-Family Residential HOusinQ Permits Issued in Ada County: 1990 - 2006 
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Non..-Residential Building Permit Values in Ada and Canyon Counties: 1990 ~ 2006 


(millions 01 $) 


Total 


2lJl!1~ !toj§:~ Bolse City ~! Meridian -New No"R~s Add,Aiu.R"'fmI 
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03.90 
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9.32 
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8.S;; 
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12,66 
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36.78 


554 
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26AO 
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13.96 
20.80 
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10,33 


65.72 
3631 


25.45 
2745 
18.15 
83,36 


13,46 
2.66 
12.15 
700 
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25.26 
16,84 
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19,79 
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7023 
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46.71 
3520 


35.29 
43.76 
51,94 
21,36 
17.12 
29.11 
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52.71 
31.37 
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26.09 
2Hm 
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62,21 
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0 .... 
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4,31 
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3.67 


100 
3.03 
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2.17 
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9 .... 
6.95 
3.53 
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2sn 
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0,42 
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1.34 
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1.12 
0,26 
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1.40 
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2208 
,n 
70s 


15.07 
24,00 


1495 
15,65 


"'''' 4,65 


GZS 
7.% 
,'US 
1$.24 


'.511 
'25 
1073 
12,10 


20.00 
7.52 
11.17 
15,75-
13.99 
a.% 
7.73 


16,44 


1HZ 
22,13 
6.46 
1612 
1745 







Non~Residential Building Penuit Values in Ada and Canyon Counties: 1990 - 2006 


(milllon.~ or $} 


TQtai 


9llim£! Soise City Boise City Boise gty i ~ Meridian 


04.02 
01.03 
02.03 
03.03 
04.03 
QUM 
02.04 
Q3.04 
04.1)4 
01.05 
02.05 
03.05 
04.05 
01.06 
02.06 
03.00 
04.06 


11-Yr. Avg 
'96-'06 Avg 


New NO!lRes 
18-<,1 
22A3 
693 
19.83 


13.68 
5,62 
14Jn 
3$,73 


22.05 
4,62 
45,90 


923 
16,96 


16.12 
39.85 
43,,55 
1524 


21,48 


22.59 


Add.Alts.Reprn 


3878 
3880 
48,83 


37A5 
51.13 
45.12 
37.80 
41.47 


51.29 
39.41 
63.01 


43,90 
134,94 
59,14 
7248 
81,62 
70.D7 


57,55 
54.06 


Annual Totals: 
19" 
1991 
1992 


1993 
1994 
1995 


$56.4 $96.0 
41.9 84,9 
25.£1 127.9 
73,-'> 1415 


117,9 212,9 
158,2 4080 


1996 85.0 
1991 71,4 
1998 101.8 
1999 69.2 
21)00 137,8 
2001 142..4 
2002 40,4 


2003 62,9 
2004 78,2 
2005 76.7 
2006 114,$ 


17.yr. AlIg $85,6 
'96-'06 AlIg $89,2 


Idaho Economics 


2$9,5 


323.7 
251.5 
235.6 
3573 
264 I 
1922 
1762 
175,7 
281 3 


"C" 
$2263 
$255.5 


57040 
61.23 
55.76 
57.213 
64.81 
50.74 


52.64 
77.20 
73.33 
44.1)'3 
108.91 


53.14 
151.90 
75,25 


112.32 
125.17 
85,31 


79.03 
136,67 


$152.3 
125.8 
153.8 
214,9 
330.g 


500.2 
354,5 
3S5.1 


353.2: 
304.8 
495.1 
400,5 
232,6 
239.1 
2.'53,9 
358.0 
398.1 


$313,9 
$344,6 


New NtmRes Add,AltlI,R~prs 


7.20 5356 
2543 3,13 
6-1)0 2,77 


13.98 6,69 
8.77 217 
23,01 2,84 
1'7A9 480 


21.26 12.30 
11.83 10.44 
14.95 4,66 


29.41 7AO 
30.80 9.63 
29.63 6.05 
21.70 5,08 


45.37 910 
22,00 l1,4S 


74.37 5,08 


11.01 


15.63 


$5.6 


" 45 
2.4 
12,1 
282 
23,6 


22.1 
27.5 


"" 743 
472 
753 
58.0 
73,6 
104 8 
1643 


$43,6 
$618 


3,3l 
4.56 


$3,6 


1.9 


4.3 


2.' 
3.5 
4.7 
6.' 
7.7 
5.7 
17.6 
25,5 
16,9 


"5 
15.4 
30.4 


27.7 
307 


513..2 
$t8.6 


Total I Total . 


~ i ~ Ada Urnnc A!a..Ynins f ~ -12.86 
29.56 
11,56 


:20.67 
11.54 
25,84 
22,29 
33,56 


22.27 
19,61 
36,81 
40,4;3 
35.68 
26.18 


"" 34,33 


79,45 


14,33 


2029 


592 
10] 


6.8 
,.S 
15.5 
32.9 
32.2 
29.6 


33.2 
76.7 
&9.9 
64.1 


43.8 
73.3 


104,0 
132,5 
1950 


$56,9 
$aOA 


Now< NtmR .. ~ Add,Alh\,Re-W$ 


1061 ',81 
1.13 1,62 
o,n 1,3'6 
4,7\ 2,28 
7.12 1,21 
HlS 2,74 
4.03 1.24 
1Q,5{) 17S 
2.17 2,81 


3.;'>7 1.14 
5.20 1.69-
2.83 2,49 
1'(,57 2.73 
453 148 
4,5-5 3- 94 


4.31 2,31 


2.50 2,31 


4.34 
5,58 


$5.9 
41 
4.0 


7.' 
22,5 


5.2 
17,5 
87 
22,7 


63,8 


18,8 


19,7 


19,1 
131 
20.6 
240 


'" 
$17,4 


$22,3 


215 
2.28 


$5,1 
82 
10.5 
7.4 


7.2 
7.2 
7.2 


16,5 
8.2 
11,1 


5.3 
98 
7.5 
5.5 ,. 
6.' 
10,0 


$8,5 
$9,1 


12,41 


:2.75 


2 " 
6,98 


8,33 
6,70 
5,27 
12,2S 


4." 
'52 
6.90 


5.33 
15,2'9 
5-99 
049 
662 
4,81 


6,48 


7,86 


$11.0 


12,3 
14,5 
15,3 
29.7 
12.5 
24.7 


252 
30,9 
74.8 
25,1 
29,5 
27.2 
20.2 
29,2 
32,0 
25.9 


$,25,9 
$31.3 


~ NvlRe1. Aoo.A~J!:"'fWl' 


06-1 0,3t 
t 55 0,83 
2,47 0.6£\ 
5.:>4 :3,00 


0,93 O.4S 
0,10 0,50 


6,76 0,71 
1198 1,13 


2.2t! 0,44 
4.34 0,44 


0.57 2,10 
14,88 5,23 
2-50 o,n 
7.41 0,24 
16,00 1,05 
612 3,12 
1,45 1.00 


3,61 
4,4/ 


$12.7 


42 
1.9 


5.6 


4.9 
1S7 
24,1 


10.2 
16.2 
18,8 


13.6 
5.1 
eo 
104 
21,1 
22,3 


'" 
$13,6 


$165 


1,07 
1,31 


$1.5 
2,2 


1.6 
24 
3.2 


4.3 
:2.7 
7.8 
4.9 


'6 
7.9 
4.8 


3.4 
5.8 
2.6 
6.5 
5.5 


$4.2 
$5.3 


Totill -0,93-
2.47 
307 


no 
1.43 
0.60 
7.47 


13,11 
2.65 
4.79 
2,67 


20.t1 
3.27 
7.65 
17,05 


924 
2,53-


4,69 


5.18 


$14,2-


6.4 


'.5 
50 


" 230 
2 .. 
18.0 
21,1 
22,$ 
21,5 
10,9 
11,4 


Hi2 
23,$ 


30.8 
3a5 


$17,9 
$21.8 


Can~!'I 


~ """"'" ~ 
New No!!Ru Ad:\.A,'b,R~pn 


2.5-1 O,8!:: 


1,67 06S 
4,11 t 1S 
3,00- t.t7 
U,1 0,81 
5,83 0,3$ 
4.00 127 
3,31 L3S 
4.00 0.45 
7.26 0.68 
SAS t 12 
3,1S (,52 
15r2 0,5$ 
2.00 0,00 
3. 76 2,07 
3,31 10S 


0,75 0,31 


2,41 


3,0£ 


53,2 
6.0 


5.9 


" 51 
10,8 
7.3 


5.1 
34 
14,5 


160 
5.8 
215 
11,5 


17,2 


19,8 


10.8 


$9.8 
$12,1 


1,47 


''''' 


$2.0 
3.7 
6A 
5.2 


6' 
7.8 
6.4 
10.1 
6.5 
6.2 
7,7 
10.3 
4.6 


40 
35 
40 
41 


'5$ .. , 


Total: 


Cmytm 


!4!!!Jls, 


3,35 
2,56 


$,27 
;-'03 


2.72 
6.22 
5,27 
4_67 
4,52 


'93 
(,62 


4,67 


'60 
300 
5,eJ 
4,36 


J4J: 


:un 
4.fie 


$5,2 
9.7 
12.2-
,(,7 


12,:; 


1il.15 
13,7 


15.2: 
to,3 
2D.6 
2.3.7 
115,1 


25.5 
15,5 


ZO,7 
;23,$ 


17,5 


$15,8 
$18.4 


- -N~ Nu.-Ru ~1'I$$,R"1fflI 


12,94 ;,3:9 
a.:n 5,02-
n0S 207 
1404 2,t6. 


5,75 1.3:5 
4_14! ~47 


13,Q1 l,Hi' 
'10,24 2.49 
1.11 2,$5 


3-0,00 HS 
12.,17 8,22 
11"-04 S,ts 
14,66 3,ao 
20,22 2,65 
22,07 S.S! 
57,es 22,310 
24,46 $,oW 


sus 
tU~O 


$27 
4.3 


4' 
4.0 
... .5 
34.0 
44.6 


31.3 
22.5: 
'114 
"'.0 
42.5 
475 ,sa 
2:8.5 
a7,~ 


104,6 


$36.1 
$4$.9 


2,SS 


:H2 


,sa 
5:\ 
3.0 


10,1 


74 
63 
16,$ 


7.' 
.7 
12,1 
n,!,! 


'" 6,9 
tHi 
12,0 
16,9 


3S.1 


$1t,$ 


$14,7 


TaUI -14,33 
14,3$ 


1:HB 
HL20 
7,tO 


7.00 
t6,t1 


12.7l 


"" 32,3<$ 
20.99 


2121 
2a47 
22.&7 
27,T3 
00,t9 
Zf,!8-3 


12 tl 


15.82: 


"'.5 


'A 
i'.5 


14,t ,,,. 
40.3 


6U: ,., 
St,3 
504 
4$,$ 


57,S 
544 
51.4 
40.6 


104,0 
14117 


$47.7 
$fi1,€-


.,.. 







Q!!artar 


QUO. 
02.90 
03.90 
04.90 
Q1.91 
Q2.91 
03J}1 
04.91 
QU2 
Q2.92 
03.92 
04-92 
01.93 
01,93 
03.93 
04.93 
Q1.94-


02." 
03.94 
04.94 
aus 
02.95 
Q3.95 
Q4.95 
01.96 
02.96 
03.96 
04.96 
01.97 
02.97 
03.91 
04.91 
ous 
a2.98 
03.98 
04.98 
OUg 
02,99 
03.99 
04.99 
01.00 
02.00. 
03.00 
04.0. 
Qun 
02.0.1 
03.01 
04.0.1 
01.0.2 
02.0.2 
03.62 


Idaho Economics 


(milliomofS) 


AOA 
County: 


ADA 
County 


flt!W NonRe, Add.All$,Repr$ 


4,02 
2€.7S 
29.07 
8,02 
7.28 
10.68 
3.23 
33.70 
11.62 
10,42 
3.29 
9,13 
13.71 
13.06 
28.54 
30,86-


2929 
23,76 
17.26 
82.16 


62.00 
14,66 
78.82 
8.15 
28,86 
35.71 
3/3,99 


4$.04 
2189 
3910 


24,84 


16,36 


39.20 
32.84 
3809 
41.83 
59.a7 
36,09 
55.47 
40.50 
22.64 
92.72 
82.35 
33,23 
31.84 
29.90 


117.07 
30,$4 
9.84 


21,24 
17.90 


35,6-7 
2186 
27.41 
19.75 
17,15 
23,$3 


26.48 
25,68 
27,$9 
65.13 


2654 
2294 
23,29: 
51,53 
35,18 
40.44 
71.50 


57.36 
48.38-
46.39 
83.66 
101.61 
171,20 
85,45 


10<1.51 
82,68 
64,01 


57,68 
86.41 


105,01 


B9,37 
65,00 
65.40 
74.95 
77,54 


47.47 
59.12 
76,210< 
6U,6 
61.18 
78.48 
64,03 
84.10 
162,46 


8't26 
76.13 
89.29 
4114 
74.52 
5<58 
42,78 


Non~Residential Building Pennit Values in Ada and Canyon Counties: 1990 ~ 2006 


Total 


AOA 


~ 


39,69 
4661 
56 ... 
27.78 
2443-
34,31 


3U1 
59,38 


39.00 
75,55 
29.63 
32,07 


3700 
64.59 
64.72 
71,30 


100,80 
BU4 
65.62 
12&54 
165.75 
116.2S 
250.02 


"'.'" 12:0.37 
118.30 
100.00 
103.72' 
11,J.31 
144,11 
114,21 


8142 
104.60 
107.79 
115.63 
89,3{) 
118.99 
11239 
123.13 
101,79 
101.13 
156,75 
16$,45 


195.69 
116,10 


106.03 
2D6.315 
71,68 
84,36-


]5,63 
60,66 


C-anyaf! 


County 


Canyon 


CounlY 


New NonRes Add.,I\.I1:$.Rellf$ 


268 
'51 
5.80 
651 
278 
415 


5.41 
1,14 


2.30 
5.54 


2.ZZ 
1.04 
1,52 


4,50 


6.08 
2.96 
4.48 
8,81 


40.02 
6.16 
21,22 
27.96 


8.07 


5.32 
29,01 


3-8.& 
17 43 


15.96 
18.71 
9,23-


B.b5 


1018 
7,17 
18,25 
11.04 


567 
1123 


2014 
33.78 
6.44 
15,3-2 
19,3-4 


13.81 
10,37 
8.63 
16,57 
7,3'7 


21,78 
11,23 


25.79 
22,89 


1,27 
17'7 


2.66 
1,60 
1,70 


'M 
3.73 ,., 
2,02 
3,72 


2,54 
2.6-9 
'.20 
,W 
9.42 
l.BO 
3,18 
635 
3.43 
435 
5.04 
5.61 
4,43 


5.02 
6.31 
$,M 


$,27 


5.00 
732 
730 
4,8S 
6,37 


8.00 
6.14 
3.90 


2.43 
481 
a,sa 
374 
4.94 
5.98 
974 
12.17 
5.51 
4,72 


12,04 


9.34 
4,51 
3.70 


3.~ 


4,72 


Total 
Canyon 


~ 


3.96 
4.2;S 


9.'" 


'" 4.49 
6.79 
to,14 


4,OS 


4,31 


10,3$ 


4.85 
3,73 
3.72 
B.15 


15.50 
5.59 
7.66 


15,16 


43.50 
10,51 


26.26 
33.57 
12.50 
10,3$ 


35.3:2 
45.71 
25,69 
2:t.76 
26.0-3 


16,5:1-
13.40 


16,55 
1523 
24,4{) 
14.95 


8.00 
16,04 


28,72 
37,52 
n,37 


21.30 
29,00 
2579 
15,$.8 
13,35 
28,61 
16,71 
26,29 
14,93 


30,11 
2760 


BGise Boise 


MllA -New NcnRiI's Ad/tAIt .. ),epo 


6,70 
;:9,26 


35.87 
1453, 


10.00 
1483 


964 
34,84 


13 91 
1700 


$,81 
10,18 
15,23, 
1768 


34,62 


"'.64 
33.77 


32.59 
57,28 


88,32 
10.1 3.1 
42.62 
00.89 
13,47 
57.$7 
74,57 
54.41 
5:2,00 
40.80 
48,33 


33.39 
2'6,54 


45 37 
51.(B 
4913-


47.49 
71.10 


56,23 


89.25 
4704 


3796-
112,05 


95,97 
43,5" 
40,47 


<>546 


124,44 


52:>2 
2H}7 
45,03 


40.78 


36.M 
23,,63-
3Q,Ql 


2;,3$ 


laas 
26,27 


32,21 
28,63 


0000 
a8,as 
2S.OS 
25,62 
25.48 
55,10 
45,60 
43,04 
14,69 
S3.T1 
SUM 
50,74 


8S.TO 
10721 
175$3 
S1,47 
97,32: 
89.43 
72 21 
63,48 


95-,74 
112.31 
9'22 
71,43 


73.46 
SUB 
51,44-


49.00 
6393 
8487 
7t.40 
6612 
8446 
73.T! 
9'527 
167,97 


8898 
88,17 


98.63 
4$,65-
78,2:2 


57,81 
4r,SQ 


T_ 


50'" -
4:t65 
52,8S 
55514 
3S.as 
213,91 
4t 10 


4tS5 
634E 
4J,,92 


85,91 


34.69 
35.80 
4071 
72.76 
oo,n 
76.SS 
100,45 


9!,UO 


109,12 


139'.05 
192:0'l 
149.83 
26:2,53 


10494 
15$,69 


164,00 
12600 
125.48 
136M 
160,$4 
127,6f 
9TS7 
119.83 
132,19: 
130,57 


91.3S 
135,00 


14t.11 


160,55 
'\13.16-
122.42 
15!Ut3 
192.24 
211,5'1' 
1Z9,4S 
134$4 


223,07 
97.97 
9S.29 


105,\14 
88,28 


VTD 
MSA 


N_NmlR"" 


6,70 
35.96 
n83 
$6,35 


to.oo 
2:4,89 


34.53 
6$L18 


13,S1 


'"97 


".58 
4'5.76 


"'" 3,;t89-
G7,SZ 


t01-:36 
33:17 
66.37 
123,65 
2t1,97 
103,31 


M5.W-
232.62 
246,2.9 


57,87 
13245 
f86.85 
248,86 


~100 ,ag, 
1Z2.32 
148,86 


4'5.3-7 
9746 
146.60 
194,09 


7t.to 
127.33 
216,5$ 
253,62 
37.96' 


150,02: 
24SJr8 
289.5$ 
40,47 
85,93 
211,37 
253,69 


21.07 
$9,11 
109,SS 


TID -Add,Ah,R"Pri-


3$,95 
6Q-,58 


00.55 
112,Ot 
18,85-
45,12 
11,33 
taD,S7 
3000 
9f! 86 


1:27,94 
153.58 
25,46 


00.'" 
126,18 


15:122 
74.69-
136,4{} 
100.13-
241),97 
8S.Hl 
195,92 
3'!1,Sb 
46$,01 
97,82 
187.25 
25952 
;n:wo 
SS,74 


ZOO,05 


302:,25 
373)59 


73.46 
t54,55 
23$)"9 
285,8'9 
63.93 
148-,81 


220,21 
200,31 
I34Ae 
1sa.23 
254.50 
422.47 
68.98 
177.t5 
275.78 
321,43 


7$22 
t36-,t3 


18363 


Tot,!'!! 


!lMml 


4:R.65 
fIi$,SA 
1lKJ 45 


19$,37 


2$.91 
7002 
1 as? 
17534 
4392 
12>83 
11)4,52 


200.32 
40,71 


113.47 


193,70 
270,$ 
10045 
20.U7 
313,88 


4S2Jf4 
192.01 
34t.85 
004.37 
700,31 
155.&9 


319.69' 
445,38 


571.00-
13$,;14 


2:96,97 


424"SS 
522.56 
tt9,83 


252.02 
382,.59 


479.93 
13503-
:175,14 
436,79 
541),95 
122.42 
3CS,25 
500.48 
712.05 
119.4S 
264.08 
48715 
5$5,12 


9929 
205,24 
29351 


a-il 







9Y.MW: 


04.02 
QUl3 
02.03 
Q3.03 
04.03 
01.04 
02.04 
a~04 


Q4.04 
01.05 
Q2J)$ 


03.0$ 
04.05 
01.06 
02.06 
03.06 
04.0& 


H-Yr. Avg 
'9$·'06 Avg 


'990 
1991 
1992 


1993 
1994 


19" 
1996 
1997 
'998 
1999 
ZOOo 
1001 
2002 
2003 ,,)0' 
2005 
;WOS 


17-Yr. Avg 
'96·'06 Avg 


Idaho Economics 


(millioos of $) 


ADA 
QoJ!!lil 


»ewNMRes 


3641 
49.99 


'650 
38,51 
29,57 
32.51 
36.35 
61.49 
36.05 
22.95 
80.52 
42,86 
59.16 
42.35 


125.70 
70.72 
8776 


37.49 
44.76 


$67.9 
54, 
34.5 
86.2 
t52.5 
191,8 


126,2 
102.2 


152,0 
192,0 
23l)9 


2093 
85,4 


134.6 
172.5 
205,5 
337.5 


$149.2 


$177.1 


ADA 
County 


Add.Alttl.Retrn 


46.25 
43,54 


52.96 
48.42 
55.11 
50.70 
43.84 
55.53 
&4.54 


45.22 
72.11 
56.03 
143.72 
65.68 
63.78 
95.39 
77,46 


62,98 
70,98 


$104 '? 
94,9 


142,6 
151.4 


223,6 
420_0 
285.2 
347.9 
265.4 
264,3 
389.1 
200,8 


21B.1 


198.0 
214.5 
317.1 
3223 


$250.0 
$283.0 


NonwResidential Building Pennit Values in Ada and Canyon Counties: 1990.2006 


Total 


ADA 


££!!!!!x 


82.67 
93,53 


69.46 


84.93 


".'"' 83.2$ 
80.20 
123.02: 
100.59 
68.16 


15:2.62 
98.90 


202.88 
108.O'J 
220.48 
166,11 
16522 


100,48 
115,75 


5172.6 
~49.8 


117.1 


237.6 
3761 
611.8 
411,4 
450.0 
417.3 
456.3 
620.0 
500,2 


303.5 
332)5 
387.1 
522_6 
659.8 


$399_2 
$460,1 


Canyon 


2!!l!!lX 
NewNCilRu 


16.06 


11.62 
18,27 
23,24 
8.59 
10.12 
23.77 
25.53 
7.37 


42,21) 


19J.n 
37,07 
30.09 
30,59 


4U~3 


47.33 
28.39 


15.28 
19.49 


$t8,S 
14.5 
12_.3 
152 
S!i, 
63.4 
761 
46,7 


42.1 
71.8 
586 
54.3 
no 
617 


66.8 
129.2 
148.1 


$59.7 
$75.7 


Canyon 


££!!!!!x 
Md,A!ts.Rep% 


2.56 
7,73 
3.84 
720 
2.66 
4.36 


5.08 


4.'" 
3.85 
200 


11.44 
9,93 


5,25 
379 
8-79 
26.41 
750 


550 
6.58 


$7.3 
11.0 
11,0 


17.8 
17.4 
18,3 


25.7 
25.8 
20.5 
22.1 
33,4 
30.6 
"14.3 
21.4 
18_3 
29.5 
46.6 


$21.8 
$26.2 


Total 


Canyo" 


££!!!!!x 


18,61 
19.36 
22.11 
30.43 
11,25 
1448 
2885 
30,S; 
11.22 
4507 
31,27 
47.00 
3534 
3438 
50,62 
nso 
35.89 


20,80 


.w.OI' 


$25.8 
25,5 
23.3 
33.0 
76,8 
817 


101.8. 
725 
627 
93.7 
92.0 
850 


9" 83, a,,, 
,sa 7 
194 7 


S81,6 
$101.9 


Boise 


!!§8 
N_N>mRes 


52.~7 


51.51 
34,77 


6US 
3816 
42.68 


SC.12 
93.02 


43.42 
65.15 
100,3,5 


1'9.84 
89,25 
7251-.<1 


178.53 
118.05 
116.15 


5278 
6H6 


,as, 
69.4 


"" iOl,4 


212,0 
255.2 
2023 
1489 
194.1 
2£3.6 
289.6 
26H 
162,4 
196.3 
239.3 
334.7 
485_7 


$2089 
$252.8 


Scm 


!!§8 


Md,AtlsJ:':"P'" 
48,81 


51.2:5 
56.79 
53.61 
57.77 
55,00 


48.93 
60.51 
68.39 
48,oe-
63.55 
65.96 
148.97 
69,4$ 
9257 
121.00 
M.96 


6550 
71 51 


$1t;W 
105,0 
1$3,6 


189.2 
241.0 
43-8,3 
310,9 
3737 


285.9 
200.3 
422.5 
321.4 
232,,4 
219.5 
232.9 
346.6 
368,9 


$271.8 
$309.2 


Tot" 
Boise 


!!§8 


10US 
112.69 
91.57 
115,36 
95,SZ 
91.16 
109.05 
153.53 


11181 
113.23 
183.89 
14$,00 


".'" 14241 
271,10 


239.91 
20111 


12128 
141.82 


$198.4 
175_3 
200.3 
270.6 
452.9 
693,5 
5t3.2 
522,6 
400.0 
5411,9 
712.1 


585,1 ,..,8 
415.8 


472.1 
681,2 


854.5 


$480,7 
$-5619 


TID -N_NooRu 


152,36 
sun 
96.39 
15$,14 


196,30 
42,69 


102.82 


195.84 
239.2$ 
65.15 
165A9 
245.43 
334.58 
7294 


251.46-
3$9,52 


485.66 


'fTD 
!!§8 


MXJj>Jh,R~n 


232.44 
5t.28 
~oa.01 


161.68 
219.45 
5500 


103.9'3 
1$4.49 


2:32.89 
48.08 


131.$3 
197.59 
346.56 
69,48 
t62 05 
23390 
3SS.87 


Tot" 
!!§8.XIll 


3:9\4.80 


1126:9 


204 '" 
3t9.62 
4'15,75 
97.76 


200.,00 


360." 
472.14 
11323 
297.t2 
44:Ml 
681.:24 
i42.41 
413,51 
&">3.42 
S54.Sa 


8·7 
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M3 - Eagle Development: Projected Population & Household Characteristics 
Summary of Projected Population and Households at Year-End 


Projected Total Population: 
Number Schoo! Aged Children: 


Residential Households at Year-End 


Total Residential Housing Units 
Jess Unoccupied Re&identiai Housing Units 


Occupied Residential Hous-ehotds 


Average Household Size: 
Average Family Household Size: 


Average Non-Family Household Site: 


Year 1 


SEd 


162 


239 
5 


234 


2.83 
3.13 
1-59 


YAAr2 


1,312 
322 


478 
10 


468 


2,80 
3,10 


1.58 


Year 3 


2,375 
583 


872 
17 


855 


2.78 
3.07 


1.56 


Year 4 


3,422 
840 


1,269 
25 


1,244 


2.75 
3.04 


1.55 


Year 5 Year 10 
4,447 10,163 
1.092 2AW 


1,666 4,004 
33 80 


1,633 3.924 


2.72 2.59 
3.01 2,86 
1,53 1.46 


Year 15 Year 20+ 


15.345 17,455 


3.769 4.290 


6.164 7,153 


123 143 


6.041 


2.54 


2.81 


1.43 


7.010 


2A9 
275 


1.40 


Yea", 


~ 
4,447 
1,092 


1,866 
33 


1,533 


Absolute Change 
Years Years 


!.:..l! 1Q..:.j§ 


5,716 5,182 
1.404 1.213 


2,338 2,150 
47 43 


2,291 2,117 


Projected Total Population: 661 1,312 2,375 3,422 4A471 10,~5.345 - 17::;55 2,342 4,687 8,604 S, 


Total Population by Age Cohort: ! ! 
AgedOto5Years' 55 130 235 339 440! 1,007 i 1,520 1,729 440 565 513-
Aged6to11 Years' 73 145 263 379 493: 1.1261 1,700 1,934 493 633 574 
Aged 12 to 17 Years: 73 145 252 378 491 ! 1.123 ! 1,696 1,929 491 632 573 
Aged 181024 Years' 36 72 130 188 244 ! 558 ! 843 959 244 314 285 
Aged 2510 34 Years' 75 149 270 389 505 i 1.155 ! 1,744 1.984 505 650 589 
Age<:f 3S to A4 Years. 128 255 461 664 863! 1,973! 2.9'79 3.389 8S3 1,110 1,OOS 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 101 200 362 521 677 ! 1,548 ! 2,337 2,658 677 870 789 


Yeal"1l 
15- 20 


2,110 
521 


.89 
2{) gs. 


13,868 


20. 
234 
233 
116 
240 
410 
321 
176 Aged S5 to 64 Ye-ars 55 110 199 286 372 i 8501 1,283 1,460 372 478 433-


Aged 65 to 74 Years 30 59 106 153 199 i 456 ! 686 763 199 256 232 95 


Aged 75 to 64 Years 19 39 70 101 131! 299! 451 513 131 166 152 62 
Aged85Yoorsat'\dOlder.~ 4 9 16 23 30: 691 104 118 30 39 35 14 


Total Population: 661 1,312 2,375 3.422 4,4471 10.163! 15,345 17,455 4.447 5,715 5,182 2.110 


Male Population by Age Cohort: I : 
AgMO to 5Yeanr 33 66 119 172 2.231 511! 71'1 877 223 287 260 
AgedB\o 11 Years: 39 78 141 204 265 i 60S! 914 1,039 265 340 309 
Aged 12to 17 Years 39 77 140 202 262\ 600: 905 1,030 262 337 306 
Aged 18 to 24 Years; 19 37 67 96 125 ! 285 ! 431 490 125 180 145 
Aged 25 te 34 YeafS 34 68 124 178 231 ! 529 i 799 909 231 298 270 
Agact 3510 44 Years' 62 124 224 323 4191 958 i 1,447 1,646 419 539 489 
Aged 4510 54 Years' 52 104 188 271 352; 80S! 1,215 1,383 352 453 410 
Aged 5510 64 Years 28 56 102 146 190 i 435 i 656 746 190 244 222 


lOS 
126 
125 
5. 


110 , .. 
167 
90 
45 Agoo 65 to 74 Years' 14 28 51 73 951 218: 329 375 95 123 111 


Aged 75!0 84 Years- 8 15 28 40 52 ! 118 f 179 203 52 67 60 25 
Aged 85 Years and Older 2 4 7 10 12: 28! 43 49 12 16 14 


Total Male Population: 331 657 1,190 1.714 2.228! 5.092 i 7.688 8.746 2,228 2,$$4 2,596-
l : 


Female Population by Age Cohort: : : 
103 AgedOto 5 Years' 32 64 116 167 217 i 496! 749 852 217 279 253 


Aged 6 to 11 Years: 34 67 122 175 228! 5211 786 894 225 293 266 108 
Aged 12 to 17 YMIS 34 68 122 176 229 ! 523 1 790 899 229 294 267 109 
Age<:f18to24Years; 18 35 64 92 1201 273i 413 469 120 154 139 57 
Aged 25 lo 34 Years: 41 81 146 211 2741 6251 945 1,075 274 352 319 130 
Aged351044 Years 66 131 237 342 444 i 1,0151 1.532 1,743 444 571 518 211 
Aged 45 to 54 Years 48 96 174 250 3251 7431 1.121 1,275 325 418 379 154 
Aged 55 to 64 Ye-ars 27 54 97 140 1821 415: 627 713 182 234 212 86 
Agect$510 74 Years 15 31 55 80 1041 2371 359 408 104 134 121 49 
Aged 75 10 84 Years 12 23 42 61 79 i 181 i 273 310 79 102 92 38 
Agod 85 Years and Older: 3 5 9 14 18 1 40 : 61 69 18 21 


Total Female Population: - 330 655 1,185 1.707 2,219! 5,071 i 7,656 8,709 2,219 ~86 


Idaho Economics 
9/2612008 Scenario with 7,15-3 HOUSing Units· Phased 


Absolute 
Change 


YeillrsO·20 


17,455 
4,200 


7,153 
143 


7,010 


29,502 


1,729 
1,93-4 


1,929 
95. 


1,984 
3.389 
2,656 
1.400 


7.3 
513 
118 


17,455 


'71 
1,039 
1,030 


490 
90. 


1,6-46 


1,383 
74$ 


375 
203 


49 
8,746 


.5' 
"4 
a.9 
469 


1,075 
1,743 
1,275 


713 
408 
310 


6. 
8,709 


c·, 







M3. Eagle Development: Projected Population & Household Characteristics 
Summary of Projected Population and Households at Year-End Absolute Change 


Yoars Yaars Yean Years 
Year 1 Ynar2 Year 3 y!!ar4 YearS! Year10 ! Year1S ! ~ 2..:..§: L:..:!Q ~ ~ 


Projected Number of School Age- Childrnn: 
School Aged Children: 


in Public Schools: 
in Private Schools: 


j i 1 
162 322 583 84{) 1,092 J 2,,1$6 i 3,769 1 4,200 1,092 1,404 1.273 


153 305 551 794 1,0321 2,3591 3,5432 i 4,050 1,032 1,327 1,203 
• 17 a _ _I lui wi _ • IT m 


.$21-


''''' 33 


School Aged Chj!cJren per Household: 0.695 0.689 0.682 0.676 0,669 i 0,635 ! 0,624 ! 0.612 
· •.• _ ......•. _. ____ . __ ..••....•. ______ .. __ .•..••.•.. _ •... _j •.••• _~_._. __ ~ ____ ._ ... ______ ...•........ ________ ... ____ ._. __ L. ___ ._ ..• 1 .. __ .... J __ .. ___ .+ ... , ... _" .. f., ..•. ,., ._.+,." .. " .. _.+ ....... , ... . 


Proiec;ledHQus~aracteristics: i ! j 
Family Households 
Non-Famlly Households 


Married Couple FamiJes 
with chlfdren '" 18 


ts. ,. 
133 
69 


m 
91 


2 •• 
179 


.S9 
t67 


487 
327 


1,002 


243 


70S 
4'75 


! ! : 
L315! 3,159 i 4,8631 5,$43 1,3i5 t 8,44 1,705 


318! lSS! 1.178! 1.3£7 318 '447 413 


929! 2,2'33 ! 3A3S ~ 3,1?90 929 1,304 1,21)5 
624 i 1,499 ! 2,308 1 2.678 524 875 80$ 


7!l!J 


IS' 
55t 
370 


95 Single Parent Households 23 4$ 84 122 160 ! 385 ! 592 ! ea7 16-0 225 ZOO 


_.~~~~~~~~_~_:.:~.~._._._~._. ___ w_~.~~_._~ __ ~ .. _._ .. __ -t.--.--.:~.~ ..... -.~~---.-.. -.~~ .. --"--.~~-.----.. ~~~~-f.-.~-" w~~_~+. ____ "~~~_._ .. _~~_:* 13 t 183 169 78 


Hous,holds by Age of Head of Household; if! ! 
! 3- 6 10 15 20! 47! 73 i 84 20 2a 25 t2 
i 34 69 126 183 240 ! sn 1 6$9 i 1,032 NO 331 312 143-


Aged 35 to 44 Years: i 69 139 254 370 48:':; ! 1.157 ! 1.797 i 2,085 48$ 681 53C 28e 
Aged4Sto$4Years; \ 52 124 226 329 431! 1,03f:!1 1,Sse! 1,852 431 605 559 256 
Aged 55 to &4 Years: ! 29 57 105 153 201 i 482! 742 i 8$t 201 281 260 119-
Aged65to74Ya.;lfs: ! 17 34 62 91 119! 286r 4411 511 119 tS7 154 71 
Aged 75 Years and Over: 1 19 39 71 104 136 i 327 i 5{}4 i 585 136 191 177 5t 


TotaJHouseholds: \ 234 468 855 1,244 1,633 i 3,924 \ 6,041 [7,Ol() 1,633 2,2912,117 009 
, ........... -...... ----.,---.-..... , .. ----.. -,-.-, ..... -.,-;,-.. -... -, ... , .... ,.,-",., ...... --... --.---.. - ....... -, .. + ..... --... +_ ....•..•• 1 •.•. -.•..• ·.+--. __ .···f,·-······,--·;f-····-···_·,-f." ... ,_._-
Households by Size: iii! 


1 Person: ! 39: 78 142 207 271 ! 652! 1,004! 1,164 271 381 352 
2 Person ! SO 160 293 426 559 i 1,343 i ,VJ67! 2,399 559 784 725 
3 Person: ! 38 16 140 203 267 ': 641 ; ~~s71 1,145 267 374 346 
4 Person: ! 47 93 171 248 32'6 i 782! 1.205! 1,398 325 457 422 
5 Person: : 21 41 75 110 144 ! 345 : '5-32 ! 617 144 202 t8$ 


lS1 
:m 
155 


'" es 
3" 6 Person: i 7 14 26 39 51 i 122 i 187! 217 S1 71 $6-


7 or More Persons: ! 2 5 9- 12 1$ l 39 i 50 i 70 16 23 21 10 
TomlHouseholds; 234 468 855 1.244 1533! 3,924! 6,0411 7,010 1.633 2,2iH 2,117 009 


Idaho Economics 
9/26/2008 


ttl 


S1:enario wIth 7,153 Housing UnttS· Phased 


A_. 
Ch_ 


YeaI'$: 0· ao 


4,290 
4,0'50 


2<0 


5,643 
1,357 


3,_ 
Z,e7a 


""7 
5$1 


Il4 
t,032 
2,05;5 
1,852 


S.' 
'" '85 


UHO 


1.164 
:ucss 
1,145 
t,388 
.t7 
211 
70 


7,(HO 


C'. 







M3 - Eagle Development: Projected Population & Household Characteristics 
Summary of Projected Population and Households at Year..end 


Year 1 Yeat2 Yearl Year 4 ~ 1 Year10 j Year15 i ~ 
i ! 1 


Family Hoyseholds by Age of Head of Houselrold; \ I : 
Aged Under 25 Years: 1 3 5 7 10 1 23! 35 i 41 
Aged 2S to 34 Years: 29 58 t06 154 203 j 487 ! 750 l 870 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: 64 128 233 339 446 l 1,071 l 1,648 : 1,9i3 
Aged 45 to 54 Years' 50 100 t82 2:65 :>48 i 836: US7 1 H93 
Aged 55 to 64 Years' 21 43 78 114 150 l 360 l 554 ! 642 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 12 23 43 62 82) 1971 303 1 352 
Aged 75 Years and Over: 11 22 41 59 77: 1861 286: 332 


Total Family Households , 188 377 689 1,002 1,315 i 3,159! 4,883! 5,643 


.~~~~"~"-~~----.-~~.-.. -... -----.-.-----------------------1-.----~----·----··----------------------"-"'--··--------·····-t---·-----·t-----------t-···-------
Family Households by Size: i 1 : ! 


1 Person: i 0 0 0 0 OJ 0: 01 0 
2 Person: ! 75 149 273 397 521 ! U52! 1,928! 2.237 
3 Person : 38 76 140 203 2671 541 1 987! 1,145 
4 Person: l 45 91 166 241 316! 759! 1,169 i 1,355 
5 Person 1 21 41 75 110 144 ! 345! 532! 617 
6 Person ! 7 14 26 39 51 i 122 ! 187 t 217 
7 or More Persons' j 2 5 9 12 16j 391 soi 70 


Total Family Households : 188 377 689 1,002 1,315 l 3,159: 4,863: 5.6"3 , , , , -----___________________ .• _____ •• __________ . ___ • __ •. __ ---.{-~-----.--.-.. ----.-----••• -----.---.'"----.• -----.-.---.-----J.-.---,.-.. --+---.--"-.--~-.. ---------
Non·Family Hshlds by Ago of Head of Household: ! iii 


Aged Under 25 Years: i 6 12 23 33 43 i 104! 160! 186 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 1 10 19 35 51 67 i 162 ! .249 ! 289 
Aged: 35 to 44 Years: i 8 15 28 40 53! 127 ! 196! 227 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: : 7 15 27 39 51 I 123 I 190! 220 
Aged 55 to 64 Years' i 5 9 17 24 321 76: 117: 135 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: ! 4. 8 15 22 28 ! 68 ! 1041 121 
Aged 75 Years and Over: : S 13 23 33 44 i 105 ! 162 I 188 


Total Non.Family Households • 45 91 157 243 318 i 765 i 1, 178 i 1,367 
.M __ ~ ____ a_.M ___ • __ ~"_~a __ ._. __ .~ _____ • ________ • _____ ._ •• __ :~ ____ •• _. __ •••• _____________ ~M" ___ •• _~ ____ •• ____ -------.---~-.t."·----t---~------.:--~-------


Non·Family Households by Sizei 1 i ! ! 
1 Person _ : 34 69 126 184 241 ! 579 i 892 ! 1,035 
2. Person: 1 9 18 33 48 63 i 152! 235 l 272 
3 Person: : 2 6 8 111 26! 40: 4S 
4 Person: 1 0 1 2. 2i 6: 9i 10 
5 Person: ! 0 0 0 0 1! 1; 21 2 
SPcrson: ! 0 0 0 0 oj 1: 1! 
7orMOfePersons: i 0 0 0 0 01 01 0) 0 


Total Non.Family Households 1 46 91 167 243 318 [ 765 : U78 1 1,367 
----.. ~-.. --~--"---------.---"---.----.---~---.---.'.-... --.~ .. -.~-~-'"---.-"-------."-----.---~---.----------------~-----.~-.... ------.,:..----.--.. ~.~---".--~". , , , , 
Proiected number of persons working at home ! 14 36 66 94 123 i 280 ! 423 ! 481 


i ! i ! 
Projected number of children i ! : ! 


attendin9 public schools by type of school; i : ! ! 
Elementary (approK ages 5·11) : 79 158 286 411 5351 1,22.21 1,846i 2,099 
MIddle School (appm;t;, ages 12 .14) i 34 69 124 179 2321 531 i 801 i 911 
High School (appm):;, ilges 15.18) i 39 78 142 204 265 1 606 i 915 i 1,040 


.~ __ " __ . __ ~_"~ ____________ ~ __ ~ ___ ~ __ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~_~ ___ ~._~"~._.l... ____ • _____ ~_.~_ •• __ •. __ . ___ "~~_~ __ •• _~ ___ vw~. _ __ ._~_" __ • ____ 1 __ • ___ •• _"_..L __ ." ____ "_"!. ____ • _____ • 


Idaho Economics 
9/26/2008 Seenann with 7,153 Housing Un;ts· Phased 


Absolute Change 
Years 


~~---~~ 


: Y&8B ! Years : 


~ ~ Ui I ~ I 
iii 


Hi I 13 ; 12 I 
203 : 284 ! 263 ! 
446 i 625 i 578 i 
:>4S i 48a t 451! 
15.0 : 210' ! 194 : 


82 ! 115 ! 100 I 


Yaara 
15 ~ 20 


• 
120 
264 
200 


89 
49 


77 1 108 I 100 : 4£ 
--:'~,3~'~5-1 1.844 I 1,i05! 78(1 
.-------.--:_-.--~~~----t.-----.~~~~~~~:_ .. -~--- --~-


1 1 ! 
I : ! 


o 1 0 ! 0 : 0 
521! 731! 676 i 309 
267! 374 i 346 ! 158 
316 ! 443 ! 410 1 187 
144 i 202 i 186 I as 


~I ~ I ~ I : --:,,,,,,,,7-5 ! 1,844 i 1,705 i 7 .. 


------~~l----~:"l-----::-I-----:-
67 ! M I ~ ! ~ 
" ! ~ i 69 ! 31 
51 ! 72 ! ~ ! ~ , , , 
u : « I 41 I 19 
B I ~ ! ~ ! 17 
« ! 62 I ~ I a ---;;'ii--' , , ----


318 i 447 i 413 I t89 


------~·~----~r~---~-----·~~'t-~---------~1--~-~·~-·-~ 


! i ! 
241! 338! 313 j 143 
~ ! n ! a ! H 
11 ! 15 1 14 ! 6 


2 ! 3 i 3, : 1 


! 1 ! ! 0 
(} i 0 ! 0 i 0 
o ! 0 ! 0 ~ 


"'~;;- 1 441 J 413 l----;~ 
'-f--~--.. -.--~--~~~~- --*--+ 


123 1 156 1 143 ! Sa 


! 1 i 
: I 1 


! 1 ! 
535 r 688 1 623! 253 
232 i 296 ! 271 i 110 


_._"~_._:~_: .. l .. __ . __ ~~~_~ __ L __ " __ .:~:.~l __ ~_. __ :::~ 


AbtU){ute 


Change 


Ye!!!O -;0 


41 
.70 


,,913 


t,493 
642 
352 
332 


5,6'13 


o 
2.237 
1,14-5 
1,35$ 


6" 
217 


70 
5,643 


,e. 
289 
227 


'20 
135 
121 


'M 
1,3S7 


1,035 
272 
". 
'0 


2 
1 
o 


1,361 


481 


2,099 
911 


1,040 


c"' 







M3 * Eagle Development: Estimated Population & Household Characteristics 


Summary of Estimated Population and HOUHholds at Year-End 


PopulationIHousehotd Charaeteristis 


Estimated Total Population: 
School Aged Children: 


Residential Households at Ygar.End 


Total Residential Housing Units 
less Unoccupied Res!dential Housing Units 


Residential Households 


Average Household Sip:: 
Average Family Household Size: 
Average Non.famity Household Size: 


Proiected Total Population: 


Total Population by Agg Cohort; 
Aged 0 to 5 Years: 
Aged 5 to 11 Years: 
Aged 12 to 17 Years: 
Aged 16 to 24 Years.: 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 
Aged 35 to 44 Years' 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 
Aged 5510 64 Years' 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: 
Age<:l85 Years and Older: 


Total Population: 


Male Population by Age Cohort; 


Year 1 


661 


162 


239 , 
234 


,2.83 
3,13 


1.59 


'" 
.5 
73 
73 
36 
75 


12. 
101 


" 30 
19 


4 
!lSI 


x..r.1 
1,312 


322 


478 
10 


463 


2.80 
3.10 


1.58 


1,312 


130 
145 
145 
72 


149 


255 
200 
110 


5' 


" 9 


1,312 


.Y.tM.1 
2,375 


583 


872 
17 


055 


2,78 


3,07 


1.5$ 


2,375 


235 
263 
252 
130 
270 
461 
362 
199 
106 
70 
15 


2,375 


Aged Oto 5 Years: 33 66 119 
Aged6to 11 Years: 39 78 141 
Aged 12 to 17 Years: 39 77 14Q 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: 19 37 67 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: 34 68 124 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: 62 124 224 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 52 104 188 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 2a 56 102 
Aged 65 to 74 Years; 14 28 51 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: 8 15 26 
Aged as Years and Older: 2. 4 7 


Total Male Population: 331 657 1< 190 


Female Population by Age Cohort; 
Aged 0 to 5 Years; 32 64 116 
Aged 6 to 11 Years; 34 67 122 
Aged 12 to 17 Years' 34 68 122 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: 18 35 64 
Aged 25 to 34 Years. 41 81 14a 
Aged 35 te 44 Years: 66 131 237 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 48 96 174 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: 27 54 97 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 15 31 55 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: 12 23 42 
Aged 85 Years and Older: 5 9 


Ye~r4 


3,422 


"0 
1,2$9 


25 


1,244 


Vs. 
3.04 
1.55 


3,422 


339 


379 
37E 
188 
389 
56, 
521 
286 
163 
101 


Z3 
3A22 


172 
204 
202 


96 
17' 
323 
271 
146 
73 
40 


167 
175 
176 


92 
211 
342 
250 
140 
.0 
61 
14 


YearS 


4A47 


1.092 


1.665 
33 


1,6-33 


2.72 


3.01 
153 


4,447 


440 
493 
491 


244 
505 


56' 
677 
3-72 
199 
HI 
30 


4A47 


223 
2.5 
2.2 
125 
231 
419 


3S2 
190 
85 
52 
12 


2,228 


217 
228 
229 
120 
274 
44, 
325 
18, 
10' 


79 
16 


YearS 


5,452: 
1,339 


2,003 
41 


2,002:2 


HO 
2,98 


1.$2 


5,452 


540 
604 
602 


300 
620 


1.058 
830 
455 
244 
160 


37 
5,452 


274 
325 
322 
153 
284 
S14 
432 
233 
117 
63 
15 


2,73.2 


2SS 
2T? 
281 
147 
33. 
544 
39, 
223 
127 


" 22 


Y!lli 
5,436 


1,581 


2,459 


". 


Yill.! 
7,700 


1,8S3 


2,974 
54 


l!!!:j 


B-lt46 


2., iSS 


3.4BS 
70 


Year 10 


to,16-S 
2,496 


4,004 
80 ----------------


2AtO 


2.51 


2,95-


1.S0 


6,435 


638 
713 
711 
354 
732 


1,249 
.EO 
53-a 
289 
IS. 


44 
5.43$ 


323 
3SJ 
380 
161 
335 
607 
510 
275 
136 
75 
18 


3,225 


314 


330 
332 
173 
397 
643 
470 


- 263 
150 
114 


26 


2,915 


2.64 
lJI2 
1.49 


7,700 


7&3 
,54 
as2 
'23 
818 


1,495 


1,173 


64' 
345 
221 


52 
7,700 


,., 
45' 
485 
21. 
401 
72< 
510 


'''' 16. 


'0 
22 


3.851 


37. 
3S5 
391 
207 .7. 
770 
563 
315 
180 
137 


31 


3A19 


2.52 
2,89 


1.47 


8,946 


886 
91>1 ... 
492 


1,017 
'1.737 
t,362 


748 
401 
263 


61 
6JM6 


'5{) 
533 
528 
251 ... 
843 
709 


'83 
192 
HI. 


25 
4,482 


437 
458 
.61 
241 
551 
803 
654 


3'6 
209 
159 


"" 


3,924 


2,,59 


H!S 
145 


to, t63 


1,001 
t 1;!ti 
1,'123-


5sa 
U55 
i,913 
1,548 


850 
'56 
299 


•• 
10.163 


511 


6'" 
000 
2as 
S21l 
9.8 
605 
435 
21. 
118 


2S 
5,092 


'95 
621 
m 
m 
S26 


1.015 
743 
415 
237' 


"I 
40 


:ill!:.11 
11A;?S 


Z,807 


45t9 


'" 
4,429 


2,58 
2,&,5 
1,45 


11,426 


1,132 
1,2$$ 


1,2133-
528 


129'9 
2,2-18 
t,74-lJ 


9$5 


512 
035 


77 
1t,426 


574 
6SO 
674 
'3-21 
59, 


1JJ77 -48' 
245 
1,33 


32 
5,725 


55-8 


565 


'" 307 
704 


t,141 
835 
467 
267 
203 


45 


l'.!J!L1£ 
t2,1i7! 
3,11; 


5,03-4 


101 


4.93-3 


25' 
2,8-t-


1AS 


125P 


t,2$, 
l,4{H 


1,40 T 
$91~ 


1.44 
2,4$ 
133H 
t)JSu 


5511 
3-7;, 


51, 
t2J!:T, 


aSi 
7St 
74! 
;)5, 


50C 
1, 19~ 
1,00< 


642 
272 
148 


35 
$"351 


.'9 
SSO 
053 
341 
761 


i,266 ,,. 
519 
2!l5 
225 


SO 
Total Female 330 655 U85 1.707 2,219 2.720 3,211 3,845 4,464 5,071 5,701 6,325 
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M3 Companies Development: Estimated Population & Household Characteristics 


Summar.: of Estimated Po(!:ulation and Households at Year~End 


POQolatlonfHoosehold Characteristic ! Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 Year 16 Yuill Year 18 Year 19 ~ 


Estimated Total Population; ! 13,571 14.458 15,345 16.209 17,069 17,199 17,331 17,455 


Schoo! Aged Children: 
1 


3,334 3,552 3,769 3,982 4,193 4,225 4,257 4,290 


Residential Households at Year-End I 
Total Residential Housing Units I 5,40'9 5,786 6,164 6,538 6,912 6,992 7,073 7J53 


less Unoccupied Residential Housing Units ~ '0' 116 123 131 138 140 141 143 


Hesidentia! Households 1 5,301 5,670 6,041 6,407 6,774 6,852 6,932 7,010 


A.verage Household Size: ! 255 2.55 2.54 2.53 2.52 2.51 250 2AS 


Average Family Household Size: ! 2.83 2.82 2.81 2,80 2,79 2.78 2,76 2,75 


Average Non-Family Household Size: ! 1.44 1.44 1.43 lA3 1.42 1.41 1.41 lAO 


Projected Total POQu!atiQn: 1 13,571 14,458 15,345 15,209 17.009 17,199 17,331 17,455 
! 


Tota! Pogulation b1 Age Cobort: ! 
Aged 0 to 5 Years: ! 1,344 1,432 1,520 ",;0. 1,691 1,704 1,717 1.729 
Aged 6 to 11 Years: 1 1,503 1,602 1,700 1,7S5 1,891 1,9-05 1.920 1,934 
Aged 12 to 17 Years: I 1,500 1,598 1,696 1,791 1.886 1,9-01 1,915 1,929 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: ! 746 794 843 891 938 945 952 959 
Aged 25 to 34 Years; I t,543 1,643 1,744 1,842 1,940 1,955 1,970. 1.984 I 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: ! 2,635 2,807 2,979 3,147 3,314 3,339 S,364 3.3&9 
NJed 45 to 54 Years: i 2,067 2,202 2,337 2,468 2,599 2,619 2,639 2,658 
Aged 55 to 54 Years; 1,135 1,209 1,283 1,356 1,427 lAS8 1,449 1,46-0 


Aged 65 to 74 Years: I 608 648 688 727 768 771 777 783 


! Age<t 75 to 84 Years: 399 425 451 477 502 506 5\0 513 
Aged 85 Years and Older: 92 9. 104 110 115 118 117 118 


Tota! Population: , 13,571 14,4S8 t5,345 16,209 17,059 17.199 17,331 17,455 


Male Po~ulation by OO! Cobort; ! 
Aged 0 to 5 Years: 1 682 726 771 814 858 864 871 877 
Aged 6 to 11 Years: : 80e 861 914 965 1,016 1,024 1,032 1,039 
Aged 12 to 17 Years: i 801 853 905 S56 1,007 t,Ol$ 1,022 1,030 
Aged 18 to 24 Years: ! 381 406 431 455 479 483 485 490 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: i 706 753 799 844 883 895 902 909 
Aged 3-5 to 44 Years ! 1,279 1,363 1.447 1,523 1,609 1,621 1,634 1,646 
Aged 4510 54 Years: I 1,075 U45 1.215 1,284 1,352 1,382 1.373 1,383 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: i 580 618 656 593 730 735 741 145 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: ! 291 310 329 348 3-$6 369 372 375 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: ; 158 168 179 189 199 200 202 203 


_ .. A!1ed 85 Years and Older : 38 40 43 _ 45 48 48 48 49 
Total Male Population: I 6,800 7,244 7,688 8,122 8,552 8,618 8,683 8,746 


Pemale POQulation Q:i ~!l: CQt!Or!: 1 
Aged 0 to 5 Years: ! 662 706 749 791 833 839 846 852 
Aged6to11 Years: i 695 741 786 831 875 881 888 894 
Aged 12to 17 Years: i 699 745 790 835 879 885 893 899 
Aged 18 to 24 Years; ! 365 389 413 43$ 459 462 466 469 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: i 83G 891 945 999 1,052 1,060 1,0&8 1,075 
Aged 35 to 44 Years' i 1,35-5 1,444 1,532 1,519 1,705 1,718 1,731 1,743 
Aged 4510 54 Years: ! 992 1,056 1,121 1,184 1,247 1.257 1,265 1.275 
Aged 55 to 64 Years; ! 555 591 527 662 698 703 108 713 
Aged 65 to 74 Years ! 317 338 35-9 379 399 402 405 408 
Aged 75 to 84 Years: 1 241 257 273 288 303 30£ 308 310 
Agl.."<! 85 Years and Older' ! 54 57 51 64 68 S8 69 69 


Tota! Female Population: 1 6,771 7,214 7.656 8,088 8,517 8,582 8,647 8,709 .. ______ ~*_+_. ___ ~. __ . _______ .. , _______ ~ ____ ... _~~"~_~. ____ .~~ ...... ~_~_"_~_.~_~~~~~"~~~~_~~ ______ .**_._~* __ ._* •• w+~_+~w~ __ w ___ ~_~~_ww_w_._~~w~ ____ +w_~_~www. __ w_~_~~~~~~.~ ___ ~w_ 


Idaho EeonomlCS 
9/26/2008 Scenario with 7,153 Housing OMS. Pt'\lued 


Absolu!.· Cha_. 
y, ... .'1." .. ' -Yem' . 'i •• ", Years 


lL!! 5 ·10 10 ~1S is· 2:0 ~ 
4,447 5,716 5,182 2,110 17 ,4SS 
1J)92 1.404 1,2:73 521 4,290 


1,illl$ 2,338 a,tM "". 7,t5:} 


" 47 43 '"' 143 


1,633 2,291 


I 
2,117 ! "'9 7,010 


! 
i ! 


4,447 1 5,7Hl i 
, 


5,182 r 2,110 17,455 


! 1 I 
! 


440 ! 5661 513 1 203 U2S 
493 i 633 ! 574 r Zl4 1,934 
491 l 632 i 573 t 233 1,929 
244 ! 314 I 28S 1 115 959 
505 ! .SO ! 569 1 240 1,984 
863 ! 1,110 1,~ i 410 3,389 
671 ! '70 i >21 2,,,", 


372 i 418 i 4:13 ! 178 1,4$0 
199 ! ,5< ZJ2 ! " ,11:1 I 
1-31 1 158 i 152 : 62 513 
30 ! a9 I 35 1 ,. 118 


4,447 ! 5,716 i $,162 ! 2,110 17,455 


223 ! I I 


287 


1 
2eo ! 100 877 


265 i 340 309 i 126 1,038 
262 1 a37 i 306 ! 125 1,03-0 
125 ! t60 : 145 ! 59 490 
231 I 2'SS ! 270 ! 110 -419 ! 539 I 489 i 199 1,84& 
352 : 453 : 410 ! 167 1,383 
190 ! 244 i Z22 I 90 746 
95 1 123 1 111! 45 375-
52 ! ~~I ~! z: 2~~ 12 ! 


2,228 ! 2.864! 2.596 i l,Il57 B:74il 
! i i 


217 : 279 i 253 ! 103 852 
226 : 293 ! 266 i iOa 894 
229 ! 294! 267 t 100 899 
120 ! 154 1 139 1 57 46-9 
274 1 352 1 319 ! 130. 1,075 
444 i 571 I 518! 211 t,743 
32S ! 418 I 379 1 154 1,215-
182 r 234 l 212 I 86 713 
104 1 134 i 121! 49 408 
79 1 10.2 i sz i 3: 310 
18 1 23 ; 21 ; 69 


. __ ._:._~~:.J __ ~ __ :.,_~~~ __ L ___ ~~~'.:~~~~L~_ .. _t:2:::~ ~_~~ ____ ~~~~=-. 


C-s 







E2PY.laHonIHousehOld Ch-aracteristm 


Estlmated Number 9f Schoo! Ago Children; 
School Aged Children: 


in Public SchoolS; 


in Private Schools: 


in Public Schorus using MSD Parameter 


Number of Schoo! Aged Children per Househokt 


Estimated Household Characteristicsj 


Family Households 
Non~FarnUy Households 


Married Couple Familes 


with children <: 18 


Single Parent Households 


with Children < 18 


! 
! 
1 
: 
: 
j 
i 
: 
: 


M3 • Eagle Development: Estimated Population & Household Characteristics 


Summary of Estimated Population and Households at Year·End 


Xlll!!..1 


162 
153 


9 


187 


0.695 


186 
46 


133 


89 


23 
19 


X!E1 


322 
305 


17 


374 


0-689 


377 
91 


266 
179 


46 


37 


Year 3 


563 
551 


32 


6"., 


0.682 


689 
167 


487 
327 


84 
68 


Yuar4 


840 


794 
46 


995 


0,676 


1,002 


243 


708 
475 


122 
100 


~ 


1,092 
1,032 


eo 
1,306 


0,669 


1.315 
318 


929 
624 


160 
131 


YearS 


U39 
1,268 


73 


1,6-17 


0.002 


1,627 


394 


1,151 


772 


'" 162 


Yea.r1 


1,581 
1,494 


87 


'1.925 


0,656 


1,940 


4'10 


un 
921 


236 
193 


YearS 


1,693 
1,7M 


1M 


2,332 


0.649 


2,347 
568 


1,659 
Ut4 


286 
233 


Xm.2 


2,1% 
2,077 


121 


2,735 


0,643 


2,752. 
667 


1,946 
1,300 


335 
274 


Yallr 10 


2,4\M:i. 
2,359 


137 


3,139 


0.&36 


3,159 


765 


2,233 
1,499 


385 
314 


XtiL11 


2,SC7 
2,652 


155 


3,$43 


Il634 


:U65 
as4 


2,520 


1,692 


434 
354 


YH!:.ll 


3,tt4 


2J~42 


171 


3'\946 


0,6.31 


3,971 
002 


2.807 
1,884 


"" 39$ 
_~ ... ___ '.~._."M'._~_~· __ .. _.' __ ·_ •. _______ ·_~ ____ ~ __ ·-.--"-r .. --•.•• "----.. --.--.--.~"" .... --.~--.-.. -.--.-" .... -~-.-... -~--.~.----•. ~--.. -~---" "---~----.. --.-.- .~·_ .. _. ___ ~·_·" ___ ._·~~ ______ ~w_._~ ____ .. ___ ~ _____ .w --•• _"- __ _ 
Households by AM of Head of Household: : 


Aged Under 25 Years: : 3: 6 10 15 20 24 29 35 41 47 $3 59-
Aged 25 to 34 Years: ! 34 69 12B 183 240 298 355 429 503 577 552 n6 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: ! 69 139 254 370 485 601 717 867 1.017 1.167 t,317 1.'167 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 1 62 124 225 329 431 534 537 770 903 1,036 1,170 1,3-0:3 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: i 29 57 105 153 201 248 296 358 420 482 544 60s 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 1 17 34 52 91 119 147 H5 213 249 2as 323 aGo. 


Aged 75 Years and Over: i 19 39 71 104 136 169 201 243 285 327 370 412 
Total Households: : 234 458 855 1,2:44 US3 2,022 :::,410 2.915 3,419 3,924 4,429 4,933 
.~----" .. ~-----~ .. -.. ~~~---~.~--.. -~~ .. ~~~-~.~-~~~-"-.~--.}-.-.-~.-~-~--" .. ----~-"'--~~.-----~.-.--.-.---~ .. ~-.-.. --.-"~-... ----.. -.. +--.-~--.---.--.----.-.--.-.~-.--~-..... ---~--.--~~.-.. --~.--.'".--.-.--"--.------.---_. 
Households by Size: ! 


1 Person. ! 39 78 142 207 271 336 400 484 56-& 652 736 819 
2 Person· ! 80 160 293 426 559 69:2 825 S98 1,170 1':~43 1.515 1,5M 
3 Person 1 38 76 140 203 267 330 394 476 558 641 723 805 


4 Person: 1 47 93 171 248 326 40.3 481 58t 682 782 583 9133 
5 Person: ! 21 41 75 110 144 178 212 257 301 345 300 434 
6 Person: (7 14 26 39 51 63 75 90 106 122 137 153 
7 or More Persons. 1 2. 5 9 12 16 20 24 Z9 34 39 44 4-9 


Total Households: 1 234 468 855 1,244 1,633 2,022 2,410 2,915 3,419 3,924 4AZS 4,933 
-;~~~~.~:~~:~:~.;.;.~~;M:~.~:~~.~;;~~-;~~.~;~;-~-.l--"-~~~ .. ---."*.-----.~~-~ .. ~-.--.~--... ~~---.-~ .. --.-.-·_"_··_~·~". ___ "_~·_··_~"·_~~~ ___ ·~_·_. __ M·M ___ ." ____ .-~----~~-~----.--~"--.~.-~.--'"----.-~-.---~ .. ----.--------" 


Aged Under 2S Years: i 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: ! 
Aged 3S to 44 Years: i 
Aged 45 10 54 Years; I 
Aged 55 to 64 Years; 1 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: 1 
Aged 75 YeMs and Over: i 


Total Family Households 
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9/26f200S 


29 


64 


50 
21 
12 
11 


188 


3 
68 


128 
100 
43 


23 
22 


377 


5 


108 


233 
182 


7S 


43 
41 


689 


7 


154 
339 
265 
114 


62 
59 


1,002 


10 


203 
446 


348 


150 
82 
77 


1,315 


Seernnic with 7,153 Housing: Unit'" - Phased 


12 
251 
552 
431 
185 


101 
96 


1,62'7 


14 


299 
668 
m 
221 
121 


114 
1,9:40 


17 


362 
795 
621 
267 


146 
138 


2,347 


20 
424 
933 
728 
313 
172 
162 


2,752 


23 
487 


1,071 


635 


350 


'" 186 
3.159 


26 
650 


t,208 
943 
40S 
222 
210 


3,565 


29 
&l2 


1,346 
1.050 


452 


247 
234 


3,9'T1 


c.$ 







M3 Companies Development: Estimated Population & Household Characteristics 


Population/Household Characteristic 


Estimated Number of School Age Children: 
Schoo! Aged Children: 


in Public Schools: 


in Private Schools: 


in Public Schools using MSD Parameter: 


Number of Schoo! Aged Children per Household: 


Estimated Household Characteristics: 


Family Households 
Non-Family Households 


Married Couple Famites 
with children < 18 


r 


! , , 
i 
! 


Summary of Estimated Population and Households at Year·End 


Year 13 Y2r 14 Year 1.§ Year 16 Year 17 Year 11l 


3,334 3,552 3,769 3,982 4,193 4,225 
3,150 3,356 3,562 3,753 3,9'62 3,993 


184 196 207 219 231 232 


4,241 4,536 4,833 5,125 5,419 5.482 


0,629 0.626 0.624 0,621 0.619 0.617 


4.267 
1,034 


3,017 
2,025 


4,5-54 
1,106 


3,227 
2,166 


4,863 
1,178 


3,438 
2,308 


5,158 
1,249 


3,646 
2,447 


5.453 
1,321 


3,855 
2,587 


5,516 
1.336 


3,900 
2,618 


Single Parent Households ! 520 556 592 628 6-54 612 
548 with children < 18 i 424 454 483 513 542 


Year 19 Year 20 


4,257 4,290 
4,023 4,050 


234 240 


5,546 5,508 


0.614 0,$12 


5,580 5,643 


1,352 ',367 


3,945 3,990 
2,648 2,678 


679 687 
555 561 


'~~;~~.~~~.~~A~~:;~:~~.;;~~-~::~~~~~---u~-_~_t--m.m~. __ "~ __ . ___ ~ __ " __ ." __ ··_._·_~._~"_· __ ~ __ ~ __ "n ___ ~_· ___ " ______ " ___ . __ '""'_. ______ n"_~ __ mn __ ~_~_, 
Aged Under 25 Years: ! 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: i 
Aged 35 to 44 Years: ! 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: ! 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: l 
Aged 6510 74 Years: i 
Aged 7S Years and Over: i 


64 
780 


1,577 


1,400 
651 


387 
442 


68 
834 


1,686 


1,498 


697 
414 


473 


73 


'59 
1,797 
1,596 


742 
441 


504 


77 
943 


1,905 
1,692 


767 
4.7 


535 


81 
997 


2,015 


1,789 


832 
494 


565 


62 
1,00$ 


2m:S 
1.810 


842 
500 


572 


83 84 
1,020 1,032-
2,062 2,085 
1,831 1,852 


852 861 
506 511 


576 565 
.___ I ~ ~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. 


, ____ ~ •• __ ~.~.~ ____ ••• _. __ ~_._._~_~ ••• ~._.~~_. ___ ~+~ __ •• ___ .+ ____ .M. _____ .~ __ M_. __ "~.~ __ ••• ___ ~.~_M ••• _____ •_. ____ ~._. __ ••• ~. __ ~ __ ~. ____ ••• _. __ ._~. __ .~~q_ ... _~_*~._ .. _ 
Households by Size: ! 


1 Person; i 


~ ~~::~~ ! 
4 Person; 1 , 


'" 1.814 


8.8 
1,057 


942 
1,940 


926 
1,130 


1,004 
2,067 


987 


1,064 


2,192 
1,046 
1,Z77 


1.125 
2,318 
1,106 


1.138 
2,345 
1.119 


1,366 


1,152 
2,372 
1,132 
1,382 


6 Person: i 164 176 187 198 210 212 2 


1,205 


53.2 564 


1,351 
596 5 Person: 46' 499 603 610 


is 


1,164 
2,399 
U4S 
1,398 


617 


7 or More Persons: -----1 53 57 60 64 68 58 59 70 J 
Total Households: l 5,30'\ 5,670 6,041 6,407 6.774 6,852 6,932 7,010 
.~-~;;l~.~::;:~~;~;-;;;~~~;~~~~.~;-~:.~:~~~~m-r.--------______ ~m __ ._~U."n_ •• _.*m .. __ ••• u __ ~~~. __ n_n_~~.m_mm ____ m ______ n _____ m_"_"_._m 


Aged Under 25 Years: ! 31 33 36 38 40 40 41 41 
Aged 25 to 34 Years: i 656 704 750 795 841 851 861 870 
Aged 35 to 44 Years; ! 1,446 1,547 1.648 1,748 1,648 1.870 1,891 1.913 
NJed 45 to 54 Years; ! 1.129 1,207 1,287 1,364 1.442 1,459 1.476 1,493 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: i 486 520 554 587 621 628 635 642 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: ! 266 284 303 321 340 344 348 352 


~~"75 Years and Over i 251 266 286 303 321 324 326 332 
Total Family Households i 4,267 4.554 4,863 5.158 5,453 5,515 5,580 5,643 
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Yeal"$ 
L§ 


1,092 


1,308 


Absolute Change 
Ye-ars Yean 
!..::.1Q 19 ~ 15 


1,404 1.2:73 


1.833 t,694 


, , 
1,315 1,844 1,71)5 l 


3.18 447 413 I 


y .... 


~ 


521 


775 


780 
t89 


929 1,304 1,205 ! 551 


624 875 809 I 310 


160 225 2ot1 1 95 


131, 183 , 169 I 78 


y ..... 
D· Z(} 


4,200 


5,61)3 


5,643 
t,3$1 


3,990 
2.,618. 


88' 
56' 


-·---·--·1-·--·~---·--1-·-··-·--·-!---·---~-----~-~-'· . . . 
~ I ~ ! ~ ! 12 


240 ! 337 i 312 ! 143 
4SS ! 681 1 530 ! 288 
431! 605 ! 559 i 255 
2Q1! 281 i 2.ro i 119 
119 ! 167 ! 154 ! 71 


_-:~'~36;- i 191! 177 ! __ -;:"= 
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M3 - Eagle Development: Estimated Population & Household Characteristics 


Summary of Estimated Population and Households at Year~End 


population/Household Characteristic Yi!!.1 Year 2 ~I1 Year 4 tw.! YurS Year 7 Y.m.l Y.m.l Year 'til XUill J:m.ll 


Family Households by Size: 
1 person; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 
2 Person: 75 149 273 397 521 545 769 931 U)91 t,252 1A14 t,574 
3 Person: 38 76 140 203 267 3J:O 394 47$ 556 54 i 723 aM 


4 Person: 45 91 16$ 241 3iS 391 46$ 5$4 662 759 357 954 


5 Person: 21 41 75 110 144 178 2i2 257 3{}1 345 300 4J4 
6 Person' 7 14 26 39 51 63 75 00 10£ t22 117 153 


7 or More Persons; 2 5 9 12 is 20 24 29 34 39 44 49 
Total Family Households 188 3n 6S9 1.002 1,315 1,627 1,940 2,.347 2,752 :U59 S,S&5 2,<911 
~~~~.~_~_.~W~~ __ ~~~~ __ ~~~ ___ .~·~~ __ ~~_~ __ ·~_~_.~·* ___ ~~--~r-.~-~-~---~--.-.-~-~~*-.~~.--.~-~~--~-~-~--.~.---"'-~.-+~-.-~----.~--~~"-----~~.---~.-~~--------~-.--~.----"--~---.- .. -----.-------.-.--~-----~~---~---------~---. 
Non·Family Hshlds by Age of Head of Househotd: ! 


Aged Under 25 Years: I 6 12 23 33 43 54 54 77 3t 104 117 13;1 


Aged 25 to 34 Years: i 10 19 35 51 57 83 99 120 141 1&2 182 20:} 


Aged 35 to 44 Years: ! a 15 26 40 53 68 78 95 111 127 144 100 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: i 7 15 27 39 51 64 76 92 108 123 tJS t55 


Aged 55 fo84 Years: : 5 9 17 24 32 39 47 56 58 76 56 lf5 


Aged 65 to 74 Years; ! 4 e 15 21 28 35 42 5{1 59 68: 77 as 
Aged 75 Years andOver; ! S 13 23 33 44 54 $5 78 92 105 11$ 133 


Total NOI1~FamlJy Hou8&holds ! 46 91 157 243 318 394 470 Se..e 567 71$S S54 9$.2 
~~:~:;:~'~;~~~~:;~~~~-~;;i;;;--~-----~~.-_~.m~~--~i--~~ __ ~ ____ ~·m~~ ____ . __ ._~· ___ m ____ . __ ~~mm~nmmMnm~ .. ~ _____ ~. ______ h ______ ~" __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~" ____ ·_"_m_M ____ m ___ ~ __ .. -~--~-~~------~-----


, 
1 Person 
2 Person 


3 Person 
4 Pet'l'>on 
5 Person: 


6 Perl'>on: 
7 or More PersonS: 


Total Non.Famlly Households 


Proiected number of persons working at home 


Projected number of children 
attending public schools by type af sehool: 
Elementary iapprox. ages 5 .11) 
Middle Schoo (approx, ages 12 ·14) 
High Schoo! (apPfox, ag.es15 -18) 


Using MSD Parameter of 0.8 ()hlldren per HH. 
Projected number of children 


attending public schools bv type of schoof; 
Elementary (aWol(. ages 5·11) 
Middle School (appro>:. agj;)S 12 "14) 
High School (appro>;, age~ 15,18) 
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M3 Companies Development: Estimated Population & Household Characteristics 


Summary of Estimated Population and Households at Year~End 


PopulatlonJHousehold Characteristic Year .ll Year 14 Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 ~ ~ 


Family Households by Size: 
1 Person: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 Person: 1,692 1,810 1,928 2,045 2.162 2,187 2,213 2,237 
3 Person: 866 926 987 1,046 1,106 t,119 1,132 1,145 
4 Person: 1,026 to97 1,169 1,240 1,311 1,326 1,341 1,356 


5 Pc/son: 467 499 532 564 596 603 6tO 617 


6 Pefson: 164 176 187 198 210 212 215 217 
7 or More Persons: 53 57 60 64 68 68 69 70 


Tobl Family Households ! 4,267 4,564 4,8:63 5,158 5,453 5,516 5,580 5,643 
.--------------------~--.. ----------------------~----------+------------------------------------------------".---,-.---------------¥----------~---------~------~-------
~oo-Famity Hshlds by Age of Head of Household: ! 


Aged Under 25 YeaTs: ! 140 150 160 170 179 182 184 186 
Age125 to 34 Years: 1 218 233 249 264 2'79 282 285 2.89 
Aged 351044 Years: 1 172 184 196 20S 2:20 22:2 :225 227 
Aged 45 to 54 Years: 1 167 178 190 201 213 215 218 220 
Aged 55 to 64 Years: ! 102 109 117 1:24 131 132 134 135 
Aged 65 to 74 Years: i 92 96 104 111 117 118 120 121 
Aged 75 Years and Over: ! 14:2 152 162 172 182 184 186 188 


Total Non...family Households i 1,034 1,106 1,175 1,249 1,3:21 1,336 1,352 1,367 
.~~~-:;~~~-~:~:~-~:~~:~~-;~:~~-~-~nn------m------t-----m~~ ____________ . ____ mm~nn_mmn __ n ____ ~ ___ n ____________ ~_n_m ___________ m ___ m ___ n 


1 Person; ! 783 837 892 946 1,000 1,012 1,023 1,035 
2: Person: ! 205 220 235 249 263 266 269 212 
3 Person: ! 35 37 40 42 45 45 46 46 
4 P~rson ! 8 8 9 9 1(} 10 10 10 
5 Person: ! 2 :2 2 2 2 Z 2: 2: 
6 Parson: ! 1 1 1 1 


7orMorePersons: i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Non...famUy Households ! 1,034 1,106 1,178 1,249 1,321 1,336 1,352 1.367 


Proiected number of persons working at home 


Projected number of children 
attending public schools by type of school: 
Elementary (approx, ages 5 -11) 
Middle School (appmJ<: ag~$ 12 -14) 
High Schoo!{appwx_ age-s 15 -18) 


USing MSD Parameter of 0.8 children per HH. 
Projected number of children 


attending public schools by type of schoo!: 
Elementary (approx, ages 5 -11) 
Middle School (approx_ ages 12 -14) 


High SclFOOl (apptoJ<: ages 15 -18) 
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Appendix 0: 


Idaho Power Company Summer 2005 State of Idaho 
and County Economic Forecasts: Forecasts for Ada, 
Boise, Canyon, and Gem Counties. 
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Idaho Economics c:---J 


Summer 2005 County Economic Forecasts 


Ada County 


§ummao:: Information Wstorical ~ 


1980 1990 2000 ~ 2010 :!Jl.Ij 2020 2025 2030 


Po[!ulation & Households: 
Total Population: 174,090 207,720 303,040 346,230 386,720 428,820 479,480 541,180 605,650 
Population per Square Mile 1655 197.5 288.1 3292 367.7 407.7 455.9 514.5 575,8 


Total Households: 63J40 77,460 114,230 133,530 150,410 166,330 187.(140 213,490 242,650 
Persons per Household 269 2.60 259 2.53 2.51 2.51 2.50 2.47 2.43 


Employment: 


Total Nonagricultural 80,990 108,100 181,720 196,870 225,1&0 253,930 2&6,640 324,020 363,300 
Manufacturing: 8,580 16,500 25,960 21,650 23,830 25,570 27,130 29,330 30,440 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 21,060 26,930 45,680 47,390 54,940 63,890 73,490 85,llO 97,550 I 


Ada County 


Emolovment: 1980 !2l!.:i 1986 1987 l2§J! 1989 !22l! !22! ~ 1993 1994 1995 ml! 1221 1998 
Manufacturing 8,580 10,920 10,520 11,190 1),380 15,080 16,500 17,490 18,590 20,550 21,760 21,610 22,640 23,290 25,230 
Mining 90 70 100 60 60 80 110 100 70 80 100 9{l 80 80 80 
Construction 6,230 5,510 5,000 4,650 4,960 5,790 6300 6,760 7,850 8,750 10,580 10,470 IO,49{l 10,850 
Transp., Comm., &: UtiL 5,230 5,530 5,640 5,190 5,240 5,560 6,080 .6,150 6,030 6,320 6,580 6,920 7,080 7,140 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 21,060 22,290 20,780 22,680 23,910 26,110 26,930 27,490 28,930 30,600 33,890 35,320 37,100 38,850 40,520 
Fin., Ins., & neal Est. 9,220 8,240 9,530 1,410 1,660 7,730 8,210 8,810 8,940 9,850 10,550 10,550 10,500 10,170 9,860 
Services 14.380 11,510 18,850 19,190 20,620 21,980 24,110 25,590 26,770 30,060 32,420 35,440 37,650 41,310 44,010 
Government 16,200 15,990 16,520 16,910 17,550 18:570 19,850 201410 21,480 22,170 22,530 23,640 23,600 2A/tOO 25,690 


Total Nonagricultural 80,990 86,120 86,950 87,280 93,J80 100,900 108,100 1l2,800 118,650 128,390 138,420 144,050 149,150 I 56,S9{l 164,810 


POl2ulation & Households: 
Population: 174,090 189,810 191,040 192,930 195,510 200,950 201,720 216,800 225,270 236,480 247,230 256,860 260,?9{l 274,330 284,950 
Households: 63,140 70,010 70,79{l 71,910 73,470 75,860 77,460 81,470 85,100 89,360 92,970 97,070 lOO,4{fQ 103,770- 107,310 
Persons per H()usehold: L69 2.65 2.64 2.63 2_62 261 2,60 2.60 259 259 2.60 2.59 259 2.58 259 


Personallneome: (Millions) 
Current Year $: 1,876.4 2,813.9 2,925.6 3,094,0 3,395,6 3,765.2 4,097.2 4,404.9 5,010.7 5,615.2 6,353.4 6,870.4 7,273.0 1,625.1 8,)10,0 
1992 $: 3,196.8 3,672.8 3,747.5 3,823,1 4,031.4 4,264.4 4.402.7 4.537.4 5,012.2 5,452,1 6,014.9 6,325,2 6,5M,Q 6,6660 7,153,4 


Per Cauita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 10,780 14,820 15,310 16,MO 17370 18,740 19,720 20,320 22,240 23,750 25,700 26,150 27,310 27,800 29.160 
1992$: l8,360 19,350 19,620 19,820 20,620 21,220 21.200 20,930 22,250 23,060 24,330 24,630 24,420 24')00 25,100 


Ada County 0-1 







Ada Coon!! 
Employment: 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200S 2009 2010 2011 2012 1W 


l\fallufa(:turiog 25,140 25,960 26,180 22,560 21,390 21,120 21,650 22,230 22,770 23,030 23,330 23,830 24,310 24,640 25,250 
Mining llO 100 90 80 80 80 80 SO 80 80 80 80 SO 80 70 70 
Construction 1l,800 12,600 13,320 12,950 13,060 14,170 15,190 15,830 16,310 16,800 17,290 11,670 17,880 17,700 17,890 18,300 
Tnul$p., Comm., & lJtil. 9,170 9,940 10,260 9,900 9,890 10,060 10,280 10,500 10,730 10,940 Il,150 1l,370 Il,570 11,770 1l,910 12,180 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 42,570 45,680 45,240 44,940 44,810 45,860 47,390 48,800 50,110 51,540 53,190 54,940 56,740 58,530 60,250 61,990 
Fin ... Ins., & Real Est, 10,290 10,210 9,930 10,460 10,980 11,370 11,770 12,000 12,240 12A60 12,680 12,9{)O 13,120 lU30 13,550 13,780 
Services 45,660 49,250 52,010 53,430 56,010 58,680 61,850 64,410 67,000 f.i9.,680 72,460 75,[SO 77,990 80,900 83,720 86,540 
Government 26,580 27,990 28,140 28,400 28,440 28,540 28,660 28,7&0 28,890 29,000 29,110 29,220 29,330 29,440 29,570 29.6S0 
Total Nonagricultural 17I,320 181,720 185,170 li2,nO 184,660 189,880 196,870 202,640 208,130 213,520 219,290 225,180 231,010 236,390 241.960 147,S{A'/ 


[2l!u!ation & Housegolds: 
Population: 294,190 303,040 312,860 319,840 325,480 334,700 346,230 353,960 362,210 370,200 378,340 386,720 395,190 403,200 411,230 419,860 
Households: 111,040 114,230 1l7,910 121,880 124,840 128,480 133,530 137,080 141,010 144,650 141,630 150,410 154.290 157,060 159,990 163,370 
Persons per Uounbold: 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.56 2.54 2.54 2.53 2.52 250 250 2,50 251 2.50 250 2.51 2.51 


Personal Income: (Millions) 
Current Year $: 9,04L7 9,964,8 10,7504 Jl,253.2 1l,6175 12,494.3 1l,461.0 14,336,3 15,255,6 16,248.3 17,2&65 18,386.5 19,6()6.4 20,919.4 22,27l.6 23,710,9 
1992$: 7,615.2 8,129.4 8,524,6 8,782.4 8,864,7 9,286.4 9,813.4 10,285.2 10,736.3 1l,1936 11,651.6 12,0.%.8 12,5753 13,065.3 13,54&3 14,046_5 


Per Cal!itu Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 30,720 32,880 34,360 35,1&0 35,69Q 37,330 38,880 40,500 42,120 43,890 45,690 47,550 49,610 51,880 54,160 56,410 
1992 $, 25,880 26,830 27,250 27A60 27,240 27,750. 28,340- 29,060 29,640 30,240 30,800 31,28:0 31,820 32,400 32,950 33,46() 


AdaCoonu 
Enmloyment: 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Mill! WI ~ ~ 2024 2025 2026 2027 1!@l 2929 2039 


Manufacturing 25,570 25,860 26,170 26,480 26,750 27,330 21,680 28,170 28,610 28,910 29,330 29,560 29,790 30,030 30,230 30,44Q 
Mining 70 70 70 70 10 70 70 70 10 60 60 60 61) 60 6() 60 
Construction 18,760 19,240 19,740 20,250 20,770 21,310 21,880 22,,460 23,060 23,6&0 24,320 24,980 25,670 26,370 27,100 27,840 
Transp., Comm., & 1Jtil, 12,390 12,560 12,740 12,930 13,120 13,310 13,500 13,700 13,900 14,100 14,290 14,510 14,730 14,930 15,140 15,350 
Wbfllesaie & Retail Trade 63,890 65,800 67,680 69,560 71,490 73,490 75,540 77,910 80,250 82,650 85,llO 87,650 90,030 92,480 94,9-80 97,55{) 
F'in., Ins.. & Real Est 14,010 14,240 14,460 14,680 14,910 15,140 15,370 15,590 15,820 16,040 16,270 16,490 16,710 16,931) 11,150 11,380 
Services 89,450 92,440 95,530 98,720 102,120 105,630 109,070 112,620 1I6,270 120,040 123,710 127,490 13l,380 135,380 139,200 143,1l0 
t,'overnment 29,800 29,920 30,030 30,140 30,260 30,370 30,480 30,590 30,700 30,800 30,910 31,040 31,110 ll,JlO 31,440 31,570 


Total Nonagrir_ultllral 253,930 260,130 266,430 212,830 279,490 286,640 293,590 301,110 308,670 316,350 324,020 331,190 339,550 341,500 355,300 363,300 


Po[!ulation & Households: 
Population: 428,820 437,940 446,840 455,890 467,420 479,480 491,490 503,9&0 516,190 528,600 541,180 554,050 567,090 579,8:10 592,610 605,650 
Households: 166,330 169,830 173,850 177,340 181,650 187,040 192,080 197,770 202 .. 840 207,950 213,490 219,250 227,070 232,210 237,380 242,650. 
Persons per Household: 2.51 2.51 251 2.51 2.51 2.50 2.50 ZAS 1,48 2.48 2A7 2A6 2.44 2.43 2.43 2.43 


]>ersonallncome: (Milliolls) 
Current Year $: 25,228.8 26,864.8 28,605,1 30,458.0 32,403.1 34,471.3 36,631.0 38,9457 41,405.4 44,018.9 46,796.0 49,7845 52,961.5 56,339.0 59,929.3 63,711.9 
1992$, 14,558.7 15,0933 15,645_7 16,21OA 16,78L2 17,371.7 17,%9.9 18592.2 19,243.0 19,904.2 20,596.1 21)29.7 22,0&43 22,867.9 23,674,9 24,500.6 


Per Canita J'ersonal Income: 
Cunent Y tar $: 58,830 61340 64,020 66,810 69,320 71,890 74,530 77,280 SO,210 83,270 86,470 89,860 93,390 97,170 101,\30 105,200 
J992$: 33,950 34,460 35,010 35,560 35,900 36,230 36,560 36,890 37,280 37,650 38,060 38,500 38,940 39,440 39,950 40,450 
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Idaho Economics 
Summer 2005 County Economic F orecasL .. 


Boise County 


Summao: !nformatiQo HistorjQ!i Forecast 


1980 1990 2000 21105 2019 2015 W9 2025 2030 


POl!ulatiQn & Households: 
Total Population: 3,020 3,570 6,750 7,580 8,200 8,930 9,730 lO.,620 11,650 


Population per Square Mile 1-6 1.9 3,5 40 43 4,7 5.1 5.6 6.1 


Total Households: 1,110 1,360 2,630 3,080 3,400 3,730 4,09Q 4,500 4,910 
Persons per Household 2,71 2.59 2.47 2.43 2.39 2.35 2.33 233 2,33 


Employment: 


Total Nonagricultural 920 930 1,330 1,670 1,99Q 2,350 2,760 3,240 3,780 


Manufacturing: 410 170 70 60 70 70 70 70 70 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 80 140 210 240 290 350 410 490 580 I 


Boise Conn!! 


Employment: 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 122J! 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 !22lI 
Manuracturing 410 250 210 210 190 170 170 170 160 150 190 140 IJ7 123 100 
Mining 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 8 8 8 


Construction 0 0 ° 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 40 36 36 43 56 
Transp., Comm., & Util. 10 20 10 10 10 10 20 40 40 40 40 30 29 32 37 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 80 70 70 80 100 lIO 140 150 170 190 190 208 221 192 199 
Fin., Ins., & Real Est. 30 40 30 20 10 10 10 10 20 30 30 24 23 21 11 
SeITices 70 180 160 140 200 200 240 270 310 400 400 457 475 460 452 
Government 290 260 260 270 300 290 320 350 390 39Q 440 444 473 513 533 


Total Nonagricultural 920 83(} 760 730 820 790 930 1.020 1,120 1,210 1,330 1,346 1,402 1,393 1,395 


PORulation & Hous£holds: 
Population! 3,020 3,290 3,270 3,360 3,300 3,320 3,570 3,810 4,l50 4,550 4,850 5,178 5,543 5,821 6,036 
Households: 1,110 1,230 1,240 1,280 1,270 1,280 1,360 1,470 1,620 1,770 1,860 2,020 2,137 2,259 2,383 
Persons per Household: 2.71 265 2,64 2.63 2,61 2.60 2.59 258 2.56 2.56 2,59 2.55 258 2.56 2.51 


Personal Income: (Millions) 
Current Year $: 26 35 35 36 42 46 51 54 62 67 80 85 92 98 107 
1992 $, 44 45 44 45 50 53 55 56 62 65 75 79 82 86 93 


Per Canita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 9,020 11,620 11,830 12,800 13,190 13,860 14,430 14,320 14,920 14,770 16,410 16,488 16,568 16,862 17,808 
1992 $, 15,360 15,170 15,160 15,820 15,650 15,700 15,500 14,750 14,930 14,340 15,540 15,180 14,816 14,741 15,330 


Boise County 0·3 







Employment: 
Manufacturing 


Mining 


Construction 


Transp., Comm., & litil. 


Wholesale & Retail Trade 
Fin., Ins., & Real Est. 
Services 
(rilvernment 


Total Nonagricultural 


Population & Households! 
Population: 
Households: 
Persons per Household: 


Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 
1992 S, 


Per Capita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 
1992 S' 


Emplovment: 
Mllllufacturing 
Mining 
COoMruction 


Trans"., Corum., & Uti!. 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 


Fiu., Ins., & RCllI Est. 


Sen·ices 


Guvernment 


TotaJ Nonagricultural 


Population & Households: 
PopUlation: 
Households: 
Persons per Household: 


Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 
1992 $, 


Per Capita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 
1992 S, 


Boise County 


1999 
86 
8 


75 
35 


210 
1l 


462 
SIS 


1,403 


6,390 
2,511 


2.48 


(Millions) 
114 
96 


17,828 
15,016 


Zlill! 
70 
10 
80 
20 


350 
20 


1,040 
760 


2,350 


8,9)0 
3,730 
2.35 


(Millioos) 
279 
161 


)1,280 
18,050 


W!Q 
70 
10 
SO 
30 


210 
10 


400 
520 


1,330 


6,750 
2,6JO 
2.47 


126 
10J 


18,720 
15,270 


2016 
70 
10 
90 
20 


360 
20 


1,080 
780 


2,430 


9,080 
3,790 
235 


294 
165 


32,420 
18,210 


fl!l!! 
60 
to 
80 
20 


220 
10 


540 
540 


1,480 


6,920 
2,720 


2,46 


135 
107 


19,480 
15,450 


2017 
70 
10 
90 
20 


380 
20 


1,130 
800 


2,510 


9,230 
3,870 
234 


310 
170 


33,610 
18,380 


2002 2003 
70 60 
10 10 
70 70 
20 20 


230 230 
to 10 


540 570 
560 570 


1,510 


7,060 
2,800 


2.45 


141 


110 


19,920 
15,550 


2018 
70 
10 
90 
20 


390 
20 


!,l80 
820 


2,590 


9,390 
3,940 
2,34 


327 
174 


34,820 
J8,530 


J,540 


7,240 
2,930 


2.44 


145 
110 


20,000 
15,260 


2019 
70 
'0 
90 
20 


400 
20 


1,230 
840 


2,670 


9,560 
4,020 
2.J3 


344 
178 


36,030 
18,660 


Boise County 
2004 2005 ~ 


60 60 70 
10 10 10 
70 80 80 
20 20 20 


230 
20 


610 
580 


1,600 


7,)50 
2,970 


2A4 


154 
115 


20,990 
15,600 


240 
20 


650 
600 


1,670 


7,580 
3,080 
2.4) 


165 
120 


21,720 
15,830 


250 
20 


680 
6l() 


1,730 


7,700 
3,150 


2.42 


174 


125 


22,60<) 
16,210 


Boise Couuty 
2020 


70 
10 
90 
20 


410 
20 


1,280 
860 


2,760 


9,730 
4,090 
2.33 


363 
18:3 


37,290 
18,790 


2021 
70 
10 
90 
20 


430 
20 


1,340 
880 


2,850 


9,900 
4,170 
2.33 


382 
187 


38,560 
18,920 


2022 
70 
10 
90 
20 


440 
20 


1,390 
900 


2,950 


10,070 
4,240 


2.33 


402 
192 


39,890 
19,040 


2007 
70 
10 
80 
20 


260 
20 


720 
630 


1,79D 


7,820 
3,220 


2.41 


183 


129 


23,440-
16,490 


2023 
70 
10 
90 
20 


460 
20 


1,450 
920 


),040 


10,250 
4,320 
2.33 


423 
197 


41,250 
19,170 


2008 
70 


10 
SO 
20 


270 
20 


760 
640 


1,860 


7,940 
),290 
2.40 


193 


133 


24,320. 
16.750 


2024 
70 
10 


100 
20 


4&0 
20 


1,510 
940 


3,140 


10,440 
4,410 


2.33 


445 
2{}i 


42,650 
]9,2&0 


2009 
70 
10 
80 
20 


280 
20 


800 
660 


1,920 


8,070 
3,350 


2.40 


203 


137 


25,200 
16,990 


2025 
70 
III 


IDO 
20 


490 
20 


1,570 
960 


3,240 


10,620 
4,500 
233 


469 
206 


44,110 
19.410 


2010 
70 


10 
80 
20 


2<J<l 
20 


830 
670 


1,990 


8,200 
3,400 


2.39 


214 


141 


26,130 
17,190 


~ 
70 
10 


100 
20 


510 
20 


1,6)0 
990 


3,350 


10,820 
4,580 
2.33 


493 
2ll 


45,620 
19,540 


2011 
70 


10 
80 
20 


300 
20 


870 
690 


2,Q6{) 


&,340 
3,470 


2.38 


226 
145 


27,120 
17,400 


2927 
70 
10 


100 
20 


530 
20 


1,690 
I,oro 
3,450 


1l,020 
4,640 
233 


520 
217 


47,160 
19,660 


rul 
70 
10 
80 
20 


310 
20 


910 
700 


2,130 


B,4!>O 
3,540 
2.37 


239 
149 


28,120 
]7,570 


ml! 
70 
10 


100 
20 


540 
20 


1,760 
1,040 


),560 


2.33 


547 
222 


4&,740 
19,780 


2013 
70 
10 
80 
20 


)30 
20 


950 
no 


2,2:00 


8,640 
3,610 


2.36 


252 


153 


29,120 
17,720 


2014 
70 
10 


so 
20 


340 
20 


1,000 
740 


1,210 


8,780 
),610 
236 


265 
151 


lO,200 
17,800 


2029 2030 
70 10 
10 10 


100 100 
20 20 


560 580 
20 20 


1,820 1,89t) 
1,06B 1,090 


>,670 


11,440 
4,8:20 


2.33 


576 
228 


5fi,4IO 
19,910 


3,780 


11,650 
4,910 
233 


607 
233 


52,110 
20,040 


0·. 







Idaho Economics 
Summer 2005 County Economic Forecasts 


Canyon County 


Summao: Information !fu!9ri~ Forecast 


1980 1990 2000 2005 2010 2015 MllU 2025 2030 


POl2uJation & Households: 
Total Population: 83,940 90,680 133,090 161,330 17&,500 195,200 212,390 228,110 241,270 
Population per Square Mile 142.3 1537 225.7 273.5 302.6 3310 360.1 386.8 409.1 


Total Households: 28,460 31,280 44,380 57,010 64,950 70,900 76,760 81,500 85,770 
Persons per Household 2.86 2.79 2.93 2.77 2.69 2.69 2.71 274 2.75 


Employment: 


Total Nonagricultural 25,640 30,140 45,830 48590 52,790 56,580 60,830 65,350 69,120 
Manufacturing: 6,210 8,050 11,310 10,720 11,060 1l,310 J 1,550 11,800 11,930 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 6,530 7,340 10,760 11,100 12,020 13,020 14,010 15,120 16,220 


Canyon Conn!:!: 
Employment: 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 l2ll2. 1990 1991 1992 1993 ~ 1995 1996 1997 !221l 


Manufa("turing 6,210 6,450 6,760 6,750 7,410 8,080 8,050 7,680 8,320 8,860 9,440 9,970 10,900 11,510 11,210 
Milling 110 90 50 20 20 30 30 40 40 30 30 30 20 40 40 
Construction 1,020 850 800 880 870 1,050 1,170 1,470 1,680 1,860 2,490 2,510 2,630 2,890 3,070 
Trallsp., Comm., & Util. 1,800 1,720 1,410 1,490 1,740 1,790 1,590 1,580 1,600 1,670 1,730 1,720 1,830 1,890 1,950 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 6,530 6,740 6,480 7,080 6,920 7.290 7,340 7,850 7,750 7,660 8,310 8,540 8,810 9,120 9,070 
Fin., In&., & Real Est. 1,160 1,450 1,400 1,010 1,070 1,200 1.250 1,270 1,370 1,530 1,480 1,430 1,350 1,410 1,290 
Services 4,880 4,980 5,080 5,180 5,580 5,570 5,940 6,100 6,600 6,760 7,480 7,650 8,180 8,720 8,630 
Government 3,930 3,950 3,980 4,250 4J20 4,500 4J70 4,870 5,090 5,120 5,320 5,410 5,670 5,800 6,170 


Total NOllagricultund 25,640 26,220 25,970 26,650 27,840 29,510 30,140 30,850 32,440 33,490 36,280 37,260 39,390 41,380 41,430 


Pogulation & Households: 
Population: 83,940 87,820 8&,460 87,590 87,680 88,800 90,680 9),980 97,010 101,090 105,490 109,980 113,740 11 8,120 122,380 
Housebnlds: 28,460 30,030 30,370 30,230 30,480 30,990 31,280 32,640 33,750 35,010 36,330 38,llO 39,610 40,430 41,340 
Persons per Household: 2.86 2.83 2.82 2.81 2.80 2.80 2.79 2.80 2.79 2.81 2.83 281 280 2.85 2.89 


Personal Income: (Millions) 
Current. Year $: 628.8 891.0 921.8 960.4 1,033.3 1,125,6 1,234.7 1,308.9 1,415.4 1,5743 1,655.0 1,781.0 1.9041 2,002.7 2,178.3 
1992 $, 1,071.2 1,163.0 1,180.8 1,1867 1,226.7 1,274.8 1,326,7 1.348.3 L415.8 15286 1,566,8 1,639.7 1,102.8 l,750.8 1,875-1 


rer Callita l)ersonallncome: 
Cnrrent YearS: 9,020 11,620 11,830 12,800 13,190 13,860 13,620 13,930 14,590 15570 15,690 16,190 l6,740 16,950 17,800 
1992 $, 15,360 15,170 15,160 15,820 15,650 15,700 14,630 14,350 14,600 15,120 14,850 14,910 14,970 14,820 15,320: 
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Canyon County 
Employment: ill2 2000 2001 2002 2003 1J!l!:I ~ 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 l!lll llU:! 


Manufacturing 11,380 11,310 10,610 10,860 10,670 10,630 10,720 10,810 10,9QO 10,940 10,990 11,060 1l,130 11,180 11,220 11,270 
Mining 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 
ConstroctioD 3,480 3,780 3,750 3,620 3,660 ,3,980 4,280 4,470 4,610 4,760 4,900 5,010 5,080 5,020 5,080 5,200 
Transp •• Corum,. & (\til. 1,960 1,950 2,110 2,100 2,140 2,180 2,210 2,250 2,29{) 2,320 2,360 2,390 2,430 2,460 2,500 2,530 
Wholesale & Ret.ail Trade 9,480 10,760 ll,070 10,780 10,770 10,900 11,100 11,280 11,440 ! L610 11,810 12,020 12,22Q 12,430 12,620 12,&10 
Fin., IllS., & Real F"sL 1,280 1,400 1,440 1,450 1,510 1,550 1,590 1,620 1,640 1,670 1,690 1,720 1,74{) 1,760 1,780 1,%10 
Services 9,220 9,820 10,080 10,400 10,650 10,910 11,200 11,430 11,660 11.890 12,130 12,350 12,580 12,810 13,020 13,240 
Government MOO 6,770 6,790 6,990 UJO 7,290 7,450 7,610 7!750 7,900 g,050 8,210 8,3-60 81520 8,680 8:840 


Total Nonagricultural 43,460 45,830 45,880 46,250 46,560 47,470 48,590 49,500 50,330 51,130 51,970 52,790 53,570 54,220 54,940 55,740 


PORulation & Households: 
Population: 126,720 133,090 139,180 145,550 152,000 157)ID 161,330 164,930 168,430 17[,820 175,140 17&,500 181,820 184,840 188,040 191,580 
Households: 42,300 44,380 46,200 48,000 50,820 55,150 57,010 59,170 61,090 62,620 63,780 64,950 66,230 67,380 68,500 69,66(J 
Person.~ per Household: 2,93 2,93 2.95 297 292 280 2,77 2,73 2,70 2,68 2.69 269 2,68 2,68 2.68 2,69 


Personal Income: (Millions) 
Current Year $: 2,308,7 2,477.0 2,577.5 2,672.3 2,770,5 2,949,9 3,145.4 3J;4U 3,546.2 ),766,7 3,9%,7 4,239,4 4,505,2 4,7894 5,082.3 5,392.4 


1992$, 1,944.5 2,020.8 2,043.9 2,0855 2,1l4.0 2,192.5 2,292.9 2,397.0 2,495,7 2,594,9 2,6939 2,789.2 2,889.6 2,99L3 3,()91.7 3.1945 


Per CaRita Personal Income: 
CurrC'nt Year $: 18,220 18,610 18,520 18,360 18,230 18,700 19,500 20,260 21,050 21,920 22,820 23,750 24,780 25,910 27,030 28.150 
1992 $: 15,340 l5,180 14,690 !4,330 13,910 13,900 14,210 14,530 14,820 15,100 15380 15,630 15,890 16,180 16,440 10,610 


Canl:oo Couotl' 
Emnloyment: 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 ml 7072 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 ~ 


Mnnufaclul"ing 11,310 11,350 11,400 11,440 1l,480 11,550 1l,600 11,660 11,7lO 11,760 11,800 1l,830 1l,860 1l,1lS0 11,91ll 1l,930 
Mining 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 30 
Coostruction 5.340 5,480 5,630 5,780 5,940 6,100 6,270 6,440 6,620 6,810 7,000 7,200 7,400 7,620 7,&40 8,060 


Transp .• Corum •• & Util. 2,570 2,610 2,640 2,680 2,710 2,740 2,780 2,810 2,850 2,880 2,910 2,920 2,920 2,920 2,930 2,930 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 13,020 13,220 13,420 13,610 13,810 14,010 14,210 14,440 14,670 14,890 15,120 15,350 15,560 15,780 16,000 16,210 
Fln., Ins., & ~al Est. 1,830 1,860 1,880 1,900 1,930 1,950 1,970 2,000 2,020 2,040 2,060 2,O9{l 2,1l0 2,130 2,150 2,180 
Services 13,450 13,670 13,890 14,120 14,350 14590 14,820 15,Q50 15,280 15,510 15,740 15,970 16,200 16,430 16,640 16,860 
(iove.rnment 9,010 9,180 9,350 9,520 9,680 9,850 10,010 10,180 10,350 10,510 10,680 10,720 10,770 10,820 lQ,860 10,910 


Total NonagriculturaJ 56,580 57,410 58,240 59,080 59,930 60,&30 61,700 62,620 63,530 64,440 65,350 66,110 66,860 67,620 68,360 69,120 


!'ol2ul~ti2n & Households: 
Populatilm: 195,200 198,870 202,390 205,950 209,140 212,390 215,660 218,900 221,940 224,980 228,110 230,780 233,510 236,030 238,640 241,270 
Households: 70,900 72,180 73,320 74,570 75,770 76,760 77,770 78,720 79,680 80,630 81,500 82,380 82,970 83,880 84,820 85,170 
Persons per Housebold: 2,69 2.69 2,70 270 2.70 271 2.71 2.72 2.72 2.73 2.74 2,74 2,75 2,75 275 2.75 


Personallncomc: (Millions) 
Current Year $: 5,718.2 6,007.2 6,3lO.5 6,628.8 7,027.6 7,449.4 7,888,8 8,356,7 g,851.1 9,373.7 9,925.8 10,419,0 10,936,1 il,478.5 12,047.2 12,638.3 
1992 $, 3,299.8 3,375.0 3,4515 3,52KO 3,639,5 3,754.1 3,870.0 3,989,4 4,113.5 4,238.5 4,368.6 4,463,9 4,560.2 4,659.1 4,759.2 4,860, I 


Pcr Cagita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 29,290 30,210 31,180 32,190 33,600 35,070 36,580 38,J80 39,880 41,660 43,510 45,150 46,830 48,630 50,480 52,380 
1992$, 16,900 16,970 l7,050 17,130 l7.400 17,680 17,950 18,220 !8,530 18,840 19,150 19,340 19,530 19,740 19,940 20,140 
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Idaho Economics 
Summer 2005 County Economk Forecasts 


Gem County 


Summan: Information f Iistorical Forec!lSt 


ml! 1990 W1!l ~ 2010 2015 Wll 2025 2030 


Pop:ulation & Households: 
Total Population: 1I,970 1I,940 15,220 16,200 17,1I0 18,160 19,180 19,820 20,400 
Population per Square Mile 213 21.2 27,1 28,8 304 323 34,1 35,2 36.3 


Total Households: 4,220 4,420 5,550 5,940 6,320 6,690 7,050 7,250 7,430 
Persons per Household 2,81 2,64 VI 2,69 2,67 2,68 2,69 2.70 2,)1 


Employment: 


Total Nonagricultural 2,650 2,490 3,210 2,990 3,270 3,540 3,840 4,150 4,480 
Manufacturing: 620 650 550 llO 1I0 lJO 120 120 no 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 690 590 820 810 880 970 1,050 1,140 1,230 


GemCoun!y 
Employment: 1980 1985 1986 l2!!1 1988 l2!!1 l22ll 1991 1m 1293 122.4 ~ !22!! 1221 1998 


Manufacturing 620 650 620 620 610 660 650 640 650 670 650 630 630 590 580 
Mining 10 10 20 20 20 10 20 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Constructi(ln 50 40 30 30 40 50 60 80 90 110 liD 110 120 160 190 
Tntnsp., Comm., & Uti!. 60 80 100 100 JOO 110 110 100 110 110 120 120 130 140 140 
Wb(tle.~ale & Retail Trade 690 550 490 510 550 560 590 580 590 630 710 750 770 790 800 
Fin., Ins.., & Real Est. 120 130 110 90 70 80 70 70 100 1I0 110 llO 110 100 90 
Services 460 320 )20 300 300 290 350 400 420 440 450 470 510 510 500 
Government 640 540 550 570 580 620 630 670 700 730 750 780 790 800 810 


Total Nonagrkultural 2,650 2,320 2,230 2,230 2,270 2,380 2,490 2,550 2,690 2,800 2,910 2.980 3,070 3,110 3,1I0 


Po(!ulation & Households: 
Population: 11,970 ! 1I,790 11,600 11,410 11540 11,530 11,940 12,270 12,600 13,llO 13,470 13,790 14,050 14,420 14,800 
House.holds: 4,220 i 4,250 4,210 4,180 4,280 4,300 4,420 4,560 4,690 4,910 5,010 5,140 5,280 5,370 5,460 
Persons per Household: 2.81 ! 2.73 271 2.69 2.67 266 2,64 2,65 2,65 2,63 2.65 2,65 2,62 2,65 2,67 


Personal Income: (Millions) 
Current Year $; 94.9 ! 13 1.4 133.4 130A 138.9 150.1 160.2 168,8 184.6 200,9 209.7 222.7 237,9 247A 263.5 
1992 $: 161.6 ! 171.5 170.9 161.2 164.9 170.0 172.1 173.9 184.6 195.0 198_5 2050 lIZJ! 216.3 226.8 


Per Cal2ita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 9,020 J 1l,620 1l,830 12,800 13,190 13,860 13.420 13,760 14,650 15,320 [5,560 16,140 16,930 17,160 t7,800 
1992 $: 15,360 1 15,170 15,160 15,820 15,650 15,700 14,420 14,170 14,650 14,870 14,730 14,860 15,140 15,000 15,320 
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Empluyment: 
Manufacluring 
Mining 


Conslruction 
TraMp" Corom •• & Ulil. 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 
Fin., Ius.., & Rf"411 Est. 
Services 
Goycrnment 


1999 2009 2001 2002 
590 550 340 100 


10 )0 )0 10 
210 220 240 210 
140 130 lIO 130 
810 820 760 780 
80 90 90 90 


500 540 670 6&0 
810 850 830 830 


2003 
100 


10 
210 
130 
780 
90 


700 
830 


Gem Couuty 
2004 


100 
lD 


230 
130 
790 
100 
720 
840 


2005 
110 


10 
240 
130 
810 
100 
740 
850 


Wi.!! 
110 


10 
250 
130 
a20 
no 
760 
860 


2007 
no 


10 
250 
130 
840 
110 
770 
870 


2008 
10 
10 


260 
140 
850 
llO 
790 
890 


111112 
no 


10 
210 
140 
870 
ItO 
810 


900 


Wl! 
llO 


10 
270 
140 


880 
120 
830 
910 


2011 
110 


10 
280 
140 


900 
120 
840 
920 


20ll 
110 


10 
210 
150 
920 
120 
860 
930 


2013 
!l0 


10 
280 
150 
930 
120 
a80 
940 


2014 
llO 


10 
2&0 
! 50 
950 
120 
900 
9W 


Total Nonagricultural 3,160 3,210 3,060 2,820 2,850 2,920 2,990 3,050 3,100 3,160 3,21Q 3,270 3,320 3,370 3,430 3,4W 


Population & Ilouseholds: 
Population: 
Households: 
Persons per Housebold: 


Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 


1992 $: 


Per Capita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 
1992 $: 


Emplo\,ment: 
Manufacturing 


Mining 


Construction 
Transp., Comm., & Uti!. 
Wholesall:l & Retail Trade 


Fin., los., & Real Est. 
Services 
G(rrernmellt 


Total Nonagricultural 


Population & Households: 
Population: 
Households: 
Persons per Household: 


Personal Income: 
Current Year $; 
1992 $, 


I·cr Capita Personal Income: 
Current Year $: 
1992$, 


Gem County 


15,050 
5,560 


2.67 


(Millions) 
278.0 
234.2 


18,470 
J5,560 


2015 
llO 


10 
290 
150 
970 
130 
910 
970 


3,540 


18,160 
6,690 


2,68 


(Millions) 
607.6 
350.6 


33.450 
19,300 


15,220 
5,550 


2.71 


298.6 
243.6 


19,620 
16,010 


15,440 


5,600 
2.72 


3155 


250,2 


20,430 
16,200 


15,5&0 
5,650 


2.72 


326.9 
255.1 


20,980 
16.370 


15,780 
5,730 
272 


334.9 


255.5 


21,220 
16,190 


15,930 
5,840 
2.70 


354.2 


263.2 


22,230 
16,520 


16,200 
5,940 
2.69 


375.1 
273.5 


23,160 
16,8&0 


16,330 
6,020 


2.68 


393.7 
282.4 


24,100 
17,290 


Gem County 


16,460 


6,070 
2,68 


412.9 
290,6 


25,080 
17,650 


16,680 
6,180 
2.67 


433.4 
298.6 


25,980 
11,900 


16,900 
6,250 


2.67 


454.5 
30M 


26,900 
18,130 


17,IIO 
6,320 


2.67 


476.6 
313.6 


27,860 
18,330 


17,310 
6,400 
267 


500.7 


32U 


2&,920 
18,550 


17,510 
6,480 


2.67 


526.1 
328.7 


30,060 
18,770 


17,llO 
6,550 
267 


552.2 
335.9 


31,180 
18,%{} 


17,930 
6,610 


2,6$ 


579.3 
343.2 


32,300 
!9,14{l 


2916 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 ~ 2026 2027 2028 2029 ~ 
ltD 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 130 130 
10 10 10 10 10 10 ID 10 ID 10 10 10 10 ID 10 


290 300 310 310 320 330 340 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 
IW 160 IW 160 160 1m 1m 1m 1m 1m IW 1m I. 1. 190 
980 1,000 1,020 1,030 1,050 1,070 1,080 1,100 1,120 1,140 1,160 1,180 1.100 1,210 1,230 
130 130 130 140 140 140 140 150 150 150 150 160 160 160 160 
930 950 960 980 1,000 1,020 1,040 1,060 1,070 1,090 1,110 1,130 1,150 1,170 1,180 
980 1,000 1,010 1,020 1,0.30 1,050 }'060 1,070 ),Q29 uoo 1.,H9_ 1,1~~L_ r,J49 1.160 },180 


3,600 3,660 3,720 3,780 3,840 3,900 3,960 4,020 4,090 4J50 4,220 4,2&0 4.350 4.420 4,480 


18,390 
6,770 


2.68 


637.7 
358.3 


34,670 
19,4&0 


18,610 
6,840 


2.69 


669.3 
366.1 


35,970 
19,670 


18,820 
6,920 


2.69 


7025 
373.9 


37,320 
19,860 


19,010 
7,000 
2.68 


736.6 
381,5 


38,760 
20,070 


19,180 
7,050 
2.69 


772.4 
389.3 


40.280 
20,300 


10,360 
7,1 10 


2.69 


8093 
3970 


41,810 
20,5tO 


If},480 
7,150 


2.69 


848.2 
404.9 


43,540 
20,780 


19,590 
7,180 


2.69 


8890 
4!3J 


45.370 
2I,09\! 


19,700 
7,220 
2,70 


931.7 
42l.3 


47,280 
21380 


19,820 
7,250 


2.70 


976.4 
429.7 


49,260 
21,6&0 


19,940 
7,290 


2.70 


1,024.0 
438.7 


51,340 
22,000 


20,070 
7,300 
2,72 


1,073.9 
447,8 


53,500 
22,310 


20,180 
7,340 
2,71 


1,126J 
457.1 


55,810 
22,650 


20,290 
7,380 
2.71 


1,180.9 
466.5 


58,2fW 
22,990 


20,400 
7,430 
2.11 


1,2371 
476,0 


60,670 
23,330 


0·8 
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Projected ProRem Tax Revenye§ 


E§tJm~teg Taxi!~e Pro~dx v!!lgg It year-End 
Residential Properties 


Commercial Properties 


Tota! Taxable Property Value 


ssmnated Ann~al Proeortx Tax RevenuUi 
B§!id!ntill ProRS!D:; 


(Calet'ldarYear Basis) 


TaxillS !uthorit:t 


Ada County 
Cttyof Eag" 
Meridian Joint SehOot District #2 
Ada County Highway District 
Ada County Emergency Me<fic:aI 
Eagle Fire District 
Mosquito Abatement District 
Ada County Weed & P..t Control 
Star Cemote!l Distret 


Total 


Crunmers!i' PrQ~m:j 
(Calendar Year 6asls) 


laxing Ay!hOri~ 
Ada County 
City of Eag"" 
Meridian Joint School Dis.trict #1 
Acta County H!ghw.y District 
Ad. County Emergency Medical 
Eagle Fire District 
Mosquito Abatement District 
Ad. County Weed & Pest Control 
Star Cemete!X Di$lfct 


Total 


IdahO Economies 
9/l0/Z00S 


2006 Mill LelCi 


0.002500344 
D.OOOSSS9:S5 
O.ooseeS275 
0.00095495-5 
0,000113521 
Q,0012{l9738 
OJX}0021S99 


OJX)Q1Zf634 
0..000113713 


OJ)H6$3SHI 


~OO& Mflllevlt 


0.002SS0344 


0",100655-955 


0.003a88275 


0,000954"''>5 


0,00011352:7 
O.OO120S75S 


0,000027599 
0,000121634 
0,000113733 


Q,01 H1635111 


M3 * Eagle Development: Annual Summary of Proiected Property Taxes 


Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Xm§ Xm§ 
$117,057,000 $234,290,000 $427,111,000 $622,375,000 $817,639,0{)0 $1,012,003,00) 


'0 '" $5,17S,OOO $10,350,000 $15,525,000 $20,700,000 


$ 117,057,000 $234,290,000 $432,286,000 $632,725,000 $833,164,000 $1,033,600,000 


Yeilf 1 Yor2 Yur 3 Year 4 '(urS r!!!.! 
$299,700 $-599,900 $1,G93,600 $1,500,500 $2,093,400 $2,593,400 


tOO,2oo 200,500 36:5,600 532,700 699,goo 867,DOO 
455,100 911,000 1,600,700 2A20,OOO 3,17$,2{lO 3,9;]3,400 
111,800 223,700 407,900 594,300 780,8:00 9'67,300 
13,300 28,600 48,500 70,700 9~600 115,000 


141,600 283,400 516,700 752,000 989,100 1,225,300 
3.Z00 6,500 11,800 11.200 22,600 28,000 


14,200 28,500 52:,000 75,100 99,500 t23,200 
13,300 141,100 ",500 70,800 93,000 1t5,200 


$1,152,400 $2,421,200 $4,205,400 $6,127,800 sa,05{),300 $9,972,800 


Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 ~ l!!!.! l!!rJ. 


'" $0 $13,200 $26,500 $39.700 $53,000 
0 0 $4,400 8,000 13,300 1UOO 
0 0 $2-0,100 40,200 00,400 80,SOD 
0 a $4,900 9,900 14,800 19,800 
0 0 'BOO 1200 ',BOO 2,400 
0 0 $6,300 12:.500 18,800 25,000 
0 0 $100 300 400 500 
0 0 1600 1,300 1,goo 2,500 
a 0 $600 1,200 1,800 2.400 


$0 .0 $50,800 $102,000 $152,900 $203,900 


ScenarIo wtth 7,15.3 Housing Unla. PhlI$&tI 


Y.lW:l Xm§ Xm§ 
$1,200,529,000 $1,446,8t9,000 $1J58S,OOS,OOO 


$25,815,[00 $'R750,OOO $59,825JX1O 


$1,234,504,000 $1ABS,569,OOU $t,744,S34,OOJ 


I!!£l Ye,arB l!!rJ. 
$,1,004,500 $3,704,400 $4,:H.,ZOO 


1,034,500 1,238,400 1,442,300 
4,699,!iOO 5,6:(5)5;00 5,55L8i..iQ 
1,t54,2OO 1,3$1,$00 1,SOO,HID 


137,200 164,300 19t,3O() 
1,462, tOO U'5O,300 2,~400 


33,400 3O,goo ,",,500 


147,000 176,000 "'",000 137,500 164,600 191,600 


$11,899,900 $14,4'45,100 $1$,500,200 


Year 7 'fe.rS Y,ar9 


$65,200 $tOO,500 $152,100 
22,100 38,000 sum 


100,600 1&:\200 2:31,600 
24,700 'MOO 511,000 


2,900 4,900 6,SOO 
31,300 51,700 72,tOO 


700 1,200 1,000 
3,100 5,200 7,300 


""OO 4,900 5J)OO 


$254,500 $421 ,COO SSB7,000 


.' j 







M3 w Eagle Development: Annual Summary of Proiected Property Taxes 


Projected ProR!rtv Tax Revenues 


Estimated Taxable Er2P:e!!y: Value at Y!il:ar.gnd Year 1 Ytar2 Year 3 Year 4 YearS YearS Year 7 YearS Ym.l! 
Residential Properties $117,057,000 S;234,290JXlO $427,111,000 $622.375,000 $817,639,000 $1,012,903,000 $1,208,629,000 $1,446,819,000 $'1, S3!LOI)g,OOO 


$0 '0 !jj5,175,OOO $10,350,000 S15,525JXXl $20,700,000 $25,675,000 $42,750,000 $S9,&25,000 


Total Taxable Properly Value $. 117,057,000 $234,291l000 $432,28£,000 $632,725,000 SS3J,l64,Qi.,X} $1,(JJ3,603,OOO St ,234,504,000 $1,489,5eS,0CI0 $t,744,B3-tOOO 


Projected Annual Residential 
Oc!<uJ;lanc!i Tax Beven~: 


(Ca\endar-Year Basis) 


Taxing Auth2rlb: 200S Mill le:a Year 1 X!!!:l Year 3 Year 4 YearS YurS Year 1 '(earl Year ! 


Ada County 0002S60344 $78,200 $78,300 $128,400 $130,100 $'130,100 $130,100 $130,400 $158,000 $158,000 
City of Eagle 0,Ol)OOSS95S 26,130 26,200 42,900 43,500 43,500 43,500 43,600 52,800 52:,800 
Meridian Joint School District #2 0.003886275 118,700 118,900 195,000 197,600 197,600 19'7,600 198,100 239,900 239,900 
Ada County Highway District O.OOO9!;4955 29,100 29,200- 47,900 48,500 48,500 48,500 48J300 58,000 "'-Adlil County Emergeney Medical 0,(')OO11352} 3,500 3,500 5,700 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,800 1,000 7,000 
Eagle Fire District 0001209738 36,900 37,000 60,700 IH,500 61,500 61,500 Saoo 74,600 74,600 
Mosquito Abatement Dlstrlct 0000027599 800 800 1.400 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,700 1.700-
Ada County Weed & Pest Control 0.000121$34 3,700 3,700 5,100 6,ZOO 6,200 e,zoo 5,200 7,500 7_ 
St;!;r Cemet&!1 Dlsuct 0,001)113733 3,500 3,500 5,700 MOO 5,BOO 5,000 5,BOO 7,000 1,000 


Total 0.011003518 $300,530 $30'1,100 $493,800 $500,400 $500,400 $1300,40<) $501,500 $607,400 s001.4oo 


Estimated Total 
Annual ProRem Ta! Rg;venUflSj 


Residential, Commercial, 
& Occueancy Tax Rev!mues: 


(CalendM Year 8lUis} 
!!)(Ing AU!I:!0!!1x 2006 Min !:,e:o: Year 1 Year 2 X!!r..! !lli,! YearS YearS YearT !!!!.! Tau 9 


Ada County 0.002560344 $41-5,002 $716,262 $1,273,262 $1,788,162 $2,301,262 $2,814,562 $3,329,162 $4,009,96.2 $4Ji:62,.962 
City of E~gle OJ)00055955 $139,055 $239,425 $425,625 5597,825 $76M25 $940,9'25 $1,112,925 $1,340,525 $1,558,825 
Maridian Joint School District #2 0.oroe00275 $631,603 $1,087,703 $1,933,603 52,715,603 $3,495,003 S4-,%74,30:3 $5J)5£,003 $6.08:9.503 $7.001.303 
Ada County Highway District 0.0009S4955 $155,006 $2t'l7,096: $474,896 $656,896 $858,296 $1,049,796 $1,241,ese $1,495,400- $1,739,006 
Ada County Emergency Medical O.OOOt 13527 $18,488 $31,788 $.56,488 $1It388 $102,088 $124,888 $147,586 $171,asa S206,788 


Eagla Fire District 0.001209736 $196,484 $338,384 $601,684 $84·ts84 $1,087,384 $1,329,784 $1,572,9$4 $1,a:S4,5S4 $2,203,084 
Mosquito Abatement District 0.000027599 $4,000 $7.300 S13,300 $18.,900 $24,400 $30,000 $3$,500 $42,800 $49,800 
Ada County Weed & Pest Control 0.000121634 $19,sas $33,88.8 $60,388 $54,88S. $109,288 $t33,588 5157.eea $100,3:88 $221,488 


Star Cernete!! Distret 0.000113733 $16,600 $144,600 $54,900 $77.800 $100,600 $123,400 $146,200 $116,500 $205,400 


Total om HI63518 $1,597,016- $2,8&1,446 $4,894,146 $6,814,346 $8,847,746 $10.821,246 $12,800,046 $15,417,546 $17,928,746 


Estimated Total 


Annual ProR01i! Tax Revenues: 
(E.Mimaled Fiscal Year Sasis} Year 1 Yur2 Year 3 Year 4 YearS Year & Year 7 Year! ll!t.l! 


Taxing Au~horltX 


Ada County $207,981 $566,112 $994,762 $1,5.30,712 $2,044}12 $2,557,9'12 $3,011,002 $3,669,562 $4,33:6,462 


City of Eagle 69,527 189,240 332.525 511,725 6&1,625 85-5,175 l,Oza,925 1,226,725 1,449,675 


Meridian Joint School District #2 315,802 859,653 1,510,653 2,324,603 3,105,303 3,884,653 4,665J53 5,572.753 e,585Aro 
Ada County Highway District 77,548 211,000 370,996 570,8116 762,500 954,048 1,145,746 1.JS8,500 1,617,m 
Ada County EmergenCloY MtI'd!Cloal 9,244 25,138 44,138 67,938 OO,73$. 113,48S 13~U.38 t82,738 192,3-38 


Eagle Fire District 98,242 267,434 470,034- 723,264- 966,134 1,200,584 1,451,384- 1,733,784 2,G48,$34 


Mosquito Abatement District 2,000 5,650 10,300 16,100 21.650 27,200 32,750 3,9.150 46,300 


Ada County Weed & Pest Control 9,794 26,738 47,136 72.&38 97,088 121,438 145,788 174,188 205,93-8 
Star Cemete!X Distrct 8,400 80,700 99,750 68,350 89,200 112,000 134,800 1$1,350 100,950 


Total $798,5..18 $2,231,761 $3,880,296 $5.SS4,246 $7,661,046 $9,834,496 $11.810,$46 $14,100,846 $16.873,100 


Id;!;ho Economies 
913012008 Scenario with." t 53 Hcu&lnq Vnits • Pha:lloert E,2 







Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Estimated Taxable PropertY Value at Year·End 


Res!denlia! Properties 


Commefciat Properties 


T atal Taxable Property value 


Estimated Annual Property Tax Revenues: 


Residential PropertY; 
(Calern.h~r YaM 6ru:;;s.) 


M3· Eagle Development: Annual Summary of Protected Propgrtv Taxes 


Yu.!:...19: mr.!! Year 12 ~ Year 14 Year 15 l'.U!::..j§ X!!!:J1 Year 18 
$1,923,199,000 $2,161,389.000 $2,399,354.000 $2,584.349,000 $2,768,199,000 $2,953,730,000 $3,138.326JX!O $3,322,922,000 $3,369,540.000 


$76,500.000 $93,375,000 $110,2:50,000 $135,607,500 $159,007,500 $182,587,500 $21.)$,077,500 $219,567,.500 $250,807,500 


$1,999,699,000 52,254,764,(0) $2,5D9JW4,OOO $2,719,955,500 $2,927,296,500 $3:,136,317,500 $3,344-.403,500 $3:,552:,4$9,500 $3,620,347,500 


Taxing Authority ZOOS MHI Lm.xnr...12 'fur 11 Year 12 .Yu!:..ll Yoar 14 rear 15 :!!!!:.1! Yoar 17 '( •• T 18 


Ada County 0.002560344 $4,924,100 $5,533,000 $5,143,200 $6,616,800 $7,007.500 $7,5£2,600 $$,035,200 $8,507,800 $8,627,200 
City or Eagllt Q.{)()!)3659S5 1,646,200 1,850.100 2,053,700 2,212.100 2,389.500 2,528,300 2,686,300 2,844,300 Z,S&UOO 
Mltridlan Joint School District #2 0.003886275 7,477,900 8,404,100 9,329,300 '10,048,700 10,763,500 11AM,900 12,202,700 12.\?20,400 t3,101,7oo 
Ada County Highway Distrkt 0.0009&4955 1,836,600 2,064,000 2,291,300 2,467,900 2,643,500 2,820.100 2)~97,OOO 3.173,200 3,217,800 
Ada County Emergency Medic;!!1 O.OO{H13527 218,300 245,400 272AOO 293,400 314,300 335,300 356,300 377,200 382,500 
Eagle Fire Oi.sttict 0.OOlZOS73S 2,325,600 2,614,700 2,002,600 3.,126,400 3,348,800 3,573,200 3,796,SOO 4,019,900 4,076,30{) 
MosquitoAbatemltntOistriot 0.000027599: 53,100 59,700 66,ZOO 71,300 76,400 81,500 86,600 !f1,700 93,000 
Ada County Weed & Put Control 0.000121634 233.900 262,900 291.800 314,300 335,700 359,300 381,700 404,ZOO 409,900 
Star Cemetery D/strot 0.0\'.10113733 218,700 245,800 272,900 293,900 314,800 335,900 356,900 377,900 383,200 


Total MW36351S $.18,935,400 $.21,280,600 $23,623,400 $25,444,800 $27,255,000 $29,081,700 $30,899,300 $32,716,600 $33.115,800 


Commercial Property: 
\l.<", .. ,Klar Year Bas!s) 
Taxing Authority 2006 Mill Levy! 


Ada County 0.002560344 I 
City of Eag!e 0000&55$55 
Mltridi:m Joint Sohool District #2 OJ)03688<!7~ 


Ada County Highway Distriot 0.000954955 
Ada County Emergency Me<ilcal 0,000113527 
Eagfco Fire Distriot 0,001209.,38 
Mosquito Abatement Distriot 0.000027599 
Ada County Wlted & Pe.st ContrOl 0.0001216:14 
StarCemetltf)' Dlstrct O.OOOlt37la 


Total 


Idaho Economies 
9/30flO08 


0,011$83518 


Year 10 


$t95,000 
65,500 


297,500 
73,100 


B,7DO 
92,500 
2.100 
9,300 
8,700 


$753,300 


.Y!!!...11 
$239JOO 


79,900 
363.,100 
89,200 
10,600 


113,000 
2,600 


11,400 
10,600 


$919,500 


.'!:!!!Jl 
$282,30{1 


94.400 
428,700 
105,300 
12,500 


133,400 
3,000 


13.400 
12.500 


$1.085,500 


X!!£..E 
$347,200 


116,100 
527,300 
129.500 


15.400 
164,000 


3,700 
16,500 
15,400 


$1,335,100 


Scenario wtth 7,153 H<H,!lin9 UnIts - Phued 


Yur14 


$407,300 
13'6,200 
618,600 
151.000 


18,100 
192,500 


4,400 
19,400 
18,100 


$1,556,500 


Y!!!:.J! 
$467,500 


156,300 
710,000 
t74,400 


20,700 


220.1'00 
5,000 


22,200 
20,800 


$1,791,800 


X!!!.J! 
$521,600 


17$,400 
801,300 
196,80{) 
23,400 


249,300 
5,700 


25,100 
23,400 


$2.,029,000 


Yurf1' 


S$1,800 
196,.500 
892.600 
219,200 
26,100 


2n.700 
6,300 


27,900 
26,100 


$2,250,200 


X!!L!! 
""200 


,?1-4,]00 
975,2.00 
239.500 
28,S00 


303,400 
5,900 


30,500 
2ll:;OO 


$2,400,400 


E·' 







Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Estim~ted Taxable Property Value at Year·End 


Residentia! Properties 


Commercial Propartles 


Tota! Taxable Property Valle 


Projected Annual Residential 
Occupancy Tax Revenues; 


(Calendar YEW Sasis) 


Taxing Authority 2006 Mill Low 


Ada County 0.OO2S6(13A4 
City of Eagle 0.000055955 
Meridian Joint School District #2 0.003886275 
Ada County Highway Di$triet 0,000954955 
Ada County Emergency Medl«1 0,000113527 
Eagle Firo District O.OO1:i!0973S 
Mosquito Abatement O!strwt 0,000027599 
Adlli CQi./nty Weed & Pest Contro.! 0,00012t6.34 
Star Cemetery Olstret 0.ooot1373.3 


Total 


Estimated Total 
Annual Property Tax Revenues: 


ReSidential, Commercial, 
& 0s:cupancy Tax Revenues: 


(Calendar Yl!l!r Basis) 


0.011863518 


TlIixinq AuthOrity 2006 Mill Levy 


Ada County 0,002560344 
City of Elliglo 0.000855955 
Meridian Joint School District #2 0,.J038$8275 
Ada County Highway District OJ)OO954955 


Ada County Emergency MedlclIi! 0,000113527 
Eagle Fire Ol$trict 0_001209138 


Mosquito Abatement District O.t)()OO21S99 
Ada County Weud & Pest Control 0.00012163<$ 
Star Cemetery Olstrct 0,000113733 


Total 


Estimated Total 
Annual property Tax Revenues: 


(Est!maled Fiscal Year BaSIS) 
Taxinn Authority 


Ada County 
City of Eagle 
Meridillin JOint Schoo! Dlstrtet #2 
Ada County Highway Oistrict 
Ada County Emergency Medleal 
Eagle Firo Oi$trict 
Mosquito Abatoment District 
Ada County Weed & Pes.t Control 
Star Cemetery Oistret 


Total 


Idaho Economics 
!:)130f2008 


0.01100:1518 


M3 ~ Eagle Development: Annual SUmmary of Projected Property Taxes 


Year 10 
$1,923,199,000 


$76.500,000 


$1,999JS9ROOO 


Year 10 


$158,000 
52,800 


239,900 
58.900 


7.000 
74,600 
1.700 
1,500 


7.000 


$607,400 


:t!JLlJ! 
$5,316,062 
$1,777,225 
$8,073,103 
$1,982,796 


$235,688 
$2,511,684 


$56,900 
$252,388 
$234,400 


$20,440,246 


Y!!!:J.Q 


$4,989,512 
1,658,015 
1,577,203 
1,860,946-


221,238 
2,357,384 


53,350 
236,938 
219,900 


$19,184,496 


Year 11 
$2,161,389,000 


$93,375,000 


$2,254.764,000 


Yur11 


$158,000 
52,800 


239,900 
58,900 
7._ 


74,600 
1,100 
7,500 
7.000 


$$07,400 


Y!lM.11 
$.5,969,002 
$1.995,525 
$9,064,003 
$2,22£,296 


$264,688 
$2,820,284 


.... 000 
$2.83,466 
$263,400 


$22,951,646 


Yea, 11 


$5,642,562 
\,886-,375 
8,569,OW 
2,104,546 


250,188 
2,665,984 


60,450 
267,938 
248,900 


$21.695,946 


Year 12 
$2,399,354,000 


$110,250,000 


$2,509,604,000 


.'!!!!:..ll 
$157,800 


52,800 
239,700 
58.900 


7.000 
74.600 
1.700 
7.500 
7.000 


$£07,000 


Year 12 


$£,621,362 
52,213,6.25 


~,~O,055,503 


52,469,696 
$293.,-588 


$3,128,584 
$70,900 


$314,388 
$292,400 


525,460,046 


Yur12 


$6,295,212 
2,104,575 
9.560,203 
2,347,996 


279,138 
2,974.434 


67,450 
298,938 
277,900 


524,205,846 


X!!!:..ll 
$2,584,349.000 


$135,607,500 


$2,119,956,500 


Year 13 


$12.3,300 
41,200 


187,300 
46,000 


5,500 
58)JOO 


1,300 
5._ 
5,500 


5474,300 


Year 13 


$7,12tL362. 
$2,382,125 


$10,821,103 
52,657,596 


$315,988 
$3,366,6a4 


$78,300 
$336,388 
$314,800 


$27,398,346 


Year 13 


$6,813,362 
2,297,875 


10,438,303 
2,563,{)45 


304,188 
3,247,634 


73JiOO 
326,388 
303,600 


$26,429,1% 


Scenllrlo with 7,153 Housing UnIt!;, " Phased 


Year 14 
$2,768,199,000 


$159,007,500 


$2,927,296,500 


~ 
$122,500 


41,000 
186,000 


45,700 
5,400 


57,900 


1,300 
5,800 
5,400 


$471,000 


X!.!r..ti 
57,655,362 
52:,559,425 


$11,625,003 
$2:,855,296 


$339,488 
53,617,184 


$82,100 
$363,588 
$338,300 


$29,436,646 


Year 14 


$7,390,362 
2,470,775 


11,22.1,503 
V56,445 


327,73S 
3.491,934 


79,200 
3.')0,988 
326,550 


$28,417,496 


Year 15 
$2,903,730,000 


$182,587,500 


$3,136,317,500 


Yu,15 


$12:3,700 
41,300 


187.800 
46,100 


5.500 
58,400 


1,300 
5.900 
5.500 


$475,500 


Ye_ill 


$8,191,852 
52,73S,625 


$12,440,503 
$3,055,300 


$383,188 
$3,87D.484 


$87,800 
$.389,088 
$362,200 


$31,499,146 


Year 15 


$7,923,612 
2,649,025 


12,033,203 
2,955,346 


35t,338 
3,743,834 


64,950 
376,338 
350,250 


530,467,896 


:!!l!J:.1§ 
$3,138,326,000 


$2:06,077,500 


$3,3-44.403,500 


YUr1S 


$123.100 
41,200 


166,900 
45.900 


5.500 
58.200 


1,300 


5.800 
5.500 


$473,400 


Year 1& 


$8,723,952 
$2,9'16,625 


$13,2.48,703 
$3,253,800 


$386,868 
$4,122,064 


$93,500 
$414,288 
$385,800 


$33,545,845 


Yttar16 


$8,4$7,912 
2,827,625 


12,844,603 
3,154,646 


375,038 
3,996,264 


90,700 
401,$88 
374,000 


$32,522,496 


Year 17 
$3,322,922,000 


$21.9,567,500 


$3,552,48:9,500 


Vnr17 


$123,too 
41,200 


186,900 
45,900 
5.500 


58,200 


',300 
5,800 
5.500 


$473,400 


Year 17 


$9,256,762 
53,094,72.5 


$14,057.703 
$3,452,400 


$410.488 
$4,373,764 


$99,300 
$439,588 
$409,500 


$35,.594,.346 


Year 17 


$S,990,362 
3,005,675 


13,.553,203 
3,353, '9£ 


398,6Ba 
4,247,934 


00,450 
426,938 
397,650 


$34,570,096 


Year 18 
$3,369,54(},OOO 


$250,807,500 


$3,620,347,500 


Year 18 


$31,600 
10,500 
47,900 
11,600 


t,400 
14,900 


300 
1.500 


'.400 
$121,300 


1!!!..1!! 
$9,339,062 
$3.12.2,125 


$\4,182,603 
$3,483.296 


$414,088 
$4,412,584 


$100.200 
$44$,588 
$413,100 


$35,910,646 


Vltar 18 


$9,2'91,912 
3,108,425 


14,120,153 
3,467,896 


412,288 
4,393,184 


99,750 
441,588 
411,300 


$35,752,496 


E,' 







M3 • Eagle Development: Annual Summary of Projected Property Taxes 


Proiected Property Tax Revenues 


Estimated Taxable PropertY Value at Year-End 


Resldentlal Properties 


Year 19 
$3,416,158,000 


$267,150,000 


Year 20 
$3,462:,386,000 


$2:57,750,000 


Year 21+
$3,462,368,000 


$267,750)'Joo 


surnmaN of Protected Property Tax Reve!'!tl:iS 


Commercial Properties 


T ota! Taxable Property VahJe $3,663,908,000 t3,73QJ 1 MOO 1 $3,730,118,000 5. Yeat Summarln Gf Projeetltd PrQpt'rty Tax R«Yltnuu 


Estimated Annual Property Tax Revenues: 


Residential PropertY: 
{Cat(!ndaf Year Basis) 


TaxingAut~ 


Ada County 
City of Eagle 
Meridian Joint School District #2 
Ada County Highway District 
Adll CQunty Emergency Medical 
Eagle Fire Distlict 
Mosquito Abatement District 
Ada County Weed & Pest Control 
Star Cemetery Dil'.ltrct 


Total 


Commercial Property; 


2m Mill Levy 


0.002580344 
O,OOOfl5S95.>; 


/),003888275 
00009549$$ 
0000113577 
0,001209738 
0.000U27599 
00001211;/34 


0,000113733 


0.011663516 


Year 19 


$8,746,500 
2,924,100 


13,283,000 
3,262:,300 


3S7,eoo 
4,132,700 


94,300 
415,50{) 
388,500 


$33,634,700 


Yoar 20 


$8,854,900 
2,003,600 


13,462,600 
3,31)6,400 


393,100 
4,186,600 


95,600 
421,100 
393,800 , 


$34,089,700 ! 


Year 21. 


$$,864,900 
2,%3,600 


13,462,600 
3,300,400-


39-3,100-
4,188,600-


&5,600 
421,100 
393,800 


$34,089,700 


Total Total 
Ve<lrs 1 • 5 Ytars"· 10 


$5,580,100 $18,630,600 
1,898,900 6,228,400 
8,626,000 26-,293,2:00 
2,118,500 6,948,800 


25t ,900 826,100 
2,683,700 8,802,700 


61,300 200,900 
885,100 
an600 


$21,957,100 $71,$43.400 


(CsJendar Yetii' Bssls) Total Total 
TaXing Authority 2005 Mill levy Yu!..1.i ~ Year 21-+ Yurs 1 ·5 Y,m S -10, 


Ada County 0,00256:0344 $685,500 $$85,500 $885,500 $7!l,4oo $577,300 
City of Eagl. 0,OOOOS5955 229,200 229,200 229,200 28,600 192,900 
MeridlanJolnt$chQolDlstlict#2 O.OO3SSf:I275 1,041,100 1,041,100 1,041.100 120.700 8-76,600 
Ada County Hlghway Distriet 0,00{)954955 25.'5,700 255,700 2:55-,700 29-,601) 2:15,300 
Ada County Emerg&ncy M&dical 0,000113527 30,400 30,400 30,400 :1-,600 25,700 
eIl:9'(j Fire Dlstrtet 0,001209735 32:3,900 323,900 323,900 37,600 212,000 
Mosquito Abatement Dl$triet 0,000027599 7,400 7,400 7,400 800 8,200 
Ada County Weted & Pest Control 0.000121634 :1-2,600 32,600 32,600 3,800 21,400 
Sta:r cemetery Oi.!.ttct 0,0001137:3-3- 3O,sao 30,500 30,500 3,500 25,700 


Total O.011$fJ;)518 $2,536,300 $2,536,300 $2,636,300 $.305,700 $2,219,700 


fdaho Economics 
9/3012008 $eenllno with 1,tS3 H.:.Wling Units _ PhaMld 


Total 
VHf! 11 -15 


$32,944,000 
11,013,700 
SO,030,5()O 
12)!87,400 


t,46O,800 
15)58-5.,700 


355.100 
1,56-5,000 
1,463-,300 


S126,685,5OO 


Total 
Ye;arsll . 15 


$1,743,400 
58-2,900 


2,847,700 
6-50,300 
n300 


8:2'.1,800 
1$.700 
"',900 
n,400 


Sft704AOO 


Total 
'fItU! 1.· zo 


$42,7'61,500 
14,302,500 
64,9'70,401) 
t5,95-6,7oo 
1,896,900 


ZiU14,100 
-4$1,200 


2,032.400 
UlOO,300 


$1&4,5Hi,1OO 


Total 
v •• !'! tt - 2p 


$3,12IUOO 
1,04!tOOO 
4,751,300 
t,186,900 


138,800 
1,478,200 


33,700 
148,700 
139,000 


$12,031,200 


2'O·Veu Tet.! 


Total 
'fe:al'$l • ZO 


$100,();36:,JCiO 
33,443,500 


151,92:0,100 
37,31f,400 
4,435.700 


4.-SSa,00Q 


$3&4,002,100 


Total 
YU!'$l·ZO 


$5-,52:$,700 
1,84$,400-
8,396,300 
2,OOt 100 


245,400-
2JitZ,200 


59,>tOO 
2$2,$00 
245,700 


$2:1,2'61,000 


.'S 







M3 ~ Eagle Development: Annual Summary of Projected PropertY Taxes 


Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Estimated Taxable Property Value at Year:End 


Resident1a1 Propertles 


Commercia! Properties 


Year 19 


$3,416.156,000 


$267,750,000 


Year 20 
$3,462,368.000 


$267,750,000 


~ 
$3,462,368,000 


$267,750,000 


T otaIT axable Property Value $3,683,908,000 $3,73O,118,000! $3,730,118,000 


Projected Annual Residential 
Occupancy Tax Revenues: 


(C<:!lendarYear Basis) 
Taxing Authority 2006 Mill Levy 


Ada County 0.002560344-
CIty of Eagle 0.000855955 
Meridian Joint School District #2 0.003&88275 
Ada County Highway District 0.0000S4955 
Ada County Emergency Medical 0,000113527 
Eagle Fire District 0.001:209738 
MosquIto Abatement District 0.000027599 
Ada County Weed & Pest Control 0,000121634 
$tarCeml'ltttry Dlstrct 0.000113133 


Total 


Estimated Total 
Annual Property Tax Revenues: 


Residential, Commercial, 
& Occupancy Tax Revenyesi 


(ClllendarYear easl~) 


0,011863518 


Year 19 


$31,600 


10,500 
47,900 
11,800 


1,400 
14,900 


300 
1,500 
1,400 


$121,300 


Year 20 


$31,300 
10,500 
47,500 
11,700 


1,400 
14,800 


300 
1,500 
1,400 


$120,400 ! 


ruIng Authority 2006 Mill Levy Year 19 Year 20 


Ada County 0.002560344 $9.501.$52 $9,619,762 
City of Eagle 0.000i.I55955 $..1,116,525 $3,216,025 
Meridian Joint School District #2 0.003888275 $14,429,803 $14,609,003 
Ada County Highway DIstrict OJ)Q0954955 $3,543,996 $3,587,995 
Ada County Emergency Medical 0,000113521 $421,21:18 $426,586 
Eagle Fif(l District 0.001209738 $4,489,484 $4,545,284 
Mosquito Abatement District 0.000027599 $102,000 $103,300 
Ada County WelHf & Pest Control 03)00121634 $451,288 $456.888 
StarCemeterv Distrct 0.000113733 $420Aoo $425,700 


Total 0.011863518 $36,536,446 $36,990,546 


Estimated Total 


Annual Property Tax Revenues: 
(Estimated FIScal Year Basis) year 19 Year 20 


Taxing Authority 
; 


Ada County $9,420,362 $9,560,712 i 
City or Eagle 3,149,325 3,196,275 : 


Meridian Joint SchOQI District #2 14,306,20..1 14.519,403 ! 
Ada County Highway Dfstrict 3,513.646 3,565,996 ! 
Ada County Emergency Medical 417,6fffi 423,938 ! 
Eagle Fire District 4,451.034 4,517,384 i 
Mosqtlito Abatement District 101,100 102.650 ! 
Ada County Weed & Pest Control 447,438 454,088 i 
Star Cemetct!Y Distret 416,750 423.050 : 


Total $36,223,546 $36:(63.496 i 


Idaho Economics 


fiar 21+ 


$0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 


$0 


Year 21+ 


$9,550,400 
$3,192,800 


$14,500,700 
$3,562,100 


$423,500 
$4,512,500 


$103,000 
$453,700 
$424,300 


$36,726,000 


Year 21+ 


$9,565,081 
3,204,412 


14,556,352 
3,575,04B 


425,044 
4,528,892 


103,150 
455,294 
425,000 


$36,858,273 


Sum mart of Proiected Property Tax Revenues 


s-.Yea:r Summaries of Project:,d Prorarty To. Rev'tlu .. 


Total 
Y",ars1·5 


$545,100 
182,230 
827,800 
203,200 


24,300 
257,600 


5,800 
25,900 
24,300 


$2,096,230 


Total 
~ars1·5 


$6,494.910 
2,171,353 
9,863,515 
2.422,282 


288,238 
3,068,820 


67,900 
308,038 
394,700 


$25,079,758 


Total 
Years 1 . 5 


$5,344.279 
1,788,641 
8,116,014 
1,993,134 


237,195 
2,525,128 


55,700 
253,395 
344,400 


20,655,885 


Total 
Years 6 ·10 


$734,500 
245.500 


1,115,400 
273,800 
32,600 


346,900 
7,900 


34,900 
32,600 


$2,824,100 


Total 
Years 6·10 


$20,132.710 
6,730,423 


30,574,215 
7,508,882 


892,838 
9,512.120 


215,000 
955.838 
885,900 


$77,407,928 


Total 
Yttaf$ 6·10 


$18,625,310 
6,226,523 


28,285,165 
6.946,632 


826,038 
8,799,970 


198,750 
884,288 
819,000 


71,611,678 


Total 
Years 11 ·15 


$585,300 
229,100 


1,040,700 
255,000 


30,400 
323,800 


7.300 
32,600 
30,400 


$2,535,200 


Total 
Years 11 .15 


$35,553,010 
11,889,323 
54,007,915 
13,264,282. 


1,576,938 
15,803,220 


381,100 
1,688,938 
1,571.100 


$136,745,828 


T"",' 
Years 11 • 15 


$34,125,110 
11,408,523 
51,8Z't215 
12,727,982 


1,513,188 
16,123.820 


365,650 
1,620,588 
1,507,200 


131,216,378 


Tota' 
Years 16.20 


$340,700 
113,900 
517,100 
127,100 


15,200 
161,000 


3,500 
16,100 
15,200 


$1,309,800 


Total 
Years 16· 20: 


$46,441,210 
15,526,023 
70,527,815 
17,321,682 
2,059,338 


21,94-3,220 
498,400 


2.,205,638 
2,054,500 


$178,577,828 


Total 
YNrs 16·20 


$45,727,260 
15,287,323 
69,443,565 
17,055,382 


2,027,638 
21,605,820 


490,650 
2,171,738 
2,022,750 


175,832,128 


9(3012008 Scenario with 7 t 153 HOWlIng Unlt!i- - Phased 


20·YearTotai 


Total 
Y",a!,§ 1 • 29 


$2,305,600 
770,730 


3,501,000 
859,700 
102,500 


1.089,300 
24,500 


100.500 
102,500 


$8.665,330 


Total 
Ye!!! 1 • 20 


$108.631,841 
36,317,123 


164,973,462 
40,517,127 


4,817,354 
51,327,379 


1.162,400 
5,158,454-
4,906,200 


$417,811,340 


Total 
Yeaf'$1·20 


$103,821,960 
34,709,110 


157,668.960 
38,723,129 
4,604,060 


49,054,737 
1,110,750 
4,930,010 
4,693,350 


399,316,067 


E·" 







M3 - Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Residsn!!!l: 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 


R·' 
R·2 
R·3 
R-4 
Multi..family 


T ota' Residential 


Commercial: 
VCfMU 


R" 
Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


IdahO' Economics 
9/26/2008 


Average 


Ho~ 


Value (1, 


$1,375,000 
$1,125,000 
$800.000 
$612,500 


$450,000 
$375,000 
$250,000 


$557,086 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Total Year 1 
Residential Average Residential Total Est Vafueof Total 


Lots or Lot H~. Lot Sale$ or Valuation tmprovuments Valu&of 


Comm,Sq.Ft Price (1) VatUO(1) Comm,Sq, Ft Lot Sales Per Lot (2) Im~nb 


5 $S50,000 $1,375,000 0 , . , 825,000 $ . 
574 $450,000 $1,125,000 20 , 9,000,000 , 675,000- • 13,500,000-


1,083 $32:0,000 $800,000 39 $ 12,35$,000 , 480,OOQ • 18,539,000 
1,431 $2:45,000 $612,500 50 $ 12,25S,OOO • 367,500 • 18,388,000 
1,575 $180,000 $450,000 55 $ to,112,000 $ 270,000 $ 15,168,000 
2,105 $150.,000 $375,000 54 $ 8,032,000 $ 225,0.00 • 12,1)48,000 


379 $tOO,ooo $250,000 20 $ 2,019,000 $ 150,000 • 3,028.,000 


7,153 239 $ 53.,780.,0:00 • 8;0,671,000 


522,300 0 $ 
667,700 0 • 


1,190,000 0 • . 
239 $ 53,780.000 • 80,571,000 


0 • 
$ 53,780,000 • 60,671,0.00 


Scenario With 1,153 Housing Units • PlIaseo 


T_ Total t3} Total 
V~ofL.ot& Non-Taxable Property Tax 


"",,",-"'" Pl"OP'&ftY Yattn VafQatkm 


$ . $ $ , 22,5OCtOOO • (t500,OOO} , 21,OOO3X)ll 


• 30,898,000 $ (2,897,OOCi) !$ 25,001,000-, 30,645,000: $ (3,753,DOO} $ 2$,8-9:3,000 
$ Z$,2S0,OOO $ (4,212,000) $; 21,007,000' 


• 20,080,0'0'0 • {4,(l16,OOO} • 1t,064JlOO 


• 5,047,000 $ \1,Ot5JlOO} • 4,C32,OOO-


$ 134,451,000 • (17,394,000) $ 117,051,000 


• $ , 
• • • . 
$ $ • 
$. 134,451.000 • (17,394, COO) $ 117,057,000 


$ • • 
$ 134,451,000 $ (17,394,Oooj $ 117,057,000 


'., 







M3 ~ Eagle Development: 


Projected 
Property Tax Revenues 


Produet Type 


Resid!.!ntial: 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 
R·' 
R·' 
R·3 
R4 
Multl"family 


Total Residential 


Commercial; 
VCfMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential. Cumulative Values 


Commareia! • Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 
.. ~~-


Idaho Ec.onomics 
91Z6/200S 


--


Average 


Home 
VaIUe{1) 


$1,375,000 
$1.125,000 
$800,000 
$612,500 
$450,000 
$375,000 
$250,000 


$557,096 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Total 


Residential Average Re.sldential Total Est. Value of 


Lots or Lot Horn. Lot Sales Of Valuation Improvements 


Comm. Sq. Ft. Prlce(1) VaIUe{l) Comm.Sq. Ft LotSal~$ Per Lot (2, 


5 $550,000 $1,375,000 0 $ • 825,000 
574 $450,000 $1,125,000 20 $ 9,000,000 $ 675,000 


1,083 $320,000 $800,000 3' $ 12,359,000 • 480,000 
1,431 $245,000 $612,500 50 $ 12:253,000 • 367,500 
1,575 $180,000 $450,000 56 $ 10,112:,000 , 270,000 
2,106 $150,000 $375,000 54 $ 8ml,OOO $ 225,000 
379 $100,000 $250,000 21 $ 2,107,000 $ 150,000 


7,153 239 $ 53,8$8,000 


522,300 0 
667,700 0 


1,190,000 0 


478 • 107,648,000 


0 


$ 107,648,000 


Scenario WIth 7.153 HOtl$ing Units _ Pt13S~ 


Year 2 
Tolal ToUl Total (Sj T""" 


Vatue of Value of lot & Non-Taxable PmpertyTax 


Improvemenu. Improvement$ Property Value ValuatiOn 


$ $ • $ · • 13,500,000 $ 22,500,000 • (1,SOO,Q-OO} • 21,000,000 
$ 18,539,000 • 30,898,0'00 • (2.891,000) • 28,001,000 


• 18,388,000 • 30,646,000 • (3,753,000) $ 26):i'93,OOO 


• 15,16$,000 $ 25,280,000 • (4,213,000) $ 21,001,000 I 
$ 12,048,000 $ 20,080,000 $ {4,O16,OOO} $ 16,064,000 i 


$ 3,1$0,000 $ 5,267,000 $ (1,059,000) $ 4,20$,000 j 


$ 80,803,000 $ 134,871,000 $ i17.4Ui,OOO) $: 117,233,000 


I • • . $ · • , 


$ · $ $ · • 
• · $ $ · • · 
$ 161,474,000 $ 2:69,122,000 • (34,832,000) $ 234,290,000! 


• · • . • · • · ! 


$: 161,474.000 $ 269,122,000 • (34,832,000) $ 234,200,000 


E-8 







M3 • Eagle Development: 


Projected 
Property Tax Revenues 


ProductT pe 


Resi!!ential: 
AR 
RE • Residential £Stat" 
R-1 
R-2 
.·3 
R-4 
Mtllti~family 


Total Residential 


Commercial: 
VCIMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial - Cumulative Value.s 


Total« Cumulative Value 


IdahO Economics 
9/26/2008 


Average 


Home 


Value (1) 


$1,375,000 
$1,125,000 


$800,000 


$612,500 
$450,000 


$375,000 


$250,000 


$557,085 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Totar 


Residential Average Residential Tota! E$t. Vatue of 


lots or lot He ... Lcrt:Sales or Valuation Improvements 


Comm.$q.Ft.. Price- ~ 1) Value-Oj Comm. Sq. Ft Lot Sales fl>er Lot(2} 


5 $550.000 $1,375,000 1 , 550,000 , 8253)00 


574 $450,000 $1,125,000 30 $ 13,500,000 $ 675,000 


1,083 $320,000 $800,000 $, , 19,653,000 $ 480,000 
1,431 $245,000 $612:,500 ., $ 19]86,000 , 357,500 


1,575 S1S0,OOO $45Q,OOO 8. $ 15,800,000 $ 270,000 


2,105 $150,000 $375,000 125 $ 18,697,000 $ 225,000 


379 $100,000 $250,000 , , 578,000 , 150,000 


7,153 394 • 8U74,OOO 


522,300 0 


667,700 23,000 


1,190,000 23,000 


872 $ 19$,52:2/tOO 


23,000 


, 196,522,000 


Scenario Wilh 7,153 Hqusing Units - Phit$ed 


, 


Year 3 


rota' rota< Total (3) Total 


Va!uaof Vatue of Lot &, NOll-Taxabkt Property Tax 
fmptovementl Improvements. 


_v_ 
v_ 


• 825,000 , 1.375,000 , f7S,COO) • 1,300,000 
$ 20,250,000 , 33,750,000 $ (2.2:50,0001 , 31,500,000 


• 2:9,494,000 • 43,157,000 , (4,OOa,OOO, • 44,549.000 , 29,67$,000 $ 49A64,OOO , {6,O57,OOO} • 43,407,00<l 


$ 23,701,000 • 39,501,000 $ (o,sS4,OOO) • 32,9:17,000 


• 28,045,000 • 45,743,000 • (S,349,OOO) $ 37,394,000 


$ 1,3173)00 • 2,195,000 • \,441,000) • 1,754J1M 


$ 133,311,000 $ m,tBS,OOO • (29\364,000) S 19:L821,QiOIj' 


$ $ $ . $ 


• 4,500,000 $ 5,175,000 • $ 5,175,000 


$ 4,600,000 • 5,175,000 • . $ 5,175,000 


$ 294,765,000 S 491,30.7,000 $ (64,196,000) $ 427,111j2oo , 4,600,000 $ 5,175,000 $ $ 5, t75J)QO 


$ 299,385,000 $ 496,482,000 $ (64,196,000) $ 432,288,000 


E·' 







M3 ~ Eagle Oevelopment: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Besld2n!ial: 
AR 
RE - Residential Estates 


R·' 
R·' 
R.J 
R-4 
Multi·family 


Total Residential 


Commer~ial: 


VCIMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercia! - Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho EconomiCS 
9/2612008 


Total 


Average ReSidential 


Home Lots or 
Value(1} Comm. Sq, Ft 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 57' 
$600,00Q 1,08.3 


$612,500 1.431 
$450,000 1,575 


$375,000 2,100 


$250,000 379 


$557,086 7,153 


522,300 


667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 4 
Average Residential Total Est. Value of Total 


Lot Home Lot Sales or Valuation improvements Vatueof 
Price (1) Value (1) Comm. Sq. Ft, Lot Safes Per Lot (2) Improvements 


$550,000 $1,375,000 1 $ 483,000 • 825,000 • 724,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 32 $ 14,615,000 • 675,000 $ 21,923,000 
$320,000 $800,000 61 , 19,863,000 $ 48{),OQO $ 29,494,000 
$245,000 $612,500 81 $ 19,786,000 $ 367,500 $ 29,578,000 
$t80,OOO $450,000 88 $ 15,80Q,000 $ 270,000 $ 23,701,000 
5150,000 $375,000 125 • 18,697,000 $ 225,000 $ 2a,046,oOO 
$100,000 $250,000 9 $ 878.,000 $ 1$0,000 $ 1,317,000 


397 $ 89,922,000 • 134,883.000 


0 • 23,000 $ 4,600,000 


23,000 • 4,600,000 


1,259 $ 286,444,000 $ 429,668,000 


46,000 $ 9,200,000 


$ 28£,444,000 • 438,86$,000 


Scenario WIth 7,153 Housif'l9 Unns· Phased 


J 
Totat Totat (3) T_I I Value of Lot &. NQn..Taubk Property T a!ll 


Im_".. property Yatue Valuation I 


$ 1,207,000 $ {SS,OOO} $ 1,141,000 
$ 36,535,000 , {2.436,OOO} , 34,102.000 
$ 49,157,000 • (4,608,000) • 44,5A9,00Q 


$ 49,454,000 • (5,057,000) $ 43,407,001) 


$ 39,501,000 $ (5.5Il4,000) $ 32,9H,OOO 
$ 46,743J)OO $ (S,:}49,OOO) $ 37,394,000 
$ 2,195,00{} $ (441,000) $ 1}54,000 


$ 224,805,000 • (2'9,541,000) $ t9S,2M,Q.{)O 


• $ . • . 
• 5,175,000 • • 5,175,000 


$ 5,175,000 • . • 5,115,000 


$ 716,112,000 $ (93,737,QOO) $ 822,375,000 


$ 10,350,000 , $ to',350,000 


• 726,462,000 $ (9:3,731,0<X!) $ 632,725,000 
-~-.-.- '-- -- ---- -~-
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M3 • Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Resid2nMal: 
AR 
RS ~ Residential Estates 
R-1 
R-' 
R-l 
R .. 
Multi-family 


Total Residential 


Commers:ial: 
VC/MU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential w Cumulative Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/26/2008 


Total 


Average Residential 


Hom& Lots or 
VaIUe{l) Comm.SQ. Ft.. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 574 


$800,000 1,083 
$612,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 
$375,000 2,105-


'250,000 37. 


$557,088 7,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


YearS 
Average Residential Total Est Value of Total Total Total PI Tota' 


Lot H_ Lot Sates or Valuatio.n Improvem&nts Value of Value: o.f Lot .. frrkm-Tax:aJ:'tW Property Ta .• 
Price (1) Value (1) Comm.Sq, Ft. Lot SalC1J Per lot(2j Immovements -- Property Vallull Vat_ 


$550,000 SU75,OOO 1 $ 483,000 $ 8.2'5,000 • 724,000 $ 1,207,000 • (6$,000; • 1.141,000 
$450,000 $1.125,000 32 $ 14,815,000 $ 675,000 • 21,923,000 $ 36,538,000 • {2,~S,OOO:f $ 34,102.1)00 
$320,000 $800,000 61 $ 19<663,000 • 480',000 $ 29,494,000 $ 49,157,000 • {4,SOe,OOO} $ 44,549,000 
$245,000 $612,500 81 $ 19.786,000 $ 367,500 $ 2lHi.78,OOO $ 49,454,000 • {S,057,OOO} $ 43.407,000 
$180,0000 $450,000 8a $ 15,800,000 $ 270,000 • 2:U01,OOO $ 39,501,000 $ (6.84,000) $ 32)317,000-
$150,000 $375,000 125 • 18.697,000 $ 225,000 $ 23,046,000 $ 46,743,000 $ (9,349,000) • 37,3:94J,100 
"00,000 $250,000 , • 878,000 • 150,000 • 1,317,000 $ 2,1%,000 $ {44t,OCO} , 1,754,001) 


397 • 89,922,000 $ 134,SS3,OOO , 224,805,000 • {29,541,OOO} • 195,2$4,000 


0 $ $ $ $ -
23,000 $ 4)IDO,OOO $ 5,175,000 $ $ 5,175,000 


23,000 $ 4,600,000 $ 5,175,000 $ $ 5,175,000 


1,666 $ 376,366,000 $ 5S4,551Jl'OO $ 940,917,000 $ (123.278,000) $ 817,539,000 


69,000 • 13,800,000 $ 15,525,000 $ • 15,525,000 


$ 376,366,000 • 578,351,000 , 955,442',000 $ (123,27tLOOO, $ 8:33,t&4)Xli) 


St-enano With 1,153 Housing Units ~ Phased E·11 







M3 ~ Eagle Development; 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Residential: 
AR 
RE - Residential Estates 


R·' 
R·' 
R·' 
R4 
Multi~family 


Tota! Residential 
~ 


Commereial: 
VCIMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commerclal ~ CumulatiVe Values 


Total- Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/26f2Q08 


Total 


Average Residential 


Home Lots or 
Value (1) Comm.Sq,Ft. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125.000 574 
$800,000 1,083 
$612,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,515 
$315,000 2,106 
$250,000 379 


$551,086 7,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


YearS , 


Avarage Resident!al Total Est. Value of Total Total Total (3} Tota} : 


Lot Home Lot Sales or Valuation Improvements Value of Value of Lot & Non-Taxable Property Tax 
Price (1) Value (1) Comm. Sq. Ft. Lot Sales Per Lot(2} I.."",.,..,. ... Improvert'l9nts Property Vatue Valuation 


$550,000 $1,375,OOQ 1 $ 4$3,000 $ 825,000 S 724,00{) $ 1.201,000 $ (6S)!OO) $ 1,141.000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 32 $ 14,615,000 $ 675,000 $ 21,923,000 • 36,538,000 • (2A35,000) • 34,102,000 
$320,000 $800,000 61 S 19,663,000 • 480,000 $ 29,494,000 • 49,157,000 • (4,605,000) $ 44,549,000 
$245,000 $612,500 B1 $ 19,785,000 $ 367,500 • 29,678,000 $ 49,464,000 • (S,057,000) $ 43,40'7,000-
$180,000 $450,000 68 $ 15,800.000 $ 270,000 $ 23,701,000 $ 39,501,000 $ (6,584,OOO) $ 32,917,000 
$150,000 $375,000 125 $ 18,697,000 $ 225,000 • 28,046,000 $ 4£.743,000 $ {9,349,OOO} $ 37,394.000 
$100,000 $250.000 9 $ 878,000 $ 150,000 $ 1,317,000 $ 2,195,000 • (441.000) $ 1,754,000 


397 $ 89,922,000 • 134,863,000 • 224,805,DOO $ {29.541,000} $ 195,264,000 


0 $ . $ $ $ . 
23,000 $ 4,600,000 • 5,175,000 $ . $ 5,175,000 


23,000 $ 4,600,000 $ 5,175,000 S $ 5,175,000 


2,063 $ 466,288,000 $ 699,434,000 $ t,165,722,000 $ (152,819,000) $ 1,012,903,000 


92,000 $ 18,400,000 $ 20,700,000 $ $ 20,700,000 


• 466,288,000 • 717,834,000 $ 1,186,422,000 $ (152,819,000) $ 1,033,603,000 


Scenariu With 7,153 Housing Units. Phased E·12 







M3 • Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Residential; 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 


R·' 
R·' 
R·3 
R-4 
Mufti-family 


Total Residential 


C m erci I: 
VCfMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Re$ldential • Cumulative Values. 


Commercial ~ Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
912612008 


Total 


Average Residential 


"" ... Lots or 
Value (1) Comm,$q. Ft. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 574 
$800,000 1,083 
$612,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 
$375,000 2,106 


$250,000 379 


$557,086 7,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 7 
Avtlrage Res~ntial Total Est. Valu(!cof TlOtal 


Lot Hom, Lot Sales 01' Valuation Improv&me1l1:$ Value of 
Price (1) Value(1} Comm Sq. Ft Lot Sales Per Lot(2} _erne'" 


$550,000 $1,375,000 2 $ 966,000 $ 825,000 $ 1.448,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 32 $ 14220:,000 $ 675,000 • 21,331,000 
$320,000 $800,000 ., $ 19.5633)00 • 480,000 • 2$,494,000 


$245,000 $612,500 81 • 1U86,OOO $ 3£7,500 • 29,&78,000 
$180,000 $450,000 89 $ 15"':58,000 • 270,OOD $ 23,938,000 
$150,000 $375,000 12. , 18,829,000 $ 225,000 $ 28-,;:43,000 


$100,000 $250,000 7 $ 702,000 $ 150,000 $ 1,053,000 


397 $ 00,124,000 $ 155,185,000 


0 $ 
23,000 $ 4,$00,000 


23,000 • 4,600,000 


2,459 $ 556,412,000 • 834,619,000 


115,000 • 23,000,000 


• 556,412,000 $ 557,619,000 
-


ScenariQ W'lth 7,153 Housing Units· PilllS1:d 


Total Tota! f3} Total 


Value of Lot &. Noft. Taxable Property Tax 


_0""""'''' Property vatue Vahntkm 


$ 2,414,000 5 (fS:'LCOO} $ 2~2,OOQ 


$ 35,551,000 • (Z,37Q,OOO) • :l'J, t81,000 


• 49JS7,COO: • (4,OOS,COO} • 44,549,000 


• 4$,4£.4,000 • (5,057,000) • 43,407,1.100 
$ 39,8ge,OOO $ (6JJ49,OOO} $ 33,247,000 
$ 47,072,000 $ (S,4t4))OO} • 37,656J)00 
$ 1,755,000 • (35-3,000) $ 1,40:2,000 


$ 225,309,000 $ (l9,SSl,OOO) $ 195,12$,000 


• - $ $ . 


• 5,175,000 $ $ 5,175,000 


$ 5,175,000 • . $ 5,175,000 


• 1,391,031,000 $ {'I82A02,OOO} $ 1,208,62:9,000 


• 25,875,000 • $ 25,575,000 


$ 1,415,006,000 $ {182.402,000) $ t,234,504,000 


E·13 







M3 • Eagle Development: 


Projected 
Property Tax Revenues 


Product Type 


Residential: 
AR 
RE ~ Residential Estatt!:s 


R·1 


R·' 
R-3 
R-4 
Multi~family 


Total Residential 


Commercia!: 
VC/MU 
RE 


Tota! Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/26/2008 


Average 


Home 
Value (1) 


$1,375,000 


$1,125,000 


$800,000 
$512,500 
$450,000 


$375,000 
$250,000 


$557,086 


M3 Eagle Development Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Total YearS 
Residential Average Residential Total Est. Value of Total 


Lots or Lot Home lot Sales or Valuation Improvements Value of 


Comm. Sq, Ft. Price (1) Value (1) Comm. Sq. Ft. Lot Sales Per Lot (Z) Improvenwnt.:s 


5 $550.000 $1,375,000 0 $ - $ 825,000 
574 $450,000 $1,125,000 39 $ 17,550,000 $ 675,000 $ 28,325,000 


1,083 $320,000 $800,000 69 $ 22,191,000 $ 480,000 $ 33,286,000 
1,431 $245,000 $612,500 92 $ 22,581,000 $ 367,5QO $ 33,872,000 
1,575 $180,000 $450,000 102 $ 18,328,000 $ 270,000 $ 27,493,000 
2,106 $150,000 $375,000 168 $ 25,149,000 $ 225,000 $ 37,723,000 
37. $100,000 $250,000 45 $ 4.477,000 $ 150,000 $ 5,715,000 


7,153 515 $ 110,2'75,000 , 165,414,000 


522,300 36,500 $ 7,300,000 
667,700 38,500 $ 7,700,00:0 


1,190,000 75,000 $ is,OOO,OOO 


2,974 $ 668,888,000 $1,000,033,000 


190,000 $ 38,000,000 


$ 665,688.000 $ 1,038,033,000 


Scenario With 7,153 Housing Units - Philised 


Total Total (3). Total 


Value of lot & Non~Taxabte PmpertyTax 


Improvements Property Value Valuation 


$ 43,875,000 $ (2,925,OOO} , 40,950,000 


$ 55,477.000 $ (5,ZQ1,Qoo) $ 50,276,000 


• 55,453,000 $ (6,913,000) $ 49,540.000 


$ 45.821,000 $ (7,637,000) $ 38,184,000 
$ 62,872,000 $ (12,574.000) $ 50,293,000 


$ 11,192,000 $ (2,250,000) • 8,S42,OQO 


• 275,6S0,000 $ (3.7,500,000 $ , 238,190,000 


$ 8.212,500 $ - $ 8,212,500 
$ 8,662.500 $ • 8,662,500 


$ 16,675,000 $ • 16,1'$75,000 


$ 1,666,721,000 $ (219,902,000) $ 1,446,819,000 


$ 42,750,000 $ • 42,750,000 


• 1,709,471,000 $ (219,002,000) $ 1,489,569,000 
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M3 ~ Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


R£sidential: 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 


R-1 
R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
Multi-family 


Total Residential 


Commercial: 
VC/MU 
RE 


Total Commerelal 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values 


Total- Cumulative- Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/26/2008 


Tota' 
Average- Re$idenUal 


Home Lots or 
VaIU9(1) Camm. Sq. Ft. 


$1.375,000 • 
$1,125,000 .7, 
$800,000 1,083 


$612,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 


$37S,000 2,'06 
$250,000 m 


$557,086 7,153 


S22,3OO 
567,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 9 
Average Resld&ntial Total Est. Value of Tota' Tota' Total Pi Toto' 


Lot Ho"", Lot Sales Qr Valuation fmproveme-na ValuEtof Value of Lot & Non.,Tuabfe Property Tax 
Price {I) Value (1) Comm Sq, Ft. Lot Sales PNLot(Z) Improvements fmproWme:ntI$ 


_rtyV_ 
Vatu:aUon 


$550,000 $1,375.000 0 • - • 825,000 
$4$0,000 $1.125.000 39 • 17.5S{),OOO $ 675,OQO $ 26.325J)00 • 43,875,000 • (2,SZS,OOO} • 4(},9S0,OOO 
$320,000 $800,000 69 • 22,191,000 • 480,000 • 33,28$,000 • 55,471,000 • C5,Z01,COOj • 50,2:16,000 
$2:45,000 $612,500 92 $ 22;,581,000 • 367,500 $ 33,87.2,000 • 55.453,000 • {5,913,QOO} • 49,540,000 
$180,000 $450,000 ,o2 • 18,321},QOO • 270.,000 • 27,493,000 $ 4S,a2~,OOO • (7,&37,000) • 3a, t84,000 
$150,000 $375,000 1 •• $ 25,149,000 • 225,000 • 37,723,000 • 62,812,000 $ (1.:t574,COO} • 5O,2Sa,COO 
$100,000 $250,000 45 • 4,4nOOQ • 150,000 • 6,7HLOOO • 11, H~Z,OOO • f2,250,OOO} • 8,$42,000 


Sl~ • ttO,276,000 • 165,414,000 • 275,600,000 • (37,500,000 • 238, tOO,OOO 


36,500 $ 7,300,000 • 8,212,-&00 • $ 8,212,500 
38.500 • 7,700,000 • 8,65'2,500 • • s,eS<LSoo 


75,000 • 1S,000,000 • 11),815,000 • • 1$,5'75,001) 


3,489 $ 775,964,000 $ 1.165,447,00{) • 1,942,411,000 $ (257 AOZ3JOO} $ 1):585,009,000 


255,000 • 53,000,000 $ 59,625,000 • , 59,52'5.000 


S 776,9£4,000 $ 1,218,447,000 • 2,002,036,000 $ {257,402,OOO} $ t ,744,634,000 


ScenariQ With 7,153 HOUl$lnq Units· Phastld £H5 







M3 - Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


RE!sidim!ia!; 
AR 
RE • RE!sidentJai Estates 


R·' 
R·' 
R-3 
R4 
Multi.famlly 


1--' 
Total RE!sidential 


C2mm!rgia!i 
VC/MU 


RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial ~ Cumulative Values 


Total· CumulatiVE! Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/2&/2008 


" 


Total 


Average Rosldential 


Home Lots or 
Vatue(1) Comm. Sq. Ft. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1.125,000 57' 
$800,000 1,083 
$$12,500 1,431 
$450,000 1,575 
$375,000 ~t06 


S250,000 379 


$557,086 7,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 10 
Average ResjdentlaJ Tota! Est. Value- of Total Total Totat{3} Total I 


Lot HomE! Lot Sales or Valuation !mpt"ovements Vatue of Value of Lot & N:on·Taxabbt PropertyTax ! 
Price (1) VaIU6(1) Comm, Sq. Ft. Lot Sales Per Lot(2} Improvement.$ bTtprovements Property Value Vatudo-n I 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 $ . $ 825,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 39 $ 17,550,000 $ 675,000 $ 26,325,000 • 43,875,000 $ (2,925,QOO} • 40,9$0,000 
$320,000 $800,000 •• $ 22,191,000 , 480,000 • 33,2&5,000 $ 55,477.000 • (5,201,000, • 50,276,000 
$245,000 $612,500 92 S 22,581,000 • 367,500 S 33,872,000 S 55,453,000 • (5,S13,OOO) $ 49,54."'000 
$180,000 $450,000 t02 S 18,328,000 • 270.000 • 27,493,000 • 45,821,000 • (7,6:37,000) $ 38,184,000 
$150,000 $375,000 t •• • 25,149,000 $ 225,000 $ 37,723,000 • 62,87aooo • (l2,574,OOO) • Si):,Z98,OOO 
$100,000 $250,000 4' $ 4,477.000 $ 1Si):,000 S 5,715,000 $ 11,192,000 • (2,250,000) $ 8,9:42,000 


, 


515 $ 110,276, 000 • 165,414,000 $ 275,690,000 • {37,SOO,00Q $ 238,100,000 


36,500 • 7,300,000 • 5,212,500 • • 8,212,500 
38,500 • 7,700,000 • 8,662,500 • . , 8,002,500 


75,000 S 15,000,000 $ 16,575,000 $ - $ 15,87-5,000 


4,004 • 887,240,000 $ 1,330,861,000 $ 2,218,101,000 $ (294.002,000) $ t,923,199,O'OO 


340,000 $ 68,000,000 $ 76,500,000 $ $ 75,500,000 


S 88'7,240,000 $ 1,398,651,000 $ 2.294,601,000 $ (Z94,OOZ,OOO} $ 1,999,69:9,000 


Scenario With 7,153 Housing Units· Phased E·16 







M3 ~ Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenu •• 
Product Type 


Residan!ial: 
AR 


RE " Residential Estates 
R-1 
R-2 


R-3 
R-< 
Multl.family 


Total Residential 


Commercial; 
VCIMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values 


Tota! - Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics, 
9f26/2008 


Total 


A."a~ Residential 


Home Lots or 
Value (1) Comm.Sq. Ft. 


$1,375.000 5 
$1,125,000 57. 
$800,000 1,083 
$612,500 1,431 


$450.000 1,575 
$375,000 2,106 
$250,000 379 


$557,086 7,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 11 
Average Residentia! Total Est. Vatla of Totat 


Lot Home Lot Safes or Valuation ImproviltMnts Value of 
Price (1) Value (1) comm.Sq,Ft Lot Sales Per Lot (2) Improvements 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 $ $ 825.000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 39 5 17,550,000 5 675,000 $ 26,325,000 
$,120,000 $800,000 59 5 22,191.000 5 480,000 • 33,286,000 


$245,000 $612,500 92 $ 22,581,000 $ 357,500 $ 33,572,000 
$180,000 $450,000 102 , 18,32B,000 $ 270,000 , 27.493,000 
$150,000 $375,000 168 $ 25,149,000 $ 225,000 $ 37,123,000 
$100,000 $250,000 45 $ 4,477.000- $ 1$0,000 , $,715,000 


515 $ 110,276,000 • 16$,414,000 


36,500 $ 7,300,000 
38,500 • 7,700,000 


75,000 • 15,000,000 


4,519 $ 997,515,000 $ 1.496,275,000 


415,000 $ 83,000,000 


$ 997,516,000 $ 1,579,275,000 
. 


$r...enario::> With 1,1$3 Housing Un!!5· Phased 


T""'I Total(3) Total 


Value of Lot &. Non~ Taxable Properly Tax 


Impro'ltU'1'l&t1t:ll 
P_V_ 


Valuation 


, 


$ 43,875,000 • (2,9:2S,ooQ} 5 40,950,000 
5 55,477,000 5 (5201,OOO) 5 50,2l6,COO 
$ 56,45$,000 5 (6,913,OOO} $ 4:9-,540,000 
$ 45,821,000 $ (7,637,000) 5 38,184,000-


$ 6Z,S7VlOO 5 (t2,574,000) , 50,291;1:))00 
$ 11,192,000 $ {2,2SO,OOO) $ e,942,(){to 


• 275,600,000 $ (37,50Q,000) 5 238,100,001) 


• 6,212,500 $ $ S,2t2,~: 
$ 8,562,500 • • 8,652,500 , 16,875,000 • - , 16,875,000 


$ 2,493,791,000 $ (332A02,000} $ 2,16.1,389,000 


• 93.375,000 • • 93,375,000 : 


$ 2,567,166,000 S (332A,02,OOO) L~2.254,7$4,OOO j 
.. , 


Ew11 







M3 - Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


~~sidential; 


A' 
RE " Residential Estates 


R·' 
R·' 
R·3 


'-4 
Multi-family 


Total Residential 


g.Q!!lmercilli2 
VCiMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential» Cumulative Values 


Commercial. Cumulative Values 


Total - Cumulative Value 
~-~- ~~~-- .. --~-----


Idaho Economics 
9/26(2008 


Total 


Average Residential 


Home Lots or 
Value (1) Comm. Sq. Ft. 


$1,375,000 • 
$1,125,000 574 
$800,000 1,083 
$612,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,57S 
$375,000 2,106 
$250,000 379 


$557,086 :,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 12 
Average Residential Tota! Est.. Value of Tota' Total Total(3) Tota. 


Lot Home lot Sales or Valuation Improvements Value of Value of Lot & Non-Taxable Property Tax 
Prlce (1) Value (1) Comm, $q,FL Lot Sales Per Lot (2) Improvements Improvements Property Value Valuation 


$550,000 $1,375,000 Q $ $ 825,000 
$450,000 $U25,OOO 39 $ 17,550,000 $ 675,000 $ 26.325,(}00 • 43,875,000 • (2,925,000) • 40,950,000 
$320,000 $800,000 69 $ 22,191,000 $ 480,000 $ 33,286,000 $ 55,477,000 $ (S,201,OOO) • 50,276,000 
$245,000 $612,500 91 $ 22,295,000 • 367,500 • 33,443,000 $ 55,738,000 $ (6,825,000) • 48,913,000 
$180,000 $450,000 102 • 18,32B,000 $ 2'10,000 $ 27,493,000 $ 45,821,000 $ (7,S37,OOO} • 35,184,000 
$150,000 $375,000 169 $ 25,350,000 $ 225,000 $ 38,025,000 • 63,375,000 $ {12,675,OOO} $ 50,700,000 
$100,000 $250,000 4' $ 4,477,000 $ 150,000 $ 6,715,000 • 11,192,000 $ (2,250,OQO) $ 8,942,000 


.,5 S 110,191,000 S 165,2E"1.000 • 275,478,000 $ (37,513,OOO) $ 237,965,000 


36,500 $ 7,300,000 $ 8,212,500 $ . $ 8,212,500 
38,500 $ 7,700,000 $ 8,662,500 $ • 8,662,500-


75,OQO $ 15,000,000 $ 16,875,000 $ • 16)375,000 


5,034 $ 1,107,707,000 $ 1,561,582,000 $ 2,769,269,000 S {369,915,OOO} $ 2,399,354,000 


490,000 $ 98.,000,000 $ 110,250,000 $ $ 110,250,000 
-


$ 1,107,707,000 $ 1,759,562,000 $ 2,879,519,000 $ (369,915,aoO) $ 2,509,604,000 , ~ ~ . , .-


Scenario With 7,153 Houmng Units· PhaMd E~1S 







M3 • Eagle Development: 
Projected Avengc 


Property Tax Revenues Home 


Product ... Value {1} 


Re!ldential: 
AR $1,375,000 


RE • Residcntial Estates $1,125,000 


0·' $800,000 


R·2 $612,500 


R-3 $450,000 


R-4 $375,000 
Multi-family $250,000 


Tetal Rcsldential $557,086 


Commercial: 
VClMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Re$ldential - Cumulative Values 


Cemmetelal - Cumulative Values 


Total- Cumulative Value 
-.-~ --~ 


Idaho Economics 
9126/2D08 


Total 


Re-sldentlal 


Lots or 


Corom. Sq, Ft. 


5 


57' 
1,083 
1,431 
1,575 
2,106 
379 


7,153 


522,300 


567,700 


1,190,000 


---_.-


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 13 
Average Residential Total Est. Value of T .... 


T_ 
Total (3) Total 


L.t Ho",. Lot Sale.s Ot Valuation !mprove~ Value of Value of Lot & Non-Taxable ~Ta. 
PrI(;:e{1) VaIUe(l) Comm, Sq. Ft. Lot Sales Per Lot(2} !mprovementls ImpntVementli • ~V.!w!t Valuation 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 $ $ 325,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 32 $ 14,220,000 $ 6-7$,000 • 21,331,000 $ 35.5$1,000: $ (2,370,OOO} $ 33,18-1,000 
$320,000 $800,000 59 $ 18,S20,000 $ 4BOpOO $ 2$,230,000 $ 47.050,000 • (4A1'LOOO) $ 4;tS::t9),)OO 


$245,000 $612,500 78 $ 19,140,000 $ 381,500 $ 28,711,000 • 47,851,000 • (5,859,000) $ 41,992,000 
$180,000 $450,000 86 $ 15,4S4,OOQ , 270,000 • Z3Z!7,000 • 38,711,000 • (6AS2,000) $ 32,2:5-9,000 
$150,000 $375,000 107 $ 16,064,000 $ 225,000 $ 24,096,000 $ 40,16f\OOO $ (8J)32,OOO) $ 32,12.8,000 
$100,00() $250,000 14 • 1AOC,oon $ 150.000 $ 2,100,000 • 3,500,000 • (104.0001 $ 2,796:,000 


376 $ 55,128,000 $ 127,$$5,00{) $ 212,82'3,000 • (27,828,000) $ 184,995,000 ' 


57,300 • 11,460,000 $ 12,892,SOO • $ 12,8:92,500 
55,400 $ 11,000,000 $ 12.465,000 • $ 12.465,000 


112,700 • Zt540,OOO $ 25,357,50(1 • . • 25.3-57,500 


5,409 $. 1,192,$35,000 $ 1,789,257,000 • 2,002.002,000 $: {397,743,OOO} • :;t584,349,OOO 


602,700 $ 12Q,S40,OOO S 135,6{)7,5OO S $ t35,607,500 


$ U92,835,000 $ 1,SOS,797,OQa $ 3,t17,6S9,50{l $ {397,743,00Q $ 2,71$,956,500 
---~- - ~-


Scenario With 7,1$3 Housingliolt$ - PllaSM E·19 







M3 - Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Residential; 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 


R·' 
R·2 
R-3 


R-4 
Multi-family 


Total Residential 


Commerci,\ili 
VClMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial ~ Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/26/2008 


Total 


Average Residential 


Homo LotS-Qr 


VaIUe(1) Comm. Sq. Ft. 


$1,375.000 5 


$1,125,000 574 
$800,000 1,083 


$612,500 1,431 
$450,000 1,575 


$375,000 2,106 
$:250,000 37" 


$557,086 7,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


MJ Eagle Development. DetaU of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 14 
Average Residential Total Est. Value of Total Total Total l3l Tota' 


Lot Home l.ot Sales Of Valuation Impl'Ovement$ Value of Value of l.ot &. Non~ T axabUit Property Tax 
Price (1) Value (1) Comm. Sq. Ft. Lot Sales Per Lot (2) Improve.tl"lents. ............ "'" PropertY Value Valuation 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 $ • 825,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 30 $ 13,500,000 $ 675,000 $ 20,250,000 $ 33,750,000 • (2,2SO,OOO) • 31.500,000 
$320,000 $800,000 " • 18,820,000 • 480,000 • 28 . .230,000 $ 47,050,000 • (4,4H,ooo) • 42)539:,000 
$245,000 $$12,500 78 • 19,140,000 • 367,500 • .28,711,000 • 47,351,000 • (5,8S9,OOO) $ 4t,9iROOO 
$160,000 $450,000 86 $ 15,484,OOU $ 270,000 • 23,221,000 • 3B,711,OOO $ {6,452J)00) $ 32,259,000 
$150,000 $375,000 107 $ 16,064,000 $ 225,000 $ 24,096,000 $ 40,160,000 $ (S,{}32,Ooo) $ 32,128,000 
$100,000 $250,000 17 $ 1,668,000 $ 150,000 $ 2,502,000 $ 4,170,000 • (li38,000) $ 3,332,000 


377 $ 84,676,000 • 127,016,000 • 211,592,000 $ (27,842,000) • 183,850,000 


53,100 • 10,620,000 $ 11,947,500 • $ 11,947,500 
51,300 $ 10,260,000 • 11,542,500 , • 11,542.500 


104,400 $ 20,880,000 • 23,490,000 $ • 23,490,000 


5,786 $ 1,277,511,000 $ 1,916,273,000 $ 3,193,784,000 S {425,585,OOO} $ veS,199,000 I 
707,100 $ 141,420,000 $ 159,097,500 $ • 159,091,500 ! 


$ 1,2'77,511,000 $ 2,057,693,000 $ 3,352,881,5{)O $ (425,5S5,000) $ 2,927,200,500 


Scenario With 1, 153 Housing Units. Phased E·20 







M3 • Eag'e Development; 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product • 


Residential: 


A" 
RE • Residential Estates 


"., R., 
"·3 
R-4 
MuHMamily 


Total Residential 


Comm!!!1Ii!I: 
VCIMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential" Cumulative Values 


Commercial - Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/26/Z008 


T ... , 


Average Residential 


Home Lots Of" 


Value (1) Comm. Sq. Ft. 


$1.375,000 5 
$1,125,000 574 
$800,000 US3 


$61:2.500 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 
$375,000 2,105 


$2:50,000 379 


$557,086 7. ~53 


522,300 


667,700 


1,190,000 


, 


M3 Eagle Development: Oetail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 15 
Average Residential Total Est Value of Total 


Lot Home Lot Sates or Valuation Improvement) Value of 
Price (1) Va!ue(l} Comm,Sq. Ft. Lot Sal~ Per Lot{2l lmprov~ 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 $ $ 825,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 32 • 14,220,000 $ 875,000 • 2,-331,000 
$320,000 $800,000 59 $ '8,820,000 $ 480,000 • 28,230,000 
$2:45,000 $612,500 78 • 19,"140,000 $ 367,SOO , 28,711,000 


$180,000 $450,000 8S S 15,484,000 $ 270,000 • 23227,000 
$150,000 $3-75,0(10 107 • 16,064,000 • 225,000 • 24,096,ooe 
$100,000 $250,000 17 , 1,668,000 $ 150,000 $ 2502,000 


37a • 85,396,000- $ 12:$,097,000 


53,100 • to,620,000 
51,300 • 10,2$0,000 


1G4,4QO • 2(},&&O,000 


6,104 $ 1,362,007,000 $ 2,044,3700,000 


811,500 • 162,300,000 


-
$ 1,362,907,000 $ 2,206,670,000 


St;.enllri() With 7,15.3 HO-Usi1l9 Units, Phased 


T_ ToW (3) Total 


Value of lot & Non-taxable Property Tax 


Imp"""",,.- PropettyVatue Valuation 


$ 35,551,000 S t2,370J'JOO} • 33,18.1,000 
$ 47,050,000 $ (4,411))OO) $ 42)33.9))00 


$ 47,851,000 $ (5,S-S9,Ooo) $ 41J}S2,OOD: 
$ 33;111,000 $ (5Atr2,OOO) • 32,:a.s.g.,COO 


• 40,150,000 • (8,Ol2,OOO) • 32J28,OOO 
$ 4,170,000 • {S38,Ooo} $ 3,33-2,,000 


• 2'13,4$2):)00 $ (27,962,000 • tSS,$3tOOO 


$ 11,947,500 • . $ 11,947,500 


$ 11,542,500 • • 11,542,500 


$ 23,4$0,000 $ $ 23A$C,OOO 


• 3,407,2'77,000 .$ {4S3,547,ooO} $; 2,953,730,0:00 


• 182,587,500 • • 182,58:7,500 I 


$ 3,589,864,500 $ (453,547,000,) • 3, t35,317,500 
~ ---------- L-~. --~ -~--- .. -.-- ..... -


E-zt 







M3 ~ Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Residential: 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 
R-1 


R·Z 


R·' 
R-4 
Multi-family 


Total Residential 


Commercial: 
VClMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economws 
9/26{2008 


Tota' 
A.verage- Rlt$idential 


Home Lots or 
Value(1} Con'tm. Sq. Ft. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 574 
saw,ooo 1,083 


$612,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 
$375,000 2.106 
$250,000 379 


$557,Oru; 7,1p3 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


, 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 16 
Average Residential Tota! Est. Value of Total Tota' Total {3:) Total 


Lot Home Lot Safes or Valuation Improvementll Ya!ueof Value of Lot & Non·Tuabte Property Tax 
Price (1) Value (1) Comm. Sq, Ft, Lot Sales Per Lot (2) """'"" .... "'" Improvements. 


_v_ 
v_ 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 $ $ 825,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 32 $ 14,220,000 $ 675,000 • 21,33tCQO • 35,551,000 • (2,37(),OQO) • 33,18t,000 
$320,000 $800,000 59 $ 18,820,000 $ 480,000 $ 28,230,000 • 47,050,000 $ (4.4i1,OOO} $ 42.639,000 
$245,000 $612,500 78 $ 19,140,000 $ 367,500 $ 28,711,000 $ 47JJ$1,OOO $ (5,85((000) $ 4t,992:,000 
$180.000 $450JJ{)O 86 $ 15,484,000 $ 270,000 $ 23,227,000 $ 38,711,000 $ (6,452,000) • 32,259,000 
$150,000 $375,000 107 $ 16,054,000 $ 225,000 • 24,096,000 $ 40,160,000 $ (a,OS2,COO) $ 32.128.000 
$100,000 $250,000 12 $ 1,200,000 $ 150,000 $ 1,800,000 S 3,000,000 $ (603,000) • 2,3£17,000 


374 $ 84,928,000 $ 127,395,000 $ 212,323,000 $ (27,727,OOO} • 1tRSga,OOO 


53,100 $ 10,620,000 $ 11.947,500 $ • 11,947,500 
51,300 $ 10,260,000 $ 11,54",500 $ $ 11,542:,500 


1Q4AOO $ 20,880,000 $ 23,490,000 $ . • 23,400,000 


6,538 $ 1,447,835,000 $ 2,171,765,000 $ 3.&19,600,000 $ (481,274,000) $ 3,1:38,326,000 


915,900 $ 183,180,000 $ 2:00,077,500 $ $ 205,077,500 


$ 1,447,835,000 $ 2,354,945,000 $ 3,825,6n5OO $ (481,274,000) S 3,:144,403,500 
.- . . .. _- ._--- --------


Scenario With 7,153 HOWling Units" Phased E-22 







M3 • Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Prodm:tTy 


Residential: 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 
R-1 .-, 
R-J .... 
Multi-family 


Tot:!!1 Residential 


Coroma~j!!l; 
VCiMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial ~ Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economies 
9/26/2008 


Total 


Average Residential 


Home Lots or 


Value (1) Comm.Sq, FL 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 574 
$800,000 1,083 
$612,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 


$375,000 2,106 


$250,000 '" 


$557,085 7,153, 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 17 
Average Resld&ntlal Total Est. Value of Total 


Lot H .... Lot Saies or Valuation Improvernants VaJuecf 
Prk:e(1) Value (1) Comm. Sq. Ft.. Lot Salas Per Lot (Z) Improvements 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 , - , 825,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 32 , 14,220,000 $ 575,000 • 21.331,000 
$320,000 $800,000 59 S 18,82{tOOO $ 480,000 $ 2;G.230.c}OO 
$245,000 $612,500 78 $ 19,140.,00() S 36.7,500 S 2!Ul1,OOO 


$180,000 $450,000 85 $ 15;f84,OOO • 270,000 $ 23,227,000 
$150,000 $375,000 107 • 16,004,000 $ 225,000 $ 24)J96,OOO 
$100,000 $2:50,000 12 $ 1,200,000 • 150,000 $ 1,800,000 


374 , 84,928,000 • 127,395,000 


53,100 $ 10.620,000 
51,300 $ 10,250,000 


104,400 $ 2O,8S0,OOO 


6,912 $ 1,532,763,000 $ 2,299,160,000 


1,020,300 • 204,0£0,000 


$ 1,532.763,000 $ 2,5Q3,220,000 


~lffiario With 7,153 Housiog Untb· Phased 


Total TQtat (a} Total 


Value of Lot &. Non-Tax-abht Pmp&rty Tax 


tmprov'tlfru).nts "_V .... v_ 
• 35,551,000 • {2,370.oo0} s 3-3,l$1,(rOO 
$ 47,050,000 • (4At'lJXlO} • 42,$31}JXh1 


S 47,8S1,lJOO • (S,as'a,oOO} • 41};92,OOO 
$ 38,711,000 • {S.452,QOO} S 32,2:59,000 


• 40,1$0,000 • (8,032jlOOl • S:t128,OOO 
$ 3JKlQ,OOO $ (OOM"") • 2~7J}('tU 


$ 212,323,000 • (27,72:7,000) $ f84,59S,Oi'lO 


$ 11,947,500 $ S 11,947,SOO 
$ 11,542:,500 $ - • 11,542,500 


• 23.490,000 $ • ZMOO,OOO 


• 3,831,923,000 $: (500J)01,00(l) $ 3,32~S2::2,OOO 


$ 229,5&7,500 • • 229,567,500 


$ 4,001,490,500 $ (S09,OOtOOO) $ 3,5$2,489,500 


£-2:1 







M3 ~ Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
Product Type 


Rcsid!lntial: 
AR 
RE • Residential Estates 
R-1 
R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
Multi~family 


Tota! Residential 


Commercial: 
VC/MU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· CumulatiVe Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values 


Total ¥ Cumulative Value 
--- ---


Idaho Economics 
9/26f200S 


Total 


Average Residential 


Home Lots. or 
Value (1) Comm.Sq. Ft. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 574 
S300,000 1,083 
$612,500 1.431 
$450,000 1,575 


$375,000 2,106 
$250,000 379 


$557,086 7,153 


522,300 
657,700 


1.190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 18 
Average Resktentia! Total Est. Value of Total Total Total (3} Total 


lot Ho"", Lot Sales (If Valuation Improvements Value Of Value of Lot & Non~Taxabtc property Tax 
PriCC(1) Value(1) Comm.Sq. FL Lot Sales Per Lot (2) Improvements Improvement$ ~Value Vafuatkln 


$550,000 $1,375,000 0 , - $ 825,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 8 , 3,600,000 • 675,000 $ 5,400J)OO • 9,000,000 • (600,000) • 8,4oo/Joo 
$320,000 $800,000 19 • 6,180,000 $ 480,000 • 9,270,000 $ 15,450,000 $ (1,448,000) $ 14.002,00'0 
$245,000 $612,500 25 $ 6,237,000 • 367,500 • 9,355,0000 • 15,592,000 $ (i,909,OOO) $ 13,683,000 
$180,000 $450,000 28 • 5,056,000 $ 270,000 $ 7,584,000 $ 12,640,000 $ (2,107,000) $ 10,533,000 
$150,000 $375,000 0 $ - $ 225,000 $ $ $ • 
$100,000 $250,000 0 $ $ 150,000 $ $ $ - $ 


81 $ 21,073.000 $ 31,509,000 $ 52,&82,000 $ (5,004,000) $ 4$,61!!.(IOO 


44,600 $ 6,920,000 $ 10,035,000' $ - $ 10,0-3$,000 
49,800 • 9,960,000 • 11205,000 $ - • 11,2-05,000 


94,400 $ 18,800,000 $ 21,240,000 $ - $ 2:1,240,,000 


6,992 $ 1,553,836,000 $ 2,330,769,000 • 3,884,605,000 $ (515,065,000) $ 3,369,540:,000 


1,114,700 $ 222,94({,000 $ 250,807,500 • • 250,807,500 


-
$ 1,553,836,000 S 2,5$3,109,000 $ 4,135,412,$OQ $ (515,065.000) $ 3,620,347,500 


Scenario \'VIth 1,1 S3 Housing Unltl:i " Phased E·24 


~f 







M3 • Eagle Development: 


Projected 
Property Tax: Revenues 


Product Type 


Residential: 
AR 


RE ~ Residential Estates 
R-1 


R-2 
R-3 
R-4 


MU!ti.family 


Total Residential 


£s!mmen:ial: 
VCIMU 
RE 


-_ ... -


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial ~ Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
9/2612008 


Total 


Average Residential 
H_ Lobor 


Value (1) Camm, Sq. Ft. 


So"rs,Ooo 5 
$1,125,000 574 
$600,000 1,083 
$612,5{)O 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 
$375,000 2,106 


$250,000 379 


$557.086 7,153 -
522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 19 
Average Residential Tota! Est. Value of Tptat 


Lot Home Lot Sales Of Valuation fmprovem.nt$ Vall.W of 
Price (1) Value{1} Comm. Sq. Ft. Lot Sales Per lottZl i0lpT01I'WfWnts 


$550,000 $075,000 0 • $ 825,000 
$450,000 $1,125,000 , • :L600,OOO $ 675,000 $ 5,400,000 
$320,000 $800/too 19 $ 6,180,000 $ 480,000 • 9,270,000 
$245,000 $$12,500 25 $ 6,237,000 $ 367,500 $ 9,355,000 
$1S0,OOO $450,000 2B $ 5,056,000 $ 270,OOQ $ 7,5S4,OOQ 
$150,000 $375,000 0 , $ 225,000 • . 
$100,000 $250,000 0 $ - $ 15if,OClO $ 


81 $ 21,073,000 $ 31,60S,QOO 


25,500 $ 5,100,000 
49,800 $ 9,960,000 


75,300 • t5,0$0,000 


7,073 $ 1,574,909,000 $ 2,362,378,000 


1,190,000 $ 238,000,000 


$ 1,574,909,000 $ 2,600,378,000 
---.~-" --_. 


Scenario Wrth 1,153 Housing Units - Phas;:!(j 


* 


Total Total {Sf T_' 
Value of Lot & Non-T 3xabie Property Tax 


,."",,."''''''- Prop~_t!Y_ Value VatlUtion 


• 9,000,000 $ (600,OOO) $ 8,400,000 


• 15,450,000 $ (1A48,OOO} $ 14,Of12J)OO 


$ 15,592JXW • (1,9¢S,OOO} $ t3,583,000 
$ 12J)40,OOO • (2, Hrr,OOO) $ 10,533,000 
$ $ $ -
$ - $ - $ 


$ 52:,682,000 $ 5,004,000 • 46,618,000 


$ 5.737,500 $ • 5,737,$00 
$ 11,205,000 $ $ 11,Z053XXl 


$ 1$,942,500 $ $ 16,942,500 


• 3,937,287,000 $ (521,129,00'0) $ 3,41$,158,000 


$ 267,750,000 $ • 267,750,000 


$ 4,205,037,000 $: (521,129,000) $ 3,6$3,905,000 


-


E·2S 







M3 - Eagle Development: 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
ProductT pe 


Residential: 
AR 
RE - Residential Estates 
R-1 
R-2 


R·' 
R4 
Multi~family 


Total Rp~identlal 


Commercial: 
VCfMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential" Cumulative Values 


Commercial· Cumulative Values _._--------_. 
Total· Cumulative Value 


Idaho Economics 
912612008 


Total 


Average Residential 


Home Lots or 
Value (1) Carom. Sq, Ft. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 57. 
$800,000 1,083 
$612,500 1,431 
$450,000 1,575 
$375,000 2,105 
$250,000 '" 


$557,0$6 7,153 


522,300 
667,700 


1,190,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


lot 
Price (1) 


$550,000 
$450,001) 


$320,000 
$245,000 
$180,000 
$150,000 
$100,000 


Average 


H~. 


Value(1} 


$1,375,000 
$1,125,000 
$800,000 
$612,500 


$450,000 
$375,000 
$250,000 


Year 20 
Residential Total Est. Valtl& of Tetal Total Totat{3} r_. 
Lot Sales or Valuation Impmvemwts Value: af VaJU9 of Lot & Non-T axabfa Property Ta'X 


Comm.$q, Ft. Lot Sales P!uLot(2) Improvements Imp«>v_ P'?P!'1¥Yatue Valuation 


0 $ $ 825,000 


6 $ 3,600,000- $ 675,000 $ 5.400,000 $ !UfOO,OOO $ (600,000) $ 8,400,000 
19 $ £,l1}O,OOO $ 480,000 $ S,270,000 • 15,450,000 $ (l,44S,OOO} $ 14,OO2JXJO 


25 $ 6,237,000 $ 367,500 , 9,355,000 $ 15,592:,000 $ {1,g09,COO} $ 13,583,000 
27 $ 4,860,000 $ 270,OOf) $ 7,290,00{) $ 12,150,000 $ (2mS,OOO) • 10,125,000 
0 , . $ Z25,ooC $ $ · $ , 
0 $ . $ 150,000 • $ - $ · $ 


80 $ :;0,877,000 $ 31,315,000 $ 52.192,0'00 • (S,982,QOQ} $ 4$,210,000 


0 $ $ · • • 0 $ $ $ $ 


0 $ . • · $ · $ 


7,153 $ 1,595,786,000 $ 2,393,693,000 $ 3,989,479,000 $ {527,111,QOO} $ 3,462,3-68,000 


1.190,000 $ 238,000,000 • 267,750,000 $ · • 267,750,000 


$ 1,595,7Si.kOoo $ 2,631,693,000 $ 4,257,229,000. $ (527,111,000) $ ·:UJ.O,118,000 


Note!L "'"j"',too O<~i"<'!j< "JIl=s ,,,,,,>4 , .. ",~ "_~ 11.000. "'''J'''''~ !,"'f'"'IYtoo<: ~._ ,,,,",o<:\o!t I,,!\'>t ~_oot flW 


(1) TMM~"'P"<Ilod",( P"" _ ""~'~lI'I """,e.iIJ\J,.I"'.~ ''''~.I JX"""""ll)!!>O~ ~tr _"""'_ (2) "'l\!(m_,,_¢I. 1M (""""'*"'"'"""-P''''''' __ .... lOl" 1M 


"-<0,.,,., '~rn~ ""'" ",trw< _'<'(!'I'i<oo k' ~""h r".,~a' M'''''ng!,"¢uct (1) n~ ""air>" ."'''-b't'ft tMtw$1r.(l!)(l ~""""_ o<~l!t~«>:""'¢'l<m ~ f;:;l!@ dUro 


1""l<!¢lW"""'bo< q! ""9Ie-I"""y ,~~ti..r M"'<X"9 ",,,1$ <>Nd (~"",,>--(W<h of!!'~ ",,,w,.''''''''r """""9-'" 
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M3 * Eagle Development 
Projected 


Property Tax Revenues 
ProductT pe 


Residential: 


AR 
RE w Residential Estates 
R·' 
R·2 
R·3 
R-4 
Multi·famlly 


Total Residential 


Commercial; 
VCIMU 
RE 


Total Commercial 


Residential· Cumulative Values 


Commercial. Cumulative Values 


Total· Cumulative Vatue 


Idaho Economics 
912&12008 


Total 


Average Residential 


Home Lo-ts or 
Value(1} Cornm. Sq. Ft. 


$1,375,000 5 
$1,125,000 574 
$800,000 1,083 


$512,500 1,431 


$450,000 1,575 


$375,000 2,106 
$250,000 379 


$557,086 7,153 


522,300 


667,700 


1,19Q,000 


M3 Eagle Development: Detail of Projected Property Tax Revenues 


Year 21+ 
Average Residential Total Est. Value of Total Total Total fl.! T_ 


lot Home Lot Sales or Valuation tmproWtmmts Valta' of Value: of Lot &: Non-Taxabkl Property Tax 
Price p) Value (1) Comm, Sq, Ft. Lot Safes Per lot (2} tmprovements ~ , .. ,'"'''''' v_ VatwUQn 


5550,000 $1,375,000 0 


$450,000 $1,125,000 0 $ $ 55,157,000 $ $ $ $ 
$320,000 $800,000 0 $ · $ 110.,346,000 $ $ $ $ 
$245,000 $612,500 0 $ , 34,539,50.0 • . $ $ $ 
$180,000 $450,000 0 $ $ 98.694,000 $ $ . $ , . 
$150,000 $375,000 0 $ · $ 83,621,000 • • $ , 
$100,000 $250,000 0 S · $ 127,449,000 S • • • . 


0 • · $ , . $ . • -
0 
0 


7,153 $ 1.595,78-&,000 $ 2,393,693,000 $ 3,989,479J)OO $ (521,111,OOO) $ 3,462,38$,000 


1,190,000 $ 238,0003;00 $ 287,750,0'00 $ . $ ZS7,150,OOO 
. 


$ 1,595,7$6,000 $. 2,631,693,000 $ 4,257,229,000 $. (527,11t,OOO) $. 3,730,118,000 
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The Change in Property Tax Revenues in the "Zero Year": 
A Comparison of the Assessed Value per Acre of Selected Parcels in the 


M3·Eagle Development Area versus "Bare Land" Parcels in North Meridian 
that are Facing Imminent Development but Have Not Begun Construction 


Assessed 
Assessed Value 


Parcel 1# Acres Cla!slficallon Valuall!!n ger Acre 


Selec!eg Land Parcels within Prollosed M3·E@gle Develollment: 


50327130000 160,QOO Agriculture $6,800 $43 
50328449250 29.451 Agriculture 91,200 3,097 
50334240000 40,000 Agriculture 33,100 828 
50333142322 44.080 Agriculture 24,700 560 
50326220000 40,000 Agriculture 1,700 43 
S0334120800 21.590 Agriculture 900 42 
80327311100 120,000 Agriculture 5,100 43 
S0326336200 20.500 A~riculture 12,200 595 


Total/Average 475.621 $175,700 $369 


Selected "Bare Land" Parcels in North Meridian Facing Imminent Develollment: 


50426336040 15.293 Bare Land 1,065,900 
50425142110 5.000 Bare Land 348,500 
S0425311500 10.668 Bare Land 743,600 
R1002730100 10.060 Bare Land 905,400 


Total/Average 41.021 $3,063,400 


M3·Eagle Development 
Estimated "Year Zero" Change in Property Tax Revenues: 


Change in Property Tax Revenues and Land Value 


$69,699 
69,700 
69.704 
90,000 


$74,679 


from a Agriculture Classification to Land Facing Imminent Development 


Comparative Value of 200 Acres: 


Value of 200 Acres Assessed at $370 I Acre ................ .. 


Value of 200 Acres Assessed at $74,700 I Acre 


Difference in Assessed Value .. , .... < .,' •••••••• , 


Estimated Change in Property Tax Revenues Using 2005 Lew Rates: 
City of Eagle. . ........... 0.001008173 
Ada County. .... ............ ....... 0.002834671 
Meridian School District #2 .... ". 0,006553372 
Eagle Fire District.. 
Ada County EMS ............. , .. .. 
Ada County Highway District.. 


0,001081546 
0.000120598 
0.001010326 


$74,000 


$14,940,000 


$14,866,000 


$14,987 
42,140 
97,422 
16,078 
1,793 


15,020 


"The "Zero Year" ~ Prior to the construction of residential or commercial buildings the land under development has 
often ceased to be used for agriculture as site preparation activities and the addition of utillty and roadway 
infrastructure is undertaken. When the land's agricultura! use ceases it is reclassified, often as "Bare Land", and 
reassessed. The above sampling of land parce!s from the area of the proposed M3~Eagle development and of "Bare 
Land" parcels in north Meridian that are facing immenient development reflect the potentia! change in value. That 
higher assessed value produces an increase in property tax revenues from the land prior to any additional population 
or employment on the tand, 
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~~!~!!~ity Water System Usage 
No, of A vi:-6a '1-ly"Cf 


%0,0 


Feb-02 977 20S5 281_0 26} 1 


Mar-O? 989 193_5 2:21 D 263.1 4()CJ} 


Apr·O? 1,O()4 236,) 281,0 263_1 S 
" 


M~y, 02 1,008 285,7 28) 0 J.ti':'] " " 
3txl,Q 


Lm-02 1,026 295,7 


)u,·02 UNO 34;,1 


{Iug-O': 1,040 317.3 
::'2;>02- 1,{)40 305.4 


On·O:! 1,042 272-6 


231,0 263 1 
281,0 263 1 


2SLO 26::U 
281,0 263,1 


)81.0 26} 1 


~ 


.g 
2(JO,Q 0 


r 
lOG G 


Nov-02 1,070 333.2 2&1,0 263, i 


02:-02 1,078 201.4 281,0 2631 0-0 


Jan,03 1.08.3 223.6 2'21,0 ?&3,1 ,; 
?eiHb 1,087 191.2. 281,0 263.1 J; 
Mar-03 1,OS7 178.6 2_81_0 263,1 


Apr-03 1,100 22?,1) 23.LO 263.1 


r'Aay-03 1,12'1 JS{,9 281.0 263-1 


JWf1-03 1,132 312.0 23-1.0 263,1 


11.11-03- 1,139 3073 23LO 253,1 S00 ;) 


Aug,03 1,144 327,6 281,(i 263,1 


$"1->03 1,IS2 272.4 1,3LO 26H 4lJO,O 


Oct-03 1.16() 236.4 


Nov-03 1,1&6 330E 


Dec-03 1,177 222.3 


28LD 263, 'I 


?iU_v 2633 
281_0 263,1 


'2 
B 


" 
30lJO 


0 


Jar<-04 1,182 242,6 


Feb·04 1,196 240,2 


Mar-04 1,197 :>11,4 


281.0 263.1 


2&1.0 263_1 


281.0 263_1 


'" 8 2000 


W 
< 


.4pr-04 ],219 434.3 28l,0 ?63_1 lOa 0 


lV:ay-04 1,222 254,6 2tJl,Q 763 1 
jUrI-04 1,230 2:71.7 281.() 2G.U 0.0 
jui-04 1,Z38 331.0 281.0 253 1 iJOO 
A\J~t·04 1.241 312.7 281,0 2id,l 


Se~_ 1,24(; 327 8 2810 26.1.1 


Ave-n.lge :zn5 
SI.1)€v %3 


RSD: 10_6% 


r"lax 4343-


Max Day PF: 1,& 


5~,~ft Avg :zen e;..:ck'G0$ ilTlmenlty ,,,",,wed vaiu;:~ {l)()!d atlQve) 


!ui'Auf, Avg 324,0 


" J,23-


Seir,>n (\Vii 263.1 


Jall-M;;; Avg. 219.5 


PF 0_83 


Wir<te to S;;mmcr Pi' 1.1.1) 


c' 
,~, 


c, 


CoE Water Use Time Series 


~ 


o 
<;> () 00 ¢- <0 (J,-


ot;, <:> <:> ¢ Q<:;>¢ 


~ ~ °0 Q 


2: 
~ 


,~ 0 " 
~ 


::; a 


12' " ~ ~ c 
,~ 


, 
2 ~" 


~ 
Q 


V" O_OS,tJx 1703,2 
P,'" C,iJ(~ 


;;; " ;; ~' co 


!i ~ & 


CoE Water Use vs. No. Homes 


9()i) 1,0C-0 1,'100 


No, of Hume~ 


1,2GO 


194h- .55937 


"" '" 0 0866 


1,J(}Q lJ·(jJ 


J 
li 


EXHIBIT 







Analysis of M3 Diversion Rate at End of 30 Years vs. Ultimate Build Out 


Water Use Description 


Indoor Residential: 
Outdoor Residential: 


Indoor Commercial: 


Outdoor Commercial: 


Public Area non-Potable Irrigation: 


Reuse Water: 


Evap. Aesthetic & Operational Ponds: 


Total: 


"Numbers taken from M3 2nd Amended Appliciiltion 


Ultimate 


Build Out* 


5.00 
9,49 


1.08 


0.25 


8.78 


2.51 


1.1 


23.19 


~* Applies population ratio to resIdential component of water demand 


30-year 


P.H.** 


4.66 


8.84 


1.08 


0.25 


8.78 


-2.51 


1.1 


22.19 


U!tirT1ate 


* 
17,455 


iU-V"ArP.H. 


** 
16.254 


"As iZ'stirn2ted by Don Reading, AppendL~ 


"'" 1. Church pop for ecast, Exh 40, Table 1, pg j 2, 


Difference: 


Ratio: 0.93 







2040 Water Demand Forecast 


/\vg. 


ADD:MOD PF 170 1.70 1.10 1. 70 1.70 


Max, Day Demand 418 478 478 478 478 gpd/home 


MDD:PHD PF 1.70 170 1-70 1.70 1.70 


Peak Hour Demand 812 812 812 812 812 gpd/home 
00013 0,0013 0.0013 0.0013 00013 cis/home 


People/Home: 2.1 2.7 2.7 2. '7 2.82 180 


2010 Population: 6,596 9,716- 7,723 7,723 3,596 people 
15,0 


Ultimate Population: 10,903 10,/96 20,386 18,408 35,013 people 14-0 


12-0 


2010 No. of Homes; 2,443 3,599 2,860 2,860 1.275 homes lO,j) 


Ultimate No. Homes: 4,038 3,999 7,550 6.818 12,416 homes 


2010 Div. Rate' 3.1 4.5 ::L6 3.6 1-6 ds 
UltImate D'lv. Rate 5.1 50 4.0 


2,e 
'I"" 


Existing 
0,0 


RAFN Use @ Peak Hour' 4.01 3,09 10.12 0 10,000 







Time Household 
Period 


1990 
2000 


200S~2009 


Size 


2.73 


2.27 


2-77 


Reference 
I~merican CommuniUes Survey! CIty Idaho 


American Communities Eagle City Idaho 


American Communities Survey, Eagle City Idaho 







Method 1 


Entire City: 58,339 Exponential growth at t = 2040, PV = 24,035 and r = 3,0% 


EWC: 10,796 Full Build Out at 2040 


UWI: 10,903 Full Build Out at 2040 


M3: Build Out at 2040 


CoE Service Pop.: 20,386 Population Base at 2.040 


Method 2 


Entire City: 24,035 Population base at 2010 


EWe: 9,716 Population base at 2010 


UWI 6,596 Population base at 2010 


CoE Service Pop.: 7,723 Population base at 2010 


CoE Service Pop,: 18,746 Exponential growth at t 2040, PV = 7,723 and r = 3,0% 


M3: 16,254 Build Out at 2040 
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;V J)J 70\ \ 


CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO 


REASONABLY ANTICIPATED FUTURE NEEDS 
WATER RIGHT APPLICATION 


DRAFT 
ReICrence No. \ 1-0309 


e",'"HOLLADAY 
0" ENGINEERING CO. 


:" UHM~· ~.IO sw.;, tXl8)MN:)O-4 


EXHIBIT 







IOI""";U of the water uiility in the of 
the lhe proc,css of requiring ncw subdivisions \vithin its "-vater service area 10 


cn;Wcc( u the \V,lter SYS1CliL Since that time. pi!hlic \\'urks and utility planning has become 
:W pAn of the land tbe process or the 


,==-~:=;:~=====::::~-~--~ 
The planning department has developed ail Area of Impact The Public 
Works f)cpar1Jllcnt plans (0 vnHc:r service throughout the Area of Impact as arc 
annexed inw (he City. Dependanf upon economic Cauors, into ur1cl.evtli.iped 
areas within this boundary may take .'10 years or more to achieve_ i\ (c,)snnablc wlndmv for lonf-~ 
n-lngC'. utility planning within the planning boundary is 30 years, \-\.'111C1-l corresponds \vith lime 


. frnmc-s of sevi!ral privGlc developments annexed Of currently outside the City< 
"",yr.. . ..... J "r' '--,-- ---------


p..'t>. < c:f.,f..--J!.C;-- This ,;jpplic-a!i~l: r()]'-~/(';)<;on,al:ly anticipiltcd ,future n~c:(!.s (R/\FN) wa~cr l,'}ghl 12 to 
\,.to / pJ1/ stalUtory pmV1SH)l!S j-c~)J!1.u11lCJp-(tJ.~atcr serV1ce lJrovlde:rs to plan for tne 1lI1mc. Tn serve a 
:zj5'fO f()l'CC8S1 population (-Q76,205 in 2041), the requires all ~lppropriallon 


groundwater sources to meet peakhour dc-lllJnd. The City currclHly,,,,~=_~:. 
application is f()r an Jddit)o!lal~ water right. 


In 2002, the City ofl~ag!e developed the fir:1t master planning and budget dOCUlllcnt for its \vater 
~wstem that was conflnc:d to the Lexington ll!lls and Bmok\.vood arca of the City. In 2005, 
Holladay Engineering Co, prepared a comprehensive Amended Master Pian which identifl'e:d 
impl'()vcmCllt elt~ments of the water system throughout the current p!anning area. fhis Master 
Pian was am(~ndcd and updated in 2008 wilen the Well.;;; 4 "mel 5 were completed and 111L~ 


ldaho Department nf Environmental Qua!ity approved design and operation of the \-vcstcrn 
service area wells and wale!-jines. Copies oCthe water master pldnning documents are on file 
'with bolh the I claho Department of Environm(',nw! Qualify and the Idaho Department of \Valcr 
l:ZesoltJ'ces< ~ __ ~ 


Concurrent with the annexation of :\'13 F(lgle, the City revised ilS ~~:~'~~-:j::;: The 
Public \Vorks Depa.rlmcnt \vill continue in Ilegotiation to provide \vater service ro properties in 
the JmpaC:l Area as they annex into the (,tty" 


ivD Eagle \vas recently annexed infO the City. To st..;:ure adequate water rights for the 
development, tvB Eagle procceded to tIle fClr permits and prepare s.tudles 10 secure their ncc.essary 
appropriations fl"orn the Idaho Department of Water H.csoUl'ces" Due \0 the pending proceedings 
{i:-'n the \13 Eagle water rights applkation, the ;\113 Eagle application with its population 
component and wafer demand forecast has not been included in the City's determination as to its 


-water demands for reasonably ant~pated future needs. 


City (lfEaglc -- Reasonable Anticipated Future Needs /\pplicatlon 


wILKE;t>:. !'L 't 
00 gG IJt;i"! J N '" 
CL--WoE:,. W1:1 







Ihe M3 V{)c(;cd;son schedule ;1!H1 is (O"'f"'!OO 


(OPUlinIS'! cOlnponem of 


/\lso n(}1c(L M3 
addition;:) I!St,; f(Jr coml1!CrCid! 


liSe in its residentIal JJ1)ot!n! 
:md water U:;C 


included the commercial ;JlJd :;choc! 
the s,,'lccted 


ralcs. Thercl(Jrc, no 


The City h;)S !ilnd<-use fo;- full build··uut within ilS Comprehensive Plan Area as it del/eI,,,)S 
the 10 year utility planning horizon, For lhc purpose 0fphHiBlllg within the reasonably 


anticipatccl future needs window, (j piaoning horizon of 10 years is consistent \'1,'1111 the 
construclioll schedule of scvcn:d 1l1:JjOf developmems v/lthirI boundaries. 


Ms. Nichocl Baird Spencer, City PlanE.:r. developed it POP!liiH;()n mId grov,rth c:-;lim;;ltc for the 
based (111 regional population forecasls and histor'lc building permit data induding Eagle d(1ta 


fj-om 1 2000-20 I 0, and the Eagle Comprehensive Ptan. In addilion. ror~c3st data \vas 
thml eight :Iddilic}ilal predictive models including Compass l{))" Eag,le, Boisc-, Kuna 


and lilt region. Thesc \vere averaged with Moody's AnalYl!cs 20] 1-20 !4. the State of 
Idaho 201 ! -20 14, the [daho Ecouornic Annual (Boise MSA) 20 1iJ~2020, and the Idaho Economic 
Annual (I3clisc MSA) 20j()~20·10. This estimate was used to c-alcuhlte future \vater demi1nds for 
the CIty HI large as weJl as. specific1lly, for the City wafer service <-lrca as identiilcd in the Water 
rVlastc-r PLm, 2005 and lhc Amended Master PlalL 200i). 


/\ccording to (vis. Baird Spencer, the estimated 20 I 0 population is 21,000 suhject to the release 01 
2010 census dat,j< B~lst',d on the growth rate forcca:~t, the p()pul,--;tion is '.'xpcctcd to reach 76,205 
by 204 i. 


LIh:: population projeciiull at bujld~.out within 1he Comprehensive Plan Ared j? 1 06,175 including 
_tJ:~e~~:?:1 of all \\7[;{e"!;-'scrvlce providers current ly ~ilhin the CitL},Hmvcvcr, [Q!Jl1e 30 YJ1!£.. 
J~~_,-}Iorilon !-or this ap£!}cation, {he population projection f()l' water dcmnnd calcukltions j~ 
76,20~diD.gjbe ~ F,lgle appli~~~t!on or 56,892 \-vi1hout the \13 Eagle area deve!0P.lncnL 


v- j '1~,A_Yfl7j rvl'3 


f~,l' hi"> 
15PNL ~4i')~ 


h "Try£. Lf<fY, 
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fhe tunent \vakr 


\A/ate!' 
:..In 


63~ 41 


63·{2017 


(I) 


\V,,:!i !'\o 
(POD) 


) 


for the City of 


Priority Dmc 


4!8!l998 


\vater system arc summarized in l'ablc 1 


I\ uthori7.cd 


Divcr:;ion Rare 


.1 


Combined 
MunicipJ! 


Diver<:;jr)JI Raw 


Amenity 1 ;5\:: 


includc,di··:;·''''== .. 1 


L23 
5.48 


The entire diversion nlte is identified for Fire Protcctjnn.~""''ft<,",,~'''''''''''''(A>M/'S!.NJi .&..1/ h.o+L O,P...oi'G( 


()~""" 2-fl." loe, 


The pumping capacity of ihc 


2 


Ml.micipa! 
\Vcli No 


Well 
l_ocalion 


wclls is summarized 011 Table ::;, 


( 'urrcnl 
C:Jpddty 


(gpm) 


CU!TCn! 


Capacity 
(cis) 


Paramdcr(s) Capping Municipal 
ofCapacily 


IDWR Final Order caps withdr,nval 
63~ 1 J 413, GJ- J 2448, and 63-! 20! 7 


:.-';0'''':10)'·'''-';--.+ ...... ;.;''=',;. 1· .. ·--",,;'::---\ combined at 3,25 c:fS and 1 ,45S acre 


4 
5 ,32090 combined at 


usc, 


Current and futurc~ ,>vater demands for the City of Eagle excluding the 1\'13 Eagle \vater rights 
application \vcrc calculated and arc summarized in Tah!c 3. The:vI] Eagle application is 
acknowledged hut is not a part ofthc reasondbly anticipated fmure needs population and water 
demand calculation helm.v. 


Holladay applied a per-capita average daily demand (ADD) value and a peaking, f<lctor in 
acc(}fc\(1nce with the domestic water usc identijicd in the Edgk \\/ater Sys,tem Master Plan and 
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cllrlcndrncnts to arrive al the, pre"'""i()llS sumrn;]riLed b,:::lnw \10 
included, 


NOll~'< 


tfs cubic fed per sec\)))d 
nlgd 1l)\l!inn pc,r 
MDU - ma:-:!ll1li!n daily demdnd 


,,,,'aeon or 


(D Rat(: of \wIler lise increase is less than the 4.J91Y(, population rate to retlcct lile 


proportion ofihe Cily'" population growth rate assigned 10:V13 Eagle deve!opmcnI \'vilhin 
{he growth boundCJry, 


From Table 1, s To:al Municipal Divcr;;iun Rate is cU!TenlJy~8-iJ.$.. From Table 3, based 
on tbe record documents and projec\ed gJ\J\\":h and e-xdudlng the M3 component, the Peak Hour 
Demand for 2041 will be 26.38 cf:>. The d:ften2llce 0[20,9 !',Is is fhe amount rcouircd for the Cit), 


~~ ~ , 
of Eagle to meet its reasonably anticipated future need of groundwater flJr domcstk usc, 


l'he iciaho Puhlic DrinkinJ!, rFaler require the Cit} le} supply maximum (by 
demands fl'o!l1 \ve!l c:apacity. Thcrcf~ln;:, the ( it)' must have ;ldcquatc waler rights and well 
c.apacity Io I1wd the projected rnaxirnum demand. Peak hour demands (or maximum day 
demand nLus ur\'U~h)\v) c.an be supplied us.ing a combination o1"pu111p capacity and storage. ill... 
o[11(;r ,,-\fords, the City Cdn have less water right and pump (apaclt;LJhan the peak hour dernand, if 
it develops ildcggalLslill:4.tiLcapaci1v. l'listolic:ally,,-tl1c-.Cl!.v has supplied peak hour demands 
,2i!m~1J5"irelv tlT}!l.L:vcll c;lPllci1.y· 


j? EA\()fvC. 


-t4C"10~ 


L~ 7, 9";':Cj 
I:r- \ Nt;~ 
1.1-' '\ /J£CiX'I< ( ,r .lli /~1~ 


._/ £'~ID4'Wf 
'&~~ 


\Vhc1.her 10 supply peak hour dCln:md<; from developed storage capacity or the amount orwell \ DK _~{{01l.,..q0.E.. 
capacity (and the water right portfoiio) is;) decision that lYlllst be madc by the City. [n olher ( r:"~l'~ 0£V-
words, it rH.ay be more cost effective- to construct additional "vt'lls to meet peak hour demand than \ J .---...~. _.. -t~ ... ,,_ " 


. I j j' j ., I· I \~' </:;' I~ 1~0w 
l~?, construct st,uragc res::::r:olrs, ).ooster Pl!mp.s ant pressure re( uClIlg va. ves .. ]"or t 1J$ reason, t -it r ~! ~ 


CIty's \V31('r nght pont-olio shOUld be malnta!ned anu enhanced w proVide future peak hour j 1S4W!Vvt !¥- De., 
demands. CR..'8'r'0:r_ (..ot0 


Based on the above analysis and the projected growth, the City h3S concluded it will require 
additional municipal warer rights ofapPl'Oxin-latcly 20.9 cis to serve its citizen:;;!f) 2041. 
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City of Eagle Population and Growth Forecasting Methodology 


Prepared Nichoel Baird Spenc0r, MCRP, .A1CP 


The and ml~thodojOfW with the City utilizing a series of 


including: hbtork City growth rates, the Community Plahning 


association of Southwest fdaho's growth forecasts and regional), !daho State near- term 


growth forecasts, as we;! as the City' 5 comprehensive plan. The ilverage for the City of 


{see table 1 


Table 1: 


Annual Growth Rates 


Eagle Actual 1990~2000 


Eagle Actual 2000~201O 


Eagle Actual 2010~2011 


Eagle Camp Dian 2007~buildout 


~~~lt~~~)~2_-,<; Compass -ClM:2010 Eagle 2010-2020/ 
p,~ ,(.jrPfd') C. Compass -ClM:201O Region 2010-20201 


Camp"" -CIM:2010 Boise 2010~2020 


Comp"ss -ClM:2010 Kana 2010-2020 


Moody's Analytlcs 2011~2014 


State of Idaho 2011-14 


Idaho Economics Annual (Boise MSA) 2010-2020 


Idaho Economics (,nnual (Boise MSA) 2010-2040 


AVERAGE 


7.50% 


1.30% 


4% 


3,00% 


2,76% 


1.50% 


6,10% 


2.20% 


1.65% 


DO% 
2,60% 


4.39% 


\tvas 4,39% 


~) 


/ 
( ':tTAAlt.fit'1 f,;g ... r11-i',,!'/i-'1~C 


\ \N',~ ~ 4 


J 
Staff then applied a 4.39% growth rate to the City's estimated December 2010 population of 21,000! 


thus establishing the piannmg thresholds for 2021, 2031, and 2041, ISee Table 2 below): 


Table 2: 


City of Eagle Population Forecasts 


December 2010 


2021 
2031 Forecast 


2041 Forecost 76,205 


Staff then divided the total population by 2.7 (the City's most recent household size number from 


COMP/\SS) establishing total units for each plann'lng horizon. Staff then subtracted the total number of 







units from the prevIOus 0lanninr; horizon to establish the net 


Table :3 


fable 3: 


within th3t planning penod. 


[City Of_E(~~!;~~,~~~~~:~~t~)or~~sts~, .. ~~~.~~ .~unjts ...... 1 Nei~i:~;:S: 
;, ___ !?ec~!:nbef 2010 ---t--~- 21,000 j __ ~~7~,Z?~ ____ ~1 "' ___ .-._, ______ ~_~_ 
i 2021 rare-cast ----~~-~-- _I 


~~i~~~~:;~~ __ '''+-'~I ~~ __ ~9 __ 6c.~ ... ~c.~_._.L._2 ... 8.:..:...2_2 ._1.....J'-_-'9.c. 8""5,,,,' 7:..-._-, 


Planning Area Build Out: 


Trio build out population of the Eagle Water Service pianning area was based on the City of Eagle 2009 


COrYlptehensive Plan adopted by gesolution No. 09--19 on August 25,2009. To caiculate the build out of 


thE~ City's comprehensive p!.c::!nning [mundary staff removed non-buildabte land {hillside in excess of 20% 


slope, floodwavs, habitat, and public land) and then multiplied by the density aHowed within the 


comprehensive plan for aB the remaining vacant land, {See Table 4} 


Table 4: 


Eagle City Water Service Area Build-out 


Total Unit Total Population 


32172 86864 


This population in Table 4 above is the complete build out the City's comprehensive plan beyond the 30~ 


year RAFN horizon. 
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CITY OF EAGLE RAFN MEETING NOTES 


I. Ihe ~v-13 p!annlng, demograpfl1c and water use information is detailed and complete for the M3 
Planned deveiopnlenL If the mformation is accurate, lDWR could Issue d water for 


tile full ZHnount to the without looking at the citywide "Information. 


2, As a condition of settlement ID'vVR agreed to process a RAFN water right in the name of the City 


but required the City to submit p!annmg, demographic water right portfolio .and projected \.vater 


use information for its entire service area induding the fv13 development 


3, (lty has submitted information to IDWR about planning and growth etc within its service area 


but has excluded M3 numbers_ The City argues that M3 numbers have already been provided 


and support the water right and you can add the two components together to get the total 


water use for the City< As long as Eagle can demonstrate a need for the water on the prace of 


use (M3 Development) n excess of their present portfoiio it seems that water right can be 


issued. 


4. If paragraph 3 ;s true, 


a), Does IDWR intend to use the City's service area wide information to limit or condition a 


water right on a separate place of use? Or will the city information be used to determine that 
the City of Eagle needs water In excess of tts water portfolio, 


b). if roVv'R intends to compare growth rates or other values between the place of use (M3 


development) and other parts of the City, how would one measure the reasonableness of that 


reiatronshlp and how might that effect the issuance of the water right on the M3 lands. 


5. The City of Nampa model. 


al. Given the baggage of the M3 application, ;s It reasonable for the City of Eagle to expect a 


sim!lar short application process. 
oJ. Because the M3 application is an unique RAFN that has a specific place of use that;s 


different from entire city service area as w'lth Nampa, djfferent issues must be addressed in this 


application. 


6. What has the City of Eagle submitted? 


7. What else does the Citv need to resubmit or recharactcdzc for IDWR to move forward with the 


review? 


8. Does JDWR need to be concerned with the fact that the Eagle Water Co. and United Water 


service areas were included in the Otv's numbers at this time? Or will that only be a question 


when the City submits its subsequent RAFN application based upon this planning information? 


EXHIBIT 
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ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR CITY OF EAGLE RAFN PROCESSING OPTIONS 


Box B The City's planning information needs to include its entire service area of which the ['vB area is a 
part of. The 
Deve!ooment 


must have its own planning horizon for its entire service area and the M3 
of use would be included within this horizon< 


Box: C. A.lthough the M3 Development wil! form a large component of the City' 5 future growth in the 
next 30 years, the Cit'/s planning information cannot simply incorporate the prevrous population 
numbers submitted by M3 as an established, fixed value, The projected difference in growth rates 
between M3 Development place of usc and rest of the City's service area, although different, must be 
reasonable rhe submitted informaton must be credible and reflect reality, 


Box E. & F. The water quantity designated to the M3 Oeve~opment place of use must bear a reasonable 
relationship to the water needs elsewhere in the City's service area. 


Box: G. In the event the City establishes that the popuiation projections within the prescribed pianning 
horizon for the rv13 Development place of use does not support the 23.18 cfs \"/ith an annual d!verslon 
volume rimit of 6,53S acre IDWR wiH either issue a permit to the City for the M3 Devciopment 
place of USE at a reduced amount consistent with the popufation projections submitted or reduce the 
amount of water available for a subsequent RAFN by the amount needed for the M3 Development place 
of use to rEach the desired 23.13 cfs with an annual diverSion volume limit of 6,535 acre feet> 
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CITY OF EAGLE, IDAHO 


REASONABLY ANTICIPATED FUTURE NEEDS 
WATER RIGHT ANALYSIS 


Reference No. 11-0309 


. ENGINEERING CO. ~
'''''' HOLLADAY 


-::- 3Zlnh",· ~j'~tt".10 8:'h-Sl (;>C~S42-)l';t 


EXHIBIT 
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IntroductiOIl 


of water demands was prepared 
This docurnC1li nlcet::; {\YO cstabli:;hes the 


future water needs (Iir the CiJy of the year 204], and 
heJp;~ the ldah{) Department of Water rZesomccs (IDWR) and M3 LLC (M3 
implement Settfcmcnt entered into the t\VO partics on January 11. 2011, j 


[Je.VeiOI,meni of the walcr system In the of has been a fOCf!! point since 2002 
when the City feflned its process of requiring new subdivisions within its ,-valer service planning 
area to connect to the water system. Since that time, publk v-itlrks and utility planning has 
become an illll;':gral part Oflhc comprehensive- hmd use planning pruCt':;s of the CHy 


The City has adopted an Area of Impact planning boundary< file City of through 
its Public Works Department, intends to be the WB~er service provider when clcveioprnent occur:, 
within the Area of fmpacL The (j(y recognizes thaL depending on vaHcy~wide economic 
gro\vth into Lrndcvc!oped are;lS within this boundary may take 50 years or more to OCCUL As 
described !1crcin. the City's selected window for long~raJlgc water utility plnnning for the 
planning area in this analysis is 10 years, 


This analysis of water demands for the City's rcasolljbly anticipated future needs 
(RAFN) complies v;ith statutory provisions that allow municipal water providers to plan for the 
futun.~, It is ;llso responsive to tile specific request of the !I)WR and M3 Eagle'NNLLCJ211ISll..anL19 
lbe Sctticmcm Agreement between1h~_JD\Vr{ and 1\13 EaQJc, Ll~C d(~~l January 19,2011 to help 
{heln implement the (l2Jecl1lcnL AHiloHgh the Chy has planning in place for a longer period, the 
(:iTvwasfeqtlestcd by IDlXlLand M3 Eagle to usc a thinY (30) year planning !)~ in order 10 


facilitate Thell' scttiement agreement The ID\VR has comrnittcd 10 providing the City wilh its 
n~eded water rights as detcrrnined through this analysis Thus, as a matter of cooperation with 
both lD\VR and M3 the City has used a 30 year planning hod/on to determine future water 
nc¢tis. 


As fUl1hcr cxplaincLJ below. to serve a forecast population of 76,205 in 2041, the City 
requires a diversion rate of 49.22 cubic feet pCI' second (cfs) hom groundwater sources to meet 
peak hour demands by 20111. The City currently has a water right portfolio tor 5.48 cfs. Efforts 
by the City to obtain additional water rights since 2005 have been thwarted by a variety of factors 
including protests of the City'S appl1cations, The M3 Eagle application No. 63-32573, which is 
the subject of the Settlement Agreement, seeks a permit for a Hlaxirnum daily diversion rate of 
23.18 cfs. Accordingly, an additional 20.56 cfs is needed for the future growth and development 
of the City through 2041 l1ssuming the M3 Eagle application is approved for 23, 18 cfs, 


City \Vater System Planning 


tn 2002, the City of Eagle developed the first rnaster planning and budget document for 
its water system. It focused Oll the Lexington Hills and Brookwood area of the City Holladay 
Engineering Co" the City Fngim.~cr, prepared a comprehensive Amended Master Plan in :Z005, 
which identified improvements to the water system throughout the City'S planning area The 
\:1astcr Plan was amended and updated in 2008 as additional City \-vells were compietea. The 
Idaho Departm.cnt or Envjronrnenta! Quality approved design and operation of the wells and 


---_._---
By virtue of meeting objective (2), both Vl3 and IDWR acknowledge and approve of the anaiysis 


contained m this document 
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\vater lines, of the 2008 Amended Master \Vater Pbn are on file with both Ow !zbho 
Department of EnvironHiental Quality ODEC)) ;md th;;:; IDWR< 


City Comprehensive Land Usc Planning 


Under Idaho's Local Land Usc Planning Act ("LLUPA"), 1. C. § 67~6508, every is 
required ·'\0 conduct a comprehensive planning process designed 10 prepare; implement, and 
revJe\v and update a cornprehens!ve plan [that] shall consider and 
conditions, trends. desirable and or desirable future situdtions fClr each lol' 
fiftcenl planning component[s,!", which include: 


• Analysis of past, present, and future trends in population; 


• Analysis of public school capacity; 


• Analysis (Jftlw economic base of the 
• Analysis of the suitability of lands for recreation, housing, commerce:, industry, and 


public facilities; 


• 
• 
• 
• 


• 
• 


• 
• 


Analysis of natura! resources; 


Analysis of hazardous areas; / 


Analysis shO\ving general plans Cor puhlic "" Vice," facilities. and utilities; / 
Analysis shO\\'ing the general system of major traffic thoroughfares and othcr related 
transportation facilities; 
Analysis showing a system of recreation areas; 


Analy::,i;; of areas of special historical, archc()\ogical, architectural, ecologicaL 
wildlife, or scenic sig,nincance~ 


Analysis of housing conditions and needs:; and 
Ana!ysis of needs for governing landscapIng, building dC3ign, tree planting, signs, 
and suggested patterns and standards for community design, development, and 
beautification. 


Eagle's Comprehensive Plan and The North Eagle Foothills IlIanning Area __ ~._. n' --


-+-~-~----) ~--------~--- ------------
III :?QQ:L.l the City of f~:agle· adopted a 52-page (not including technkal appendices) 


Comprehensive PhIL The Cumprehensive Plan addressed City planning areas south of I fomer 
Road and tmincorp{)rated land in the City's western Area of Impact. 


Suhsequent to 2004, the City turned its attention toward urban-style dcvelopnlCnl 
occurring in unincorporated areas (If Ada Coullty, e~pecially foothills areas, The City determined 
the foothills north of the City to he a unique area likely to become part of the City and began to 
fOCllS on how development of this area might relate to, iJnd affect, the City, the City's 
infrastructure, and the City's overall planning goals. The City determined it was in the best 
interest of the public to review development opportunities and constraints, and develop 
population estimates and other planning data for the entire foothills area nOlill of Eagle through 
statutorily-prescribed comprehensive planning process, 


As part of its planning, the City undertook an extensive process to compile and adopt the 
"'North Eagle F(){)thills Plan" as a special component of the existing Comprehensive Plan, The 
"North Eagle Foothills Planning Area" (referred to in tile Comprehensive Plan as a "land use sub~ 
area") generally covers the are8 bcl\vcen Beacon Light Road on the south and the Gem County 
line on the nOlih and between State Hjghway 55 on the East and State-llighway 16 on the West 
The North Eagle Planning Area Foothills includes M3 Eagle project but other areas as well. 
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fhe COl1llllChellSivc IJPHl""'K rroC:-0~;S under LLUPA the 10-, 


imu implementation, A 
officials and 


or other methods; to obtdin advice no the nlaI1IlJ.i1n 
may also conduct informatiof1(l1 and 


publk utility and civic, educational. pn)ie$si.onJ,,1 
complied \villl these 


for 


or 


To me~t LLUPA's StatutOry for the North Foothills P13n, the City 
ellis"!I,"(j over 500 through a series of work groups that discLlssed popul3t'!nn 
and p13nning data for the Foothills sub~are;l, planning data on: water; foothilL; 
tran:sportation; habitat and open space; infrastructure and cellters~ landscape arid 


review associated \vith development of the FoOlhills, The resulting plan for the Foothills 
sub-area is "based upon tbe work of those individuals who were committed tn finding workable 
solutions and long-term development options fi:))' the Foothil;s.":' 


rhe North E;JiSJe Foothills Plan is referred to 1n planning parlance ZlS iT detaikd 
area j\ spccifk area plun provides greater ant.! guidance from the City to 
landdwners in the Foothills To develop this specific area plan, the obtained substantial 
input and advice frotH a number of individuals and c.xpcrts. Because 1110 M3 Eagle project was 
included in 1his planning area, the City's profcssizJna! planning enp)necrs and outside 
consdtants (including Dr. Don Reading) reviewed the population and planning data devefoped 
fix the M3 portion of the FO(,)fl<lil!s planning area 


Citv Population l~stimates 


Future population levels comprise an imporumt component of the City's planning efforts. 
The City's Comprehensive Plan and other data helps the City slaffmake a reasoned calculation of 
the population in the flltun.':. 


As p:)rt of its analysIs, the Eagle Planning Department dcve!(J!x-;<d a population and 
g,rmvlh c::;timatc for the City based onJlislQric building permit _d31a including Eagle data f)'om 
1990-2000,2000-2010, and the Eagle Comprehensive PIEHL The City incorporatl:d regional if, 


'f popUl:1tlLHl and growth estimates to help refine the City's population t?stimales, The considered 
infixmatlon was extensive. Data was incorporated from eight predictive models including, !0 
COMPASS for Eagle, Boise; Kurta and the vallcy. In (tddition, the City llsed data fi'om Moody's 
Analytics 2011~2014, fhe Stale of Idaho 2011-2014, the Idaho Economic Annual (Boise MSA) 
2010¥2020, and the Idaho Economic Annual (Boise MSA) 2010-2040. The population figure 
determined by the City is specifically for the City of Eagle and ref1ects the City's expertise in 
determining population levels pursuant to LLUPA. This re::ulting population estimate was used 
by the City to calculate future water dem::mds for the City as explained below. 


According [0 the City Planning stafC the estimated 20 I 0 population is 21,000< The 
population projection at build-out \vltl1in the Comprehensive Plan Area \s 106,175. However, ftil' 
the 30 year planning horizon, the population projection is 76,205 including the M3 Eagle project ., 
arCA , 


I) 0 _ T 
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>, 


Zldlllw Code § 67-6507 


j Page 63 of the 2007 Eask COlllprchcn~!v'..; Plan, 


( It ,IDS - It ,8j\ ~ 58,3'1'-1 P'4'e-E
( 


,! Excluding the M3 [-:aglc devc!opment, the City POpublion (5't:,;?\rhe poruJarion oftne:vn Eagle 
project is influenced by a Development Agreement bel ween (hc-el~EagJe anJ 1\.e13 Eagle. 
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JVB Eagle Annexation and Hczone. 


Because this analysis serves- the dual purpose of helping .support the JDWRJM3 Eagk 
Settlement Agreement, an explanation of the annexatIOn of 1\13 propc!iy into the City is 
apprupriate. As an med is annexed into a. city under Idaho statutes, the land is generally rezoned 
becdllse the prior land use is nOt thc S;;l!11C as the anticipated usc after annexation. This is what 
occurred with the MJ Eagle proper!y. M3 applied to the City for annexation and for d 


rezone from the Ada County rural residential zone to the City's R-J-DA zone (residential 
with a development ;lgreemcllt). Idaho lav,' specifically requires any rezone request must be in 
accofd '.vith the JegislativdY-<1dopted comprehensive plan." During the COUfse of public hearings 
held before tbe Planning & Zoning Commission and the Eagle City Council j the City 
ci)!1c!uded thm the l\A3 Eagk rezone and development plan app!iGHion \vas ill accorJ witb the 


Comprehensive Plan, including the North Eagle Foothills Plan component. 


The: approved the annexation and rezone of the M3 Eagle property subject to the 
terms of a to-bc-agrecd~upol1 developmenf agreement, as authorized by statute,!' On December 
27, 2007, M3 Eagle and City entered into a Pre~Anncxation and Deveiopment Agreement, 
l"ccordcd in Ada County as Instrument No. 107170114, Ada County Recorder's- Office. The 
Devc!opmcnl Agreement reflects the City's approval of the M3 Eagle planned community project 
and the annexation orthe property into the City. 


A development agreement creates a contractual obligation between a city and a property 
owneL The M3 Eagle Developmcnt Agreement assures the City that the M3 Eagle planned 
community wi!! be developed over lime substantiaUy as planned. It also provides a measure of 
certainty for M3 Eagle in the eVent of future bnd lise policy changes at the City during the term 
of the M3 Eagle DeVelopment Agreement. T!J.£l~. of J!-W Dt''L,elopmcnt A~nent is llt-¥Car.s 
frorn the date of Jnncxati(~~"ll}l1ilV to extend the terU1 for an additjonaUJ:4i-c-al=S---- [---


Under (he Development Agreement, M3 Eagle and the City agreed to be contractually 
bound: to facilitate the annexation, comprehensive planning, zoning designation, adoption of 
ordinances and development of the propcliy by providing fl.w, among other things: (f) conditions, 
terms, restrictions and requirements for the annexation of the prnper1y; (Ii) conditions, terms, 
rc:strictions and reqt:irements for the construction and installation of public infrastructure: 
(iii) permitted uses for the property; (iv) density and intensity Df such uses; and (v) other maHers 
related to the development of the propcrty.& 


In addition, the Development Agreement provld'c$ that the zoning dc:.;.lgnation of [{-i
DA, .is the appropriate zoning designation for the prope!iy and is designed to establish proper 
and beneficial land use designations and regulations, densities, provisions for public 


:, Sec, idaho C(,dc, §~ 50~222; 50-3(H; 67-6508; 67~6511, 67-6512; and 67~65! lA: and Eagle City O){k Title &. This 
cunin-,ct hCl\vCen the City [me! M3 Eagle is caJlc-d a ''Pre-Annexation'' agreement becau.'ic, d the (in1C the City entered 
ml0 the agreement, lilt tvl.l Eagle property wa:; no! yet COJJ!ig,uous to ,he Ci.ty The M3 Eagh.: property was not r~pe 
for annexalion untjl the :-vi) Eagle property bccarne cpntigu(!u:~ to the City's bounda!)', Tha: contiguity occurred in 
November, 2009 1 he M3- EaG-k property has b{!cn annexed into the City, <md the Devciopment Agrl.'eltlcnt is in ful! 
force 2nd effect 


!See S<::ctioll 1.11{b) fhe ()rd~nancc comp!e!ing the-: annexation \'tilS published November .lO, 2009, 


~ Development Agreement, Recital H, Page 7 
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infrastructure, design regulations, procedures for adrninbtration and implelllC:l1tatioll and other 
matters related to the development of the M3 Eagle property," 


The Development Agreement's provisions in connection with wa1er reflect 'the City's 
Foothilis Planning under LLUPA and are consistent wilh the City's Comprehensive Plan's overall 


to provide safe, reliable and cost-t:fficient \vatcr sc-rvJc0 to residents. The 
Cornprchensive Plan contemplates that seeming ,"vater rights and constructing a water systern in 
the FoothHls will be an essential part of the City's future development. The Plan al.s(} 
c,cknow!cdges that water needs in the foothills, on a per-capita or per unit basis, may not be the 
same as tor the rest of the City or for \vhat the City has experienced historically. The Plan also 
recognizes: that the water SYSl(;nl in the foothllis at the outset may not be interconnected \-vrth the 
water system below the foothills. 


Accurding to the City's Corllprchensivc Plan, the Cily wiil develop policies (hat 
l"ccognize the unique nature of pl.anned community development in the f()otliills, ill For example, 
the City';' Comprehensive Plan calls for developing irrigation and water reuse goals for the 
foothilL,;. The Development Agreement retlects 1'v13 Eagk:'s intention to rc-usc warer generated 
from both 1;.vastcwater and drainage system;) for irrigation COllsistenl with the City's 
COI1l.prehensivc Plan.! i 


The !vB Eagle Development J\greernent specifically addresses domestic \\,211ef needs and 
\\late1" system development. The Development Agreement's Section 2.2 provides that M3 Eagle C ,""r wV,-


'I' I' 'I' 'II 'II ' I l\~OI'Y-WI j conSlruct t Ie enUre water system tor t 1C prOJecl, w! acqUIre a water ng lts necessary (Q ./ . 1";>."1 &t:J'j~511.,1,.j 


serve the ['vB Eag!e project, and will convey the water system and water rights to the Cjty-m j:. ~<>.w. 
phases as the project develo )S, The City will serve as th(; M3 Eagle project's ll1unicipa! water 
provider. his Section of the Development Agreemcnt is also cDnsistent with Eagle City Code, 
Title 6, Chapter 5, which requires a developer such as tvB to secure the; \vater rights for its project 
and convey them to the City for inclusion in the City system. t2 ' 


Current Citv "Vater Rights 


Any a::.sessmcnt of future water needs should reflect the current water rights of the City. 
Thc current \-vater rights for the City of Eagle water system are summarized in Table 1, 


Ii S'!o\J,)::, /'rU>;:, (l~c1 ~ GjfJi$Nl jJ~5 of /k, o7'!J1V2 Fko<,Oi'!U ;,Ji:b 


~t~n()F U(i1k1, G.), 1,OnN 7,~ GI7'-i «"Jr-",1&:::> '::::Ei'.VlC? i\Lr:-. " 


i\! Compn:hcns-iv.: Plall, Sl.;ction 4,0.2. 


II Comprl.;h;.;:nslvc Plan, Section 4.6.3; DC\'<:iopmcnt Agre<:t)1cnt Sec!lun. 2.2(U, 2.3(d) and 2Ad) 


P The City would note that pam.graph :1 of the SeTtlement Agreement sugge5ting tbat N13 Eagle would 
contract with a municipal provider ather than the City appears to be a violation of the Development 
Agreement. Because the City is not a party (0 the Settlement Agreement, the City would strongly 
recommend that any documents, including Findings, Permit Conditions, or Assignment be carefully 
reviewed with the City to ensure compliance with the Development Agreement. The City docs not concur 
with this provision of the Settlement Agreement. 
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I'nontv Dale Authorized Cornbined 
Diverslo!1 Rate Municipal 


Diversion Rate 


3,25 


2J2J1994 


(1) I nciudc,s J .77 cfs for Fire Protection 
The entire diversion mlc is identil1ed for Fire Protection. 


Current City Well C;lpacif'l 


Likewise, it is helpful to also undersiand existing wet! c.ap~K:ity as 3. component of 
potential infr~lstructure needs. The pumping capacity of !he C:ity wells is summarized ill Table 2. 


CUITenl 


\Vell 
Curren! 


Capacity 
(cfs) 


Limjting Para!I1eter(s) of Cily Wafer 


Rights 


I .~ ..•.• ~~ ..... ~~~.=~=~~~~t~~~t~ .. ~~ •• ~1~~==1IDWR Final Order caps withdrawal ()3~! 1413, 63 M 12448, and 63-120l7 


combined at 
for 


M3 Eagle Water Demlmd 


The City'S analysis for its future water needs should reflect the M3 Deve!opment 
!\greem_cnt because the M3 application for a water right is specific to that project area. Further, 
JS part of the M3/1DWR Settlement Agreement, the ID\VR and M3 have requested the City 
submit this analysis to help implement their agreement 


To comply with its obligations and the Development l\greemenl, M3 Eag!e flied 
application number 6J~32573 seeking an appropriation of 23, I R cubic feet per second. M3 
supported its application with numerous reports and assessments which were part of a lengthy 
proceeding before the lDWR. :vI3 supported its water demands bascJ on the requirements and 
population included in its Devc!0pITH::nt Agreement The MJ Developrnent Agreement limits 
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density and residential unils. Based on its Development Agreement and submittals to the 
M] Ins all estimated density of 2.49 persons per residential unit. fhe Dcvc!opmcm Agreement 
lIxcd (he number of residential units in tile M3 project at 7,153 units. ~=~f"ne~=c:c=" 


for the M3 pmject is 1 
':'::L::':':.C:CC::.: .• c:: .. : .. :.:...~2.:.:.:.~:~t.=:;';:;;~- @. UL "'1,.o.V>....<'"1 iC. g 'At.-O 6'J"\ 


For perspective, the City of uses an c:;tlmate of 2.7 persons per residential unit. 
fhe diff'2rcl1CC between theSe estimated persons per hOllScht1!d, wlwther llsing the City's figure of 


2.7 llr !'vi3's is, i!1 the.. . ;)pinioJJJ so S.!.1.1~n.i!:s.'!9.1?~.lr":lev3m ':"""'::"':""""£'~"'C"":::":~'~_ 
, Further, :vn correctly determined, the Cily has recognized, that in 


';t;hl'~e''N;;;'~':II''i;;~~~f;~.,f;fff;IP18nning area, irrigation has not historic3l!y occurred on a broad scale. 


The.refof(;j ;):; p:::rt of its waicr needs analysis, M3 also calculated a demand for irrigation, 
Because the more typical area 'vvithin the City service areas (non-foothills clreas) generally has 
existing Irrigation facilities :md water rights, the City has not typic;:!lly included an irrjgation 
component in determining water demands. d 


__ Wt~'1I:> 


'1 'J' I' , . j I I f "71 II I I rhs,'"1oiZ-n
:)',,-L.. ,v 3'3 water GC!I121!l· ci.1!ct! ;'Il!OllS (1ctcrtlllllC~ 1 t CP)..l'1C, OJ .k. c fa ons pel ,avper ~>iS "r 


residence. For its planning, 1he City uses ~!lons~l!CJ ddv;lJel Icsldcncc !\s with the 
popUlation projections, the City believes thnt the small difference between M3's assessment of 
?>a\lon::. per residence and the City':; dekrmination are so sm<itl! as to be irrelevanl for water needs 
planning purposes, especially over 10 years, Inherent in these slight dif1erences is the fact that 
the M3 calculations arc based on intensive planning efforts whl!e the City's planning calculatio!ls 
fire based on a mOrC gcneraliz<2:d determinatiorL The f.1.ct that the two methodologies produced 
very similar figures corroborates the reasonableness of the {\NO methodologies and the 
determination of need based on residential developmenL 


Cit" of Eagle Future Demands 


Based on the population asscssment by the City of Eagle, the population in 204] (30 
years} is anticipated to be 7(),20S. This flgun: includes the entire City planning area including the 
M3 project area. Although the Development Agreement with M3 limits the residential units in 
the 0113 project area, the City';; population detennination for the entire City utilizes the best 
information available from the City'S planning cfitJrts pursuant to LLUPA. The City's planning 
determinations hold true regardless of whether the population growth is in the M3 area or not 


Because the M3 Development Agreement, and M3 applic<ttion number 63-31573, and the 
M3!lD\VR Scuiement Agreement all ;;l11ticipak the 1\-13 water right will oniy be used on the M3 
project area, the City has approached it:3 future neeJs analysis from two perspectives. The City 
has calculated its future watcr needs for the City service area olltside of the M3 project arca and 
has also analyzed its nee.ds including the M3 project area. The respective analyses arc 
appropriak because M3 has dctcnnined its watcr demand based on the phased development 
approach renee-ted in the Development AgreelT',em. The City bases its future water demand based 
on a predicted popUlation figure for the entire City which is more appropriate from a City 
planning perspective. \Vhile M3 is a private developer with a defined project area, defined 
building density, alld defined population limit, the City is a municipal corporation responsible for 
all of its citizens. Thus, the City is not In the busines.s of constructing homes or developing 


':; The City'$ ordinances require that development lands with existing irrigation continue to provide 
irrigation water by using existing ·!rrigation supplies. This helps conserve ground water and avoids 
ohtaining duplicative water supplies for irrigation. However, in the foothill:;: area, there is little existing 
irrigation usc. Therefore, M3's dctcnnination that there is a need for additional water for irrigation is, in 
the City'S view, reasonable. 
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property and (1 


JPpiicablc< 
approach for determining the allti(:ipzited needs is not appropriate or 


Notwithstanding the differcnces in planning approaches, the CilY has determined that its 
future water demand,';, incorpurafing the M3 developrncnl perspective or [, City 
ropulation~bascd yield very similar res-ults. This is because the City future needs 
determination 15 based OJ) .1 total population basis and, whether the pDpulation is iocated in lbe 
0:13 project <ired or outside. is irrelevant from a water needs perspective, It is the total population 
within a planning period, coupled w;lh reilsUIuble usc dCtn<lnds that controls the amount or water 
needed. 


However, it remains accurate that residential needs determinations by the City and by M3 
drc very close. The City'S water needs determination !s based on {j per houscl101d basis of 28! 
gallons per day per E-~qllivalent Rcsidcnticd CU5tl)mer (ERe). This !lgure is based on actual 
hisioricai dat::L Hol1aday~ EngiJ.1ccring revil-wed hislodcal water Lise in tbe City's fun·Gnt 215_1.:2111 
,1:; identified in the .Clb~'.iMa$ter 'Vater Plait WaleI' demand l1-om that review \V[!S ddermined to 
E~2..4J4·~ per household per (!ay with the hi2:h~t t!SC in /\pril, August and S·~C!·" 
Holladay's analysis converted residential, school usc, and commercial into ERe's which then 
provided the 281 gallons per day per ERe value, 


As noted above, MY::; phased approach determined a water demand of 274 gallons per 
day per residence. This value was deterrnillcd from 11 considered evaluation of water netf]:; for 
the specific project area, The City's position is that this slight difference in values is irrelevant 
over ]0 years regardless of whether the phased approach or the: populatlon based approach IS 
used. This conclusion is further corroborated because. regardless o( the exact timing of' the 
phas~ill!menLby- M3 O~lY~<:)ther 0evelopmel1t~le total ~?Jimated P9puiationJor all 0tJh~ 


--BtY is 76,205 in 204-l < t-; L rs~n M~ 1-)'e<) J$ Kt:;-1c24t2-1'fl.1 70 USC WI j/YjJ, 


One difference between the M3~dctermined demand for its prllject and the City's 
determination for the City iJ thaI the speci(ic area where M3 is developing, the foothills, has. little 
t)r no e-x.'!stlng irrig;]lion water. Therefore, \13 has planned for a water right with an irrigation 
demand included. The City service area outside the M3 project typically has irrigation water 
already in piace, The City, by ordinance, requires that when existing irrigation waler is in place, 
d developer must Ilse that waler instead of having to secure additional water. Th.erefore, the City 
does not typically include an irrigation demand in its planning for areas \vith existing irrigation 
water rights. As noted earlier, the 1\orth Eagle Foothills: Planning Area is a unique type of area 
within the City's ComprehensIve Plan. The City has reviewed M3's anticipated irrigation 
~1dnd and bc~~ the demand reflects [1 reasoJlable lrrigation demand based on the submittals 
M3 made as part of its annexation and rezone application and the negotiated Devdopment 
Agreement 


Further, project water re~usc along with potable and non-potable groundwater dcrnands 
included in M3's water information provided to the City, was compared to the City's own 
irrigation standard. Based on this review. the City determined thai M3's irrigation determinations 
were reasonable for a \vell-managed irrigation system in the Eagle area. 


,~ s0ff'ov_"1p\lv CACC:s 


H The M3 Eagle de-y-Z-p7m"""c-n-t-'s r;te of growth, until it reaches the maximum number of units under the 


Deve!upmem Agre ent, reflects market conditions and other factors controlled by !vI3 Eagle The City 
docs not cuntrol 1C rate of gmwth of the development The City's total overall rate of growth over 30 
years iS1439%,l which includes the- M3 Eagle development. For the :)0 year period, M3 Eagle's 
development represents less than 35% of the total growth of the City 
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As nlC'liOtbl the 


Future ('ltv \Vater Rights Need 


A:; noted, the has approJched its """'Y'" fN fUlure water demand hy considering 
City needs Intluding and excluding the MJ The City' currc!tt :1f1d future needs. 
excluding fhe M3 area is shown in Table:) below, (1t:. __ 11l1L~ ::)\,)WD(~ (u'JL 


cfs -- cubic feel pet' second 
mgd - million gai!ons per day 
MDD~· maximum daily demand 


LPIIL),::JJcak h(jurdcnlalld "'~~ ___ .. _~~ __ " 


iN<:.wok SVi1\JCI 


(!) Rate of \Yater use increase is less than the 4.39u;;J population rate forecast to reflect the proportion 
oflhc popllbtron growth nlle assigned to M3 Eagle development within the growl!"! boundary 
(2) At the projected rate of growth, the [mild out population within the City's Area of Impact is 
expected to be reached around 2049 with a population of 106,175, Demand at full build out will 
require a tota! diversion falc of 72.56 cfs, or an increase of 2134 <:1"$ over the diversion of 49.22 cfs 
projected for the 2041 population of 76,205. As noted, however, to accommodate the IDWR'3 and 
::VB's request fi)f a 30 yenr nnaiysis. tlle City has agreed to that planning horizon so that the M3 
application can he properly considered by the IDWR under the Settlement Agree-menl. I 


i Placing the City and M3 Eagle wa~er use pr~tions into a single table ill 10-vear 


I 
~cmc~lls presents rertain .. £ .. hal1.enges dtle~<;:l!Y's usc of average growth rate~~1} 
Eagle's phased develo ment Ian which reflects a maximum number of resider!.!l.al units, The 


L.::}


I\ "_Ity suture needs projection when including the M3 projecl is based on the same end point: a 
City service population 0(76,205 in 204 L 


[.!cu\}". rilt> Q 'Zm\ S4'0S. '/'f)~ (:;6;w5~ Il,e,I\') ~ 50Jl'1'-1 p",,(,4:. 


0'6 I :\'lS Pt'd'tL /1.1- ~&.,,(U !{i.D6 '2.1 I "''-'1 ~)of,j<L:, 


(1.'&\ 'i'i,,)CLv,n Q.,-c,)t;,-:~) = ';",'0'1- WlGl;, = 155[b,01') c 9,4\ c.'FS 
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P1'4fC ~1.<{Z 
f~~-"~~·~7~~~~\···~···.~+-~~~·+~--~--~-·········-~~L~ ! 


MDD MDD MDD plu" PHD 
firc flow (cfs) 


1.1; 
(I,t;'-S'J 
Ll-l, 


(I) ;\13 Eagle data from the Second Amended Application for Water Rl!~.b! Permit was used to 
derive Tahle 4 in the saDle approximate units fijI' presentation as the City data in Tabie], M3 
Engle usc refieds indoor and irrigation diversions. 


(2) tv13 Eagle utilizes storage for nrc Ilow component 
(3) Peak Hour Demand for M3 Eagle reflects the analysis referenced abcwt: 


From Table 1, Eagle's Total Municipal Diversion Rme is currently 5.48 cfs, From Tabk 
4, based on the City's determination of projected growth, the demand for 2041 will require 49.22 
cis. Of lhis amount, the M3 Eagle pcnntt application would account h1r 23.18 cfs. The 
difference of 20.56 cfs is the amount [(:~qu'!red fzw the City of Eaglc to meet lIS rcasonably 
anticipated futun: needs. 


rht: ID\VR should also remember that the Idaho Rules for Plihlic Drinking H/atcr 
Systems require the City to supply rnaximum day demands from well capacity. Therefore, the 
City mUSt have adequate walcr rights and well capacity to meet the projccted maximum day 
demand. Peak hour demands (or maximum day demand Rllt:zjIrc flow) can be supplied using J 


combinatiDli of pump capacity and storage. In other words, the City can have less watcr right and 
pump capacity than the peak hour demand, if it develops adequate storage capacity. ilistorically, 
the- City has supplied peak huur de!nands almost entirely from well capacity, 


Whether to supply peak hour demands from developed s.torage capachy or fne amount of 
well capacity (and the wat~r right portfolio) is a decision that must be made by the City as part of 
its future planning fmd rnanagement. In other words, it may be more cost effective to construct 
additional wells to meet peak hour demand than to construct storage res(;fvoirs, booster pumps 
and pressure reducing valves. for this reason, the City's water right ponfoJio should be 
maintained and enhanced to provide future peak hour demands as reflected in rbis analysis. 


Conclusion 


Based on historic.al water usc, at the projected average grovith of 4.39% and assuming the 
approval of the 23.1 g cCs M3 Eagle has requested in its application pending before ID\VR, fhe 
City of Eagle has concluded its reasonably anticipated future needs is 20.56 cfs to serve 76,205 
citizens in 2041. 
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Department Review Comments for the City of Eagle's Draft Reasonably 


Anticipated Future Needs Analysis Report 


Generallssu€s of Concern 


L Our under~tand!ng of the of anticipated future needs 


report is that the evaluation of RA,FN complete!y excludes the M3 area and its water needs. fhe 


(eport therefore assumes that the planning rnateri;jls submitted to support the M3 application 


are sufficient to establish anticipated future needs for the M3 portion of the city If 


that were the case, the only reJson for submitting the report would be a perfunctory 


satisfiJction of the requirement in jdaho Code § 42,,2028-(9) that the service area for a 


fYHWlcipahty, and therefore the service area to be evaluated for RAFN, must include the entire 


city and other areas sharing its common distribution system. However/ cannot have it 


both ways, \f the M3 planning documents can't exclude the rest of Eagle from the RAFN 


evaluation, then the City of Eag!e report c.3n't exclude the 1V13 area. Otherwise, the adequacy of 


the report is moot because the requested quantity of water has been justified already. In 


the 30-year papulation projections for M3 may stH! be in question. The appropriate evaluation 


strategy in this report would be to: 


a, evaluate the future water needs: for the entire City of Eagle, including M3, with 


consideration to all water providers within the City's area of impact, 


b, subtract the amount of water already avallable for use by the City of Eagle and by other 


providers, such as United VJater Idaho and Eagle \;Vater Company, to portions of the 


city, 


c. consider the difference to be RAFN, 


d, compJre the current water right application to the RAH-J! and 


e. if the RAFN exceeds the water associated with current ['v13 water right application the 


City could file an additional application for R/\FN municipal Lse. 


In this way, the adequacy of the existing support for M3 is not assumed, and the RAFN for the 


non-M3 portion of the City of Eagle can be used, with two qualifications, to justify some of the 


quantity requested in the existing applicat~on. The first qualification is that It is appropriate to 


consider RAFN in the non-M 3 portion of the City when the current application specifies- a place 


of use within the M3 area only The second qualification is that IDWR will have to evaluate 


whether the quantity of water in the existing application would be an unreasonably 


disproportionate share of the City of Eagle's overall water supply. 


2 The RAFN analysis report submitted by the City was mischaracterized as a water right 


application. In addition the report docs oot accurately detail the description of the M3 Eagle 


water right permit (63-32573) currently in renegotiation, the conveyance of that permit to the 


City of Eagle, and the service area as anticipated in the settlement agreement. 


EXHIBIT 


I 1'1 
\rle<tV< r "1/.J-if/u 







3 The components or the RAFN analysis report should be consistent with other plJnning 


documents including the of Eagle master plan and other municipal planning documents! and 


the planning documents of other water providers withlll the City, 


4. The RAFN analys\s report shou~d detail the spatia! relationships, service popUlations and 


populations, and water demand projections of the M3 Eagle Deve!opment, City of 


EJgle rnunicipai watc;r system, Eagle 'vVater Company water distribution system, and the United 


\:'\Jater idaho water distribution systems. ,4 run description of the interconnectedness of the 


disparate systems and the impact of thiS interconnectedness on future projectlons of RAFN 


water use should also be included in the reporL 


s. It is not clear that historical water diversion records and trends played any part in the estimation 


of water need as presented i,n the RAFN analysis report A request for RAFN water should first 


and foremost be based in a review and anaiysls of historical water usc indudlng the City 


municipal water system, Eagle \tVatcr Company's water system, and if possible, United \A1ater's 


system where it supplies water to the City of tagle, 


5 The Department is not convinced that it is appropriate to base an estimated population growth 


rate on an average of eXisting estimated population growth rates from a myriad of related and 


not-so related published values. The Department would prefer that the growth rate be based 


on an independent analysis of conditions and circumstances unique to the City of Eagle, with the 


use of other published growth fates Hrnited to the affirmation of the independent calculation. 


Furthermore, the Department is not satisfied with d single estimated growth rate projected 


through the entire planning horizon with no variation, at the very least a discussion and defense 


of why there '15 no variation in the population growth rate should be included in the report. 







Specific Issues of Concern 


1, 1, OO",;"",,h 2: 8The Public Vvorks Depattment to mcwicle water sen!lCe mco{},onrJUr 


the lvea Impact os nnccpkare annexed into the City. N DOes this include prov1ding iNatt:f to 


n::sidences and other- uses within the 0,isrir," United VJater Idaho and 


ser-vicc areas? 


\tvater 


2 Page 1, Oal'3QrOrlh 2: NA reosonable W/i')dr)W long-range utility pfanning vi/ithin the UIU'{)!I,iIIU 


boundary is 30 yeors, which corresponds with time frames of sevc.ro/larqc'5cale private 


developrnents annexed Dr currentiy outside the City" Please provide reference to the 


developments currently under a 30~year horizon, Is this pL:mning horizon 


consistent with the other water service providers wlthin the City of area of impact? 


1, paragraph 3·, olIo serve c forecast' population oj 76}205 in 2041n.'" Does this value 


include Eagle Vvater Company water users, and United Water idaho water users? 


4. Page L paragraph 4: Is the i,,1aster Plan arnended and updated in 2008 as r,t relates to population 


and water use forecasting still relevant in part or in whole? 


5. Page J, paragraph 6: N".the fv13 eagle application wft"h its population component and water 


demand forecast has not been included in the City's determination as to its water demands for 


reosonabJyanticipated future needs," !t is the Department's position that the planning of RAFN 


water use should specifically indude the serviceability of the Pv13 Eagle Development, 


6. Page 2, paragraph 2: ",."while the City included the commercial and school use in its residential 


amount of 280 gallons per day per residence, 71 What is this value based on? Historical data? 


Regulatory standard? ideally this value should be based upon historical records of actual water 


usc within the City of Eagle, 


7, Page 2, paragraph 2: 'The M3 Eagle values and the associated demands on the water system 


have not been included in the future need forecast for the City since M3 Eogie is securing a 


separate water right which is to be conveyed to the City" As previouslV discussed the 


Department is unclear what is rneant by "separate water right", and the estimation of RMN 


water use needs should ineiude the service requirements of the M3 Eagle development. 


8. Page 2, paragraph 3: Please provide explanation as to why it is appropriate to ti.e the planning 


horizon of RAFN water use to the construction schedule of independent developments within 


the City as opposed to provjding consistency to other planning documents prepared specifically 


for the City to guide the governance of growth and developrnent within the City as a whole. 


9, Page 2, paragraph 6: Please provide calculaflons and assumptions underlying the three 


population totals described in this paragraph: 106,175, 76,205, and 56,892, Specifically Inctude 







spatial delineation of the various water" service providers along with correlatIng population 


estimates and projected population growth, 


10. Page 3, Current and Future Demands, paragrapll 2: Please explicitly detail the ADD and peak 


factor values and supply supporting documentation and reasoning for their US8. ideally these 


values should be based upon historical records of actual water use w'I"lhin the City of Eagle. 


11. Page 4, paragraph 1: NNo irrigation or amenity use was incfuded". Please provide a brief 


de-scription of how irrigation water arid other amenity uses will be accommodated. Is the 


description consistent with current practices? 


12. Page 4, Table 3: Please provide example calculations of the values presented in column two 


"MOD (mgd)". 1;150 it would be helpful to include population estimates used in the MOD 


caJculat'lons in a separate column. 


13. Page 4, Table 3: Please provide further elaboration on footnote 1. Why 1$ this onlV applied to 


the 2041 PHD value? Why don't economies of scale associated With a more fuily developed 


system through build-out equate to a decrease in time of the peaking factor? 


14. Page 5, Table 1 "Annual Growth Rates": What terms in the table are inciuded'ln the arithmetic 


cafculation of an average growth rate of 4.39%7 By my calculation a straight arithmetic average 


of 13, 7.5, 1.3, 4, 3, 2.76, 15,6.1,2.2,1.652.7, and 2.6154.03. Furthermore, provide the 


rationale for using historiC growth rates of 13% and 75% to calculate the projected growth rate 


when other estimates focusing on the future, not the past, are much lower, 
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03/11/2011 


Current Owner 


Priorily D{;l!e: 04i08!1998 


Basis· 


Status: Active 


SOlRl.:;g 


GROUND WATER 


~vlUNICjP/\L 


GF10UND WATER 


ADA County 


Gf10UND WATEr, 


ADA County 


GROUND WATER 


ADA County 


GROUND WAT EH 


ADA County 


GROUND WATCR 


ADA County 


Conditions of AQQrov<lL 


iDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 


Name aCid AddrGSs 


CITY OF EAGLC 
PO BOX 15;~O 
EAGLE!D 836j6 
(:-:08)93SH3813 


From ~_.~~~ 


01101 to 12/31 


101:11 DiversiQr;' 


NWi!4SW1!4 


SW1!4SW1!4 


SE1/.-i8W1!4 


SVVi/48W1!4 


NE1!4SE1!4 


r::~bn~rsion RatE1 


3250 CFS 


3.250 CFS 


Sec 3, 


Sec. 3, 


Sec. 5, 


Sec- z1, 


Sec. 4, 


bDD!-l&l Volume 


1,45500 AF 


Twp 04hJ, Rge 01 E, 8,M, 


IWP 04N, Rge OiE, 8.M 


Twp 04N, Rge 01 E, H.M. 


T'lJp 04N, Rge 01 E, BJV: 


fwp 04N, Rge 01 E, S.M. 


1, 01 M The right holder shall install suitable measuring dcvices approved by the Department at Eag!e weBs no. 


2 


3, 


3 and no. 4 and shal! annually provide a report to the Department documenting the tola' volume 01 
ground water diverted tmnually to the Department. 


Rights no. 63 .. 114 i 3 and no. 63~ 12017, and no. 63- -; 2448, when combined, shall not exceed a total 
maximum diversion rate of 3.25 cfs and a rotal annual maximum diversion volume of 1 ,4SS acre-feet. 


flight no. 63-12-1'18 is subject to aU prior water rights, induding rights held by the chase Estate as 
provided in (1) and (;~) above. 


EXHIBIT 


I )b 
We"v<I qlr~/( ( 







(J, 


6. 


7 004 


8. 


9. 


10. 121 


11. 


12. 


03/11/2011 


IDAHO OEP/\HTMENT OF WATER HESOUnCES 


Water fJ 2nni1 Report 63~i2448 


oeloti; Gonsttucfion of weil no. 3 in the SWSW, Section 4, T4N, RH~, is completed and gro;Jnd 
wAter is diverted from well no. 3, Ihe Ctl3.Se Esl:n) may Go0dutt a pump test using lhe smail 


wei! The (nus! prthlpPfove the test, and lhe cily of must be ali owed 10 
p~:;;~:~;::~ Wi the test test rr,Jsi use presently in-place pumping equipment and be conducted iCJr a 
s dU(81ior' to establish the currenl sustainable rate of diversion Any sustainable rale oj 
diversion wJtfHn the diverSion rate tirn\:ation at claim no, 63>05229 (0."16 cis) wiil bE} re-cognized as 
diversion capscity th8t \vil1 no be aVi:L~ablf3 be-cause of declines caused by diverting ground water 
frOfn Eagle well no< in the Section 4, T41\1, Rio The City of Eagle must cornpensate the 
chase estate far any joss 01 prove, sustainable CiM?fSiOf) rd:e fmm the stna!llrrigailon well. Two 
acceptabie alternatives tor compensalion are: (a) constructing a new 'liell lot It-Ie chase- Estate, 
ins!alru,g the- pumping and payin\J for additional pumping costs; or (b) providing 
direct blCk~up serviCe the Cily munidrai without additional cost to the Chase 
ts~ate :f one 01 Ih8S(~ two alternativeS s offered to lhe Estate by the City of Eagle, the Chase 
Es:ate muSl except the alternative offerer:!. if the Chase Estate does nDt accept whic:h0ver 01 these two 
;J\!ernBtlVeS is offered by Ihe Ciiy of Eagle, the CHose Estate is not entitled to protection of its rights, 
Alternatively, the Cit)i of Eagle and jh0 Chase Eslate may negoli;<)!e another mutually acceptable 
alternative to' compensation 


Proof of construcHon of works and apphcavon fo waler to beneHciai use sha!l be subrniHed on or bel ore 
October 1, 2009 
fhe waler beanng LOne to be appropriated under righl no. 63-'12';,/;8;s from 183 to 60210<;,1 


The issuance of permit no. (3:3+12448 dnd gmntinq of amendment does nol grant any righl-of-vvay or 
casement across the land of another. 


Flignts flO, 63- i 14 -; 3 and nc, 03~12017 also have authorized points of diversion from the wells in the 
SWSW (Eagle well no. 1) and NWSW well no. 2), Section :), T4N, Rift and the w&l($ in the 
SWSW (Eagle weJl no. 3) and NESE weU no. 4), SecHon 4, T4N. Ri E, RM. 


The Cily of Eagle must compensate for the loss of prOduction from the dairy-domestic well to the fuJ) 
extent 01 ihe diversion rate authorized under water right no. 63-15820 (0,04 ds) and claim no. 
G3~05226 (0.13 cfs} caused by diverting qround water from Eagle well no. 310(;316d in the SWSW, 
Sc<:;tion 4, T4N, R1 £;., Two acceptable alternatives ~or c-orr·pensa!lon are: (a) constructing a new weli 
for the Chase Estate, instalHng the necessary pumping equipment, and paying for additional pumping 
costs; or (b) providing direct back-up service from the City of Eagle's municipal system without 
additional cost !D the Chase Estate if one of these two alternatives ;$ offered to the Ctlase Estate by 
the City of Eagle, the Chase Estale must except the alternative offered. if the Chase Estate does not 
accept whichever of these iwO alternatives is offered by lhe Cily of Eagle, the Chase Estale is not 
entii!ed to protection of its rights. A!ternatively, the Ch01se EstalB and the City of Eagle may negotiatE':' 
another mutually acceptable alternative for compensation. 


The Director retains jurisdiction to require the right holder to provide purchiJsed or leased natura! fiow or 
stored water to oHset depletion of Lower Snake River Hows jf needed lor salmon m;gration purposes, 
The amount 01 water required to be released into the Snake Rlver or a tributary, jf needed fOI thiS 
purpose, will be determined by the D:rector based upon the reduction in flow caused by the use of 
water pursuant to this permit 


The place of use for rights flO. G3·114 i 3, no, 63·12017, and no. 63" 1244B ,s within the service area 01 
Hle City of Eagie municipal water supply systern as provided for under Idaho Law. 


Wells and additional points of dlversion authoriZed shall be constructed in accordance wilh the ruies of 
the Idaho Department 01 Water Resources regarding weI! construction, !DAPA :17-03,09, and the rules 
of the Department of Environmenta! Qua)ity for Public Drinking WatBf Systems, IDAPA 58.01.08. 







0:;/11/2011 


IOAHO DEPAfnrviENT OF WATER HESOUnCES 


(2OimYft:nts; 


am;:usha!1 i/25/2008 Wflle( 8ank 
Comment A ponion {f),80 eft o.'jj 130,(81) '!faier 
,he 8jnk by lhe City 1)1 Eagle to n(;r.f)n~phsh iJ changs 


no_ (j;),! ;;'448 was I08ted to the Gank 2nd rented hom 
of use fino Doint cf diver2ion 


? EHtli::fshali 1/292008 Water 
Comrnent- i'rHS rflnt21! term is, "SBr1BrnDe: to Ds ::embcf 3, 20(Y3 Of the date tA final resO~0tion of COntested 
mattes associated with ViDlc! PBrmit nos, 63'320S9 and 63<Q090 whichever OCcurs ij!s\ " 


:; c:;axtol1 "1/20/2010 3-S;,H-;1 Pf! POD 
Commont: Updated Shape 


4 ',:saxton 4i201:-!010 3::;i7:1G F'M POD 
Cun,rnonj; Updated Shape 


5 csax:ton !'~i201?OlO 4:00:58 PM POD 
Comment: Updated SMpe 


6. CS8xton 4/20/2010 Amended Permit 
Comment Permil amended per finai (ll'(jer 'Issued on September 2?, 2005 


l. segb8rt 1/2612011 12:24:3S PL1 POD 
Comment PODIO 595855 correioted Ir0111 Spatla!DatalD 67331 to SpatialOotafD 20.3654 


DB:% and Othor infonnation: 


Permit Proof DUE- Date- iO!1!2009 
Permit F)roof Made Date: 1011!2009 
Permit Approved Date-' 12/3/1998 
Perrml Moratorium ExpiraHon Date: 
En:argement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargoti'!ent Statute Priority Date: 
Field Exam DatEr 
Date Sent to Slate Office' 
Date Hecerved al State Office 
State or Federal: 
Owner Name Conneclor: 
Water Dislrict Number: 
Generic Max Rate Per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume Per Acre: 
SW8n Falls Trust or NDntrust' 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number 
Carey Act Number: 
Mitigation Plan· False 


gomQtnE.-,::Ll.l,s~U,jrn;t%.. 











State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 


Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 63-12559 


Priority; Decemb~T 15, 1999 Maximum Diversion Rate: 


This is to certify, that EAGLE WATER CO INC 
PO BOX 455 
EAGLE: In B3616 


has applied for a permit to appropriate Water from: GROUNDWATER 


and a permit is APPROVED for development af water as follows: 


PERIOD OF U.g RATE OF DIVERSION 


MutUCIPAL 01/01 to 12/31 5.00 CFS 


5.00 CFS 


LOCA':t~::-illL~.oF POINT(St OF I?J:VERSrON: T~ot J ( NESW) I Sec. 15, 'l'O'.'I'nship 04N, R:lnge OLE 


ADA County 


CONDITIQNS OF APPRQVAL_ AND ~ 


1. Proof of application of water to beneficial use shall be. 
8ubmitt.ed on or before March L 2002. 


2. Subject to all prior water ~ighta. 
3. Project construction shall commence within one year from the. 


date of peL~it issuance and sh~11 proc~ed diligently to 
completion unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of the 
DiLector of the Department of Water Resources chat delays were 
due to circumstances over which pennit holder had no control. 


4. Right holder shall comply wit!l tbe drilling pel.--mit 
r8~Jirements of Section 42-235, IdahQ Code. 


S. After specific notification by the department, the right holder 
shall install a suitable measuring device or shall enter into an 
agreement with the department to determine the amO\.U1t of' water 
di verted from power records and shall annually report the 
information to the department. 


S, Tht:!' Director retains jurisdiction to require. the right holder to 
provide purchased or leased natural flow or stored wate~ to 
offset depletion of Lower Snake River flows if needed for salmon 
migration purposes. The amount of water requir-ed to bf! released 
into the Snake River or a t:cibutar,/ , if needed for this purpose, 
will be determined by the Director based upon t-he reduction in 
flow caused by the use of water pursuant to this permit. 


7. The issuance of this right does not grant any right,of-way 
or easement across the land of another:. 







PAGE 2 
State ofIdabo 


Department o[Water Resources 


Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 63-12559 


CONDITIONS Qf APPROVAL AND_~ 


3. Th~ right holder shall not provide \Ilater diverted under this 
right for th€ irriglltion of land having appurt.etlant surface 
water rights as a primary source of irrigation water except when 
t.he 6urfac~ water :r:ighta are not available for use. This 
condition applies to all land with appurtenant surface water 
rights, irtcluding land converted from irrigated agricultural use 
to other land use6 but still requiring water to in-igate lawns 
a~d landscaping. 


9. Water ~aring zone to be appropriated is from 250 to 400 feet. 
10. Point of diversion is known as We1l ~7. 


11, Place of use is within the service area of Eagle Water Co, Inc, 


This permit is isslJ.ed pursuant to the provisions of Section 12·204, Idaho Code. 
Witne~ signatu.re of the birector, affixed at Boise, this 


) .• 00,"< ~d;;'~S~ 
~l J. Dreher, Director 


.~;,; ,~ .. ,,-







STP.TE OF IDAHO 
DEP}LqTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 


AMENDMENT OF PERMIT 
PERMIT NO. 63-12147 


This is to certify, that EAGLE WAT~R CO INC 
PO BOX 455 
EAGLE 10 83616-0455 


has requested a change to the above captioned water right (s). .This change' in water 
right (0) ia authorized pursuant to the provisions: of section 42-211,' Idaho Code. The 
approved amendment of permit is described as fnllows: 


sotmCE 


GROUNDWATER 


Priority: 09/27/1994 


BENEPICIAL USE PERIOD OF USE RATE OP DIVERSION ANNUAL VOLUME 


MUNICIPAL 01/01 to 12/31 5.00 CPS 


LOCATIOll 01' POINTJJU....Q .. DlVERSIOlI: SW'SW 
NWNW 


Sec. 8, Township 04N, Range OlE 
Sec. 15, Township 04N, Range OlE 


ADA County 


PLACE OF US~! See ~emark9 


CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL AND REMARKS 


L Proof of construction of works and app.tication of water to 
beneficial use shall be submitt~d on or before February 1, 1997. 


2. After specific notification by the department, the: right holder 
shall install a suitable measuring -device or shall enter into an 
agreement with the department- -tb d.et:errnine the amount of water 
diverted from power reco_r'ds and ahall annually report the 
information to the department. 


3. The issuance of this right does not grant any right-of-way 
or easement across the land of another. 


4. ?lace of use is within the city limits of Eagle and surrounding 
service area. 


~ I q d~y~ of ____ --'-___ ~_"""--Witness my hand this 







~~'<tJ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
State of Idaho 


Department afWater Resources 


WATER RIGHT LICENSE 
WATER RIGRT NO. 63-09331 


Priority: January 17, 1980 Maximum Diversion Rate, 0.10 ers 


This is to certify, that CITY Of EAGLE 
EAGLE, 10 83616 has complied with the terms and conditions 


of the permit, issued pursuant to Application for Pennit dated January 17, 1990, and 
has submitted proof of Beneficial Use on Feb~ary 29, 1980. An examination indicates 
that the works have a diversion capacity of .150 cfs of water from a ~T!R 
source, and a water right has been established as follows: 


Bl!NEFIClJ\L USE 


MUNICIPAL 


PERIOD OF USE 


01/01 to 12/31 


RATE OF DIllEMI(N 


0.10 CFS 


LOCATI(N OF POINI'(S) or DIVERSI(N: NENE , Sec. 17, Township 04N, Range OlE 
P.DA County 


PIACE OF USE: See Remarks 


cnroITICf.IS~: 


1. This water right is appurtenant to the described place of use. 
2. This right is subject to all prior water rights and may be 


forfeited by five years of non~use. 
3. Modifications to or variance feom this license must be ~de 


within the limits of Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or the 
applicable Idaho law. 


4. Place of use within the city limits of Eagle. 


~his license is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-219, Idaho Cqq.j' 
Witness the seal and signature of the Dire<;tor, affixed at Boise, tilis _~~ 
dayof,T4V~4 ,1990. 


ftitbiWFlLMlO 
FEB % 1 199U 


I 







101ENDED 


STATE: OF ID]'.I110 
DSi?AH:rMEli'T OF WATBR RESOURCES 


AMENDMENT OF PERMIT 
PERMIT NO. 63-12448 


This is to cert"ify, that: ClTY OF' EAGLE 
310 E S'l'ATE ST 
EAGLE 10 83616 


AMENDED 


has a change to the above (5) This in water 
{sl is authorized pursuant of Sect,ion 42-211, Idaho Cede. The 


amendment 0:; permit is described as follows: 


GROUr-mWAl'ZR 


Priority~ April 8, 1398 


!-lJNICIl?.Tili 01/01 to 12/31 3.25 CFS 1455 0 AF 


t<rwsw Sec. } , 'l'o'HTIship 04N, 


y., SWSW Sec. 3, Township 04N, 


.SESW Sec. 5, TOw"'TIship 04N, 


ADA County 


PLACE_QI~~~E! See Remarks 'l z. il CJ::., J;';:'" 2v 


CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL AND R~KS 
1. Proof of construction of works and application of water to 


beneficial use shall be submitted on or before December 31~ 1999. 
2. t.o all prior water rights_ 
3. The right holder shall use the full allotment of appurtenant 


surface water rights in conjunction with groundwater" diverted 
under this right and shall only divert groundwater ur:der this 
right • .... hen wat(~r from the appurten<:L""1t surface water rights cannot 
be delivered to the right holder« 


<1. This right shall not be used if the surface water right (3) 


appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or 
used on any other place o~ usc. 


S. ll.iter ic notification by the department, the right holder 
shall install a suitable measuring device or shall enter into all 
agreement wi t:h the department to determine the amount. of water 
diverted from power records and shall annually repOl"t the 
infox:matioc. to the department. 


6. Right holde:t~ shall ccmply with the drilling permit 
requirements of Section 42 - 235, Ida1.o Code. 


7. The issuance of "J:'.is right does not grant any right-of¥way 
or easement across the land of another. 


Range 
Ra.'l.ge 
Range 


(jUl'Ji. 


G1E 
OlE 
tnt: 







PAGS 2 


AMENDED A?<jENDED 


PERMIT no. 63-12448 


CONDITIOnS OF APPROVAL AND REMARKS 


8. The Director retains jurisdiction ~o the right: holder to 


9. 


10. 


11, 


12. 


13. 


fditness 


provide purchased or leased natu:r."al flow or stored water to 
offset depletion 0: Lower Snake River floVls if needed for salmon 
migration purposes The amount of wat:er reqtlired to be released 
into the Snake River or a tributary, if needed for this purpose, 
will be deterrr(ined by the Director based upon the reduction in 
flow caused by the use of water pursuant to this 
Rights 63-11413, 63~12017 and 63 12448 when combined shall not 
exceed a total diversion rate of 3.25 ers and a total annual 
maximum diversion volume of 1455.0 at. 
Points of diversion locally lr...no·~ as City of Eagle Wells #1 
and 2, and Flcating Feather Well. 
Place of use is located within city limits of Eagle and 
",~:rounding service area. 


iZ_v;h':_s 63~11413 and 63-12017 are also diverted from the wells 
located in the WflS~" and SWSW f 33 I T4N, R1E. 
~'later b(~aring zone ~e appropriated is from 1:~) to 602 feet:,. 


my har:d this ~7~ day of ~ ," ---l , 20.2 c 
id ;at~~t;:t-~'"'1"'-







A~1ENDED 


STAT2 OF l.DA}-!O 


DEPARTI,fENT OF JIATER RES00TsCES 


Al\1ENDMENT OF PERMIT 
PE&~IT NO. 63-11413 


This is ::-,0 certify 1 that CITY OF EAGLE 
PO BOX ,1 7 7 


l\H~~NDED 


EAGLE In B3G1G~0477 
has re.qussted a change to the abcve (8) . This change in ',<later 
right(s} is aut:::orized pursuant to the Ot Sectior, 42-211, Idaho Code, The 
app:coved 8..rrl.endrr;ent of t is described as follows: 


Priority: 


PERIOD OF USE RAT~ OF DI~RSIO~ 


!>'lUNIC::'PAL 01/01 to 12/31 5,15 CFS 540.8 AF 


LOC;ATJ.ON 1lL.J?.9INT.(& OF DIY]l;RSION: t<""",'lSYJ SeC. 3 , Township 04K, 


SVlSH Sec. , Township 04N, . , 
Sv!SVI S0C. '1 , TO'W'1:ship 04N, 
NESE Sec, 4, To'.;-nsnip 04N, 


JIDA County 


CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL AND REMARKS 


1. proof of co:;;rstruction of works and application of water to 
beneficial uSe shall be submitted on or before September 1, 2000. 


2" Subject to all prior \'Jater rights. 
3. The issuance of this right does not grant any right:-of way 


or easement across ehe land of another. 
4, Right holder shall comply with the drilling pe~~it 


requirements of' Section 42-235, Idaho Code. 
s. After specific notification by the department, the holder 


shall install a suitab::'e measuring dev.ice or shall enter into an 
agreement wi tn the depa.rtment to determine the amour\t~ of water 
di. vert!~d from power reco~'ds and sh5.11 annually :cepor:' t"he 
informatio!1 :-_0 the department. 


is, 'rhe right holder ::.£ responsible. on an on-going basis to 
provide a well suitable f02::" monitoring as determined by the 
Department: . 
The holder is responsible to i:lf;ure t.hat. p'"llllpas-e ,-mder 
this water right: does not directly cause the wa:.e.::: level to 
significantly decline in any domestic well drilled and in use 
prior to Marcj 29 I 1978 I or to cause the wate;: level i!1 any other 
well having 3. priol- right to exceed a reasonable pu.llping level, 
unle81::1 the right holder 
mitigatio:1 to the 
levels as deee:r::!1ined by 


provides :ceasonable comper:sation or 
'water ::righ:: 1101der for the reduced water 
the Director. 


Range 
Rar.ge 
Range 
Rar:gc 


O~E 


OlE 
OlE 
OlE 







?,AGE 


A::1ENDED AMENDED 


PE~~IT NO. 63-11413 


8. Farmers Dnion Canal Company water shall be utilized for the 
of the lot.s in Lexington Hills and Trail Cx·eek Ranch 


parcels equt'Ll to or great-or than one-half acre in size during 
peYio(i~ when 'dater is being delivered in the canal, This ~;ater 


may be t.;sed for irrigation Ptl'l::.:poses only if the entire 
Ctmc);J.nt of water from the Parmers Union Canal Co. remains with 
the lands in Lexingto-:1 Hills a!1d Trail Croek Ranch. Sale or 
transfer of surface water fr0,J11 any of these properties 
will be cause for the Department to further limit the USC! of 
this 


9. The right holder shall permanently maintain totalizing flow 
measurement devices of a type approved by L718 Department at each 


lO. 


11. 


12. 


14 . 


witness 


well. The water right holder 
the Department on a frequency 
Each lot which n:cei yes water 
metered. 


shall provide flow measurements 
determined by the Departmer{t, 
under this right shall be 


Rights 63-11413, 63-12017, and 63-12448 when com .. ?ined shall 
not exceed a total diversion rate of 3.25 cfs. 


to 


Rights 63-12017 and 63.-12448 also diverted through the point(.;:;.) 
of diversio:1 described above. 
PQin~s of diversion WQre fonnerly known as Hormaedlea Wells 1 and 
2 and Lexingeon NeIls 1 and 2, They are currently known as 
of Eagle NeIls 1-4. 
Place of use .is located within 


8urro'Jnding serviC0~' 


the city limits of Eagle and the 


my hand this _i1L._ day oi O~ ,1ST) 


4"26d,~ 







AMENDED 


-
State of Idaho 


Department of Water Resources 


Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 63-12017 


Proposed Priority: April 21, 1993 Haximurn Diversion Rate: 1.56 CPS 


This is to certLfy! that LEXINGTON HILLS INC 
TREASURE VALLEY VILLAGE LTD PARTNERSHIP 
1815 E STONEY BROOK CT 
EP.GLE IO 83616 


has applied for a permit to appropriate water from: GROUNDWATER 


and a permit is A?PROVED for development of water as follows: 


BI>NI>FICIAL~ PERIOD OF USE RATE OF DIVERSION ANNUAL VOLUME 


IHLDLIFE 01/01 to 12/31 1. 56 CFS 
WILDLIFE STORACE 01/01 to 12/31 15.0 AF 
RECREATION 01/01 to 1201 1. 56 CFS 
RECREATION STORAGE 01/01 to 12/31 15.0 AF 
AESTHETIC 01/01 to 12(31 1.56 CPS 


AESTHETIC STORAGE 01/01 to 12(31 15.0 AF 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE 01/01 to 12/31 1.56 OPS 


Totals 1. 56 CFS 


"OCATION OF POINT/S) OF DIVERSION, NWSW Sec. 3, TO'lll1ship 04N, Range 


PLACE OF USE,. WILDLIFE 
111N RGE SEC 
04N OlE 3 SN"t1E 


SWSW 
SESE 


SI1SWSW 
SWSW 
NESE 


NESW 
SESN 


PLACE OF USE!. RECREATION, same as W1LDLIFE use 


PLACE OF USE: AESTHETIC! same as HILDLIFE use 


CONDITIONS/REMARKS, 


Sec. 
Sec. 
Sec. 


ADA 


3, Township 
4, Township 
4, Tor,.Jl1ship 


county 


NWSW 
NWSE 


04N, 
0411 1 


04N, 


1. Proof of construction of v;orks ar.d applicat:ion of water to 
beneficial use shall be submitted on or before January 1, 1999. 


2. Subject to all prior water rights. 


Range 
Range 


Range 


3. Project construction shall commence wi.thin one year from tv;~.t,'~_,> .. , ,_";" 
date of permit issuance and shall proceed diligently to -r.:-" 
completion unless it can be shown to the satisfaction of the 
Director of the Department of \'later Resources that delays wer:Eil 
due to circumstances over which permit holder had no control) 


4. A flow measurement port or other device as specified by the 
Department sha.ll be installed by the right holdel.· to provide for 
the installation of measuring equipment and the determination of 
the rate of diversion by the Department. 


OLE 
OLE 
OlE 
OrE 
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AHr;NDEll 


State of Idaho 
Departrnent of Water Resources 


Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 63-12017 


5. Right holder shall comply with the drill 
requirements of Section 42-235/ Idaho Code. 


permit 


6. A well drilled pursuant to this permit rnust be located at least 
500 feet frow any existing well. t1ell spacing closBt" than 500 
feet must be approved by the Department of Water Resources. 


7. Construction of the \-lEdl must comply 't/ith Idaho Hell 
construction standards. 


8. The issuance of this right in no way grants: any right-of~way 
or easement aCross the land of anotber, 


9. Use of 'dater und()r this right may be affected by an agceement 
between the protestant and the right holder. 


10. Place of use is located within Lexington Hills and Trail Creek 
subdivisions. 


AMENDED 


This permit is issued pursuant to the p:::ovisions of Section 42-204, Idaho Code. 
Witness the sigr.ature of the Director, affixed at Boise, this 


day of 1994 _ 





		016
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Engineering Report 
Water Uscs 


M3 Eagle Planned Community 
Second Amended Municipal Water Right Application 


Steven Holt, P .E. 
Toothman-Orton Engineering Co. 


November 26, 2008 


M3 Eagle Planned Community ~ Water Right Application (slide 1) 
This report, and the attached PowerPoint slides, outline facts and conclusions concerning the M3 
Eagle community ground water diversions and uses at project build-out. This report provides an 
overview of the groundwater diversion and distribution system to serve those uses, summarizes 
the diversion and storage quantities requested in the application, and reviews the assumptions, 
calculations and "eterence data underlying tbe requested water right diversion quantities. The 
calculations ate contained in the spreadsheet attached as Exhibit 5.7 to Attachment A of M3 
Eagle's Second Amended Application (the "spreadsheet"). 


The calculations provided in the spreadsheet a.re intended to be neither too conservative nor too 
aggressive. meaning they are no! the least amounts possible for any given use, and they are not at 
the high end. However, in a project of this size, it is unavoidable that the acmal amounts will 
varj somewhat as the project is developed through its planning horizon. The intent is that the 
overall volmnes diverted, the acres irrigated, and t"te indoor uses, will not exceed those 
calculated in the spreadsheet. Accordingly, the use estimates tend to be on the high side rather 
than on the potentially achievable low side. 


Summary of Water Uses (slide 2) 
The indoor potable domestic demand consists of'll 53 residential units, schools. hotel rooms and 
245 acres of commercial development. Irrigation associated with residential and commercial 
structures totals approximately 487 acres. Public area ilTigation totals 765 acres including 
common areas, two 18-hole golf courses, several parks and ball fields. Approximately 1828 
acre-feet (ac-ft or at) of groundwater and reuse water will be stored in aesthetic, operational and 
effluent ponds with approximately 100 acres of surface area. 


Application Exhibit 5.1 " Well Field Diversion Components - Potable Water (slide 3) 
Exhibit 5.1 of the Water Rights Application is a flow-chart schematic illustrating bow the well 
field diversion is distributed into storage and use components. The well field diversion provides 
fur potable (driILlzing and other indoor) water uses on the left of the exhibit, non-potable uses on 
the right side of the exhibit and the interconnection of non-potable irrigation with effluent at the 
bottom center of the exhibit 


The potable uses on the left side of the exhibit illustrate that the well field will supply daily 
demands up to the maximum day demand. Potable storage will provide fire fighting flows and 
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supplement diversions from the wel1 field to accommodate peak hour demands for residential 
il'rigatiol1 and indoor domestic use, 


Preliminary water quality tesling by Hydro Logic, Inc, indicates the proposed groundwater source 
is expected to meet Federal and State drinking water standards without treatment and therefore 
be potable as diverted from the weHs, Supplementary treatment, such as establishing a 
disinfectant residual in the potable distribution system, may be part of the final water system 
design, 


Application Exhibit 5.1 - Wen Field Diversion Components ~ Non-Potable Water (slide 4) 
The non-potable uses on the right side of the exhibit illustrates that the well field will supply 
daily demands up to the maximum day demand, Storage in non-potable operational ponds will 
supplement diversions from the well field to accommodate peak hour demands for non-potable 
irrigation on common areas, Although the groundwater is expected to be potable as diverted from 
the wells, the non-potable irrigation distribution system will be separatc from the potable 
drinking water system, and would not be expected to receive disinfection as described above, 
The right side of tile exhibit also indicates the wel1 field will supply the aesthetic storage pond,l, 


Application Exhibit 5,1 - Well Field Diversion Components ~ Reuse Water (slide 5) 
The portion of the potable water not consumptively used indoors would be collected in a 
conventional sewer system, treated to Class A wastewater sta.ndards as defined by the Idaho 
Departmellt of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and used for irrigation of public areaS, 


During the relatively high demand months oflhe irrigation season, diversions from the well field 
will be used in combination with the treated effluent as produced to meet projected public area 
irrigation demand, To allow for maximum use afttanted effluent for irrigation, from time to 
time somc areas normally irrigated with ditch company or other surface water may be irrigated 
with effluent instead. The irrigation piping will be designed to accommodate this flexibility, 


Until M3 Eagle has produced detailed project layouts of homes, commercial areas, and 
infrastructure, the areas to be irrigated with existing surface water supplies cannot be determined, 
It is antiCipated that use of surface water on the project, which is made possible primarily by the 
presence of the Fanner's Union ditch on its southeast portion, may require place of use transfers, 


Effluent produced in the lion-irrigation season will be stored in ponds and used the following 
irrigation season, In the calculations, storage and reuse of winter effluent is separated fi'om the 
reuse of eft1uent during the irrigation season. The exhibit also illustrates effluent storage ponds, 
which will be lined to control or eliminate lea.'<age, 


Requested Diversion and Storage Quantities (slide 6) 
The following discussion summarizes the diversion and storage quantities requested in the water 
right application, 
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Application Exhibit 5.4· Annual Groundwater Diversion Volume (slide 7) 
Exhibit 5,4 in the application illustrates the components of the requested 6535 ac~ft of annual 
diversion volume. ApprOXimately 62% of the iniloor potable diversion generates 1818 ac-ft of 
effluent that could be reused for imigatioll. The effluent generation represents 28% of the total 
Mmual diversion volurne. After overcoming 158 ac-ft of evaporative losses from the effluent 
storage ponds) £tIl estimated 1616 ac-ft of effluent is reused for 54% of the non~potable irrigation, 
The benefit of the reuse water in reducing diversions is accounted for in the net municipal well 
divisions for non·potable irrigation and pond evaporation components of the pie chart If, due to 
weather conditions that may include abnormally high precipitation or low temperatures, it is 
necessary to provide more irrigated acreage on which to use treated effluent, dedicated irrigation 
water supplies (Farmers Union shares, irrigation welfs) will not be used so tl1at those acrcs within 
the service area can receive treated effluent instead. This operational flexibility is not calculated 
in the spre(ldshcet~ but is an example of an option that could be implemented as experience on 
the site dictates. 


Exhibit 5-4 indicates well diversions fOf evaporative losses in aesthetic and operational ponds but 
not the evaporation from winter eft1uent storage ponds because t'1ose evaporative losses were 
originallY diverted for iudoor use. tn other words, the spreadsheet assumes that only effluent will 
be evaporated in the effluent storage ponds and therefore no additional diversions from the weBs 
are needed to overcome evaporation, The effiuent that is evaporated is therefore reuse water used 
up by evaporation. 


Application Exhibit SA • Annual Groundwater Consumptive Use (slide 8) 
Exhibit 5.5 of the application illustrates the components of the estimated 5381 ac-ft of annual 
consumptive usc. The estimated 1553 ac-ft of consumptively used reuse water represents 29% of 
the total cu. The consumptive use of reuse water is included in the pie chart as the evaporation 
(Tom winter effluent storage ponds (158 ac-ft) 'J1d 1395 ac-ft within the public arca non·potablc 
irrigation. The reuse water represents 55% of the total consumptive usc for non-potable 
irrigation, 


Applielltion Exbibit 5A - Maximum Daily Well Diversions (slide 9) 
Exhibit 5.6 of the application illustrates the components of the requested maximum daily 
diversion of 23, 18 efs. The maximum daily diversion coincides with the maximum demand 
during the irrigation season. The net maximum daily well diversion of 6.27 efs for non-potable 
irrigation shown on the pie chart accounts for 2.51 cfs from effluent that is generated and reused 
during the irrigation season. The net maximum daily well diversion also accounts for using 
effluent generated during the winter tor non-potable irrigation on 120 acres that otherwise would 
have required 1.67 efs of maximum day well diversions. 


E"hibit 5-6 indicates a maximum day well diversion of 1.10 efs to overcome evaporation in 
aesthetic and operational ponds but does not illustrate a well diversion to overcome evaporation 
from winter effluent storage ponds because those losses were originally diverted for indoor 
potable uses. As described ahove, the spreadsheet assumes that effluent will be evaporated in the 
effluent storage ponds and therefore no additional diversions from the wells are needed (0 


overcome evaporation. 
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Calculations and Reference Data· Application Exhibit 5.7 - The Spreadsheet (slide 10) 
Exhibit 5.7 of the application is a spreadsheet that calculates quantities requested in the water 
right application, The spreadsheet reflects tull build-out oftbe proposed M3 Eagle Development 
project at the end oflhe 30-year platming horizon, 


Error Concerning Number oflrrigation Shares 
Row 5 of the spreadsheet states that M3 holds 17,93 shares of Farmers Union Ditch Co, wator 
that will be used to irrigate 197 acres in the development. Ceils C37 and C38 state tila! 98 acres 
of ball fields and parks and 99 acres of common area turf, representing the to(al of 197 acres 
irrigated by di!Ch shares, are excluded from the spreadsheet calculations orwell diversions. In 
other words, the water right application does not provide for well diversions to covcr this amount 
of irrigation. 


However, the 17.93 number is incorrect. A certificate for 7.30 shares was inadvertently added 
twice in totaling 17.93 shares. Attachment D oftlle Water Rights Application documents that 
M3 Eagle has 9.97 shares and anticipates acquiring 0,66 additional shares for a total of 10.63 
silares, The 0.66 shares have since been acquired. The 10,63 shares represent! 17 inches of 
irrigation water under Fanners Union's standard eleven inches per share, and with historic 
irrigation of 147 acres, there is a duty of water on these lands for these shares of 0.79 inches per 
acre, 


In addition, M3 Eagle holds a groundwater right No. 63-W669 that provides for irrigation of III 
acres ("Kling right"). The Kling right appears to have been used to supplement uses on those 
acres served under the Fanmers Union ditch shares. However, of the II! acres in the Kling 
right's place of use. only 104 acres overlap with the Farmers Union place of use. As a result, the 
Kling right is the primary water right for at least 7 acres, With the additional 7 acres of irrigation 
from the Kling right, M3 Eaglo has historically irrigated, or is otherwise authorized to irrigate, 
154 acres of the 197 acres assumed in the spreadsheet M3 Eagle has several options to 
accommodate this discrepancy of 43 acres prior to build-out or licensing, 


One option is to remove the 43 acres of irrigated ground from the development plan. Another is 
to transfer one of its several irrigation ground water rights to use on such pareel(s) as they are 
proposed for development in the future. Another is to acquire additional surface water, either 
shares in Farmer's Union Ditch Company Or otherwise, to transfer to the project 


Implementation of water conservation measures described in Attachment D. pages 4 and 5. are 
anticipated to allow for a pOltion of the 43 acres to be irrigated within the diversion quantities 
requested in the application. 


In addition, each golf course is currently sized for 120 acres of irrigateD area and likely is 
approximately 20 acres more than each course actually will have. This conservatively high 
estimate alone would account for 40 acres of the discrepancy in ditch shares, In any case, when 
considering a twenty-year or more build-out period, this error is minor and shOUld not affect 
water planning for the project 
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Irrigation Seasoll - Spreadsheet Page I (slide t-n 
Cell C8 indicates an irrigation season lasting 244' days from March 15 to November IS, This 
length of season is consistent with the Idaho Department of Water Resonrces (lDWR) guidelines 
for irrigation seaSOns on the project thai range from March 15 (0 November 15 with 246 days to 
March 1 to November 15 with 260 days based on average day temperatures above 45 dC2:rees, 


Irrigatioll Efficiencies- Spreadsheet Page 1 (remain on slide 11) ,/ ,/ 
Cells B 11 and Bl2 include estimated turf and drip irrigation efficiencies of 80% and 90%, 
respectively. based on the references contained in accompanying slide 12. 


References for Irrigation Efficiency (slide 12) 


Estimated Pond Configuration and Storage Quantities - Sp"eadsbeet Page 1 (slide 13) 
Row 14 of the spreadsheet lists the surface area, average depth and storage volume of aesthetic, 
operational and winter effluent storage ponds, The aesthetic ponds will be maintained at 
relatively constant levels, the operational pond levels will fluctuate to meet peak hour UOtl


potable irrigation demeJlcis, and the winter effluent storage ponds will store effluent produced 
during the winter for use in the subsequent irrigation season. Taken together, the ponds comprise 
an estimated 100 acres with approximately 1823 acre-feet of storage, The ponds "ill be lined or 
sealed to control exfiltration. 


Irrigation Evapotranspiration Demand - Spreadsbeet page 1 (rentain on slide 13) 
Refening to Row 27, the monthly evapotranspiration, or ET demand, for hTigation is based on 
Allcn & Brockway data from their 1983 study titled "Estimafjng Consumptive Irrigation 
Requirements for Crops in Idaho." The Allen & Brockway ET data used in the spreadsheet is for 
alfalfa hay to represent turf grass aoll other landscape vegetation because the Allen & Brockway 
data does not provide ET demand for turf grass, Also, the spreadsheet estimates ET in 
November at 113 of the Allen Brockway ET for irrigation in October, 


The spreadsheet "ses the A\len & Brockway data calculated at the Boise Airport. Tbe 2007 study 
by Allen & Robison titled "Evapotranspiration illld Consumptive Irrigation Water Requirements 
for Idaho" provides ET data far turf grass at the Boise Airport and at a site named "Boise 7N", 
:Ih0Ql\h(LDs~t<l,L\Vater Re§()lIr""S("[DW~Jl.cl<l£!.ed the Allen & Robison dataQp '-'~ 
February ll,20~8 (Administrator's Memorandum, Miscellaneous MemQl;!o. 16) after the_ 
-SecoiiaedAmended M3 water right "l'lilication was flied on February 1,2008. Locations afthese 
sites' ana the associated E'r dati m'e as set forth in slide T:r.-~-------


Evapotranspiration Reference Locations (slide 14) 


References for r rrigation Evapotranspiration (ET) (slide 15) 
The Allen & Robison ET sites have a peak ET demand in July that are within 2% of the Allen & 
Brockway value used in the spreadsheet The Allen & Robison ET sites have annual ET 
demands up to 12% higher than the Allen & Brockway value uscd in the spreadsheet with 
modification for the length of irrigation season described previously. 
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Spreadsheet page 1 (slide 16) 
Referring to cell K29, lhe total ET uemand for irrigation is approximatelY 3.3 feet of water depth 
per year and is cOEsistent with the ID\VR consumptive irrigation requirement of3,5 ac-fliac per 
year for the project location, 


ID\VR Consumptive Irrigation and l<'ic!d Hcadgate Requirement Map (slide 17) 


Non-Potable Irrigation Areas and Demands - Spreadsheet page I (slide 18) 
Cells E36-E39Ii&t a total of 645 acres to be irrigated with non-potable water using a combination 
of weli diversions and effluent produced during the irrigation season. 


Cell E40 indicates 120 acres will be irrigated with stored winter effluent. The 120 acres is 
calculated in the spreadsheet as a result of winter effluent generation, storage, e!lnd evajlOratiQll 
and irrigation, For simplicity the 120 acre calculation is segregated from the 645 acres in Cells 
E36-E39, 


The bold font in cell H4l represents the maximum day irrigation demand of 8,78 cubic feet pcr 
second (cfs) for 645 acreS of public areaS irrigated by summer effluent and well diversions based 
OIl the maximum monthly ET demand in July and the assumed irrigation efficiencies, The 
maximum day iITigation demand 0[8,18 efs allows for in'igation of common areas over a 24-
hour period and, when combined with the 6,78 ac·ft of non-potable storage indicated in cell L41, 
provides for irrigation of the golf courses, parks, and ball fields in time periods ranging from 9 to 
12 hours (cells 136 and 137) to accommodate daytime recreational use, Note that the 8.78 cf's 
demand is eqUivalent to 0,014 ds/acre and is 30% less than the statutory duty of water of 0,02 'iL'I.e'l(") 
cfs/acre, The estimated application rate of 0,0 14 cfslacre is baseaon relatively highirrigation -
efficiencies achieved by sprinkler and drip irrigation, the 24 hour ilTigation schedule for the 
common areas, and USe of non-potable storage to allow for the 9 hour and 12 hour irrigation 
times for the golf courseS and ball fields. 


Potable Irrigation Areas and Demands - Spreadsheet page 1 (remain on slide 18) 
Cells D45 and D46 illustrate the estimated irrigated area for single family detached units 
consisting of a projected 2000 square feet (sXl of turf irrigation area and 1500 s,f, of drip 
irrigation area where the latter would typically be tree and shrub beds, Taken together, the 
estimated total of 3500 s,f. of irTigated area per unit represents 45% irrigated area on an average 
lot size of 7300 s,f, 


Cells D52 and D53 indicate estimated 750 s,f. of turf area and 500 s,f of drip area per dwelling 
unit tor single-family attached and multi-family attached units, Celis B59 and B60 indicate the 
total 245 gross acres of commercial development with an estimated 5% irrigated area, 


The residential and commercial irrigation will be served by the potable water distribution system, 
Cell H63 indicates a maximum day residential and commercial irrigation demand 0[6,45 cJ's if 
applied at a constant rate a 24-hour period, Cells 147-160 indicate irrigation is estimated to occur 
over aIl2-ho)lr!ni£~ttime period and results if! the 12,9 efs total potable irrigation demand shown 
in cell J63, Because aPJllica~ 12,9 .cf~,ould reguire diversions of more than 0.02 efs/acre, i -,--,---'--' 


I 
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diversion of9}4 cfs (cell K63) from the well field at 0,02 efs/acre is combined with delivery of 
1.02 millions gallons of potable water storage (ccll M63) to accomplish the irTigation in the 
esti~ated 12~hour period. 


Indoor Demands -Spreadsheet page 2 (slide 19) 
The top half of page 2 of the spreadsheet ca!culates indoor water demands for the residences, 
schools, hotels and commercial areas. The residentiai units represent fhe majority (82%) ofth" 
indoor water demands. Cell DSO indicates an average daily residential demand of274 gallons 
per day per unit (gpdlunit) that results from a planning estimate of 100 gallons per capitJ. per day 
(gpcd) of average daily water use multiplied by 2.74 people,1,0llse per the Ada County 2000 
census, The 274 gpdlunit estimate is supp0l1ed by the sources dted below, 


References for Residential Usc (slide 20) 
The references cited illustrate a wide rnnge of data for average daily use per dwelling unit 
Factors that contribute to the data range include influence of Inigation, system leakagc~ 
unaccounted for water, accuracy of water use and production records, popUlation density and 
amounts of outdoor use, 


Irrigation can have a significant effect on water use in the western United States. 111e reference 
dala inclUde United Water Idaho data (,or winter use, which demonstrates approximately 255 
gpdlunit, consistent with M3 Eagle's planning estimate of274 gpdlunit used in the spreadsheet. 


Conservation measures and plumbing code restrictions on flow and volume, which are not fully 
implemented in many existing areas but are expected to be implemented in all phases of the M3 
Eagle project, could result in residential demands less than 274 gpdlunit. The actual demand will 
be metered and adjustments made to the design and construction of the diversion and distribution 
system where appropriate as the M3 Eagle project develops. 


If the average daily indoor potable residential use is lower than 274 gpd/unit, then well diversions 
for indoor potable water will be lower and effluent production and reuse water likely will 
decrease, In that case, well diversions for non-potable irrigation will increase to compensate for 
fhe reduction in reuse water, The net effect, however, would be a slight reduction in the total 
requested 23, 18 cis peak daily diversion because oflhe reduced indoor use. 


Maximum Daily Indoor Demands - Spreadsheet page 2 (slide 21) 
Diversions frnm the well field will supply fhe maximum day indoor demand. For indoor potable 
use, the maximum day demand is 5,0 cfs as calculated in cell F80. This calculation requires 
application of a peaking factor to the average dally demand, As indicated in cell 375, the 
peaking factor was estimated at 1,). 


References for Residential Peaking Factor (slide 22) 
Review of data for ma.ximum day peaking factors reveals a range on the order of 1.5 to 3.5. The 
spreadsheet uses an indoor water use peaking factor of 1,5 because the higher peaking factors 
appear to be influenced by irrigation, From another perspective, the spreadsheet anticipates up to 
50% more indoor water use on the maximum day of demand. Examples including influx of 
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visitors on holidays) perhaps more .showers or ingestIon of water during the summer mDnths~ and 
incidental outdoor water l1~es such as car washing. 


Potable Water Storage - Spreadsheet page 2 (slide 23) 
Diversions ftOm the wells will supply the maximum daily indoor demand whereas peak hour 
demands will be supplied by combining the well field diversions with potable water storage, 
Cel! B98 contains an estimate that 2,62 million gallons of potable water storage is tlceded, The 
storage components shovm in cells B94 to B97 consist of irrigation peaking storage calculated in 
Cell M63 on page I of the spreadsheet, indoor peak hour demand storage calculated in Cell 190, 
fire flow of 3,000 gallons per minute (gpm) as storage held in reserve, and estimated operational 
storage for well pump cycling, 


Wastewater and Effluent Production - Spreadsheet page 2 (remain on slide 23) 
Potable water delivered for average daily indoor water demands is assumed to be either 
consumptively used or collected as wastewater for trealment and reuse, CeUs F106-F108 show 
that an estimated 60% to 75'Yo of the indoor water demand is generated as wastewater and 
potentially available for reuse, 


References for Residential Wastewater Production Ratc (slide 24) 
The percent of wastewater generation typically varies from 60% to 130% in reference data, 
Wastewater production rates greater than lOO% indicate the presence of other water sources in 
the sewer collection system such as infiltration of groundwater into sewer pipes or inflow of 
stonnwater into manholes, The wastewater production rate of roughly 69% in the spreadsheet is 
at the low end of the data range so as to not over-predict the resulting effluent (and thus under
predict the amount of well pumping needed for non-potable irrigation) and because the design, 
construction and operation of the M3 sewer system wi!! include measures to control infiltration 
and inflow, 


Effluent Available for Non-Potahle Irrigation - Spreadsheet page 2 (slide 25) 
Row 124 calculates effluent generated from indoor potable demands, In particular, cell G 124 
indicates a total of 1818 ac-ft of effluent is produced annually, Cell HI24 shows 1215 ac-ft of 
effluent is generated during the inigation season and cell Il24 shows 603 ac-ft of effluent is 
produced during the winter, 


Cells C128 through CJ30 calculate the net winter effluent available for reuse, Cell C128 begins 
with the 603 ac-ft of eft1uent produccd and stored during the winter. Cell C129 deducts an 
estimated 158 ac-ft of evaporative losses from the effluent storage ponds during the subsequent 
irrigation season, resulting in a net 445 ac-ft (in cell C130) of winter effluent re-used for 
irrigation, Cell 131 adds the 1215 ac-ft of effluent produced and re-used during the irrigation 
season for a total annual 1660 ac-ft (in cell C 132) of effluent re-use, 


The estimated 158 ac-ft of evaporation from the effluent storage ponds iu cell C129 is equivalent 
to 35 ac-ftlacre per year and was derived from the following references, The estimated annual 
evaporation was also used for the aesthetic and operational ponds, 
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) References for Pond Evaporation (slide 26) 


Summary Results - Diversion Rates and Volumes - Spreadsheet Page 3 (slide 27) 
Spreadsheet page 3 summarizes calculation results for diversion rates, diversion volumes ,md 
consumptive use volumes. A graphic surrunary of those results is provided in application 
Exhibits 5,5 and 5,6 (pic charts), Spreadsheet pages 3 and 4 also segregate the diversion rates 
and volumes into the irrigation season and noowirrigation seasons. 


Application Attachment A Quantities - Spreadsheet Page 4 (slide 28) 
Spreadsheet page 4 provides selected spreadsheet resulls cited in Attachment A, page 12, 
Spreadsheet page 4 also calculates the direct well diversion and reuse components of 
consumptive use for non-potable irrigation and pond evaporation needed for Exhibit 5,5 (pie 
chart) of tile application. 


Monthly I'otable and Non-I'otable Irrigation Hemands - Spreadsheet Page 5 (slide 29) 
Spreadsheet page 5 calculates monthly diversion volumes and consumptive uses for all irrigation 
demands, Cel! AR58 verifies a total annual i[,rigation consumptive use of 3.34 ac-ft per acre 
from the modified Aflen Brockway ET input data on spreadsheet page 1, Cell AR59 indicates a 
total annual irrigation diversion of 4,0 [ ac-ftlacre resulting from the estimated 80%·90% 
irrigation efficiencies, The lDWR guidelines for annual irrigation diversions allow for 4.5 ac
ftlaere in the vicinity ofthc M3 project. 


Conclusiou 
This report summarizes thc bases for the growldwater diversion quantities requestcd in the 
second amended water right application for the M3 Eagle planned community. Reference data 
supporting calculation of these quantities are included, 


The calculated diversion quantities are reasonable, based on sound engineering judgment,. and 
within the ranges indicated in Ltre literature on watcr usc, They are also within the ranges 
Toothman-Orton has found or used for other projects, 


Calculation of precise usages is impossible at this stage, hut the overall proposed annual 
diversion volume is anticipated to have sufficient flexibility to accommodate changes and actual 
experience as the project is developed, Overall, the water supply being sought is adequate for 
this development and provides some ctLshion to accommodate unforeseen circumstances that may 
arise during the planning horizon. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
to 


Second Amended M3 Water Hight Application 


April 22, 2008 


RECEIVED 


APR 222008 
wW'\~I3.~!'OURCE8 


....... =r; RI!UION 


By tilis Amended Application,: M3 Eagle LLC ("M3 Eagle" or the "Applicitm") seeks a 
pennit for it municipal water tight for all annuallotal of 6,535 acrc-feet of diversions from 
ground water. The requested waler right wiII serve the year-round needs of an approximately 
6,OOO-acrc plrmned community in the foothills of north Ada County, Idaho (the "Planned 
Community" DC the "Project"). In additiou to the proposed ground water supply, [Uld to promote 
maximum use and conservation ofwatcr within the Planned Community, M3 Eagle will 
recapture and reuse for irrigation, tertiary~trcated sewage effluent ("Tteuse Water'") by means of a 
sequencing batch reactor or membranc biorcactor (or similar) wastewater treatment plant and 
separate waler distribution systems. All Reuse Water generated by the Project will be treated 
and reused within the Project. 


. At fulll'roject build-out, the overali yearly consumptive usc of groundwater is projected 
to be 5,381 acre feet, of which approximately 1,552 acre fcet will be Reuse Water and 3,829 acre 
feel will be consumptively used from direct ground water diversions. The total annual ground 
water diversion volume will be 6,535 acre-recto The average daily rate of diversion from ground 
water is expected to be 11.66 eubic feet per second ("ds") during the 244-day irrigation season 
and 4.05 efs during the 121-day non-irrigation season. Averaged over a 365-day period, the 
annual average daily diversion rate is calculated at 9.03 ok The maximum daily (i.e., the "peak 
day") rate of diversion from ground water is expected to be approximately 23.18 efs, or about 
10,403 gallons pec minute ("gpm"). rhis peak day diversion rate will accommodate variations in 
culinary and sanitary uses and. during the wanner months, irrigation of lawns, common areas, 
parks, community gardens, and golf courses. At full Project build-out, Reuse Water will be used 
to the extent it is available 10 supply irrigation for common areas including community gardens, 
parks, ball fields and playgroundS, aJld golf courses. Reuse Water also will provide for a portion 
of aesthetic, wildlife, and recreational use demands. Reuse Water is not projected for usc on 
residential lawns Of landscaping. 


Tbis ground water right is sought for "municipal" purposes to provide for all water Use in 
the Planned Community including the following major uses: 


I. Housing (Le., "indoors" domestic/culinary) water service for approximately 7,153 
residential units (a combination of single-family and multi-family units). 


2. Commercial water service for Some 1.2 million squnrc feet of retail, commercial, 
light industrial, government, and service establishments within approximalcly 245 
acres of conunercial development area. 


I This Second Amended App!ication amends the apPlication M3 Eagle filed on November 21, 2006, which 
was then amcnded on Augu::lt27, 2007. Most fundamentally, this amendment reduces the rroposcd .'liz;: oftht M3 
E8g1c development and, thus, the amount of ground wat~r sought. 
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3. Irrigation for approximately I acres, including: residential and commercial 
lawns) xeriscape and landscaping; public areas induding comrnon area turf~ 
xeriscapc l and other landscdping~ open 'space, common areas, parks, community 
gardens; and recreation fields; and two I g·hole golf courses, each having abOUI 120 
acres of irrigated turf (including practice facilities) and landscaping. As Projecl 
build·ou! progresses, the entire voillme of Reuse Water available will be used to the 
greatest extent possible to irrigate public common areas, recreation fIelds, and golf 
courses. Reuse Waler will be used both directly as it is produced and as diversions 
[Tom storage. In addition to the I acres described above, 197 acres will be 
irrigated under Farmers' Union Ditch Company shares. 


4. Water supplies lor aesthetic, wildlife, irrigation peaking storage and recreational 
uses in approximatciy 100 surface acres of ponds, streuJns l and similar water 
amenities associated with lhe,e features. As Project build-out progresses, Reuse 
Water will also be used to fulfill these water demands. 


5. Municipal diversions to storage and diversions from storage for the above uses, 
including approximaleiy half of the ponds and water features noted above, and 2.62 
mi Ilion gallons of enclosed active storage for polable water peak demands and nrc 
protection throughOut the Planned Community. All storage involves multiple refills 
annually to eftlciently serve these needs. As Project huild·out progresses, Reuse 
Water will be used to fnlftll some of the non.polnble storage water demands. 


Specifics 


Multiple wells as mutnal alternate points of diversion. In addition to twelve existing wells on 
the Property, M3 Eagle proposes to constmct up to fifteen additional wells to be operated as 
al(cmale points of diversion for the water right in the Planned Community's water supply 
system. 11 is expected thal fewer wells ultimately will be necessary, but that determination will 
depend on further hydrogeologic testing as the wator supply is developed. Other than the 
existing twelve Project water wells, the precise locations of the points·of·diversion (i.e., wells) 
will be identifIed as the Project develops and as local monitoring and hydraulic tesling of each 
well serves to guide optimum spacing oYtha well field. The Amended Application form i ists the 
points of diversion for the 27 Wells'-lwelve existing and up to fifteen new. These also are 
described in Attachment B. 


A map of the M3 Eagle Project area with respect to the City of Eagle Area of Impact is 
attached as &illtibit I. 


A J :62,500 USGS Topographic Series base map locating the Project with regard to 


township, range, and section is attached as Exhibit 2. 


A map displaying U1C anticipated Project features is attached as llxhibLtJ.. 
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Aquifer characteristics. Under the supervision of hydrogcologist Ed Squires of Hydro) .ogie, 
Inc. ("Hydro Logic"), 1\13 Eagle is evaluating ground Water availability and development 
potential beneath the Project through a number of regional scale hydrogeologic, geophysical, ,md 
geologica) investigations. /'vB Eagle 1 s water resources plrtn includes: 1) aquifer characterization, 


hydraulic testing, 3) geochemical modeling, 4) numerical modeling, and 5) ground water 
monitoring. rvn Eagle has enlisted Boise State University's Geosciences Department ;,md the 
University ofldaho's Department of Geological Scienceslo conduct geophysical investigations 
and numerical sunulations, and to provide pccrreview of all of Hydro Logic's completed rcpons. 
In addition, M3 Eagle has sponsored a Masters of Science thesis through the University of Idaho 
to construct an independellt ground water model as an additional means to evaluate the effects of 
M3 Eagle's ground water development 


!Iydro Logic began the ground water studies in March 2006, Attached to thIS Amended 
Application as R"bibit 4 is lIydro Logic'S May 4, 2007 M3 Eagle Regional Hydrogeologic 
Characterization North Ada, Canyon and Gem Counties. Idaho: Year~()ne Progress Report 
("y car 1 Progress Report''), M3 Eagle already has made copies of this available to interested 
parties and to the Idaho Department of Waler Resources ("IDWR"). Future M3 Eagle-sponsored 
research by Hydro Logic, including reports on structural geology, geochemical growld water 
modeling, water budget, and flumerical ground water modeling, will be made available 10 the 
rDWR as these studies are completed, It is amicipated that SOme of these reports will be 
available in time to support IDWR's processing ofihis application, 


Further studies, including aquifer tests, arc pld1lilcd, As a part of this worK, Hydro l,ogic has 
evaluated the results of other ground water investigations in the area, Hydro Logic is also 
developing a prospectus for a proposed long-term multiple-well aquifer test using existing weils 
on the Project property and adjacent domestic wells as observation wells and a proposed new 
productiorJtest well as a pumping welL This prospectus will be submitted to lDWR. M3 Eagle 
anticipates Il,at II)WR and nearby well owners/water users will participate in the testing. 


Rellse Water. M3 Eagle is collaborating with licensed professional engineers to develop a 
system to recapture and reuse wastewater accumulated by the Project M3 Eagle will construct 
one or more wastewater treatment plants that willlrcm sewage emuenl (0 Class A standards (i,e., 
potable), ,md lined ponds to hold the treated water until it is reused. All of this Reuse Water will 
be used within the Project for irrigating common meas, golf courses, parks, community gardens 
and similar areas, aesthetic storage, andior (subject to future IDWR approval) aquifer recharge or 
aquifer storage and recovery. As Reuse Water becomes available, it wi I! be provided for these 
purposes using water lines and facilities that are separate from the Project's potable water supply 
systems. 


MJ Eagle's existing surface and ground water rights. M3 Eagle holds 17,27 shares, and 
anticipates obtaining 0,66 additional shares, of stock in farmers' Union Ditch Co., Ltd. (the 
"Ditch Company"). a mutual irrigation company diverting water from the Boise River. These 
,hmes entitle M3 Fagle to delivery, as available, of 3.94 efs of llows during the irrigation seaSOn 
for irrigation of approximately 197 acres in the southwest corner of the Project lands. These 
shares ,tlso emitle M3 Eagle to receive storage water under the Ditch Company's contracts with 
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. M3 Eagle intends to continue using the irrigation water to 
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which it is entttled under these shares 011 197 acres of Project land to which they are appurtenant. 
M3 Eagle that the lands to be served the Ditch Company water will be primarily 
equestrian and common areas, as well as parks and ball fields. Descriptions of the Ditch 
Company water rights are included in Attachment D. 


M3 Eagle also holds various ground water rights, the most substantial being no. 63·l()669, for 
2.22 ct's to irrigate III aCfes in the southwest portion of the Project. Th.is water right appears to 


be supplemental to the Ditch Company water supply described above. 


Integrated water supply system. M3 Eagle plans to include all of its wells. water supply 
infrastructure, and water rights (with the exceptlon of the Ditch Company and Rellse Water) in 
an integrated water supply system that it will operate (or establish a separate entity to operate) to 
supply the municip,lluses, inciuding residential irrigation, The Project's overall water system 
will also include a nOD·potable component for nOll·residential irrigalion and storage uses of 
Reuse Water, surface water. and ground water. ~13 Eagle intends, at some time in the future, to 
convey its water rights and water system to the City of Eagle if the City annexes the Project and 
is willing and able to serve the Planned Community. If the City of Eagle does not annex the 
Project. or is nnwilling or unable to provide service, M3 Eagle will operate tJ1C water system 
itself or will form or contract with another appropriate public water provider, such as a private 
utility, to operate and/or own it 


\Vater conservation measures, M3 Eagle will implement water conservation programs and 
integrate them into the Project's design. These programs may include meaSllres such as 
mandating xeric landscaping and minimal lawn sizes, Although this Amended Application docs 
not assume that alternate day or similar watering restrictions will be imposed, M3 Eagle believes 
such techniques should be imposed provided there is community support for them. AU water 
diversions in the Planned Community will be metered, M3 Eagle will encourage or impose 
waler fee structures that increase charges with increasing water use from all water sources. 


Elements of M3 Eagle's water conservation programs currently under consideration include the 
following: 


I. Require metering of all water sources and service connections, including all residential 
use and other irrigation from ground water, and charge users at rates that arc comparable 
to municipal water rales in the Treasure Valley, 


2. Provide a separate system ofwalcr supply pipes and pumps for Reuse Water and Diteh 
Company water for irrigation use. To the extent it is available, all Reuse Water generated 
by the Project will be used to irrigate equestrian and common areas and golf courses; no 
Reuse Waler willlcave the Planned Community 


3. Seek to limit turfin residential yards, multi·family projects, commercial projects and 
common Breas to 50% of the landscapablc area. The remainder would be non-irrigated or 
drip-irrigated l<mdscaping, 


4. Limil Ihe size of swimming pools. 
5. Require mulch in non-turf areas to reduce evaporation. 
6. Require drip irrigation for ali non· turf areas, 
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7, Requrre automatic sprinkler system~; and solid state Irrigation controllers with multiple 
start/,'toD times and zone capabilitic,; for all irrigations systems, 


lS_ Sponsor soil moisture monitoring program to aSsess irrigation needs, 
£), Regulate watering days and times based on time of year. 
! 0, Require '"\-vater SmartH homes and buildings that use water effIcient fixtures and 


appliances, 
11, Implement water budgets jor established golf courses. 
12, Usc native and drought tolerant plant materials that are acclimated to the area. 
11, Set water rates that provide incentives to Use less, 


Availability "fsurface water sUllpIics. Because only a relatively small amount ofM3 Eagle's 
property has appurtenant surface water under Ditch Company shares, and because additional 
surface water supplies may nol reasonably bc made available to the Project lands. M3 Eagle is 
not subject, except on these limited acres, h) certain ordinances or statntes purporting to require 
developers to install a separate non-potable water supply system for irrigation oflawns and 
landscaping. As noted above. however, M3 Eagle intends to giw the same attention and controls 
to surface watt·f use as it does ground water usc so as to promote c(;Dservation and limit 
overwa1ering and W}L<;te of surface water supplies. M3 Eagle~s aim is to promote water 
conservation from all sources) and for all uses. 


Municipal purposes, planning borcalIl, future needs. This Amended Application seeks to use 
water for municipal purposes as defined by I.C § 42-202B(6). which includes "water for 
residential, commerciaL industrial, irrigation of parks and open space, and related purposes, , , ," 
The system serving the entire Planned Community will be a "public water supply" as del1ned in 
LC § 39-1 03( I 2), Accordingly, M3 Eagle (or any lesseeiassignee) will be a "municipal 
provider." which is: 


La] corporation or association which supplies water for municipal 
purposes through a water sy,;tem regulated by the state of Idaho as 
a "public waler supply" as described in section J9-103( 12), Idaho 
Code. 


I.C § 42-202B(5)(C)2 Because this is a unified Planned Community project, and all proposed 
uses arc within the dei1nition in section 42-20213(6), all proposed 'uses of ground water. and the 
Reuse Water, under this Amended Application will occur under the same municipal water right. 
In the future, M3 Eagle may seek to transfer its existing ground water rights to municipal (kses as 
welL 


The M3 Eagic potlible water (I.e,. ground water) system is planned to be fully integrated, with 
production from each well available for delivery to any part of the Project It is anticipated that 
all ground water deliveries will be minimally treated (i,c,. disinfection only). Approved 
backflow prevention devices will be instalkd and a cross-connection control program will be 
implemented in all sprinkler systems using potable water and in portions of the Project where 


2 If M3 Eagle's w;ltcr rights ami water suppJy system are ultimately conveyed 10 tbe City of Eagle or some 
other public water provider, [he succe·ssor would presumably fall within one or!.c § 42-2028(5)' s other definitions 
of"municlpa! provider." 
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[)itch Company watcr or Reuse Water will be used tor irrigation" To the extent potable water 
will be needed for public area irrigalion, it will be suppiied and metered into the irrigation 
system upstream of the treatment ;;;ite, 


This Amended Application 
proposes rm initial place ,)fuse and service arca generally described as the approximately 6,010 
acre private parcel comprising the Planned Community site" Sec Exhibits J and 2 Such a 
general description is authorized by Idaho law, which Slates that a municipal provider's 


service area need not be described by legal description nor by 
description of ewry intended usc in detail, but the area must be 
described with sufficient inf,mnat;on to identify the general 
location where the water under the water right is to be used and the 
types and quantities of uses that generally will he made" 


LC § 42-202(2)" In addition, while this application makes every attempt to describe the types 
;md amounts of water uses that will be involved, it docs not describe every intended or potential 
usc in detail. 


Proje(:tl'lfUUlinghori£Qll1lHd rcasonablLilnticillatedlgture n,cds" The water right 
sought here is intended to cover the full complement of water that is reasonably anticipated to be 
needed by the Project at full build-out (in 30 years)" The water code provides: 


[a] watet right held by a municipal provider to meet reasonably 
anticipated future needs shall be deemed to constitute a beneJicial 
usc, and such rights shall not be lost or torfeited for nonuse unkss 
the planning horizon specined in the license has expired and the 
qucmtity of water authorized for use under the license is no longer 
needed to meet reamnably anticipated future needs" 


LC § 42-223(2). Full build-out of the Project is anticipated to take twenty years [l"Om the date 
the water pem!it is gnlllted" However, because the exact date offull build-out can depend on" 
variety of factors, this Amended Application seeks a planning horizon of thirty year" which is 
well within a reasonable planning horizon for a municipal water righL 


Exhibit 5, attached hereto, describes the water supply system and alllount of water needed for all 
anticipated uses" Exhibit 5" I contains a flow chart depicting the water supply system. Exhi"its 
5.2 and 5J graphically depict estimated water demand cumUlatively for the project and by 
individual phase" Note that the project water demand is met by a combination of sources 
inciuding existing surface water rights, the requested diversion from groundwater per this water 
rights application and reuse of this diverted groundwater As a result, the demands shown in 
these exhibits are greater than the diversions applied for in this application which reflects the 
reduction acwmplished with the use of surface water rights and more importantly the usc of 
treated effluent or reuse water for non-potable irrigation in place of additional groundwater 
diversion The charts in .Exhibits 5A. and 5~l show annual ground water diversion and 
cOllsumpti vc usc estimates for the various lIses within the Project, and Ex!);]:>it 5 "~ shows the 
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estimated maXlmum daily ground water diversions during the inig,llion season (Le" the peak 
day), Finally, E"hibit,.:Ll contains a spreadsheet showing the caloulations used to supply the 
csl.imalcd wator supply and usc figures used in this Amended Application, including monthly 
demand eslimatcs and a reasonable estimatIOn of til a Reuse Water the Project will generate, 


~,eific water llse descriptions, 


Domestic and commercial W;."e (indoor). Tn this Amended Application~ 
domcstie and commercia! use refers [0 all water uses within or immediately associated with 
single,tiunily homes, condominiums, apartments, townhouses, and oilier multi-family dwellings, 
schools, hotels and service facilities (such as fire and police), as well as all water uses in all 
commercial establishments and Planned Community management facilities. All housing is 
presumed to demand approximately 274 gallons per day per dwelling unit, a standard figure in 
the industry that is comparable to known water demand in the area. Uses for various commerciai 
purposes are also based on standilrd figures in the industry, Daily peak hour usage has been 
calculated fLS 292% of the daily average rates and maximum daily usc is estimated at 150% of the 
average daily rates. both in accordance with standard reference data, This Second Amended 
Application seeks a permit for annual indoor potable w<llerdiversions of2,932 acre,feet with 
corresponding lotal annual indoor consumptive usc expected to be 848 acre-feeL Ali oflhis 
potable water will be diverted from ground water. 


Irrigation 0/ residential and commercial lawns and landscaping (exterior 
usc) (through the pat able system), Irrigation of residential and commercial lawns and 
landscaping, including those associated with rnulti,family dwellings, wi!! involve approximately 
487 acres, This irrigation water demand is estimated at 1,936 acre-feet with total annual 
consump1ive usc projectcd to be 1,627 acre-fecL Neither Ditch Company nor Reuse Water is 
being considered fur residential or commercial irrigation. 


Irrigation of publ ic areas including common areas, community gardens, 
gal/courses and ballfield\', and storage]lor irriga/iotl, aesthetics, wildlife, and recreational uscs 
through !loti-potable delivery systems, The Project will have approximately 765 acres of 
inigated common area, including landscaped areas, community gardens, plant llurseries, 
ball fields, playgrounds, and golf courses, The inigation water demand for the 765 acres of 
common area irrigation is approximately 3,079 acre,feet per year, 1,660 acre,feet ofwhlch wi!! 
be supplied from Reuse Water. In addition, the Project will have approximately 100 surface 
acrcs of ponds which will store 1,828 acre,feel of waler while also providing aesthetic, wildlife, 
and recreational uses, This storage water demand will be fulfilled using Reuse Watcr as it 
b(,comcs available and as ponds arc constructed throughout the phasing of the Project. and will 
include diversions from wells as necessary. 


Tbe overall diversion volume for irrigation-,wheilier golf course, residential, common arca, or 
parks~-willl1ever exceed and is projected to be substantially less than the annual volume thal 
would be diverted if "lIuses met the statutory diversion rate of 0,02 efs/acre, To the extent that 
existing Ditch Company shares become available for llSC within the Project, and to the extent that 
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morC Reuse Water than estimated bc~omes available, the corresponding amounts of municipal 
ground water needed under this application at full build-ollt will be reduced. 


Water storage in pond)', and diversions/hIm stDragefoy irrigation, 
aesthetics, wildlife. and recreation. Of the approximately 1,&28 acre-feet of watcr to be stored in 
ponds, approximately 1,000 acre-feet are aesthetic ponds with the remaindcr 828 acre-feet 
expected to he active storage comprised of 225 acre-feet of operational storage and 603 acre-feet 
of effluent storage available for daily release for irrigation a.nd repealed refill. I IT addition, the 
ponds will provide for aesthetic, wildlife, fire protection, and recreational uses. The precise pond 
phasing and locations have not yet been established, but they are expected to be excavated 
structures entirely within the Planned Community and will comply with lDWR dam safety 
requirements if applicable. 


Storage and diversions from storage for residential and commercia! U.'ies 
and/or fire protection. In addition to the open reservoirs described above, the project will 
incorporate approximately 3 J 4 million gallons of enclosed, drinking-water-quality storage into 
its potable domestic and commercial water supply system, Approximately 2.62 million gallons 
is expected to be active storage that wil! supplement supply from wells for peak hour domestic 
UScS and irrigation and provide the storage necessary for fire protection flows. The total potable 
storage quantity of3.14 million gallons includes approximately 0.52 million gallons of inactive 
storage, representing an additional approximate twenty percent of the 2.62 million gallons of 
active storage, The locations oftlle storage tanks for these purposes have yet to bc established, 
but will be within the Project area. It is possible that one or more of these tanks will be owned 
and operated jointly with the City of Eagle (if the City takes over watcr supply responsibilities 
for the Planned Community), in which case the locations could be jointly determined with the 
City. 


Grollnd water monitoring. M3 Eagle wilt monItor and report aquirer pressures, ground water 
levels in wells, production well flow rates, and total volume produced in each well it constructs 
pursuant to this application. The monitoring program will be described in a report to be prepared 
LUld updated by Hydro Logic. 


Compliance witb Water Appropriation Rule 40,()S, The Applicant's responses to the 
Additional Information Requirements of Rule 4().OS (lDAPA 37.03.08.40.05) are as follows: 


Rule 40.05(c)(iiL(plat showing springsand wells within 112 mile ofproooscd wells): 
The plat, which actually shows many more wells than those within 1/2 mile, is atlached as 
Exhibit 6.1, [,"'hibit (;,2 illustrates well density in the region. M3 Eagle is aware of no springs 
within the Project or within one-half mile outside the Project boundary. 


Rule.:W05(c)(iii) (delei!>'!l, cQnstm,(ion, ()L~rjltiQQ techniques to eliminate or reduce 
impact~ on other watcLLights): See comments above concerning conservation arId monitoring. 
As shown in Exhibit 6, the Project generally is remote from most other wells in the area. Each 
well will be constructed with full-depth casing seals to the top of the aquifer to prevent waste and 
reduce the chance of inter/erence with other wells. All wells will be constructed to meet or 
exceed lDWR's and the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality's ("IDEQ's") municipal 
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drinking water well standards, In addition, '>13 Eagle's commitment to reuSe treated waste water 
for irrigation and aesthetic purposes is intended to reduce the Project'$; overall diversion volume 
from the aquifer, thus further reducing tbe potential tor adverse on existing and fumre 
water rights, 


Rule 40Jl5(d) (inf,)gnatioll about sufficienc\' of water supolv) See Exhibit'l for Hydro 
Logic's completed hydrogeologic characterization report Hydro Logic will. submit additional 
information as otber in,progress studies are completed, 


Rule 40,05(d)(i)DnfQ[matigtLaQQUt water requirements ofllroposed proiceD This 
information i,s discussed generally in this Attachment A and displayed in full detail in B;,hibil 5, 


Rule 40,05(d)(iilJinfQrmatio!LaJl-CLtLlJIill!i[e<:jltopertLe0~ This information is contained in 
Exhibit4, Additional information will be provided as part of Hydro Logic's ongoing reports on 
the hydrogeologic framework beneath the Project and surrounding area, 


Rlllc,4Q· 02~}(i) (coRiesQ[cleeds.cezments,leascs.@Q s imii"L d OC,l![Ilelrllil;i 'he 
relevant deeds arC attached as E>:hibjLZ3 


Rule 40,05(el®icopies ofapl1licationsjQSother Ileedcd approvals): M3 Eagle wiI! be 
tiling as needed, or is seeking approvals and permits as required, through various agencies, 
including, bUlnot limited to, Ada County liighway District (AGID), IDEQ, lJS, Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), lj,S, federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), lJS, AmlY 
Corps of Engineers' , U,S, Bureau of Land Marlagemcnt (BLM), Farmers Union Ditch Company, 
Idaho Department of Transportation (lTD), City of Eagle and the Eagle Sewer District These 
approvals and permits as required will cover the public drinking water supply; wastewater 
collection and wastewater reuse; non,potable irrigation water \lSC; transportation system 
approvals; Nationwide Section 404 permit; construction plan approvals; notice of intent to 
construct, and storm water pollution prevention plans, 


M3 Eagle also has received approval of its applications to the City of Eagle un 
annexation, zoning approvals, and comprehensive plan amendments, The development 
agreement between the City of Eagle and M3 Eagle was recorded with the Ada County Recorder 
on December 27,2007, M3 Eagle's applications and other permit materials are available from 
M3 Eagle's counsel upon request. 


M3 Eagle also anticipiiles filing a water nght application and/or a water right transfer 
application to serve certain vineyards that the applicant intends to pursue, 


Rule 40,05(00) (tIn@,,!al statement orf!11b1\ial commitmel1t lettert M3 Eagle is 
attaching a llnandal statement as Exhibit 8, 


, As of Aug!..lst 27,2007, title to one 10 acre parcel,)fland proposed for inclusion within the Project is in 
I.:scrow and M3 Eagle therefore does not yet own th;~ pMceL Nevertheless. because this parcel represen:s less than 
0.17% of the Project's land area, snd because closing on this parcel is expected to occur prior to approval of the 
proposed water right penn it, IDWR s1affhas indicared that this Amended Application is considered complete. More 
information regarding t~is parcel is available upon request 
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Rule 4Q.05(!)(iDL12lan~,JilledllS£itions.J!l]!LeSlimaled pgnslruction costs): Plans and 
technical specifications for the wells are included in Hydro Logic's report, Exhibit 4. The 
Planned Community's overall concept design is shown in j}xhi!:liLJ Detailed building and 
engineering plans and drawings will be made available upon request, but these will not be 
completed until after necessary approvals 3re ubtained, 


Estimated costs of ground water supply wells arC as fOllows:' 


7 wells averaging 550 feet deep X $:l50/ft; 
7 pumping tests X I OK ~ 


7 pumping plants X $ 60K = 
7 fully equipped pump houses X $200K = 


Geotechnical inspection and services 
----. - Total·eStDn~ted costs for ~vel1s'~-----


~$ 15M 
-$ O.7M 


-$ OA2M 
"$1.5M 
~$ O.2M 
~$ 4.3~';;1 


As detailed in E1<.hihiL2., estimated costs for the pOUihle water supply system are $44.5 
million, with an additional $12.4 million for the pressurized irrigation system, and $44 million 
for the wastewater treatment plant and othe, sewer infrastructure. 


Rule 40.0Sfg) (info[JJliltion rclmiY£.10 theJ()f'!Llmhlicinter~i This information is being 
compiled relative to the applications for approvals mentioned above. M3 Eagle will make these 
comments available when they are received. In the mea11lime, ExhibilJO lists the presentations 
M3 Eagle has made or the entities to whom it has providod information concerning the Project 


Summary 


Wells: 


IrriguiJon: 


HOllsing and commercial: 


Up to 27 water supply wellsplus 3 permanent multi
completion monitoring wells. 


1,252 total acres, including irrigated residential and 
commerciallandscaping1 common area'S, community 
gardens, and golf facilities, with! 97 acres irrigated under 
Ditch Company shares; plus, approximately JOO surface 
acres of ponds ,md water amenities associated with these, 


7,153 housing unit equivalents including incidental 
residential irrigation; 1.2 million square feet of commercial 
space. services, and related commercial uses, schools and 
hotels. 


1 As noted eIJriier, although MJ Eagle reque5t~ 15 new points of diversion (wells) in this Amended 
Application, given the current level of understanding oftht aquifer system beneath the Project, it is hoped that lht 
nt:eded water supply can lJe provided from a minimum 01'7 wells, The IS points of divers Jon requested are to 
provide for the scenario that wells are not as productive as predicted or to remedy cases where wells are needed 
adjacent to specific uses which cannot now be determined~ 
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Peak diversion rate: 


1\ ven:pc diversion rate', 


Storage: 


Yearly acre-feel diverted 
from ground water: 


Y carly ground water 


23,(8 ds !rom ground water during the peak day of the 
irrigation season, 


903 cfs from ground water (averaged over 365 days) 


Approximately 100 surface acres (1,828 acre-fcet total; 82R 
acre-feet active storage) of ponds on private land to fill, 
divert from, and refill for irrigation of common areas and 
parks (including golf courses), irrigation storage, aesthetics, 
wildlife, and recreation. Approximately 2.62 million 
gallons of enclosed active storage lor domestic uses and 
fire protection in housing and commercial areas, 


6,535 acre-feet. 


consumptive usc: 5,381 acre-fcct (3,829 acre-feet of direct ground water 
diversions; 1,552 acre-feet of Reuse Water) 


Yearly Rease Water supply: 1,818 acre-feet of crouent generation, with 1,660 acre-feet 
of Reuse Water available for non-potable irrigation after 
158 acre-feet of evaporation from storage ponds. 
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Type of the 


,. 


indoor Potable 


~:stimated well diversion and consumptive lise (C.U.) amounts fOi' 
M3 Eagle's Planned Commnnity at build-out 


Peak OJ Average A ... ",at J)iversioll 
Ihle Rate Vol. (acre-fccf) 
(ofs) ( cfs) 


6.08 4,05 2.912 


IC.U. • 


(acre-feet) 


~ ----~~ 


848 


-'--~------< 


Residential and 
Commercia! 9.74 V",fWilll'! 4.00 1,936 1,627 
Potable Irrigation milH;Jl1cmcnl mCIl;';ur,;,~) 


Public Area Non- 6.17 2.93 1.419 2,556 
Potable Irrigation : 


o· ... 
) 


, 


Pond 
Evaporation 


I ,10 [),68 248 350 


h'rigation 23, IS 11.66 5,563 5.100 
season total 


N on-irrigalion 6,08 .:LOS 972 281 
season total 


23.18 9.03 
6,535 


(peak day) 1'1"" ri. 'b~J 


I. Well ,include credit for '&" 1 of 197 acres using Ditch • shares. 
2. WeB diversions take into aocount the planned use of Reuse Water. 
), Totals in this table and the narrative may not equal !)um of components due to round~off_ Totals arc 


correct quantities 
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t:rj; 
x: 
:Z' >-<1 t:rJ1 
>-<1 
....;], , 


0.17 MG WELL 
P'JMP CYCLlN0 ---_ .• 
102 MC PEAK 


HOUR IRRIGAT'ON 
"-_._-," 


0.88 MG PEAI< 
t-IOUR ,Nl)ODR 


0_54 MG FiRE FLOW 
300D GPM FOR J HOC;RS) 


NOTE: 


M3 EAGLE DEVELOPMENT 
WELL FIELD DIVERSION COMPONENTS 


WEll.. AEl.O 
DIVERSION 


IoIAXIIotUIot DAY 
23.18 CFS 


.'0 
c';-


<&' 
~;'~--t/4;; , 


--011-; V,lr ' 


E\/APOFA110r.,J 
MAX DAY::::: 
C,80 CFS 
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AESTHETIC 
PONeS 


, > 
k-"-' 1\ 
v&0-


11 '" ". ",,0 
.~' 


'" ~'v~'I' 
~'?-~$;~ 
~("p 


(>:'0 <:!4y ;; , 


N",--, "'4)--


vt.q r/IO;l,r 
'01\: Ya" 


'1( Ai" ?e-,-.. " 


CVAPORAnON 
M.AX CAY 
0.30, CF'S 


PEAK HOUR ROT ABLE 
IRR!GATiON ~ 12_90 CFS 


ON 487 ACRES 


'" 0 '?'?Ir' . / 


OjtYD 2. S v 


tj,. !j0.6' ~ ~~r-----~\~:;~~ '1 ~!':} -<:'> 


("v,) 
'£~~'(-. 


'~'r~ 
.J 


~!fc;:-,S', 
' L:.-'i 


NON-POTAeI..E 
0PEItA1'ICIIW. POIIlS 
APPROX, 15 ACRES 


~' 
I -","c / I PEAK HOuR INCOOR 


- '"" 1, _83 CTS 
USE 


/ SEWACf 
TREA TM S ~ T r-----J;(j'[if,ii;'t'-ii5;;!;i"';;""2~5i"i;~ 


IRRiGAT10r.J SEASON 
EVAPORATION ~ 


155 AC·-FT ~ 
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NOH-POTABLE PEAK 
HO:JR IRRIGATiON 
;:;1l.00 CFS ON 


645 ACRES 


Wl:-..!TER ::FFU.!ENI RELSE 
NET 445 AC-FT AFTCR 


EVAPORAnON 


NON-POTABi.Y 
1-----.... -· .. ,····· ··········-.. ··· .. ·--.. -JiRFdGAT10N ON 720 


ACRES 


,...... PROPOSED CQNPICURATlCN OF A DIVERSION AND D£UVEKY SYSEM. 
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MG ~ MilUON GALLONS 
AC--FT .", ACRE-F'En 


SECOND ::nLTHE CONNECTIONS 8ETW(E:N COMPONENTS 00 ~~OT Rf~~ESE~ T t: SPECIFIC OR 
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Exhibit 5.2 
M3 Eagle 


ESTl.MATED OJMl!LATIVE TOTAL PROJECT WATER DEMAND BY PHASE AND SOURCE 
11,000 ..,-"--, ,'" 


f"i0NFanndS Union Ditch ('IL, Ltd, 


to,OUO 


9,0110 


I I~:?::trreatcd Efnucnl ("Rellse Water"] 
____________ 9.118 ac- ft _~ , 
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'
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,1\;[3 Eagle 
ESTIMATED TOTAL WATER DEMAND BY INDIVIDUAL PHASE AND SOURCE 


Fanner's Ulllon Ditch Co .. Ltd. 


3,166 aC-lt-+·:.·: •. ~:":~::··:'C:'" Tn:uteJ l::Uluem 


Exhibit 5.3 
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~:20~~1::~:~~ ~,;j Total (iyound Waler LlIVCrSJ1mS 
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'
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Exhibit 5.4 
M3 Eagle 


ANNUAL GROUND WATER DIVERSION VOLUME PERCENTAGES AT FULL BUILD-OUT 
(Acre-feet Dnd Percentage or Total) 


Net well diversion 
for public area 


non-potable irrieation '\ 


*Note: N(~t weI! diwffiioll rcprcsems 


groundwater diverted dirl:ctly for 


irrigation. Reuse oftrcilted cinuent 
;Jccomplishc:.; remainder of public 
area non-potable Irrigation. 


Potable irrigation of 
residential and commercial areas 


Evaporation from aesthetic and 


(ndoor potable 


29.6% 


Iiytc~ Ire 
Total Annual Ground Watcr Diversion Volumc:: 6,535 ACfFT BOIse. Ida/1() 


Not(::; Components orwlaJ well divcr~i()n ~hO\\1l herein may not <ldd exactly 10 tOlal annual diversion volume due 10 round-aif <.~rror. 







Exhibit 5.5 
M3 Eagle 


ANNUAL GROUND WATER CONSUMPTrVE USE PERCENTAGES AT FULL BUILD-OUT 
(Acre-Feet and Percentage of Total) 


li;vaporation from winter 
effluent storage ponds 


during irrigation season 


Public area 
non-potable irrigation 


'"Not\!: Consumptive u:.;c tOr "public area 


lion-potable irrigation" is comprised of 
t ,16! acr.;-fcct of groundwater used 
directly for irrigation and 1.395 acre-feet 
or "Reuse Watcr." 


Evaporation from aesthetic and 
operational ponds 


1,627AC1Ff 
30.2% 


Indoor potable 


Potable irrigation of 
residential and commercial areas 


Hl;;J,u lceiC OC 
Total Annual Consumptive Use;::; 5,381 ACIFT Boise. fduho 


Note' Componenls or iotal consumptive use SllOV>'1J herein may nol fldd exactly w total annuZiI consumptive usc due 10 round-olT crrDr 







Exhibit 5.6 
M3 Eagle 


MAXIMUM DAILY WELL DIVERSIONS DURING IRRIGATION SEASON AT FULL BUILD-OUT 
(Cubic Feet per Second (CFS) and Percentage or Tota!) 


Evaporation from aesthetic and 
operational ponds 


Net well diversion 
for public area 


non-potable irrigation*_ 


1-Nole: Net weI! dlvcr~ion repre,-':;tnIS 


groundwater diverted directly fOf 


irrigation. Reuse oftre4lCd cllluent 
accomplishes remainder of public 
aret! non·potablc irrigation. 


42.1% 


Maximum Daily Diversion:::: 23.18 CFS 


Indoor potable 


Potable irrigation of residential 
and commercial areas 


Hydra ll:eIC oc 
B.oisc. Idaho 


Note: Components of daily divCGioll ;:;.hown hC'.rcin ma.y n01 ndd c:x,Ktly to maximum dally diversion due to round-ofT l.'fTOr. 
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